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This 2001-2002 Bridgewater State CoUege
Catalog outlines programs of study.
This catalog can also be
referenced on the college's web site at
www.bridgew.edu.
The rules, regulations, policies, fees and other charges, courses of study, and academic requirements that appear
in this catalog were in effect at the tune of its publication. Like everything else in this catalog, they are published
for informational purposes only, and they do not constitute a contract between the college and any student,
applicant for admission or other person.
Whether noted elsewhere in this catalog or not, the college reserves the right to change, eliminate, and add to
any existing (and to introduce additional) rules, regulations, pohcies, fees and other charges, courses of study and
academic rec]uirements. Whenever it does so, the coUege will give as much advance notice as it considers feasible or
appropriate, but it reserves the right in all cases to do so without notice.
MISSION OF THE COLLEGE
The mission statement ofBridgewater State College was
adopted in AprU, 1998.
As the comprehensive public coUege of Southeastern
Massachusetts, Bridgewater State College has a dual
mission: to educate the residents of Southeastern Massa-
chusetts and the Commonwealth, and to use its intellec-
tual, scientific and technological resources to support and
advance the economic and cultural life of the region and
the state.
While maintaining its historic focus on the preparation of
teachers, Bridgewater today provides a broad range of
baccalaureate degree programs through its School ofArts
and Sciences, its nationally recognized School ofEducation
and Allied Studies, and its new School of Management and
Aviation Science, which includes the only four-year
Aviation program at a public college in New England. At
the graduate level, the college offers a doctoral program in
Educational Leadership in parmership with the University
of Massachusetts-LoweU.
Through the extensive information technology and
distance education resources available at Bridgewater,
including the unique John Joseph Moakley Center for
Technological Applications, the college has made technol-
ogy an integral component of teaching and learning on
campus, and seeks to become the regional center for the
enhancement of teaching through technology for K-12
teachen and college faculty.
Bridgewater educates its students to think critically,
communicate effectively and act responsibly within a
context of personal and professional ethics. Learning
communities on campus and internships in the workphce
help students sharpen skills and examine values. Outside
the classroom, resident and commuting students aUke
benefit fi-om participation in research projects, public and
community service, and a wide range of recreational and
cultural activities.
STATEMENT OF PRIORITIES
Southeastern Massachusetts is the fastest-growing region
in the northeastern United States. Bridgewater State
College is taking the following steps to ensure that its dual
mission—to educate the citizens of Southeastern Massa-
chusetts and the Commonwealth, and to use its mtellec-
tual, scientific and technological resources to support and
advance the economic and cultural life of the region and
the state—will continue to be accomplished effectively:
1 . Continue to strengthen and improve under-






BuUd on current strengths and national reputa-
tion in teacher education, especially in math-
ematics and science education;
Develop selected undergraduate programs and a
broader array of graduate programs to meet
regional economic needs;
Extend continuing education programs to meet
growing professional development needs;
Use the college's extensive technological
resources to become a regional center for
technological innovation in teaching, learning
and distance education;
6. Create new parmerships with other regional
institutions of higher education;
7. Continue to examine the benefits of seeking
designation as a teaching university; consistent
with institutions that have sinular organizational
structures and offer comparable programs.
5.
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SUMMER SESSIONS - 2001
May
29 (Tuesday) Summer Session I classes begin
June
1 (Friday) Last day for receiving completed
masters degree and CAGS applications for
August admissions;
Last day for graduate students who expect
to receive their degrees in August to file
the appropriate degree application form
28 (Thursday) Summer Session I classes end
July
9 (Monday) Summer Session II classes begin
August
9 (Thursday) Summer Session II classes end
FALL SEMESTER - 2001
September
3 (Monday) Labor Day— No classes
5 (Wednesday) Classes begin
28 (Friday) Fall Convocation (12 pm and 1pm
classes are canceDed)
October
1 (Monday) Last day for receiving completed
master s degree and CAGS applications
for November admissions;
Last day for graduate students to file request
for November comprehensive examination;
Last day for graduate students who expect
to receive their degrees in January to file
the appropriate degree application form
8 (Monday) Columbus Day— No classes
9 (Tuesday) .... Monday Evening schedule of classes:
(Tuesday Evening classes will not meet on 10/9)
23 (Tuesday) End of First Quarter
24 (Wednesday) Beginning of Second Quarter
November
1 2 (Monday) Veterans' Day— No classes
1 4 (Wednesday) Monday Day schedule of classes
(Wednesday Day classes will not meet on 11/14)
2 1 (Wednesday) . . . Thanksgiving Recess begins at 4 pm
26 (Monday) Classes resume at 8 am
December
3 (Monday) Last day for receiving completed
master's degree and CAGS
applications for February admissions
12 (Wednesday) First Semester classes end
First Semester Evening final examinations begin
13 (Thursday) Reading Day (Day classes only)
14 (Friday) First Semester examinations begin
18 (Tuesday) First Semester Evening final
examinations end
20 (Thursday) First Semester examinations end
SPRING SEMESTER— 2002
January
14 (Monday) Classes begin
21 (Monday) ... Martin Luther King Day— No classes
22 (Tuesday) Monday Day and Evening schedule
of classes (Tuesday Day and Evening
classes will not meet on 1 /22)
25 (Friday) Winter Commencement
February
1 (Friday) Last day for graduate students to file
request for March comprehensive examination;
Last day for graduate students who expect to
receive their degrees in May to file the appropriate
degree application form
18 (Monday) Presidents' Day— No classes
20 (Wednesday) Monday Day and Evening
schedule of classes
(Wednesday Day and Evening classes
will not meet on 2/20)
March
1 (Friday) Last day for receiving completed
master's degree and CAGS
applications for May admissions
1 (Friday) End of Tliird Quarter;
Spring Recess begins at 4 pm
18 (Monday) Classes resume at 8 am
Beginning of Fourth Quarter
April
15 (Monday) Patriot's Day— No classes
May
2 (Thursday) Second Semester Evening
final examinations begin
3 (Friday) Second Semester classes end
6 (Monday) Reading Day (Day classes only)
7 (Tuesday) ... Second Semester examinations begin
8 (Wednesday) Second Semester Evening
final examinations end
13 (Monday) Second Semester examinations end
18 (Saturday) Spring Commencement
HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE
Bridgewater State College is one of the oldest public
colleges in America, founded in 1840 as Bridgewater
Normal School. The renowned statesman Daniel
Webster, former U.S. President John Quincy Adams
and the great educator Horace Mann were among the
early supporters of the school. The first class, consisting
of seven men and twenty-one women, met in the old
town hall in Bridgewater with a single instructor,
Nicholas Tillinghast. In 1846, thanks to the generous
donation of a quarter-acre of land from a town resident
and funds from the State Legislature, the college
received its first permanent home on the present-day
quadrangle, which was also the first building in
America constructed for the purpose of training
teachers. As the college and the country grew up
together, Bridgewater graduates traveled all over
America and as far away as Japan, establishing schools
and colleges.
building of this state-of-the-art technology center at
Bridgewater. Two years later, the MBTA completed
construction of its Old Colony Boston-Middleboro/
Lakeville commuter rail hne station in the heart of the
coUege campus, making Bridgewater more accessible to
students from throughout the region (more than 80
percent of the colleges students come from this part of
the Commonwealth) . These and other developments are
representative of a college with a proud history and an
exciting future.
A four-year course of study was first introduced in
1866, and in 1921, Bridgewater was authorized to
award the bachelor of education degree. In 1933, the
name was changed to Bridgewater State Teachers
College, which it remained until 1960 when a fiill-
fledged, multipurpose liberal arts curriculum was begun
and the bachelor of arts degree was conferred. The
college's graduate school opened in 1937.
Dr. Adrian Tinsley, the 10th president of the college
and first woman president, was appointed in 1 989 and
under her leadership the college has continued to
flourish. Today, fuU-time faculty number 270 men and
women, the fuU-time and part-time student body
exceeds 9,000 students, and more than 100 under-
graduate, graduate and certificate programs are offered.
From a quarter-acre of land and a single building in
1846, the college has 240 acres and 30 academic,
administrative and residential buildings, all of them
wired for high-speed voice, video and data transmis-
sion.
In September, 1995, the college opened the John Joseph
Moakley Center for Technological Applications,
establishing Bridgewater as among the leading pioneer
institutions in New England in educational technology.
The building, funded by a $10 million federal grant, is
named in honor of U.S. Congressman John Joseph
Moakley, who encouraged Congress to support the
The material whichfollows includes a summary of thefederal and
state legal requirements and specific college policies related to
nondiscrimination, harassment, hazing, alcohol and drug policies,
safety and security measures and confidentiality ofstudent records.
For a copy of the complete policy statements orfurther informa-
tion, please contact the appropriate office as indicated in each
policy section.
Policy on Nondiscrimination and
Affirmative Action
Bridgewater State College does not discriminate in
admission to or access to, or treatment or employment in,
any of its educational programs or activities, including
scholarships, loans and athletics, on basis of race, creed,
religion, color, gender, marital status, age, sexual orienta-
tion, national origin, veteran status or disability.The
college complies v^th executive orders 11246 and 11375
as amended; the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended; the
Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1988; the Civil Rights
Act of 1991;Tide IX of the Higher Education Amend-
ments of 1972 as amended; Sections 503 and 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; the Americans w^ith Disabili-
ties Act of 1990; Section 402 of theVietnam EraVeterans
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974; and pertinent laws,
regulations and executive orders; directive of the Higher
Education Coordinating Council; the Boards ofTrustees
of the Massachusetts State Colleges and the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, and other applicable local, state
and federal statutes.
Anyone believing that he or she has experienced adverse
treatment may register a complaint with the Office of
Affirmative Action, Boyden Hall 226 (508) 531-1241; the
vice president for student affairs, Boyden Hall 106 (508)
531-1276,TTY (508) 531-1384; or v^ite to the Office
for Civil Rights,Washington, D.C.
For specific information regarding college policies related
to racial harassment, sexual harassment or disabilities
discrimination, please contact the Office ofAffirmative
Action and Minority Affairs, the Office of Student Affairs
or refer to the Bridgewater State College Handbook.
Confidentiality of Student Records
Bridgewater State College complies with the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 which
governs access to and release of information contained in
student education records. Students have the right to
review their education records, request the amendment of
their records if they believe that inaccuracies exist, and
consent to disclosures ofpersonally identifiable informa-
tion contained in their records. Students also have the
right to file written complaints with the U.S. Department
of Education, Family Policy Compliance Office, concern-
ing alleged violations of this act. Additional information
regarding this act may be found in the Bridgewater State
College Handbook, in the Fall and Spring Course Schedules,
and on the web (www.bridgew.edu/depts/registr). For
specific questions, please contact the director of student
records and registration, Boyden Hall 003.
The Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus
Security Policy and Campus Crime
Statistics Act
Bridgewater State College complies with the Jeanne Clery
Disclosure ofCampus Security Policy and Campus Crime
Statistics Act, a federal law that requires colleges and
universities across the United States to disclose informa-
tion about crime on and around their campuses.
Annual Report
Colleges have to publish an annual report every year by
October 1st that contains three years of campus crime
statistics and also certain security policy statements
including sexual assault policies, the law enforcement
authority of campus police, and where students should go
to report crimes.These statistics and policy statements are
published annually in the Bridgewater State College Hand-
book.
Crime Statistics
Colleges must disclose crime statistics for the campus,
public areas immediately adjacent to the campus, and
certain non-campus facilities including Greek housing and
remote housing.The statistics must be gathered fixjm
campus and local police, and college officials that have
"significant responsibility for student and campus activi-
ties."
Access to Timely Information
Colleges are also required to provide "timely warnings"
and a separate but more extensive public crime log.The
Bridgewater State College Police Department issues
"Campus Safety Alert Bulletins" whenever a major crime
or other significant incident may potentially affect the
safety or security of the campus community.The Depart-
ment also maintains a daily police log that is accessible to
the public.The police log and any "Campus Safety Alert
Bulletins" that are issued are also provided for publication
in the college newspaper, Tlic Comment.
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Hazing
Hazing is unlawfiJ in Massachusetts. Bridgewater State
College supports the law. Hazing means ". . .any conduct
or method of initiation into any student organization,
whether on public or private property, which wiMJly or
recklessly endangers the physical or mental health ofany
student or other person."Any person who is a principal
organizer or participant in the crime of hazing shall be
pimishable by a fine of not more than $3,000 or by
imprisonment in a house of correction for not more than
one year, or by both such fine and imprisonment. Please
refer to the Bridgewater State College Handbook for the
complete college policy statement on hazing.
Inappropriate Behaviors that Compromise
THE Safety and Security of Bridgewater
State College That Will Not Be
Tolerated
The following list ofinappropriate behaviors are those
leading to the student's suspension or dismissal fixjm
Bridgewater State College once a determination of
responsibility has been made. Immediate interim
suspension pending a hearing will occur whenever the
accused student is deemed a safety threat.





• rape or other sexual assault
• stalking
Serious acts against property, including, but not
limited to:
• arson
• destruction ofproperty including computer data
• illegal occupation of a building
Possession or discharge of illegal weapons.
Illegal alcohol or drug distribution.
Seriously jeopardizing the safety and lives of
others, including, but not limited to:
• creating or false reporting ofbombs
• hazing
• inciting a riot
• resisting arrest
• tampering with fire or safety equipment mcluding
pulling a false fire alarm
• driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
For information on the college conduct code and judicial
process, please refer to the Bridgewater State College Hand-
book or contact the Office ofJudicial Programs, DiNardo
Hall 102.
The Massachusetts Clean Indoor Act
(Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter
270, Sect. 22)
The Massachusetts Clean Indoor Air Act requires that
smoking be prohibited at colleges withm the Common-
wealth except in areas designated by the college as smoking
areas. Effective January 1, 1993, the college became smoke
fi-ee. All indoor smoking is prohibited with the exception
of designated areas in the residence halls. Students and
employees interested in participating in smoking cessation
programs should contact the Office of Health Services,
Tillinghast Hall 001; or the Office ofHuman Resources,
Boyden 103.
Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act
Amendments of 1989
In compliance with the Drug-Free Schools and Commu-
nities Act Amendments of 1989, Bridgewater State College
has adopted and implemented programs to prevent the
unlawful possession, use or distribution of illicit drugs and
alcohol by students and employees.
College policy prohibits the possession, consumption,
storage or service of alcohol by students and/or their
guests, except:
1. by persons 21 years or age or older
2. in transit to (not bemg consumed, stored or served) or at
approved or licensed locations, such as the Great Hill
Student Apartments and the Rathskeller
3. within the limits of state and local laws and coUege
policy.
The unbwfial possession, use or distribution of illegal drugs
on college property or at college activities is .iLso prohib-
ited. Sanctions are imposed by the college on students .uid
employees who violate the college alcohol and drug policy.
For information on specific college pobcies pertaining to
alcohol and illegal dnigs, sanctions for violations of the
alcohol and drug policy, campus resouaes and referr.il
agencies, please refer to the BridgmMter Stale College
Handbook or contact the Office of Student Afi.iirs. Boyden
Hall 106; the Alcohol/Drug Prograni,Tillingha.st H.dl 010;
or the Office of Human Resources. Boyden Hall 103.
Voter Registration Act
(Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 51, Sect. 42E)
The law requires all colleges to make available voter
registration forms to all students enrolled in a degree or
certificate program and physically in attendance at the
institution. Massachusetts residents will find such forms at
the Bridgewater State College web page (www.hridgew.edu
- CUck on BSC Students) and at the Campus Center
Information Booth. Out-of-state students who want to
vote in their home state must use either a mail-in form
supplied by an election official in the home state or the
federal mail-in affidavit of voter registration.The latter
may be obtained by writing or calling the Massachusetts
Elections Division, Room 1705, McCormack Building,
Massachusetts Educator Certification Tests
Annual Institution Report
Program Year: 1999-2000
Number of Program Completers: 395
Bridgewater State-
State College wide
Number Number Pass Pass
Test Field/Category Tested Passed Rate Rate
Basic Skills
Reading 379 352 93% 94%
Writing 379 343 91% 91%
Aggregate 379 333 88% 89%
Academic Content Areas
Early Childhood 49 41 84% 85%
Elementary 172 143 83% 84%
Middle School 32 27 84% 88%
History 26 23 88% 82%
English 6 88%




Visual Art 4 85%
Physical Education 19 19 100% 99%
Spanish 3 73%
Aggregate 330 281 85% 85%
Other Contest Areas
Health Education 2 100%
Aggregate 2 82%
Teaching to Special Populations
Special Needs 38 38 100% 95%
Aggregate 38 38 100% 95%
Summary Totals and
Pass Rate 380 305 80% 81%
One Ashburton Place, Boston, MA 02108 (617) 727-2828
or 1-800-462-8683, through the BSC web site bsted
above or through www.state.ma.us/sec/elestu/stuidx.htm
Teacher Preparation Programs and
Educator Certification Test Pass Rates
Bridgewater State College offers 19 undergraduate and
post-baccalaureate programs leading to initial teacher
certification. All candidates enrolled in teacher-certifica-
tion programs must have a major in an Arts and Sciences
discipline in addition to their education course sequence,
and all candidates are exposed to actual K-12 classrooms
throughout their teacher preparation program. Bridge-
water's School of Education and Allied Studies is accred-
ited by the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE). All of the college's educator
preparation programs are approved by the Massachusetts
Department of Education, and 17 programs are approved
at the national level by recognized professional organiza-
tions.
To be licensed to teach in Massachusetts, candidates must
pass three educator certification tests; two basic skills tests
(reading and writing) and a test in their academic content
area.The table on the left reports pass rates for each of the
tests required for teacher licensure.
Total number of students admitted into
teacher preparation, all specializations,
in academic year 1999-2000 1126
Number of students in supervised student
teaching in academic year 1999-2000 353
Number of faculty members who supervised
student teachers:
Full-time faculty in professional education 38
Part-time faculty in professional education
but fiill-time in the institution 9
Part-time faculty in professional education,
not othenvise employed by the institution 31
Total faculty student teaching supervison 78
Student teacher/faculty ratio vH^HH ^4,52
The average number of student teaching
hours per week required 30
The total number ofweeks of supervised
student teaching required 1
5
Average total number ofhours required 450
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Undergraduate Majors
Twenty-eight undergraduate majors are currently
offered. For more detailed information, see require-































































General Management (Human Resources,
Operations)



















Teacher Certification in Physical Education
(Pre-K-9)




























Graduate degrees are offered in 12 fields. Graduate
concentrations are offered in 25 areas. For complete
information, see the Graduate and Continuing Education






Secondary Education (Middle School/High
School)
Special Education
Master of Arts (M.A.)
English
Psychology























Master of Public Administration (M.P.A.)
Concentrations in:
Financial and Personnel Administration
Municipal and Regional Development and
Management
Nonprofit and Human Services
Administration
Public Safety Administration




















Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)
Educational Leadership




a student's major. Most Bridgewater students complete
GERs during the first two years of college and spend
the last two years in their major field of study.
SmaU class size, a superb faculty, the extensive resources
of the Maxwell Library and the John Joseph Moakley
Center for Technological Applications, modern
equipment and facilities, and a supportive network of
advisers and counselors are the key elements of the
academic environment at Bridgewater State College.
A wide variety of cultural, social, athletic and recre-
ational activities complement the learning process and
add different dimensions to the total academic experi-
ence at Bridgewater State College.
The college is committed to student success. Faculty
and staff strive to help each student achieve full
potential. The college's long tradition of academic
excellence is built upon a foundation of challenging
studies, a stimulating atmosphere, and a spirit of
community and partnership. The rewards of success can
be both personal and professional.
Recognizing that a narrow focus of learning is a
serious threat to a student's economic and intellectual
fliture, Bridgewater expects all students to pursue
common patterns of study in addition to a major field
of study.
Advancing technology, moving at breathtaking speed,
adds infinite amounts of new information. The abiUty
to assimilate complex ideas fi-om a variety of sources
requires fijndamental knowledge in different areas of
history, science, the arts, literature, language and
philosophy as well as specialized, in-depth skill in one
major area. A college education should provide a
person with broad information of lasting value no
matter what vocation is pursued. With most people
changing careers as many as five times during their
working Uves, the importance of this foundation is
obvious.
Liberal arts are the core of the Bridgewater experience.
Every student, regardless of major, completes what are
called the General Education Requirements (CiERs)
—
courses of study in areas of knowledge and understand-
ing of general significance. This exposure to broad
fields of learning is a foundation for specific studies in
An important part of this emphasis—in GER courses as
well as in courses in the major—involves writing and
improving writing skills. Language is our chief instru-
ment of communication over time and space. The
abihty to express our ideas and react to the ideas of
others is rooted in language skills. Technology has
accelerated dramatically the need for people who can
communicate quickly, clearly and effectively. Individuals
who can write with confidence and skill have far more
opportunity for success than those who cannot.
Business executives, in survey after survey, rank profi-
ciency in communication as the most important skiU an
employee can possess. Bridgewater State College
beheves firmly in our obligation to prepare students for
the world they will encounter and the demands and
expectations they will confiront.
The college has a rich and varied array of majors,
minors and program options. For the undergraduate
student, there are more than 100 such possibilities to
help prepare for a career.
The academic experience available to students at
Bridgewater State College can be summed up in a few
words: Challenging . . . Comprehensive . . . Flexible . .
.
Outstanding . . . Opportune.
The Faculty
Bridgewater State College has an outstanding faculty of
men and women who take their responsibility' for
teaching seriously. Faculty and students can work
closely together because most classes are small in size
(the average is less than 30 students). Many students
assist faculty in research projects outside the classroom
as well.
Bridgewater State College professors are recognized for
their expertise. Eighty-eight percent hold terminal
degrees in their fields, and many faculty members serve
as consultants and advisers to corporations, banks, health
organizations, school systems and government agencies.
Others provide leadership to professional societies and
conduct pioneering research in their respective fields.
LEARNING RESOURCES
The Academic Achievement Center
The Academic Achievement Center houses a variety of
programs and services that support the adjustment to
college and the academic success of students. The
Achievement Center is located on the ground floor of
the Maxwell Library and includes the following
programs:
The Haughey Academic Advising Program
The advising program serves freshmen and all other
students who have yet to declare an academic major.
Freshmen are introduced to the advising program
during orientation and participate in a number of
group and individual advising sessions throughout the
academic year. The focus of the advising program is on
helping each student plan a program of study and make
a successful and happy transition to college Ufe.
Enrichment Program
A variety of services is available to help strengthen
those skills most essential to effective learning both in
college and throughout life.
The course or courses will be graded on a pass/fail
basis and will not be calculated in the student's cumula-
tive quality point average. Students assigned to any of
these courses must complete the course successfully
before attempting any other course in that area. The
credit earned in any Introductory College Skills course
may not be used to satisfy General Education Require-
ments nor may it be apphed toward the minimum
number of credits required for graduation in any major.
*FS 100 Introductory College Skills: Intrusive
Advising—A speciaHzed learning/advising program
for freshmen offered by the Academic Achievement
Center and conducted in a small group setting.
Students who wish further information about this
course should contact the Academic Achievement
Center.
*FS 101 Introductory College Skills: Writing
—
The course will consist of an intensive review of basic
communication skills, chiefly those of reading and
writing. Students who wish fiirther information about
this course should consult with the chairperson of the
EngUsh department or the Academic Achievement
Center.
The program is based on the college's commitment to
provide students with every opportunity to build upon
strengths they have while correcting any deficiencies.
This assistance is provided through speciahzed courses
in English and mathematics and through resources such
as the Reading Center, the Writing Center, the
Mathematics Laboratory, a learning skills specialist and
a learning disabihties specialist. Tutorial assistance is also
provided.
*FS 102 Introductory College Skills: Mathemat-
ics—Fundamental principles of algebra and geometry.
Students who wish further information about this
course should consult with the chairperson of the
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, or
the Mathematics Laboratory director, or the director of
the academic achievement center.
Students needing assistance may be referred by faculty
or staff. A student may also request special help, which
the college may provide.
Introductory College Skills
Courses— Students may be assigned to a class or to
Introductory College Skills courses as a result of a
review of the students' high school records, SAT scores
and performance on various placement examinations
generally given during Freshman Orientation. A
student may also request this assistance, which the
college is pleased to provide.
*The credit earned in these particular courses may not be used
to satisfy General Education Requirements, nor may it be
applied toward the minimum number of credits requiredfor
graduation in any major.
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Laboratories—Students may participate in the
following laboratory programs by consulting with the
directors of the program.
Mathematics Laboratory—The Mathematics
Laboratory provides individuahzed instruction in a
laboratory setting with peer tutoring and a variety of
resources. Student participation in the Mathematics
Laboratory may be voluntary or by referral.
Reading Center—The college Reading Center is
available to all students who wish to utilize the services
of the laboratory for the development of their own
skiUs. Students interested in the services of the labora-
tory may contact the college Reading Laboratory,
Maxwell Library.
Writing Center—The Writing Center at
Bridgewater State College oflfers the student an
opportunity for individualized instruction in writing.
Student participation at the Writing Center may be
voluntary or by referral to the director of the writing
center.
Departmental Resources
The college offers extensive computer facilities for
instructional purposes and resources that range from a
Zeiss Electron Microscope in the Department of
Biological Sciences and an astronomy observatory in
the Department of Earth Sciences and Geography to a
writing laboratory offered by the Department of
English.
FaciUties for weaving, ceramics, sculpture and painting
are available in the Department of Art, and flight
simulators are provided in the Department ofAviation
Science. These and many other modern resources
support the educational mission of the college and
insure that Bridgewater students can learn and apply
contemporary knowledge and skills.
Clement C. Maxwell Library
The library holds approximately 500,000 volumes and
subscribes to more than 1,500 periodicals and newspa-
pers. These are supplemented by microfilm and
microfiche holdings, including ERIC.
The Library has made many advances in the area of
full text networked information resources. Indeed, the
number ofjournals whose full text is available via the
Library network is significantly larger than the number
of traditional frill text current subscriptions received in
print by the Library! For students, this means easy access
to a complete collection of high quality information
resources anytime and anywhere, both on campus
(including network-connected residence hall rooms)
and off campus. Some examples of the primary full text
network resources are Academic Search Premier,
Academic Press IDEAL, Business Source Premier,
ProjectJSTOR (charter member), the Digital Library
(Association of Computing Machinery), Project MUSE,
Ethnic NewsWatch,Lexis-Nexis, Academic Universe
and many others.
In 1999, the Library implemented a new integrated
online library management system. The system's
primary advantage is Webster, the system's web-based
online catalog. Webster is named after Daniel Webster,
who, in 1838, gave a speech arguing for the placement
of a state-supported normal school in Southeastern
Massachusetts. This, of course, became Bridgewater
State College. In addition to its full-featured search
capabilities (including relevance-ranked results of
keyword searches),Webster includes information on the
status of materials on-order, and the circulation status of
items. The URL for Webster is: http: / /webster.bridgew
.edu In addition, the Library's new Avatar system
enables students to search simultaneously across groups
of Maxwell Library's electronic databases, even those
provided by different vendors.With Avatar, library users
can search multiple library catalogs or other databases
using a single set of search terms. Avatar is available via
the URL: http://auatar.bridgew.edu
John Joseph Moakley Center for
Technological Applications
The Moakley Center has been supporting the technol-
ogy needs of Bridgewater State College students as well
as the region's educators and businesses since its
opening in 1995. The Moakley Center is a technology-
integrated, 50,000-square-foot learning venue that
focuses the power of technology on its guiding prin-
ciple that education is a hfelong process.
Just inside, a 213-seat amphitheater features a full
complement of the latest presentation technologies. Its
television/video production facility grants access to
digital editing and complete teleconference capabilities
for students, businesses and educators alike. Several
multimedia training rooms offer the l.itest in tedinol-
ogy-enabled learning.
College Events and Special Programs
Literally hundreds of interesting programs, projects and
events are available at Bridgewater State College
throughout each year. Academic, cultural, and social
activities and programs are sponsored each year by
students, faculty, staff and alumni of the college and
include, but are certainly not limited to, Alumni
Weekend, Archaeological Excavations, Aw^ard Programs,
Canadian Studies, Children's Physical Developmental
Clinic, Children's Theatre, Commencement, Convoca-
tion, Family Day, Hall of Black Achievement, Home-
coming, Dr. Martin Luther King Day Celebration,
Minority/Bilingual Student Awareness Day.
Consult the Bridgewater State College Handbook, the
numerous bulletin boards across the campus, as well as
college publications, for information on campus events
as they arise.
Cultural, Social, Athletic and
Recreational Activities
In addition to classroom instruction, Bridgewater State
College offers students a full social, cultural, athletic,
recreational and religious Ufe. Art exhibits, lectures,
concerts, movies, plays, workshops and sports events
make for an active campus schedule. (Please refer to the
handbook and the college website www.hridgew.edu for
a complete listing of clubs, organizations and a calendar
of campus events.)
Through programs sponsored by the Student Activities
Office, the Student Govermnent Association, the
Program Committee, the Bridgewater State College
Foundation and other organizations, members of the
college community have opportunities to attend events
featuring significant public figures and internationally
acclaimed performing artists.
The Art Building and Maxwell Library feature galleries
where exhibits are displayed and the Rondileau
Campus Center offers special programs such as
performance by the college Chorale Society and the
Bridgewater State College Dance Company. For
students who enjoy the theater, Bridgewater State
College has much to offer. Major productions are
presented by students in the theatre department
throughout the year. Professional theater companies
perform at the college frequently.
Bridgewater has a strong athletic tradition, which has
grown to include 22 intercollegiate varsity sports
teams, a fiill range of intramural athletic programs, and
a number of club sports programs. The college is a
member of the National Collegiate Athletic Associa-
tion (NCAA) Division III, the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference (ECAC) and the Massachusetts
State CoUege Athletic Conference (MASCAC).
Community members keep abreast of events and
programs through a variety of campus media. The
student newspaper. The Comment, and the official
college newsletter, Bridgewater Today, focus on news and
feature stories highlighting campus life and individual
achievements, and the Commuter Connection Newsletter
provides useful information for the commuting
population.
The campus radio station,WBIM-FM, provides
coverage of events plus a fuU range of musical and
special interest programming. The college has its own
homepage at www.bridgew.edu and resident students
have access to a cable television local access channel
offering college news and information. The Office of
Pubhc Affairs maintains a Campus Events Line (508)
531-1768, a weekly recording of campus events.
Exchange and Study Abroad Programs
Bridgewater has formal student exchange agreements
with Acadia University (Nova Scotia, Canada); and
Manchester Metropolitan University, Crewe & Alsager
Campus, in England. Students also have the opportu-
nity to study in Canada through the Quebec/New
England Exchange at over a dozen institutions,
including Bishop's University, Concordia University,
the University of Laval, McGill University, the Univer-
sity of Montreal and the University of Sherbrooke. The
Nova Scotia/New England Exchange provides
exchange opportunities at eleven institutions, including
Atlantic School ofTheology, University College of
Cape Breton, Dalhousie University, University of
King's College, Nova Scotia College ofArt and Design,
St. Francis Xavier University and Saint Mary's Univer-
sity.
Through the National Student Exchange students may
spend up to one year attending a college or university
in another state at the in-state tuition rate. The
National Student Exchange directory describes the 171
institutions involved in this program.
A special three-week, three-credit summer
Bridgewater-at-Oxford Program focusing on art
history, English history, EngUsh literature, political
science and law, provides students with the opportunity
to participate in the distinctive features of the Oxford
educational experience. In addition to lectures and
course work, the program includes tours to places of
interest in the Oxford area.
Students are encouraged to explore exchange and
education abroad programs early. Most students choose
to participate in their sophomore and junior years.
Informational brochures, directories and web site
hstings regarding study, work and travel abroad oppor-
tunities are available in the International and Exchange
Programs Office, Room 106, Boyden Hall.
Orientation for New Students
Bridgewater's orientation program has been designed
to introduce new students and their famihes to the
Bridgewater community. Through collaborative efforts
between the divisions ofAcademic Affairs and Student
Affairs, orientation provides programs that are condu-
cive to the academic and social success of new students.
The goals of orientation are to develop and coordinate
programs that promote academic success, to enhance
personal and social development, and to provide
famihes and their students with information about
services, support systems and issues facing college
students.
Orientation is divided into two different programs.The
initial program in the spring is a comprehensive two-
day introduction to the college with an emphasis on
placement testing, academic advising and registration
for fall classes. Students also have an opportunity to
meet with faculty and staff and learn about the
resources available at the college. A one-day concurrent
parent program provides parents with information
about services, support systems and resources for their
students.
The second two-day program is prior to the opening
of classes in the fall when students are given the
opportunity to meet new friends, learn the traditions
of Bridgewater and receive assistance with transition to
college life. Students have opportunity to sign up for
workshops, meet with faculty and staff and participate
in small group experiences that are designed to foster
relationships and provide them with information to
assist them with their first year educational experience.
Reugious Life
The campus provides opportunities for formal rehgious
study as well as individual participation in worship, bible
study and purposeful conmiunity service. The Catholic
Center and Christian Fellowship contribute to our
understanding and appreciation of various rehgious
perspectives.
Services to Students
Students face many decisions involving housing,
finances, health, work, academic programs, post-
undergraduate study and career goals.The Office of
Student Affairs provides assistance in making these
decisions through personal and career counsehng, off-
and on-campus housing, health services, child care
center, social activities, advocacy for persons with
disabihties and financial aid. The Bridgewater State College
Handbook provides detailed information about these
services.
Disability Resources
Bridgewater State College is committed to making its
facihties, services and programs accessible to aU students
and IS in compliance with Section 504 of the Federal
RehabiUtation Act of 1973 and the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
The Disabihty Resources Office assists students who are
physically challenged, mentally challenged or learning
disabled to obtain the services they need to access a
quahty education. This is done in the following ways:
assisting with course registration procedures and
accessibihty to classrooms; locating readers, notetakers,
interpreters, adaptive computing, accessible housing and
transportation; assisting in acquiring reasonable accom-
modations from college faculty and statl"; and providing
information about the laws, regulations and rights as
they pertain to students with disabihties.
The Disability Resources Office will assist in .ill
reasonable ways to provide access to opportunities tor a
quality educational experience. Students arc encouraged
to visit the office, located in the Academic Achievement
Center on the lower level of the Maxwell I ibrarv'. if
they have any questions, need assistance or have
suggestions. Appointments may be scheduled by calling
(508)531-2304 or (508) 53 1-6 11 3 TTY.
UNDERGRADUATE
ADMISSIONS
For information about admission to graduate pro-
grams, please consult the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
Bridgewater State College seeks to admit students who
give evidence of intellectual capacity, motivation,
character and who have a record of scholastic achieve-
ment. An effort is made to attract candidates of diverse
academic, economic, racial, religious and geographic
backgrounds. The admission requirements and proce-
dures are designed to assist the college to select a
freshman class from those applicants who can benefit
from the educational opportunities at Bridgewater
State College.
Bridgewater State College does not discriminate on
the basis of race, sex, sexual orientation, color, rehgion,
age, or national or ethnic origin. In addition, no
otherwise quahfied handicapped appUcant shall, solely




Each candidate should submit the Bridgewater State
College application. The form, aside from collecting
biographical data, allows the candidate to provide
additional information concerning their academic and
extracurricular interests.The college will also accept
the Common Application as well as electronically
formatted applications such as College Link. The
application is also available on the college's web site,
www. bridgew. edu
High School Record
Candidates must request an official transcript of their
secondary school record be sent directly to the Office
ofAdmissions. The strength of the applicant's curricu-
lum, grades, weighted grade point average and class
rank as well as the level of competition in the
applicant's high school are taken into consideration.
The secondary program should include the following
college preparatory subjects:
English (a) 4 units
Mathematics (b) 3 units
Science (c) 3 units
History/Social Science (d) 2 units
Foreign Language (e) 2 units
Elective Units (f) 2 units
Related Courses (g) 4 units
a. These must be college preparatory courses in
composition and literature, which include the
development of reading, writing and comprehen-
sion skills.
b. These should be coUege preparatory courses in such
subjects as algebra, geometry, trigonometry, elemen-
tary functions and mathematical analysis. A fourth
year of mathematics is strongly recommended for
students who plan to enter fields such as computer
science, management science, mathematics, pre-
engineering or the sciences.
c. Two of these courses must include laboratory work.
d. This requirement should include one year of
United States history and government.
e. Students are encouraged to elect a third year of
foreign language study.
f. Students should choose firom additional college
preparatory courses in English, mathematics,
computer science, foreign language, natural and
physical science, visual and performing arts and
humanities.
g. Students are encouraged to elect courses that are
consistent with their personal, educational and
career goals. These courses may include, but are
certainly not Umited to, such offerings as computer
science, business, communications, psychology and
sociology.
Students graduating from vocational-technical high
schools may substitute vocational-technical vocabulary
course work for the foreign language requirement even
if foreign language courses are offered in their high
schools.Two vocational-technical courses may be used
to fulfill the two required electives.
Standardized Test Scores
Candidates for admission to the freshman class must
submit the results of the Scholastic Assessment Test
(SAT I) or the American College Testing Program.
Candidates should have those score reports forwarded
directly from the Educational Testing Program (SAT I)
or the American College Testing Program (ACT)
during the academic year in which application is made
to the college.
For evaluarion according to the provisions of Chapter
344, students with learning disabilities are expected to
submit verification fi-om their guidance office. In most
cases, a copy of the student's current Individualized
Educational Plan (lEP) is the appropriate verifying
document. More specific documentation may be
required for academic advising and special services
when students enroU.
Chapter 344, Section 19 of the 1983 Acts and Resolves of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts states that: "No
resident of the Commonwealth who has been diagnosed as
being developmentally disabled, including but not limited to,
having dyslexia or other specific language disabilities, by any
evaluation procedure prescribed by chapter seventy-one B, or
equivalent testing, shall be required to take any standardized
college entrance aptitude test to gain admittance to any public
institution of higher education in the Commonwealth.
Admission shall be determined by all other relevant factors
excluding standardized achievement testing. "
Candidates who graduated from high school three or
more years prior to their planned entrance date are
exempt fi'om the standardized testing requirement.
Extracurricular Record
Since Bridgewater seeks students who will contribute
to the college in a variety of ways, other factors are
considered in the admissions decision. These include
demonstrated leadership, participation in extracurricu-
lar activities, motivation, maturity and special aptitudes
and talents. Letters of recommendation and any
additional supporting information a candidate wishes
to submit are welcomed and encouraged.
Special consideration is given to applicants out of high
school for three years or more, students from educa-
tionally disadvantaged environments and candidates
who exhibit exceptional potential.
Interviews are not required. Students are encouraged to
attend one of the many group information sessions
ofiered throughout the year.
Additional information concerning admission proce-
dures, application fees, interviews, standardized testing
requirements for admission, notification date and
deferred enrollment may be found in the V^icwbook.
Copies may be obtained from the Admissions (Office,
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02325.
TRANSFER ADMISSIONS
REQUIREMENTS
Bridgewater State College welcomes applications firom
qualified transfer students.To qualify for transfer
admission, a student must have earned 12 semester
hours of transferable credit; otherwise the applicant is
considered under freshman admission requirements.
Transfer apphcants will be evaluated on the basis of
their previous college work and must request an official
transcript to be sent from each college or university
attended. Transfer applicants who have earned less than
24 transferable credits must also submit to an official
high school transcript and standardized testing results.
It is expected that candidates for transfer admission will
be in good standing at the last institution attended and
will have earned a cumulative grade point average of
2.0 on a 4.0 scale. Students transferring less than 24
semester hours of credit must present a cumulative
grade point average of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale. Special
consideration may be granted for exceptional high
school performance, evidence of maturity and motiva-
tion, or other extenuating circumstances and wiU be
handled on an individual basis. Please note that these
are minimum eligibility requirements and do not
guarantee admission to the college or to a
specific degree program.
Transfer credit toward the degree will be granted for
course work completed at other accredited institutions
of higher education. A minimum grade of C- is
required for credit transfer. Courses that do not have a
direct equivalent at Bridgewater State College may be
counted as fulfilling elective requirements in the
curriculum. Transfer students are required to fulfill the
same degree requirements as any other student; how -
ever, any student who has completed the general
education requirements of one of the other Massachu-
setts State Colleges will not be subject to additional
general education requirements at Bridgewater State
(-ollege. One half of the required courses in the major
and in the minor fields must be completed at this
college. Students transferring from an accredited two-




Bridgewater State College participates with the 15
Massachusetts community colleges in the Joint
Admissions Program. Joint admissions is designed to
guarantee the enrollment of students from the
community colleges upon completion of designated
transfer associate degree programs. Students must
maintain a minimum 2.5 cumulative grade point
average to be eligible.
Commonwealth Transfer Compact
For students transferring from Massachusetts
community colleges to Bridgewater State
College (Effective January, 1990)
I. Requirements for Transfer Compact Status
A student shall be ehgible for transfer compact status if
he or she has met the following requirements:
a. Completed an associate's degree with a minimum
of 60 hours exclusive of developmental course
work.
b. Achieved a cumulative grade point average of not
less than 2.0 (in a 4.0 system) at the community
college awarding the degree. This is merely a
minimum grade point average and by no means
guarantees admission.
c. Completed the following minimum general
education core, exclusive of developmental course
work:
English Composition/Writing 6 credit hours
Behavioral and Social Science 9 credit hours
Humanities and Fine Arts 9 credit hours
Natural or Physical Science 8 credit hours
Mathematics 3 credit hours
The community college from which the student is
applying is responsible for identifying on the transcript
of the candidate that the student has fulfilled the
compact specifications.
II. Credits to be Transferred
The 35 credits in general education courses specified
in section I will be appHed toward the fulfiUment of
the Bridgewater State College general education
requirements.
A minimum of 25 additional credits will be accepted
as transfer credits. These credits may be transferred as
free electives, toward any additional general education
requirements, toward the student's major, or any
combination, as Bridgewater State College deems
appropriate.
Only college-level course credits consistent with the
recommended standards set forth in the Undergraduate
Experience pubhcation are included under this com-
pact. Credits awarded by the sending institution
through CLEP, challenge examinations and other life
experience evaluations for course credit may be
included when the community college certifies that a
student quahfies under this compact.
III. Credits Beyond the Associate's Degree
To complete the baccalaureate degree, a student who
transfers under this compact may be required to take no
more than 68 additional credits unless:
a. The student changes his or her program upon
entering Bridgewater State College, or
b. The combination of additional general education
requirements, if any, and the requirements of the
student's major at the receiving institution total
more than 68 credits.
Under these circumstances, transfer students will be
subject to the same requirements as students who began
their undergraduate education at Bridgewater State
College.
IV Admission to Competitive Majors or
Programs
If because of space or fiscal hmitations the receiving
institution does not admit all quahfied applicants to a
given major or program, the receiving institution will
use the same criteria for appHcants who are transfer
students under this compact as it does for its native
students.
V. Student Appeals
A student who believes that the provisions of this
compact have not been appUed fairly has the right to
appeal.
Initially, differences of interpretation regarding the
award of transfer credit shall be resolved between the
student and the receiving institution. If a difference
remains unresolved, the student shall present his
evaluation of the situation to the institution from which
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the student is transferring. Representatives from the
two institutions shall then have the opportunity to
resolve the differences.
Absent a satisfactory resolution, differences of interpre-
tation may be presented to the State-wide Transfer
Coordinating Committee.
Decision and Notification Dates
Early Action Program
Freshman candidates may apply under the Early Action
Program. Candidates need to have fulfilled the stan-
dardized testing requirements on or before the Novem-
ber test date and will need to have their appUcation
complete and transcripts on file in the Office of
Admissions by November 16.
Early Action applicants are notified by mid-December.
The college either 1) offers admission, 2) denies
admission, or 3) defers admission and reviews the
appbcation again during the regular admissions cycle. A
student offered admission under the Early Action
Program has until the May 1 candidates reply date to
respond to the college's offer.
Regular Freshman Admissions
Freshman appHcants for the fall semester must submit
their completed application by March 1 . Candidates are
notified of the Admissions Committee decision by
April 15. A Umited number of freshmen candidates are
accepted for the spring semester each year.The
apphcation deadline is December 1 and decisions are
mailed by January 5.
Transfer Admissions
Transfer applications should be filed by April 1 for
September admission or by December 1 for January
admission.
Notification for transfer candidates is done on a rolling
basis as the apphcation file becomes complete. Notifi-
cation for September admission begins in March.
Note:The college reserves the right to close admissions
at any time.
Readmission
Students who withdrew from Bridgewater State
College in good standing, and who wish to be rein-
stated, must file an apphcation for reenrollment with
the Office of Student Records and Registration. This
process must be completed by November 1 for the
spring semester and by May 1 for the fall semester.
Because of enrollment constraints, students who submit
apphcations after the November 1 and May 1 deadhnes
cannot be guaranteed reinstatement for the subsequent
semester.
All students separated from the college for academic
reasons must file the official apphcation form with the
Office ofAdmissions by the dates Usted above. It is
recommended that students in this category present
evidence of the successfiil completion of at least 12-15
semester hours of collegiate study at another institution
of higher education. Transfer credit will be awarded
according to estabhshed pohcy. The grade point
average achieved at separation vnU be resumed
after readmission. Any undergraduate student
academically dismissed for the second time can only
apply for readmission after a three-year period.
Special Admissions Programs
PROGRESS
The Program for the Recruitment and Retention of
Special Students (PROGRESS) was estabhshed to
admit and provide support services to students from a
minority group and/or disadvantaged background who
possess both the motivation and potential necessary to
achieve a college degree.
The Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT I) or ACT should
be taken as it is used to assist in the placement and
advising of the student. The high school performance of
students applying through PROGRESS will be judged
on the basis of identifiable achievement patterns over
the high school experience rather than on class standing
or rank.
Letters of recommendation from guidance counselors,
teachers, and in some cases community leaders, are of
great assistance in evaluating an applicant's ability to do
college-level work.
Each student admitted through PROGRESS is assigned
an academic adviser and will be encouraged to carry
courses and course loads suitable to individual needs.
Tutorial services are available for all courses. The
courses taken by PROGRESS students arc the same as
those taken by all students .it Bridgcw.iter. PROGRESS
students must meet the same degree rcqiiircincnts for
graduation as do all other students at the i olloge.
uOUTREACH
The OUTREACH Program at Bridgewater State
College was established in 1978 to assist adults who are
beginning their college experience for the first time or
are returning to school after a period of absence. From
the initial inquiry about entering the coUege through
graduation, the OUTREACH office is the primary
contact source for all adults on campus.
During the adult student's educational career the
OUTREACH program provides academic advising
and academic program development, initiates programs
and policies to help the adult learner enjoy success,
serves as a Uaison for students with faculty and admin-
istration when appropriate and is the primary agent in
assisting adults with all college concerns.
International Admissions
International students who wish to apply for admission
to the college should address a letter of inquiry to the
director of admissions indicating their educational
background and intended area of study. Eligible
candidates wiU be mailed a special international student
admission application and asked to submit official
transcripts and credentials. Students for whom English
is a second language will be required to submit an
official copy of results from the "Test of English as a
Foreign Language" (TOEFL). Candidates should begin
the application procedure no less than nine months in
advance of the expected date of admission.
Program for Registered Nurses
Provisions have been made for graduates of three-year
diploma schools of nursing to complete programs
leading to degrees in any of the academic majors being
offered at the college.
While encouraging registered nurses to pursue degree
work for personal enrichment, the college supports the
guidelines of the National League of Nursing for the
professional education of nurses. These guidelines
caution nurses whose career goals include the opportu-
nity to assume supervisory and/or teaching responsi-
bilities in the field of nursing, that degree programs to
be pursued should be taken only at those institutions
which offer degrees in nursing education.
Through this special admissions program, students
accepted to the coUege are granted 60 credit hours for
their school or nursing work. Where applicable, these
credits may be used to meet general education, major
or elective requirements. As with all others transferring
into the college, registered nurses are expected to meet
the same degree requirements as outlined in the
Undergraduate Academic Policies section of this catalog.
New England Regional Student
Program
Bridgewater State CoUege participates in the New
England Regional Student Program. The program is
administered by the New England Board of Higher
Education and is designed to permit qualified New
England residents to study at the in-state tuition rate
plus surcharge tuition in certain programs at
Bridgewater State College.
Information about the program can be obtained from
the Bridgewater State CoUege Admissions Office.
Advanced Standing
Advanced standing with coUege credit is granted to
entering students who have demonstrated coUege-level
proficiency through established procedures.
Advanced Placement Program
Bridgewater State CoUege participates in the Advanced
Placement Program of the CoUege Board, providing
academic credit for students qualified for advanced
placement standing. Those interested should take the
CoUege Board advanced placement tests and have the
results submitted to the Office ofAdmissions for
evaluation. Students scoring three, four or five receive
placement and credit from the college.
College-Level Examination Program (CLEP)
Bridgewater State CoUege encourages able students to
seek advanced standing through one or more of the
CLEP examinations described below. Credit is awarded
for scores at the 50th percentUe or above.
CLEP credit may not be awarded if equivalent coUege
level course work has been completed either prior to,
or later than, the comparable CLEP examination.
Students may arrange to take the CLEP Examination at
any of the national test centers, including Bridgewater
State College. Those students interested in taking the
exams at Bridgewater should contact the Test Center,
Office of Graduate and Continuing Education at (508)
531-1780.
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There are two types of CLEP (CoUege-Level Examina-
tion Program) Examinations: the General Examinations
and the Subject Examinations. Both measure factual
knowledge and understanding, as well as the ability to
see relationships and apply basic principles to new
problems. The examinations are not based on courses
given at Bridgewater State College but on typical
courses in a variety of colleges throughout the country.
There are five General Examinations which can be
apphed toward the General Education Requirements at
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The subject examinations are comparable to the final
or end-of-course examinations in particular under-
graduate courses. The following subject examinations
are offered:
Composition and Credit Allowed
Literature
American Literature (EN 231, 232) 6
Analysis and Interpretation of Literature 6
English Literature (EN 221, 222) 6
Freshman English* 6
Foreign Languages
College French — Levels 1 and 2
(LP 101, 102, 151, 152) 3 -12
* Bridgewater requires a supplementary essay to bo taken at
the college.
College German — Levels 1 and 2
(LG 101, 102, 151, 252) 3 -12
College Spanish— Levels 1 and 2
(LS 101. 102, 151,252) 3 -12
Behavioral Sciences, Social Sciences and History
American Government (PO 172) 3
American History I: Early Colonizations
to 1877 (HI 221) 3
American History II: 1865 to
the Present (HI 222) 3
Introductory Psychology (PY 100) 3
Human Growth and Development (PY 224) 3
Principles of Microeconomics (EC 101) 3
Principles of Macroeconomics (EC 102) 3
Introductory Sociology (SO 102) 3
Western Civilization I: Ancient
Near East to 1648 (HI 1 1 1) 3
Western Civihzation II:
1648 to the Present (HI 112) 3
Science and Mathematics
Calculus with Elementary
Functions (MA 141, 142) 6
CoUege Algebra 3
Trigonometry 3
College Algebra— Trigonometry (MA 100) 3
General Biology (BI 100, 102) 6
General Chemistry (CH 131, 132) 6
Business
Information Systems and Computer AppUcations 3
Introduction to Management (MG 130) 3
Introductory Accounting (AF 240,241) 6
Introductory Business Law (AF 305) 3
Marketing (MG 200) 3
Credit decisions are adjusted on the basis of total score
in relation to prior years of study.
Second Degree Option
On a limited basis, students who have previously earned
a bachelor's degree may be eligible to pursue a second
undergraduate degree at Bridgewater State College.
Interested students are advised to conuct the Office of






TUITION AND FEES facility occupied. Board for resident students is approxi-
mately $2,1 10.00 per year.
Application Fees
A nonrefundable undergraduate application and
processing fee of $20 is required of all students applying
for admission. Upon acceptance, an advance tuition
deposit of $100 must be submitted. This deposit may be
refianded upon receipt of written notification by May
V for students accepted to the fall semester. Students
accepted with on-campus housing must also submit a
$50 residence hall deposit.
All new students will be assessed an orientation fee
upon entering the college. For students entering in the
fall semester, this orientation fee will be $120 for
fi-eshmen and $60 for transfers and readmitted students.
For the spring semester, the orientation fee is $60 for
aU students.
Tuition and Fees 2000-2001 Academic
Year
Daytime Course Charges
Full-time undergraduate students who are Massachu-
setts residents pay approximately $970.00 per year in
tuition and $1,865.00 in required fees. Students
residing on campus are charged between $2,408.00 and
$2,876.00 per year, depending on the facility occupied.
Board for resident students is approximately $2,110.00
per year. Please note that all figures are subject to
change.
For a breakdown of these costs, please see "Semester
Tuition and Fees" in the following pages. It should be
noted this schedule is subject to change. Tuition and fees for
the 2001-2002 academic year were not determined as
of pubhcation of this catalog. Published tuition and fees
are for the 2000-2001 academic year.
Evening Course Charges
Students enrolled in evening courses will be charged all
tuition and fees associated with the cost to provide the
evening programs. Evening tuition is charged at $43.00
per course credit with no credit hour maximum.
Evening fees will be charged at $66.15 per credit hour
with no credit hour maximum. Full-time undergradu-
ate students who are Massachusetts residents taking 12
credit hours for evening courses pay approximately
$1,032.00 per year in tuition and $1,587.60 in required
fees. Students residing on campus are charged between
$2,408.00 and $2,876.00 per year, dependmg on the
Please note that all figures are subject to change. For a
breakdown of these costs, please see "Semester Tuition
and Fees" in the following pages. It should be noted this
schedule is subject to change. Tuition and fees for the
2001-2002 academic year were not determined as of
pubhcation of this catalog. Published tuition and fees
are for the 2000-200 1 academic year.
Please see below for special accommodations for
evening student transactions with Bridgewater State
College.
Billing and Fee Payment
Students are billed through the Office of Student
Accounts twice annually, in July and November, prior
to the start of each semester. Bills are sent to students at
their permanent addresses as maintained in the Office
of Student Records and Registration. It is critical to
notify the office immediately if your permanent address
changes. Please visit the Office of Student Records and
Registration, Boyden Hall, Room 003, or print the
Change ofAddress Form found at www.bridgew.edu. Bills
must be paid by the due date indicated on the bill to
avoid cancellation of your course schedule. A Guide to
Your Student Accounts Bill is sent with your first bUl. See
the web page at wunv.bridgew.edu.depts/fiscal/stuaccj.htm
for the latest information on billing and payment
procedures. Payment may be made by the following
methods:
1 . Check or money order (payable to Bridgewater
State College) or
2. MasterCard,Visa or Discover by providing your
credit card number and expiration date:
a. call our cashiers at (508) 531-1225,
b. e-mail this information to your student
representative at first initial, last name
(^bridgew.edu (i.e.,jsmith@bridgew.edu for
Jane Smith); if you are unsure of your student
representative s name, please call the number
listed above or visit the website listed above)or
c. fax this information to (508) 531-6163.
3. Financial aid may be used to pay your tuition, fees,
room, board, books, as well as flex points or dining
points on your Connect Card.
a. Students who have received an award letter
firom the Financial Aid Office may claim the
award specifically designated for the semester.
The amount to be claimed must be indicated
on the bill and must be signed and returned
by the due date to avoid cancellation of your
course schedule.
b. Students wishing to claim credit for financial
assistance from sources other than the
Bridgewater State CoUege Financial Aid
Office (outside scholarships, waivers, loans,
etc.) must do so by indicating the amount of
assistance on the bill. Official documentation
verifying the assistance must be enclosed with
the bill, which must be returned by the due
date or your course schedule will be can-
celled.
c. Flex points may be used for laundry, vending,
bookstore items, and food services at any
location on campus which accepts the
Connect Card. For more information on the
Connect Card please see http: /www.bridgew.
edu/depts/busniops /index. htm or call (508)
531-6122.
For your convenience there is a 24 hour drop box
located in Boyden Hall on the first floor outside the
Student Accounts Office for your payments and signed
bills. In addition, the Student Accounts Office is open
evening hours the first two weeks of each semester
Monday through Thursday 8:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m.
Students who take credits in excess of 118% of
required credit hours for degree completion will be
assessed a surcharge of $235 per credit hour for these
credits. For example, students enrolled in baccalaureate
programs may take up to 142 credits (118% of 120
nunimum required credits) at no additional charge.
Any credits taken in excess of 142 will be subject to
the $235 per credit hour surcharge. In determining
accumulated credit hours, students should exclude
from their total any credits transferred in from other
institutions.
Senior Citizens
Tuition and V2 fees in the day and/or V2 tuition and '/>
fees for courses 4 pm or after are waived to any person
60 years of age or older. The person must pay V2 fees
and bring proof of age to the Office of Student
Records and Registration to be ehgible.
SGA (Student Government Association) Fee
This fee is charged to all matriculated undergraduate
students attending classes.
Less than 12 semester hours $12.00
12 semester hours or more $24.00
Other Fees
Late Registration Fee (nonrefundable) $25.00
Health Insurance Fee (waivable) $684.00
Parking Decal Fee (waivable) 9 credits or less $30.00
10 credits or more.... $75.00
Hospitalization/Major Medical coverage for all students
carrying nine credits or more is required by Massachu-
setts state law. A Student Health Insurance brochure can be
obuined from the Office of Student Accounts (508)
531-1225 or the Office of Health Services (508) 531-
1252. If a student is covered under a similar plan and
wishes to waive the coverage, he/she must complete a
waiver form which will be mailed along with your bill
and return it to the Office of Health Services prior to
payment of your bill. Failure to do so will leave an
outstanding balance due on the student's bill.
FullYear $684.00
Spring $415.00
Distance Learning Fee (interactive video
conferencing courses, telecourses, teleweb
courses and video courses) $50
Official Transcript Charge (per copy with
2-5 working days to process) $2.00
On the Spot Official Transcript Charge $5.00
Semester Residence Hall and Dining
Charges
Room
Traditional Resident (Pope, Scott,Woodward,
Shea/Durgin Halls) $1,204.00
Student Apartments $ 1 ,438 .00
Residence HaU (DiNardo/Miles) $1,403.00





10-Meal plus 50 points $1,046.20
14-Meal plus 50 points $1,069.48
19-Meal plus 50 points $1,095.09
Tuition Management Plan
In order to assist students in fin.iiKing their ediK.itioii,
the college has contracted exclusively with Tuition
Management Systems. This company's plan offers .1 low
cost, flexible system tor fiii.uu iiij; cdiu Mtioii.il expenses
out of current income tiirough regularly sciieduled
payments over a 10-month period. For information c.ill
Tuition Management Systems, 1 -SOO-722-48(>7. or rcler
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Applicability: The refund policy applies to all full-
time and part-time students enrolled in regularly
scheduled classes at Bridgewater State CoUege.This
policy applies to all tuition, room, board, fees and other
assessed charges (except housing deposit, application
fees and health insurance when applicable). Charges
are subject to change by the action of the Board
of Higher Education.
Notification Requirements:
All undergraduate matriculated (degree seeking)
students who withdraw fi*om school must commu-
nicate that withdrawal in writing through the Aca-
demic Achievement Center.
All graduate matriculated (degree seeking) students
who withdraw from school (program) must communi-
cate that withdrawal in writing through the Graduate
School.
All withdrawals fi*om courses must be communi-
cated by the student in writing through the Office of
Student Records and Registration.
Non-attendance at class does not constitute official
withdrawal and will result in a failing grade. Students
are responsible for all course charges except when an
official withdrawal from college form is on file.
• Bridgewater State CoUege official refund
policy:
Withdrawal before the 1** day of school
(official opening) 100%
Withdrawal before the beginning of the
2nd week of school 90%
Withdrawal from the 2*^^ week but before
the beginjiing of the S^^^week 80%
Withdrawal from the week but before
the beginning of the 4*^ week 70%
There is no refund after the week.
Withdrawals from Summer Session courses are pro-
rated on a basis of class meetings rather than weeks.
award notice will be mailed to students once awards
have been adjusted. Bridgewater State College must
return federal and state grants, loans and scholarships to
the federal or state goverimient based on the student's
length of enrollment. The student may retain only a
pro-rated portion of the federal and state aid awarded
based on the length of the term and the student's
withdrawal date. The remainder of the student's
financial aid must be returned by BSC to the Depart-
ment of Education or Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts. If the student received a cash disbursement of aid,
he or she may owe a repayment to BSC or to the
federal goverimient.
The Return ofTitle IV Funds requirement remains in
effect until the 60% point of the semester, November 9,
2001, for the fall semester, April 2, 2002, for the spring
semester. After those dates the student may retain all
financial aid.
Bridgewater State CoUege uses the Federal Return of
Title IV Funds formula and dates to calculate the
amount of institutional scholarship/grant funds a
withdrawn student may retain.
It is very possible that a student who receives financial aid and
withdraws during the Return ofTitle IVfunds period will
owe a balance to the BSC Student Accounts Office and may
be required to repayfunds to the U.S. Department of
Education.
All undergraduate, matriculated (degree seeking)
students who withdraw from school must notify, in
writing, both the Academic Achievement Center and
the Financial Aid Office.
AH graduate, matriculated (degree seeking) students
who withdraw from school (program) must notify, in
writing, both the Graduate School and the Financial
Aid Office.
Note: Federal, State or Institutional regulations,
and/or action by the Board of Higher Education
may necessitate revision to the above Return of
Financial Aid Policy.
Return of Financial Aid Policy
Students who receive financial aid and withdraw from
the college during the semester may not be ehgible for
their entire financial aid award. A revised financial aid
FINANCIAL AID
The mission of the Financial Aid Office at Bridgewater
State College is to assist students and parents in
financing their pursuit for higher education. The main
goal of the Financial Aid Office is to ensure access for
all who desire an education.
Financial aid award packages may be comprised of a
combination of resources such as grant, scholarship,
tuition reduction and self help programs hke the
Federal Ford Direct Loan Program and Federal Work
Study Program. The packaging of an award offer is
always dependent on the availabiUty of funds firom the
state and federal governments. Awarding of funds is
based on the "need" determined from the analysis
derived firom the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) or the Renewal Apphcation.
Simply stated, need is the difference between the total
expenses of attending Bridgewater State College
(including not only tuition and fees, but also estimated
costs of books, room, board, transportation and
personal expenses) and the estimated family contribu-




All students who wish to participate in federal, state or
campus based financial aid programs must file a FAFSA
or the Renewal AppHcation in place of the FAFSA.
FAFSAs may be obtained from a high school guidance
office or may be picked up at the Financial Aid Office
located in Tillinghast Hall. Renewal Apphcations
should be sent by the Department of Education
directly to students who have filed for aid in 2000-
2001. It is anticipated that the processing of aid
applications by the Department of Education may take
up to four weeks. The Financial Aid Office strongly
encourages students (and their families) to file early.
To receive the optimum level of consideration for all
financial aid program eligibility, the student should file
the FAFSA with the Department of Education by
March 1,2001 (not postmarked). Applications for
financial aid are accepted after the March 1, 2001
priority date, but awards will be made on a funds
available basis. Applications for students enrolling for the
spring semester are accepted on a roUing basis and on a
funds available basis.
Students must reapply for financial aid each year they
attend the college. The same application procedure will
apply. Although the amount and type of aid offered may
change due to funding availabUity and the dictates of
program guidelines, an applicant will continue to be
ehgible as long as financial need is demonstrated and
the student maintains satisfactory academic progress.
Please see the section on Satisfactory Academic Progress
and Student Financial Aid.
The college has strict guidelines regarding refunds of
tuition and the distribution of financial aid funds for
students who withdraw firom the institution. Please refer
to the refund section in this catalog.
Financial aid is available for study abroad. Contact the
Financial Aid Office for details of funds available for
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Satisfactory Academic Progress and
Student Financial Aid
Federal regulations require that Financial Aid recipients
maintain "satisfactory academic progress" in their
course of study.
To maintain satisfactory academic progress at
Bridgewater State College a student must be in good
academic standing or in the process of fulfiUing the
conditions of an academic probation. In addition, a
student must successfully complete (for each academic
year) a minimum percentage of the total credits
necessary to earn his/her degree or certificate or
demonstrate evidence of mitigating circumstances.
Students who are unable to maintain satisfactory
academic progress will be inehgible to receive fiinding
through any Title IV Federal Financial Aid Program
including Federal Pell Grant, Federal Perkins Loan,
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant,
Federal Work-Study, Federal Direct Student and Federal
Direct Parent Loan or through any of the Massachusetts
OfSce of Student Financial Assistance Programs or the
Bridgewater State College Grant Programs.
The schedule of credits needed to maintain satisfactory
academic progress for each year of full-time enrollment
in the baccalaureate degree program is as follows:
Years of Full-time Enrollment
1 2 3 4 5 6
student's enrollment level fluctuates over time. Enroll-
ment level will be based on the number of credits
attempted per semester in relation to the number of
credits actually earned per semester. Zero-credit courses
(Withdrawals, Incomplete Grades and Freshman
Skills (FS) courses) will be excluded from the
calculation of semester hours attempted. The calcula-
tions for satisfactory academic progress are made after
the grades have been processed for the spring semester,
and they include the student's total academic history at
this college (excluding transferred credits that were
earned at another institution prior to matriculation at
Bridgewater State College).
Credit Hours Probation Academic Separation Below
Attempted qpa Warning This QPA
0-16 Below 2.0 2.0-2.19 1.00
17-31 Below 2.0 2.0-2.19 1.50
32-46 Below 2.0 2.0-2.19 1.65
47-61 Below 2.0 2.0-2.19 L75
62-89 Below 2.0 2.0-2.19 1.85
90 and above must maintain 2.00 or better
Satisfactory progress will be reviewed on an atmual basis
at the conclusion of each spring semester. Students
who have not met the minimum credit require-
ments wi]l be notified that they are inehgible to
receive iSnancial aid until they have earned the
minimum number of credits required for their
year of enrollment. All aid already awarded will
be cancelled.
Cumulative Credits Earned
20 40 60 80 100 120
According to this schedule a full-time degree candidate
must accumulate 120 credits and/or earn the degree by
the end of the sixth year. One-sixth of the program (20
credits) must be completed by the end of the first year,
two-sixths by the end of the second year, etc. For
students enrolled less than fuU-time the minimum
cumulative credits required will be calculated on the
basis of an adjusted maximum of the number of years
allowed to complete the degree. For example, a half-
time student (6 to 8 credit hours per semester) would
be allowed a maximum of 12 years to earn his/her
degree, accumulating one-twelfth/ 1 credits) by the
end of the first year, two twelfths by the end of the
second year, etc.
Averages of the various maximum time frames allowed
for completion of the degree will be used when a
Reinstatement of financial aid eligibility may be
obtained in one of the following two ways:
1 . Students may acquire the minimum credits and/or
the QPA required for their year of enrollment by
enroUing in additional courses during the summer or
regular semesters;
2. An appeal of this determination on the basis of the
death of a relative of the student, an injury or illness
of the student or other mitigating circumstances may
be filed in writing with the Financial Aid Office.
Students appealing the decision should do so as soon as
possible upon notification, whether or not financial aid
was received, to ensure maximum eligibility on a funds-
available basis. All appeals submitted are reviewed
individually by the Satisfactory Academic Progress
Review Committee, composed of the director of
financial aid, the director of student records and registra-
tion and the dean of academic administration or their
designees. Students must submit or appeal each year
that they are notified of their unsatisfactory academic
progress. An appeal granted for a previous year cannot
be applied to subsequent years.
Students admitted, or later identified, as physically
handicapped, learning disabled or economically or
educationally disadvantaged and who do not meet
satisfactory academic progress standards for financial aid
purposes are encouraged to complete the appeal
process.
The determination of the committee is final and the
students are notified of the action taken on their appeal
before the start of the next semester. If a student's
appeal is granted, that student's financial aid file
will be reviewed at that time and aid will be
awarded on a funds-available basis. If the
student's appeal is denied, the student is not
eligible to receive financial aid.
This appeal process to determine financial aid eUgibility
must not be confused with the appeal process for
academic dismissal from the college. Each appeal
process is separate fix)m, and independent of, the other.
An appeal to the Satisfactory Academic Progress
Committee will determine financial aid eUgibility only.
An appeal regarding academic dismissal (rom the
college to determine ehgibiliry for reinstatement to the
college must be made to the Academic Achievement
Center. Academic reinstatement does not automatically
guarantee renewed financial aid eligibility.The student
must then contact the Financial Aid Office in order to
be reconsidered for financial aid eligibility.
Student Employment
In addition to the Federal Work Study Program,
Bridgewater State College provides opportunities for
employment both on and ofi" campus through the
Student Employment Center located in Boyden Hall.
Services of the center are open to all Bridgewater State
College students regardless of financial aid status.
Alumni Scholarships
The Bridgewater Alumni Association provides scholar-
ships to currently enrolled Bridgewater undergraduate
students. These individual scholarships are provided by
separate trust funds, each specifying the particular
criteria to be utilized in selecting a recipient for that
award. Application forms are available during February
each year and may be accessed on the BSC website at
www.bridgew.edu
Graduate Assistantships
A limited number of graduate assistantships are oflfered
by the Graduate School, subject to the availability of
fiands, in areas associated with certain programs of the
college. For details regarding graduate assistantships, see
the Graduate and Continuing Education section of the
catalog.
Other Scholarships
In order to give recognition and prestige to student
achievement on campus, many academic departments,
clubs, and campus organizations sponsor scholarships and
monetary awards to deserving Bridgewater students. A
complete listing may be found in the Bridgewater State
College Handbook and fiirther information regarding
application procedures may be obtained in the Office of
Student Afiairs, or on the BSC website at
www.bridgew.edu
Veteran's Affairs
The Veterans' Affairs Office provides information on
currentVeterans Educational Assistance programs,
counseling, educational guidance and assistance in
obtaining work-study placements. The office is also
responsible for maintaining veterans' benefit records and
for submitting necessary documentation for initial
enrollment and continuing eligibility benefits.
Students who may be eligible for educational benefits
include students who are enrolled in day or evening
classes, either full- or part-time in undergraduate,
graduate and some certificate programs and are veterans
of World War II, Korean,Vietnam and post-Vietnam eras;
men and women in the Reserves or National CJuard;
husbands, wives, widows, widowers and children of
veterans whose death or permanent and total disabilities
were service-connected; service-connected disabled
veterans, dependents of servicemen missing in action or
prisoners of war for more than 90 days.
For information concerning the Veterans' Educational
Assistance programs, the National (luard and selective
reserve programs or the state tuition waiver program,
please contact the Veterans' Afiain Office, Financial Aid
Office, Tillinghast Hall, or call or visit between tlie lu>urs
of 8:30 AM and .S I'M, Monday thriiugh Frid.iy. Icloplione
(508) 531-1341.
Army Reserve Officer Training Corps
Army ROTC offers a program, which provides
Bridgewater students the opportunity to graduate as
ofEcers and serve in the U.S. Army, the Army National
Guard, or the U.S. Army Reserve. Army ROTC
enhances a student s education by providing unique
leadership and management training, along with
practical experience.
Scholarships worth up to $16,000 annually are available
to students who qualify. The scholarship pays for college
tuition and required educational fees and provides a
$450 allowance for textbooks, suppHes and equipment.
Each scholarship also includes a subsistence allowance of
up to $1,500 for every year the scholarship is in effect.
For further information, contact Captain Don Johnson
at the Department of Military Science at Stonehill
College, North Easton, Massachusetts, (508) 565-1365
or Major Mary Luddy at Boston University (617) 353-
4025.
Am. Force Reserve Officer Training
Corps
Air Force ROTC is an educational program designed to
give men and women the opportunity to become an Air
Force ofEcer while completing a bachelor's or master's
degree program.The Air Force ROTC program
prepares students to assume positions of increasing
responsibility and importance in the Air Force.
Through a cross-enrolled program with Boston Univer-
sity, interested Bridgewater State CoUege students may
participate in the Air Force Reserve Officer Training
Corps Program.
The Air Force offers a wide variety of career fields from
which to choose.There is a wealth of opportunities to
fly as a pilot, navigator or weapons controller. In
addition, we have opportunities for students ofANY
MAJOR. Air Force officers start at over $32,000 as
second lieutenants after graduation, and they wiU make
over $50,000 after four years of service. Great benefits, a
generous retirement plan and world travel make it an
even better choice.
In addition to the tremendous leadership and manage-
ment training which cadets receive, they also benefit
from several scholarship programs. High school seniors
can apply for four- and three-year scholarships, all of
which would cover full tuition at Bridgewater State
College and include a tax-free stipend of up to $600
per month, a $480 book allowance and uniforms.
Apphcations are due by December 1 of senior year.
Freshmen and sophomores already in college can
compete for two- and three-year scholarships, which
cover fiill tuition at Bridgewater State College and
include a tax-free stipend of up to $600 per month, a
$480 book allowance and uniforms. Those who reach
junior year but have not yet received a scholarship may
receive a Professional Officer Corps Incentive (POCI).
These incentives are worth $1,725 per semester for
tuition and books and come with a tax-free stipend of
up to $600 per month. These are not competitive, but
are based on meeting minimum Air Force ROTC
requirements such as a 2.35 term GPA.
For further information contact the Department of
Aerospace Studies, Boston University, 617-353-6316/
4705. Classes are held at Boston University and are
easily accessible using the commuter rail.
UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
The Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science degree
programs prepare students for fields of endeavor
related to the following areas of study and for graduate
school. Some of the degree programs prepare students
for secondary or middle school teaching if secondary



























The decision as to whether to award the degree of
Bachelor of Arts or the degree of Bachelor of Science
shall be consistent with the standards in the student's
major field as determined by the major department.
In cases where students with double or dual majors are
eligible for a BA, BS and/or BSE degree, the student
will select which major department will make the
decision regarding the degree to be awarded.
Students are advised to consult with their department
chairperson or major adviser early in their academic
career, but no later than the end of the sophomore
year, in order to be certain that course selection will
allow graduation with the desired degree.
Bachelor of ScmNCE in Education
All candidates for Massachusetts Educator Certification
are advised to check with their individual education
departments or the School of Education and Allied
Studies offices regarding proposed regulations changes
which may have an impact on their certification
program.
All undergraduate and graduate students seeking
professional certification must consult the section of this
catalog entitled School of Education and Allied Studies for
important information including institutional deadlines.
The Bachelor of Science in Education is currently




In cases where students with double or dual majors are
eligible for a BA, BS and/or BSE degree, the student
will select which major department will make the
decision regarding the degree to be awarded.
Major
Students must meet all requirements of the major as
specified under the departmental listings. A minimum of
30 credits and a maximum of 36 credits within the
major may be required by a department. The 30 to 36
credits reflect all courses taken in the major department,
including those that are listed under the distribution of
General Education Requirements. At least one half of
the required courses in the major field (excluding
cognate requirements) must be successfully completed
at this college. A minimum 2.0 CIPA in the major is
required for graduation. For purposes of determining
the 2.0 requirement for the major, the major shall bo
defined as including only those ctiurses required in the
department in which the major is housed or in the
major/concentration program in the cases where more
than one major/concentration is offered in a depart-
ment. Students should select .i in.ijor by tiic oik! of tlio
sophomore year.
Double Major
In order to graduate with a double major, students must
meet all requirements of b(>th inajors. (\>mpIetion of
the double m.ijor will be reflected on the tiii.ili/cil
transcript.
Students who wish to be elementary, early childhood or
special education teachers are required to select a major
in elementary, early childhood or special education and
a major in the liberal arts or sciences. Under state
certification requirements, all teachers certified after
October 1, 1994, are required to have a major in the
liberal arts or sciences.
Concentration
A concentration is a unified set of courses usually
composed of core requirements and of those additional
course requirements particular to the chosen area of
concentration. The total number of core and particular
requirements must be at least 24 but not more than 36
credit hours. Cognate courses (required courses outside
the major department) are not counted as part of the 36
hours. Only students selecting the major field of study
may complete a concentration within that major. The
concentration is noted on the transcript. Concentrations























Communication Arts and Sciences
Communication Studies
Tlicatre Arts















General Management (Human Resources, Operations)











Motor Development Therapy/Adapted Physical Education
Recreation
Teacher Certification in Physical Education (Pre-K-9)

















A minor is a unified set of courses chosen outside of
the major field of study requiring not less than 18 nor
more than 21 hours. The minor is recorded on the
student's transcript. Minors may include courses from
only one department or may be interdisciplinary.
Students may use courses that satisfy General Educa-
tion Requirements or departmental requirements to
fulfiJd interdisciplinary minor requirements unless
otherwise prohibited. At least one half of the courses
required for the minor must be successfully completed
at this college. Students must achieve a minimum 2.0
cumulative average in declared minors. Specific
requirements for a minor are found under the depart-
mental descriptions.























Health Education (PreK-9) (Teacher Certiftcation)
















Radio and Television Operation and Production
Recreation









Students who wish to become middle school or
secondary school teachers elect a minor m Middle
School Education or Secondary Education and a major
from one of the major fields offered.This minor
requires more than 2 1 hours in order to satisfy Massa-
chusetts certification standards.
All candidates for Massachusetts Educator Certification
are advised to check with their individual education
departments or the School of Education and Allied
Studies offices regarding proposed regulations changes
which may have an impact on their certification
program.
All undergraduate and graduate students seeking
professional certification must consult the section ot this
catalog entitled School of Education and Allied Studies tor





The college requires that all students complete certain
General Education Requirements in addition to courses
in their major field of study and electives. These
requirements are distributed throughout the academic
departments so that students will study a variety of
disciplines during their college career.
Opportunity exists for students to design their own
General Education Requirements ratiier than following
the requirements (Uitlined. For detailed information
contact the dean of the school of arts and sciences.
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The intention of the college community in developing
the General Education Requirements program was to
respond to the college's mission by providing a firm
grounding in certain fundamental skills and method-
ologies for all undergraduate recipients of the
Bridgewater State College diploma. The GER program
is based on the premise that all educated persons,
whatever their career interests, should possess the
following essential academic skills:
• abihty to write clearly and effectively;
• ability to listen and speak clearly and effectively;
• ability to think critically;
• ability to think quantitatively;
• ability to think creatively;
• ability to locate and process information.
The college furthermore has concluded that students
should acquire an understanding of a significant body
of factual knowledge and principles and experience in
the critical and methodological processes of the
following:
• description and documentation of western civihza-
tion which introduces students to a substantial,
coherent and broad perspective on historical knowl-
edge within western culture and to the nature of
historical inquiry;
• literary analysis of several literary masterworks of
western civihzation;
• philosophical/theological analysis of significant
human concerns;
• systematic study of modes of artistic expression;
• facts, principles and methods developed by the
sciences for explaining the physical and biological
world;
• facts, principles and methods developed by math-
ematics for studying mathematical reality;
• systematic study of a foreign language;
• facts, principles and methods for understanding non-
western civilization.
Specific courses which may be used to satisfy these
requirements are listed below. Please note that Intro-
duction to hiformation Resources and Writing I and II
must be completed within the first 30 credits at
Bridgewater; the Speaking requirement must be
satisfied within the first 60 credits; and all GERs should
be completed within the first 90 credits taken at
Bridgewater State College. In addition, all students
must satisfy the state-mandated Constitution require-
ment and demonstrate proficiency in writing by
successfully completing the college's writing profi-
ciency examination.
I Writing 6 crs.
EN 101-102 Writing I, Writing II
II Speaking 3 crs.
CC 130 Human Communication Skills
III Philosophy/Religion 3 crs.
Select one course.
PL 101 Reasoning andValue
PL 102 Reasoning and Human Nature
PL 103 Reasoning and PoHtics
PL 104 Reasoning and Religion
PL 105 Reasoning and Science
rV Locating and Processing Information .. 1 cr.
ML 102 Introduction to Information Resources
V History 6 crs.
Select two courses.
Only one course in U.S. History may satisfy
this requirement.
HI 111 Western Civihzation to 1715
HI 112 Western Civihzation since 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 124 The World since 1715 (if taken prior to
FaU 1998)
HI 131 World History to 1500
HI 132 World History since 1500
HI 221 United States History and Constitutions
to 1865
HI 222 United States History and Constitutions
since 1865
ID 21 IH History and Literature ofWestern
Civilization I (All-College Honors
students only)
VI Literature 3 crs.
Select one course.
(EN 101 and EN 102 or their equivalent is a
prerequisite to all other English courses)
EN 211 Literary Classics of Western Civilization
to 1600
EN 212 Literary Classics of Western Civilization
since 1600
EN 214 The Classical Tradition
EN 221 Major British Writers to 1800
EN 222 Major British Writers since 1800
EN 231 Major American Writers to 1865
EN 232 Major American Writers since 1865
EN 241 Shakespeare
EN 251 Literary Themes
EN 252 Literary Types
ID 211H History and Literature of Western
Civihzation I (All-College Honors
students only)
VII Artistic Modes of Expression 6 crs.
Select two courses in different discipHnes, only
one of which may be a studio course.The three
disciphnes are Art (AR and AH courses),Theatre/
Dance (CT and CT/PE courses) and Music (MU
courses).
Art
AH 101 Introduction to Art
AH 102 Introduction to Architecture
AH 201 Art Survey: Prehistoric, Ancient and
Medieval
AH 202 Art Survey: Renaissance, Baroque and
Modern
AH 203 American Art and Architecture
AH 214 Art History Study Tour
AR 125 Drawing I (studio)
AR 130 Two-Dimensional Design (studio)
AR 140 Three-Dimensional Design (studio)
AR 216 Basic Photography (studio)
Theatre/Dance
CT 110 Theatre Appreciation
CT 1 1 5 Play Production
CT 120 Introduction to Acting {Not open to
TlieatreArts majors) (studio)
CT 210 Oral Interpretation
CT 226 Children's Theatre
CT 236 The American Musical Theatre
CT/PE 146 Dance Appreciation
CT/PE 251 Dance History
CT/PE 255 Creative Dance I
Music
MU 120 Class Guitar I (Classical Guitar) (studio)
MU 130 Voice Class I (studio)
MU 140 Class Piano I (studio)
MU 160 Music: A Listening Approach
MU 165 Introduction to Women Composers
MU 166 Survey ofAmerican Jazz
MU 167 Music of Black Americans
MU 170 Music Fundamentals
MU 240 Class Piano 11 (studio) (Prfre^Misiff;
MU 140 or consent of instructor)
VIII Physical and Biological Sciences 6 crs.
Select courses from two different departments, ot
which at least one must be a laboratory course.
The departments are biology, chemistry, earth
sciences and geography, and physics.
Biology
BI 100 General Principles of Biology (Lab)
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology (Lab)
BI 106 Introductory Plant Science (Lab)
BI 109 Introduction to Human Disease
BI 1 10 Biology:A Human Approach
BI 1 1 1 Human Heredity
BI 112 Biology and Human Thought
BI 113 Fundamentals of Biology
BI 114 Horticulture
BI 115 The Microbial World andYou
BI 116 Drugs of Plant Origin
BI 117 The Biological Environment
BI 118 Evolution
BI 119 The Botanical World
BI 128 The Biology of Human Sexualit>'
Chemistry
CH 102 Chemistry in Everyday Life
CH 1 1 1 The Art of Chemical Inquiry' (Lab)
CH 131 General Chemistry I (Lab)
CH 141 Chemical Principles I (Lab)
Earth Sciences and Geography
ES 100 Physical Geology (Lab)
ES 102 History of the Earth
ES 194 Environmental Geology
GE 100 Physical Geography (Lab)
GE 120 The Physical World
GE 196 Environmental Geography
Physics
PH 100 Physics in the Natural World (Lab)
PH 102 Modern Physics for the Humanist
PH 107 Exploring the Universe (Lab)
PH 180 Energy and its Social Uses
PH 181 Elements of Physics I (Lab)
PH 243 General Physus 1 (Lab)
IX Behavioral Sciences 6 cri
Select two courses. Each course must bo trom a
different discipline: anthropology psvi liolog\-
or sociology
Anthropology
AN 100 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
AN 101 Introduction to Physical Anthropology
AN 103 Introduction to Archaeology
AN 110 Introduction to Folklore
AN 1 1 1 Myth and Culture
Psychology
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
Sociology
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
SO 103 Social Problems
SO 108 Sociology of Religion
SO 212 Discrimination and Prejudice
(if taken prior to Spring 1997)
SO 219 Population and Society
X Social Sciences 3 crs.
Select one course.
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles ofMacroeconomics
OS 110 Human Geography
GS 170 Regional Geography: The Developed
World
ID 200 Introduction to Canadian Studies
PO 100 Pohtics in Contemporary Society
PO 172 Introduction to American Government
PO 260 International Relations
PO 274 Western PoUtical Thought
XI Systematic Study of a Foreign
Language 0/3/6 crs.
Students are required to complete successfully a
language course at the second-semester level or to
test out of such a course. See the Foreign Languages
section of this catalog for further information
concerning completion of this requirement.
LA 101-102 Elementary Arabic I-II
LC 1 1 - 1 02 Elementary Chmese I-II
LE 101-102 EngUsh as a Second Language I-II
LF 101-102 Elementary French I-II
LG 101-102 Elementary German I-II
LJ 101-102 Elementary Japanese I-II
LP 101-102 Elementary Portuguese I-II
LR 101-102 Elementary Russian I-II
LS 1 1 - 1 02 Elementary Spanish I-II
LT 101-102 Elementary Italian I-II
XII Mathematics 3 crs.
Select one course.
MA 105 Selected Topics in Mathematics
MA 141 Elements of Calculus I
MA 151 Calculus I




This requirement may not be satisfied within the
student's major.
AH 205 Far Eastern Art
AH 208 Survey of Islamic Art and Architecture
AN 104 Global Human Issues
AN 206 Native Cultures of North America
AN 208 Anthropology ofWomen
AN 209 People and Cultures ofAfrica (Prerequi-
site:AN 100)
AN 213 Latin American Peoples and Cultures
(Prerequisite:AN J 00, SO 102 or consent of
instructor)
CT 222 Asian Theatre
EN 253 Non-Western Literature (Prerequisite:
EN 102)
FL 300 Languages of the World (Prerequisite:
Students must have satisfied the GER in
history)
GS 160 Geography of Non-Western Cultures
HI 151 Asian Civilizations
LA 211 Arabic Literature in Translation
LS 210 Latin American Poetry in Translation
LS 220 The Contemporary Latin American
Novel in English Translation
LS 230 Contemporary Latin American Short
Story in Translation
MU 162 Music in African Culture
MU 163 Music of the Non-Western World
PE 345 Sport and Physical Education in East
Asian Cultures
PE 346 Sport and Culture in India
PL 210 Liberation Ethics (Prerequisite: one course
in philosophy)
PL 212 Philosophies of India (Prerequisite: one
course in philosophy)
PL 213 Philosophies of China and Japan
(Prerequisite: one course in philosophy)
PO 382 Latin American Government and Politics
(Prerequisite: PO 172 and PO 275)
PO 385 Government and Politics in the Middle
East (Prerequisite: PO 172 and PO 275 or
consent of instructor)
PO 387 Government and Politics ofAfrica
(Prerequisite: PO 172 and PO 275 or
consent of instructor)
PY 200 Non-Western Theories of Personality
(Prerequisite: PY 100)
SO 104 Global Human Issues
SO 210 Society and Culture in Modern India
SO 214 Middle Eastern Societies
so 217 East Asian Societies: China and Japan
SO 220 Third World Societies
so 221 ReUgion and Society in Modern Asia
United States and Massachusetts Constitution
Requirement
In addition to the general education requirements listed
above, students must fiilfill the state-mandated require-
ment in U.S. and Massachusetts Constitutions. This can
be satisfied by enrolling in any one of the following:
HI 221 U.S. History and Constitutions to 1865
HI 222 U.S. History and Constitutions since 1865
PO 172 Introduction to American Government
PO 273 U.S. and Massachusetts Constitutions
PO 277 American Government: Sute and Local
Guidelines on General Education Requirements
1 . A maximum of two courses (6 credit hours) in a
student's major field may be applied toward the
GERs. Cognate courses required by the major will
apply, as appropriate, toward the GERs. NOTE:The
GER requirement XIII Facts, Principles and
Methods for Understanding Non-Western
Civilization, may not be satisfied within the
student's major.
2. Beyond the general education and the major
requirements, all remaining courses are free electives.
A free elective is any course not required to fulfill
either the general education or the departmental and
cognate requirements of the major.
Directed Study
The college permits students to pursue their interests
through directed study. Such an undertaking involves
independent thinking, hard work and creativity along
with the guidance and help of a faculty member. The
end result should be a paper or pR)ject accepted by the
faculty member working with the student. Directed
Study, which is limited to three credits with a maxi-
mum of six credits for graduation purposes and is
primarily for upperclassmen, is available for the pursuit
of independent work. Apphcation forms for directed
study are available from the student's major department
and should be submitted to the department chairperson
for his/her recommendation and then forwarded to the
appropriate school dean for approval. To enroll the
student, completed forms must be received by the
Oflice of Student Records and Registration prior to the
end of the drop/add period.
Internship
A number of departments within the coUege offer
students the opportunity to enroU in an internship,
practicum or field experience for academic credit. Such
experiences provide students, usually in their third or
fourth year, the chance to undertake a supervised
practical experience in their field of study. Normally,
field experience opportunities are available only during
the fall and spring semesters.
Students interested in such a field experience have the
option of 1) consulting with their faculty adviser for
detaUs on programs available through the department, or
2) developing their own program proposals, subject to
the approval of the department. If the field experience
desired is proposed by the student, it is the student's
responsibility to locate a faculty member who will
provide the necessary supervision.
Application and Selection
Apphcation forms for a field experience are available
from the student's department. The completed form
must be filed with the chairperson of the department in
which the field experience is to be undertaken no later
than the end of the first quarter of the semester prior to
the semester in which the field experience is to be
undertaken.
The department will screen all applications in order to
select students best suited for the positions available. The
chairperson will forward the application forms to the
dean of the appropriate school for approval. The
completed form must be received by the Office ot
Student Records and Registration prior to the end of
the drop/add period to enroll the student.
Applicants must have completed at least 54 credits with
a minimum 2.0 cumulative GPA. Departments may set
higher standards.
Supervision and Grading
Supervision, evaluation and grading of a field experi-
ence is the responsibility of a faculty member in the
department offering the program. A student may be
removed firom the program if, in the judgement of the
faculty supervisor, it is in the best interests of the
student, agency and/or coUege. Grades are based on
written evaluations firom both the faculty supervisor
and the agency supervisor.
Credit
From three to fifteen credits in field experience may be
earned and applied toward graduation requirements.
The number of credits which may apply toward the
major will be determined by each department. A
minimum of 45 clock hours in the field is required for
each credit hour granted.
Compensation
Normally, students may not be compensated except for
minimal amounts to cover such expenses as travel.
Honors Program
The Honors Program at Bridgewater encourages gifted
and highly motivated students to reach their highest
potential through critical thinking, scholarship and
research. Small classes and close student-faculty relations
provide for the vigorous and thorough exchange of
ideas, while the program as a whole attempts to create
an atmosphere fostering intellectual, artistic and
academic achievement.
The program does not require students to take on
additional coursework beyond the 1 20 credit hours
necessary for graduation; instead, students earn honors
credits by taking honors sections of regular courses
and/or honors colloquia during their fireshman and
sophomore years, by completing honors work in certain
300 or 400 level courses during their junior and senior
years, and by researching and writing an honors thesis
in their senior year.
For all honors work completed with a grade ofA or B,
students receive honors credit on their transcripts, and
those who complete the program receive an honors
degree — a goal worth serious effort at a time of strong
competition for career and graduate opportunities.
The Honors Program at Bridgewater may be ap-
proached in two ways: All-College Honors, which
extends through all four undergraduate years, and
Departmental Honors, which runs from the fall of the
junior year through the end of the senior year.
All-College Honors
Freshman and Sophomore Years
Students seeking All-College Honors must accumulate
a total of nine credits of honors level work during their
first four semesters. At least six of these credits must be
earned in three-credit honors classes, and the remainder
may be earned either in a third honors class or in three
one-credit honors colloquia taken at various times over
the first two years.
Each semester the coUege offers up to six three-credit
honors classes and several colloquia. Both honors classes
and colloquia are described in the Course Schedule
issued shortly before registration. One advantage of the
three-credit honors classes is that they fit into a
student's regular program, satisfying a General Educa-
tion Requirement and requiring no overload. The one-
credit coUoquia, on the other hand, do not carry GER
credit, but they offer intensive study in more specialized
areas.
Whether in honors classes or colloquia, students are
expected to maintain a cumulative Grade Point Average
(GPA) of 3.3. Any students who fall below this level
may remain in the program for a further semester after
which they will be dropped if they do not earn a
cumulative 3.3 GPA.Whenever the GPA returns to 3.3,
students may reenter the program.
Junior and Senior Years
Students who by the end of the sophomore year have
completed the nine credits of honors work described
above and who have attained a cumulative GPA of at
least 3.3 are eligible to continue in the All-College
Honors program as juniors either by entering a
Departmental Honors program or by undertaking,
through the Honors Center, an individually designed
Interdisciplinary Honors program. The interdisciplinary
option is particularly attractive to students whose
majors do not offer Departmental Honors.
At the beginning of each semester of the junior year
both Departmental and All-College Honors students
select a 300 or 400 level course to take on an "Honors"
basis— i.e., the student completes a special advanced
project, under the instructor's direction, in conjunction
with the course. As a senior, the student researches and
writes an honors thesis (earning three credits for
"....485 Honors Thesis") under the direction of a
faculty member on a one-on-one basis and makes an
informal public presentation on the thesis to interested
students and faculty. The Departmental Honors
Cormnittee or, where appropriate, the student's
Interdisciphnary Honors Committee will determine
whether the thesis quahfies the student to graduate
with all-college honors. For many students the honors
thesis is the intellectual high point of the undergradu-
ate experience — fascinating and exciting in its own
right, and valuable as a preparation for graduate school
or professional employment.
Credit requirements for All-College Honors may be
summarized as follows:
• Nine honors credits at the 100 or 200 level ofwhich
at least six must be in three-credit honors classes and
the remaining three in a third honors class or in
three one-credit honors coUoquia;
• At least six credit hours in honors course work at the
300 or 400 level obtained by undertaking special
advanced work in junior and/or senior level courses
(forms proposing such work must be obtained from
the Honors Center, filled out, and returned during
the first two weeks of the semester);
• At least three credit hours of honors thesis work
under the direction of the major department based
on research or other creative work which can
include work in the major, in a related major, or in
an interdisciplinary studies area.
Students who complete the program will have the
phrase "with All-College Honors" entered on their
transcripts.
Admission to departmental honors programs does not
require completion of honors courses or honors
colloquia at the freshman and sophomore levels. A
minimum of six hours of honors course work taken in
the junior and/or senior years is required for depart-
mental honors as well as a thesis or research project.
Forms for proposing honors course work and the
honors thesis must be obtained from the Honors
Center, filled out, and returned during the first two
weeks of the semester in which the student wishes to
undertake the work. A brief description of honors work
at the junior and senior levels will be found under "All-
College Honors Junior and Senior Year." Students who
complete a departmental honors program will have the
phrase "with Honors in [the appropriate field]" entered
on their transcripts.
Honors Center
Students in the program have access throughout the
year to the Honors Center. Designed as a study area and
meeting place, the center has large work tables, com-
fortable chairs, computers and a lending library. The
center subscribes to various periodicals (most notably
77ic' NewYork Review of Books, Tlie Times Literary Supple-
ment, Commetitary,The New Republic, Vie American Scholar
and The American Spectator) , which are readily available to
students. The center is open from 9 am to 5 pm on
Monday through Friday during the academic year.
Further Information
Further information on the honors program can be
obtained from Dr. Charles Nickerson, Director, Honors
Program, Academic Achievement Center, Maxwell
Library Telephone (508) 531-1378.
Honor Societies
Several departments invite academically talented
students to join nationally recognized honor societies.
For information on the following, contact the depart-
ment chairperson.
Alpha Mu Alpha (Marketing)
Kappa Delta Pi (Education)
l ambda Pi Eta (Communication Studies)
Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics)
Phi Alpha, Beta C:hi c:hapter (Social Work)
Phi Alpha Theta (Histor>')
Pi Kappa Delta (Forensics)
Pi Mu Epsiloii (Mathematics)
Pi Sigma Alpha, Pi Upsilon (Chapter (Political Science)
Psi Chi (Psycholog>)
Sigma Clamma Hpsilon. Zeta lot.i Chapter (Earth
Science and Geography)
Departmental Honors
Departmental Honors Programs, which emphasize
independent study and research in the major, begin in
the fall of the junior year. Programs are currently
offered in Accounting and Finance; Art; Biology;
Chemistry; C:onununicatit)n Studies and Theatre Arts;
English; Foreign Languages; History; Management;
Mathematics and Computer Science; Movement Arts,
Health Promotion and Leisure Studies; Philosophy;
Political Science; and Psychology. Althougii (IPA
requirements vary, most departments require an over-
all CiPA of 3.0 or at least 3.3 in the major.
Interdisciplinary Programs
The college offers a number of interdisciplinary
programs, providing majors, minors and pre-profes-




CoUege Academic Program Sharing is designed to
provide full-time students attending a Massachusetts
state college the opportunity to study at another
Massachusetts state college in order to add a different
or specialized dimension to their undergraduate
studies. Students may take 3 to 30 semester hours of
credit without going through formal registration
procedures and w^ithout a formal transfer credit
approval process. Courses taken under the CAPS
program are not included in the student's CPA. For
further information contact the Office of Student
Records and Registration.
SACHEM
Through the Southeastern Association for Cooperation
of Higher Education in Massachusetts, qualified full-
time students may cross-register for two courses each
semester, one of which is not offered at their own
institution, without going through formal registration
procedures. Tuition is covered within the student's full-
time tuition charge at Bridgewater State College.
Schools participating in this program include Bristol
Cormnunity College, Cape Cod Community CoUege,
Dean Junior College, Massachusetts Maritime Academy,
Massasoit Community College, Stonehill College,
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth andWheaton
College. Application for cross-registration must be





The regular academic year consists of two semesters
(fall and spring) of approximately sixteen weeks each.
The college also holds two summer sessions of ap-
proximately five weeks each. Curricula leading to
baccalaureate degrees are so planned that a student
carrying 15 credit hours each semester will ordinarily
be able to complete the requirements for graduation in
four years or eight semesters.
Statement of Student RESPONsmnLiTY
The college catalog is made available to Bndgewater
Sute College students. In all cases, the student bears
ultimate responsibihty for reading the catalog and
following the academic pohcies and regulations of the
college. A copy of the college catalog may be obtained
by contacting the Admissions Office or may be viewed
on the Web at www.bridgew.edu.
Graduation Requirements
Degrees will be awarded to candidates who have
fulfilled the following:
1. A MINIMUM of 120 credits, distributed accord-
ing to the General Education Requirements, the
requirements of the declared major and any firee
electives.
Satisfactory completion of all requirements for a
bachelor's degree must be under a catalog in effect
within eight (8) years of the date of graduation.
The catalog used, however, may be no earher than
the catalog in effect at the time of matriculation or,
in the case of a change of major or minor, no
earlier than the catalog in effect when the major or
minor was formally declared.
Note:
This pohcy does not apply to students enrolled in
programs governed by state and/or federal regula-
tions where current academic requirements may
need to be met. Students should check with their
department where applicable;
2. A MINIMUM of 30 credit hours completed at
Bridgewatcr, including at least half of the require-
ments for the major program and for any minors.
Note:
No more than 69 credits earned at a two-year
institution, and accepted in transfer by Bndgewater
State College, may be applied to the baccalaureate
degree;
3. A MINIMUM cumulative grade point average
(CPA) of 2.0 (or higher if required by the major at
Bndgewater) and any other academic requirements
of the student's major department as approved by the
college governance procedures;
4. A MINIMUM cumulative grade point average
(CPA) of 2.0 or higher in the student's major(s) and
minor(s) requirements taken at Bridgewater.
Note:
• The credit earned in an Introductory College Skills
course may not be used to satisfy General Education
Requirements nor may it be appHed toward the
minimum number of credits required for graduation
in any major.
• From any and all co-curricular activities in which a
student might wish to participate and for which the
college grants or may decide to grant credit in the
future, a student may accumulate not more than one
(1) credit per semester, nor more than two (2) per
year, nor more than six (6) per college career.
Exception: All one credit cocurricular and physical
education activity courses that are required for
students officially enrolled in an approved major,
concentration or minor may be counted toward
graduation.
• Students will not be allowed to graduate until all
financial debts to the college have been paid.
Conferral of a degree occurs when the registrar finalizes
the student's acadermc record and confirms that all
requirements have been satisfied. Participation in the
commencement ceremony does not constitute conferral
of the degree. Similarly, inclusion of a student's name in
such publications as the commencement program does
not confirm eligibility for the degree.
Degree Appucation
Students who expect to receive their degrees from
Bridgewater State College are required to complete
formal degree appUcations. These applications are
available in the Office of Student Records and Registra-
tion. Each student is responsible for meeting all degree
requirements and for ensuring that the Office of Student
Records and Registration has received all credentials.
Degree application cards must be returned to the Office
of Student Records and Registration by the following
dates:
April 1 (for Winter Graduation)
October 1 (for Spring CIraduation)
March 1 (for Summer Graduation)
Graduation With Honors
Academic excellence for the baccalaureate program is
recognized by awarding degrees summa cum laude
(cumulative GPA of 3.8 or higher), ma^na cum laude
(cumulative GPA of 3.6 to 3.79), and cum laude
(cumulative GPA of 3.3 to 3. 59). The cumulative GPA
determined for honors is based on all college-level
work attempted at Bridgewater State College.
The Commeiuetnent Program is printed prior to grades
being submitted for the student's fmal semester;
therefore, the Office of Student Records and Registra-
tion must print the honors designation that a student
has earned up to the time of pubHcation.The student's
diploma and finalized transcript, however, will reflect
the official honors designation based upon the student's
fmal grade point average. Honors announced at
Commencement ceremonies will reflect the student's
final grade point average.
Commencement Ceremony
The college conducts two commencement ceremonies
annually, in winter and in spring. Students who
complete requirements in August or December will be
invited to participate in the winter ceremony.
Grading System
The college uses the letter-grade system of marking to
indicate the student's relative performance: A—
Superior; B — Good; C — Satisfactory; D — Poor;
F — Failure; IP — In Progress;W— Withdrawn;WP
Withdrawn Passing;WF — Withdrawn Failing. Grades
in the A, B, C, and D ranges may include a designation
of plus or minus. In computing averages, grades are
assigned the following numerical values:
A 4.0 B- 2.7 D+ 1.3
A- 3.7 C+ 2.3 D 1.0
B+ 3.3 c 2.0 D- 0.7
B 3.0 c- 1.7 F 0.0
Certain courses may be offered on an "unsatisfactory
(U) /satisfactory (S)" or "pass (P) /fail (F)" basis. No
numerical value is assigned to these grades. A symbol of
WA may be given to any student who ceases attending
a course without withdrawing between the end of the
drop/add period and the end of the withdrawal period.
Grades, for all courses (day and evetiing) at Bridgewater State
College become a part of the student's record and are used in
computing the GPA.
Change of Grade
If a student beUeves that a mistake was made in the
original grade recorded for a course, the student may
petition the instructor for a change of grade no later
^
than the last day of final exams in the academic semester I
following that in which the grade was recorded. A
change of grade will not be considered after this time.
Audit
A student may audit (AU) a course to gain knowledge
in a particular subject area without earning credit or a
grade. Students auditing a course attend and participate
in classes; however, they are exempt from examinations.
The course is automatically designated AU and becomes
part of the student's permanent academic record.
Audited courses will not be used to fulfill degree or
graduation requirements.
Incomplete
An incomplete (IN) may be given at the discretion of
the instructor. The time by which missing work must be
made up, both in graduate and undergraduate courses, is
also at the discretion of the instructor; however, this
time period may not extend beyond the last day of
classes of the academic semester following that in which
the incomplete was earned. If a course is not successfully
completed by this deadline, the Incomplete will auto-
matically be changed to a grade of"F" (Failure).
Candidates for graduation should note, however, that all
work must be completed prior to graduation, including
resolution of any grades of incomplete, since as of the
date the degree is conferred the record is finalized.
Grade Point Average (GPA)
The Grade Point Average indicates the student's overall
academic average. It is calculated on both a semester and a
cumulative basis. The GPA is computed by multiplying
the grade numerical value received in each course by
the number of credit hours per course. These totals are
combined, and the result is divided by the total number
of semester hours carried.
EXAMPLE NO. OF
COURSE HOURS GRADE TOTAL
Biology 3 X (A) 4.0 12.0
French 3 X (C+) 2.3 6.9
English 3 X (B) 3.0 9.0
History 3 X (B+) 3.3 9.9
Math 3 X (B-) 2.7 8.1
15 45.9
45.9 - 15 = 3.06 GPA
Projecting an Anticipated Grade Point Average
If a student hopes to earn an overall 3.3 GPA, he or she
can project the semester GPA needed to achieve this
goal by following the steps listed below:
1) 3.3 30
acsircu ora
hours at the end
of next semester
99.0 43.9
















Faculty may elect to send mid-semester warning
notices to undergraduate students who are receiving
less than a C- (1.7) average in any course at that time. It
is the student's responsibility to meet with his/her
adviser and the instructor of any course in which a
warning is received. Since mid-semester warning
notices are not issued by all instructors, students who
do not receive notification are cautioned not to
presume that they are maintaining a grade of C- or
better.
Repeat Courses
Undergraduate students may repeat a course for which
they receive a grade of C- or less. Although all courses
will appear on the student's transcript, credit for the
course will be awarded only once unless otherwise
stated in the college catalog. For the first three times
that a course in taken, only the most recent grade will
be used to calculate the GPA, regardless of which grade
is higher. All grades for courses taken the third and
subsequent tmies will be used in the calculation of the
student's GPA. [This policy does not apply to courses
taken at the graduate level.]
Please note that the Veterans Administration will not
pay for a repeated course in which a passing grade has
previously been earned.
Academic Standing
In order for a matriculated or non-matriculated student
to avoid separation from Bridgewater State College,
his/her cumulative GPA must remain above the
probation level as indicated below:
ACADEMIC
STANDING ACADEMIC PROBATION SEPARATION
CREDIT HOURS WARNING GPA BELOW THIS GPA
0-16 2.0-2.19 Below 2.0 1.00
17-31 2.0-2.19 Below 2.0 1.50
32-46 2.0-2.19 Below 2.0 1.65
47-61 2.0-2.19 Below 2.0 1.75
62-89 2.0-2.19 Below 2.0 1.85
90 and above must maintain — 2.00
2.00 or better
For the purposes of this policy "academic standing
credit hours" includes all quality hours at BSC plus all
credit accepted in transfer. However, only quality hours
earned at BSC will be utilized in determining GPA.
In order for a first semester transfer student to avoid
separation firom the college, his/her cumulative GPA
must remain at 1.5 or above. After the first semester, a
transfer student follows the table above.
Dean's List
The Dean's List is published at the end of each semester
to honor the academic achievement of fiill-tiim-
undergraduate students. A 3.3 average for the semester
is required with a minimum of 12 credits completed,
and no grades of"incomplete" (IN).
Academic Probation
Students on academic probation are limited to thirteen
(13) semester hours during the semester they are on
probation. In addition, academic probation may involve
1) an adjustment in the student's academic load, 2)
frequent interviews between the student and adviser tor
the analysis of difliculties and for checking the students
progress, 3) a stipulation that certain courses be taken
to improve the student's academic performance, 4)
restrictions on the student's extracurricular activities,
and 5) other such precautions as are deemed advisable.
Academic Separation
Students who have been academically separated trom
the college may not take courses at the college (day or
evening) for at least one academic semester. Alter this
time period, students may apply for readmission
through the admissions ofiice. Although not required, it
is recommended that readmission applicants give
evidence of at least one semester of academic work
with a 2.5 GPA or better at some other institution ot
higher learning. Students who have previously com-
pleted courses at a college are reminded tiiat a total ot
not more than 6') credit hours may be transferred from
two-year institutions. However, course work taken
elsewhere will not necessarily be accepted as transfer
credit. An undergraduate matriculated student who is
academically dismissed twice can only apply for
readmission after a three-year period. If readmitted, the
student is placed on academic probation and must
achieve a minimum GPA of 2.0 in order to continue.
The grade point average of the student will be resumed
after readmission. Students who have left the college
for a minimum of three years may be given special
consideration upon written appeal to the vice president
ofacademic affairs.
Note: Academic readmission or reinstatement to the
college does not guarantee renewed financial aid
eUgibility. The student must contact the Financial Aid
Office to be considered for financial aid.
Satisfactory Academic Progress
In addition to being in good academic standing (please
see the preceding section), a student is defined as
making satisfactory academic progress when the
academic record shows successful completion of a
specified number of credits per semester. Full-time
students must earn a minimum of 10 semester credits
each semester to achieve satisfactory academic progress.
Students should note that many financial assistance
programs require participants to make satisfactory
academic progress, in order to remain eligible.
See the Financial Aid section of this catalog for further
information concerning satisfactory academic progress
for financial aid purposes.
Classification Designation
Students are designated as being in a given classification
on the basis of the number of credits they have earned
for courses completed successfully. The list below
shows the number of credits which must be recorded
in order for a student to be designated as a member of
a particular classification.
Students should understand that these are minimum
totals of credits accrued. The normal course load is 15
credits per semester, and it is this total which, main-
tained over eight semesters, yields the 120 credits
required as a minimum for the baccalaureate degree.
For registration purposes, students will be classified
based upon the total number of credit hours earned
prior to the semester in which the registration is held.






Preregistration is held for returning, matriculated
undergraduate, graduate and Joint Admission students
in November for the spring semester and AprU for the
fall semester. During the advising period held two
weeks prior to registration, a student meets with his/
her adviser to review the student's progress toward
meeting General Education Requirements and specific
degree requirements. A class schedule is developed, and
the student's registration form is signed by the adviser.
In the case of double majors, the form must be signed
by both advisers. Preregistration is available via the
world wide web and in person. Students who wish to
register via the web must secure electronic permission
to register firom their adviser at their advising session.
Preregistration time is based on the student's classifica-
tion (Senior, Junior, Sophomore, etc.) at the close of the
previous semester.
A returning non-matriculated student may register via
the web following the close of preregistration or choose
mail, fax or in-person registration.
Registration by mail, fax or in-person is available to aU
students following preregistration in November and
April and before each summer session. Walk-in registra-
tion is held in the Rondileau Campus Center prior to
the opening of classes for each semester and summer
session.
Registration caimot be conducted via the Web for
summer sessions.
The Course Schedule, published shortly before each
registration period, provides specific registration dates
and instructions on how to register. Students will not
be allowed to register for courses until all financial
debts to the college are paid and health records are up
to date.
Course Loads
Full-time undergraduate students must carry a course
load of 12 to 18 credit hours or the equivalent each
semester. The typical course load is 15 hours. Students
wishing to carry more than 18 credit hours must
receive permission from the appropriate school dean
prior to registration. Failure to carry at least 12 credit
hours may jeopardize housing, financial aid status and
athletic ehgibihty.
It is recommended that students Umit their course
loads during the summer to six or fewer credit hours
each session.
It is recommended that students not carry semester
courses during the session in which they enroll in
student teaching.
Course Audit
Students may audit courses under the guideUnes noted
below. The student will receive no academic credit for
the courses nor will a grade be reflected in his or her
cumulative grade point average.
• A student may audit a course subject to the approval
of his or her adviser or department chairperson and
consent of the instructor.
• A student is subject to conditions established by the
department and/or instructor for the audited course.
• A student registering for credit has course enrollment
preference over an auditing student. Therefore, a
student must register for audit only during the drop/
add period by submitting forms provided by the
Office of Student Records and Registration. A
student's status as an auditor in a course cannot be
changed.
• A student may register for one audit course per
semester. Exception may be granted by petition to
the appropriate school dean.
• A student receives no credit for an audited course.
The student's academic record will reflect the course
enrollment with the notation AU.
• A student will be charged the same tuition and fees
for an audited course as for a course taken for credit.
Prerequisites
Students must have the necessary prerequisite for each
course. Prerequisites, if any, are indicated with the
individual course Usting and are enforced at the time ot
registration. Prerequisite courses taken at institutions
other than Bridgewater State College must be docu-
mented (transcript or grade report, and in some cases,
course description) prior to registration.
Students who wish to enroll in a course without the
prerequisite(s) must obtain a Prerequisite Override
Form prior to registering for the course. The torm must
be signed by the chairperson of the department through
which the course is offered and, in some cases, the
instructor of the course. Students seeking an override of
professional education prerequisites for courses taught
through the School of Education and Allied Studies
must complete a Request for a Student to Take an
Upper Level Professional Education Course Without
Formal Program Admission Form and obtain all
required signatures.
Course Drops and Adds
The Drop/Add Schedule is as follows:
• The Drop/Add period for 15-week semester courses
ends after the 6th weekday of the semester.
• The Drop/Add period for 7-week quarter courses
ends after the 3rd weekday of the quarter.
• The Drop/Add period for 5-week summer courses
ends after the 3rd weekday of the session.
• The Drop/Add period for 10-week summer courses
ends after the 5th weekday of the session.
• The Drop/Add period for non-regular courses ends
one weekday after the first class meeting. However,
students cannot add intensive — e.g., weekend or
one-week— courses after the first class meeting.
No adds or drops will be permitted after these dead-
lines. Drop/Add forms are available at the OtTice of
Student Records and Registration during the drop/add
period. It is advisable that students discuss changes in
their schedule with their adviser.
If students fail to drop courses appropriately, a grade ot
"F" will be entered on their academic record. This
grade will be used in computing the CPA.
Attendance Poucy
Students are responsible for satisfactory attendance in
each course for which they are registered. Satisfactory
attendance shall be dcternuncd by the instructor within
the context of this policy statement. The approval ot
excused absences and the assignment of makeup work
are the prerogative of the course instructor. The college
Health Services does not make judgements about
whether a student can attend class except in rare cases
when attendance would bo harnitul to the student's
health or the health of others. In general, students will
be excused without penalty for reasons such as illness,
participation in official college events, personal
emergencies and reUgious hohdays. Students should
consult with faculty members in advance of any
absence whenever feasible.
NOTE: If a student fails to attend the first three class
hours of a course, the instructor has the option of
deleting the student from the class roll.
If a student has a concern with regard to the atten-
dance policies or a faculty member has a concern
about a student's excessive absence, he or she should
confer with the chairperson of the department.
Make-up Tests and Examinations
The procedure for making up an examination held
during the semester is determined by the individual
instructor or the department. If a student misses an
examination, it is the student's responsibility to notify
the instructor immediately so that alternative arrange-
ments may be made.
The privilege of making up a final examination will be
granted only when the cause has been the serious
illness of the student or a member of his or her
inmiediate fainily. All such excuses must be docu-
mented by a medical doctor and submitted to the
instructor of the course.
Withdrawal From Courses Following
THE Drop/Add Period
If, for some serious reason, a student wishes to with-
draw from courses after the drop/add period, written
permission must be secured on course withdrawal
forms provided by the Office of the Student Records
and Registration. Only if such a form is filed in the
Office of Student Records and Registration by the
end of the fifth week of a semester course, or by the
end of the third week of a quarter course, may the
grade of"W" be recorded. A student who withdraws
between the fifth week and the 1 0th week of a
semester course, or between the third and fifth week of
a quarter course, will be assigned a grade of^P orWE
A symbol of WA may be given to any student who
ceases attending a course without officially withdraw-
ing between the end of the drop/add period and the
end of the withdrawal period. In all other instances a
grade of"F" shall be given. Grades ofW,WP,WF or
the symbol WA, will not be computed in the student's
GPA. Normally, no student will be permitted to withdraw
from a semester-long course after the ? 0th week of classes or
after the fifth week of a quarter course.
Withdrawal From College
Forms for official withdrawal firom the college may be
obtained from the Academic Achievement Center
located in the Maxwell Library. Professional staff from
the Academic Achievement Center will assist in
completing the process, including the review of
alternatives available to the student. Should the student
leave the college without giving official notification,
faUing grades will be recorded for all courses. After the
10th week of classes, grades will be recorded for all
classes and the withdrawal will not be effective until
the last day of the semester.
Students who withdraw from the college in good
standing may reenter by contacting the Office of
Student Records and Registration.
Students who are withdrawn due to academic dismissal
should refer to the section on Readmission in the
Undergraduate Admissions section of this catalog.
Leave of Absence
Undergraduate students who wish to interrupt
academic studies for one or two semesters (excluding
the summer sessions), for financial, professional or
personal reasons, need not officially withdraw from the
college. Instead, students may take a one or two
semester leave of absence by notifying the Academic
Achievement Center no later than 30 days prior to the
beginning of the first semester of leave. Such a leave of
absence will not affect a student's academic standing,
the program and degree requirements under which
that student first matriculated, or one's future eligibility
for financial aid or housing, provided that the returning
student meets specified guidelines and deadlines for
application for such services. Please consult the
Financial Aid Office in advance to determine the effect
of a leave on aid.
Readmission or Reinstatement
Following Withdrawal From College
Undergraduates who withdraw from the college in
good academic standing and wish to reenter the
college must apply through the Office of Student
Records and Registration. Such students are generally
approved for reinstatement provided their application is
filed well in advance of the semester in which they
choose to return: not later than May 1 for fall semester
readmission and not later than November 1 for spring
semester readmission.
See the Undergraduate Admissions section of this catalog
for information concerning readmission following
academic separation.
Declaration of Major for Freshmen
All students who enter as freshmen must formally
declare a major or choose the status of an undeclared
major. The undeclared student should select a major by
the end of the sophomore year. Freshmen may change
their area of interest by obtaining the necessary forms
fi-om the Academic Achievement Center. Although
early childhood, elementary education and special
education majors may not be formally admitted into
the teacher education program until the second
semester of the sophomore year, they must confirm
their continued interest in these majors by the same
process used by the other freshmen for declaration of
majors. In addition to their education program, students
must also elect a major in the liberal arts.
Change of Major for Upperclassmen
Students may change majors at any time by obtaining a
"change of major card" from the Academic Achieve-
ment Center, securing the signatures of the department
chairpersons involved, and filing the completed card
with the Academic Achievement Center.
Declaration/Change of Concentration
To elect a concentration, students must complete a
Concentration Declaration Form in the Academic
Achievement Center. Students may change their
concentration at anytime by obtaining a "change of
concentration card" from the Academic Achievement
Center.
Declaration/Change of Minor
In order to be enrolled in any minor ortcred by the
college, a student must declare the intended minor on
forms available from the Academic Achievement
C:enter. Students may change their minor at anytime by
obtaining a "change of minor card" fix)m the Academic
Achievement Center.
Students planning on being certified as secondary or
middle school teachers should declare their minor in
Secondary F.ducation or Middle School Education
during their freshman or sophomore year.
Certification that the requirements of the minor have
been met is made on the Degree Application Card by
the department offering the minor. Students must
achieve a minimum 2.0 cumulative average in declared
minors for graduation.
Credit by Examination
The college encourages qualified students to meet
certain graduation requirements through "Credit by
Examination." Currendy the college will award credit
for successful completion of the College Level Exami-
nation Program's (CLEP) general or subject area
examinations. In addition, certain departments offer
their own examinations for which credit can be
awarded. Additional information can be obtained from
the Office of Graduate and Continuing Education at
(508) 531-1261.
See the Undergraduate Admissions section of this catalog
for further information concerning credit by examina-
tion.
Transfer of Credit After Admission
In order for undergraduates to receive credit tor courses
taken at other accredited institutions, approval must be
obtained in advance.
Application forms are available in the Office of Student
Records and Registration. Applications for approval of a
course from another institution should be accompanied
by the appropriate catalog from that institution.
Approval must be obtained prior to registering for class.
It is the student's responsibility to have ofticial tran-
scripts sent direcdy by the institution to the Office ot
Student Records and Registration within six weeks
after the completion of the course.
NOTE: Not more than W credits earned at a two-year
college and not more than 90 credits earned at a four-
year institution may be accepted in transfer. Students
who attain an associate's degree from a two-year
institution may not transfer additional credits even
tlu)iigh they may have fewer than 09 credits. Cirades tor
courses taken at an institution other than Hridgcwater
State College are not used in ci>iiiputiiig tiio stiuicnt's
CPA.
Academic Integrity
lIl^tltutlon^ ot higher cdui.itioii are deduatcd to the
pursuit of truth. In this pursuit academic honesty is so
fundamental that it can not be t.ikeii tor granted.
Faculty, students and administrators all have a responsi-
bility to value, demonstrate and safeguard academic
integrity as one of the college's most essential institu-
tional values. The coUege has an obhgation to establish
and promote standards of academic integrity and each
member of the college community has the responsibil-
ity to understand, support and practice them.When
standards of academic integrity are followed, teaching
and learning can proceed in an environment of trust.
When such standards are violated, teaching and
learning are in doubt and suspicion. Therefore, the best
interests of the college community require that cases of
alleged academic dishonesty be addressed seriously but
equitably. At Bridgewater, acadenuc honesty is ex-
pected of all students; plagiarism and cheating are not
condoned and are subject to academic penalty, which
may result in a failure for the course in which the
violation took place. A record of the violation is kept
and may result in suspension or dismissal from the
college.
The procedure for implementing an academic penalty
for academic misconduct, which includes, but is not
limited to plagiarism, cheating, disruption of teaching
or research, dishonest practices in connection with
examinations and disruptive classroom behavior, is as
follows:
A The instructor shall notify the student of the
alleged violation and the proposed penalty, and they
shall discuss the matter informally within five (5)
school days of the notice of the alleged infraction.
The instructor shall notify the vice president of
academic affairs or designee in writing of the
alleged violation, proposed penalty and the out-
come of the meeting held with the student.
B. If the student does not appeal:
1 . The instructor will impose the penalty and will
notify the vice president of academic affairs or
designee in writing of the incident and the
penalty.
2. The vice president of academic affairs or
designee will notify the student that she/he has
received notification of the offense and the
penalty imposed.
3. A record of the case will be maintained in the
otiice of the vice president for academic affairs.
C If the matter is not resolved, the student may file a
letter of appeal with the vice president of academic
affairs or designee within five (5) school days, and
the student and instructor, each with an advocate
from the college, should either choose to have one.
shall meet with the department chairperson of the
department in which the alleged infraction took
place within ten (10) school days from date of
notification to discuss the alleged violation of the
college policy. The resulting recommendation shall
be forwarded in writing by the chairperson to the
vice president of academic affairs, or designee.
D. If the student and/or the instructor are dissatisfied
with the recommendation, or if resolution has not
been attained, the student and/or instructor may
file a letter of appeal with the vice president of
academic affairs or designee within five (5) school
days.
E. Based upon the allegations or evidence received,
the vice president of academic affairs or designee
shall determine if the case will be sent to the
academic review panel. The members of the
academic review panel will consist of three mem-
bers of the academic poHcies committee, appointed
by the chairperson of that committee, but may not
include members of the department in which the
alleged infraction occurred.
1 . The vice president of academic affairs or
designee will notify the chairperson of the
academic poUcies committee and forward all
information pertaining to the alleged violation.
The chairperson will present all material to the
academic review panel.
2. The academic review panel shall investigate any
alleged violation of poHcy or law which may
occur in the classroom or which relates to the
teaching/learning process and recommend
sanctions to the vice president of academic
affairs or designee. The academic review panel
shall conduct its investigations within fifteen
(15) school days following notification and shall
foUow the requirements of due process.
3. The recommendation of the academic review
panel shall be forwarded in writing to the vice
president of academic affairs or designee, who
shall inform both the student and the instructor
of the decision in writing by hand or by return
receipt requested addressee only mail.
E Further appeals shall be made to the president of
the college and to the Board ofTrustees.
G Except in the case of expulsion from the college,
any record of an alleged violation of academic
pohcy will be destroyed upon the graduation of the
respondent.The vice president of academic affairs
will review written petitions to destroy records
prior to the expiration of that period of time on a
case by case basis.
Intercollegiate Athletics Eligibility
The following five rules govern intercollegiate athletics
eligibility for most students attending Bridgewater.
1. A student-athlete must be a full-time undergradu-
ate student.
2 A student-athlete must maintain a minimum of
twelve (12) credit hours or the equivalent each
semester.
3. A student-athlete must maintain a minimum grade
point average (GPA) of 2.0.
4. A student-athlete must pass 24 credit hours
(normal progress rule) or the equivalent in an
academic year as a full-time student.
5. A student-athlete must sign the N.C.A.A. student-
athlete statement concerning eUgibility, a Buckley
Amendment consent and drug testing consent.
Student-athletes are required to undergo both physical
and orthopedic examinations prior to competing on
mtercollegiate teams. Specific information on these
exams can be obtained either fi'om the director of
athletics or from the head athletic trainer.
In addition, there are very specific requirements which
must be met by transfer students fi-om other four-year
institutions, transfer students fi-om two-year or junior
colleges and students who have been involved in
multiple transfers. For information, please confer with
the director of athletics.
On a case-by-case basis, a student enroUed in part-time
academic course load as an accommodation to a
documented disability will not be excluded from
participating in athletic programs. The student shaU
follow the normal petition and appeal processes.
Dismissal Poucies
Students are admitted to Bridgewater State College
with the expectation that they will accept and abide by
the standards of conduct and scholarship estabhshed by
the faculty, administration and student governing
boards. The college reserves the right to require
students to withdraw who do not maintain acceptable
academic standing. The college also reserves the right
to dismiss, with due process, students who do not meet
the requirements of conduct and order or whose
behavior is inconsistent with the standards of the
college.The Bridgewater State College Handbook outlines




Edward Minnock, (508) 531-1261
Dean, Graduate and Continuing Education
James Plotner, (508) 531-1300
Assistant Dean
Paul Wright, (508) 531-1300
Assistatit Dean
The Graduate and Continuing Education Office seeks
to extend the resources of the college to Southeastern
Massachusetts to meet the educational (graduate and
undergraduate), economic and workforce development
needs of the region.
Students pursuing undergraduate courses during the
evening (after 4 pm) will be governed by all policies and
procedures related to the degree or program area of
study for which they applied and were subsequently
accepted. Please see the undergraduate section of this
catalog for specific registration, program and course
information. Nonmatriculated students may take
individual courses for their own personal and profes-
sional growth and enrichment.
The Graduate and Continuing Education Office at
Bridgewater State College provides leadership, coordi-
nation and support for all academic departments
engaged in graduate instruction. The graduate dean, the
graduate faculty and the Graduate Education Council
are responsible for the maintenance of appropriate
standards for graduate degrees and certificates.
The primary objective of Bridgewater's graduate
programs is to increase to an advanced level each
graduate student's individual understanding of and
competence in a designated field of study. By extending
the student's area of knowledge, research skills and
creative talents, the graduate programs of the college
aim to increase the individual's ability to pursue and
contribute to a satisfying career.
The Graduate and Continuing Education Office is
located in the Maxwell Library, ground floor. Park
Avenue entrance. The Graduate and Continuing
Education Office is open Monday through Thursday
from 9am to 5i'M.The office is open evenings when
classes are in session. Contact the Graduate and
Continuing Education office for evening hours at (508)
531-1300 or (508) 531-1261.
Persons interested in pursuing a master's degree, certifi-
cate of advanced graduate study (CAGS) or certification
program on either a full-time or part-time basis should
request appropriate application materials from the
Graduate and Continuing Education Office. Students
are responsible for being aware of the general policies,
procedures and requirements for graduate courses and
programs outHned in the following pages prior to
enrolling in courses carrying graduate credit. For
additional information relative to a specific undergradu-
ate or graduate program, students should contact the
appropriate department chairperson or graduate
program coordinator in the department involved.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts (M.A.)
Programs leading to the degree of Master ofArts are
ofiered in the following areas;
English
Psychology
Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.)
Programs leading to the degree of Master ofArts in













Master of Education (M.Ed.)
Programs leading to the degree of Master of Education










Master of Public Administration
(M.P.A.)
The Master of Public Administration degree offers
concentrations in the following areas:
Financial and Personnel Administration
Municipal and Regional Development and
Management
Nonprofit and Human Services Administration
Public Safety Administration
Master of Science (M.S.)
Programs leading to the degree of Master of Science




Master of Science in Management
(M.S.M.)
The Master of Science in Management degree offers






Certificate of Advanced Graduate
Study (C.A.G.S.)
A program leading to the CAGS in Education is




Doctor of Education (Ed.D.)
A collaborative CACIS/Ed.D. program is offered in the




Post baccalaureate certification programs leading to
provisional certification with advanced standing are





Secondary Education (Middle School/High
School)
Special Education
Post Master's Certification Programs





Programs for Educational Personnel
All candidates for Massachusetts Educator Certification
are advised to check with their individual education
departments or the School of Education and Allied
Studies offices regarding proposed regulations changes
which may have an impact on their certification
program.
Programs designed to lead to the certification of
educational personnel are available to qualified persons
who have earned a bachelor's degree and who are
interested in one of the certificates listed below.
To be eligible, individuals must be ofticially admitted
by the Graduate Office and the School of Education
and Allied Studies to an appropriate post-baccalaureate
or post-master's certification program or to an appro-
priate Master of Arts in Teaching or Master of Educa-
tion program. All of the programs listed have been
approved by the Massachusetts Department of Educa-
tion and include automatic certification in .1 number of
states, which have reciprocity agreements with Massa-
chusetts.
Specific information regarding such programs is
provided 111 this catalog uiuler the School of Education
and Allicii Studies and appropri.ite departmental
descriptions. For additional details reg;irding certifica
tion program procedures and requirements, students
should contact the appropriate graduate program
coordinator.
Certificates Offered:
Early Childhood Teacher (Pre-K-3)
Elementary School Teacher (1-6)
Middle School Generalist (5-9)
Teacher of Visual Art (Pre-K-9) (5-12)
Teacher of Biology (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Chemistry (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Communication and Performing Arts
(all levels)
Teacher of Earth Science (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of EngUsh (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Foreign Language (5-12)
Teacher of Health (Pre-K-9) (5-12)
Teacher of History (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Mathematics (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Music (Pre-K-9) (5-12)
Teacher of Physical Education (Pre-K-9) (5-12)
Teacher of Physics (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Social Studies (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Reading (all levels)
Teacher of Students with Special Needs (Pre-K-9)
(5-12)
Instructional Technology Specialist
Library Media Specialist (all levels)
School Guidance Counselor (Pre-K-9) (5-12)
Administrator of Special Education (all levels)
School Principal/Assistant School Principal (Pre-K-6)
(5-9) (9-12)
School Business Administrator (all levels)
Supervisor/Director (various levels)
Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent
Note: All graduate students seeking certification and
enrolling in upper-level courses in the School of
Education and Allied Studies must be officially
accepted into professional education. For additional
graduate information, contact the School of
Educationand Allied Studies.
Undergraduate Certificate Programs



















Students seeking admission to a post-baccalaureate
provisional certification with advanced standing
program must hold a bachelor's degree fi-om a four-year
institution of acceptable standing. (A liberal arts or
science undergraduate major or its equivalent, com-
pleted after admission, is required.)
Post-baccalaureate program applicants must meet the
following criteria in order to be admitted to the
Graduate School:
1. a 2.5 undergraduate CPA
2. three appropriate letters of recommendation
3. a qualifying score on the Communication and
Literacy Skills portion of the Massachusetts Educator
Certification Tests.
Master's Degree Programs
Please note that certain graduate programs (for example,
counseling, psychology and public administration) have
additional admissions information, which is available in
the appropriate departmental section of the catalog.
Students seeking admission to a program leading to a
master's degree must hold a bachelor's degree from a
four-year institution of acceptable standing. (CoUege
seniors may be admitted on a conditional basis, pending
receipt of their degree.) Master's degree appHcants
(excluding Master of Science in Management candi-
dates) must meet the following criteria in order to
receive a "clear admit" (fuU graduate student status):
1. A 2.75 undergraduate CPA based upon four years of
work or a 3.0 undergraduate GPA based upon work
completed during the junior and senior years.
2. A composite score of 900 on the quantitative and
verbal parts of the GRE General Test.
3. A rating of 1 (on part IV) on the three letters of
recommendation (with 1 being the highest rating
on the scale). At least two of the recommendations
should be from professors and the third letter of
recommendation could be from a professional
employer.
4. Candidates for education programs leading to
provisional with advanced standing certification
need to provide a qualifying score on the Commu-
nication and Literacy Skills portion of the Massa-
chusetts Educator Certification Tests.
Applicants who do not meet the "Clear Admit" status
will be granted a "Conditional Acceptance" if they
meet the following criteria:
1. A 2.5 undergraduate GPA based upon four years of
work or a 2.75 undergraduate GPA based upon
work completed during the junior and senior years.
2. A composite score of 600-899 on the quantitative
and verbal parts of the GRE General Test.
3. A rating of at least 2 on the three letters of recom-
mendation (with 1 being the highest rating on the
scale). At least two of the recommendations should
be from professors and the third letter of recom-
mendation could be from a professional employer.
4. Candidates for education programs leading to
provisional with advanced standing certification
need to provide a qualifymg score on the Commu-
nication and Literacy Skills portion of the Massa-
chusetts Educator Certification Tests.
Conditions that must be met to move from condi-
tional to full graduate student status:
1. In those programs in which it is required, the
student must enroll in C»P 501 Clraduate Program
Planning and meet with his or her adviser who will
recommend three graduate courses that nuist be
taken at Bridgcwatcr State (College.
2. The student must attain a GPA of at least 3.0 after
completion of the three required courses.
If a student attains a GPA of at least 3.0 after complet-
ing the courses, he or she will be moved to full graduate
student status. If a student does not earn a GPA of at
least 3.0 after completing the courses, he or she will
automatically be dismissed.
CAGS AND Post-Master's Certification
Programs
Students seeking admission to a post-master's certifica-
tion program must hold a master's degree from an
accredited institution and must meet the following
criteria in order to be admitted to the Graduate School:
1. 3.0 graduate GPA
2. three appropriate letters of recommendation.
3. a quahfying score on the Communication and
Literacy Skills portion of the Massachusetts Educator
Certification Tests is required of candidates for
education programs leading to provisional with
advanced standing certification.
Application Procedures
The Graduate School presently admits students during
the fall, spring and summer semesters of each year. An
application is not complete unless all of the appropriate
documents indicated below have been received by the
Ofiice of the Graduate School on or before the
appropriate application deadline:
October 1 for November admission
December 1 for February admission
March 1 for May admission
June 1 for August admission
Applicants who have questions or problems regarding
graduate apphcation deadlines should contact the
Graduate Admissions Office. Telephone (508) 531-1323.
It is the responsibility of the student to make certain
that all application documents are received on time.
Applicants should indicate a specific degree or certifi-
cate program (and also the area of study) when they
request application forms. Any student who has filed
material for admission to a given graduate program or
area of study, and subsequently decides to apply ior
admission to another program or area of study, should
consult the paragraph on "C^hangcs in Program" in this
section of the catalog.
It should be noted that certain programs require a
formal interview with the program coordinator. Please
consult the department requirements presented in this
catalog.
Applicants to the Graduate School should make certain
that the material hsted below is on file in the Graduate
Office. Application forms with fee payments and all
other correspondence and appHcation material should
be sent to the Graduate Admissions Office,
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, Massachusetts
02325.
,
1. Graduate application form and application
fee of $25.00.
Application forms may be obtained from the
Graduate School Office. Checks covering the
nonrefundable $25.00 Graduate School appUcation
fee should be made payable to Bridgewater State
College and submitted to the Graduate Office along
with the program application form.
Students may also apply on-line utilizing
Bridgewater State College's Electronic Graduate
Application Form at www.bridgew.edu.
2. An ofiicial copy of all undergraduate and
graduate transcripts.
Official transcripts must be sent directly to the
Graduate Admissions Office and must bear the seal
of the college. Applicants who have attended more
than one undergraduate coUege and/or graduate
school should arrange to have transcripts of all
course work, including grade results, sent directly
to the Graduate Office. Graduates of Bridgewater
State College and persons who have taken
nondegree credit at the college should request the
Office of Student Records and Registration to
send transcripts to the Graduate Admissions Office.
Applicants who have successfully completed
graduate courses, as well as those who hold a
degree(s) in addition to the baccalaureate, must
fulfill all application requirements as set forth in
this catalog. It should be noted that the successful
completion of graduate courses prior to appUcation
shall not obligate the academic department or the
Graduate Admissions Office to recommend an
apphcant for acceptance.
3. Letters of recommendation.
Three letters of recommendation are required for
all programs with the exception of the Master of
Science in Management which requires only two
recommendations.
Forms for recommendations are available at the
Graduate Office. In general, only letters of recom-
mendation submitted on these forms and sent by
the reference directly to the Graduate Office will
be accepted. These letters provide an estimate of the
applicant's ability to pursue successfully a program
in the proposed field or concentration. For M.A.T.
and M.Ed, applicants at least two letters must be
firom the faculty who have taught the applicant at
the collegiate level (undergraduate or graduate).
The third letter may be from an appropriate
employer or school administrator for whom the
applicant has taught. For M.A. and M.S. applicants
at least two letters must be from persons who have
taught the applicant in the appropriate area of
concentration. The third M.A. letter may be from
any faculty member who has taught the applicant at
the collegiate level or from an appropriate em-
ployer or school adininistrator for whom the
applicant has taught.
4. Graduate Record Examination — Master's
Degree candidates, School ofArts and
Sciences, and School of Education and Allied
Studies.
All master's degree apphcants to the School ofArts
and Sciences and the School of Education and
Allied Studies are required to submit the results of
the GRE General Test. Applicants must arrange to
have their official score report sent directly from
the Educational Testing Service to the Graduate
Admissions Office. Bridgewater State College's
CEEB code is 3517 . Photocopies and scores
submitted by the applicant are not acceptable.
Information relative to the Graduate Record
Examination may be obtained from the Graduate
Admission Office or on-line at www.GRE.org.
Applicants may register for the GR^ at
Bridgewater State College's computer based test
center. For additional information or to schedule an
appointment, call (508) 531-1780. In addition,
applicants for certain Master ofArts and Master of
Science programs must submit scores from the
appropriate subject test.
5. Graduate Management Admission Test
(GMAT).
Master of Science in Management applicants are
required to submit GMAT scores. Applicants must
arrange to have an official score report sent directly
from the Educational Testing Service. Bridgewater
State College's college CEEB code is 3517 .
Photocopies and scores submitted by the appUcant
are not acceptable. Information pertaining to the
GMAT may be obtained from the Graduate
Admissions Office or on-line at www. GMAT.org.
Candidates may take the examination at
Bridgewater State College's computer based test
center. For information or to schedule an appoint-
ment, call (508) 531-1780.
6. Test of English as a Foreign Language
(TOEFL).
All apphcants from countries where English is not
the official language must also provide scores from
TOEFL examination. Ordinarily, only students
withTOEFL scores of 213 (computer-based total)
of better will be considered for admission.
7. Massachusetts Educator Certification Tests
(Communication and Literacy Skills por-
tion).
Apphcants must provide a qualifying score on the
Communication and Literacy SkiUs portion of the
Massachusetts Educator Certification Tests as a
graduate admission requirement, if applying to one
of the following education programs:
• all post baccalaureate provisional with advanced
standing teacher certification programs;
• all M.Ed, and CAGS programs leading to
provisional with advanced standing administra-
tor certification :
• all M.Ed., post-master's and CAGS programs
leading to provisional with advanced standing
support service certification : e.g. library media
specialist, instructional technology specialist,
school guidance counselor, school social
worker/school adjustment coun.selor.
8. Additional departmental requirements.
There may also be special departmental require-
ments relative to the application, such as an
interview. Such requirements, if any, are to be
found under each department's description of its
graduate program (s).
Action by the Department
All completed apphcations are sent to the academic
department in which the appHcant proposes to concen-
trate. After reviewing these applications, departments
make recommendations to the Graduate School.
Action by the Graduate School
The graduate dean, after reviewing the recommenda-
tions of the academic department, notifies the applicant
of the action taken.
Graduate Advisers and Program
Planning
Each graduate student who is accepted is assigned an
adviser(s) representing the student's area of study. All
students (with the exception of Master of Science in
Management candidates) are required by the Graduate
School to enroU in the following program planning
course, in addition to completing minimum credit
requirements in their program.
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning 1 graduate credit
The planning and development of a coherent program
of graduate study appropriate to the student's academic
and professional background and objectives. Graduate
students who have been accepted into a master's degree
or CAGS program should enroll under the direction of
their adviser(s) immediately after acceptance by the
Graduate School and prior to enrolling in any addi-
tional courses. For details, students should contact their
adviser.
All accepted students will receive from the Graduate
School copies of the form Graduate Program Proposal.
Students are required to have a completed copy of this
form sent to the Graduate Office when applying to
graduate. It should be noted that conferences with
advisers may be difficult or impossible to arrange
during holidays and college vacations, and during the
months ofJune, July and August.
Change in Program
Any request to change from one graduate program to
another must be made prior to the deadline for
receiving completed applications as indicated in the
college calendar. Students wishing to change programs
should request the Graduate Office in writing to
review their file to determine what additional m.iterial
needs to be submitted. Appropriate credits eariieil prior
to a program change may be transferred to the now
graduate program with the .ipprov.il of the new .iJviser.
GENERAL POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES
Students are responsible for all information given in the
latest edition of the catalog and also for any notices
posted on the bulletin boards of the Graduate OfSce,
the Office of Student Records and Registration, the
library and the appropriate academic department.
Students who have questions regarding the graduate
regulations presented in this catalog should contact the
Graduate Office.
Graduate students who experience problems pertaining
to Graduate School poUcies, including academic
performance, program requirements or other academic
issues, may petition to have the matter considered
through the Graduate School's estabUshed review
process:
1 . Submit a written appeal to the course instructor if
the issue is course-related or to the academic
adviser if the matter is program related.
2. If unresolved, submit a written appeal to the
department graduate program coordinator.
3. If unresolved, submit a written appeal to the dean of
Graduate and Continuing Education.
4. The dean of Graduate and Continuing Education
will submit graduate student petitions to the
Graduate Education Council for review. (The
Graduate Education Council is comprised of
representatives from the college's graduate faculty,
administrators and graduate student body.)
Grading System
Graduate course achievement will be ratedA (4.0),A-
(3.7), B+ (3.3), B (3.0), B- (2.7), C+ (2.3), C (2.0), C-
(1.7), F (0),W (Withdrawn), IN (Incomplete) orAU
(Audit).
The following courses are graded on a P (Pass)/F (Fail)
basis:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
ED 534 Clinical Experience
SA 670 Certificate ofAdvanced Graduate Study
(CAGS) Seminar
SA 681 CAGS Extern
SA 682 CAGS Extern II
PO 506 Public Administration Module
ED 537 Applied Research Project
537 Applied Research Project
Change of Grade
If a student believes that a mistake was made in the
original grade recorded for a course, the student may
petition the instructor for a change of grade no later than
the last day of final exams in the academic semester
foUovmig that in which the grade was recorded.A change
of grade will not be considered after this time.
Academic Probation
Any matriculated or non-matriculated graduate
student whose cumulative GPA falls below 3.0 will be
notified that he or she is on probation.
Academic Dismissal
Any matriculated or non-matriculated graduate
student who has a cumulative GPA below 3.0 for more
than two semesters is subject to academic dismissal.
Academic Average for Graduate
Degrees
In the courses which a graduate student offers to satisfy
degree requirements the minimum standard for
satisfactory work is a 3.0 average.
Satisfactory or Reasonable Progress
Graduate students must make satisfactory or reasonable
progress toward completion of a degree program
within the Graduate School's statute of limitations.A
student who is not making such progress is subject to
separation from the program.
Statute of Limitations—Program and
Courses
All graduate program requirements, including the
comprehensive examination, must be completed within
six years of the date of the student's acceptance. In
addition, no graduate course offered for master's degree
or CAGS credit may be more than six years old at the
time program requirements are completed.
Maximum Credit Load
Full-time graduate students may register for up to
fifteen credits during the fall and spring terms, and up
to six credits during each of the two summer sessions.
Students wishing to register for more than the maxi-
mum credit load must receive permission in writing
from their graduate adviser, program coordinator and
the graduate dean.
Full-time and Part-time Student Status
Full-time graduate study is defined, for academic
purposes only, as being enrolled for nine or more
graduate credits in a given term. Part-time graduate
study is defined, for academic purposes only, as being
enroUed for less than nine graduate credits in a given
term.
Graduate and Undergraduate Credit
Courses at Bridgewater with 500 and 600 level
numbers carry graduate credit and are open only to
graduate students.
An undergraduate may request to enroll in a 500 level
course for undergraduate credit. Approval is based
upon the following criteria:
• The student must be a senior in his/her last
semester of coursework.
• The student's GPA must be a 3.5 or higher.
• The student's written request must be approved
by the student's major department, school dean
and the dean of the graduate school.
An undergraduate may request to enroll in a 500 level
course for graduate credit. Approval is based upon the
above criteria; in addition, the student must have
completed 120 degree credits.
Certain 400 level courses may be taken for either
graduate or undergraduate credit. Graduate School
guidehnes for faculty teaching these courses indicate
that advanced work should be required of graduate
students. The guidelines recommend that more
rigorous examinations and more sophisticated term
papers should be expected to take into account the
different quantitative and qualitative standards associ-
ated with graduate study.
Program and Course Prerequisites
Program prerequisites may be required to ensure
adequate preparation for graduate work in the area ot
study. In certain cases, these prerequisites may be
fulfilled after the applicant's acceptance by the Gradu-
ate School. Certain advanced courses require that
students have completed specific prerequisite courses.
Transfer Credit
Transfer credit at the graduate level is defined at
Bridgewater to include two distinct credit situations.
First, transfer credit is defined as being any appropriate
graduate credit taken at Bridgewater State College or
at another accredited institution prior to acceptance to a
Bridgewater graduate program. This credit includes
appropriate graduate credit earned in courses in which
the student is enrolled at the time of acceptance.
Second, transfer credit is defined to include appropriate
graduate credit taken at an accredited institution other
than Bridgewater State College after acceptance to a
Bridgewater graduate program. It should be noted,
however, that of the total number of credits offered for
the degree, taken both prior to and after acceptance,
not more than sLx can be transferred fi-om other
graduate schools. All courses to be used as transfer
credit in a graduate program must have the approval of
the adviser and be recorded on the student's Graduate
Program Proposal. Details regarding the matter of transfer
credit as it applies to Bridgewater's master's degree and
CAGS program are provided below.
Transfer Credit — Master's Degree and CAGS
Programs
A student who has enrolled in appropriate courses at
Bridgewater or at another accredited institution prior
to acceptance by the Graduate School may request that
up to twelve graduate credits be accepted in partial
fulfillment of degree requirements. These credits
include any credits earned in courses in which the
student is enrolled at the time of acceptance. It does
not include prerequisites. Approval is subject to the
following conditions: 1) that not more than six of the
1 2 credits being transferred are from an accredited
institution other than Bridgewater State College; 2)
that a grade of B- or better has been earned in all
courses being transferred; and 3) that courses being
transferred have not been used to fulfill the require-
ments of another degree or certificate. A form entitled
Petition for Acceptance of Transfer Credit is sent to the
student by the Graduate Office at the time of accep-
tance. If courses enrolled in prior to acceptance are to
be applied toward fulfillment of requirements tor a
master's degree or CA(!S program, it is the student's
responsibility to submit the appawed transfer credit
form to the Graduate Otlice .iftcr completing GP 501
Graduate Program Planning. It should be noted that all
transfer courses arc subject to the regulations governing
time limits — no graduate course offered tor the
degree may be more than six years old when degree
requirements are completed.
After a student has been admitted to a master's degree
program, a maximum of six graduate credits of grade B
or better, taken at an uistitution .u creditcd at the
graduate level other than Bridgewater State College,
may be transferred if approved by the adviser. It should
be noted, however, that of the total number of credits
offered for the degree, taken both prior to and after
acceptance, not more than six can be transferred from
other graduate schools. An official transcript of courses
taken at another institution after acceptance must be
sent directly to the Bridgewater State College Gradu-
ate Office.
Repeating Courses
Unless otherwise noted a course may be taken more
than once, but only the grade earned in the initial
course may be counted toward degree requirements.
Incompletes
An incomplete may be given at the discretion of the
instructor. The time by which missing work must be
made up, both in graduate and undergraduate courses,
is also at the discretion of the instructor; however, this
time period may not extend beyond the last day of
classes of the academic semester following that in
which the incomplete was earned. Courses that are not
successfully completed by this deadhne will automati-
cally be changed to a grade of"F" (Failure). Candidates
for graduation should note, however, that all work
must be completed prior to graduation, including
resolution of any grades of incomplete, since as of the
date the degree is conferred the record is finalized.
Course Registration
Prior to the registration period for the fall, spring and
summer semesters, a Course Schedule is published by the
Office of Student Records and Registration in Boyden
HaU.
Graduate course work is offered on either a full-time
or part-time basis. Students should realize that it is not
possible to set an absolute deadline for completing a
graduate program, due to such factors as the college's
need to reserve the right to cancel any course for
which there is insufficient enrollment and departments'
need to offer courses on a rotating basis.
Withdrawal
Withdrawalfrom Courses
If, for some reason, a student wishes to withdraw from
a course after the drop/add period, written permission
must be secured on forms provided by the Office of
Student Records and Registration. Only if such a form
is filed in the Office of Student Records and Registra-
tion within the first five weeks of a semester course,
may the grade of"W" be recorded.A student who
withdraws between the fifth week and the tenth week
of a semester course will be assigned a grade ofWP or
WF. In aU other instances a grade of"F" shall be given.
Normally, no student will be permitted to withdrawfrom a
semester-long course after the tenth week of classes or after the
fifth week of a quarter course.
Withdrawalfrom the College
Students who decide to withdraw from a graduate
program should notify the Graduate Office of their
intentions in writing as soon as possible. (Students
should also consult course withdrawal procedures and
refund policies indicated elsewhere in the catalog.)
Course Drops and Adds
The Drop/Add Schedule is as follows:
• The Drop/Add period for 15-week semester
courses ends after the 6th weekday of the semester.
• The Drop/Add period for 7-week quarter courses
ends after the 3rd weekday of the quarter.
• The Drop/Add period for 5-week summer courses
ends after the 3rd weekday of the session.
• The Drop/Add period for 10-week summer
courses ends after the 5th weekday of the session.
• The Drop/Add period for non-regular courses ends
one weekday after the first class meeting. However,
students cannot add intensive — e.g., weekend or
one-week— courses after the first class meeting.
No adds or drops will be permitted after these dead-
lines. Drop/Add forms are available at the Office of
Student Records and Registration during the drop/add
period. It is advisable that students discuss changes in
their schedule with their adviser.
If students fail to drop courses appropriately, a grade of
"F" wiU be entered on their academic record. This
grade will be used in computing the GPA.
Deadlines
Students are reminded to consult the annual college
calendar for deadlines and dates relative to such matters
as admissions, comprehensive examination requests, and
application to graduate. This calendar is printed in the
college catalog and Course Schedule.
Change of Name and/or Address
Students should promptly notify the Office of Student
Records and Registration of any change in name or
address by using the appropriate form. Forms are also
available at the Graduate and Continuing Education
Office and may be printed from the college website
umw. bridgew. edu /depts/registr/cliarigenainc.pdj
Graduate Assistantships
The Graduate Office offers a number ot graduate
assistantships in areas associated with the college's
graduate programs. Only those who have been
accepted into a Bridgewater State College graduate
program are eligible to be awarded a graduate assistant-
ship. Application forms may be obtained from the
Graduate Office. Completed assistantship applications
should be returned to the appropriate academic or
administrative department. Applicants who are awarded
an assistantship wiU receive a letter of appointment
from the dean of graduate and continuing education.
Graduate assistants receive a stipend for the academic
year (September-June). Assistants will also receive
tuition and fee remission for up to nine credits of
course work during each of the fall and spring semes-
ters, and for up to six credits of course work durmg the
summer session(s).The tuition and fee waiver applies
only to courses offered at 4:30 pm and later. Graduate
assistants are expected to work a minimum of 20 hours
per week.
For information regarding additional forms of financial
assistance, see the section of this catalog titled Financial
Aid.
Independent Study
Each department's graduate offerings include two
courses in which a student who has been accepted in a
graduate program and who meets the course prerequi-
sites can pursue independent study under the direction
of a faculty adviser.
502 Research (credit to be arranged) — Original
research undertaken by the graduate student in his or
her field. The student's investigations ordinarily
culminate in a thesis.The number of credits awarded
for the research may vary, and the student may repeat
the course until a maxinuim of nine credits in .in M A.
program and six credits in an M.A.T., M.Ed., M.S. or
CAGS program is earned toward the minimum credit
requirements for the degree or certificate.
Matriculated graduate students who wish to enr»)ll in
Research must complete and file the (iraduate Office
form Approval ofThesis Topic and Outhne. A Graduate
Office letter of approval to enroll in 502 should be
requested.
503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged) — This
course is designed for the graduate student who desires
to study selected topics in his or her field. Directed
study may not be used to substitute for courses which
are required in the program or to study topics which
are covered in required or elective courses in the
program. The number of directed studies approved by
the dean in a given academic year will be limited due to
both academic and budgetary reasons.
Students who wish to enroll in directed study should
first meet with their adviser and, if approval is granted,
obtain the form request for directed study from the
Graduate Office. Please note that directed study follows
the same registration procedures as all other academic
course work on campus; that is, arrangement for
directed study must take place prior to the time ot
registration with all forms completed and on file at the
appropriate departmental office. Enrollment in directed
study is limited to students who have been accepted to
a graduate program at Bridgewater State College and
who have completed a minimum of 15 approved
graduate credits.
Thesis
CJraduate students submitting a thesis have a thesis
committee, which is comprised of at least three faculty
members, including a thesis committee chairperson
appointed by the graduate program coordinator. All
thesis comniittee appointments should follow consulta-
tion with the student's adviser and the student.
It IS the responsibility of the student to obtain from the
Graduate Office three copies of the Approval ofThesis
Topic and Outline form and to submit the completed
copies to the adviser for approval by the members ot
the student's thesis committee. The student's thesis
committee chairperson should retain the original copy
of the completed form and should return the remaining
two copies to the student. The student retams one copy
for his or her records and submits the other to the
(Ir.uiuate Scliool Office in order to be eligible to
register for thesis credit under the course heading
Research. (If the student, with the approval of the thesis
coniiiiittee, ciianges the thesis topic, revised copies ot
the above form must be filed).
Students should refer to the course entitled Research,
which appears in the catalog under their major
department and in this section under Independent
Study, as well as consult with the adviser, relative to the
matter of earning credit for research done in conjunc-
tion with a thesis. Students must be enrolled in
Research during any period in which a faculty
member is directing the thesis.
Three unbound copies of the approved thesis must be
submitted to the Graduate School Office not later than
the completion of all other degree requirements. Each
copy must contain an abstract of the thesis.The
Graduate Office arranges for the binding of theses. A
fee of $12.00 per copy is charged. Checks should be
made payable to Bridgewater State College and
submitted to the Graduate School Office.
Exit Requirements
In order for a student to exit from a graduate program,
he or she must satisfactorily complete all credit
requirements, as well as pass a comprehensive examina-
tion.
Comprehensive Examination
In most programs, graduate students must take a
comprehensive examination that reflects the full range
of their program. The design of the comprehensive
examination must show a relationship to the program
and to the program's exit seminar. It is based upon the
student's major area(s) of study, as well as related areas,
and may include work done on a thesis. Students must
give evidence that they can integrate information and
ideas from the various areas in which they have
studied.The examination may be written and/or oral,
as determined by the student's department.
In order to be eligible for a comprehensive examina-
tion, the student should have completed all of the
necessary course work specified by the major depart-
ment. A student who plans to take the comprehensive
examination should file the Graduate School form
entitled Examination Request, together with a
nonrefundable comprehensive examination fee of
$60.00 for master's degree candidates and $75.00 for
CAGS candidates. Checks should be made payable to
Bridgewater State CoUege and submitted to the
Graduate School. The form should be completed and
filed along with the fee no later than the deadline
indicated in the college calendar. Ordinarily,
comprehensives are given during the months of
November and March/April.
All students who take the comprehensive examination
wlU be notified of the results by mail in a timely
fashion.
Students who fail the comprehensive examination shall
be given one fiirther opportunity to take it after they
have made substantial progress in whatever additional
work may be prescribed by the adviser. The student
should meet mimediately with the faculty adviser or
designated person to review weaknesses of the student's
performance, and a prescribed program of study should
be designed to help guide the student to prepare for the
second examination. The student wUl be allowed the
choice of either an oral or written examination when
retaking the comprehensive.
Application to Graduate
Students who are nearing the completion of their
graduate program requirements and who plan to
receive a master's degree or CAGS in January, May or
August, should request the form Application to
Graduate from the Graduate Office. This form should
be completed by the student and filed, together with
the candidate's Graduate Program Proposal, approved
by the faculty adviser, in the Graduate School no later
than the deadline indicated in the college calendar.
Failure to file before the deadUne will postpone degree
conferral. A nonrefijndable commencement fee of
$11.00 (plus an additional fee of $29.00 for academic
regaha for students attending commencement exercises)
is required at the time of filing the Apphcation to
Graduate. Checks should be made payable to
Bridgewater State College and submitted to the
Graduate Office.
No degree or certificate will be conferred and no
graduate transcripts will be issued unless all tuition and
fees have been paid in fiill.
Diplomas are awarded at the winter and spring com-
mencements and also at the end ofAugust.
In the event that a student does not receive the degree





General Requirements — A minimum of 30
approved graduate credits is required for the Master of
Arts (M.A.) degree, in addition to a one-credit
program planning course to be taken under the
direction of an adviser upon acceptance in the pro-
gram. All credits must have the adviser's endorsement.
A thesis is optional in certain Master ofArts programs.
For additional details, students should consult appropri-
ate departmental sections of the catalog for specific
program requirements for the degree. Ordinarily, at
least one-half of the degree credits should be earned in
courses Hmited to graduate students (500 level).
Comprehensive Examination — All students are
required to pass a comprehensive examination. For
details, see the paragraph in this section of the catalog
entitled Comprehensiue Examination.
Master of Arts in Teaching
The clinical Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.)
degree is designed for persons who have provisional
certification with advanced standing and are seeking
standard certification in an appropriate secondary or
middle level subject area. The M.A.T. program is also
designed for secondary and middle level subject area
teachers who have an appropriate standard certificate.
Students needing provisional certification with
advanced standing should refer in this catalog to the
program entitled "Post-Baccalaureate Program:
Provisional Certification with Advanced Standing for
Secondary (Subject Areas: 9-12) and Middle Level
(Subject Areas: 5-9) Teachers" under the Secondary
Education and Professional Programs. Students seeking
certification should also consult the section of this
catalog entitled School of Education and Allied Studies for
information pertaining to professional certification,
admission to and retention in Professional Education,
as well as important institutional deadlines.
General Requirements — A minimum of 30 to 36
approved graduate credits is required for the M.A.T.
degree, which is offered through the Department of
Secondary Education and Professional Programs and
the academic departments of the college. In addition, a
one-credit program planning course is taken under the
direction of an adviser after acceptance in the pn)gram.
Course Requirements — For details regarding
course requirements, students should consult the
M.A.T. information listed in this catalog under the
Department of Secondary Education and Professional
Programs and the appropriate academic department.
Comprehensive Examination — All students are
required to pass a comprehensive examination. For
details, see the paragraph in this section of the catalog
entitled Comprehensive Examination.
Certification Information — Bridgewater's clinical
Master ofArts in Teaching programs have been
approved by the Massachusetts Department of Educa-
tion for certification of educational personnel. Specific
information regarding such programs is provided in this
catalog under the School of Education and Allied Studies
and appropriate departmental program descriptions.
For additional details regarding certification program
procedures and requirements, students should contact
the appropriate graduate program coordinator.
Master of Education
The clinical Master of Education (M.Ed.) degree is
designed for persons who have provisional certification
with advanced standing and are seeking standard
certification in an appropriate area. The M.Ed, program
is also designed for teachers who have an appropriate
standard certificate, as well as persons in community-
based organizations and agencies.
General Requirements — A minimum of 30 to 36
approved graduate credits, depending upon the
program, is required for the Master of Education
degree, in addition to a one-credit program planning
course to be taken under the direction of an adviser
upon acceptance in the program. For program details,
students should consult the appropriate departmental
section of this catalog. Degree credits must have the
endorsement of the adviser.
Course Requirements — For details regarding
course rcquirciiiciits. students should consult the M.Ed,
information listed in this catalog under the appmpriate
department.
Comprehensive Examination .MI students .ire
reijuireii to pass a comprehensive examination. For
details, see the paragraph in this section of the catalog
entitled Comprehensitv Examination.
Certification Information— A number of
Bridgewater's Master of Education programs have been
approved by the Massachusetts Department of Educa-
tion for certification of educational personnel. Specific
information regarding such programs is provided in this
catalog under the School of Education and Allied Studies
and appropriate departmental program descriptions. For
additional details regarding certification program
procedures and requirements, students should contact
the appropriate graduate program coordinator.
Master of Public Administration
The Master of Public Administration (M.P.A.) degree
provides professional education to prepare persons for
leadership roles in public administration and public
affairs. Program details are provided in the graduate
program section under Political Science in this catalog.
Master of Science
General Requirements — A minimum of 30
approved graduate credits is required for the Master of
Science (MS) degree, in addition to a one-credit
program planning course to be taken under the
direction of an adviser upon acceptance in the pro-
gram. All credits must have the adviser's endorsement. A
thesis is optional in certain Master of Science programs.
For additional details, students should consult appropri-
ate departmental sections of the catalog for specific
program requirements for the degree. Ordinarily, at
least one-half of the degree credits should be earned in
courses limited to graduate students (500 level).
Comprehensive Examination — All students are
required to pass a comprehensive examination. For
details, see the paragraph in this section of the catalog
entitled Comprehensive Examination.
Master of Science in Management
The Master of Science in Management (MSM) degree
prepares students to apply systems thinking to manage-
rial problems, direct large scale projects, and lead people
and organizations through complex change. Program
details are provided in the School of Management and
Aviation Science section in this catalog.
Certificate of Advanced Graduate
Study (CAGS)
General Requirements — A minimum of 30
approved graduate credits is required for the CAGS, in
addition to a one-credit program planning course to be
taken under the direction of an adviser upon accep-
tance in the program. Courses taken for the CAGS may
not repeat work previously accompUshed by the
student in either his or her undergraduate or graduate
degree work. Ordinarily, at least one-half of the CAGS
credits must be earned in courses limited to graduate
students (500 level).
Currently, the college offers a program leading to a
Certificate ofAdvanced Graduate Study (CAGS) in
Education with concentrations in counseling, educa-
tional leadership and reading. For details, students
should consult the counseling, educational leadership
and reading program sections of this catalog.
Comprehensive Examination All CAGS students
are required to pass a comprehensive examination. For
details, see the paragraph in this section of the catalog
entitled Comprehensive Examination.
Collaborative CAGS/Ed.D. Program
There is now a transfer agreement between
Bridgewater State College, which offers the Certificate
ofAdvanced Graduate Study (CAGS) (see above), and
the University of Massachusetts-Lowell, which offers
the Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) degree. Further
program information is provided in the School of
Education and Allied Studies section of this catalog.



















Dean, School ofArts and Sciences
Academic Departments
Art
Professor Roger Dunn, Chairperson
Biological Sciences
Dr. Hardy Moore, Chairperson
Chemical Sciences
Dr. Frank Gorga, Chairperson
Communication Studies and Theatre Arts
Dr. Nancy Moses, Chairperson
Earth Sciences and Geography
Dr. Peter Saccocia, Chairperson
English
Dr. Evelyn PezzuUch, Chairperson
Foreign Languages
Dr. Stanley Hamilton, Acting Chairperson
History
Professor Jean Stonehouse, Chairperson
Mathematics and Computer Science
Associate Professor Gail Price, Chairperson
Music
Dr. David Garcia, Chairperson
Philosophy
Dr. Edward James, Chairperson
Physics
Dr. Jeflfrey Williams, Chairperson
Political Science
Dr. Michael Kryzanek, C^h.urporsoti
Psychology
Dr. Ruth Hanuon. C^hairperson
Social 1 1 Ink
Dr. Anna Martin-Jearld. Chairperson
Sociology and Anthropology
Dr. W.iltcr C".irn>l], C!ii.iirporson
UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAMS
The School ofArts and Sciences offers undergraduate
programs leading to the Bachelor ofArts or Bachelor
of Science degree in the areas Usted below. Listed
beneath each department are the concentrations it
offers. Concentrations are programs of study within the
major with their own subset of requirements. Only
students selecting the major field of study may com-
plete a concentration within that major. The completed

















Communications Studies Professional Physics
and Theatre Arts Political Science
Communication Studies American Politia
TlieatreArts International Affairs
Teacher Certification in Legal Studies
Vteatre, Dance and Speech Psychology
Computer Science Indus trial-Personnel




Geology Tliird World Studies
Spanish
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of ScmNCE
The Bachelor ofArts and Bachelor of Science degree
programs allow students to select from a number of
areas and provide preparation for high school teaching
(if secondary education is elected as a minor), graduate
school, and fields of endeavor related to the major area
of study.
The decision as to whether to award the degree of
Bachelor ofArts or the degree of Bachelor of Science
shall be consistent with the standards in the student's
major field as determined by the major department.
In cases where students with double majors are ehgible
for a BA, BS and/or BSE, degree the student will select
which major department will make the decision
regarding which degree the student will be awarded.
Students are advised to consult with their department
chairperson or major adviser early in their academic
career, but not later than the end of the sophomore
year, in order to select a major and to be certain that
course selection will allow graduation with the desired
degree.
Undergraduate Major
A student must meet all requirements of the major as
specified under the departmental listings that appear
later in this catalog.A minimum of 30 credits and a
maximum of 36 credits within the major may be
required by a department even if students do not
complete a concentration. Cognate courses (courses
required by the major, but offered by another depart-
ment) are not counted as part of the required hours
within the major.The 30 to 36 credits reflect all
courses taken in the major department, including those
which also satisfy General Education Requirements. At
least one half of the required courses in the major field
(excluding cognate requirements) must be successfully
completed at this college.
Double Major
In order to graduate with a double major, a student
must meet all requirements of both majors sought,
without waiver. The student's petition to double major
must be made in writing and agreed to by both
departments. Official notification of the approval of a
double major will be made by the Academic Achieve-
ment Center. Completion of the double major will be
reflected on the final transcript. A minimum
cummulative grade point average (GPA) of 2.0 or
higher in the student's major(s) is required for gradua-
tion.
Undergraduate Minor
A minor is a unified set of courses chosen outside the
major field of study requiring not less than 18 nor
more than 21 hours. The minor is recorded on the
student's transcript. Minors may include courses fi-om
School ofArts and Sciences
only one department or may be interdisciplinary.
Students may use courses which satisfy GER or
departmental requirements to fulfiU interdisciphnary
minor requirements unless otherwise prohibited. At
least one half of the courses required for the minor
must be successfuUy completed at this college. Specific
requirements for a minor are found under the depart-
mental descriptions.A minimum cummulative grade
point average (GPA) of 2.0 or higher in the student's
minor(s) is required for graduation. In the School of
Arts and Sciences the following minors in specific






































Graduate programs leading to the Master ofArts,
Master of Arts in Teaching, Master of Public Adminis-
















Speech Communication and Theatre
Master of Public Administration
Concentrations:
Financial and Personnel Administration
Municipal and Regional Development and
Management





Additional information regarding graduate programs,
including application procedures and academic require-
ments, may be found in the Graduate and Continuing
Education and appropriate departmental sections of this
catalog.
Departmental Course Descriptions
See the Course Descriptions section of this catalog for
departmental course descriptions.
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Department Telephone Number: (508) 53U1359
Website: www. bridgew.edu /depts /art
Degree Programs
• BA in Art
Concentrations; Crafts, Fine Arts, Graphic Design
• MAT, Clinical Master's - Creative Arts













and a program of study in Art Education.
Programs on the undergraduate level provide prepara-
tion for graduate study and offer internships that give
first-hand experience in such areas as museology,
exhibition planning, community art programs and
graphic design.
Students interested in teaching art must select a minor
m high school education or elementary education.
However, state-mandated requirements for teacher
training are subject to change, so it is necessary to
consult with either Dr. Stephen Smalley or Professor
Dorothy Pulsifer regarding up-to-date requirements.
Prospective teachers of art are encouraged to join the
student chapter of the National Art Education Associa-
tion.
Art majors not interested in an education minor are
encouraged to select a minor complementmg their
interests within the major. Students who are not art
majors, wishing to minor in art or art history will find a
diversity of course oflferings suitable to their interests
and skills. To insure an appropriate selection of art
courses in the major or minor, it is important that each
student work closely with his or her art adviser or the
department chairperson in program selection.
It should be noted that a student majoring in art must
achieve a grade of C- or better in all of the required
courses within the art program, repeating courses if
necessary to achieve the required grade.
Students should be aware that typically there are
expenses in studio courses for materials beyond the
required fees. Field trips to regional museums and other
sites are regularly a part of many art courses.
A gallery calendar of changing exhibitions is maintained
throughout the academic year in the Wallace L.Ander-
son Gallery within the art building. (One of these
exhibitions is the student show, and art majors and
minors are encouraged to set aside their best work to
submit to this annual showing.) In an adjacent gallery is
a continuing exhibition of works from the permanent
art collection. These gallery facilities offer a range of
work that enhances classroom instruction. In addition,
visiting artists and related art programs are made
possible each year by a generous gift firom the class of
1936.
Fine Arts Concentration
AR 125 Drawing I
AR 130Two-Dimensional Design
AR 140Three-Dimensional Design
AH 20 1 Art Survey: Prehistoric, Ancient and Medieval
AH 202 Art Survey: Renaissance, Baroque and Modern
AR 225 Drawing II
AR 230 Painting I
AR 240 Sculpture I
AR 255 Pnntmaking I
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AH 307 Twentieth Century Art and Architecture
One craft course from, but not hmited to, the follow-
ing:
AR 270 Ceramics I
AR 273 Glass I
AR 280 Metals I
AR 290 Weaving I
AR 291 Tapestry Weaving
One, additional 3-credit art elective.
Graphic Design Concentration
AR 125 Drawing I
AR 1 30 Two-Dimensional Design
AR 1 40 Three-Dimensional Design
AH 202 Art Survey: Renaissance, Baroque, and
Modern
AR 225 Drawing II
AR 230 Pamting I
AR 240 Sculpture I
AR 260 Introduction to Graphic Design
AH 307 Twentieth Century Art and Architecture
AR 361 Graphic Design II
AR 362 Graphic Design III
AR 460 Advanced Graphics
Admission to the Graphic Design concentration is
based on a portfolio review, but graphic design courses
may be taken without this review. Normally the
review should follow successful completion ofAR
260.
Crafts Concentration
AR 125 Drawmg I
AR 130Two-Dimensional Design
AR 140Three-Dimensional Design
AR 230 Pamtmg I
or
AR 235 Watercolor Painting I
AR 240 Sculpture I
(Choose two of the following:
AH 201 Art Survey: Prehistoric, Ancient and
Medieval
AH 202 Art Survey: Renaissance, Baroque and
Modern
AH 307 Twentieth Century Art and Architecture
AR 360 Business Issues for Visual Artists
C^hoose two level I craft courses:
AR 270 Ceramics I
AK 273 (Mass I
AR 280 Metals I
AR 290 Weaving I
One 300 level crafts course
One 400 level crafts course
Program of Study in Art Education
AR 125 Drawmg 1
AR 130 Two Dimensional Design
AR 1 40 Three Dimensional Design
AR 216 Basic Photography
AR 225 Drawing II
AR 230 Painting I
AR 240 Sculpture I
AR 255 Printmaking I
AR 260 Introduction to Graphic Design
AR 270 Ceramics
AH 201 Art Survey: Prehistoric, Ancient and Medieval
AH 202 Art Survey: Renaissance, Baroque and Modern
AH 307 Twentieth Century Art and Architecture
Cognate Courses:
PL 325 Philosophy and the Arts
Also
(5-12)
HS 220 Teaching in the High School
or
MS 200 Introduction to Middle School
HS 230 Educational Psychology
HS 240 Classroom Management in the High School
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in the High
School
HS 425 Strategies for Teaching Art in the High School
or
MS 459 Strategies for Teaching Art in the Middle
School
MS 400 Middle School Preparation II
MS 495 Middle School Practicum
or
HS 490 Student Teaching Practicum - High School
(PreK-9)
EE 220 Principles ofTeaching
HS 230 Educational Psychoiog>-
EE 362 Methods and Materials in Elementary Art
MS 459 Strategies for Teaching Art in the Middle
School
or
MS 440 Middle School Str.itegies
EE 360 Educational Evaluation
SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School
and Society
EE 490 Supervised Teaching Eleniciitary School Art
Schfliyl ofArts and Sciences
Double Major with Elementary
Education, Early Childhood Education
OR Special Education
Students may choose a double major in art and
elementary education, early childhood education or
special education for certification purposes. Appropriate
advising materials with suggested course sequences are
available.
Minor in Education (K-9, 5-12)
Students minoring in education must refer to the
Department of Secondary Education and Professional
Programs for specific requirements, and consult with
the Art Education coordinators. Professor Dorothy
Pulsifer or Dr. Stephen Smalley, for additional informa-
tion.
Art Minor
AR 125 Drawing I
All students wishing to minor in art should meet with
an art department adviser before selecting the remain-
ing 15 credits
Choose one:
AR 1 30 Two-Dimensional Design
AR 1 40 Three-Dimensional Design
12 credits in art or art history
Art History Minor
Not open to art majors
AH 201 Art Survey: Prehistoric, Ancient and Medieval
AH 202 Art Survey: Renaissance, Baroque and Modern
Select 5 courses from:
AH 203 American Art and Architecture
AH 205 Far Eastern Art
AH 2 1 4 Art History Study Tour
AH 302 Greek and Roman Art and Architecture
AH 303 Medieval Art and Architecture
AH 304 Renaissance Art and Architecture
AH 305 Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Art and
Architecture
AH 306 Nineteenth Century Art and Architecture
AH 307 Twentieth Century Art and Architecture
AH 308 Women in the Visual Arts
AH 414 Art History Study Tour (Advanced)
PL 325 Philosophy ofArt
AN 309 Anthropology ofArt
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Art provides highly motivated
art majors with opportunities to enhance their aca-
demic program through intensive scholarly study and
research designed to be of assistance in post-graduate
employment or in the pursuit of an advanced degree in
art. Contact the Department ofArt for further infor-
mation concerning eligibility and application.
Graduate Study Preparation
Scientific and Technical Illustration
Students interested in pursuing scientific illustration at
the graduate level should consult the section of this
catalog entitled Interdisciplinary and Pre- Professional
Programs for details.
Art Therapy
For students interested in pursuing art therapy at the
graduate level, the art department recommends an art
major with a minor in psychology or a psychology
major with an art minor.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Program
Creative Arts
Certiflcation Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
area of visual art (PreK-9, 5-12). (Students needing
provisional certification with advanced standing should
refer in this catalog to the program entitled "Post
Baccalaureate Program: Provisional Certification With
Advanced Standing for Secondary [Subject Areas: 9-12]
and Middle Level [Subject Areas: 5-9] Teachers" under
Secondary Education and Professional Programs.)
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education
and Allied Studies for information pertaining to profes-
sional certification, admission to and retention in
professional education, as well as important institutional
deadlines.
School ofArts and Sciences
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
(Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.)
Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
Required Courses:












B. If the above concentration is in studio art, one 500
level art history course must be selected.
C AR 537 AppHed Research Project (1 cr.)
D The remaining 1-2 courses will be chosen from the
complete list of art courses offered at the 500 level.
E Students selecting the art history concentration may
satisfy three credits of this 1 5 hour requirement with
AR 514 Art History Study Tour.
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eligible to receive the
Master ofArts in Teaching degree.
Students who successflilly complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.
Master of Arts in Teaching
Creative Arts
Program for Teachers with Standard Certification
This program is designed for secondary and middle
level subject area teachers who have standard certifica-
tion.
AH accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Electives
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
A minimum of 18 approved graduate credits in the
academic area of concentration, which meet the
academic and professional objectives of the student, is
required.
Successful completion of a comprehensive exanunaoon
is also required.
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Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1358
Website: www. bridgew. edu /catalog/biosci. htm
Degree Programs
• BS in Biology
Concentrations: General, Biomedical, Cell/
Molecular, Environmental
• BA in Biology
• MAT, Clmical Masters - Biology
• MAT - Biology
Undergraduate Minor
• Biology
The department offers an undergraduate program
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Sciences or
Bachelor ofArts and a graduate program leading to the
degree of Master of Arts in Teaching. The goal of the
undergraduate program is to provide students with
broad backgrounds allowing for flexibility in making
career choices. Students enrolled in the graduate
program have the opportunity to develop their skills
and knowledge in more specialized areas.
The Department of Biological Sciences is located in
the Conant Science Building. The department has ten
teaching laboratories, two lecture rooms, a faculty
research area, a biology museum-seminar room, a
bioassay laboratory, an electron microscope laboratory
and an herbarium. The laboratories are well equipped
to help students apply the theoretical principles of their
courses. Equipment includes not only light micro-
scopes but also two electron microscopes; there are
microtomes, a liquid scintillation counter, electro-
phoretic equipment, spectrophotometers and electro-
physiological recording instruments. In addition, there
is close cooperation between the biology and chemis-
School ofArts and Sciences
try departments, so that other equipment may be
shared.
Located on the three acres next to the building are a
20- by 80-foot greenhouse and the Biology Garden.
The greenhouse and gardens support laboratory and
field work and are planted with specimens of horticul-
tural interest.
The location of the campus is a major advantage for
conducting fieldwork and ecological studies. Within an
hour's drive of the campus are such diverse habitats as
bays, salt-marshes, sandy beaches, rocky shores, estuaries,
bogs, freshwater ponds, streams and rivers (clean and
polluted) , white cedar swamps, marshes, pine groves and
hemlock groves.
The department maintains and operates a new Water-
shed Access Laboratory located in the John Joseph
Moakley Center for Technological Apphcations.The
Watershed Access Laboratory is designed for use in
teacher professional development in environmental
education and for interdisciplinary watershed studies.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Each student majoring in biology will be assigned an
adviser from among the f;iculty of the department.
Students should consult with their advisers firequently
to receive academic counseling and to verify that they
are completing the requirements for graduation.
Bachelor of Science
The department offers a B.S. degree program with four
concentrations: Environmental Biology, Biomedical,
Cell/Molecular Biology and General Biology. All B.S.
students take a core consisting of General Biology I and
General Biology II, Cell Biology, Ecology, Genetics and
one course in Physiology. In addition to the core
requirements each B. S. student will select one of the
four concentrations in consultation with the faculty
adviser within the department and plan a program of
study appropriate to the concentration.
The Environmental Biology concentration includes
course work in wetlands biology, biomonitoring,
freshwater ecology and marine manmial biology. This
program encourages students to use their electives to
develop a diversified background of skills in earth
science, geography and chemistry to complement their
environmental interest and open future opportunities
for internships and careers. Cooperative programs with
community environmental monitoring organizations
like the Taunton River Watershed Alliance allow
students to gam practical experience while investigat-
ing actual environmental problems.
The Biomedical concentration features course work
m Human Anatomy and Physiology, Histology,
Immunology-, Microbiology,Virology and Embryology.
Internship opportunities are available in local hospitals
and research laboratories.
The Cell/Molecular Biology concentration allows
students to focus their study of biological mechanisms
at the cellular and molecular level. Courses available
include: Biochemistry, Electron Microscopy and
Neurobiology'. This concentration is designed for
students who may want to pursue graduate studies in
molecular or cellular biology and for those who seek a
career in cell/molecular biology or biotechnology
research.
The General Biology concentration allows for a less
specialized program of study and is designed for
students needing a broader background in biology. This
program can be tailored to the student with individu-
ahzed interests or can be designed to provide a broad
background in biology. The general biology concentra-
tion is recommended for students considering teaching
as a career.
Bachelor of Science in Biology
Core Courses
HI 121-122 (".eneral Biology I and II
HI 200 C:ell Biology
BI 225 Ecology
BI 321 Genetics
One course in Physiology
Cognates:
CH 131-132 General Chemistry I and II
CM 343-344 Organic Chemistry I and II
MA 141 Elements of Calculus I
PH 181-1K2 Elements of Physics I and II
Environmental Concentration
Biology C^ore Courses in addition to the following:
Riqtiirid (AUirses:
BI 34 1 Plant Physiology
BI 42S Microbiology
MA 142 E.lements of Calculus II or .i course in applied
statistK s
C;S iO.S Ciomputers and I heir Applicatu)iis: An
Introduction
or
CH 100 Cioinputer Science in (!hen>istry
Electives (12 credits from the following list):
BI 240 Plant Morphology
BI 284 Invertebrate Zoology
BI 325 Ichthyology
BI 326 Marine Biology
BI 327 Wetlands Biology
BI 370 Vertebrate Zoology
BI 372 Animal Behavior
BI 373 Animal Physiology
BI 408 The Biology of Marine Mammals
BI 420 Limnology
BI 426 Biomonitoring and Water Pollution
BI 444 Biology of the Fungi
Electives in Other Disciplines
(6 credits from the following list):
ES 240 Hydrology
ES 305 Physical Oceanography
ES 306 Biological Oceanography
ES 440 Contaminant Hydrogeology
GE 317 Air Photo Interpretation/Remote Sensing
GE 417 Satellite Image Processing Applications to the
Environment
GE 419 Geographical Information Systems
ID 350 Soil Identification and Interpretation for Land Use
Internship/Research
Biology majors concentrating in Environmental
Biology should strive to qualify for a 3 credit internship or
research experience as part of their concentration electives. This
could range from volunteer experience through the
Student Conservation Association, paid internships with
regulatory agencies like Mass. D.E.P. or the National
Park Service or research with professional investigators
at Bridgewater State College through Undergraduate
Biological Research (BI 497).
Students interested m developing a field experience
through Internship in Biology (BI 498) must meet the
following criteria to be considered:
a. completed at least 54 credits and at least two
semesters of biology at Bridgewater State College,
h maintained a minimum 2.5 cumulative GPA and a
2.7 GPA in biology,
c. filed a completed application form witii the depart-
ment chairperson by the middle ot the semester
prior to when the field experieiu e is to be under-
taken.
d located a faculty adviser wlu> will oversee the
specific internship.
Internship .ipplu ations will be screened bv the dep.irt-
ment and sent to the dean f»>r appnnal I he approved
form must he received by the OHicc of Student
Records ami Registration in orilcr to enn>ll Un
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internship credits. No more than three (3) credits of BI
498 can be used toward concentration electives.
Biomedical Concentration
Biology Core Courses in addition to the following:
Required Courses
BI 251-252 Human Anatomy and Physiology I and II
A course in apphed statistics
Electives
1 2 credits at the 300 or 400 level including at least three
coursesfrom thefollowing list. See the Course Descriptions




BI 376 General Endocrinology
BI 382 Comparative Chordate Anatomy
BI 428 Microbiology
BI 430 Embryology
BI 434 Biological Electron Microscopy
BI 450 Virology
BI 472 Human Genetics
BI 482 Neurobiology
Cell/Molecular Concentration
Biology Core Courses in addition to the following:
Required Courses
BI 341 Plant Physiology
or
BI 373 Animal Physiology
BI 428 Microbiology
MA 142 Elements of Calculus II or a course in applied
statistics or computer science
Electives
12 credits at the 300 or 400 level including at least three
coursesfrom thefollomng list. See the Course Descriptions
section in this catalog for all additional 300-400 level
courses:
BI 320 Biochemistry
BI 350 Molecular Biology
BI 375 Immunology
BI 410 Techniques of Molecular Biology
BI 433 Cytology




Biology Core Courses in addition to the following:
School ofArts and Sciences
Required Courses
BI 341 Plant Physiology
BI 373 Animal Physiology
BI 428 Microbiology
MA 142 Elements of Calculus II or a course in appUed
statistics or computer science
Electives
Three courses at or above the 200 level totahng up to at
least nine credits. See the Course Descriptions section in
this catalog for all additional courses.
Minor in Secondary (High School) or
Middle School Education
Students may minor either in Secondary (High School,
grades 9-12) or Middle School (grades 5-9) Education.
Successful completion of either of these programs will
lead to Massachusetts Provisional with Advanced
Standing Teacher Certification. Please refer to the
Department of Secondary Education and Professional
Programs for specific teacher certification and program
requirements. Students who wish to obtain a minor in
Secondary Education with a view toward certification
in Biology must take the General Concentration and
the following as part of their biology electives:
BI 422 Biological Evolution
or
BI 118 Evolution (substitutes for one 200 level
elective)
BI 382 Comparative Chordate Anatomy
or
BI 284 Invertebrate Zoology
Students with a minor in education must refer to the
Department of Secondary Education and Professional
Programs for specific teacher certification and program
requirements. Students preparing to teach at the
secondary level must complete the B.S. degree in
biology.
Bachelor of Arts
The B.A. degree represents a minimum training for a
biology major and would be adequate for someone who
wishes to be conversant with the subject and use that
knowledge in another career goal. Examples of such
careers could be in elementary education, science
writing, scientific illustration, technical sales, work for a
pubhshing company or similar vocations.
The B.A. degree requires a minimum of 12 courses with
the following specifications:
BI 121-122 General Biology I-II
two Biology courses at the 200 level
two Biology courses at the 300 level
two Biology courses at the 400 level
two additional Biology courses at or above the 200
level
CH 131-132 General Chemistry I-II
Double Major with Elementary and
Early Childhood Education or Special
Education
Students may choose a double major in biology and
elementary and early childhood education or special
education. Appropriate advising materials are available
in the biology department office.
Biology Minor
A minor consists of a minimum of 18 credits in
biology. Students must take BI 121 and BI 122 General
Biology I and II or their equivalent and four additional
courses in biology at or above the 200 level planned in
con-sultation with the chairperson of biological
sciences.
Honors Program
The Department of Biological Sciences offers a
Departmental Honors Program in Biology. This
program provides an opportunity for well-qualified
biology majors to conduct independent research in
biology. Contact the Department of Biological
Sciences for further information concerning eUgibihty
and application.
Undergraduate Research
The Department of Biological Sciences provides the
opportunity for students to participate in a true
research experience, which is increasingly an advanta-
geous component of undergraduate training.
Each semester, BI 497 Undergraduate Biological
Research is offered by one faculty member who directs
and supervises a small team of undergraduates in a
research project. Students are intimately involved with
experimental design as well as data collection, analysis
and interpretation. The course culminates with a
student presentation of the semester's work in a
departmental seminar, often followed by presentation at
a professional scientific meeting. Research topics vary
from semester to semester as different faculty members
direct the research course; equally valuable training and
experience in scientific methodology is obtained with
all topics. The Department of Biological Sciences
highly recommends this experience which adds a
valuable dimension that is not provided by ordinary
course work.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Program
Biology
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for penons who
have provisional certification with advanced standing in
biology and are seeking standard certification in the area of
biology (9-12, 5-9). (Students needing provisional certifica-
tion with advanced standing should refer in this catalog to
the program entided "Post Baccalaureate Program:
Provisional Certification With Advanced Standing for
Secondary (Subject Areas: 9-12) and Middle Level (Subject
Areas: 5-9) Teachers" under Secondary Education and
Professional Programs.)
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education and
Allied Studies for information pertaining to professional
certification, admission to and retention in Professional
Education, as well as important institutional deadlines.
GP SOI Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
Learning
ED 534 Chnical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 arc provided in
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Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
Required Courses:
BE 511 Advanced Biological Topics and Techniques
BE 5 1 2 Advances in Biological Sciences Seminar
BE 513 Advances in Cell/Molecular Biology
BE 514 Advances in Biomedical/Physiological Biology
BE 515 Advances in Ecological/Environmental Biology
BE 537 Applied Research Project (one credit)
BE 511 - BE 515 will focus on outcomes. Teachers will
be expected to develop a knowledge base appropriate
to the subject matter and to develop the skills and
techniques needed for laboratory or fieldwork in the
field study. Teachers will demonstrate how the knowl-
edge base and skills obtained in the course can be
applied to the K-12 classroom in the MAT Research
course (BE 537).
Subject matter for BE 511 - BE 515 will be addressed
by the requirements of graduate level companion
courses designated by the department. Graduate
students enrolled in the BE 500 level courses will
receive additional assignments and exam questions for
evaluation of graduate level mastery of the subject and a
graduate level paper will be required. Students may not
take BE 500 level graduate courses that cover subject
matter that the student has previously taken either at
the graduate or undergraduate level.
Each student wiU be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eUgible to receive the
Master of Arts in Teaching degree.
Students who successfully complete the curriculum are
eligible for standard certification.
Master of Arts in Teaching
Biology
Program for Teachers with Standard Certification
This program is designed for secondary and middle
level subject area teachers who have standard certification.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
foUowing curriculum:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Eflfective Practices in Human Development &
Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of coUege level courses, to be determined
by the department.
Required Courses:
BE 511 Advanced Biological Topics and Techniques
BE 512 Advances in Biological Sciences Seminar
BE 513 Advances in Cell/Molecular Biology
BE 514 Advances in Biomedical/Physiological Biology
BE 515 Advances in Ecological/Environmental Biology
BI 503 Directed Study or other approved course
BE 511 - BE 515 will focus on outcomes. Teachers will
be expected to develop a knowledge base appropriate
to the subject matter and to develop the skills and
techniques needed for laboratory or fieldwork in the
field study.
Subject matter for BE 511 - BE 515 will be addressed
by the requirements of graduate level companion
courses designated by the department. Graduate
students enroUed in the BE 500 level courses wiU
receive additional assigimients and exam questions for
evaluation of graduate level mastery of the subject and a
graduate level paper will be required. Students may not
take BE 500 level graduate courses that cover subject
matter that the student has previously taken either at
the graduate or undergraduate level..
Successful completion of a comprehensive examination
is also required.
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Concentrations: Biochemistry, Professional Chemistry
•BS in Chemistry/Geology (offered jointly with
the Department of Earth Sciences and Geography)
•MAT, Chnical Master's - Chemistry
•MAT - Chemistry





The Department of C-hemical Sciences offers programs
leading to the degrees of Bachelor ofArts in Chemistry,
and Bachelor of Science in Chemistry and Master of
Arts in Teaching Chemistry. These programs are
designed to provide the skills and knowledge necessary
to prepare students for successful careers in the chemical
industry, chenncal research, teaching, oceanography and
environmental science or for further study in graduate
degree programs and professional schools.
Modern scientific instrumentation, used both for
teaching and research purposes, includes electrochemi-
cal analytical equipment, .\ luu lear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectrometer, and atomic absorption spectrom-
eter (AA).a visible-ultraviolet spectniphomctcr (VIS-
UV), several infrared (IR) spectrophometcrs, electronic
balances, a gas chromatograph (GC), a high-pressure
liquid chromatography (HPLC) unit, several types of
glassware, and computen and accessories.
Students, staff and faculty maintain a well-functioning
atmosphere of informal interaction, outside the class-
room and laboratory. Many students participate in
Chemistry Club activities, which include seminars by
area scientists, visits to academic and industrial laborato-
ries, and special social events. Occasionally, students and
faculty together attend national American Chemical
Society (ACS) meetings throughout the country.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS"
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
The chemistry major (without a concentration) leads to
the B.A. degree. This program is designed for students
who wish to prepare for fields such as medicine,
dentistry, secondary school teaching, chemical or
pharmaceutical sales, pharmacy, environmental sciences
or veterinary medicine. A minimum number of chemis-
try courses are required so that a program of other
courses suited to the individual's interests may be
developed in consultation with the student's advisor.
The chemistry major with a concentration in either
biochemistry or professional chemistry leads to the B.S.
degree. These programs are designed for students who
plan a career in research and development either
immediately after graduation or after graduate work in a
chemically related disciphne. Satisfactory performance (a
B average or better) in either of these programs gives
students the preparation required to obtain an assistant-
ship or fellowship in graduate school. The biochemistry
and the professional chemistry- programs are both
certified by the American Chemical Society.
Additionally, the department offers a chemistr>'/geology
major jointly with the Department of Earth Sciences
and Geography. It also participates in the pre-profes-
sional programs (medicine and dcntistn,) and in the
oceanography program. Additional information on these
programs may be found in the Interdisciplinary and Pre-
Professional Programs section of this caulog.
Students interested in anv of the pn>grams otlered by
the department sliould pl.ui on taking C"H 1 4 1 , caii iiKis
(MA 151 or MA 141) and six credits towards the
general education requirements in tiu- iall semester of
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their first year. In the Spring semester of the first year,
students will normally take CH 100 in addition to
continuing with CH 142 and the second semester of
calculus. Students need not decide among the various
programs within the department until the spring of
their second year. Because of the sequential nature of
many courses required in our programs we urge new
students to consult with a chemistry faculty member
during the fi-eshman registration process in addition to
consulting with the freshman advisors.
Chemistry Major (leading to a B.A.
degree)
CH 100 Computer Science in Chemistry (CS 100 is an
acceptable substitute).
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II (CH 131-132
are acceptable substitutes)
CH 242 Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry
CH 343-344 Organic Chemistry I-II
CH 381-382 Physical Chemistry I-II
CH 461 Biochemistry I
MA 151-152 Calculus I-II (MA 141-142 are accept-
able substitutes with the permission of
the adviser)
PH 243-244 General Physics I-II (PH 181-182 are
acceptable substitutes with permission of
advisor*)
Chemistry Major with a concentration
IN Biochemistry (leading to a B.S.
degree; approved by the American
Chemical Society)
All of the courses listed for the Chemistry Major,
except CH 242, plus the following additional courses:
CH 444 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
CH 462 General Biochemistry II
CH 466 Advanced Biochemistry Lab
BI 100 General Principles of Biology
BI 200 CeU Biology
BI 321 Genetics
BI 428 Microbiology
One of the following:
CH 241 Inorganic Quantitative Analysis
CH 250 Instrumentation
CH 450 Instrumental Methods
Chemistry Major with a concentration
IN Professional Chemistry (leading to a
B.S. degree; approved by the American
Chemical Society)
All of the courses listed for the Chemistry Major* plus
the following additional courses:
CH 241 Inorganic Quantitative Analysis
CH 444 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
CH 450 Instrumental Analysis
CH 492 Laboratory Techniques
MA 251 Calculus III
One additional math course selected firom the follow-
ing:
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 120 Introduction to Linear Algebra
MA 200 Probability and Statistics
MA 202 Linear Algebra
MA 316 Differential Equations
* Note: PH 181-182 and MA 141-142 are not
acceptable as substitutes in the Professional Chemistry
program.
Chemistry/Geology Major
A major in chemistry-geology is offered joindy with
the Department of Earth Sciences and Geography. (See
the catalog section entitled Interdisciplinary and
Preprofessional Programs for detailed information.)
Double Major with Elementary
Education, Early Childhood Education
OR Special Education
Students may choose a double major in chemistry or
chemistry-geology and elementary education, early
childhood education or special education for certifica-
tion purposes. Please contact the Department of
Chemistry and the appropriate education department
for further information.
Minor in Secondary (High School) or
Middle School Education
Students may minor either in secondary (high school,
grades 9-12) or middle school (grades 5-9) education.
Successful completion of either of these programs will
lead to Massachusetts Provisional with Advanced
Standing Teacher Certification. Please refer to the
Department of Secondary Education and Professional
Programs for specific teacher certification and program
requirements.
School ofArts and Sciences
Chemistry Minor
18 credits in chemistry.
Only one of the following sequences or its equivalent
may be taken for credit:
(a) CH 125-126 Introductory Chemistry for the Life
Sciences l-Il
(b) CH 131-132 General Chemistry I-II
or
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II
Students may not take both CH 300 Organic Chem-
istry for the Life Sciences and CH 343-344 Organic
Chemistry I-II for credit. CH 1 1 1 The Art of Chemi-
cal Inquiry may not be used to fulfill minor require-
ments in chemistry.
Biochemistry Minor
18-20 credits in chemistry.
The following sequences of courses must be taken:
CH 343-344 Orgamc Chemistry I-II
CH 461-462 General Biochemistry I-II
Physical Science Minor
18 credits in chemistry and physics.
Additional Comments on Requirements:
The normal freshman program for a student interested
in either chemistry major consists ofCH 100 Com-
puter Science in Chemistry (or CS 100 Programming
in Basic), CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II, MA
151-152 Calculus I-II, and six credits toward the
general education requirements. A student need not
decide between the two chemistry majors until the
second semester of the sophomore year. Students
completing the professional chemistry concentration
will meet the requirements for certification by the
American Chenucal Society.
Because of the sequential nature of the courses
required of a chemistry major, a student considering
majoring in chemistry must take MA 151-152
Calculus I-II (or MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus
I-II with the permission of the adviser) and CH 141-
142 Chemical Principles I-II in the freshman year or
plan to attend summer school. For this reason any
student considering the possibility of majoring in
chemistry should consult a member of the department
before registering for freshman courses.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Chemistry provides highly
motivated chemistry majors with opportunities to
enhance their academic program through intensive
scholarly study and research designed to be of assistance
in post-graduate employment or in the pursuit of an
advanced degree in chemistry. Contact the Department
of Chemistry for further information concerning
eligibility and application.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Program
Chemistry
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
area of chemistry (9-12, 5-9). (Students needing
provisional certification with advanced standing should
refer in this catalog to the program entitled "Post
Baccalaureate Program: Provisional Certification With
Advanced Standing for Secondary (Subject Areas: 9-12)
and Middle Level (Subject Areas: 5-9) Teachers" under
Secondary Education and Professional Programs.)
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the Gradu-
ate and Continuing Education section of this catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education and
Allied Studies for information pertaining to professional
certification, admission to and retention in Professional
Education, as well as important institutional deadlines.
GP SOI Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the (Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their pro-
gram. students must satisfactorily complete the tollowing
curriculum:
School ofArts itmi Sciences
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
& Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
Required Courses
1. Students select five courses firom the following three
areas of concentration. At least one course must be
taken from each area.
Area I. Professional Chemistry courses
CH 591 Advanced Organic Chemistry I
CH 592 Advanced Organic Chemistry II
CH 594 Special Topics in Inorganic Chemistry
CH 597 Advanced Physical Chemistry I
CH 598 Advanced Physical Chemistry II
Area II. Chemical Application courses
CH 510 Chemical Instrumentation
CH 512 Microcomputers as Laboratory
Instruments
CH 525 Problem Solving in Chemistry and
Physics
CH 550 Chemistry and the Environment
Area III. Biochemistry and Molecular Structure
CH 561 Recombinant DNA Technology
CH 562 Protein Chemistry
CH 582 Biochemistry Topics
CH 585 Atomic and Molecular Structure
2.CH 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eligible to receive the
Master of Arts in Teaching degree.
Students who successfully complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.
Master of Arts in Teaching
Chemistry
Physical Sciences
Program for Teachers with Standard
Certification
This program is designed for secondary and middle
level subject area teachers who have standard certifica-
tion.
AH accepted students must enroll imder the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Electives
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
A minimum of 18 approved graduate credits in the
academic area of concentration which meet the
academic and professional objectives of the student is
required.
Successful completion of a comprehensive examination
is also required.




Chairperson: Professor Nancy Moses
Professors: Arthur Dirks, Susan Holton,
Stephen l.evine.Joel Litvin,
Thomas Mickey, Suzanne Ramczyk,
Nancy Street
Associate
Professors: Susan Miskelly, Nancy Owens,
James Quinn
Assistant
Professors: Jabbar Al-Obaidi, Arthur Lizie.Jr.,
Henry Shatler
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1348
Website: ttnvw. bridgew. edu /catalog/commstud.htm
explore studies which draw upon knowledge and
expertise m more than one field. Also see the catalog
section Ititcrdiscipliuary and Pre-Professional Pro<^rains and
consult the department for mformation on Dance,
Public Relations, and Radio and Television Operation
and Production minors.
Communication Studies Concentration
Effective Fall 1996. students selectmg this concentra-
tion will develop specific skills as well as a critical
understanding of the general nature, scope and function
of both Communication Studies and Mass Communi-
cation. Students who have declared a concentration in Speech
Communication prior to Fall 1996 should refer to the
Bridgewater State College Cdfd/o? 1995-1996 for dej^ree
requirements. They will also have the opportunirv' to
focus on course groupings, based on advising and
assessment of individual needs and direction. The
minimum requirements include:
CC 220 Introduction to Mass Communication
CC 230 Introduction to Communication
CC 295 Communication Studies Research
Degree Programs
• BA in Communication Arts and Sciences
Concentrations: Communication Studies; Theatre
Arts; Theatre, Dance and Speech










Students majoring in this department may choose one
of three concentrations: Comnumication Studies,
Theatre Arts, or Teacher ('ertification in Theatre, Dance
and Speech.
The Department of Communication Studies and
Theatre Arts cooperates with several other departments
m ortenng a number of minors for students wishing to
One of the following:
CC 395 Communication Theory
CC 396 Mass Communication Theory and Research
One of the following:
CC 210 Voice and Diction
CC 250 Public Speaking
CC 260 Group Communication and Decision-Making
CC 270 Interpersonal Communication
One of the following:
CC 495 Communication Studies Seminar
CC 496 Seminar in Mass Communication
Communication Studies electives: (18 hours) ftxjin
among course groupings in Speech Communication/
Mass Communication/Organi/ational Comimimca-
tion/or Public Relations (12 of these elective credits
must be 300 level or above)
Communication Studies MiNtm
CC 13(1 Human C'ommunuatioii Skills
CC 210 Voice and Du tion
plus twelve additional credits selected fmm comimini-
lation courses.
School ofArts and Sciences
Communication Disorders
Concentration
Effective Fall 1996, the concentration in Communica-
tion Disorders has been moved to the Department of
Special Education. Students who have declared a concentra-
tion in Speech Communication prior to Fall 1996 should
refer to the Bridgewater State College Catalog 1995-1996
for degree requirements. For students who have not
declared a major or concentration, information can be
found in this catalog under the Department of Special
Education and Communication Disorders.
Theatre Arts Concentration
Students selecting this concentration follow a program
designed to develop skills in and appreciation of those
subjects related to performance and production in live
theatre. The minimum requirements include:
CT 115 Play Production
CT 211 Voice Production for Theatre
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production
CT 242 Acting I
CT 272 Stagecraft
CT 421 Theatre History I
CT 422 Theatre History II
CT 431 Directing I
CT 495 Seminar in Contemporary Theatre
One three-credit elective course in theatre
Four credits in*:
CT 140 Theatre Performance Practicum
CT 170 Technical Theatre Practicum
CT 185 Theatre Management Practicum
2 credits must be in CT 170 or CT 185
Theatre Arts Minor
CT 1 15 Play Production
CT 211 Voice Production forTheatre
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production
3 elective CT courses
Practica (2 credits in CT 140, CT 170, and/or CT 185)*
*Note: From the one-credit cocurricular actiuities, CC 110,
CT 140, CT 155, and CT 185, andfrom any and all co-
curricutar-actiuities for which the college grants credit, a
student may accumulate not more than one credit per semester
(two per year) nor more than six perfour-year degree program.
Exception: All one credit cocurricular and Physical Education
activity courses that are requiredfor officially enrolled and
graduating students in an approved major, concentration or
minor may be counted towards graduation.
Theatre, Dance and Speech
Concentration
This concentration is a liberal arts program within the
major of Communication Arts and Sciences dealing
with the three subject areas of theatre arts, dance and
speech communication. It is designed to meet the
Standard I (subject matter knowledge) requirements for
Massachusetts provisional certification in Communica-
tion and Performing Arts.
The core requirements provide a broad perspective on
the three disciplines of theatre arts, dance and speech
communication, while the elective course groupings
allow students to specialize in the discipline(s) of their
choice.
Those students in the program who choose to seek
provisional Massachusetts certification at either the
undergraduate or post-baccalaureate levels must also
complete an additional 24 credits in education and gain
admittance to the professional education program.
Upon successful completion, the student will be
certified to teach theatre, dance and speech communi-
cation in the public schools in grades N-12.
Course Requirements
CT 115 Play Production
CT 255 Creative Dance I
CC 230 Introduction to Communication
CC/CT 496 Seminar in Theatre, Dance and Speech
Communication
Elective Course Groupings
Complete one of the following groupings of courses:
I. Speech Communication
CC 210 Voice and Diction
CC 220 Introduction to Mass Communication
CC 250 Public Speaking
CC 260 Group Communication and Decision-
Making
CC 270 Interpersonal Communication
CC 295 Communication Studies Research
CC 360 Argumentation and Advocacy
CC 395 Communication Theory
II. Theatre Arts
CT 21 1 Voice Production forTheatre
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production
CT 230 Creative Dramatics
CT 242 Acting I




CT 422 Theatre History I or II
CT 431 Directing I
Practica (Three credits from among thefollowing courses, at
least two of which must befrom CT 170 or CT 185.
Ideally, the student in this program should complete one of
each of thefollowing)*:
CT 140 Theatre Performance Practicum
CT 170 Technical Theatre Practicum
CT 185 Theatre Management Practicum
in. Dance
CT 170 Technical Theatre Practicum
or
CT 185 Theatre Management*
CT/PE 146 Dance Appreciation
CT/PE 155 Dance Practicum (2 semesters)
CT/PE 251 Dance History
CT/PE 256 Creative Dance II
CT 353 Creative Dance for Children
CT/PE 357 Dance Production Theory
CT/PE 358 Dance Production Techniques
Cognates (see Dance Cognates below - 7 credits,
at least 3 crs. must be second level PE 243, 253, 262)
rv. Speech/Theatre Arts
CC 210 Voice and Diction
CT 211 Voice Production for Theatre
CT 210 Oral Interpretation
CC 220 Introduction to Mass Communication
CC 250 Pubhc Speaking
CC 270 Interpersonal Communication
CC 360 Argumentation and Advocacy
or
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production
CT 242 Acting I
CT 431 Directing
*Note: From the one-credit cocurricular activities, CC 110,
CT 140, CT 155, and CT 185, andfrom any and all co-
curricular-activities for which the college grants credit, a
student may accumulate not more than one credit per semester
(two per year) nor more than six perfour-year degree
program.
Exception: All one credit cocurricular and Physical Education
activity courses that are requiredfor officially
enrolled and
graduating students m an approved major, concentration or
minor may be counted towards graduation.
V. Theatre Arts/Dance
CT 21 1 Voice Production for Theatre
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production
CT 242 Acting I
CT 431 Directing I
or
CT 272 Stagecraft
CT/PE 146 Dance Appreciation
CT/PE 256 Creative Dance II
CT/PE 357 Dance Production Theory
CT/PE 358 Dance Production Techniques
CT 170 Technical Theatre Practicum
or
CT 185 Theatre Management Practicum*
VI. Mass Communication
CC 220 Introduction to Mass Commumcation
CC 210 Voice and Diction
CC 290 BeginningVideography
CC 300 Television, Minorities and Cultural
Diversity
CC 215 Television Studio Production (Television
Production I)
CC 325 Broadcast Newswriting
CC 150 Practicum in Communication Media
(2 crs.)
CC 426 Critical Perspectives of Mass
Communication
Dance Cognates
Cognates: 7 credits, at least 3 credits must be second
level (PE 243,253,262)
PE 153 Jazz Dance I
PE 154 Ballet I
PE 166 African Dance
PE 167 Street Dance
PE 243 Ballet II
PE 253 Jazz Dance II
PE 258 Modern Dance Technique
PE 259 Dance Repertory
PE 262 Modern Dance II
Education Cognates
Education Course Sequence for Certification Program
for Teachers of Communication and Performing Arts
HS 220 Teaching in the High School
or
MS 200 Teaching in the Middle School I
or
EE 220 Principles ofTeaching
HS 230 Educational Psychology
BSC
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HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in the
High School
or
EE 360 Educational Evaluation
HS 426 Strategies for Teaching Speech and Theatre
Arts
or
HS 440 Methods and Materials in Secondary
Education
and
EE 452 Methods and Materials in Elementary
Education
EE 492 Supervised Teaching in PubUc School -
Elementary
or
HS 490 Student Teaching Practicum - High School
Interdisciplinary Minor in Dance
The dance minor is an interdiscipHnary program in the
Theatre Arts and Physical Education programs. The
objective is to give a solid Hberal arts experience in the
art of dance. The program includes the study of
techniques of various styles of dance, dance history and
theory, choreography and production.
Courses include:
CT/PE 255 Creative Dance I
CT/PE 256 Creative Dance II
CT/PE 251 Dance History
CT/PE 155 Dance Practicum (two semesters)
CT/PE 357 Dance Production Theory
CT/PE 358 Dance Production Techniques
PE 154 BaUet I
Four credits in the following:
PE 153 Jazz Dance
PE 166 African Dance
PE 167 Street Dance
PE 258 Modern Dance Technique
PE 259 Dance Repertory
PE 262 Modern Dance II
PE 243 BaUet II
PE 253 Jazz Dance II
Choose one:
PE 161 Folk Dance
PE 164 Square Dance
PE 168 Ballroom Dance
MU 160 Music:A Listening Approach (recommended,
but not required)
Interdisciplinary Minor in Public
Relations
This public relations minor is offered as a cooperative
effort of the Departments of Communication Studies
and Theatre Arts, Management and English. It provides
an opportunity for students to acquire knowledge and
skills germane to pubHc relations practice. Students take
courses in management, advertising, public relations,
marketing and business writing or elect presentational
skills courses, for a total of 21 credit hours.
Required Courses:
CC 301 Introduction to Public Relations
CC 391 Pubhc Relations Seminar
MG 130 Principles of Management





CC 250 Public Speaking
CC 330 Business and Professional Communication
Choose one:
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EN 202 Business Communication
Interested students should contact the department
chairperson of the Department of Communication
Studies and Theatre Arts, the Department of Manage-
ment or the Department of English.
Double Major with Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education or
Special Education
Students may choose a double major, one in Commu-
nication Arts and Sciences with a concentration in
Communication Studies,Theatre Arts or Theatre,
Dance and Speech and another in Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education or Special Education
for certification purposes. Appropriate advising
materials with suggested course sequences are available.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Communication Studies and
Theatre Arts provides highly motivated communication
studies and theatre arts majors with opportunities to
enhance their academic program through intensive
scholarly study and research designed to be of assistance
in post-graduate employment or in the pursuit of an
School ofArts and Sciences
advanced degree in communication studies or theatre
arts. Contact the Department of Communication
Studies and Theatre Arts for further information
concerning ehgibility and apphcation.
Production Programs
The program ofTheatre Arts and Dance presents six
mainstage productions annually in the 1400-seat
Rondileau Campus Center Auditorium. The produc-
tions usually include a musical, an experimental work, a
production for young audiences each spring and two
dance concerts. Any interested student is invited to
participate.
Several student clubs are actively engaged in co-
curricular activities supportive of the academic
programs in the department:
The Forensic Society participates in intercollegiate
competition in debate, group discussion and individual
speech competition in over fifteen separate categories
includmg persuasive, informative, humorous speaking
and oral interpretation of literature. Membership is
open to all students with or without previous experi-
ence.
Students who have shown a commitment to debate
and competitive speaking may be elected to member-
ship in the forensic honor society. Pi Kappa Delta.
The Communication Club is open to all students for
information/interchange on the professions related to
the field of communication studies.
Students in communication fields may also become
members of the national speech conmiunication honor
society Lambda Pi Eta. Members are selected on the
basis of scholarship and character.
The Ensemble Theatre sponsors and produces student-
directed studio productions, workshops, and social and
educational activities, including theatre trips to Boston,
Providence and New York City. It is open to all
students interested in theatre.
The B.S.C. Dance Company is open to all. It brings a
professional dance company to campus for a brief
residence program and concert each year. It also
sponsors master classes and social and educational
activities dealing with dance.
Students may also receive credits in the department for
active participation in debate, forensics, choral, speaking,
dance or theatre—see course descriptions for more
information on the following courses:
CC 110 Forensics Practicum
CT 140 Theatre Performance Practicum
CC 150 Practicum in Communication Media
CT/PE 155 Dance Practicum
CT 170 Technical Theatre Practicum
CT 185 Theatre Management Practicum
Note: A maximum of 6 credits in the above courses may
be appUed toward graduation.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts in Teaching (Speech
Communication and Theatre)
The department offers a program leading to the degree
of Master ofArts in Teaching. This program is designed
primarily to meet the varied needs of graduate students
who are currently teaching communication and/or
theatre. A diverse and appropriate program of study is
ensured when the student works closely with the
adviser in course selection. All accepted students must
enroll under the direction of their adviser in CP 501
Graduate Program Planning, which is described under
"Graduate Advisers and Program Planning" in the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Communication studies and theatre arts courses may
also be taken in the Master of Arts in Teaching program
in Creative Arts. For more detailed information
regarding these programs, contact the Graduate and
Continuing Education Office.










Assistant Professor Peter Saccocia
Vernon Domingo, Richard Enright,
Glenn Miller,Jacek Sulanowski
Sandra Clark, Madhusudana Rao
Bettina Aten, James Hayes-Bohanan,
Robert Hellstrom
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1390
Website: www. bridgew. edu /depts/earscgeo
Degree Programs
• BA in Earth Sciences
• BS in Earth Sciences
Concentrations: Environmental Geosciences,
Geology
• BS in Chemistry/Geology (offered jointly with
the Department of Chemical Sciences)
• BA in Geography
• BS in Geography
Concentrations: General, Environmental
Geography, Geotechnology, Regional and
Economic Planning
• MAT, Clinical Master's - Earth Sciences
• MAT - Earth Sciences
• MAT - Physical Sciences
• MAT, CUnical Masters - Social Studies






The Department of Earth Sciences and Geography
offers undergraduate majors in earth sciences and
geography. Majors in the BS earth sciences program
may elect a concentration in environmental geo-
sciences or geology.The BA or BS earth science
programs may also be taken as a double major with
education. Majors in geography may elect a concentra-
tion in environmental geography, geotechnology or
regional and economic planning or double major with
education. In addition, programs in chemistry-geology,
oceanography and urban affairs and planning are
available. The department is also active in the Asian
Studies Minor, the Canadian Studies Minor, the
Russian and East European Studies Minor, the Urban
Affairs Minor, and the Women's Studies Minor, as well
as the Graduate Certificate in Planning. See the
Interdisciplinary and Preprofessional Programs section of this
catalog.
The department works actively with state and regional
agencies on socioeconomic and environmental prob-
lems. Past faculty research projects include coastal storm
impacts, regional economic developments, transporta-
tion planning, the impact of PCBs in New Bedford
Harbor, and the search for water supplies for the next
century.
The department has been involved with assisting local
organizations through faculty research and student
internships. Examples of such involvement are with
local banks, planning agencies, retailers, Boston's "Big
Dig", the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority MBTA),
the Massachusetts Forest Fire Bureau, the Natural
Resources Trust of Bridgewater, and the Ocean Spray
Cranberry Cooperative.
Additionally, this department has been selected as the
only department in the state college system in Massa-
chusetts to participate in the NASA sponsored JOVE
program. Members of the faculty collaborate with the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (on multi-spectral and
hyperspectral remote sensing in Mexico, Alabama, and
southeastern Massachusetts), the Goddard Space Flight
Center (on bolide impact), the U.S. Department of
Transportation (on a national study ofbus systems),
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (on research
problems in marine geochemistry and geology), the
Massachusetts Department of Education (on statewide
curriculum reform) and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (on wetlands). Faculty are also involved in
watershed studies in cooperation with biology depart-
ment faculty at the Raytheon Watershed Access
Laboratory. In addition, a member of the faculty has an
appointment as Guest Investigator at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution on Cape Cod and has
research opportunities for students in marine geochem-
istry and geology.Two other professors are actively
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engaged in statewide curriculum reform. The geogra-
phy faculty maintains the Southeastern Massachusetts
Global Education Center's Resource Center.
A program leading to the degree of Master ofArts in
Teaching (M.A.T.) with a concentration in earth
sciences is offered by the Department. An M.A.T. in
Social Sciences with an emphasis on geography is
available in cooperation with the history department.
Modern equipment enables the department to offer
investigation oriented laboratory experience. This
equipment includes: (1) an X-ray Difiractometer with
powder cameras; (2) thin section equipment; (3)
polarizing and stereoscopic microscopes; (4) atomic
absorption spectro-photometer; (5) a proton procession
magnetometer; (6) earth resistivity unit; (7) Frantz
Isodynamic Separator; (8) 1 4-foot coastal research
vessel; (9) a portable gamma-ray spectrometer; (10)
Sunsparc 20 UNIX work station; (11) Hewlett Packard
capillary gas chromatograph; (12) GPS surveying
equipment; (13) a portable visible-near infrared,
spectroradiometer; and (14) groundwater samphng
equipment.
In addition, the department has a well-equipped remote
sensing laboratory, and a cartographic laboratory with a
large format digitizer planimeter, a cUmatological
station with solar radiation recording instrumentation, a
solar greenhouse classroom at the Burnell Campus
School, an astronomy observatory, a wet geochemistry
laboratory and a wet as well as dry sedimentology
laboratory. Finally, this department has access to a
scanning electron nucroscope through the Southeastern
Massachusetts Consortium.
Earth Sciences and Geography faculty are using
Bridgewater State's sophisticated computer faciUties for
classroom instruction, including demonstrating and
displaying web-based and self-authored material and
models. In a growing number of courses, students may
submit assignments on line, and in some courses, a
majority of class time is spent in "virtual classrooms". To
learn more, visit the department web site at hUp://
www. bnd)iew. edu /depts Icarscf^iv.
The department boasts an active F.irtli Sciences and
(Jeography C^iub that sponsors both local (Harvard
Mineral Museum), regional (New Hampshire's White
Mountains), national (Hawaii), and international
(Iceland, Mexico) field trips. Students may also qu.ilify
for Gamma Tlieta Upsilon the international geography





The major in Earth Sciences is a sohd broad-based
program that provides the student with an understand-
ing and appreciation of the physical aspects of the earth
and earth processes. Career opportunities for graduates
exist in federal, state and local government service,
industry, and environmental studies both with regula-
tory agencies and consulting firms. Teaching in the
elementary, middle and secondary schools is another
option. Many of our Earth Science majors have been
awarded full fellowships at leading graduate schools. In
addition, the faculty have an extensive program of
undergraduate research, and many students have
presented the results of their undergraduate research at
various national meetings. Some of this research has
been funded, and students are encouraged to contact the
faculty if interested. Internships are also available for
those students desiring to prepare themselves for
employment upon graduation. However, the internships
are in addition to the 36 credits required of the major.
Interested students are encouraged to contact the earth
science/geology faculty Drs.— Enright, Saccocia and
Sulanowski for more information about Earth Science/
Geology programs.
Earth Sciences Major — Bachelor of Arts
ES 100 Physical (ieology
ES 101 Historical (Jeology
ES 301 Astronomy
C"»E 203 Meteorology
ES 305 Physical Oceanography
ES 496 Seminar in Geology
A minimum of three additional Earth Science courses
(9 credits) selected fn)ni the following: (other electives
are possible if approved by the department)
ES 194 Environmental (leology
ES 240 Hydrology
ES 284 (ieomorphology
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Plus,
CH 131 General Chemistry I
3 credits in biology or physics with laboratory
Not more than one "D" for a semester course in the
major, taught in the department, shall be accepted to
fulfill the requirements of this program.
Earth Sciences Major — Bachelor of
Science
ES 100 Physical Geology
ES 101 Historical Geology
ES 284 Geomorphology
ES 301 Solar System Astronomy
or
ES 302 Stellar and Galactic Astronomy
GE 203 Meteorology
ES 305 Physical Oceanography
ES 372 Mineralogy
ES 463 Petrology
ES 496 Seminar in Geology
A minimum of three additional earth science courses
selected with the adviser's approval
and
MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
or
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
CH 131-132 General Chemistry I-II
or
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II
Two semesters of physics courses or two semesters of
biology courses selected with adviser's approval.
Not more than one "D" for a semester course in ti.?
major, taught in the department, shaU be accepted to
fulfill the requirements for this program.
Environmental Geosciences
Concentration
ES 100 Physical Geology
ES 101 Historical Geology
ES 240 Hydrology
ES 283 Structural Geology
ES 284 Geomorphology
ES 372 Mineralogy
ES 476 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy
ES 496 Seminar in Geology
Plus a minimum of four other earth science courses
selected witii tlic written concurrence of the
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adviser. Other courses may be added or approved as
substitutes with approval of the adviser.
Minimum cognate requirements include:
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
or
MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
CH 131-132 General Chemistry I-II
or
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II
PH 181-182 Elements of Physics I-II
or
PH 243-244 General Physics I-II
or
Two approved Biology courses
Students are also encouraged to take the following
courses:
EN 201 Technical Writing
CH 343-344 Organic Chemistry
BI 117 Environmental Biology
BI 225 Ecology
BI 240 Plant Morphology
BI 327 Wetlands Biology
Geology Concentration
The concentration provides students with an under-
standing of the physical and chemical aspects of the
earth and its internal as well as surface processes. Career
opportunities for graduates exist in federal, state and
local government service, industry and environmental
studies both with regulatory agencies and consulting
firms.With the selection of appropriate electives;
students will be prepared for government service, for
environmental work related to the detection and
monitoring of pollutants as well as for re-mediation of
afiected areas; and for careers in such fields as environ-
mental geology, mining or petroleum geology and
hydrology. This concentration gives students a solid
background in geology and the cognate sciences
required to successfully pursue graduate work at
leading universities.
ES 100 Physical Geology
ES 101 Historical Geology





ES 496 Seminar in Geology
Four additional earth science courses selected with the
adviser's approval.
Plus:
MA 151-152 Calculus I-ll
or
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II
or
CH 131-132 General Chemistr>' I-II
Physics or Biology:
PH 243-244 General Physics I-II
or
PH 181-182 Elements of Physics I-II
or
two semesters of biology courses selected with the
advisers approval
Not more than one "D" for a semester course in the
major, taught in the department, shall be accepted to
fulfill the requirements for this program.
Chemistry-Geology Major
A major in chemistry-geology is offered joindy with
the Department of C'hemical Sciences. See the catalog
section InterdiscipliiiarY and Preprofessional Programs for
details.
Earth Sciences Minor
ES 100 Physical Geology
ES 101 Historical Geology
Four additional earth sciences courses (departmental
approval required)
Geophysics Minor
A minor is jointly offered with the Department of
Physics. For further information, contact the depart-
ment chairpersons.
Minor in Secondary (High School) or
Middle School Education
Students may minor either in Secondary (High School,
grades 9-12) or Middle School (grades 5-9) Education.
Successful completion of either of these programs will
lead to Massachusetts Provisional with Advanced
Standing Teacher Certification. Please refer to the
Department of Secondary l:dtication and Ihofessional
Programs for specific teacher certification and program
requirements.
Double Major with Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education or
Special Education
Students may choose a double major in earth sciences
or geography and elementary education, early child-
hood education or special education for certification
purposes. Please contact the Department of Earth
Sciences and Geography and the appropriate education
department for fijrther information.
GEOGRAPHY
Geography Major
Where will you go from here? Wherever it is, a major
or minor in geography can provide you with a way to
examine your world with objectivity.You can be
trained to analyze the water-use and land-use opportu-
nities in your communities, to understand the interre-
lated systems which keep the land and sea resources in
balance, and to appreciate the varied ways in which
people all over the world use those resources. Our
graduates have found employment as planners, environ-
mental analysts, teachers, market researchers, cartogra-
phers and administrators. Many of our geography
majors have gone on to earn advanced degrees from
leading graduate schools.
The following concentrations are found within the











Teaching at both elementary' and
secondar\' school levels
Federal, state, and local agencies;
private consulting firms
Private firms; government agencies
Government agencies—state aiul
local planning agencies
Students are invited to meet with any of the geography
faculty—Professors Clark, Domingo. Hayes-Bohanan.
Hellstrom, Miller. Rao, or Aten—to discuss the
program.
Core Requirements
(iS 1 1<I Human Getigraphy
GE loo Physical (leography
or
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GE 204 Climatology
or
GE 361 Geography of Environmental Problems
GE 216 Cartography
or
GE 318 Computer Cartography
or
GE 419 Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Any Regional Geography course at the 300 level
GE 362 Economic Geography
or
GS 363 Locational Analysis
GS 353 Urban Geography
or
GS 473 Political Geography
GE 474 Quantitative Methods (prerequisite: MA 110
Elementary Statistics or consent of instructor)
GS 490 Seminar in Geography
MA 141 Elements of Calculus I
No more than one "D" for a semester course in the
major, taught in the department, shall be accepted to
fulfill the requirements for these programs.
General Geography Concentration
Core Requirements (see Geography major) in addition
to the following:
GS 473 Political Geography (taken in core)
Any three courses with at least one from each cat-
egory:
a) GS 300/400 Additional regional geography course
b) GS/GE 300/400 Additional systematic courses
Students intending to teach are strongly urged to take
GS 320 Geography Methods and Materials.
Environmental Geography
Concentration
Core Requirements (see Geography major) in addition
to the following:
GE 361 Geography of Environmental Problems (taken
in core)
Three courses (select one course each from three of
the four categories):
a) GE 307 Management and Preservation of Natural
Environment
b) GE 203 Meteorology
or
GE 204 CHmatology
c) GE 498 Internship (maximum 3 credits towards
concentration)




Core Requirements (see Geography major) in addition
to the following:
GE 419 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (taken
in core)
Any three courses out of at least 2 of the following
categories:
a) GE 216 Cartography
or
GE 318 Computer Cartography
b) GE 317 Air Photo Interpretation/Remote Sensing
c) GS 420 Principles of Urban and Regional Planning
or
GS 430 Geography ofTransportation
or
GS 498 Internship (maximum 3 credits toward
concentration)
Regional and Economic Planning
Concentration
Core Requirements (see Geography major) in addition
to the following:
GS 353 Urban Geography (taken in core)
Any three of the following courses:
GS 362 Economic Geography
GS 363 Locational Analysis
GS 420 Principles of Urban and Regional Planning
GS 430 Geography ofTransportation
GE 498 Internship—highly recommended
(maximum of 3 credits toward concentration)
Double Major with Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education or
Special Education
Students may choose a double major in earth sciences
or geography and elementary education, early child-
hood education or special education for certification
purposes. Please contact the Department of Earth
Sciences and Geography and the appropriate education
department for further information.
Geography Minor
GE 100 Physical Geography
GS 110 Human Geography
School ofArts and Sciences
Four additional geography courses (departmental
approval required)
.
Two courses must be at the 200
level or higher and must be from at least two of the
following areas:
a) a systematic course
b) a topical course
c) a techniques course
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The department offers a graduate certificate program
in geotechnology, as well as a program leading to the
degree of Master ofArts in Teaching (MAT) with a
concentration in earth sciences. In addition, earth
science courses may be taken as part of the Master of
Arts in Teaching program with a concentration in
physical science. Geography courses may be taken as
part of the Master ofArts in Teaching program with a
concentration in social studies.
Graduate Certificate Program in
Geotechnology
The Certificate Program in Geotechnology is designed
to provide students with a good foundation in the
fields of Geographic Information Systems and Satellite
Remote Sensing technologies with a supporting
background in the areas of computer science and
management information systems. This program
provides an understanding of geotechnologies to
produce solutions to practical planning and manage-




GS 565 Geotechnology 3
GE 419 Geographic Information Systems 3
CS 410 Database Apphcations 3
or
CS 580 Database Systems
or
SO 403 Seminar - Social Data Analysis
or
GE 474 Quantitative Geography
One advanced CS programming course (C or
C++) 3
Electives
Choose any four of the following 12
MG 445 Information Systems Management
MG 450 Problems in Information Systems
MG 480 Systems Analysis
CS 520 Operating Systems Principles
CS 593 Computer Networks
or
CS 430 Computer Networks
CS 536 Graphics
or
CS 436 Computer Graphics
GE 502 Research
GE 503 Directed Study
GE 417 Satellite Image Processing
Apphcations to the Environment
Total Number of Credits for Certificate Program .... 24
Master of Arts in Teaching Clinical
Master's Program Earth Sciences
OR
Social Studies
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master' degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
areas of earth sciences or social studies (9-12, 5-9).
(Students needing provisional certification with
advanced standing should refer in this catalog to the
program entitled "Post Baccalaureate Program; Provi-
sional Certification with Advanced Standing for
Secondary (Subject Areas: 9-12) and Middle Level
(Subject Areas: 5-9) Teachers"under the Departmcut of
Secondary Education and Professional Programs.
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entided School oj l:duc,ttioii
and Allied Studies for information pertaining to profes-
sional certification, admission to and retention in
Professional Education, as well as important institu-
tional deadlines.
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students iiuist c-nroll under the direction ot
their adviser in GP 501 Ciniduatc Program Pl.inniuk;.
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Pn)grani Planning" in the (".riiduatc iwd (Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part ol their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
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Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development &
Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 AppUed Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
Required Courses— Earth Science
ES 501 Observational Astronomy
ES 504 Observational Meteorology
ES 506 Coastal Geology and Oceanography
ES 550 Modern Developments in Earth Science
ES 590 Field Studies in Geology
ES 537 AppUed Research Project (1 cr.)
Required Courses— Social Studies
Geography Core:
Students must choose the foUowing three courses if the
Social Studies program emphasis is geography. Choose
two if the program emphasis is history.
GS 555 Field Methods in Geographic Enquiry
GS 560 Seminar in Geographic Education
GS 580 The Regional Method in Geographic Analysis
History Core:
Students must choose three of the following if the
Social Studies program emphasis is history. Students
must choose two if the program emphasis is geography.
HI 501 Seminar of History Methodology
HI 540 Topical Seminar U.S. and Canada
HI 550 Topical Seminar Europe
HI 560 Topical Seminar Latin America
HI 570 Topical Seminar Africa
HI 580 Topical Seminar Asia
Students must also complete HI 537 or GS 537
Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
For further information regarding course requirements,
candidates should contact the department s graduate
program coordinator.
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eUgible to receive the
Master ofArts in Teaching degree.
Students who successfully complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.





Program for Teachers with Standard
Certification
This program is designed for secondary and middle
level subject area teachers who have standard certifica-
tion.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development &
Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Electives
MAT students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
A minimum of 1 8 approved graduate credits in the
academic area of concentration, which meet the
academic and professional objectives of the student, is
required.
Successful completion of a comprehensive examination
is also required.
School ofArts and Sciences
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Charles Angell, Leslie AngeU,
Barbara Apstein,Thomas Curley,
Harold DeLisle, Arnold Girdharry,
Charles Nickerson Lois Poule,
Jadwiga Smith, William Smith,
Judith Stanton, DelijaVahukenas,
Chfford Wood
Michael Boyd, Michael Hurley,
Philip Tabakow
Ann Brunjes, Anne Doyle,
D'Ann George, Garland Kimrner,
Philip Tabakow, Lee Torda
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1258
Website: wunv. bridgew. edu /catalog/eng.htm
Degree Programs
• BA in English
Concentration: Writing
• MA in English
• MAT, Chnical Master s - English





The program of study for English majors aims to give
students an acquaintance with the history and back-
ground of English and American literature, an undcr-
sunding of great literary works, and the ability to
analyze, interpret and appreciate what they read. With a
foundation in English and American literature and a
grasp of literary principles and techniques of critical
analysis, English maj(irs have siiftlcient preparation to
enter diverse careers or the preparation to pursue
graduate study. Bridgewater State College English
majors have achieved success in a wide variety of
occupations including teaching, banking, law, medicine,
publishing, government service, pubhc relations,
technical writing, creative writing, advertising and
business administration.
The department also offers an honors program for
students who wish to pursue independent study
culminating in a thesis.
The Department of Enghsh participates in
multidisciplinary minors such as American Studies,
Canadian Studies and Women's Studies. For specific
information on these programs, consult the catalog
section Interdisciplitiary and Preprofessional Programs.
English Major
Majors must achieve a grade ofC or above in EN 101
Writing I and EN 102 Writing II. Credit earned for
EN 101 and EN 102 may not be applied to the major.
The Department of English will permit a major to use
only one passing grade below C- to satisfy require-
ments in the Enghsh major. An additional grade below
C- will require that major take another English course.
The major must earn 36 credits in English, which must
include three semester hours in each of the following:
• EN 203 Writing About Literature
(must be taken early in the major)
• EN 211 Literary Classics ofWestern
Civilization to 1600
or
EN 221 Major British Writers to 1800
• English Uterature before 1800 (EN 221 is
one of many courses which satisfies this
requirement but may not be double
counted);
• English literature after 1800 (any course);
•American literature (any course);
• a seminar (generally taken during the senior
year).
No more than six hours of 200 level literature courses
can be credited toward the major. The six-hour limit in
literature does not apply to 200 level writing courses.
Writing Concentration
The writing concentration is designed to offer a
student supervised writing throughout the college
career. Students may select courses which emphasize
applied writing (technical and business writing),
expressive or referential writing or the leaching of
rTATE f^tt^
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writing. All students electing the writing concentration
will be required to take EN 396 Rhetoric and Style.
Students will choose 12-15 credits which count
toward the major from among the following (EN 396
must be included):
EN 200 Personal and Public Writing
EN 201 Technical Writing I
EN 202 Business Communication
EN 203 Writing About Literature
EN 230 Creative Writing
EN 280 Journalism
EN 301 Writing and the Teaching ofWriting
EN 302 Technical Writing II
EN 389 Topics in Writing
EN 396 RJietoric and Style
Double Major with Elementary
Education, Early Childhood Education
OR Special Education
Students may choose a double major in EngUsh and
elementary education, early childhood education or
special education for certification purposes. Appropri-
ate advising materials with suggested course sequences
are available.
English Minor
Traditionally considered the province of liberal arts
majors, the Enghsh minor also offers a suitable option
for students majoring in such specialized technical and
professional fields as computer science, social sciences,
behavioral sciences and management science. Eighteen
credits in English are required with at least nine credits
in courses at the 300 level or above. The remaining
nine credits may be taken in courses at the 200 level or
above. Credit earned for EN 101 Writing I and EN
102 Writing II may not be applied toward the minor.
Minor in Secondary (High School) or
Middle School Education
Students may minor either in secondary (high school,
grades 9-12) or middle school (grades 5-9) education.
Successful completion of either of these programs will
lead to Massachusetts Provisional with Advanced
Standing Teacher Certification. Please refer to the
Department of Secondary Education and Professional
Programs for specific teacher certification and program
requirements.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in EngUsh provides highly
motivated Enghsh majors with opportunities to
enhance their academic program through intensive
scholarly study and research designed to be of assistance
in post-graduate employment or in the pursuit of an
advanced degree in EngUsh. Contact the Department
ofEngUsh for fiirther information concerning eligibil-
ity and appUcation.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Program Coordinator: Dr.WilUam Smith
Master of Arts
The Department of EngUsh offers a program leading to
the degree of Master ofArts in English. An under-
graduate major in EngUsh, with at least twenty-four
hours of above average work in the discipUne, is
normaUy required for admission to this program.
Students with deficient academic backgrounds are
sometimes accepted into the program with the stipula-
tion that these deficiencies be made up before work
actuaUy credited to the degree begins.
Upon acceptance into the program, the student wiU be
assigned an adviser and given a copy of the brochure
entitled Graduate Study in EngUsh. All accepted
students must enroU under the direction of their adviser
in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning, which is
described under "Graduate Advisers and Program
Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing Education
section of this catalog. Students must complete a
minimum of 30 credits, aU at the 500-level.The
program requirements are as foUows:
1. EN 500 Introduction to Graduate Study in EngUsh
(This required course should be taken during the
student's first year of graduate study.)
2. The remaining seven (7) courses must be distrib-
uted as follows:
a. The student must take at least one course
from five (5) of the following six (6) groups:
Group I: Medieval
Group II: Renaissance and Seventeenth Century
Group III: Restoration and Eighteenth Century
Group IV: Nineteenth Century
Group V: Twentieth Century
School ofArts and Sciences
Group VI: Critical and Genre Studies
h The student should also take two elective
courses, which may be drawn from these six
groups.
3. A foreign language proficiency examination
4. A three-hour written comprehensive examination
5. A theses. After completing twenty-four (24) course
credits in EngUsh, the student will then write a
thesis, earning six (6) credits. (The student must
enroll in EN 502 Research for the thesis credits.)
Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Program
Engush
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
area of EngUsh (9-12, 5-9). (Students needing provi-
sional certification with advanced standing should refer
in this catalog to the program entitled "Post Baccalau-
reate Program: Provisional Certification with Advanced
Standing for Secondary (Subject Areas: 9-12) and
Middle Level (Subject Areas: 5-9) Teachers" under
Secondary Education and Professional Programs.)
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education
and Allied Studies for information pertaining to
professional certification, admission to and retention in
Professional Education, as well as important institu-
tional deadlines.
GP SOI Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll imder the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 CJraduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the (Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development &
Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Apphed Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate





EN 500 Introduction to Graduate Studies in
Enghsh (Required for all MAT students - 3 crs.)
2. Five additional courses in English will be chosen
firom the following 500-level courses:
EN 515 Studies in Medieval Drama
EN 520 Studies in Shakespeare and the Renais-
sance
EN 527 Studies in Seventeenth Century Enghsh
Literature
EN 531 Studies in Eighteenth Century- British
Literature
EN 535 Studies in British Romanticism
EN 541 Studies in the Novel
EN 542 Studies in Victorian Literature
EN 551 American Transcendentalism
EN 552 Contemporary American Fiction
EN 562 Studies in Modern Drama
EN 565 Modern Critical Theon,'
EN 570 Graduate Senunar in American Literature
EN 580 Graduate Seminar in English Literature
EN 590 Graduate Seminar in World I itor.iture
Advisers will work closely with each MAT
student to ensure that courses .ire selected fmin
a range of literary periods and genres.
3. EN 537 Applied Research Pn>ject (1 cr.)
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eligible to receive the
Master of Arts in Teaching degree.
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Students who successfulh' complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.
Master of Arts in Teaching
English
Program for Teachers with Standard Certification
Thiv program is designed for secondary- and middle
le\'el subject area teachers who have standard certifica-
tion.
All accepted students must enroD under the direction
of their ad\-iser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Ad\"iser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planmng
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Socier\'
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development &
Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Electives
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
b\' the department.
A minimum of 2 1 approved graduate credits in English
at the 500 levch which meet the academic and
professional objectives of the student, is required. These
courses must include EN 500 Introduction to Gradu-
ate Studies in Engjish. which is required for this
degree.
Successfiil completion of a comprehensive examina-
tion is also required.
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The Department of Foreign Language offers students
an opportunity to gain practical working knowledge ot
one or more often foreign languages. Students nuy
choose any of these ten languages offered by the
department unless otherwise advised by the require-
ments of their academic major. Students who are
continuing the study of foreign languages at
Bndgewater State College should do so at the earliest
opportunity.
The department currently offers an undergraduate
major .uul minor in Spanish.
To maintain good standing, only grades of C- or better
are allowed in each major course and in FI. 324 and HS
424. Thirty to thirty-six semester hours are required for
a Spanish major.
For all prerequisites, equivalent course credit or
preparation will be considered.
The Deparmient of Foreign Languages participates in
the multidisciplinar\' minor in Canadian Studies. For
specific information on these programs, consult the
catalog section Iiitcrdiscipliiiar)' and Pre-Projasional
Programs.
Spanish Major
To graduate with a major on Spanish, the student must
take 30-36 credits of Spanish courses LS 252 and above.
The following is a partial list of approved courses for the
Spanish major.
LS 252 Reading in Spanish
LS 27 1 Patterns of the Spanish Language
LS 272 Spanish Composition
LS 28 1 Spanish Conversation and Phonetics
LS 301 The Golden Age of Spanish Literature
LS 310 Contemporary Latin American Short Story
LS 320 Latin American Poetry
LS 351 Cervantes
LS 371 Advanced Spanish Conversation
LS 381 The Middle Ages
LS 39 1 Spanish Civilization
LS 392 Spanish-American Civilization
LS 400 Survey of Spanish Literature
LS 401 Topics in Spanish Literature
LS 402 Survey of Spanish-American Literature
LS 403 Topics in Spanish-American Literature
LS 404 Nineteenth Centurv- Spanish Literature
LS 410 Latin American Novel: Early 20'^ Centur>'
LS 420 The Contemporars- Latin American Novel
LS 451 Twentieth Centur\' Spanish Literature
LS 490 Seminar in Hispanic Literature
LS 495 Seminar in Spanish American Literature
A maximum of three credits in FL 498 Internship in
Foreign Languages may be substituted tor one course
above with departmental approval.
SACHEM consortium courses and study abaud are
available for transfer purposes.
The Spanish major sequence is not available in the
evening hours.
Double Major with Elementary
Education, Early Chii dhocm) Education
or Special Education
Students may choose a double major in Spanish and
elementarv education, early childhood education or
special education for (.ertification purposes Appn>prute
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Spanish Minor
Spanish minors are required to take 18 semester hours
in the foreign language, which may include the 101-
102 level. The choice of subsequent courses may be
determined in consultation with the department head.
Minor in Secondary Education
Students with a minor in education must refer to the
Department of Secondary Education and Professional
Programs for specific requirements. Students intending
to qualify for Spanish certification should consult the
chairperson of the Department of Foreign Languages as
early as possible.
Education Core for 5-12 Certificarion Program
MS 200 Introduction to Middle School
HS 230 Educational Psychology
HS 240 Classroom Management in the High School
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in the High
School
MS 400 Middle School Preparation II
MS 495 Middle School Practicum
FL 324 Applied Linguistics in the Teaching of Foreign
Languages
HS 424 Strategies for Teaching Foreign Language in
the High School
HS 490 Student Teaching Practicum-High School
GER Foreign Language Requirement
All students must successflilly complete one semester of
a foreign language at the 102 level of the course.
Students who are continuing the study of foreign
languages at Bridgewater State College should do so at
the earliest opportunity.
With the exception of advanced placement foreign
language courses and foreign language CLEP exams,
credit may not be granted to students exempt from one
to two semesters of the general education requirement
in foreign language because of study of three or more
secondary levels of the same foreign language or
because of a placement score. Students whose total
credit hours fall below the minimum 1 20 required for
graduation due to a foreign language exemption would
need to take additional or free elective course work to
meet this graduation requirement.
Foreign Language Placement Policy
• If you have completed four levels of foreign
language in high school
— You are exempt from the Foreign Language General
Education requirement
- You may continue your study of foreign language by
- taking the Foreign Language Placement Exam
and taking further Foreign Language courses as
designated by the Placement Exam
- beginning a new foreign language and
completing
_101 and_102
• If you have completed three levels of foreign
language in high school with at least a C grade
in level three
- You will automatically be placed in level _102 of the
same language.
— You may choose to begin a new foreign language
and must complete
_101 and _102.
- You may take the Foreign Language Placement
Exam for higher placement only.
• If you have completed three levels of foreign
language in high school with less than a C in
level three
— You must take the Foreign Language Placement
Exam and be placed accordingly.
— You may begin a new foreign language and must
complete _101 and _102.
• If it has been two or more years since you
completed three levels of foreign language in
high school
- You must take the Foreign Language Placement
Exam and you may take _101 for credit if the
exam places you in _101.
— You may begin a new foreign language and complete
_101 and_102.
• If you are a transfer student from another
college or university and
- You took a foreign language at your previous
institution, your transfer credits and remaining
foreign language general education requirement
will be assessed upon admission to Bridgewater
State College
- You did not take a foreign language at your previous
institution, your remaining general education
foreign language requirement (should there be
one) will be determined by you foreign language
experience in high school, based on the guidelines
above.
• If your situation does not fit one of the catego-
ries above
— Contact the chairperson of Foreign Languages
(Room 332,Tillinghast HaU, (508) 531-2286,
shamilton(^bridgew.edu) for additional
assistance.
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Students who were exempt from foreign language
study m high school or at previous colleges must go
through a formal process to request a substitution of
the foreign language requirement at Bridgewater.
Students with appropriate documentation should meet
with the Learning Disabilities Specialist or the Disabil-
ity Resources Coordinator as early as possible to
receive information on the process requirements.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Spanish provides highly
motivated Spanish majors with opportunities to
enhance their academic program through intensive
scholarly study and research designed to be of assistance
in post-graduate employment or in the pursuit of an
advanced degree in Spanish. Contact the Department
of Foreign Languages for fiirther information concern-
ing eligibility and application.
Overseas Study Opportunities
The Department of Foreign Languages urges its majors
and minors to study abroad and can offer information
on available study plans.The International Programs
and Exchange Office, Student Affairs, can assist students.
Any student contemplating study abroad should consult
the department with all pertinent documentation. Final
acceptance of credit will be determined upon receipt of
official transcripts and supporting material and, in some
cases, may not be equivalent to the credits earned in a
regular semester or year at Bridgewater.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts in Teaching
The program is inactive.
Students interested in obtaining Massachusetts provi-
sional certification with advanced standing should refer
in this catalog to the program entitled "Post Baccalau-
reate Program: Provisional Certification with Advanced
Standing for Secondary (Subject Areas: 9-12) and
Middle Level (Subject Areas: 5-9) Teachers" under
Secondary Education and Professional Program.?.
Persons already holding a B.A. must speak with the
chairperson as soon as possible who, together with the
Department of Foreign Languages, will determine
proficiency in the language to be taught and whether
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The department offers students a solid, liberal arts
major as preparation for professional careers, for
graduate study in other fields (law and librarianship, for
example) and for careers as museum professionals and
public historians. It prepares students to teach history
and the social studies at the middle and high school
level, and it provides a relevant and valuable liberal arts
major to students preparing for careers in elementary,
early childhood and special education. It also contrib-
utes to the general education program by offering
history courses to all students.
The Department of History recommends that its majors
select a minor or interdisciplinary program that will
complement the major program. History majors
electing secondary education are strongly urged to take
elective courses in geography, political science, econom-
ics and the behavioral sciences in order to meet present
employment expectations.
History Major
No grade lower than a "C-" in a history course may be
used to fulffU the requirements for the history major.
This policy will be appHed to students accepted for
matriculation as freshmen or as transfer students
enrolled for Fall semester 1 999 or thereafter. Students
receiving a "D" or "F" in a history course may continue
as history majors but must either retake and successfully
complete the course (with a grade of"C-" or better) or
must successfully complete another course that fulfills
the same required "Area" for the major.
Required courses:
• One course from among:
HI 111 Western Civilization to 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 131 World History to 1500
• One course from among:
HI 112 Western Civihzation since 1715
HI 132 World History since 1500
• HI 221 United States History and Constitutions
to 1865
• HI 222 United States History and Constitutions
since 1865
• One course taken from each of the following areas:
Area III Ancient, Medieval, Early Modern
Europe
Area IV Modern Europe
AreaV United States History to 1877
Area VI United States History since 1877
Area VII The Traditional World
Area VIII Modern World
• Two upper division (300 and 400 level) electives,
which must be taken in different geographical areas
(World, Europe, U.S.A.) Students may meet this
requirement with courses in public history and/or
museum management. Note: Students seeking
elementary education, middle school or high
school certification with a history major should
select an additional course in Area III as one of
their electives so that they have taken one course
from the Ancient/Medieval offerings and one from
100
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Early Modern Europe for a total of 6 credit hours
in Area III toward completion of the major.
• HI 495 Undergraduate History Colloquium
or
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar
Students may use these courses to meet area
requirements
Only six hours of 1 00 level and six hours of 200 level
courses may be applied toward a history major or
minor.
No more than three hours from the following courses
may be used toward the 36 hours required for a history
major: HI 392, 498, 499.
Undergraduate Courses by Area
Area I - Western Civilizarion and World History
HI 11 1 Western Civilization to 1715
HI 112 Western Civilization since 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 131 World History to 1500
HI 132 World History since 1500
Area II - United States History Surveys
HI 221 United States History and
Constitutions to 1865
HI 222 United States History and
Constitutions since 1865
Area III - Ancient, Medieval, Early Modern
Europe
HI 400 The Ancient World: Near East
HI 403 Ancient Greece and the Hellenistic Age
HI 404 The Ancient World: Rome
HI 406 Rise of Early Christianity
HI 407 Mystery Religions
HI 408 Jews and Christians in the Ancient
Roman World
HI 415 Europe in the Middle Ages
HI 418 Renaissance Europe
HI 419 The Reformation and Wars of
Religion
HI 420 Early Modern Europe: Society and
('ulture
HI 421 European Women's History: Medieval
Renaissance and Reformation
HI 425 British History smce 1603
HI 428 Louis XIV and Age of Absolutism
HI 437 European National Histories (when
appropriate)
Area IV - Modern Europe
HI 426 British Empire and Commonwealth
since 1815
ID 427 Ireland in Literature and History;
1798-1922
HI 429 The French Revolution and the
Napoleonic Era
HI 430 Nineteenth Century Europe
HI 431 Twentieth Century Europe
HI 432 Intellectual History of Modern
Europe
HI 433 Modern European Imperialism
HI 436 History of East-Central Europe since
1918
HI 437 European National Histories
AreaV - U.S. History to 1877
HI 441 United States Histor>':The Colonial
Period 1607-1763
HI 442 United States History: The American
Revolution. 1763-1787
HI 443 United States History: The Early
National Period
HI 444 Jacksonian Democracy and the
Coming of the Civil War
HI 445 United States History:The Civil War
HI 447 The American South
HI 448 United States Foreign Relations to
1900
HI 461 American Immigration and Ethnicity
HI 463 History of the American City
HI 464 New England Textile Communities:
Social and Economic History
HI 465 African-American History
HI 466 Women in American History
HI 489 History of C^aiiadian-Anierican
Relations
Area VI - U.S. History since 1877
HI 364 Topics in Recent American History
HI 440 Topics in United States History
HI 440 Lopus 111 United States History
HI 446 United States History: 1865-1990
HI 449 United States Foreign Relations since
1 ')(!()
HI 453 United States History: Progressive Era
HI 4.57 America since Wi>rld War II
HI 461 Aineruan Imiiiigratioii and Ethnicity
HI 462 American I abor Historv
HI 463 History of the Aineru an C'lty
HI 464 New England lextilc Coinnuinitics:
Social and Economu i listory
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HI 465 African-American History
HI 466 Women in American History
HI 471 Sport in American Life
Area VII - The Traditional World
HI 409 Mesoamerican Societies and Cultures
HI 422 Slavery and Race in the Atlantic
World
HI 423 Portuguese Seaborne Empire
HI 434 Modern Russia to 1917
HI 475 History of the Middle East
HI 477 Latin America: The Colonial Period
HI 480 History of Imperial China
HI 483 South Asia: The Modern Period
HI 487 Canadian History to Confederation
HI 491 Medicine and Society in the
North Atlantic World
Area Vni - Modern World
HI 422 Slavery and Race in the Atlantic World
HI 423 Portuguese Seaborne Empire
HI 435 History of the U.S.S.R.
HI 456 World War II
HI 475 History of the Middle East
HI 476 The Arab-Israeli Conflict
HI 478 Latin America: The National Period
HI 481 China under Communism
HI 482 History of Modern Japan
HI 483 South Asia: The Modern Period
HI 484 War and Revolution in Modern Asia
HI 486 Africa since 1800
HI 488 Canadian History since Confederation
HI 489 History of Canadian-American
Relations
HI 491 Medicine and Society in the North
Atlantic World
HI 494 Quebec and Canada since 1867
The following courses may be used to meet area
requirements. The specific area, however, de-
pends on the topic or topics addressed in the
course:
HI 338 Honors Tutorial - Fall Semester
HI 339 Honors Tutorial - Spring Semester
HI 391 Historiography
HI 392 History Seminar
HI 393 Study and Writing of History
HI 485 Honors Thesis
HI 490 Historical Studies at Oxford
HI 495 Undergraduate History Colloquium
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar
HI 498 Internship in History
HI 499 Directed Study in History
The follovsang courses also carry credit in
history:
ID 200 Introduction to Canadian Studies
ID 2 1 1 History and Literature ofWestern
Civilization I
ID 220 Introduction to American Studies
ID 420 American Studies Seminar
ID 427 Ireland in Literature and History,
1798-1922
History Major/Middle School or High
School Education
History (Teacher ofHistory Grades 5-9)
Please consult the Secondary Education and Professional
Programs section of this catalog for courses required for
the middle school minor.
No grade lower than a "C-" in a history course may be
used to fulfill the requirements for the history major.
This policy will be applied to students accepted for
matriculation as fi-eshmen or as transfer students
enrolled for Fall semester 1999 or thereafter. Students
receiving a "D" or "F" in a history course may continue
as history majors but must either retake and successfully
complete the course (with a grade of"C-" or better) or
must successfully complete another course that fulfills
the same required "Area" for the major.
Required courses:
• Methods course requirement of all candidates
seeking certification as a teacher of history, grades 5-9:
MS 450 Strategies ofTeaching History in the
Middle School
• One course from among the foUowing:
HI 111 Western Civilization to 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 131 World History to 1500
• One course from among the following:
HI 112 Western Civilization since 1715
HI 132 World History since 1500
• HI 221 United States History and Constitutions
to 1865
• HI 222 United States History and Constitutions
since 1865
• One course taken from each of the following areas:
Area III Ancient, Medieval, Early Modern
Europe
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Area IV Modern Europe
AreaV United States History to 1877
Note: Students seeking middle school or high school
certification with a history major should select an
additional course in Area III as one of their electives so
that they have taken one course each from the An-
cient/Medieval offerings and one from Early Modern
Europe for a total of 6 credit hours in Area III toward
completion of the major.
Area VI United States History since 1877
Area VII The Traditional World
Area VIII Modern World
• Two additional upper division (300 and 400 level)
history electives, which must be taken in different
geographical areas (World, Europe, U.S.A.)
• HI 495 Undergraduate History Colloquium
or
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar
Students may use these courses to meet area
requirements
Only six hours of 100 level and six hours of 200 level
courses may be applied toward a history major or
minor.
No more than three hours from the following courses
may be used toward the 36 hours required for a history
major: HI 392, 498, 499 (except for the Community
History Concentration).
History (Teacher of History Grades 9-12)
Please consult the Secondary Hducation and Professional
Programs section of this catalog for courses required for
the secondary education minor.
No grade lower than a "C-" in a history course may be
used to fulfill the requirements for the history major.
This policy will be applied to students accepted for
matriculation as freshmen or as transfer students
enrolled for Fall semester 1999 or thereafter. Students
receiving a "D" or "F" in a history course may con-
tinue as history majors but must either retake and
successfully complete the course (with a grade of'C-"
or better) or must successfully complete another course
that fulfills the same required "Area" for the major.
Required courses:
• Methods course requirement of all candidates
seeking certification as a teacher of history, grades
9-12:
HS 412 Strategies ofTeaching History in the High
School
• One course from among the following:
HI 111 Western Civihzation to 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 131 World History to 1500
• One course from among the following:
HI 112 Western Civilization since 1715
HI 132 World History since 1500
• HI 221 United States History and Constitutions
to 1865
• HI 222 United States History and Constitutions
since 1865
• One course taken from each of the following areas:
Area III Ancient, Medieval, Early Modern
Europe
Area IV Modern Europe
AreaV United States History to 1877
Area VI Umted States History since 1877
Area VII The Traditional World
Area VIII Modern World
Note: Students seeking middle school or high school
certification with a History major should select an
additional course in Area III as one of their electives so
that they have taken one course from the Ancient/
Medieval offerings and one from Early Modern Europe
for a total of 6 credit hours in Area III toward comple-
tion of the major.
• Two additional upper division (300 and 400 level)
history electives, which must be taken in different
geographical areas (World, Europe, U.S.A.)
• HI 495 Undergraduate History Colloquium
or
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar
Students may use these courses to meet area requirements.
Only six hours of 100 level and six hours of 200 level
courses may be applied toward a history major or
minor.
No more than three hours fn>m the following in.iy bo
used toward the 36 hours for a history major: HI 392.
498, 499.
History Creftcher of Social Studies Grades 5-9)
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Programs section of this catalog for courses required for
the middle school minor.
No grade lower than a "C-" in a history course may be
used to fulfill the requirements for the history major.
This policy will be applied to students accepted for
matriculation as freshmen or as transfer students
enrolled for Fall semester 1 999 or thereafter. Students
receiving a "D" or "F" in a history course may con-
tinue as history majors but must either retake and
successfully complete the course (with a grade of"C-"
or better) or must successfully complete another course
that fulfills the same required "Area" for the major.
Required courses:
• Methods course requirement of all candidates seeking
certification as a teacher of social studies, grades 5-9
MS 450 Strategies ofTeaching Social Studies in the
Middle School
•One course from among the following:
HI 111 Western Civilization to 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 131 World History to 1500
•One course from among the following:
HI 112 Western CiviHzation since 1715
HI 132 World History since 1500
• HI 221 United States History and Constitutions
to 1865
•HI 222 United States History and Constitutions
since 1865
•One course taken fi-om each of the following areas:
Area III Ancient, Medieval, Early Modern
Europe
Area IV Modern Europe
AreaV United States History to 1877
Area VI United States History since 1877
Area VII The Traditional World
Area VIII Modern World
Note: Students seeking middle school or high school
certification with a history major should select an
additional course in Area III as one of their electives so
that they have taken one course from the Ancient/
Medieval offerings and one from Early Modern
Europe for a total of 6 credit hours in Area III toward
completion of the major.
• Two additional upper division (300 and 400 level)
history electives, which must be taken in different
geographical areas (World, Europe, U.S.A.)
•HI 495 Undergraduate History Colloquium
or
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar
Students may use these courses to meet area
requirements.
Cognate Courses:
Political Science - six hours
PO 172 Introduction to American Government
or
PO 277 American Government: State and Local
PO 260 International Relations
Economics - three hours
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
or
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
Geography - twelve hours
GS 110 Human Geography
GS 320 Geography: Materials and Methods
One upper level regional geography course
One course from the following:
GE 196 Environmental Geography
GS 353 Urban Geography
GS 362 Economic Geography
GS 473 PoUtical Geography
Sociology/Anthropology - three hours
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
or
AN 100 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
Psychology - three hours
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
15 of these hours (6 in history, 3 in political science/
economics or geography, 6 in sociology/anthropology
or psychology) are double-counted as part of the
General Education Requirements (GERs). 36 credits
(24 in history, 12 in social sciences) are in addition to
the GERs.
Only six hours of 100 level and six hours of 200 level
courses may be applied toward a history major or
minor.
No more than three hours from the following may be
used toward the 36 hours required for a history major:
HI 392, 498, 499.
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History (Teacher of Social Studies Grades 9-12)
Please consult the Secondary Education and Professional
Programs section of this catalog for courses required for
the secondary education minor.
No grade lower than a "C-" in a history course may be
used to fulfill the requirements for the history major.
This policy will be applied to students accepted for
matriculation as freshmen or as transfer students
enrolled for Fall semester 1999 or thereafter. Students
receiving a "D" or "F" in a history course may con-
tinue as history majors but must either retake and
successfully complete the course (with a grade of"C-"
or better) or must successfully complete another course
that fulfiUs the same required "Area" for the major.
Required courses:
• One course from among the following:
HI 111 Western CiviHzation to 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 131 World History to 1500
• One course from among the following:
HI 112 Western CiviUzation since 1715
HI 132 World History since 1500
• HI 221 United States History and Constitutions
to 1865
• HI 222 United States History and Constitutions
since 1865
• One course from each of the following areas:
Area III Ancient, Medieval, Early Modern
Europe
Area IV Modern Europe
AreaV United States History to 1877
Area VI United States History since 1877
Area VII The Traditional World
Area VIII Modern World
Note: Students seeking middle school or high school
certification with a History major should select an
additional course in Area III as one of their electives so
that they have taken one course from the Ancient/
Medieval offerings and one from Early Modern
Europe for a total of 6 credit hours in Area III toward
completion of the major.
• Two additional upper division (300 and 400 level)
history electives, which must be taken in different
geographical areas (World, Europe, U.S.A.)
• HI 495 Undergraduate History Colloquium
or
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar
Students may use these courses to meet area
requirements.
Cognate Courses:
Political Science - six hours
PO 172 Introduction to American Government
or
PO 277 American Government: State and Local
PO 260 International Relations
Economics - three hours
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
or
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
Geography - twelve hours
GS 110 Human Geography
GS 320 Geography: Material and Methods
One upper level regional geography course
One course selected from the following:
GE 196 Environmental Geography/GS 353
Urban Geography
GS 362 Economic Geography/GS 473 Political
Geography
Sociology/Anthropology - three hours
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
or
AN 100 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
Psychology - three hours
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
Please note: Fifteen of these hours (6 in history, 3 in
political science-economics-or geography, 6 in sociol-
ogy/anthropology, and psychology) may also meet
General Education Requirements.
Military History Concentration
AU history majors with a mihtary concentration must
meet all the requirements of the history major. Specific
course content areas are noted below.
No grade lower than a "C-" in a history course may be
used to fulfill the requirements for the history major.
This pohcy will be applied to students accepted for
matriculation as freshmen or as transfer students
enrolled for Fall semester 1999 or thereafter. Students
receiving a "D" or "F" in a history course may con-
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tinue as history majors but must either retake and
successfully complete the course (with a grade of"C-"
or better) or must successfully complete another course
that fulfills the same required "Area" for the major.
Required courses:
• One course from among:
HI 111 Western Civilization to 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 131 World History to 1500
• One course from among:
HI 112 Western Civilization since 1715
HI 132 World History since 1500
• HI 221 United States History and Constitutions
to 1865
• HI 222 United States History and Constitutions
since 1865
• One course taken from each of the follow-
ing areas: (one course of each grouping
must be in military history)
Area III and IV Ancient, Medieval, Early
Modern Europe;
Modern Europe
AreaV and VI United States History to
1877; United States History
since 1877
Area VII and VIII The Traditional World;
Modern World
Note: Students seeking middle school or high school
certification with a history major should select an
additional course in Area III as one of their electives so
that they have taken one course from the Ancient/
Medieval offerings and one from Early Modern
Europe for a total of 6 credit hours in Area III toward
completion of the major.
• Two upper division (300 and 400 level) military
history electives, which must be taken in different
geographical areas (World, Europe, U.S.A.)
• HI 495 Undergraduate History CoUoquium
or
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar
Students may use these courses to meet area
requirements.
No more than three hours from the following may be
used toward the 36 hours required for a history major:
HI 392, 498, 499.
Double Major With Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education or
Special Education
Students may choose a double major in history and
elementary education, early childhood education or
special education for certification purposes. Appropri-
ate advising materials with suggested sequences are
available.
Minor in Secondary (High School) or
Middle School Education
Students may minor either in secondary (high school,
grades 9-12) or middle school (grades 5-9) education.
Successful completion of either of these programs will
lead to Massachusetts Provisional with Advanced
Standing Teacher Certification. Please refer to Secondary
Education and Professional Programs for specific teacher
certification and program requirements.
History Minor
Required courses:
HI 111 Western CiviHzation to 1715
or
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 112 Western Civilization since 1715
HI 221 U.S. History and Constitutions to 1865
HI 222 U.S. History and Constitutions since 1865
One course (three hours) from the 300-400 upper level
courses. Students may select from the following areas:
Ancient, Medieval
Early Modern, Modern
Non-United States, Non-Western, National
Histories
One course (three hours) from the 300-400 upper level
courses. Students may select from any one ot the
following areas:
United States History to 1877
United States History since 1877
United States History-Topical
Only six hours of 100 level and six hours of 200 level
courses may be apphed toward a history major or
minor.
Interdisciplinary Minor in Public
History
The departments of history and sociology and anthro-
pology offer an interdisciplinary minor in public history
that provides students with education and training for
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professional positions in public institutions such as
museums, government offices, historical societies,
national parks and in business. The program is designed
to serve the Southeastern Massachusetts region.
Required courses:
HI 392 History Seminar
HI 492 Historical Museum Management
or
HI 493 Museum Management:A Practicvun
HI 498 Internship in History
AN 103 Introduction to Archeology
AN 403 Archeological Field Excavation in Prehistoric
Sites in New England
or
AN 328 Archeology of North America
AN 410 Public Archeology
Suggested Electives:
HI 440 Topics m United States History: PuWic History
HI 441 United States History:The Colonial Period
1607-1763
HI 460 History ofAmerican Indians
HI 461 American Immigration and Ethnicity
HI 464 New England Textile Communities: Social
and Economic History
SO 306 Cities and People: Urban Sociology
SO 315 Ethnic Experience in America
PO 277 American Government: State and Local
For further information students should contact
Professor Jean Stonehouse, chairperson, Department of
History.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in History provides highly
motivated history majors with opportunities to
enhance their academic program through intensive
scholarly study and research designed to be of assis-
tance in post-graduate employment or in the pursuit of
an advanced degree in history. Contact the Department
of History for further information concerning eligibil-
ity and application.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Procjram
History
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed tor students
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
area of history (9-12, 5-9). (Students needing provi-
sional certification with advanced standing should refer
in this catalog to the program entitled "Post Baccalau-
reate Program: Provisional Certification with Advanced
Standing for Secondary [Subject Areas: 9-12] and
Middle Level [Subject Areas: 5-9] Teachers" under
Secondary Education and Professional Programs.)
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entided School of Education
and Allied Studies for information pertaining to
professional certification, admission to and retention in
Professional Education, as well as important institu-
tional deadlines.
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their advisers in GP 501 Graduate Program Plan-
ning, which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Edt4cation section of this catalog. As part of their
programs, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effi:ctive Practices in Human Development
and Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
M A T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appn>priate
background of college level courses in histor>-. to be
determined by the department.
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oRequired Courses
In consultation with their advisers, students will select
five courses from among the 500-level graduate
courses oflfered by the Department of History. Among
these offerings are the following:
HI 501 Seminar in Historical Methodology
HI 540 Topical Seminar: U.S.
HI 545 Topical Seminar: Canada
HI 550 Topical Seminar: Europe
HI 560 Topical Seminar: Latin America
HI 570 Topical Seminar: Afi-ica
HI 580 Topical Seminar: Asia
In addition, students enrolled in this degree program
will complete HI 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
For further information regarding course requirements,
candidates should contact the Department of History's
graduate program coordinator, Dr. Thomas Turner.
Each student must pass a comprehensive examination
prior to being eligible to receive the Master ofArts in
Teaching degree.
Professional Education, as well as important institutional
deadlines.
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development &
Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Students who successfully complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.
Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Program
Social Studies
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for students
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
area of social studies (9-12, 5-9). (Students needing
provisional certification with advanced standing should
refer in this catalog to the program entitled "Post
Baccalaureate Program: Provisional Certification with
Advanced Standing for Secondary [Subject Areas: 9-12]
and Middle Level [Subject Areas: 5-9] Teachers" under
Secondary Education and Projcssional Programs.)
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education
and Allied Studies for information pertaining to
professional certification, admission to and retention in
Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
History Core
Students must choose three of the following if the
Social Studies program emphasis is history. Students
must choose two if the program emphasis is geography.
HI 501 Seminar of History Methodology
HI 540 Topical Seminar: U.S.
HI 545 Topical Seminar: Canada
HI 550 Topical Seminar: Europe
HI 560 Topical Seminar: Latin America
HI 570 Topical Seminar: Africa
HI 580 Topical Seminar: Asia
Geography Core
Students must choose the following three courses if the
Social Studies program emphasis is geography. Choose
two if the program emphasis is history.
GS 555 Field Methods in Geographic Inquiry
GS 560 Seminar in Geographic Education
GS 580 The Regional Method in Geographic Analysis
Students must also complete HI 537 or GS 537 Applied
Research Project (1 cr.)
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For further information regarding course requirements,
candidates should contact the Department of History's
graduate program coordinator, Dr. Thomas Turner.
Each student must pass a comprehensive examination
prior to bemg eligible to receive the Master ofArts in
Teaching degree.
Students who successfully complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.
Master of Arts in Teaching
History
Social Studies
Program for Teachers with Standard
Certification
This program is designed for secondary and middle
level subject area teachers who have standard certifica-
tion.
Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in C;P 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 EfTective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Coune Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students arc expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
backgn)und of college level courses in history and the
social sciences, to be determined by the department.
A ininimum of IS approved graduate credits m the
academic area of concentration, which meet tlio
acadenuc and professional objectives of the student, is
required
Each student must pass a i oiiipR-lii. iimvc i. \.imination
prior to being eligible to receive the M.ister of Arts iii
Teaching degree.
For program details, candidates should consult the
Department of History's graduate program coordinator.
Dr.Thomas Turner.
Graduate Programs by Area
Each student entering a graduate program in history
will choose, in consultation with the adviser, one of the
four groups of historical study listed below as his or her
major.Two areas must be chosen within the major
group and one additional area from the remaining
groups. Students majoring in group II, III, or IV must
choose the additional area in the History' of the United
States. These areas must be declared on the departmen-
tal form upon entering the program. Students may not
change the areas after the application for the compre-
hensive examination has been filed.
Candidates are expected to know historiography in
each field.
The graduate program in history is divided into four
major groups:
I. United States and Canada
II. Europe
III. Latin America
IV. Asia and Africa
Group I: United States and Canada Areas
1. Chronological period, 1607-1787
2. Chronological period, 1787-1877
3. Chronological period, 1877 to present
4. Canada
Group II: Europe Areas
1 . Ancient Greece and Rome
2. Middle Ages and Renaissance
3. Early Modern and Revolutionary Europe
4. Nineteenth and Twentieth C:entur>' Europe
5. Russia and Eastern Europe
Group III; Latin America Areas
1 . Pre-Columbian and Colonial Period
2. National Period
3. Brazil
(^roup IV: Asia and Africa Areas
1. Ancient Middle H.ist
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Degree Programs
• BA in Mathematics
• BS in Mathematics
• BA in Computer Science
• BS in Computer Science
• MS in Computer Science
• MAT, Clinical Master's - Mathematics





Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
IN Mathematics
Since mathematics is both a cultural and a technical field




to introduce students to mathematics as an important
area of human thought;
2. to prepare students for careers in industry;
3. to give preparation to students for graduate study in
mathematics and related fields;
4. to prepare students planning to teach mathematics
on the secondary level;
5. to serve the needs of students in fields which rely on
mathematics, e.g., experimental sciences, social
sciences, and elementary education.
Double Major with Elementary
Education, Early Childhood Education
or Special Education
Students may choose a double major in mathematics and
elementary education, early childhood education or
special education for certification purposes. Appropriate
advising materials with suggested course sequences are
available.
Minor in Secondary (High School) or
Middle School Education
Students may minor either in secondary (high school,
grades 9-12) or middle school (grades 5-9) education.
Successfiil completion of either of these programs will lead
to Massachusetts Provisional with Advanced Standing
Teacher Certification. Please refer to Secondary Education
and Professional Programs for specific teacher certification
and program requirements.
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
in Computer Science
This program provides a broad background in computer
science and will serve as preparation for employment in
computer applications or for graduate studies in the field.
The department participates in a number of
multidisciphnary programs for students preparing for
careers in medicine, dentistry or oceanography. Addi-
tional information on these programs may be found in
the section Interdisciplinary and Pre- Professional Programs.
Mathematics Major
All majors are required to take:
• MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
• MA 201 Calculus III
• MA 202 Linear Algebra
• MA 301 Abstract Algebra I
• MA 401 Introduction to Analysis I
• CS 101 Computer Science I
or
CS 200 FORTRAN
• PH 243-244 General Physics I-II
• Five electives from any 300 or 400 level courses
except MA 318. PH 403 Mathematics Physics may
be taken as one of these five electives. Majors
preparing for secondary school teaching careers must
take MA 403 Probability Theory, MA 408 History of
Mathematics and three electives.
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Note:
Students who are contemplating majoring in mathematics or
computer science should be aware of the sequential namre of
the course offeruigs. In order for students to plan their
programs so that degree requirements may be completed
within a four-year penod, students should consult with the
chairpenon of the department as soon as possible.
Mathematics Minor
A minimum of eighteen hours is required. Students
must satisfy the following three requirements:
1. MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
or
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
2. One course from among the following:
MA 120 Introduction to Linear Algebra
MA 202 Linear Algebra
MA 214 Introduction to Modern Algebra
3. Three additional courses from among the following:
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 111 Elementary Statistics II
MA 120 Introduction to Linear Algebra
MA 130 Discrete Mathematics 1
MA 200 Probability and Statistics
MA 202 Linear Algebra
MA 214 Introduction to Modern Algebra
MA 216 Analytic Geometry
MA 251 Calculus III
any 300 or 400 level MA courses
Students who take one course from any of the following
pairs of counes may not take the other course of that
pair for credit towards the minor
MA 110 and MA 200
MA 120 and MA 202
MA 214 and MA 301
Students may elect to take MA 220 Introduction to
Calculus to satisfy # 1 . Students who do so must take
four courses to satisfy #3 although they may use up to
two courses from among MA 105 Selected Topics in
Mathematics, MA 107 College Mathematics for
Elcmenury Majors I, and MA 108 College Mathematics
for Elcmenury Majors II to satisfy that requirement.
Computer Science Major
All majors are required to take the following courses:
CS 101 Computer Science 1
CS 102 Computer Science II
CS 201 Assembly Language Progr.unming
CS 206 Introduction to Computer Organization
CS 330 Data Structures and Algorithms
CS 340 Organization of Programming Languages
CS 350 Operating Systems
MA 120 Introduction to Linear Algebra
MA 130 Discrete Mathematics I
MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
MA 330 Discrete Mathematics II
At least four electives (12 semester hours) must be
selected from the following courses:
CS 280 Fundamentals of Microprocessors & Micro-
computers
CS 345 Compiler Construction
CS 395 Computer Science Seminar
CS 399 Topics in Theoretical Computer Science
CS 405 Introduction to Database Systenis
CS 430 Computer Networks
CS 435 Analysis ofAlgorithms
CS 436 Computer Graphics
CS 445 Logic Programming
CS 460 Introduction to Robotics
CS 470 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
CS 498 Internship in Computer Science
MA 382 SwitchingTheory
or
MA 415 Numerical Analysis
PH 442 Digital Electronics I
Not more than one grade in the D range (D+, D, D-)
among the five courses CS 101. CS 102, CS 201, CS 206
and CS 330 shall be accepted in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the major in computer science. A
student receiving a second D in one of the above must
repeat the coune with the higher number and receive a
C- or better before being allowed to enroll in other
computer science courses.
Any computer science major who has successfully
completed CS 102 will not be allowed to take c:S 100
or CS 105 for acadenuc credit.
Computer Science Minor
CS 101 Computer Scicluc i
CS 102 Computer Science 11
CS 201 Assembly Language Programming
and three additional courses.
Three additional courses to he solci ted fami:
PH 442 Digital niccta)nics I
or any computer science courses which are
apprtwcd for majors.
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Honors Program
The Honors Program in Mathematics and Computer
Science provides highly motivated mathematics and
computer science majors with opportunities to enhance
their academic program through intensive scholarly
study and research designed to be of assistance in post-
graduate employment or in the pursuit of an advanced
degree in mathematics or computer science. Contact
the Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
for further information concerning eligibility and
application.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Science in Computer Science
The Master of Science in Computer Science is in-
tended to meet the growing need for high-level
computer professionals by
• strengthening the preparation of individuals
currently working in computer-related fields;
• training professionals in other areas who wish to
apply computer science to their respective fields or
who desire to retrain for entry in a computer
science career; and
• providing the necessary general and theoretical
background for those individuals who wish to
continue graduate study in computer science
beyond the master's degree.
The program consists of 30 credit hours and may be
completed entirely on a part-time basis (courses are
offered in the late afternoon or evening).
The Master of Science in Computer Science program
seeks to attract individuals from various backgrounds
who are highly motivated and prepared to meet the
challenges of a rigorous advanced degree curriculum. In
addition to a bachelor's degree, applicants should be
familiar with the organization of computers and have
competencies in
• a high-level programming language such as C,
C"++, or Java;
• discrete and continuous mathematics; and
• data structures and algorithms
Demonstrated competencies within these areas can be
achieved through professional experience, undergradu-
ate study, or transitional graduate coursework. (CP 510,
CP 520, CP 530) Ifyou do not already have a corh-
puter science degree, graduate faculty are available to
help you evaluate your preparedness.
1
. Candidates must successfully complete each of the
following courses:
CS 520 Operating Systems Principles
CS 540 Automata, Computability, and Formal
Languages
CS 545 Analysis ofAlgorithms
CS 560 Artificial Intelligence
CS 590 Computer Architecture
2 Candidates must successfully complete five courses
from among the following:
CS 5 10 Topics in Programming Languages
CS 525 Design and Construction of Compilers
CS 530 Software Engineering
CS 536 Graphics
CS 550 Topics in Discrete Mathematics
CS 562 Expert Systems
CS 565 Logic Programming
CS 570 Robotics
CS 575 Natural Language Processing
CS 580 Database Systems
CS 582 Distributed Database Systems
CS 594 Computer Networks
CS 596 Topics in Computer Science
CS 599 Computer Science Seminar
Topics in Computer Science (CS 596) has recendy
addressed issues such as human-computer interaction,
object oriented software development, computer security,
computer vision and computer learning systems.
3. At the conclusion of the program, candidates will
have the option of sitting for a comprehensive
written exam, which incorporates subject matter
from the five required courses, or completing a
capstone project that allows candidates to pursue an
area of interest in depth.
Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Program
Mathematics
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
area of mathematics (9-12, 5-9). (Students needing
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provisional certification with advanced standing should
refer in this catalog to the program entitled "Post
Baccalaureate Program: Provisional Certification with
Advanced Standing for Secondary (Subject Areas: 9-12)
and Middle Level (Subject Areas: 5-9) Teachers" under
Secondary Education and Professional Programs.)
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continiiinj^ Education section of this catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education and
Allied Studies for information pertaining to professional
certification, admission to and retention in Professional
Education, as well as important institutional deadlines.
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuinin
Education section of this catalog. As part of their pro-
gram, students must satisfactorily complete the follow-
ing curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in the
Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
M A T, students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
Required Courses:
MA 50H History of Mathematics
At least one from:
MA 510 Group Theory
MA 51 1 Ring Theory'
At least one troni:
MA SlHTopuA m An.iK'sis
MA 520 Real Analysis
MA 522 Complex Analysis
Two other 500 level mathematics courses, selected in
consultation with the adviser
MA 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eligible to receive the Master
ofArts in Teaching degree.
Students who successfully complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.
Master of Arts in Teaching
Mathematics
Program for Teachers with Standard Certification
This program is designed for secondary and middle level
subject area teachers who have standard certification.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their program,
students must satisfactorily complete the following
curriculum:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Electives
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire m
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate back-
ground of college level courses, to be determined by the
department.
A minimum of 1 S appnn-ed graduate credits in the
academic area of concentration, which meet the
academic and professional objectives of the student, is
required.
Successful completion of a comprehensive examination
is also required.
School ofArts and Sciences
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A formal audition is required for acceptance into the
music major. There is no audition requirement for
acceptance into the music minor. Auditions are held in
August, November and February. Completed audition
forms must be received by the Music Department two
weeks prior to the audition date. To obtam forms, or
additional information, contact Dr. David Garcia,
audition coordinator, at (508) 531-2041.
Assistattt
Professors: Nana.' Paxcia-Bibbins,
Sahl Sachdev. Steven Young
Department Telephone Number: (308) 531-1377
Website: unvw.bridgew.edu/depts/music
Degree Program





The music department offers a major within the
framework of a Bachelor ofArts degree. By providing
a sohd foundation in music history, theor\' and
performance within a liberal arts context, the program
prepares students to pursue a variety of academic and
professional interests, including graduate study in
music and Massachusetts Teacher Certification.
In addition, the music department offers a minor for
the student pursuing a B.A. or B.S. degree, as weU as
courses that satisf^' the General Education Require-
ments. Private instruction is given m piano, guitar,
voice and orchestral and band instruments; a perfor-
mance study fee is charged for these lessons. Perform-
ing organizations are also available for both singers and
instrumentalists.
A student wishing to major or minor in music should
consult with the department chairperson as early as
possible. Certain courses may be waived pending
consultation with the music department chairperson
and/or completion of proficiency tests.
Within ten days of the audition, the candidate will be
notified of his/her status. They will be:
1 . accepted into the major.
2. conditionally accepted into the major.
• The student may repeat an audition
more than once on a scheduled
audition or jury day
• The student must pass the audition
within one year or not be accepted as a
music major
3. not accepted to the major.A student who
auditions and is not accepted as a music
major
• may audition only once more
• may not take courses with a MU prefix
other than to fulfill General Education
Requirements
• may select music as a minor
Instrumentalists must proficiently execute the
follo^^'ing:
• Major scales up to four sharps and flats and
chromatic scale two octaves fi-om memory
• Sight-reading
• A three to five minute prepared solo, with
or without accompaniment
• A selection in a contrasting style
Singers must proficiently execute the following:
• An unaccompanied major scale on a
neutral s>'Uable
• Sight-reading
• An art-song or aria
• A selection m a contrasting style
Accompanist must be provided by the student.
Students with questions concerning the suitability of
audition material should contact Dr. David Garcia at
(508) 531-2041 or e-mail; dgarcia(^bridgew.edu
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A student majoring in music must earn 36 credits by
combining required counes and electives. In addition, a
piano proficiency examination, which addresses basic
competencies, must be passed to graduate v,ith the B.A.
in Music. Specific musical examples and guidelines are
available from the music department chair. The profi-
ciency may be met by successfiil completion ofMU
240.The Department of Music will permit its majors to
use only one passing grade below C- to satisfy require-
ments m the music major (including both the required
core courses and electives). An additional grade below
C- %vill require the student to take another music
coune, chosen m consultation with his or her adviser.
The required core courses are designed to develop
competence in theory, history, musicianship and
performance:
MU 171 Music Theory I
MU 172 Music Theory II
MU 261 Music History I
MU 262 Music History II
MU 270 Sight-singing and Ear-training I
MU 372 Form and Analysis of Music
5 credits in ensembles:*
MU 112 Wind Ensemble
MU 113 Jazz Band
MU 115 Instrumental Ensemble
MU 118 Chorale
MU 119 Vocal Ensemble
MU 183 String Ensemble
4 credits in performance studies:
MU 121,221,321,421 Brass
MU 122, 222, 322. 422 Percussion
MU 123, 223, 323, 423 Strings (VioUn,Viola)
MU 124, 224, 324, 424 Woodv^nds
MU 125, 225, 325, 425 Classical Guiur
MU 126, 226, 326, 426 Strings (Cello, Bass)
MU 1 3 1 , 23 1 , 33 1 , 43 1 Voice (Smging)
MU 141,241.341,441 Piano
* From MU 111. 112. 113. 115. 118, 119 and 185. and
from any and all cocumcular attiuilies in whuh a student
might wish to participate and for which the college grants or
my decide to grant credit in the Juture, a student may
accumulate not more than one (1) credit per semester, nor more
than two (2) per year, nor more than six (6) pa college career
Exception: All one credit cocumcular and physical education
activity courses that are required for officially enrolled and
graduating students in all approved major, comenlralion or
minor may be counted towards graduation.
Elective credits must be chosen fiom among the
foUowing:
MU 230 Voice Class II
MU 251 Conducting
MU 255 Music Materials for Elementary
Teachers
MU 274 Creating Music
MU 355 Creative Activities in Elemenury
School Music
MU 364 Music of the Classical and Romantic
Periods
MU 366 American Music of the Twentieth
Century
MU 367 Music byWomen Composers
MU 370 Sight-singing and Ear-traimng II
MU 371 Counterpoint
MU 373 Composition I
MU 374 Composition II
MU 399 Special Topics in Music
MU 473 Composition III
MU 474 Composition IV
MU 453 Music for Early Childhood
MU 499 Directed Study in Music
Double Major with Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education or
Special Education
Students may choose a double major in music and
elementary education, early childhood education or
special education for certification purposes. Appropriate




MU 140 Class Piano I
MU 171 Music Theor>- I
MU 261 Music Histon,- I
or
MU 262 Music Histor>- II
MU 270 Sight-singing and Ear-training I
or
MU 370 Sight-singing and Ear-training II
3 credits m ensembles (MU 112.113,115.118,119.
183)*
Six additional credits from among the following:
Performance Studies: (iruxinuim 4 crs.)
School oJ Arts attJ Scicmcs
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MU 121, 221, 321, 421 Brass
MU 122, 222, 322, 422 Percussion
MU 123, 223, 323, 423 Strings (Violm,Viola)
MU 124, 224, 324, 424 Woodwinds
MU 125, 225, 325, 425 Classical Guitar
MU 126, 226, 326, 426 Strings (Cello, Bass)
MU 1 3 1 , 23 1 , 33 1 , 43 1 Voice (Singing)
MU 141, 241, 341, 441 Piano
MU 130 Voice Class I
or
MU 230 Voice Class II
MU 162 Music in African Culture
MU 166 Survey ofAmerican Jazz
MU 167 The Music of Black Americans
MU 172 Music Theory II
MU 240 Class Piano II
MU 261 Music History I
or
MU 262 Music History II
MU 274 Creating Music
MU 364 Music of the Classical and
Romantic Periods
MU 366 American Music of the Twentieth
Century
MU 367 Music by Women Composers
MU 370 Sight-singing and Ear-training II
MU 371 Counterpoint
MU 372 Form and Analysis of Music
MU 399 Special Topics in Music
MU 499 Directed Study in Music
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Post Baccalaureate Program: Provisional Certifi-
cation with Advanced Standing - Teacher of
Music
In conjunction with the School of Education and
Alhed Studies and the Office of Graduate and Con-
tinuing Education, the Department of Music offers a
* From MU 111, 112, 113, 115, 118, 1 19 and 183, and
from any and all cocurriciilar activities in which a student
might wish to participate andfor which the college grants or
my decide to grant credit in the future, a student may
accumulate not more than one (1) credit per semester, nor
more than two (2) per year, nor more than six (6) per college
career.
Exception: All one credit cocurricular and physical education
actiuity courses that arc requiredfor officially enrolled and
graduating students in all approved major, concentration or
minor may be counted towards graduation.
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post-baccalaureate program which qualifies a music
graduate to obtain Massachusetts provisional certification
with advanced standing as a teacher of music at the
PreK-9 or 5-12 grade level. The program requirements
are as follows:
• Undergraduate degree. Bachelor ofArts or appropriate
music major as determined by program coordinator.
• Post Baccalaureate certification courses (9 hours fi-om
three categories — for students who do not meet this
requirement in their undergraduate background)
a. MU 375 Orchestration and Arranging (3 cr.)
b. One of the foDowing:
MU 355 Creative Activities in Elementary School
Music (3 cr.)
MU 388 Instrumental Techniques (3 cr.)
MU 483 Choral Techniques (3 cr.)
c. One of the following:
MU 456 Methods in Music Education (3 cr.)
MU 457 School Music Programming (3 cr.) '
• School of Education and Allied Studies requirement
(^including field experience)
5-12 Program
HS 220 Teaching in the High School (3 cr.)*
HS 230 Educational Psychology (3 cr.)*
MS 440 Middle School Strategies (3 cr.)*
HS 360 Aims & Philosophy of High School
Education (3 cr.)
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in
High School (3 cr.)
HS 413 Strategies for Teaching Music Grades
5-12 (3 cr.)*
HS 490 Student Teaching Practicum, High
School (12 cr.)*
PreK-9 Program
EE 220 Principles ofTeaching (3 cr.)*
HS 230 Educational Psychology (3 cr.)*
EE 312 Educational Evaluation (3 cr.)
MS 440 Middle School Strategies (3 cr.)*
SE 202 Regular Education Initiative:
Mainstreaming the Special Needs
Learner into the Regular Classroom (3 cr.)
EE 313 Teaching Music in PreK and
Elementary Schools (3 cr.)*
EE 494 Supervised Teaching in the Elementary
Schools-MUSIC (12 cr.)*
For additional information concerning this program,
contact the music department.
PHILOSOPHY UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Faculty
Chairperson: Professor Edward James
Professors: Robert Fitzgibbons,
Francine Quaglio, Steven Sanders
Department Telephone Number: (SOS) 531-1379






The Department of Philosophy offers a major leading
to the Bachelor ofArts degree. A minor in philosophy
is also available. The program in philosophy provides a
solid foundation for entry into careers such as law,
journalism, college teaching, management, and medical
ethics, as well as preparation for graduate work in
philosophy and related disciplines.
The study of philosophy involves the development of a
broad range of analytical, interpretive, evaluative and
critical abilities as they are applied to a variety of
theoretical and practical human concerns. Courses in
the problems, history, and methods of philosophy as a
mode of critical thinking deal with questions about the
priority of values, the status of knowledge, truth, and
consciousness, the nature of art, religion, science and
pobtics.
The Department offers numerous opportunities for
students to excel, provides models of intellectual
excellence, and fosters an atmosphere of mutual respect
and open-mindedness. Faculty advisers work closely
with students who wish to plan a course of study
within the philosophy program. Academically talented
students should contact the department chairperson for
details about its Honors Program. Extracurricular
activities include the Philosophy Club, which gives
students from all majors a chance to discuss philosopln
cal topics in an open and constructive manner. The
Club also sponsors the Bridgewater Journal ofPhiloso-
phy, which publishes student research and essays.
Philosophy Major
A minimum of ten philosophy courses (30 credits) is
required. Only one course at the 100 level may be
taken for credit. A grade of"C" or higher is required in
all philosophy course work contributing to the major.
At least one of the following courses in logic is
required:
PL 201 Rational Thinking
PL 310 Symbohc Logic
At least one of the foUowing courses in the history
of philosophy is required:
PL 301 Plato and Aristotle
PL 305 American Philosophy
Eight three-credit courses: at least four courses
above the 200 level, two of which must be at the
400 level.
Applied Ethics Concentration
Fulfill requirements for philosophy major with the
following distribution.
At least four of the following:
PL 203 Happiness and the Meaning of Life
PL 204 Sex and Personal Relations
PL 205 Medical Ethics
PL 210 Liberation Ethics
PL 322 Philosophy of Law
PL 330 Amoralism, Egoism, and Altruism
PL 334 Free Will, Determinism and Responsibility
Philosophy Minor
For a minor in philosophy, a student must complete six
philosophy courses (IK credits). Interested students
should contact the chairperstin in order to discuss an
individual program relevant to their academic majors.
Double Majors
Interested students, particularly those majoring in
education, should contact the chairperson m order to
discuss an iiidivuiu.il progr.uii.
Sclwol ofArts and Sciences
Philosophy Departmental Honors
Program
The Philosophy Departmental Honors Program
encourages students to excel in philosophy, to provide
models and guidance for pursuing excellence, and to
honor those students who demonstrate excellence.To
be accepted into the departmental honors program, a
student must be a philosophy major and fulfill the
following criteria at the time of application to the
philosophy honors program':
• A 3.3 GPA for all philosophy courses to be used
toward a Bridgewater State College degree with a
minimum of three philosophy courses completed."
• A 3.3 GPA for all competed coursework to be
used for a Bridgewater State College degree.
• At least 60 credits completed toward an under-
graduate degree.
For additional information concerning the departmen-
tal honors program in Philosophy, please contact the
department chairperson.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The department does not currently oflfer a graduate
program. However, philosophy courses at the 400 level,
with the exception of PL 499, may be taken for
graduate credit with the consent of the Department of
Philosophy.
' Upon admission to the departmental honors program, a
student's philosophy major adviser will assume responsibility
for advising the student in respect to the honors program.
- Students entering the Honors Program at or near the
minimum GPA for admission should be aware that achieving
higher grades in fiiture philosophy courses will be necessary in
order to eventually reach the 3.5 GPA required for completing
the Honors Program.
School ofArts and Sciences
PHYSICS
Faculty
Chairperson: Associate Professor Jeffrey Williams
Assistant
Professors: Martina Arndt, Edward Deveney,
Dennis Kuhl
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1386
Website: www. bridgew. edu /depts/physics /index,htm
Degree Programs
• BA in Physics
• BS in Physics
Concentrations: General Physics, Professional
Physics
• MAT, Clinical Master's - Physics
• MAT - Physics






The Department of Physics strives to provide students
with the necessary skills and knowledge to pursue
successful careers in research, teaching, or further study
in graduate programs. Programs in physics culminating
in the degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science
and Master of Arts in Teaching are offered.
UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAMS
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
The Department of Physics offers a program leading to
the bachelor's degree in physics. A major in physics
pnwides students with the necessary skills uui knowl-
edge to pursue successful careers in research, teaching,
graduate and professional programs, industry, engineer-
ing and many other fields. Hach student can plan a
physics program with the help of a faculty adviser to
meet specific future needs. The department also offers
students opportunities in on-campus research and
internships.
Students who are contemplating majoring in this
department should be aware of the sequential nature of
the course offerings. It is of prime importance that
students consult with the chairperson of the depart-
ment as soon as possible so that they can complete
degree requirements in four years.
The department participates in a number of interdisci-
plinary programs for students preparing for careers in
medicine, dentistry or oceanography. Additional
information on these programs may be found under
Interdisciplinary and Pre-Professional Programs.
Physics Major
The Physics Department offers two physics concentra-
tions: a professional physics concentration and a
general physics concentration. Both concentrations
have a core set of seven physics courses along with
cognate courses in mathematics and chemistry.
Physics Core
All physics majors take the physics core
PH 243-244 General Physics I-II
PH 401 Modern Physics
PH 402 Quantum Mechanics
PH 414 Experimental Physics
PH 438 Electricity and Magnetism
PH 439 Mechanics
Core Coi^nales:
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles l-II
MA 151-152 C:alculus I-II
Professional Physics Concentration
The physics major with a professional physics concen-
tration is designed to meet the needs ot students going
to graduate school in physics or a related field, or jobs
in science or engineering. Along with the physics core
and physics core cognate courses, the students must
take twelve credit hours of physics electives above the
100 level from the list below. The students also arc
required to take two additional cognate courses: MA
2U1 Clalculus III and MA 31(> Differential I-quations.
General Physics C(iNCENTRATioN
I he physus iii.ijor with a Ciencral IMiysus t Concentra-
tion is designed to meet tlie needs of students seeking
jobs in teaching, engineering, indiistrv. lomputers.
finance, biology, iiiedu iiie, law and many txlu r fields. It
also would be an effective major tt> combine with
nianv of the minors offered at the tollegc Along with

















the physics core and physics core cognate courses, the




18 credits in physics acceptable for the physics major
Physical Science Minor
18 credits in Physics and Chemistry
Geophysics Minor
A minor is jointly offered with the Department of Earth
Sciences and Geography. For further information
contact the department chairpersons.
Double Major with Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education or
Special Education
Students may choose a double major in physics and
elementary education, early childhood education or
special education for certification purposes. Please
contact the Department of Physics and the appropriate
education department for further information.
Minor in Secondary (High School) or
Middle School Education
Students may minor either in secondary (high school,
grades 9-12) or middle school (grades 5-9) education.
Successful completion of either of these programs will
lead to Massachusetts Provisional with Advanced
Standing Teacher Certification. Please refer to Secondary
Education and Professional Programs for specific certifica-
tion and program requirements.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Program
Physics
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
area of physics (9-12, 5-9). (Students needing provi-
sional certification with advanced standing should refer
in this catalog to the program entitled "Post Baccalaure-
ate Program: Provisional Certification with Advanced
Standing for Secondary [Subject Areas: 9-12] and
Middle Level [Subject Areas: 5-9] Teachers" under
Secondary Education and Professional Programs)
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled "School of Education
and Allied Studies" for information pertaining to
professional certification, admission to and retention in
Professional Education, as well as important institu-
tional deadlines.
GP SOI Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development &
Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
(Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.)
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Discipline Area Requirements
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate
background of college level courses, to be determined
by the department.
Required Courses
• Select two of the following courses: (6 credits)
PH 550 Physics for Teachers:A Modern Review
PH 593 Special Topics in Secondary School Science
or
PH 594 Special Topics in Junior High Science I
• Select three of the following courses: (9 credits)
PH 581 The Physics of the Environment
PH 583 Physics of the Atom
PH 584 Physics of the Nucleus and Elementary
Particles
PH 585 Physics of the Solid State
PH 587 Radiation Physics I
PH 588 Radiation Physics II
PH 589 Physics of the Solar System
PH 591 Special Topics in Modern Physics
PH 592 Research Problems in Physics
• PH 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
• Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eligible to receive the
Master of Arts in Teaching degree.
Students who successfully complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.
Master of Arts in Teaching
Physics/Physical Sciences
Program for Teachers with Standard
Certification
This program is designed for secondary and middle
level subject area teachers who have standard certifica-
tion.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their adviser in CIP 501 (iraduate Program Planning,
which is described under "CJraduatc Adviser and
Program Planning" ni the ( ',r<uliitUc and C'.otilinuing
liducation section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
(il* 501 (iraduate Program i'l.mniiig
I;D 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development &
Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Electives
M.A.T. students are expected to have, or acquire in
addition to degree requirements, an appropriate back-
ground of college level courses, to be determined by the
department.
A minimum of 18 approved graduate credits in the
academic area of concentration, which meet the
academic and professional objectives of the student, is
required.
Successfiil completion of a comprehensive examination
is also required.
School of Arts and Sciences
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Faculty





Victor DeSantis, Christopher Kirkey,
Shaheen MozafFar, George Serra
Brendan Burke, David Hill,
Mark Kemper
Department Telephone Number: (SOS) 531-1387
IVebsite: www.bridgew.edu/depts/polisci/
Degree Programs
• BA in Political Science
Concentrations: American Politics, International
Affairs, Legal Studies
• Master of Public Administration (MPA)
Concentrations: Financial and Personnel Adminis-
tration, Municipal and Regional Development
and Management, Nonprofit and Human Services




The Political Science Program
The Department of Political Science offers four
programs of study in political science: a political science
major (no concentration), a political science major
(American Politics Concentration), a political science
major (International Affairs Concentration) and a
political science major (Legal Studies Concentration).
The political science major (no concentration) offers
students an understanding of governmental structures
and political processes in their own country and in
other parts of the world. This program provides a
foundation for graduate work in political science,
public administration and international affairs, for the
study of law, and for professional careers in teaching
and in the public and private sectors.
The political science major (International Affairs
Concentration) offers students an understanding of the
structures and processes that govern poUtical and
economic relations among global actors. This program
provides a foundation for graduate work in interna-
tional politics, international business and economics,
international law and organization, and for a profes-
sional career in these fields.
The political science major (Legal Studies Concentra-
tion) offers students a background for professional
careers in the field of law. This program provides a
foundation for law school and for paralegal studies.
The pohtical science major (American Politics concen-
tration) offers students a broad understanding of
American politics. The concentration is designed to
provide strong undergraduate scientific education in
preparation for entry into advanced degree programs
and professional careers in public service, private
institutions and political organizations in the United
States.
Bachelor of Arts
The Department of Pohtical Science offers the Bach-
elor ofArts Degree in Political Science.
Political Science Core Courses
All pohtical science majors, regardless of their concen-
tration, must complete 21 credits by taking the
following core courses:
PO 172 Introduction to American Government
PO 260 International Relations
PO 274 Western Pohtical Thought-Plato to the
Present
PO 275 Comparative Government
PO 277 American Government: State and Local
PO 350 Research Methods in Pohtical Science
PO 475 Senior Seminar in Political Science
Political Science Major
(No Concentration)
A student choosing the political science major (no
concentration) must complete the above CORE




A student choosing the pohtical science major (Ameri-
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can Politics Concentration) must complete the above
CORE courses and the following concentration
requirements:
A minimum of one course must be selected from the
following concentration requirements:
PO 372 Legislative Process and Procedures
PO 391 The American Presidency
PO 398 The United States Federal Courts
In addition, a minimum of one course must be selected
from the following:
PO 375 American Pohtical Parties and Interest
Groups
PO 379 Voters, Elections and Campaigns
PO 380 Public Opinion and Mass Political Behavior
Students choosing the American pohtics concentration
must select electives from the course menu below:
PO 376 Urban Pohtics
PO 389 Racial Pohtics in the United States
PO 472 American Constitutional Development
PO 474 Civil Liberties and Civil Rights
PO 476 Women and Politics
PO 479 Pubhc PoUcy
PO 498 Internship in PoUtical Science
Political Science Major
(International Affairs Concentration)
A student choosing the political science major (Inter-
national Affairs Concentration) must complete the
above CORE courses and the following concentration
requirements:
PO 384 United States Foreign PoUcy
PO 473 International Organization
In addition, three courses selected from the following:
PO 370 Canadian Foreign Policy: Actors and Issues
PO 377 Canadian-American Political Relations
PO 378 The Causes and Prevention ofWar in the
International Political System
PO 381 United States-Latin American Relations
PO 382 Latin American Clovcmnient and Politics
PO 383 Comparative Political Systems
PO 385 Government and Politics in the Middle East
PO 386 Canadian Pohtics
PO 387 Government and Politics of Africa
PO 388 The Clovernment and Politics of Eastern
Europe
PO 461 C!ontoniporary International Relations




A student choosing the political science major (Legal
Studies Concentration) must complete the above
COB^ courses and the following concentration
requirements:
PO 285 Introduction to Law
PO 472 American Constitutional Development
In addition, two courses selected from the following:
PO/EC 340 Law and Economics
PO 372 Legislative Process and Procedure
PO 473 International Organization
PO 495 Administrative Law and Regulation
One additional elective at the PO 300 - 400 level.
Double Major with Elementary
Education, or Early Childhood
Education or Special Education
Students may choose a double major in Pohtical
Science and Elementary Education, Early Childhood
Education or Special Education for certification
purposes. Appropriate advising materials with suggested
course sequences are available.
Political Science Minor
A student may qualify as a Political Science minor by
completing the following requirements:
PO 172 Introduction to American Government
PO 260 International Relations
PO 274 Western Pohtical Thought-Plato to the
Present
PO 275 C^omparative Government
Three electives, at least one of which must he at the
PO 300 - 400 level.
Internship Program
An internship program in political science is .ivailable
to all students, majors and non-nujors. who meet the
program criteria. A wide range of assignments arc
available with federal, state and local governments and
nonprofit organizations. Assignment to the internship
program is on the basis of .ipplu atum to aiul subse-
quent selection by the mternship supervisor. Applica-
tion procedures follow college policy (sec secuon on
Internships m this catalog). Tt> be eligible (or an intern-
ship, a Political Sciciu e ni.inir or mmor must have
already completed 172 and a .MM) level political
School of Arts and Scicttces
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science course and must receive the consent of the
internship supervisor. Non-political science majors and
minors must have the approval of their major adviser
and the political science internship supervisor and must
have taken one pohtical science course. Interns must
have achieved at least a junior standing. Credits shall be
hmited to three unless more are approved by the
Department of Pohtical Science. It is recommended
that those students with an interest in the program
confer with the internship supervisor as soon as
possible in the semester before their proposed intern-
ship.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in PoHtical Science provides
highly motivated pohtical science majors -with oppor-
tunities to enhance their academic program through
intensive scholarly study and research designed to be of
assistance in post-graduate employment or in the
pursuit of an advanced degree in political science.
Contact the Department of Political Science for
forther information concerning eHgibihty and apphca-
tion.
Pi Sigma Alpha
The Political Science Department has a chapter (the Pi
Upsilon Chapter) of Pi Sigma Alpha, the national
political science honor society. Each year, the pohtical
science faculty selects and invites pohtical science
majors who are juniors and seniors and who have
demonstrated outstanding academic accomphshments
to join. Each initiate receives an inscribed certificate of
membership.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Master of Public Administration
The Department of Political Science offers the Master
of Public Administration (MPA) degree. The MPA
program provides professional education to prepare
persons for leadership roles in public administration
and public affairs at the federal, state and local levels




The MPA program accommodates the need of both
pre-career students and in-career professionals by
School ofArts and Sciences
offering alternative program requirements which take
into account the student's academic and professional
background. Students with a bachelor's degree and no
professional work experience are expected to complete
a 45 credit hour degree program (including six hours of
professional internship), while in-career professionals
are expected to complete a 39 credit hour program. Up
to SIX hours of appropriate graduate coursework taken
elsewhere may be transferred into the degree program.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
The MPA Curriculum
Both pre-career and in-career students must complete a
24 hour core curriculum component of the degree
program. These courses are:
PO 501 Introduction to PubUc Institutions and
Administration
PO 505 Pubhc Management
PO 510 Introduction to Research in Public
Administration
PO 511 Program Evaluation and Poficy Analysis
PO 521 Pubhc Finance
PO 531 Pubhc Personnel
PO 532 Organizational Theory and Behavior for
Pubhc and Nonprofit Institutions
PO 591 Capstone Seminar in Pubhc Management
Concentrations
There are four areas in which an MPA candidate may
concentrate; elective courses are available in each of the
areas. As an alternative to earning a degree within a
concentration area, students may pursue a generalist
MPA track. For students seeking to earn a degree in a
concentration, a minimuiri of three elective courses
must be taken in the substantive area. The substantive
concentration areas are as follows:
Financial and Personnel Administration
Municipal and Regional Development and
Management
Pubhc Safety Administration
Nonprofit and Human Services Administration
An additional three hours must be taken in three one-
credit professional development modules.
Admissions Information
Detailed information about admissions is provided in
the Graduate and Continuing Education section of the
catalog. To be admitted to the MPA program, an
applicant must hold a bachelor's degree from a tour-
year accredited college or university. If the degree has
not yet been awarded at the time of appUcation, the
successflil applicant must be nearing completion of the
bachelor's degree. The admissions process will also
require an acceptable GFLE score and an interview
with the MPA program faculty-. (Please note: to receive
a clear admit status. MPA applicants must have a
composite score of 900 or greater on the quantitative
and verbal parts of the GRE General Test. To receive a
conditional acceptance. MPA applicants must have a
composite score of 700-899 on the quantitative and
verbal parts of the GRE General Test.) Students
should submit a resume and three letters of reference
should come from professors or practitioners familiar
with the student's academic ability. Students failing to
meet the standard graduate admissions criteria may also
be considered on a conditional basis of accepunce.
Contact the Graduate School to receive a catalog and
application material.
Exit Requirement
The MPA program offers some degree of flexibihr\- for
exit from this program. All students are required to
fulfill an exit requirement which in most cases will
require passing a written comprehensive examination.
This one-day examination allows program faculn,' to
test students" mastery of frindamental principles and
issues covered in the core curriculum. Students must
have completed at least 30 hours of the degree
program to sit for the examination and will have two
opportunities to pass the exanunation. In appropriate
circumstances, such as a student interested in pursuing
further graduate work at the doctoral level, a master's
thesis may be substituted for the ct)mprehensive
examination. The master's thesis will be directed by a
committee of three facult^• members and be covered
under the guideUnes and regulations of the Office of
Ciraduate and Continuing Education at Bndgewater
State College.
Distinctivt Features of the Program
Professional development modules
The program requires that students register for a
minimum of three 15 hour, one credit modules, offered
each semester on topics ot special rclev.iiKc ti> public
service. Normally these modules are taught ou S.(tur-
days during the semester.
Internships
A six-hour internship experience at the local, state, or
federal level is required for all pre-professional students
and will be available as an elective (3 or 6 hours) for
those professionals who wish to enhance their back-
ground.
Scheduling
To meet the needs of in-career professionals, both at
Bndgewater and at off-site locations, courses in the
program are offered primarily in the evening, once a
week for three hours. Occasional intensive weekend
courses are also available, as well as a summer schedule
of counes which meet twice a week for eight weeks.
For applications and additional information
contact the Graduate School and specify your
interest in the MPA program:





Schiwl ot Arts and Sciences
PSYCHOLOGY
Faculty
Chairperson: Professor Ruth Hannon
Professors: Drake Chisholm, Richard Colgan,
Margaret Johnson, David Richards,





Professors: Jonathan Holmes, Michael Murtagh,
Sandra Neargarder,Jefirey Nicholas,
Orlando OUvares
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1385
Website: www. bridgew. edu /depts/psych
Degree Programs
• BA in Psychology
Concentrations: Industrial-Personnel Psychology,
Medical Psychology
• BS in Psychology
Concentrations: Industrial-Personnel Psychology,
Medical Psychology




Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
The objectives of the Department of Psychology are to
1) provide all students with an understanding of
psychology and what psychologists do; 2) give students
(where applicable) a background in psychology that
will help them do their jobs better; 3) give our
terminal majors sufficient training to enhance their
opportunities for vocational placement in psychology-
related occupations; 4) give our majors who intend to
become professional psychologists sufficient prepara-
tion to permit them to be competitive in achieving
admission to and success in graduate schools.
Psychology Major
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
PY 201 Quantitative Methods in Behavioral
Sciences
(MA 110 Elementary Statistics I is accepted but
not recommended)
PY 224 Child Psychology
or
PY 227 Development Through the Life Cycle
PY 252 Psychology of Learning
PY 310 Social Psychology
PY 320 Experimental Psychology
PY 360 Psychology of Personality
In addition, psychology majors must select five elective
courses as foUows:
Advanced psychological studies (select one of the follow-
ing courses):
PY 303 Survey of Psychological Testing
PY 319 History of Psychology
PY 321 Psychology of Human Differences
PY 350 Special Topics in Psychology
PY 404 Attitude and Personahty Measurement
PY 490 Senior Seminar
Biobehauioral, cognitive, and social psychological studies
(select one of the following courses)
:
PY 210 Apphed Social Psychology
PY 240 Sensation and Perception
PY 280 Consumer Psychology
PY 305 Psychology of Personnel Selection
PY 313 Psychology of Organizations
PY 337 Cognitive Psychology
PY 342 Physiological Psychology
PY 344 Drugs and Human Behavior
PY 355 Behavioral Modification
PY 385 Environmental Psychology
PY 474 Forensic Psychology
Clinical Studies and Practicum and Research (select one of
the following courses):
PY 365 Medical Psychology
PY 369 Psychology of Criminal Behavior
PY 370 Abnormal Psychology
PY 470 Clinical Psychology
PY 475 Psychology of Group Behavior
PY 492 Seminar: CUnical Methods in Medical
Psychology
PY 495 Practicum: Medical Psychology
PY 496 Personnel Practicum
School ofArts and Sciences
PY 497 Research
PY 498 Clinical Practicum
PY 499 Directed Study in Psychology
Plus two additional electiues: any psychology course.
Also required:
One Biology lab course from the following:
BI 100 General Principles of Biology
or
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology
One Biology course from the following:
BI 110 Biology: A Human Approach
BI 1 11 Human Heredity
BI 112 Biology and Human Thought
BI 113 Fundamentals of Biology
BI 117 The Biological Environment
BI 118 Evolution
BI 251 Human Anatomy and Physiology I
BI 252 Human Anatomy and Physiology II
BI 280 Human Physiology
BI 370 Vertebrate Zoology
BI 372 Animal Behavior
BI 390 Introduction to Pharmacology
Students enrolled prior to Fall 1987 and transfer
students enrolled prior to September 1989 are required
to complete a foreign language through the intermedi-
ate level or its equivalent.
Industrial-Personnel Psychology
Concentration
This concentration will provide students with an
understanding of the psychological principles related
to personnel work and the appUcation of these
principles to business and industry.
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
PY 201 Quantitative Methods in Behavioral Sciences
(MA 1 10 Elementary Statistics I accepted but not
recommended)
PY 227 Development Through the Life Cycle
PY 252 Psychology of Learning
PY 310 Social Psychology
PY 320 Experimental Psychology
PY 360 Psychology of Personality
Additional requirements for Industrial-Personnel
Psychology students include:
PY 210 Apphed Social Psychology
PY 303 Survey of Psychological Testing
or
PY 404 Attitude and Personality Measurement
PY 305 Psychology of Personnel Selection
PY 313 Psychology of Organizations
PY 321 Psychology of Human Differences
PY 496 Personnel Practicum
One Biology lab course from the following:
BI 100 General Principles of Biology
or
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology
One Biology course from the following:
BI 110 Biology: A Human Approach
BI 1 1 1 Human Heredity-
BI 112 Biology and Human Thought
BI 113 Fundamentals of Biology
BI 1 17 The Biological Environment
BI 118 Evolution
BI 251 Human Anatomy and Physiology I
BI 252 Human Anatomy and Physiology II
BI 280 Human Physiology
BI 370Vertebrate Zoology
BI 372 Animal Behavior
BI 390 Introduction to Pharmacology
Also required:
EN 201 Technical Writing I
AF 240 Accounting I
or
CS 105 Computers and their Applications:
An Introduction
SO 350 Sociology ofWork
or
SO 332 Sociology of (Organizations
HI 462 American Labor History
One course from the following:
CC 452 Organizational CAimmunication
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
Medical Psychology Concentration
PY 100 Intniductory Psychology-
PY 201 Quantitative Methods in Behavioral Sciences
(MA 1 10 F.lenieiuary Statistics I is accepted but not
recoinniendod)
PY 227 Development Thniugli the I ife ('vclc
PY 252 Psyclu>logy of Learning
PY 310 Socul Psychology
Scluwl ofArts and Sciences
PY 320 Experimental Psychology
PY 360 Psychology of Personality
Additional requirements for Medical Psychology
students include:
PY 303 Survey of Psychological Testing
PY 342 Physiological Psychology
PY 344 Drugs and Human Behavior
or
PY 355 Behavior Modification
PY 365 Medical Psychology
PY 492 Seminar: Clinical Methods in
Medical Psychology
PY 495 Practicum: Medical Psychology
One Biology lab course from the following:
BI 100 General Principles of Biology
or
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology
One Biology course from the following:
BI 110 Biology: A Human Approach
BI 1 11 Human Heredity
BI 1 12 Biology and Human Thought
BI 113 Fundamentals of Biology
BI 117 The Biological Environment
BI 118 Evolution
BI 251 Human Anatomy and Physiology I
BI 252 Human Anatomy and Physiology II
BI 280 Human Physiology
BI 370 Vertebrate Zoology
BI 372 Animal Behavior
BI 390 Introduction to Pharmacology
Also required:
EN 201 Technical Writing I
AN 330 Medical Anthropology
or
SO 307 Medical Sociology
PL 205 Medical Ethics
CH 102 Chemistry in Everyday Life
or
PH 1 02 Modern Physics for the Humanist
SW 400 Social Services in the Health Care Field
It is strongly recommended that all psychology majors
planning further work in psychology at the graduate
level take PY 319 History of Psychology. Such students
should also elect courses which will develop their
computational and writing skills. In addition, some
computer literacy is advantageous.
Double Major with Elementary
Education, Early Childhood Education
AND Special Education
Students may choose a double major in Psychology
and Elementary Education, Early Childhood Educa-
tion or Special Education for certification purposes.
Appropriate advising materials with suggested course
sequences are available.
Minor in Secondary Education
Students minoring in education must refer to the
Department of Secondary Education and Professional
Programs for specific teacher certification and program
requirements.
Psychology Minor
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
Five other psychology courses to fit the needs of the
individual students.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Psychology provides highly
motivated psychology majors with opportunities to
enhance their academic program through intensive
scholarly study and research designed to be of assis-
tance in post-graduate employment or in the pursuit of
an advanced degree in psychology. Contact the
Department of Psychology for further information
concerning eligibility and apphcation.
GRADUATE PROGRAM
Master of Arts
The Department of Psychology at Bridgewater State
College offers a graduate program leading to the
degree of Master ofArts in Psychology.
The objectives of this clinical program are threefold:
1) provide students with specific and applied research
and problem-solving skills; 2) provide students with a
broad exposure to a variety of modes of therapy; 3)
provide students with extensive experiential learning
opportunities including practica placements and
intensive supervision.
Each applicant will be examined in light of his or her
own academic record as well as work related experi-
ence. All applicants must submit GKE scores including
both General and Advanced tests, three letters of
School ofArts and Sciences
recommendation, undergraduate transcript(s) and work
related history. Applicants must possess an undergradu-
ate degree in either psychology or a closely related
field. Since enrollment is limited, successful candidates
should have a minimum of 3.0 GPA as an undergradu-
ate, above average GRJE scores and some experience in
the field. Final candidates will also receive a personal
interview from the Admissions Committee.
Requirements for the Degree
Students must complete a minimum of 60 approved
graduate credits for the Master ofArts in Psychology.
Students must complete a written comprehensive
examination before graduation; students who complete
a research related project may substitute their oral
defense for the written, examination.
All students will complete a 45 credits academic core,




The following courses must be taken within the
Department of Psychology:
FaU:
PY 505 Research Methods and Design 1 3 credits
PY 509 Foundations of Clinical Practice 3 credits
PY 511 Theories of Psychotherapy 3 credits
Spring:
PY 506 Research Methods and Design II 3 credits
PY 512 Evaluation Techniques 3 credits
PY 575 Psychopathology 3 credits
Second Year Courses
First year courses must be completed before beginning
second year courses.
Fall:
PY 500 Developmental Human Psychology.... 3 credits
PY 541 Psychotherapy: Theory and Practice 1 . 3 credits
Spring:
PY 513 Psychopharmacology for Non-medical
Professional 3 credits
PY 542 Psychotherapy: Theory and Practice II .3 credits
Other Program Requirements
The following courses may be taken at any time,
assuming any prerequisites have been met.
GC 529 Multicultural Counseling
GC 539 Career Information and Placement
GC 538 Theory and Process of Group Interaction
Seminar and Research
All students are required to take ONE of the
following two courses: PY 508 Advanced Seminar,
at least once, or PY 504 Research. If the student
selects PY 504, it should be taken after comple-
tion of all first year classes. Students who are
interested in completing a thesis, or who wish to
assist and work with a member of the full-time
faculty on a research project should take PY 504
Research (4 credits)
.
PY 504 Research 4 credits
PY 508 Advanced Seminar 3 credits
Students who opt to take PY 504 Research (4
credits) and complete a thesis, or students who
qualify as graduate research assistants for faculty,
would have the option of taking an oral examina-
tion if place of the written examination.
Clinical Core
All students must complete 100 hours of
practicum and 600 hours of internship. PY 593
Advanced Applied Clinical Seminar should be
taken at least once in conjunction with PY 592
Internship.
PY 591 Practicum 3 credits
PY 592 Internship 12 credits
Important: Only 500 level courses will be
accepted for credit in the M.A. Program in
Psychology. In general, non-matriculated students
may take 400 level courses for graduate credit.
Matriculating students may not transfer any
second year courses into the Program. Under
current guidelines established by the C'ommon-
wealth, students completing the program of study
in psychology will be eligible (after completing
the required number of post-graduate supervised
clinical hours and any necessary practicum,
internship and academic requirements) to sit for















Associate Professor Anna Martin-Jearld
Rebecca Leavitt
Lucinda King-Frode
Dina Carbonell, Beverly Lovett
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1389
Website: www. bridgew. edu /catalog/socwrk .htm
Degree Programs
• BA in Social Work




Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
The objective of the social work major is to prepare
undergraduate students for beginning generalist profes-
sional practice in the field of social work and other
human service fields. Bridgewater's undergraduate social
work program prepares its students with current
knowledge of social work methods, skills, theories,
values, and ethics for practice with various populations
and, most especially, with the region's culturally diverse
and vulnerable populations. The program builds on a
liberal arts perspective that affords each social work
student a foundation for the kind of critical thinking,
effective communication and ethical behavior that will
be an everyday part of her/his professional practice. This
aim gives focus to the curriculum and shapes the course
content.
The Social Work Department is an accredited program
of the Council on Social Work Education. Graduates are
therefore eligible to apply for social work licensure at
the LSW level in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The program also prepares students for professional
education in social work at the graduate level. Students
may be eligible for consideration for advanced standing
at some graduate schools of social work.
The program integrates theory with field experience in a
variety of community social service agencies. In SW 398,
JuniorYear Fieldwork Practice, the students spend a
minimum of 90 hours over the course of a semester at an
agency learning how it functions and how social workers
perform their professional roles within it. The Council
on Social Work Education does not accept previous
work/volunteer experience in lieu of the junior year
fieldwork practice course. The SW 398 course lays the
foundation for the SW 498 Field Experience which is
taken firom September through May of the student's
senior year and entails a minimum of 400 hours under
the supervision of a professional social worker at the
MSW level. Students are prepared for beginning profes-
sional practice with a variety of populations.
Social Work Major
SW 250 Introduction to Social Welfare
SW 270 Social Work Issues of Diversity and Oppression
SW 320 Human Behavior and Social Environment I
SW 321 Human Behavior and Social Environment II
SW 330 Generalist Practice I
SW 350 Social Welfare PoUcy
SW 398 JuniorYear Fieldwork Practice
SW 431 Generalist Practice II
SW 432 Generalist Practice III
SW 440 Research Methods in Social Work
SW 498 Field Experience in Social Work
Required cognates:
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
One additional psychology course
One semester in a human biology course
Recommended Social Work Electives:
SW 150 Introduction to Social Work
SW305 ChUd Welfare
SW 328 Women and Social Services
SW 333 Social Work with the Aged and Their
Families
SW 334 Intervention with Family Systems
SW 399 Special Topics in Social Work
SW 400 Social Services in the Health Care Field
SW/HE 403 InterdiscipHnary Approaches to the
Delivery of Health Services
SW 415 Social Services in Alcohol and
Substance Abuse
SW 435 School Social Work - History,Theory
and Issues
SW 437 Social Work with Multicultural and
Multiethnic Families
SW 446 Social Work Practice with Groups
130
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SW 499 Directed Study in Social Work
ID 304 Psychosocial Development ofWbmen
Social Welfare Minor
This minor seeks to acquaint students in majors,
concentrations, and pre-professional programs that
interface with social work (e.g., sociology, psychology,
anthropology, health, education, counseUng, business,
pre-law, pre-medicine, recreation) with the evolution of
the social welfare structure in the United States (SW
250), the poUcies that result in social welfare programs
(SW 350) and populations at particular risk (SW 270).
SW 250 Introduction to Social Welfare
SW 270 Social Work Issues of Diversity and Oppression
SW 330 Generalist Practice I
SW 350 Social Welfare PoUcy
Six additional credits in social work elective courses
with the exceptions ofSW 398 and SW 498
Admission to the SocialWork Program
Students are granted permission to take the first two
social work courses when they
1
.
Meet with an assigned social work adviser.
2. Complete a minimum of 36 hours of General
Education Requirements that includes EN 101
Writing I and EN 102 Writmg II, CC 130 Human
Communication Skills, Introduction to Sociology,
Introductory Psychology, a human biology course
and, if possible, ML 102.
To be formerly admitted to the social work major, a
student must
1 . Have completed 60 hours of coursework with a
minimum CPA. of 2.5. Students with a CPA.
between 2.0 and 2.5 may petition the Social Work
Program Admissions Committee that they be
accepted into the major due to special circum-
stances. If the decision of the committee is favorable,
such students will be granted conditional accep-
tance to the program only.
2. Have completed SW 250 and SW 270 with a social
work course CPA. (including cognates) of 2.7 and
no social work course grades below C. Students
falling slightly below these standards will have their
grade performance reviewed by the Social Work
Program Admission Committee.
3. Demonstrate competency in oral and written
communication since such skills are fundamental to
and utilized in everyday social work practice.
Students must have completed EN 101, EN 102
and CC 130 with a minimum grade ofC+ in each
course.A grade ofC or C- in one of these courses
may be accepted if the student agrees to consult the
Writing Center and give proof that basic skill
problems in a given area are identified and ad-
dressed.
4. Complete an application for admission to the social
work program. This apphcation includes basic
biographical data, information on employment and
volunteer experiences, and a four to five page self-
evaluation of the student's interest, readiness and
suitability for a career in social work. The purposes
of the self-evaluation is to reflect the appHcant's
commitment to the goals and purposes of social
work. The apphcation is available through the
student's assigned faculty adviser in the Department
of Social Work. The apphcation should be reviewed
by the student's adviser and an additional social
work faculty member.
5. Submit a current copy of his/her transcript that
provides an up-to-date indication of cumulative and
social work CPAs.
6. Be successfully reviewed by the social work faculty.
All information obtained through the admission
process will be held in confidence. Knowingly
making a false oral or written statement during the
admission process could result in denial of admis-
sion to the program.
7. Sign a statement indicating that he/she has read and
will follow the National Association of Social
Worker's Code of Ethics. This code is printed in the
Encyclopedia of Social Work and is available
through the NASW website (wumnaswdc.org)
.
Applicants are notified in writing by the Social Work
Program Admissions Committee about the outcome of
the admission process.
Only social work courses firom four-year colleges
accredited by the Council on Social Work Education
will be granted equivalency credit with the possible
exception ofSW 250. Transfer students must provide
evidence that these courses sufficiently correspond with
the goals and objectives specified in highly similar
courses within the Department of Social Work curricu-
lum. Performance evaluations of any field work courses
completed are also required. The only other course
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exception would be below-300 level required social
work course offered on an off-campus site by a
Bridgewater State College social work faculty person or
other CSWE qualified social work faculty, provided the
course is fully duplicative of the same course in the
Department of Social Work's curriculum as determined
through the official articulated agreement by the faculty
after review.
An official transcript of past college work must be
presented to a social work faculty adviser before
permission can be granted to take required social work
courses. The transcript must give evidence of a G.P.A. of
2.5 and satisfactory completion of equivalent GER and
cognate courses that underpin the major. ML 102 must
be taken when first entering Bridgewater State CoUege
if not beforehand.
Admission to Junior Field Placement
Students are ehgible for admission to SW 398, the junior
year field work experience, after being formally admit-
ted into the social work program. They should have
either completed SW 320 and SW 330 or plan to take
these courses concurrently with SW 398.A G.P.A. of
2.7 in social work courses and 2.5 overall must be
achieved prior to admission to SW 398. Students
must also complete the department's Junior Prospective
Intern Data Form and the Practicuni/Internship Form
required by the School ofArts and Sciences.
The social work faculty's junior field education coordi-
nator discusses the placement with the student and
arranges for an agency contact. The student then meets
with the agency supervisor to discuss the placement,
mutual expectations and available learning opportuni-
ties. A final decision is reached by the field education
coordinator after consultation with the student and the
agency supervisor. Suggested readings and preplacement
contacts are worked out on an individual basis.
Admission to Senior Field Placement
A student is eligible for placement in SW 498, the 400+
clock hour senior year field work experience, after
being formally admitted into the social work program
and after completing SW 320, SW 330 and SW 398 or
being in the process of completing SW 398. In the
spring semester each student applying for senior field
placement is required to make an appointment with the
field coordinator to discuss options and procedures.
Applications are due no later than February 1 5 for
placement in the following fall. Placements are from
September to May and are not available during the
summer.
All apphcations for field placement are reviewed by the
Social Work Field Education Review Committee. The
needs, strengths and interests of the students, as well as
availability of agency and program placement resources,
are discussed. Additionally, each applicant is interviewed
by the social work field coordinator. Issues of concern
that may have been identified during the apphcant's
program admission interview, if needed, are to be
addressed with the applicant. Goals for the student and
possible agency options are explored. A particular setting
will be recommended on the basis of these variables.
The field education coordinator discusses the placement
with the student and arranges for an agency contact.
The student then meets with the agency supervisor to
discuss the placement, mutual expectations and available
learning opportunities. A final decision is reached by the
field education coordinator after consultation with the
student and the agency supervisor. Suggested readings
and preplacement contacts are worked out on an
individual basis.
It is recommended that each student join the National
Association of Social Workers during the semester prior
to field placement.
Retention in the Social Work Major
Students must remain in full compliance with all
regulations, requirements, policies and procedures of the
Department of Social Work, the college and the Council
on Social Work Education. Students may be terminated
from the social work program if, in the professional
judgement of the social work faculty, violations of
professional and/or ethical codes have occurred. These
violations are discussed in detail in the department's
admission, termination and appeals policies and proce-
dures. Dismissal from two field placements due to
unacceptable performance will result in the termination
of the student from the social work program. All
students wishing to pursue a major in social work are
strongly urged to obtain a copy of this document from
the Department of Social Work. Coursework with a
grade lower than C- must be repeated prior to gradua-
tion.
GRADUATE PROGRAM
Social work courses at the 400 level (except SW 498
and SW 499) may be taken for graduate credit in order
to meet elective requirements in other graduate
programs with the faculty adviser's approval.











Donald Armfield, Sandra Faiman-Silva,
Curtiss Hof&nan,William Levin,
Abraham Thomas
Richard Henry, Kim Maclnnis,
Carolyn Petrosino
Patricia Fanning, Diana Fox
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1355
Website: www. bridgew. edu /catalog/socanth.htm
Degree Programs
• BA m Anthropology
Concentrations: Cultural Anthropology, PubHc
Archaeology
• BS in Anthropology
Concentrations: Cultural Anthropology, Pubhc
Archaeology
• BS in Criminal Justice
• BA in Sociology
Concentrations: Criminology, Third World Studies
• BS in Sociology
Concentrations: Criminology, Third World Studies
• MS in Criminal Justice





The Department of Sociology and Anthropology offers
major programs in sociology and anthropology, as well
as minors in both fields. Sociology majors may concen-
trate in Criminology or Third World Studies. Anthro-
pology majors must concentrate in either Cultural
Anthropology or Public Archaeology, or both. Students
may also combine a major in anthropology or sociol-
ogy with an education major.
The department provides a strong liberal arts curricu-
lum aimed at developing well-rounded, informed
citizens with strong critical thinking abihties. Depart-
ment programs also impart skills to students, preparing
them for a wide range of professions. Career options
include positions in the criminal justice system, educa-
tion, research, industry, and state and federal agencies.
The department encourages students to continue on to
graduate study.
Many department faculty members engage in research
and the department encourages student-faculty collabo-
rative research. Students may also carry out internships.
Criminology concentrators undertake a six-credit
internship, usually in their senior year. The Pubhc
Archeology concentration requires that students
participate in field work, and the department offers a
Summer Archaeological Field School.
The department is currently developing new under-
graduate and graduate programs in Criminal Justice and




Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
A major in anthropology provides students with an
understanding of societies and cultures throughout the
world. In addition to preparing students for graduate
study and for careers in a wide variety of professions,
anthropology enables one to avoid "ethnocentrism," the
tendency to interpret aspects of other cultures on the basis
of one's own culture. Anthropology also helps students see
their own society and culture in different ways.
Cultural Anthropology Concentration
Cultural anthropology uses the comparative method
and the evolutionary perspective to understand human
culture and its variations. Cultural anthropologists
usually study cultures using the ethnographic method,
based on participant observation and interviews. Some
cultural anthropologists draw on quantitative methods
in their research.
Public Archaeology Concentration
The Public Archaeology concentration provides the
basic knowledge and training necessary for careers in
contract archaeology and to the study of federal, state,
and local legislation protecting archaeological resources.
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Anthropology Major
a) Cultural Anthropology Concentration
AN 100 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
AN 101 Introduction to Physical Anthropology
AN 103 Introduction to Archaeology
AN 400 Seminar: Anthropological Theory
Note: EN 323 Introduction to Linguistics may be
substituted for AN 101 orAN 103
plus one course from:
AN 206 Native Cultures of North America
AN 209 Peoples and Cultures ofAfrica
AN 213 Latin American Peoples and Cultures
AN 321 Comparative Social Structures
SO 210 Society and Culture in Modern India
SO 214 Middle Eastern Societies
SO 217 East Asian Societies: China and Japan
SO 221 Rehgion and Society in Modern Asia
plus five other cultural anthropology courses, at least
three of which must be at the 300 level or above.
Students may take up to three credits in archaeology at
the 200 level or above as part of this concentration.
Cognate requirement:
SO 403 Seminar: Social Data Analysis
b) Public Archaeology Concentration
AN 100 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
AN 101 Introduction to Physical Anthropology
AN 103 Introduction to Archaeology
AN 206 Native Cultures of North America
AN 328 Archaeology of North America
AN 400 Seminar: Anthropological Theory
AN 410 PubUc Archaeology
plus nine credits of field or laboratory v^^ork in archae-
ology (any combination ofAN 332,AN 403 and
Directed Study or Internship) plus one other anthro-
pology course
Cognate requirements:
SO 403 Seminar: Social Data Analysis
ES 100 Physical Geology
plus four courses fixjm:
ES 101 Historical Geology
ES 102 History of the Earth
ES 194 Environmental Geology
ES 476 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy
GE 196 Environmental Geography
GE 216 Cartography
GE 307 Management and Preservation of the
Natural Environment
GE 317 Air Photo Interpretation-Remote Sensing
Double Major With Elementary Educa-
tion, Early Childhood Education or
Special Education
Students may choose a double major in anthropology
and elementary education, early childhood education
or special education for certification purposes. Appro-
priate advising materials with suggested course se-
quences are available.
Minor in Secondary Education
Students minoring in education must refer to Secondary
Education and Professional Programs for specific teacher
certification and program requirements.
Anthropology Minor
Anthropology minors are advised to take the following
courses:
Any two of the following:
AN 100 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
AN 101 Introduction to Physical Anthropology
AN 1 03 Introduction to Archaeology
plus any one of the following:
AN 206 Native Cultures of North America
AN 208 Anthropology ofWomen
AN 209 Peoples and Cultures ofAfrica
AN 213 Latin American Peoples and Cultures
plus any four other anthropology courses.
SOCIOLOGY
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
Sociology is the scientific study of human social
relationships. It allows individuals to understand the
connections between their own experiences and the
society in which they live. In carrying on social life
human beings interact with each other and construct
patterns of relationships, groups, classes, institutions, and
societies. Individuals shape those patterns and those
patterns, in turn, shape individuals and their lives. In
fact, the central insight of sociology is that perspective
focuses on these social relationships.
Sociology courses provide students with an under-
standing ofhow these social relationships arise, why
they persist, what effects they have, and how they
maintain social order or contribute to social change. In
classes students learn the theories and research methods
used in sociology. Students have opportunities to
engage in collaborative research with faculty members
or to participate in internships. These opportunities
enable students to deepen and apply what they have
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learned in classes. These experiences enhance students'
opportunities in the labor market or in graduate
school.
Sociology Major
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
SO 400 Seminar: Social Theory
SO 402 Seminar: Research Methods in Sociology
SO 403 Seminar: Social Data Analysis
plus a minimum of seven other courses in sociology
Criminology Concentration
The sociology major with a concentration in criminol-
ogy is designed for students who are considering
possible careers in the diverse area of the administra-
tion ofjustice. The program introduces and sensitizes
students to the different dimensions and explanations
of crime and delinquency, and provides analyses of
structural sources and the legislative process involved in
the formulation of the criminal law.
Criminology concentrators are required to take a six-
credit hour Field Experience in Sociology (SO 498). In
order to register for the field experience, students must
have completed at least 54 credits with a minimum 2.0
cumulative GPA. Students should consult the depart-
ment on the procedures for applying for and setting up
the field work placement. Please see "Internship" under
the Undergraduate Academic Programs section of this
catalog.
Requirements:
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
SO 304 Social Stratification: Class, Status and Power
in America
SO 327 Deviance and Social Control
SO 328 Criminology
SO 400 Seminar: Social Theory
SO 402 Seminar: Research Methods in Sociology
SO 403 Seminar: Social Data Analysis
SO 498 Field Experience in Sociology (6 crs.)
Any three of the following courses:
SO 310 Women and Crime
SO 313 Family Violence
SO 333 Resolving Conflict
SO 334 White Collar Crime
SO 354 Sociology of Corrections
SO 355 Juvenile DeHnquency
SO 384 Criminal and Delinquent Behavioral
Systems
SO 385 Victimology: Sociology ofVictims
SO 425 Comparative Crime and Deviance
Cognate requirements:
HE 405 Drugs in Society
PY 369 Psychology of Criminal Behavior
Third World Studies Concentration
Students selecting this concentration will study selected
third world societies their institutions, social structure,
development and changing place in the world.
Requirements:
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
SO 104 Global Human Issues
SO 220 Third World Societies
SO 400 Seminar: Social Theory
SO 402 Seminar: Research Methods in Sociology
SO 403 Seminar: Social Data Analysis
One course fi-om the following:
SO 219 Population and Society
SO 340 Sociology of Politics
SO 335 Social Change
Three courses from among the following:
(at least one must have a SO prefix)
AN 206 Native Cultures of North America
AN 209 Peoples and Cultures ofAfirica
AN 213 Latin American Peoples and Cultures
SO 210 Society and Culture in Modern India
SO 214 Middle Eastern Societies
SO 217 East Asian Societies: China and Japan
SO 221 Religion and Society in Modern Asia
Required cognate:
AN 1 00 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
Two courses from among a Hst of 23 electives from
various departments. Consult the Sociology and Anthro-
pology section of this catalog for further information.
Double Major with Elementary
Education, Early Childhood Education
OR Special Education
Students may choose a double major in sociology and
elementary education, early childhood education or
special education for certification purposes. Appropriate
advising materials with suggested course sequences are
available.
Sociology Minor
18 credits in sociology as recommended by the depart-
ment.
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NEW PROGRAMS IN
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Beginning in September 2001, the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology will ofier a Bachelor of
Science in Criminal Justice and a Master of Science in
Criminal Justice.
Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice
The Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice provides
students with a solid background in criminal justice and
criminology enabling them to gain a broad understand-
ing of crime and the criminal justice system. The
curriculum stresses the development of skills increas-
ingly needed by criminal justice professionals, including
the critical thinking, communications skills, the ability
to conceptualize ideas, and the abihty to understand
criminal justice data. Students will take courses in the
five broad areas identified by the Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences as essential to criminal justice education:
(1) criminal justice and juvenile justice processes, (2)
criminology, (3) law enforcement, (4) law adjudication,
and (5) corrections.
Master of Science in Criminal Justice
The Master of Science in Criminal Justice provides
students with the knowledge and skills necessary to
succeed in a variety of professional positions in the
criminal justice system or in closely related fields.
Graduates firom the program will also attain the aca-
demic background and proficiency necessary for
admission into and completion of doctoral programs in
criminal justice. Students in the program will acquire
detailed knowledge of the five broad areas of criminal
justice, will learn about the role of information technol-
ogy in the criminal justice system, will become familiar
with major data sources, and will learn to carry out
research and data analysis in criminal justice. Students
will also develop skills in critical thinking and in oral
and written communications. In addition to providing
a solid foundation in contemporary criminal justice, the
program emphasizes information technology in criminal
justice and diversity in the criminal justice system and
society.The program takes advantage of Bridgewater
State College's John Joseph Moakley Center for
Technological Applications. Students may choose fi-om
two concentrations. The concentration in Administra-
tion ofJustice is offered in cooperation with the Master
of Public Administration program. Students may also
concentrate in Crime and Corrections.
The department will also offer a combined five-year
Bachelor/Master of Science program for qualified
Bridgewater State College undergraduates.
For more information e-mail Dr. Walter Carroll, the
department chairperson, at wcarroll@lbridgew.edu or go to
the college's web site unvw.hridgew.edu.
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED STUDIES
I
Elementary and Early Childhood
Education
Movement Arts, Health Promotion and
Leisure Studies
Secondary Education and Professional
Programs







School of Education Offices
I
Dr. Ronald Cromwell,
Dean, School of Education and Allied Studies
Academic Departments
Elementary and Early Childhood Education
Dr.John Marvelle, Chairperson
Movement Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure Studies
Dr. Marcia Anderson, Chairperson
Secondary Education and Professional Programs
Dr. Kathryn Lusteg, Chairperson
Special Education and Communication Disorders
Dr. Tracy Baldrate, Acting Chairperson
Academic Programs
Clinical Master's
Dr. Kathryn Lusteg, Graduate Program Coordinator
Communication Disorders
Dr. Sandra Ciocci, Continuing Education Program
Coordinator
Counseling
Dr.Victoria Bacon, Graduate Program Coordinator
Early Childhood Education
Dr. John Marvelle, Graduate Program Coordinator
Educational Leadership
Dr. Joanne Newcombe, Graduate Program Coordinator
Elementary Education
Dr. Maureen Moir, Graduate Program Coordinator
Dr. Nancy Witherell, Post Baccalaureate Program
Coordinator
Health Promotion /Physical Education
Dr. Pamela Russell, Graduate Program Coordinator
Instructional Technology
Nancy Vose, Graduate Program Coordinator
Library Media
Dr. Mary Shorey, Graduate Program Coordinator
Reading
Dr. Ruth Farrar, Graduate Program Coordinator
Secondary Education
Dr. John-Michael Bodi, Post Baccalaureate Program
Coordinator (High School)
Dr. Lynne Yeamans, Post Baccalaureate Program
Coordinator (Middle School)
Special Education
Kathleen McNamara, Graduate Program
Coordinator
School ofEducation and Allied Studies
The School of Education and Allied Studies offers
undergraduate and graduate programs for the profes-
sional preparation of early childhood, elementary,
special education, middle and high school teachers, as
well as for specialized positions in school and commu-
nity-based organizations and agencies. All programs in
the school are devoted to developing professionals v^^ho
are committed to excellence, understand best practices
and research and work collaboratively in their chosen
areas. The school also provides service to the schools,
community organizations and agencies of the region.
The school conducts an on-going review of profes-
sional standards and requirements in order to respond
to the changing needs of the profession. Graduates of
programs leading to provisional certification with
advanced standing are ready to enter the profession of
teaching. During advanced clinical degree programs
leading to standard certification and other graduate
course work, professionals strengthen their leadership
abilities and their commitment to lifelong learning.
The Burnell School, operated in partnership with the
Bridgewater-Raynham school district, provides
education majors and students throughout the college
with practical experiences, which complement the
theoretical background available in more formal study.
Extensive field experiences in schools and agencies off
campus further contribute to the development of
meaningful linkages between study and practice.
Procedures and guidelines are implemented to ensure
that high quality standards are maintained in field-
based experiences and that students have experiences
working in settings with diverse populations of
children and youth.
Students foUowing the curricula leading to a bachelor
of science in education degree are prepared as early
childhood, elementary or special needs teachers.
Students majoring in early childhood education,
elementary education or special education must
complete an arts and sciences major, as well as a major
in the School of Education and Allied Studies. Stu-
dents majoring in most curricula leading to a bachelor
of arts or a bachelor of science degree may select a
minor in Secondary Education, which prepares them
for Middle School and/or High School teaching.
Students majoring in physical education earn a









Motor Development & Therapy/
Adapted Physical Education
Recreation
Teacher Certification in Physical Education (PreK-9)
Teacher Certification in Physical Education (5-12)
Special Education (Concentration in):
Communication Disorders
(Teacher Certification available in):
Teacher of Students with Moderate Special
Needs (PreK-4, 5-12)







Health Education (PreK-9) Teacher Certification





Secondary Education minor or Middle School Educa-
tion minor with majors, concentrations, or options in:
Biology
Chemistry
Communication and Performing Arts (all levels)
Earth Sciences
English
















Post baccalaureate programs leading to provisional
certification with advanced standing are offered in:
Early Childhood Education
Elementary Education
Health Education (PreK-9) (5-12)
Physical Education (PreK-9) (5-12)
Secondary Education (Middle School/High School)
Special Education
Graduate curricula leading to the masters degree and
Certificate ofAdvanced Graduate Study (CAGS) are



















and Professional Programs (in
conjunction with several of the
Departments in the School of
Arts and Sciences and the
Department ofMovement Arts,











































All candidates seeking Massachusetts Educator Certifica-
tion are advised to check with their individual educa-
tion departments or the School of Education and Allied
Studies offices regarding regulation changes which may
have an impact on their certification program.
The School of Education and Allied Studies, through its
departments and committees, offers the following state
approved programs leading to Massachusetts certifica-
tion and eligibiUty for certification in participatory
states and territories through the Interstate Certifica-
tion Contract. Information on undergraduate and
graduate programs leading to certification is found in
appropriate departmental sections.
Certificates oflfered:
Early Childhood Teacher (PreK-2)
Elementary School Teacher (1-6)
Middle School Teacher (5-9)
Teacher ofVisual Art (PreK-9) (5-12)
Teacher of Biology (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Chemistry (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Communication and Performing Arts
(all levels)
Teacher of Earth Science (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of English (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Foreign Language - Spanish (5-12)
Teacher of Health Education (PreK-9) (5-12)
Teacher of History (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Mathematics (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Music (PreK-9) (5-12)
Teacher of Physical Education (PreK-9) (5-12)
Teacher of Physics (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Social Studies (5-9) (9-12)
Teacher of Reading (all levels)
School ofEducation and Allied Studies
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Teacher of Students with Special Needs (PreK-9) (5-12)
Instructional Technology Specialist (aU levels)
Library Media Specialist (all levels)
School Guidance Counselor (PreK-9) (5-12)
Administrator of Special Education (all levels)
School Principal/Assistant School Principal (PreK-6)
(5-9) (9-12)
School Business Administrator (all levels)
Supervisor/Director (various levels)
Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent
Students, who wish to be elementary, early childhood
or special education teachers are required to select a
major in elementary, early childhood or special educa-
tion and a major in the liberal arts or sciences. All
teachers certified by the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts are required to have a major in the liberal arts or
sciences. The following majors meet the arts and





















Students should consult with both their Arts and
Sciences adviser and their Education adviser each
semester (with a final check the semester prior to their
last semester) to insure that all certification and aca-
demic degree requirements have been successfully met.
It is the student's responsibility to insure that all
required course work is successfully completed for
general education, the liberal arts and sciences major,
and the state approved major or minor which leads to
certification. Students must additionally assume
responsibility for submitting all materials to appropriate
offices by the established deadlines.
Please note, all candidates seeking Massachusetts
Educator Certification are required at the time of
application to sign an affadavit indicating that they have
not been convicted of and are not under charges for
any crime (misdemeanor or felony) and have not been
identified by any child protection agency as a perpetra-
tor of child abuse.
Students having questions regarding their certification
and/or academic requirements should consult with
their adviser, the appropriate department chairperson
or the graduate program coordinator for additional
information.
Admission to and Retention in
Professional Education Programs —
Undergraduate and Post Baccalaureate
Programs
All undergraduate and post baccalaureate students
preparing for a career in education which requires
certification must formally apply, satisfy all selection
criteria, and be recommended for admission into
Professional Education Programs in the School of
Education and Allied Studies. Students may not enroll
in education courses beyond the introductory level
until they have met all admissions criteria and are
officially admitted to the program.
Criteriafor Admission
The following criteria have been established as mini-
mum requirements for admission to and retention in a
provisional teacher certification program:
1. Cumulative GPA of 2.5 (through all previous
undergraduate course work).
2. Submit proof of having obtained a passing score
(determined by the Massachusetts Department of
Education) on the Communication and Literacy
portion of the "Massachusetts Educator Certifica-
tion Tests" (National Evaluation Systems) required
for Massachusetts teacher certification under the
Education Reform Act of 1993.
3. Proof of proficiency in written English (minimum
grade of'C'in EN 101 and EN 102 or equivalent).
For post baccalaureate students, English proficiency
is assumed by the awarding of the baccalaureate
degree.
4. Complete a minimum of 40 contact hours (20
hours for secondary education) working with
children or youth in schools or other agencies as
part of an introduction to education course (HS
220, MS 200, EE 220, EA 230, SE 202 or PE 205).
5. Verification of completion of health records
(Immunization Record) with the Office of Health
Services.
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6. Undergraduate students only: two faculty recom-
mendations ot at least "recommend" or "highly
recommend" on forms provided with the apphca-
tion packet. Post Baccalaureate students must
provide recommendations to the Graduate School
as part of the admissions process.
7. Interview if applicable (check with individual
professional education departments).
8. Complete an appHcation for Admission to a
Professional Education Program. Applications can
be obtained through the introductory courses or in
the School of Education and Allied Studies office.
The application mcludes biographical data, informa-
tion on employment and volunteer experiences, and
verification of completion of criteria 1-5 above. The
application will assist in determining competency in
written expression of the English language and
should reflect the applicant's conmiitment to a
career in education. Therefore, students should pay
particular attention to correct spelling and the
proper use of grammar when completing this
application.
Admission Deadlines
Students must apply and be admitted to a professional
education program before they may enroll in upper
level (beyond the introductory level) professional
education courses. Students are responsible for main-
taining communication with their academic advisers
and for preparing and submitting the completed
appHcation packets. Applications are accepted at any
time.To ensure adequate time for processing, however,
application should be made several weeks in advance of
the anticipated date of registration for professional
education courses.
All students enrolling in upper level courses in the
School of Education and Allied Studies must have been
officiaUy accepted into professional education.
Admission Process
The following is the established process for admission
to a provisional certification program in the School of
Education and Allied Studies:
1 . The student receives the application packet from
the instructor of the introduction to education
course (HS 220, MS 200, EE 220, EA 230, SE 202
or PE 205).
2. The student completes the application as directed in
the packet and returns it to the Office of Profes-
sional Education.
3. Students will be notified via mail of the status of
their application.
Retention and Exit Requirements
Students must remain in full compliance with all
regulations, requirements, policies and procedures of
the School of Education and Allied Studies, the college
and the State Department of Education.
Admission /Retention Appeal Process
A student who wishes to request reconsideration of a
professional education program admission/retention
decision may submit a written letter of appeal to the
dean of the School of Education and Allied Studies.
Appucation for Practicum — Undergradu-
ate AND Post Baccalaureate Programs
Admissions Criteria
The following criteria must be met for admission to
the practicum:
1 . The applicant must be a matriculated student at the
college and must have been formally admitted into
a professional education program.
2. The applicant must have maintained a minimum
Bridgewater State College CPA of 2.5.
3. The appHcant must submit evidence of having
passed all three parts of the Massachusetts Educator
Certification Test (MECT) including the appropri-
ate subject test.
4. The applicant must have proof of having had a
tuberculin test, which must be valid throughout the
field experience.
5. The applicant must have completed all required
education courses prior to engaging in a practicum.
Application Process
The following process is established for completing the
application for the practicum;
1 . The student obtains the application from the Field
Experience Ofiice.
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2. The student completes the application form in
consultation with his or her departmental adviser.
The adviser reconmiends the appUcant for the
practicum if the criteria are met.
3. The department chairperson/graduate coordinator
reviews and makes a recommendation regarding the
applicant's request for the practicum.
4. The application packet is submitted to the Field
Experience Office by the appropriate deadHne.
5. Some school systems may require applicants seeking
a student teaching placement to request a CORI
(criminal offender record inquiry).
Admission Deadline
1 . The deadline for submitting the completed applica-
tion packet to the Field Experience Office is Febru-
ary 1 to student teach the following fall and Sep-
tember 30 to student teach the following spring.
All practica are completed within the coUege's service
area at centers and sites estabHshed by the School of
Education and Allied Studies. Students are supervised
by appropriately qualified faculty. In that the practica
experiences are intense and rigorous, it is recom-
mended that students not enroll in other courses
during the semester that they student teach.
Written complaints filed by schools or agencies relative
to a student teacher will be reviewed by a committee
from the School of Education and Allied Studies. In
instances where the student teacher has not met the
procedures, pohcies, standards and/or expectations of
the college as set forth in this catalog, the Practicum
Handbook and/or other college documents, the student
may be removed from the assignment and the program.
Admission to. Retention in and Exit
FROM Professional Education Programs
— MAT, M.Ed., CAGS
All graduate students seeking certification must
formally apply, satisfy all selection criteria and be
recommended for admission into professional educa-
tion programs in the School of Education and Allied
Studies. This includes students enrolled in clinical
Master of Arts in Teaching (M.A.T.) and clinical Master
of Education (M.Ed.) programs, which are designed for
persons who have provisional certification with
advanced standing and are seeking standard certifica-
tion in an appropriate field.
The following requirements and criteria for admission
to and retention in certification and degree programs in
the School of Education and Allied Studies have been
established:
1. All students must be formally admitted to a gradu-
ate degree or certificate program by the Graduate
School.
2. All students must obtain and file an application to
Professional Education for standard certification
programs.
3. Students must remain in good standing with the
Oflace of Graduate and Continuing Education and
the School of Education and Allied Studies.
Application for Clinical Experience
Procedurefor registering a clinical experiencefor
standard certification
Students wishing to participate in a clinical experience
(ED 534) must complete the appUcation in the Clinical
Master's Handbook and file by May 1 for a fall cUnical
and by November 1 for a spring clinical.
Substitutions/Waivers for Certification
Undergraduate and graduate students with prior
courses and/or experiences which are equivalent to or
exceed those required in a particular state approved
program may request a substitution by way of their
academic adviser through their department. Students
should contact their adviser for a copy of this institu-
tional process. Grades ofD and F cannot be used.
Professional Education Review Process
A student who experiences a problem pertaining to
program waiver, certification or other matters may
request consideration under the School of Education
and Allied Studies' established review process.
The first step is for the student to submit a written
appeal to his or her adviser. If the situation cannot be
resolved at this level, the student and/or adviser wiU
then proceed to the department chairperson or
graduate coordinator. Should the student's situation not
be resolved, then the student may petition the dean of
the School of Education and Allied Studies for review.
The dean, at his or her discretion, may convene a
review board to hear the appeal.
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Application for Massachusetts
Educational Certification — Provisional
WITH Advanced Standing and Standard
Certification
Students may formally apply for the appropriate
educational certification during their last semester of
program/degree course work at Bridgewater State
College. Undergraduate and post baccalaureate teacher
preparation students will receive provisional certifica-
tion with advanced standing applications and instruc-
tions during the certification/career services meeting
held during their practicum/internship semester. It is
the student's responsibility to obtain certification
appHcations and file completed applications with the
certification oflBce by the established deadlines. Certifi-
cation applications should not be confused with
practicum/internship applications and documentation.
All other provisional with advanced standing or
standard certification applicants may obtain a certifica-
tion application and instructions fi-om the Ofiice of
Certification in the BurneU Campus School during
their last semester of course work. Students are respon-
sible for obtaining the necessary paperwork and
submitting completed applications according to the
instructions provided and by the deadhnes established.
All candidates seeking Massachusetts Educator certifica-
tion are required at the time of application to sign an
affadavit indicating that they have not been convicted
of and are not under charges for any crime (misde-
meanor or felony) and have not been identified by any
child protection agency as a perpetrator of child abuse.
Massachusetts Educator Certification
Tests
The Massachusetts Board of Education, at its Novem-
ber 18, 1996 meeting, announced that as ofJanuary 1,
1998 all candidates for educational certification shall be
required to pass two-part certification examination
which wUl assess writing and subject matter knowledge.
All candidates seeking provisional and provisional with
advanced standing teaching, administrative and support
service certificates are required to take this test.
The Massachusetts Department of Education has
contracted with National Evaluation Systems (NES) in
Hadley, Massachusetts, to develop and oversee these
tests. Students and interested persons may contact NES
to obtain information regarding upcoming test admin-
istrations and registration at (413) 256-2892. As of the
printing of this catalog, Massachusetts Educator
Certification Tests are administered in the months of
January, April, June and October. Registration bulletins
and test information booklets may also be available in
the School of Education and TUlied Studies Office.
Clinical Master's Program
The clinical Master ofArts in Teaching and Master of
Education degree programs are designed for persons who
have provisional with advanced standing certification and
are seeking standard certification in an approved area.
Specific requirements for the degree are provided in the
appropriate departmental sections of the catalog.
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
(CAGS) IN Education
The School of Education and Allied Studies ofiers a
program leading to a Certificate ofAdvanced Graduate
Study (CAGS) in Education with concentrations in
Counseling, Educational Leadership and Reading. For
details, students should consult the counseling, educational




A transfer agreement is in place between Bridgewater
State College, which offers the Certificate ofAdvanced
Graduate Study (CAGS), and the University of Massa-
chusetts-Lowell, which offers the Doctor of Education
(Ed.D.) degree.
In accordance with this agreement, students who
satisfactorily complete the CAGS program at
Bridgewater State College and who apply and are
admitted to the Ed.D. program at the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell, will be eligible to transfer up to
24 credits from the CAGS program into the doctoral
program. Specific provisions of the transfer credits will
be subject to regulations described in the Graduate School
Catalog of the University of Massachusetts-Lowell.
Graduates of the CAGS program at Bridgewater will be
entitled to the same considerations as graduates of the
CAGS program at Lowell. Applicants to the doctoral
program must submit a completed application for review
by the College of Education's Admissions and Standards
Committee at the University of Massachusetts-Lowell.
For additional information about this program, contact:
Dr. Joanne Newcombe, Graduate Program Coordinator,
Educational Leadership Program, Hart Hall, Bridgewater
State College, Bridgewater, MA 02325.
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ELEMENTARY AND EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
well as a major in the liberal arts or sciences. A major in
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Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1243
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Degree Programs
• BSE in Elementary Education
• BSE in Early Childhood Education
• M.Ed., Chnical Master's in Elementary Education
• M.Ed, in Elementary Education
• M.Ed., Clinical Master's in Early Childhood
Education
• M.Ed, in Early Childhood Education
• M.Ed, in Reading





• Early Childhood Education
• Elementary Education
Students must apply for admission and be accepted into
Professional Education after completion of EE 220
Introduction to Elementary Education and before the
professional semester. EE 220 is the only education
course in which students can enroll prior to official
acceptance into a Professional Education Program.
Before entering professional courses in art, reading,
language arts, mathematics, science and social studies, and
educational evaluation, a student must have met require-
ments for acceptance into a professional education
program.
All matriculated undergraduate Elementary Education
degree-seeking students must take the Professional
Semester as a block of courses and must register with the
department. Part-time students should contact the
department concerning special scheduling arrangements.
All undergraduate students seeking professional certifica-
tion must consult the section of this catalog entitled
School of Education and Allied Studies for information
pertaining to admission to a professional education
program and the State Regulations for the Certification
of Educational Personnel and important institutional
deadlines.
Students must complete 80 hours of prepractica experi-
ence.A forty-hour experience is attached to the course
EE 220. An additional 40 hours is attached to the
professional courses: reading, language arts, mathematics,
and science and social studies. Undergraduates who are
not taking these courses together in a professional block
must meet with their professor to plan appropriate
prepractica experiences.
After completing all education methods courses, students
must complete a fuU-time, semester long student teach-
ing experience in a local school under the joint supervi-
sion of a college supervisor and a cooperating practitio-
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Bachelor of Science in Education
Elementary Education (1-6)
Students who wish to be elementary teachers are
required to select a major in elementary education as
Students successfully completing the program are eHgible
to apply for provisional Massachusetts certification in
Elementary Education (1-6) with advanced standing.
This program has been approved by the Massachusetts
Department of Education and includes certification
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reciprocity with signatory states under the Interstate
Certification Compact.
The following courses are required to complete the
Elementary Education major:
*EE 220 Introduction to Elementary Education
EE 300 Elementary Art Methods (.5 crs.)
EE 310 Teaching Science and Social Studies in the
Elementary School
EE 330 Teaching Reading in the Elementary School
EE 340 Teaching Language Arts in the Elementary
School
EE 350 Teaching Mathematics in the Elementary
School
EE 360 Teaching in a Standards-based Inclusive
Elementary Classroom
EE 492 Supervised Teaching in PubHc Schools—
Elementary
*To be completed prior to admission to Professional Educa-
tion and enrollment in upper division education courses.
Early Childhood Education (PreK-3)
Students who wish to be early childhood teachers are
required to select a major in early childhood education
as well as a major in the liberal arts or sciences.A major
in liberal arts or sciences is a requirement of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The Department of Elementary and Early Childhood
Education offers a major in early childhood education,
which enables the student to prepare for career
opportunities with young children from infancy
through age eight. Students are provided with profes-
sional preparation in understanding stages of child
growth and development, curriculum planning,
teaching procedures and program evaluation.
Students must apply for admission and be accepted into
Professional Education after completion of EA 230 and
before the professional semester. EA 230 is the only
education course in which students can enroll prior to
official acceptance into a Professional Education
Program.
Before entering professional courses in art, reading,
language arts, matliematics, planning and programming
and science and social studies, a student must have met
requirements for acceptance into professional educa-
tion.
All matriculated undergraduate early childhood
education degree seeking day students must take the
professional semester as a block of courses and must
register with the department. Part-time students
should contact the department concerning special
scheduling arrangements.
AH undergraduate students seeking professional
certification must consult the section of this catalog
entitled School of Education and Allied Studies for
information pertaining to admission to a professional
education program and the State Regtilations for the
Certification of Educational Personnel and important
institutional deadlines.
Students must complete 80 hours of prepractica
experience. A 40-hour experience is attached to the
course EA 230, 15 hours at a preschool level and 25
hours at the kindergarten or primary level. An addi-
tional 40 hours is attached to the professional courses:
reading, language arts, mathematics, and science and
social studies. Undergraduates who are not taking
these courses together in a professional block must
meet with their professor to plan appropriate
prepractica experiences.
After completing all education professional courses,
students must complete a full-time, semester long
student teaching experience in a local school under
the joint supervision of a college supervisor and a
cooperating practitioner.
Students successfully completing the program will be
eligible to meet Commonwealth of Massachusetts
teacher certification requirements for provisional
Teacher of Early Childhood Education (PreK-3) with
advanced standing.
The following courses are required to complete the
early childhood education major:
*EA 230 The Basics of Early Childhood Education
EA 300 Early Childhood Art Methods (.5 crs.)
EA 311 Science and Social Studies Inquiry for the
Young Child
EA 332 Reading Development for the Young Child
EA 342 Language Arts for the Young C'hild
EA 352 Developmental Mathematics for the Young
Child
EA MA Planning and Programming for tlicYi>iing
C:hild
*7t) /)( completed prior to admission to Professional Educa-
tion and enrollment in upper division education courses.
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EA 496 Supervised Teaching in Public Schools Early
Childhood
EA 497 Supervised Teaching in an Intergrated
Preschool Setting
GRADUATE PROGRAMS






The Department of Elementary and Early Childhood
Education offers several programs designed to meet the
needs of graduate students: post baccalaureate programs
that allow students to apply for provisional certification
with advanced standing in elementary education (1-6)
or early childhood education (PreK-3); a clinical
master's program that leads to the degree of Master of
Education in Elementary Education or Early Child-
hood Education, and provides eligibility for standard
certification. The department also offers a Master of
Education degree in Elementary Education, Early
Childhood Education and Reading for those students
who have standard certification. In addition, a CAGS in
education concentration in reading is available.
Post Baccalaureate Program: Provi-
sional Certification with Advanced
Standing - Elementary Education (1-6)
This program is designed for persons who have a
bachelor's degree and seek provisional certification
with advanced standing in elementary education (1-6).
A liberal arts or science undergraduate major or its
equivalent is required. A minimum 2.5 undergraduate
GPA is required for admission to the program. This
program has been approved by the Massachusetts
Department of Education and includes certification
reciprocity with signatory states under the Interstate
Certification Compact.
Students should consult the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of the catalog for information
regarding graduate program application procedures and
admission standards.
Students seeking provisional certification with ad-
vanced standing should consult the section of this
catalog entitled School of Education and Allied Studies for
information pertaining to professional certification,
admission and retention in Professional Education, as
well as important institutional deadUnes.
Students must complete 80 hours of prepractica
experience. A forty-hour experience is attached to the
course EE 220. An additional 40 hours is attached to
the professional courses: reading, language arts, math-
ematics, and science and social studies.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in CP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
Students must complete the following courses:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
*EE 220 Introduction to Elementary Education
EE 300 Elementary Art Methods (.5 crs)
EE 310 Teaching Science and Social Studies in the
Elementary School
EE 330 Teaching Reading in the Elementary
School
EE 340 Teaching Language Arts in the Elementary
School
EE 350 Teaching Mathematics in the Elementary
School
EE 360 Teaching in a Standards-based Inclusive
Elementary Classroom
EE 492 Supervised Teaching in Public Schools—
Elementary
*To be completed prior to admission to Professional Education
and enrollment in upper division education courses.
Students successfully completing the program are
eligible to apply for provisional with advanced standing
Massachusetts certification in Elementary Education (1-
6).
Master of Education Clinical Master's
Program Elementary Education Teacher
(1-6)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing in elementary education, and are seeking
standard certification as an elementary teacher (1-6).
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This program has been approved by the Massachusetts
Department of Education and includes certification
reciprocity with signatory states under the Interstate
Certification Compact.
Students should consult the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of the catalog for information
regarding graduate program apphcation procedures and
admission standards.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education
and Allied Studies for information pertaimng to
professional certification, admission to and retention in
professional education, as well as important institu-
tional deadhnes.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program students must satisfactorily complete the
following courses:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues: Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
The following courses and the Apphed Research
Project are required to assist students in meeting
Standard I Pedagogical Content Knowledge of the
Massachusetts Regulations for Standard Certification
of Elementary Teachers:
EE 537 Apphed Research Project (1 cr.)
EE 552 Advanced Methods for Teaching Science and
Social Studies: Theory into Practice
EE 566 Technological Applications for Education
EE 567 Contemporary Teaching Techniques for
Mathematics
RD 550 Improving Literacy Instruction
HE 535 Comprehensive Elementary School Health
Program (1.5 crs.)
SE 535 Exceptional Learner in the Classroom (1.5 crs.)
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eHgible for the awarding of
the Master of Education in Elementary Education
degree.
Students who have successfully completed the above
curriculum are ehgible for standard certification.
Specific course requirements may be waived by the
Department of Elementary and Early Childhood
Education and the School of Education and AUied
Studies if the students' documented request is approved
under state-mandated procedures.
Master of Education em Elementary
Education - Program for Personnel
Holding Standard Certificates
The program is designed for certified teachers (standard
level) of grades one through six.
Students should consult the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of the catalog for information regard-
ing graduate program application procedures and
admission standards.
All accepted students must enroU under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following courses:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues: Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
EE 554 Graduate Seminar in Elementary Education
Course descriptions for ED 530-533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
In addition, students must complete courses approved
by the department which meet the academic and
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professional objectives of the student - 15 or more
graduate credits.
EE 554 Graduate Seminar in Elementary Education is
the last course taken prior to a comprehensive exami-
nation.
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eligible for the awarding of
the Master of Education in Elementary Education
degree.
Post Baccalaureate Program: Provi-
sional Certification With Advanced
Standing — Early Childhood Teacher
(PreK-3)
This program is designed for persons who have a
bachelor's degree and seek provisional certification
with advanced standing in early childhood education
(PreK-3). A liberal arts or science undergraduate major
or its equivalent is required. A minimum 2.5 under-
graduate GPA is required for admission to the program.
This program has been approved by the Massachusetts
Department of Education and mcludes certification
reciprocity with signatory states under the Interstate
Certification Compact.
Students should consult the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog for mformation
regarding graduate program application procedures and
admission standards.
Students seeking provisional certification with ad-
vanced standing should consult the section of this
catalog entitled School of Education and Allied Studies for
information pertaining to professional certification,
admission to and retention in Professional Education, as
well as important institutional deadlines.
Students must complete 80 hours of prepractica
experience. A 40-hour experience is attached to the
course EA 230. An additional 40 hours is attached to
the professional courses: reading, language arts, math-
ematics and science and social studies. All accepted
students must enroll under the direction of their adviser
in GP 501 Graduate Program planning, which is
described under "Graduate Advisers and Program
Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing Education
section of this catalog.
Students must complete the following courses:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
*EA 230 The Basics of Early Childhood Education
EA 300 Early Childhood Art Methods (.5 crs.)
EA 311 Science and Social Studies Inquiry for the
Young Child
EA 332 Reading Development for theYoung Child
EA 342 Language Arts for theYoung Child
EA 352 Developmental Mathematics for theYoung
Child
EA 361 Planning and Programming for the Young
Child
EA 496 Supervised Teaching in the Public School-
Early Childhood (6 crs.)
EA 497 Supervised Teaching in an Intergrated
Preschool Setting
(6 crs.)
*To be completed prior to admission to Professional
Education and enrollment in upper division education
courses.
Students successfully completing the program are
eligible to apply for provisional Massachusetts certifica-
tion in Early Childhood Education (PreK-3) with
advanced standing.
Master of Education Clinical Master's
Program Early Childhood Teacher
(PreK-3)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing as an early childhood (PreK-3) teacher. This
program has been approved by the Massachusetts
Department of Education and includes certification
reciprocity with signatory states under the Interstate
Certification Compact.
Students should consult the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog for information
regarding graduate program application procedures and
admission standards.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education
and Allied Studies for information pertaining to profes-
sional certification, admission to and retention in
professional education, as well as important institutional
deadlines.
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All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following courses:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues: Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
ED 534 CHnical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 AppHed Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
The following courses and the Apphed Research
Project are required to assist students in meeting
Standard I Pedagogical Content Knowledge of the
Massachusetts Regtilations for Standard Certification of
Early Childhood Teachers:
EE 537 AppHed Research Project (1 cr.)
EE 552 Advanced Methods for Teaching Science and
Social Studies:Theory into Practice
EE 566 Technological Apphcations for Education
EE 567 Contemporary Teaching Techniques for
Mathematics
RD 550 Improving Literacy Instruction
HE 535 Comprehensive Elementary School Health
Program (1.5 crs.)
SE 535 Exceptional Learner in the Classroom
(1.5 crs.)
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eHgible for the awarding of
the Master of Education in Early Childhood Education
degree.
Students who have successfully completed the above
curriculum are eligible for standard certification.
Specific course requirements may be waived by the
Department of Elementary and Early Childhood
Education and the School of Education and Allied
Studies if the student's documented request is approved
under state endorsed procedures.
Master of Education in Early
Childhood Education — Program for
Certified Personnel Holding Standard
Certificates
This program is designed for certified teachers (stan-
dard level) of grades preschool to grade three.
Students should consult the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog for information
regarding graduate program appHcation procedures and
admission standards.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following courses:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues: Educators and Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human Development
and Learning
EA 575 Graduate Seminar in Early Childhood
Education
Course descriptions for ED 530-533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
In addition, students must complete courses approved
by the department which meet the academic and
professional objectives of the student - 15 or more
graduate credits.
EA 575 Graduate Seminar in Early Childhood Educa-
tion is the last course taken prior to a comprehensive
examination.
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eligible for the awarding of
the Master of Education in Early Childhood Education
degree.
Master of Education in Reading
Program Coordinator: Dr. Ruth Farrar
The graduate Reading program offers the degree of
Master of Education with a specialty in Reading and
institutional endorsement for Massachusetts certifica-
School ofEducation and Allied Studies
tion as Teacher ofReading (all levels). Program
learning experiences and outcomes are designed to
meet the recommendations of the Professional
Standards and Ethics Committee and the Advisory
Group to the National Council ofAccreditation of
Teacher Education (N.C.A.TE.) Joint Task Force of
the International Reading Association (I.R.A.) Role 4,
Reading/Literacy Specialist. Candidates must complete
all of the following course requirements and program
requirements. Graduate students accepted into the
program must enroll under the direction of their
adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning which
is described under "Graduate Advisers and Program
Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing Education
section of this catalog. As part of their program,
students must satisfactorily complete the following
curriculum:
RD 550 Improving Literacy Instruction (3 crs.)
RJD 551 Case Studies in Literacy Acquisition and
Development (3 crs.)
RJD 552 Literacy Assessment Principles and
Techniques (3 crs.)
RD 553 Issues in Literacy Education (3 crs.)
RD 555 Supervision and Administration of Literacy
Programs (3 crs.)
RD 556 Literacy Curriculum Development and
Implementation (3 crs.)
ED 530 Research Methods (3 crs.)
ED 532 Critical Issues-Educators and Society
(3 crs.)
ED 533 Effective Practice in Human Development
and Learning (3 crs.)
RD 558 Practicum Experience for a Consulting
Teacher of Reading I (3 crs.)
RD 559 Practicum Experience for a Consulting
Teacher of Reading II (3 crs.)
RD 560 Research Seminar I (1 cr.)
RD 561 Research Seminar II (2 crs.)
Program Requirements
1. Successful completion of the Literacy
Professional's Library
2 An oral presentation or exhibit pertaining to a
topic in literacy
3. Successful completion of two 200-hour practica
4. Successful completion of a literacy professional's
portfolio
5. Support for the work of professional literacy
organizations
6. A passing score on the written comprehensive
examination
The Reading program designates the Teacher of
Reading certification as a specialist teacher Ucense.
Program prerequisites include Massachusetts teaching
certification (hcense) and at least one year of teaching
experience under the area of certification. To be
admitted, apphcants must provide documentation of
one of the following:
(a) Standard (Professional) certification with the
Massachusetts State Department of Education
(b) Provisional with Advanced Standing (Initial)
certification with the Massachusetts State
Department of Education and a passing score on
the Massachusetts Educator Certification Test
(M.E.C.T.) of Communication and Literacy
Skills. To be accepted for practicurn experiences
(RD 558 and RD 559), candidates must provide
documentation of a passing score on the
M.E.C.T. subtest for certification as Teacher of
Reading
Certificate of Advanced Graduate
Study — Concentration in Reading
The graduate Reading program oflfers the Certificate
ofAdvanced Graduate Study in Reading with an
option for institutional endorsement for Massachusetts
certification as Teacher of Reading (all levels). The 34-
credit program is oflfered to cohort groups who move
through the entire program together. To enhance the
experience, courses are scheduled on Saturdays during
the academic year and as two-week intensives in the
summer.
Program learning experiences and outcomes are
designed to meet the recommendations of the Profes-
sional Standards and Ethics Committee and the
Advisory Group to the National Council ofAccredita-
tion ofTeacher Education (N.C.A.T.E.) Joint Task
Force of the International Reading Association (I.R.A.)
Role 5, Reading/Literacy Supervisor and Consultant.
Candidates must complete all of the following course
requirements and program requirements.
Course Requirements (27 crs.)
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 crs.)
BD 670 Seminar (3 crs.)
RD 650 Research in Literacy Curriculum and
Instruction (3 crs.)
RD 651 Socio-psychoHnguistics and Critical
Literacy (3 crs.)
RD 652 Cultural Foundations of Literacy (3 crs.)
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RD 653 Diagnosis, Assessment and Evaluation of
Student Performance and Program
Effectiveness (3 crs.)
RD 654 Principles and Programs in Professional
Development (3 crs.)
. RD 655 Case Studies m N-12 Literacy
Curriculum and Instruction (3 crs.)
IT 552 Multimedia for Educators (3 crs.)
With adviser's consent, another 500- or 600-
level course in Instructional Technology may be
substituted for IT 552. (Suggested alternatives:
IT 514 Telecommunications on the Internet;
IT 551 Homepages for Educators)
RD 681 C.A.G.S. Literacy Practicum (3 crs.)
KD 682 C.A.G.S. Literacy Practicum II (1 cr.), as
needed
Course Electives (6 crs.)
(The adviser may approve other appropriate
electives.)
RD 503 Directed Study (3 crs.)
RD 558 Practicum Experience for the Consulting
Teacher of Reading I (3 crs.)
RD 559 Practicum Experience for the Consulting
Teacher of Reading II (3 crs.)
ML 558 Advanced Studies in Literature for
Children andYoung People (3 crs.)





1. Successful completion of a research project in
exemplary literacy practices
2 Successful completion of a multimedia exhibit
in exemplary literacy practices
3. Support for the work of professional literacy
organizations
4. Successful defense of the research project and
multimedia exhibit
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Degree Programs
• BA in Physical Education (Awarded for
completion of major core)
• BS in Physical Education (Awarded for comple-
tion of major core and selected concentration)
Concentrations: Athletic Training, Coaching,
Exercise Science/Health Fitness, Motor
Development Therapy/Adapted Physical
Education, Recreation, Teacher Certification
in Physical Education PreK-9 and 5-12
• MAT, Clinical Master's - Physical Education
• MAT, Clinical Master's - Health Education
• M.Ed, in Health Promotion
• MS in Physical Education
Concentrations: Adapted Physical Education,
Athletic Training, Human Performance and





*Somc concciilratiofis or certification programs have specific
course requirements. Contact the department chairperson or






• Health Resources Management*
• Recreation
• Teacher Certification in Health Education (PreK-9)
• Teacher Certification in Health Education (5-12)
Interdisciplinary Minor*
The Department ofMovement Arts, Health Promotion,
and Leisure Studies offers both undergraduate and
graduate programs in the areas of health promotion and
physical education.
At the undergraduate level the department offers a
major in physical education which leads to a bachelor
of science or bachelor of arts degree, and minors in
coaching, health promotion, recreation and exercise
physiology.
A minor in dance is oflFered jointly by the Department
of Movement Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure
Studies and the Department of Communication Studies
and Theatre Arts.
A minor in health resources management is offered
jointly by the Department of Movement Arts, Health
Promotion and Leisure Studies and the Department of
Management.
Graduate study offered by the department includes a
program in the area of health promotion, which leads
to a Master of Education in Health Promotion and a
program in the area of physical education, which leads
to a Master of Science in Physical Education. Post
baccalaureate programs for teacher certification
(provisional with advanced standing) in physical
education and health education are available and are
described under the department's graduate programs. A
clinical Master ofArts in Teaching program in the areas
of physical education and health education, which lead
to standard certification, are also offered.
The department offers a variety of undergraduate and
graduate courses in movement arts, health promotion
and leisure studies for all students of the college.
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Department Objectives
1. Provide a quality physical education liberal arts
major program with a variety of concentrations
providing professional preparation.
2. Provide quality physical education activity courses
to assist students in developing lifetime activity
patterns.
3. Provide quality courses to deal with health
promotion issues.
4. Instill an atmosphere of health and weU being for
students.
Career Opportunities
The physical education major program is an arts and
science major. Career opportunities are tied to the
concentrations where a student develops knowledge




Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science
The Department of Movement Arts, Health Promo-
tion and Leisure Studies offers the physical education
major an opportunity to elect an area of study from
among seven concentrations.
Five of these concentrations have been developed to
prepare graduates to pursue career opportunities in
community-based organizations such as business,
industry, agencies and ho.spitals. These concentrations,
which include field experiences in various settings in
the community, have expanded the role of the
professional in the fields of physical education and
health promotion beyond the teaching environment in
schools, thus preparing the graduate for new career
opportunities.
Teacher certification programs in both health and
physical education are also available for those students
who wish to teach in the public schools. These
students may elect one of two teacher certification
concentrations in physical education (PreK-^) (.S-12)
or a minor in teacher certification in health education
(PreK) (5-12).
Physical Education Major
Students majoring in physical education must achieve a
minimum of C- in all core courses and repeat any core
courses in which they receive a grade lower than C-. In
addition students must complete a minimum of 120
credits for graduation. This requirement includes the
following 30 credit major courses and cognates:
PE 100 Applied Musculoskeletal Anatomy
PE 117 Historical and Philosophical Foundations
of Sport and Physical Education
PE 217 Principles of Motor Learning
PE 220 Biomechanics
PE 318 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Sport
PE 401 Physiology of Exercise
At least one of the foDowing:*
PE 146 Dance Appreciation
PE 251 Dance History
PE 255 Creative Dance I
PE 256 Creative Dance II
PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals with Disabilities
PE 402 Exercise Metabolism
PE 405 Exercise Circulation: Mechanisms and
Morphology
PE 465 Theory and Development of Play
PE 470 Sociology of Sport
BI 280 Human Physiology
HE 405 Drugs in Society
HE 471 Nutrition
9 physical education activity courses**
Cognates:
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
The remaining credits necessary for completion of the
degree include the general education requirements and
one or more of the following selections:
1 . elect from the seven concentrations listed below
available to the physical education major;
2. develop an individualized program of study (with
assistance of an adviser);
*Some concentrations or certification pro)>ranis have specific
course requirements. Contact the department chairperson or
faculty proii>ram liaison for information on these rccpiireiiients.
^^Concentrations have selected appropriate activity course(s).
A maximum of six credit hours in physical education courses
may be used toward graduation (this does not apply to physical
education majors, dance minors and students enrolled in the
theatre, dance and speech communication concentration in the
communication arts and sciences major)
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3. combine the physical education major with a major
or minor in another discipUne;
4. combine several of the above.
Athletic Training Concentration
This concentration is accredited by the Committee on
Accreditation ofAllied Health Educational Programs
(CAAHEP), and prepares the physical education major
with the necessary academic and clinical experiences to
sit for the National Athletic Trainer's Board of Certifi-
cation Examination. The program includes courses in
injury prevention, the recognition, assessment and
immediate care of athletic injuries, health care adminis-
tration and professional development and responsibility.
Admission into the program is limited and competitive.
Students interested should contact the director of the
athletic training program prior to declaring their
concentration in athletic training.
PE 240 Introduction into Athletic Training
PE 241 Apprenticeship in Athletic Training
PE 340 Sports Injury Management - Lower Extremity
PE 341 Sports Injury Management - Upper Extremity
PE 342 Clinical Apphcation of Basic Athletic Training
Skills
PE 343 Clinical Application of Intermediate Athletic
Training Skills
PE 442 Therapeutic Exercise
PE 450 Therapeutic ModaUties
PE 454 Chnical Application ofAdvanced Athletic
Training Skills
PE 455 Professional Preparation in Athletic Training
PE 490 Administration ofAthletic Training
Cognate courses:
BI 280 Human Physiology
or
BI 252 Human Anatomy and Physiology II
PH 181 Elements of Physics I
**HE 405 Drugs in Society
HE 471 Nutrition
Coaching Concentration
This concentration prepares the physical education
major to apply concepts and principles related to all
aspects of coaching, including the player, team, coach
and administration of athletic programs for youth and
adults. The field experience is an important aspect of
this concentration.
PE 240 Introduction into Athletic Training
PE 325 Methods and Techniques in Coaching
Individual Sports
PE 327 Methods and Techniques in Coaching Team
Sports
PE 361 Officiating Individual Sports
PE 362 Officiating Team Sports
PE 41 4 Coaching
PE 48 1 Organization and Administration of School
Athletics
PE 498 Field Experience in Physical Education
**HE 471 Nutrition
Current certification from the American Red Cross for
Standard First Aid and CPR or equivalent.
Exercise Science/Health Fitness
Concentration
This concentration prepares students for career oppor-
tunities in health and fitness in such settings as industry,
hospitals, agencies, education and human service
organizations. Emphasis is on cardiovascular health,
which includes physical health evaluation, graded
exercise tests, exercise prescription and physical activity
program development. A field experience ofi^ campus in
a setting identified above is an important aspect of this
concentration.
PE 201 Apprenticeship in Exercise Science/Health
Fitness
PE 400 Physiology and Techniques of Strength Fitness
PE 402 Exercise Metabolism
PE 403 Cardiovascular Function, Analysis and
Evaluation
PE 404 Exercise Prescription and Cardiac
Rehabilitation
PE 405 Exercise Circulation: Mechanisms and
Morphology
PE 409 Planning, Implementing & Evaluating Fitness
Programs




This concentration prepares the physical education
major to work with disabled and handicapped children,
youth and adults.The program focuses on physical
education to meet the developmental, sport, dance and
leisure time needs of special populations as well as the
** Courses in concentration identified as part of major
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emotional and social needs of those individuals. The
concentration prepares graduates for career opportuni-
ties in rehabilitation centers, chnics, hospitals, social
agencies and private and public schools. Opportunities
for practical experience are provided through off-
campus field experiences as well as the department-
sponsored Children's Physical Developmental Clinic.
**PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals w^ith Disabilities
PE 451 Prosthetics and Orthotics
PE 494 Advanced Study of Motor Programs for
Individuals with Chronic Health Conditions
PE 498 Field Experience in Physical Education
PY 224 Child Psychology
or
PY 226 Adolescent Psychology
PY 327 Psychology of Exceptional Children
or
PY 328 Psychology of Mental Retardation
PY 355 Behavior Modification
PY 370 Abnormal Psychology
Students with a liberal arts major in physical education
and a major in special education may select the motor
development therapy/adapted physical education
concentration. The academic program for the concen-
tration is adjusted slightly to accommodate those
students.
PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals with Disabilities
PE 451 Prosthetics and Orthotics
PE 494 Advanced Study of Motor Programs for
Individuals with Chronic Health Conditions
PY 224 Child Psychology
or
PY 226 Adolescent Psychology
SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School
and Society
SE 203 Social, Racial and Linguistic Backgrounds of
Special Needs Learner
SE 302 Principles and Apphcation of Behavioral
Management for the Special Needs Learner
*To be completed prior to admission to Professional Education
and enrollment in all other teacher certification courses.
** Courses in concentration identified as part of major.
Recreation Concentration
This concentration provides the physical education
major with the knowledge and skills necessary to
pursue careers in a wide variety of leisure service
settings. SpecificaUy, students who have combined the
study of physical education with the recreation concen-
tration wiU be capable of arranging leisure time
experiences and providing leadership for children and
adults in government, industry, and community service
agencies.
RC 230 Introduction to Recreation
RC 332 Leadership and the Group Process
RC 461 Organization and Administration in
Recreation
RC 462 Programming for Recreation and Leisure
RC 498 Field Experience in Recreation
(recommended elective experience)
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
One of the foUowing:
**PE 146 Dance Appreciation
**PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals with Disabilities
**PE 465 Theory and Development of Play
**PE 470 Sociology of Sport
Teacher Certification Concentrations
The teacher certification options available to students
are noted.
Teacher Certification in Physical Education - (PreK-9)
Prerequisites;
1. Acceptance in Physical Education major
2 Acceptance in Department and School of
Education and Allied Studies Teacher Preparation
Programs
Required Courses:
*PE 205 Introduction to Teaching Physical
Education in the Public Schools
PE 225 Observation and Analysis of Movement for
Children
**PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals with Disabilities
PE 326 Teaching Physical Education to Children
PE 329 Teaching and Curriculum Development in
Middle and Junior High School
PE 412 Planning, Implementation and Evaluation in
Teaching Physical Education
PE 495 Field Based Pre-practicum (PreK-9) -
Physical Education
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PY 224 Child Psychology
or
PY 227 Development Through the Life Cycle
PE 496 Practicum in Student Teaching (PreK-9) -
Physical Education
Current certificate from the American Red Cross for
Standard First Aid and CPR.
Specific physical education activities pertinent to
teaching at this level as identified by the Teacher
Preparation Committee.
A grade of C- or better is necessary in each of the
courses listed above to be admitted to student teaching.
Teacher Certification in Physical Education - (5-12)
Prerequisites:
1. Acceptance in Physical Education major
Z Acceptance in department and School of Education
and Allied Studies teacher preparation programs
Required Courses:
*PE 205 Introduction to Teaching Physical Education
in the Public Schools
PE 3 1 2 Strategies and Analysis ofTeaching Physical
Activities
PE 3 1 5 Teaching Team and Individual Sports
**PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals with Disabilities
PE 329 Teaching and Curriculum Development in
Middle and Junior High School
PE 412 Planning, Implementation and Evaluation in
Teaching Physical Education
PE 491 Field Based Pre-Practicum (5-12) - Physical
Education
PY 226 Adolescent Psychology
or
PY227 Development Through the Life Cycle
PE 492 Practicum in Student Teaching (5-12) -
Physical Education
Current certificate from the American Red Cross for
Standard First Aid and CPR.
A grade of C- or better is necessary in each of the
courses listed above to be admitted to student teaching.
*To be completed prior to admission to professional education
and enrollment in all other teacher certification courses.
**Courses in concentration identified as part of major
CoAcraNG Minor
The coaching minor meets the needs of the coaching
profession by providing an opportunity for students
who are not majoring in physical education to combine
the study of coaching with a major in any discipline.
This multidisciplinary program approach wiU prepare
the student for coaching related careers in community-
based organizations such as youth sports programs,
church programs, recreational settings and school
settings.
PE 190 Conditioning
PE 217 Principles of Motor Learning
PE 220 Biomechanics
PE 240 Introduction into Athletic Training
PE 318 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Sport
PE 325 Methods and Techniques in
Coaching Individual Sports
or
PE 327 Methods and Techniques in
Coaching Team Sports
PE 414 Coaching
PE 498 Field Experience in Physical
Education (3 crs. only)
Dance Interdisciplinary Minor
This program, offered in cooperation with the Depart-
ment of Communication Studies and Theatre Arts, is
designed to give students an overall experience and
appreciation for dance as an art form and educational
vehicle. It is designed to supplement major work in
theatre arts, physical education, music, art and elemen-
tary education. The program includes the study of
techniques of various styles of dance, dance history and
theory, choreography and production.
Courses include:
CT/PE 155 Dance Practicum (two semesters)
CT/PE 251 Dance History
CT/PE 255 Creative Dance I
CT/PE 256 Creative Dance II
CT/PE 357 Dance Production Theory
CT/PE 358 Dance Production Techniques
PE 154 BaUet
Four credits in the following:
PE 153 Jazz Dance
PE 166 African Dance
PE 167 Street Dance
PE 258 Modern Dance Technique
PE 259 Dance Repertory
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PE 262 Modern Dance II
PE 243 Ballet II
PE 253 Jazz Dance II
Choose one:
PE 161 Folk Dance
PE 164 Square Dance
PE 168 Ballroom Dance
MU 160 Music: A Listening Approach is recommended
but not required.
(All activity courses successfully completed in this
minor count toward the minimum 120 degree credits
required for graduation.)
Exercise Physiology Minor
A minor in exercise physiology is available to students
not majoring in physical education who desire in-
depth study of how the body reacts to participation in
physical exercise. Emphasis is on strength development,
cardiovascular function, metabolism, exercise prescrip-
tion and the interaction of body systems. Career
opportunities are available in health and fitness settings
associated with industry, hospitals, agencies and human
service organizations.
PE 400 Physiology and Techniques of Strength Fitness
PE 401 Physiology of Exercise
PE 402 Exercise Metabohsm
PE 403 Cardiovascular Function, Analysis and
Evaluation
PE 404 Exercise Prescription and Cardiac
Rehabilitation
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology
HE 471 Nutrition
Health Promotion Minor
The department offers a health promotion minor
which is open to all undergraduates. The health
promotion minor provides an opportunity for students
to combine the study of health with a major in any
discipline. This multidisciplinary program approach will
prepare the student for health-related careers in
community-based organizations, such as business,
industry, hospitals and agencies that deal with health
problems, health promotion or health services.
HE 102 Health Science
HE 430 Principles and Practices of Epidemiology
HE 474 Community Health
and either:
Community Health Promotion option
HE/SW 403 InterdiscipHnary Approaches to the
Development of Health Services
HE 450 Health Promotion Strategies
HE 477 Environmental Health
HE — Health Elective
or
School Health Promotion option
HE 401 Human SexuaHty
HE 405 Drugs in Society
HE 471 Nutrition
HE — Health Elective
Students who take the health promotion minor and
wish to be certified to teach in public schools should
refer to the teacher certification program information
of the department's offerings.
Health Resources Management
Interdisciplinary Minor
The Department of Movement Arts, Health Promotion
and Leisure Studies cooperates with the Department of
Management in offering an interdiscipUnary minor in
health resources management.
Students firom relevant liberal arts and other related
programs may elect this minor to develop skills and
background knowledge to gain employment at the
entry level of health care delivery management. This
ininor is most appropriate for students in the social
sciences, social work, physical education, communica-
tion arts, management and other human service
oriented professions.
Required core:
HE 102 Health Science
HE/SW 403 InterdiscipUnary Approaches to
the Delivery of Health Services
HE 474 Community Health
AF 240 Accounting I
M(J 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
Electives (choose one):
HE 401 Human Sexuality
HE 405 Drugs in Society
HE 471 Nutrition
HE 477 Environmental Health
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AF 241 Accounting II
AF 385 Managerial Finance
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 375 Personnel Development
Recreation Minor
The recreation minor is open to all undergraduates. It
provides a multidisciplinary approach to producing
recreation professionals capable of administering,
supervising and leading leisure services. Students
minoring in recreation may choose to specialize in one
of the following: therapeutic recreation, outdoor
recreation, play specialist or recreation generalist.
Students who complete the recreation minor will be
prepared to assume careers in a wide variety of settings
— social institutions, hospitals, business and industry,
preschools, community schools,Y's, the out-of-doors
(challenge/adventure/Outward Bound) and govern-
ment correctional institutions.
RC 230 Introduction to Recreation
RC 332 Leadership and the Group Process
RC 461 Organization and Admirustration of
Public Recreation
RC 462 Programming for Recreation and
Leisure
Two additional courses in recreation to be chosen with
department approval depending upon elected
area of specialization.
RC 498 Field Experience in Physical Education
(recommended elective experience)
Teacher Certification in Health
Education (PreK-9) Minor
Students who take teacher certification in heahh
education must also complete a health promo-
tion minor with the school health promotion
option.
SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School
and Society
EE 220 Principles ofTeaching
HS 230 Educational Psychology
EE 360 Education Evaluation
HE 450 Health Promotion Strategies
HE 482 Health in the Elementary School
HE 495 Field Based Pre-Practicum-Health Education
(PreK-9)
HE 496 Practicum in Student Teaching-Health
(PreK-9)
Cognate Courses:
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PE 100 Applied Musculoskeletal Anatomy
or
BI 251 Human Anatomy and Physiology I
BI 280 Human Physiology
or
BI 252 Human Anatomy and Physiology II
or
PE 401 Physiology of Exercise
Teacher Certification in Health
Education (5-12) Minor
All students seeking teacher certification in
health education must also complete the health
promotion minor with school health option.
HE 200 Principles and Practices of Health Education
HE 450 Health Promotion Strategies
*HS 220 Teaching in the High School
or
*MS 200 Teaching in the Middle School I
HS 230 Educational Psychology
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in the
High School
HE 491 Field Based Pre-Practicum-Health Education
HE 492 Student Teaching Practicum-Health
Education
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology
PE 100 Applied Musculoskeletal Anatomy
BI 280 Human Physiology
or
BI 251-252 Human Anatomy and Physiology I and II
*To be completed prior to admission to professional education
and enrollment in upper division courses.
Current certification firom the American Red Cross for
Standard First Aid and CPR.
Double Major With Elementary Educa-
tion OR Early Childhood Education
Students may choose a double major in physical
education and elementary education or early childhood
education. Appropriate advising materials with sug-
gested course sequences are available in the department.
Double Major with Special Education
Students may choose a double major in physical
education and special education.A student may also
choose a double major in special education and physical
education with a concentration in motor development
therapy.
Honors Program
The Honors Program in Movement Arts, Health
Promotion and Leisure Studies provides highly
motivated Movement Arts, Health Promotion and
Leisure Studies majors with opportunities to enhance
their academic program through intensive scholarly
study and research designed to be of assistance in post-
graduate employment or in the pursuit of an advanced
degree in Movement Art, Health Promotion or Leisure
Studies. Contact the Department ofMovement Arts,
Health Promotion and Leisure Studies for flirther
information concerning eUgibility and apphcation.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The Department of Movement Arts, Health Promotion
and Leisure Studies offers several programs designed to
meet the needs of graduate students: post baccalaureate
programs that allow students to apply for provisional
certification with advanced standing as a Teacher of
Physical Education (PreK-9 or 5-12) or Teacher of
Health Education (PreK-9 or 5-12), and a clinical
master's program that leads to the degree of Master of
Arts in Teaching (physical education or health educa-
tion) and provides eligibihty for standard certification.
In addition the department offers programs leading to
the degrees of Master of Education in Health Promo-
tion and Master of Science in Physical Education.
Post Baccalaureate "Provisional With
Advanced Standing" Certification Pro-
gram Teacher of Physical Education
(PreK-9, 5-12)
This program is designed for persons who have a
bachelor's degree and wish to be certified as a Teacher
of Physical Education (PreK-9 or 5-12). Students who
successfully complete the curriculum below are eligible
to apply for provisional certification with advanced
standing.
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Students seeking provisional certification with ad-
vanced standing should consult the section of this
catalog entitled School of Education and Allied Studies for
information pertaining to professional certification,
admission to and retention in professional education, as
well as important institutional deadlines.
In addition to GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1
cr.) taken their first semester, students accepted to the
post baccalaureate certification program must complete
the following:
1 . Physical Education major including the following
30 credits or the equivalent:
PE 100 Apphed Musculoskeletal Anatomy
PE 117 Historical/Philosophical Foundations
of Sport and Physical Education
PE 217 Principles of Motor Learning
PE 220 Biomechanics
PE 318 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Sport
PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals with Disabilities
PE 401 Physiology of Exercise
Nine activities courses designated by the
department teacher preparation committee.
2. Teacher certification courses
PreK-9
*PE 205 Introduction to Teaching Physical
Education in the Public Schools
PE 225 Observation and Analysis of Movement for
Children
PE 326 Teaching Physical Education to Children
PE 329 Teaching and Curriculum Development in
Middle/Junior High School
PE 412 Planning Implementation and Evaluation in
Teaching Physical Education
PE 495 Field Based Pre-Practicum (Pi-eK-9) -
Physical Education
PE 496 Student Teaching Practicum (PreK-9)-
Physical Education
PY 224 Child Psychology
or
PY 227 Development Through the Life Cycle
Specific physical education activities pertinent to
teaching at this level as identified by the department
teacher preparation conuiiittee.
Current certificate from the American Red Cross for
Standard First Aid and CPR.
or
5-12
*PE 205 Introduction to Teaching Physical Education
in the Public Schools
PE 312 Strategies and Analysis in Teaching Physical
Education Activities
PE 315 Teaching Team iiul Individual Sports
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PE 329 Teaching and Curriculum Development in
Middle/Junior High School
PE 412 Planning Implementation and Evaluation in
Teaching Physical Education
PE 491 Field Based Pre-Practicum (5-12) - Physical
Education
PE 492 Student Teaching Practicum (5-12) - Physical
Education
PY 226 Adolescent Psychology
or
PY 227 Development Through the Life Cycle
Current certificate firom the American Red Cross for
Standard First Aid and CPR.
Specific physical education activities pertinent to




Program Teacher of Health Education
This program is designed for persons who have a
bachelor's degree and wish to be certified as a Teacher
of Health Education (PreK or 5-12). Students who
successfully complete the curriculum below are eligible
to apply for provisional certification with advanced
standing.
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this catalog.
Students seeking provisional certification with ad-
vanced standing should consult the section of this
catalog entitled School of Education and Allied Studies for
information pertaining to professional certification,
admission to and retention in Professional Education, as
well as important institutional deadlines.
In addition to GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1
cr.) taken their first semester, students accepted to the
post baccalaureate certification program must complete
the following:
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology
PE 100 AppHed Musculoskeletal Anatomy
and BI 280 Human Physiology
or
BI 251-252 Human Anatomy and
Physiology I and II
HE 102 Health Science
HE 430 Principles and Practices of
Epidemiology
HE 474 Community Health
HE 401 Human Sexuality




SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in
School and Society
EE 220 Principles ofTeaching
HS 230 Educational Psychology
EE 360 Education Evaluation
HE 450 Health Promotion Strategies
HE 482 Health in the Elementary School
HE 495 Field Based Pre-Practicum-Health
Education (PreK-9)
HE 496 Practicum in Student Teaching-
Health (PreK-9)
Cognate Courses:
PE 1 00 Apphed Musculoskeletal Anatomy
or
BI 251 Human Anatomy and Physiology I
BI 280 Human Physiology
or
BI 252 Human Anatomy and Physiology II
or
PE 401 Physiology of Exercise
Teacher Certification, Grades 5-12
liE 200 Principles and Practices of Health
Education
HE 450 Health Promotion Strategies
*HS 220 Teaching in the High School
or
*MS 220 Teaching in the Middle School
HS 230 Educational Psychology
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in
the High School
HE 491 Field Based Pre-Practicum Health
Education - (5-12)
HE 492 Practicum Student Teaching - Health
Current Certificate fi-om the American Red Cross for
Standard First Aid and CPR
*To be completed prior to admission to professional education
and enrollment in upper division courses.
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Master of Arts in Teaching
Clinical Master's Program
Physical Education
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing in physical education and are seeking standard
certification in the area of physical education (PreK-9
or 5-12).
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education
and Allied Studies for information pertaining to profes-
sional certification, admission to and retention in
professional education, as well as important institutional
deadlines.
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroU during their first
semester under the direction of their adviser in GP 501
Graduate Program Planning, which is described under
"Graduate Adviser and Program Planning" in the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog. As part of their program, students must
satisfactorily complete the following curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and
Society
ED 533 Eflfective Practices in Human
Development and Learning
ED 534 Chnical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Apphed Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
PE 514 Improving Teaching Effectiveness in
Physical Education (3 crs.)
PE 528 Classroom Management for Student
Achievement in Physical Education (2 crs.)
PE 529 Movement Skill Development (2 crs.)
PE 530 The Motor Domain: Imphcations for
Chronic Disabilities (2 crs.)
PE 531 Motor Performance Adaptations for
Moderate and Severe Disabilities (2 crs.)
PE 532 Applied Kinesiology in Sport and
Dance (2 crs.)
PE 533 Apphcations of Exercise Physiology
(2 crs.)
PE 537 Apphed Research Project (1 cr.)
Students in this program will make an oral presentation
of the ED/PE 537 Applied Research Project which will
constitute the comprehensive examination.
Master of Arts in Teaching Clinical
Master's Program Health Education
Certification Program (Standard Level)
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in the
area of health education (PreK-9 or 5-12).
For information regarding application procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education and
Allied Studies for information pertaining to professional
certification, admission to and retention in professional
education well as important institutional deadlines.
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll during their first
semester under the direction of their adviser in GP 501
Graduate Program Planning, which is described under
"Graduate Adviser and Program Planning" in the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this catalog.
As part of their program, students must satisfactorily
complete the following curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and
Society
ED 533 Eftective Practices m Human
Development and Learning
ED 534 C-linical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 crs.)
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Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
HE 504 Seminar in Health Promotion
Theory and Literature
HE 518 Quantitative Methods in Health
Promotion and Epidemiology
HE 519 Scientific and Philosophical
Foundations of Health Promotion
HE 520 Designing and Administering Health
Promotion Programs
HE 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
Choice of one:
HE 508 Health Crisis Intervention
HE 510 Advanced Nutrition Concepts
HE 511 Research and Evaluation Methods in
Health Promotion
HE 514 Selected Topics in Environmental
Health
HE 516 Family Life and Sex Education
HE 518 Quantitative Methods n Health
Promotion and Epidemiology
HE 594 Educational Approaches to Changing
Drug Use Behavior
Students in this program will make an oral presenta-
tion of the ED/HE 537 Applied Research Project
which will constitute the comprehensive exam.
Master of Education est Health
Promotion
This program is designed for individuals who are
currently involved in health promotion activities or
who seek to prepare for health-related careers in
community-based organizations such as business,
industry, agencies, hospitals and voluntary and oflBcial
health agencies, as well as for in-service teachers.
Applicants who do not possess an adequate back-
ground in health and/or related areas will be required
to make up course deficiencies. Such background
course work will not be applied to the graduate
program's minimum credit requirements.
The graduate program of study includes:
I. GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (required of
most first semester graduate students, see Graduate
Advisers and Program Planning in the Graduate
and Continuing Education section of this catalog) —
1 graduate credit
II. All masters degree candidates in health promotion
will be required to successfiilly complete the
following core:
HE 504 Seminar in Health Promotion Theory and
Literature (3 crs.)
HE 511 Research and Evaluation Methods in
Health Promotion (3 crs.)
HE 518 Quantitative Methods in Health Promo-
tion and Epidemiology (3 crs.)
HE 519 Scientific and Philosophical Foundations
of Health Promotion (3 crs.)
HE 520 Designing and Administering Health
Promotion Programs (3 crs.)
III. All master's degree candidates will be required to
choose one of four alternative courses of study:
Option A
1. GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
2. Successful completion of the core requirements
(15 crs.)
3. Individuahzed program of electives by advisement
(18 crs.)
4. Comprehensive Examination on core requirements
Option B
1. GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
2. Successful completion of the core requirements
(15 crs.)
3. Individuahzed program of electives by advisement
(15 crs.)
4. Health Promotion Project (HE 501) (3 crs.)
5. Comprehensive Examination: Oral Defense of
Health Promotion Project
Option C
1. GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
2. Successful completion of the core requirements
(15 crs.) ' '
3. Individuahzed program of electives by advisement
(12 crs.)
4. Thesis in Health Promotion (HE 502) (6 crs.)
5. Comprehensive Examination: Oral Defense of
Thesis
Option D: Health Fitness Promotion Concentration
1. GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
2. Successful completion of the core requirements
(15 crs.) '
3. Concentration Courses (18 crs.)
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PE 518 Advances in Exercise Metabolism
PE 519 Advances in Exercise Prescription
PE 544 Applied Laboratory Techniques in Exercise
Total of nine semester hours chosen with the
approval of the graduate faculty adviser
4. Comprehensive Examination
a. Examination on core requirements
or
b. Oral defense of HE 501
or
c. Oral defense of HE 502
IV. Students who apply for admission to the M.Ed,
program in health promotion should have com-
pleted at least twelve hours of credit at the bacca-
laureate level in the social/behavioral sciences, at
least one course in epidemiology or health services
organization and six hours of credit at the bacca-
laureate level in health related courses. Students
may petition the department graduate committee
to substitute job related experiences for any of the
aforementioned academic requirements.
Graduate credit is given for HE courses numbered 400
and 500, except the following:
HE 491 Field Based Pre-Practicum-Health Education
HE 492 Practicum in Student Teaching-Health
HE 495 Field Based Pre-Practicum - Health
Education (PreK-9)
HE 498 Field Experience in Health
HE 499 Directed Study in Health
Master of ScmNCE in Physical
Education
This program is designed for individuals with an
undergraduate major in physical education, or its
equivalent, who wish to pursue new career directions
related to the field in community-based organizations,
such as business, industry, agencies, hospitals and
educational settings or who wish to enhance their
undergraduate preparation through advanced study.
Several program copci^ntrations are available and are
described below.
Applicants who do not possess an adequate background
in physical education,afwi/or related areas will be
required to make up course deficiencies. Such back-
ground coursework will not be applied to the graduate
program's minimum erfd^t requirements.
The graduate program of study, involving a minimum
of 31 graduate credits, includes:
1. GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (required of all
first semester students, see "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog) — 1 graduate credit.
2. PE 511 Research Methods in Physical Education
— 3 graduate credits.
3. Program electives: Students must elect one of the
following options:
A Concentration in Human Performance and
Health Fitness
PE 515 Advances in Exercise Circulation .. 3 credits
PE 517 Experimental Processes in Physical
Education 3 credits
PE 518 Advances in Exercise Metabolism.. 3 credits
PE 5 1 9 Advances in Exercise Prescription . 3 credits
PE 544 Applied Laboratory Techniques in
Exercise Science 3 credits
PE 595 Internship in Physical Education... 1-6 credits
Suggested Electives:
Specific course selection will be made by the adviser
and student based upon the student's professional
background and program objectives. The following
courses would be appropriate:
*PE 400 Physiology and Techniques of Strength
Fitness 3 credits
PE 402 Exercise Metabolism 3 credits
*PE 403 Cardiovascular Function, Analysis and
Evaluation 3 credits
PE 404 Exercise Prescription and Cardiac
Rehabihtation 3 credits
PE 405 Exercise Circulation: Mechanics and
Morphology 3 credits
PE 502 Research variable credit
PE 503 Directed Study 3 credits
PE 504 Nutrition for Sports, Exercise and
Weight Control 3 credits
PE 516 Exercise Electrocardiography 3 credits
PE 520 Health Fitness Program Planning and
Management 3 credits
HE 471 Nutrition 3 credits
HE 483 Nutrition and Cardiova-scular Health.. 3 credits
HE 518 Quantitative Methods in Health
Promotion/Epidemiology 3 credits
*Recommended based on students program. BiUli may he taken.
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Concentration in Athletic Training
This concentration is designed as an entry-level
athletic training program. Accreditation is being
sought through the Committee on Accrediation of
Allied Health Educational Programs (CAAHEP).
Graduates will have the necessary academic and
clinical experiences to sit for the National Athletic
Trainer's Board of Certification Examination and be
licensed in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. In
addition to acceptance into the Graduate School,
students must have completed the following courses
or their equivalent:
Human Anatomy and Physiology
Introductory Psychology





PE 509 Drugs in Sport 3 credits
PE 540 Management of Lower Extremity
Conditions 3 credits
PE 541 Management of Upper Extremity and
Torso Conditions 3 credits
PE 542 Therapeutic Exercise 3 credits
PE 550 Therapeutic ModaHties 3 credits
PE 561 Level I Clinical Experience in Athletic
Training 3 credits
PE 562 Level II Clinical Experience in Athletic
Training 3 credits
PE 563 Level III Clinical Experience in Athletic
Trammg 3 credits
PE 564 Level IV Clinical Experience in Athletic
Training 3 credits
PE 590 Administration in Athletic
Training 3 credits
Suggested Electives:
Specific course selection will be made by the
adviser and student based upon the student's
professional background and program objectives.
The following courses would be appropriate:
PE 400 Physiology and Techniques of Strength
Fitness 3 credits
PE 406 Personal Fitness Training 3 credits
PE 504 Nutrition for Sports, Exercise
and Weight Control 3 credits
PE 515 Advances in Exercise Circulation .. 3 credits
PE 517 Experimental Processes in Physical
Education 3 credits
PE 518 Advances in Exercise Metabolism... 3 credits
PE 519 Advances in Exercise Prescription .. 3 credits
PE 546 Biomechanics in Sport 3 credits
HE 410 Nutrition of the Physically Active
Individual 3 credits
HE 508 Health Crisis Intervention 3 credits
HE 510 Advanced Nutrition Concepts 3 credits
HE 594 Educational Approaches to
Changing Drug Use Behavior 3 credits
C. Concentration in Adapted Physical Education
PE 451 Prosthetics and Orthotics 3 credits
PE 484 Physical Education for Children
andYouth with Disabilities 3 credits
PE 494 Advanced Study of Motor Programs for
Individuals with Chronic Health
Problems 3 credits
PE 508 Motor Learning 3 credits
PE 595 Internship in Physical Education... 3-6 credits
Courses in psychology and/or special
education appropriate to individual program . 9 credits
Electives appropriate to program 3-6 credits
D. Individualized Program of Study:
Development of a program of study, in consultation
with the program adviser, to meet individual career
and educational goals. The program must include a
minimum of 15 credits in physical education.
Graduate credit can be given for courses
numbered 400 and 500 except the following:
PE 412 Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation in
Teaching Physical Education
PE 414 Coaching
PE 415 through PE 431 >




PE 492 Practicum in Student Teacihing (5-12) -
Physical Education
, ( [
PE 498 Field Experience in Physical Education
RC 498 Field Experience in Recreation
PE 499 Directed Study in Physical Education
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Victoria Bacon, Joanne Newcombe,
Maxine Rawlins, Frederick Tirrell
John-Michael Bodi.John Calicchia,
Louise Graham, Ann Hird,
LynneYeamans
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1320
Website: www. bridgew. edu /catalog/seced1.htm
Degree Programs
• MAT, Clinical Master's - High School/Middle
School Level (Designated subject areas)
• MAT - High School/Middle School Level
(Designated subject areas)
• M.Ed, in Counseling
Tracks: Higher Education Counseling, Mental
Health Counsehng, School Counsehng
• M.Ed, in Educational Leadership
• M.Ed, in Instructional Technology
• M.Ed, in Library Media Studies
Post Baccalaureate Certification
Programs
• Secondary Education (High School/Middle
School)
Areas: Biology, Chemistry, Communication and
Performing Arts, Earth Science, English, Foreign
Language, History, Mathematics, Music, Physics,
Social Studies.Visual Arts, Middle School
Generahst
Post Master's Certification Programs
• School Guidance Counseling
• Instructional Technology
• Library Media Studies






• Middle School Education
• Secondary Education
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
All courses are structured to fully address the transition
toward the contemporary concerns of human develop-
ment, diversity, equity and ethics. The learner is
regarded as one who has an active role in constructing
his/her knowledge base, values and attitudes. The
varied cultural backgrounds of students and teachers
are seen as a positive context in which one can listen,
consider and form knowledge structures. The depart-
ment sees its role as interactive with other departments
and with the School ofArts and Sciences, addressing
our joint missions and fostering the development of
curriculum, methodologies and perspectives that
enhance the inchvidual and society.
All students in a teacher education program must apply
for admission to, and be accepted in, a program in
Professional Education through the School of Educa-
tion. All students seeking professional certification must
consult the section of this catalog entitled School of
Educatiou and Allied Studies for information pertaining to
the State Regulations for the Certification of Educa-
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Mtodle School Education Minor
The Department of Secondary Education and Profes-
sional Programs offers specific sequences of courses for
students who wish to prepare themselves for teaching at
the middle school level (grades 5-9). The middle school
minor is designed for students seeking to quahfy for
one of the following specialized teaching certificates:
Middle School Generalist (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of Biology (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of Chemistry (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of Communication and Performing Arts
(all levels)
Teacher of Earth Science (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of English (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of History (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of Mathematics (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of Music (Gr. 5-12)
Teacher of Physics (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of Social Studies (Gr. 5-9)
Teacher of Spanish (Gr. 5-12)
Teacher ofVisual Arts (Gr. 5-12)
Effective 2001, all students pursuing middle school
generahst certification must have preparation in two
teaching fields* before their student teaching
practicum. At Bridgewater State College, preparation
shall be defined as a major and a minimum of 15
approved credit hours in another Arts and Science
teaching field.
* Teaching field is an area that leads to a teaching
certification.
In addition to majoring in an appropriate arts or
science area (see below Requirements for Education
Minors), students seeking 5-9 certification must also
complete the middle school education minor and meet
all requirements for acceptance into the program.
*MS 200 Introduction to Middle School
MS 300 Middle School Preparation I (6 credits)
MS 400 Middle School Preparation II
MS 440 Middle School Strategies
An appropriate arts and sciences strategies course
(in consultation with adviser):
MS 450-459, 461 Strategies for Teaching in the
Middle School
MS 495 Student Teaching Practicum— Middle
School (12 credits)
*To be completed prior to admission to Professional Education
and enrollment in any other MS or HS course.
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Instructional Media Minor
ME 310 Introduction to Instructional Media
AR 216 Basic Photography
ME 456 Radio andTV Production I
ME 460 Graphics for Designing Media
Six (6) additional credits in instructional media (with
program approval)
Secondary Education Minor
The department offers a minor in secondary education.
A student selecting this minor must, in addition, select a
major in an appropriate academic discipline. The major
requirements for each academic discipUne, including
cognates and the secondary education minor, are
described on following pages.
The secondary education minor is designed for students
desiring to qualify for one of the following speciahzed
teaching certificates:
Teacher of Biology Gr. 9-12
Teacher of Chemistry Gr. 9-12
Teacher of Communication and
Performing Arts all levels
Teacher of Earth Science Gr. 9-12
Teacher of EngUsh Gr. 9-12
Teacher of History Gr. 9-12
Teacher of Mathematics Gr. 9-12
Teacher of Music Gr. 5-12
Teacher of Physics Gr. 9-12
Teacher of Social Studies Gr. 9-12
Teacher of Spanish Gr. 5-12
Teacher ofVisual Arts Gr. 5-12
In addition to majoring in an appropriate academic
discipline (see below. Major Requirements for Educa-
tion Minors), students seeking 9-12 certification must
also complete the secondary education minor, and meet
all requirements for acceptance into the program.
*HS 220 Teaching in the High School
HS 230 Educational Psychology
HS 240 Classroom Management in the High School
HS 360 Aims and Philosophy of High School
Education
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in the
High School
An appropriate course from the group:
HS 412-430 Strategies for Teaching in the High
School
HS 490 Student Teaching Practicum-High School
*To be completed prior to admission to Professional Education
and enrollment in any other education courses.
Major Requirements for Education
Minors
Students desiring to complete a minor in secondary or
middle school education must also complete an
academic major. Appropriate academic majors, along
with major and cognate requirements, are Usted below.
It is important to note that in many cases the major or
cognate requirements for students selecting an educa-
tion minor are somewhat different from those that hold
for students who do not minor in education.
Biology (Teacher of Biology 5-9 or 9-12)
Major courses:
BI 121-122 General Biology I-II
BI 104 Animal Morphology
BI 118 Evolution
or
BI 422 Biological Evolution
BI 200 Cell Biology
BI 225 Ecology
BI 382 Comparative Chordate Anatomy
or
BI 284 Invertebrate Zoology
BI 321 Genetics
Physiology Sequence:
BI 251-252 Human Anatomy and Physiology I-II
(preferred)
or
BI 373 Animal Physiology
BI 341 Plant Physiology
BI 428 Microbiology
Cognate courses:
CH 131-132 General Chemistry I-II
or
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II
ES 100 Physical Geology
PH 181-182 Elements of Physics I-II
or
PH 243-244 General Physics I-II
MA 141 Elements of Calculus I
or
MA 151 Calculus I
Plus an additional course in calculus (MA 142 or MA
152) applied statistics or computer science.
Chemistry (Teacher of Chemistry 5-9 or 9-12)
Major courses:
CH 100 Computer Science in Chemistry
or
CS 101 Computer Science I
CH 131-132 General Cliemistry I-II
or
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II
CH 24 1 Inorganic Quantitative Analysis
CH 242 Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry
CH 343-344 Organic Chemistry l-Il
CH 381-382 Physical Chemistry I-II
CH 450 Instrumental Analysis
or
CH 250 Instrumentation
CH 461 Biochemistry I
Cognate courses:
MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
or
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
PH 243-244 General Physics I-II
or
PH 181-182 Elements of Physics I-II
BI 100 Principles of Biology
ES 100 Physical Geology
Communication and Performing Arts Teacher
Certification
Students selecting the concentration in theatre, dance
and speech are pursuing Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts certification for teaching communication and
performing arts in elementary, middle and high school.
Requirements for the certificate include specific
preparation in teacher education, a B.A. with a liberal
arts and sciences major, and completion of course work
which addresses a specific list of competencies.The
program Hsted on the next page is a hberal arts and
sciences major which contains the course work to
address those competencies. The core requirements
provide the broad perspective on the three discipHnes
of speech communication studies, theatre arts and
dance, while the elective course groupings allow
students to specialize.
Course Requirements
CT 115 Play Production*
CT 146 Dance Appreciation
CC 210 Voice and Diction
CC 230 Introduction to Communication
CT 496 Seminar in Theatre, Dance and Speech
Communication
Elective Course Groupings
Complete one of the following groupings of courses:
I. Speech Communication
CC 220 Introduction to Mass. Communication
CC 250 Public Speaking
* Tliese courses fulfill a General Education Requircmail, hut only
one arts GFR is allowed in a discipline
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CC 260 Group Communication and Decision-
Making
CC 270 Interpersonal Communication
CC 295 Communication Studies Research
CC 360 Argumentation and Advocacy
CC 395 Communicative Theory
II. Theatre Arts
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production
CT 226 Children's Theatre*
CT 242 Actmg I
CT 272 Stagecraft
CT 430 Playwritmg
CT 431 Directing I
Practica (Three credits from among the following
courses, at least two of which must be from CT
170 or CT 185).
Ideally, the student in this program should complete
one of each of the following:
CT 140 Theatre Performance Practicum
CT 170 Technical Theatre Practicum
CT 1 85 Theatre Management Practicum
III. Dance
CT/PE 155 Dance Practicum (2 semesters)
CT/PE 251 Dance History*
CT/PE 255 Creative Dance I*
CT/PE 256 Creative Dance II
CT 353 Creative Dance for Children
CT/PE 357 Dance Production Theory
CT/PE 358 Dance Production Techniques
Cognates (see Dance Cognates below— at least 1
cr. must be second level)
rV. Speech/Theatre Arts
CC 220 Introduction to Mass Communication
CC 250 Public Speaking
CC 270 Interpersonal Communication
CC 360 Argumentation and Advocacy
or
CT 210 Oral Interpretation
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production
CT 242 Acting I
CT 431 Directing
V. Theatre Arts/Dance
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production
CT 242 Acting I
CT 431 Directing I
or
CT 272 Stagecraft
CT/PE 255 Creative Dance I*
* These courses fulfill a General Education Requirement,
but only one arts GER is allowed in a discipline
CT/PE 256 Creative Dance II
CT/PE 357 Dance Production Theory
CT/PE 358 Dance Production Techniques
Dance Cognates
PE 153 Jazz Dance
PE 154 Ballet I
PE 166 African Dance
PE 167 Street Dance
PE 243 Ballet II
PE 253 Jazz Dance II
PE 258 Modern Dance Technique
PE 259 Dance Repertory
PE 262 Modern Dance II
Earth Sciences (Teacher of Earth Science 5-9 or
9-12)
Major courses:
ES 100 Physical Geology
ES 101 Historical Geology
ES 284 Geomorphology
ES 301 Solar System Astronomy




ES 496 Seminar in Geology
Plus nine additional semester hours of approved earth
sciences electives
Cognate courses:
MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
or
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
CH 131-132 General Chemistry I-II
or I
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II
One year of Physics or Biology
English (Teacher of English 5-9 or 9-12)
Major courses:
EN 101 Writing I
EN 102 Writing II
EN 203 Writing About Literature
EN 211 Literary Classics ofWestern Civihzation to
1600
or
EN 221 Major British Writers to 1800
EN 301 Writing and the Teaching ofWriting
EN 305 History of the English Language
or
EN 323 Introduction to Linguistics
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One English literature course before 1800
One English literature course after 1800
One American literature course
One advanced Shakespeare course
Plus two English electives (a course in young adult
Hterature is recommended)
One world Uterature course
One hterature seminar
Students pursuing student teaching and certification in
Enghsh may not substitute ED 440 for ED 414.
History (Teacher of History 5-9 or 9-12)
No grade lower than a "C-" in a history course may
be used to fulfill the requirements for the history
major. This pohcy will be apphed to students accepted
for matriculation as fi^eshmen or as transfer students
enrolled for Fall semester 1999 or thereafter. Students
receiving a "D" or "F" in a history course may
continue as history majors but must either retake and
successfully complete the course (with a grade of"C-"
or better) or must successfully complete another
course that fiilfills the same required "Area" for the
major.
Required courses:
One course fi:om among:
HI 111 Western CiviHzation to 1715
HI 121 The Ancient World
HI 131 World History to 1500
One course from among:
HI 112 Western Civilization since 1715
HI 132 World History since 1500
HI 221 U.S. History and Constitutions to 1865
HI 222 U.S. History and Constitutions since 1865
One course taken from each of the following areas:
Area III Ancient, Medieval, Early Modern
Europe
Area IV Modern Europe
AreaV U.S. History to 1877
Area VI U.S. History since 1877
Area VII The Traditional World
Area VIII Modern World
Two additional upper division (300 and 400 level)
history electives, which must be taken in different
geographical areas (World, Europe, U.S.A.)
Note: Students seeking middle school or high school
certification with a history major should select an
additional course in Area III as one of their electives so
that they have taken one course from the Ancient/
Medieval offerings and one from Early Modern Europe
Either HI 495 Undergraduate History Colloquium
or
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar
Students may use these courses to meet area require-
ments
Only six hours of 100 level and six hours of 200 level
courses may be applied toward a history major or
minor.
No more than three hours from the following may be
used toward the 36 hours for a history major: HI 392,
498, 499.
Social Studies (Teacher of Social Studies 5-9 or
9-12)
Required courses:
Candidates for Social Studies Certification must meet
the requirements ofTeacher of History as well as
the requirements listed below.
Political Science - six hours:
PO 172 Introduction to American Government
or
PO 277 American Government: State and Local
and
PO 260 International Relations
Economics - three hours
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
or
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
Geography - twelve hours
GS 110 Human Geography
GS 320 Geography: Materials and Methods
One upper level regional geography course
One course selected from the following:
GE 196 Environmental Geography
GS 353 Urban Geography
GS 362 Economic Geography
GS 473 Political Geography
Sociology and Anthropology - three hours
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology
or
AN 100 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
Psychology - three hours
PY 100 Introductory Psychology
















Mathematics (Teacher of Mathematics 5-9 or
9-12)
Major courses:
CS 101 Computer Science I
MA 130 Discrete Mathematics I
MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
MA 251 Calculus III
MA 202 Linear Algebra
MA 301 Abstract Algebra
MA 354 Introduction to Modern Geometry
MA 401 Introduction to Analysis I
MA 403 Probability Theory
MA 408 History of Mathematics
One elective from any 300-400 level courses except
MA 318
Cognate courses:
PH 243-244 General Physics l-II
Physics (Teacher of Physics 5-9 or 9-12)
Major courses:
PH 107 Exploring the Universe
PH 243-244 General Physics I-II
PH 375 Wave Theory
or
PH 435 Optics
PH 401 Modern Physics
PH 403 Mathematical Physics
PH 438 Electricity and Magnetism
PH 442 Digital Electronics
Cognate courses:
MA 151-152 Calculus I-II
MA 251 Calculus III
MA 316 Differential Equations
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-II
Spanish (Teacher of Foreign Language 5-12)
LS 252 Reading in Spanish
LS 272 Spanish Composition
LS 281 Spanish Conversation and Phonetics
LS 37 1 Advanced Spanish Conversation
LS 391 Spanish Civilization
LS 392 Spanish-American Civilization
LS 400 Survey of Spanish Literature
LS 401 Topics in Spanish Literature
LS 402 Survey of Spanish-American Literature
LS 403 Topics in Spanish-American Literature
LS 490 Seminar in Hispanic Literature
Students pursuing student teaching and certification in
Spanish may not substitute ED 440 for ED 424. FL 324
is prerequisite to ED 424.
Teacher Certification in Visual Arts
(PreK-9 and 5-12)
Core Requirements:
AR 125 Drawing I
AR 1 30 Two Dimensional Design
AR 140 Three Dimensional Design
AR 216 Basic Photography
AR 225 Drawing II
AR 230 Painting I
AR 240 Sculpture I
AR 255 Printmaking I
AR 260 Introduction to Graphic Design
AR 270 Ceramics
AH 201 Survey I
AH 202 Survey II
AH 307 Twentieth Century Art and Architecture
Cognate Courses:
PL 325 Philosophy and the Arts
Also
(5-12)
HS 220 Teaching in the High School
or
MS 200 Introduction to Middle School
HS 230 Educational Psychology
HS 240 Classroom Management in the High School
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in the High
School
HS 425 Strategies for Teaching Art in the High School
or
MS 459 Strategies for Teaching Art in the Middle
School
MS 400 Middle School Preparation II
MS 495 Middle School Practicum
or
HS 490 Student Teaching Practicum - High School
(PreK-9)
EE 220 Introduction to Elementary Education
HS 230 Educational Psychology
EE 362 Methods and Materials in Elementary Art
MS 459 Strategies for Teaching Art in the Middle
School
or
MS 440 Middle School Strategies
EE 360 Educational Evaluation
SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School and
Society
EE 490 Supervised Teaching Elementary School Art
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS
The Department of Secondary Education and Profes-
sional Programs offers several programs designed to
meet the needs of graduate students:
Post baccalaureate programs that allow students to
apply for provisional certification with advanced
standing in designated high school and middle
level subject areas (9-12, 5-9);
A clinical master's degree program, in conjunction
with several of the academic departments of the
college, that leads to the degree of Master ofArts
in Teaching (M.A.T.) and provides eligibiUty for
standard certification in designated high school
and middle level subject areas (9-12, 5-9);
In conjunction with several of the academic
departments of the college, a Master ofArts in
Teaching degree program in designated subject
areas for persons who have standard certification;
In addition the department offers the degree of
Master of Education (M.Ed.) in several areas of
study: counsehng, educational leadership, library
media studies, and instructional technology;
A CAGS in Education with a focus on educa-
tional leadership is also offered. (In addition,
Bridgewater CAGS graduates who apply to and
are accepted into the doctoral program in
educational leadership at the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell may apply up to 24 CAGS
credits toward the 60 credits required for the
degree.)
Post Baccalaureate Program: Provi-
sional Certification With Advanced
Standing for High School (Subject
Areas: 9-12) and Middle Level Teachers
Program Coordinators: Dr. John-Michael Bodi
Dr. LynneYeamans
This program is designed for persons who have a
bachelors degree and wish to be certified in one of the
following areas:
Teacher of Biology (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Chemistry (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Communication and Performing Arts
(all levels)
Teacher of Earth Science (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of EngUsh (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Foreign Language (5-12)
Teacher of History (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Mathematics (5-9,9-12)
Teacher of Music (PreK-9, 5-12)
Teacher of Physics (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Social Studies (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher ofVisual Arts (PreK-9, 5-12)
Middle School Generahst (5-9)
Effective 2001, all students pursuing middle school
generahst certification must have preparation in two
teaching fields* before their student teaching
practicum. At Bridgewater State College, preparation
shall be defined as a major and a minimum of 15
approved credit hours in another Arts and Science
teaching field.
* Teaching field is an area that leads to a teaching
certification.
For information regarding appHcation procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of the
catalog.
Students seeking provisional certification with ad-
vanced standing should consult the section of this
catalog entitled School of Education and Allied Studies for
information pertaining to teacher certification, admis-
sion to and retention in Professional Education, as well
as important institutional deadlines.
Upon acceptance to the program, all students must
enroll under the direction of their graduate adviser in
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 credit). During
graduate program planning the adviser and the student
map out the student's course work and the adviser will
answer any questions the student may have relative to
his/her program. Specific certification course require-
ments may be waived by the college if the student's
documented request is approved under state approved
procedures.
Students admitted to the post baccalaureate certifica-
tion program must complete or have already completed
an approved undergraduate major in the appropriate
discipline area. In addition, students must complete the
following courses in education:
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For 9-12 certification
**HS 220 Teaching in the High School
HS 230 Educational Psychology
HS 240 Classroom Management in the High
School
HS 360 Aims and Philosophy of High
School Education
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in
the High School
HS 412--430 Strategies for Teaching in
the High School
or
HS 440 Methods and Materials in Secondary
Education with permission of arts and
sciences professor
HS 490 Student Teaching Practicum - High
School
HS 491 Internship in High School Education
For 5-9 certiGcation
**MS 200 Introduction to Middle School
MS 300 Middle School Preparation I (6 crs.)
MS 400 Middle School Preparation II
MS 440 Middle School Strategies
An appropriate arts and sciences strategies
course:
MS 450-459, 461 Strategies for Teaching in the
Middle School
MS 495 Middle School Practicum
or
MS 491 Internship in Middle School
Education
**To be completed prior to admission to professional
education and enrollment in any other education courses.
Students successfully completing the program are
eligible to apply for provisional Massachusetts certifica-
tion with advanced standing.
Master of Arts in Teaching Clinical
Master's Program High School
(Subject Areas: 9-12) and Middle Level
(Subject Areas: 5-9) Teachers
This master's degree program is designed for persons
who have provisional certification with advanced
standing and are seeking standard certification in one
of the following areas:
Teacher of Biology (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Chemistry (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Earth Science (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of English (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Health (PreK-9, 5-12)
Teacher of History (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Mathematics (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Physical Education (PreK-9, 5-12)
Teacher of Physics (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher of Social Studies (5-9, 9-12)
Teacher ofVisual Arts (PreK-9, 5-12)
For information regarding appUcation procedures and
admission standards, students should consult the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of the catalog.
Students seeking standard certification should consult
the section of this catalog entitled School of Education and
Allied Studies for information pertaining to professional
certification, admission to and retention in professional
education, as weU as important institutional deadlines.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction of
their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
Education Core
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and
Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human
Development
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
ED 537 Apphed Research Project (2 crs.)
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of the catalog.
Discipline Area Requirements
Students wiU meet Standard I: Pedagogical Content
Knowledge of the Massachusetts Regulations for
Certification of Educational Personnel by successful
completion of:
1. a minimum of 15 graduate credits in the discipline
area of certification
2 an applied research project (1 cr.) in the discipline
area (—537).
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For details regarding discipline area requirements,
students should consult the M.A.T. information listed
in the appropriate academic department section of this
catalog.
Students who successfully complete the above curricu-
lum are eligible for standard certification.
Students will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eligible to receive the
Master ofArts in Teaching degree.
Master of Arts in Teaching Program
FOR Teachers with Standard
Certification
This program is designed for secondary and middle
level subject area teachers who have standard certifica-
tion.
All accepted students must enroU under the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Adviser and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog. As part of their
program, students must satisfactorily complete the
following curriculum:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
ED 530 Research Methods
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience
ED 532 Critical Issues - Educators and
Society
ED 533 Effective Practices in Human
Development and Learning
Course descriptions for ED 530 - 533 are provided in
the Cowrie Descriptions section of this catalog.
Program Electives
A minmium of 18 approved graduate credits in the
academic area of concentration, which meet the
academic and professional objectives of the student.
Successful completion of a comprehensive examination
is also required.
COUNSELING PROGRAMS
Program Coordinator: Dr.Victoria L. Bacon
Master of Education in Counseling
The mission of the Counseling Programs is to prepare
counselors to contribute to a diverse and rapidly
changing society within a framework of professional
and personal ethics. The programs seek to provide
students with a substantive theoretical base and practical
skills that enable each student to begin a lifetime of
counsehng and learning. The Master of Education in
Counsehng (M.Ed.) is designed to professionally train
students for employment in a variety of settings: School
Guidance Counseling, Mental Health Counseling and
Higher Education Counsehng. The number of credit
hours required varies and is dependent on the program
selected by the student.
School Guidance Counseling - 48 credits
Mental Health Counsehng - 60 credits
Higher Education Counseling - 48 credits
Post Master's Certificate in School Guidance
Counseling - 24 Bridgewater State College
credits (minimum)
Certificate ofAdvanced Graduate Study in
Mental Health Counseling - 30 credits
(minimum)
General Admission Criteria for the Counseling
Programs
The Counsehng Programs' faculty seek to admit
students who will become highly effective professional
counselors. As such, the faculty look at each student's
apphcation as a whole and does not exclude students
based on any one criterion. Students must submit a
complete application by October 1*' for a spring
semester admission and March 1** for a summer/ fall
semester admission. In addition to the admission
standards set by the college there are general admission
criteria for counseling that are based on national
standards outlined below. Specific program admission
requirements are identified under individual program
hstings on the following pages.
• Each applicant's review by counseling faculty
who serve on the Counsehng Programs
Committee;
• Each applicant's demonstrated success in
forming effective interpersonal relationships in
individual and small group contexts;
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• Each applicant's aptitude for graduate-level
study;
• Each apphcant's career goals and objectives
and their relevance to their chosen program
and
• Each applicant's openness to self-examination
and personal and professional self-develop-
ment.
Students are conditionally admitted to one Counseling
Program. All students must successfully complete the
four core requirements (GC 510, ED 530, GC 528, GC
529) to be considered as a master's candidate. Matricu-
lating students who desire to change programs must file
a formal petition with the Counsehng Program
Committee and meet all admission requirements of the
their desired program. A student whose petition is
approved, must adhere to the specific program require-
ments in place at the time of approval.
The Counseling Programsfaculty actively seeks to recruit
applicants with diverse backgrounds.
Counseling Program Planning
All accepted students must enroll, under the direction of
their adviser, in their first matriculated semester in GP
501 Graduate Program Planning. GP 501 is described
under "Graduate Advisers and Program Planning" in the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this catalog.
Program planning occurs during the fall and spring
semesters.
Prospective candidates who have not been formally
accepted into the program are urged to confine their
selection of courses to the four "core" courses (GC 510,
ED 530, GC 528, GC 529).
Fieldwork Experiences
Field experiences (e.g., practicum or internship) are
required of all matriculated students. Depending on the
counsehng program, students complete between 450
and 700 hours of supervised fieldwork experience. Each
student, in conjunction with an academic adviser, selects
an appropriate site and is supervised by an on-site
professional while meeting with a Bridgewater State
College faculty member for a fieldwork seminar. Most
importantly, students must submit a fieldwork apphca-
tion to the Counseling Programs Committee to
participate in any of the following: GC 548, GC 549,
GC 569, GC 570, GC 571, GC 572, GC 575, GC 576,
GC 580, GC 581, GC 590, GC 591 and GC 592.
Fieldwork applications must be completed by April 1
for the fall and summer semesters and by November 1
for the spring semester.
Comprehensive Exams
Written comprehensive examinations are administered in
November and March. The examination, which requires
integrating theory and practice in the student's matricu-
lated Counsehng Program is taken during the student's
fieldwork experience. Previous examinations are on
reserve at the main desk at the Maxwell Library, as well




• A bachelor's degree in psychology or a related field
that includes at least two of the following courses:
General Psychology, Abnormal Psychology and
Developmental Psychology.
• A 2.8 undergraduate GPA.
• A composite score of 1000 on the quantitative and
verbal parts of the GI^ General Test.
• Three letters of recommendation, at least one of
which should be from a supervisor who has
knowledge of the apphcant's aptitude for the
counsehng profession and counsehng related
experience.
• Successful experience in a counsehng capacity
specifically related to working with children in an
educational setting.
• A passing score on the Conmiunication and
Literacy portion of the Massachusetts Teachers Test.
• All applicants will be required to interview with a
faculty member.
• A completed apphcation, including a three-
hundred word personal statement that explains,
based on previous counsehng experience, why a
student is selecting a career in school guidance
counsehng.
School Guidance Counselor Certification
Course requirements leading to provisional with
advanced standing and standard certification by the
Massachusetts Department of Education as a school
guidance counselor at the pre-kindergarten through
ninth grade level (PreK-9) or the fifth through twehth
grade level (5-12) are outhned below. Certification
endorsement by the college will result in interstate
reciprocity with signatory states as specified under the
Interstate Certification Compact.To discuss the various
certification program options, please consult with your
adviser.
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School Guidance Counseling Program
(48 credit hours)
Provisional Certification with Advanced Standing
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
*GC 510 The Counseling Function in School,
Agency/Community and Higher
Education Settings (3 crs.)
*GC 528 Counsehng and Development (3 crs.)
*GC 529 Multicultural Counseling (3 crs.)
*ED 530 Research Methods (3 crs.)
GC 504 Research and Evaluation II (3 crs.)
GC 523 The School Guidance Counselor: Psychopa-
thology and Developmental Issues (3 crs.)
GC 532 Psychological Assessment (3 crs.)
GC 535 Applied Counseling: Adolescent-Adult
(3 crs.)
GC 536 Appbed Counsehng Pre-Adolescent (3 crs.)
GC 538 Theory and Practice of Group Interaction
(3 crs.)
GC 539 Career Information and Placement (3 crs.)




GC 549 Advanced Apphed Counseling Pre-
Practicum Experience: Pre-Adolescent
(3 crs.)
GC 582 Principles and Methods of Community
Counsehng and Consultation (3 crs.)
One of the foUowing:
GC 569 Internship-School Guidance Counselor
(PreK-9) (9 crs.) (450 hours)
GC 570 Internship-School Guidance Counselor
(5-12) (9 crs.) (450 hours)
GC 571 Practicum-School Guidance Counselor
(PreK-9) (9 crs.) (450 hours)
GC 572 Practicum-School Guidance Counselor
(5-12) (9 crs.) (450 hours)
One Elective (3 crs.)
GC 534 The Professional Counselor: Standards,
Ethics and Legal Issues
GC 542 The Facilitation of Group Experience
GC 544 Introduction to Reality Therapy
GC 563 Psychopharmacology for Non-medical
Professionals
GC 567 Marital and Family Therapy
*to be taken within the first 1 5 credits
Students should consult with their academic adviser
when choosing an appropriate elective.
Standard Certification: (9 credit hours).
Standard certification involves completing a minimum
of one-year post master's experience and one ot the
following fieldwork experiences
GC 580 Post Master's CHnical Experience: School
Guidance Counselor (PreK-9) (9 crs.)
(600 hours)
GC 581 Post Master's Chnical Experience: School





• A bachelor's degree in psychology or a related field
which includes General Psychology, Abnormal
Psychology, and Developmental Psychology.
• A 2.8 undergraduate GPA.
• A composite score of 1000 on the quantitative and
verbal parts of the GR^ General Test.
• Three letters of recommendation, at least one of
which should be firom a supervisor who has knowl-
edge of the candidate's aptitude for the counseling
profession and counseling related experience.
• AppHcants must have successful volunteer or paid
experience in a counsehng capacity specifically
related to mental health counsehng.
• All apphcants will be required to interview with a
faculty member
• A completed application, including a three- hundred
word personal statement that explains, based on
previous experience, why a student is selecting a
career in mental health counsehng.
This 60 credit hour program is for those seeking license
as a Mental Health Counselor in Massachusetts by the
Board of Registration. Program requirements have been
designed to meet current state licensing requirements
(CMR 262).
Mental Health Counseling Program
(60 credit hours)
CiP 501 CJraduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
*GC 510 The Counseling Function in School. Agency
and Conununity, and Higher Education
Settings (3 crs.)
*GC 528 Counsehng and Development (3 crs.)
*GC 529 Multicultural Counseling (3 crs.)
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*ED 530 Research Methods (3 crs.)
GC 504 Research and Evaluation II (3 crs.)
GC 532 Psychological Assessment (3 crs.)
GC 534 The Professional Counselor: Standards,
Ethics, and Legal Issues (3 crs.)
GC 535 Applied CounseUng: Adolescent-Adult
(3 crs.)
or
GC 536 Applied Counseling: Pre-Adolescent
(3 crs.)
GC 538 Theory and Practice of Group Interaction
(3 crs.)
GC 539 Career Information and Placement (3 crs.)
GC 564 Theories of Development (3 crs.)
GC 568 Psychopathology (3 crs.)
GC 576 Advanced Applied Counseling: Practicum
Experience (100 hours; 3 crs.)
GC 590 Internship I: Mental Health Counselor
(300 hours; 6 crs.)
GC 591 Internship II: Mental Health Counselor
(300 hours; 6 crs.)
Three electives (3 crs. each)
GC 536 Psychopharmacology for Non-medical
Professionals
GC 542 The Facihtation of Group Experience
GC 544 Introduction to Reality Therapy
GC 567 Marital and Family Therapy
GC 582 Principles and Methods of Community
CounseUng and Consultation
Students should consult with their academic adviser and
state hcensing requirements when choosing an appro-
priate elective.
Students seeking certification in Massachusetts as a
school adjustment counselor should discuss this specialty




• A bachelor's degree in psychology or a related field,
which includes at least one of the following courses:
general psychology, abnormal psychology and
developmental psychology.
• A 2.8 undergraduate GPA.
• A composite score of 1000 on the quantitative and
verbal parts of the GRE General Test.
*to be taken within the first 15 credits
• Three letters of recommendation, at least one of
which should be firom a supervisor who has knowl-
edge of the appHcant's aptitude for the higher educa-
tion/CounseUng profession and counseUng related
experience.
• Successful experience in a counseUng capacity or
related experience in higher education.
• All appUcants will be required to interview with a
faculty member.
• A completed appUcation, including a three-hundred
word personal statement that explains, based on
previous experience, why a student is selecting a
career in higher education/counseUng.
This 48 credit hour program is designed for those
students interested in careers in higher education
settings.















Graduate Planning (1 cr.)
The CounseUng Function in School,
Agency/Community and Higher Education
Settings (3 crs.)
Research Methods (3 crs.)
Research and Evaluation II (3 crs.)
CounseUng and Development (3 crs.)
Multicultural Counseling (3 crs.)
Psychological Assessment (3 crs.)
AppUed CounseUng: Adolescent-Adult
(3 crs.)
Theory and Process of Group Interaction
(3 crs.)
Career Information and Placement (3 crs.)
Student Personnel Work in Higher
Education (3 crs.)
Special Topics in CounseUng (3 crs.)
Internship in Higher Education CounseUng
(450 hours; 9 crs.)
Two electives (3 credits each)
GC 534 The Professional CounseUng Standards,
Ethics and Legal Issues
GC 542 The Facilitation of Group Experience
GC 544 Introduction to ReaUty Therapy
GC 563 Psychopharmacology for Non-medical
Professionals
GC 568 Psychopathology
GC 582 Principles and Methods of Community
CounseUng and Consultation
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Students should consult with their academic advisers
when choosing an appropriate elective.
Students in the Higher Education CounseUng Program
will not be ehgible for licensure or certification.
Post Master's Certification in School
Guidance Counseling (24 Bridgewater
State College Credit Minimum)
The Post Master's certification is designed only for
individuals who possess a degree in counseling or a
related field (i.e. social work, cHnical psychology) who
seek certification as a School Guidance Counselor. Each
student plans their program of study with a faculty
adviser in accordance with the requirements as outline
in the School Guidance Counselor Program (48 credits)
and the Department of Education certification require-
ments.
Admission requirements for Post Master's Certi-
fication in School Guidance Counseling.
• A master's degree in counseling or social work.
A 3.25 cumulative average in the master's
program.
• Three letters of recommendation, at least one of
which should be from a supervisor who has
knowledge of the appHcant's aptitude for the
counsehng profession.
Successfiil experience in a counseling capacity.
• Apphcants seeking certification must complete at
least 50% of the required school guidance
coursework at BSC as required by the School of
Education and Allied Studies.
Final applicants will be required to interview with
a faculty member.
• A completed apphcation including a three
hundred word personal statement that explains,
based on previous experience, why a student is
selecting a career in counseling.
• A passing score on the Communication and
Literacy portion of the Massachusetts Teacher
Test.
Certificate of Advanced Graduate
Study in Counseling (CAGS) in Mental
Health Counseling (30 credit minimum)
The CAGS in Mental Health Counseling is designed
for students who are practicing counselors and do not
possess a 60 credit master's degree in counseling or
related field and need a CAGS to apply for hcensure in
Massachusetts as a Mental Health Counselor (CMR
262).
Admission requirements for CAGS in Mental
Health Counseling:
• A master' degree in counseHng, cUnical psychol-
ogy or social work is required.
A 3.25 cumulative average in the master's pro-
gram.
• Three letters of recommendation at least one of
which should be fi-om a supervisor who has
knowledge of the appUcant's counseUng activities.
• Successfiil experience in a counseHng capacity
demonstrated by at least one year of fiill time
employment as a counselor.
• Final apphcants will be required to interview with
a faculty member.
• A completed apphcation including a three
hundred work personal statement that explains,
based on pervious experience, why a student is
pursuing a Hcense in counsehng.
Students accepted in the CAGS in Mental Health
Counsehng will meet with a faculty adviser and design a
program based on the current requirements for hcensure
in Massachusetts. The program will compHment
previous Master's level coursework but must include
research, a practicum, an internship and a comprehensive




Program Coordinator: Dr. Joanne Newcombe
Master of Education in Educational
Leadership
The Master of Education in Educational Leadership
program (M.Ed.) is designed to prepare students for the
following positions in school administration:
Supervisor/Director (all levels)
Administrator of Special Education (all levels)
School Business Administrator (all levels)
Elementary School Principal (PreK-6)
Middle School Principal (5-9)
High School Principal (9-12)
Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent
(all levels)
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These programs have been approved for certification
purposes by the Massachusetts Department of Educa-
tion. This includes certification reciprocity with
signatory states under the Interstate Certification
Compact.
Where required, candidates who possess an appropriate
initial certificate and who have had one year's employ-
ment under that certificate will be considered for
acceptance into the program. Documentation of this
must be on file with the Ofiice of Graduate and
Continuing Education.
Upon completion of their program option, students
seeicing Massachusetts certification must possess an
appropriate Massachusetts initial certificate and have
had three years of employment in the role covered by
that certificate except where not required by certifica-
tion regulations.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their adviser in CP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
A minimum of thirty-six approved graduate credits is
required in this degree program. It should be under-
stood that those who anticipate preparing for some of
the above positions, such as a superintendency, should
plan to do graduate work beyond the minimum.
Applicants are required to submit a qualifying score on
the Communications and Literacy Skills portion of the
Massachusetts Educator Certification Test.
Students may choose one of eight program options:
supervisor/director (various levels), administrator of
special education (all levels), school business adminis-
trator (all levels), elementary school principal (PreK-6),
middle school principal (5-9), high school principal (9-
12) or superintendent/assistant superintendent (all
levels). As part of their chosen program option, students
must satisfactorily complete the following curriculum:
Provisional Certification with Advanced
Standing
1
. SA 510 Seminar on Educational Leadership for the
Future (prior to admission) (3 crs.)
2. Pre-practicum Requirements (including four field
experiences):
A. Research Methods and Findings: SA 530
Research Applications for School Leaders
(3 crs.)
B. Supervision, Evaluation and Development of
Personnel and Programs: SA 564 Selection and
Development of Educational Personnel (3 crs.)
C Human Relations, Communications, and Public
Relations in a Diverse Society: SA 567 Human
Concerns in the Schools (3 crs.)
D. Curriculum Design and Evaluation, and
Community Education: SA 578 Curriculum
Improvement (3 crs.)
E Fiscal Planning and Budgeting: SA 565 School
Finance and Business Administration (3 crs.)
E School Law and Labor Relations: SA 569 Legal
Aspects of Educational Administration (3 crs.)
G. Strategic Planning: SA 511 Educational Leader-
ship and Managerial Effectiveness
H Current Educational Issues: ED 532 Critical
Issues
Superintendent/assistant superintendent option only:
L SA 591 Seminar in School Administration: the
Superintendency (3 crs.)
School business administrator only:
J. AF 511 Principles of Finance for School
Business Administration
K. AF 510 Accounting for School Business
Managers
Principal Candidates only:
L. SA 561 Elementary School Administration
(3 crs.) (degree requirement for elemen-
tary school principal (N-6) program
option)
SA 563 Middle School Administration (3 crs.)
(degree requirement for middle school
principal (5-9) program option)
SA 562 High School Administration (3 crs.)
(degree requirement for high school
principal (9-12) program option)
3. SA 572 Technology for School Administrators
(3.crs.)
4. Practicum or Internship (one of the following
courses):
SA 580 Practicum in Administration of Special
Education (6 crs.)
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SA 582 Practicum in School Business
Administration (6 crs.)
SA 583 Practicum in Supervisorship and
Directorship (6 crs.)
SA 584 Practicum in Elementary School
Principalship (6 crs.)
SA 585 Practicum in Middle School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 586 Practicum in High School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 587 Practicum in Superintendency and
Assistant Superintendency (6 crs.)
SA 590 Administrator of Special Education
Internship (6 crs.)
SA 592 School Business Administration Intern-
ship (6 crs.)
SA 593 Supervisor and Director Internship
(6 crs.)
SA 594 Elementary School Principal Internship
(6 crs.)
SA 595 Middle School Principal Internship
(6 crs.)
SA 596 High School Principal Internship (6 crs.)
SA 597 Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent
Internship (6 crs.)
Candidates for the master's degree will not be required
to complete an internship or practicum if they are not
seeking certification.
Upon completion of their program option, students
seeking Massachusetts certification must possess an
appropriate initial certificate and have had three years
of employment in the role covered by that certificate.
This must be documented in order to become certifi-
able.
M.Ed, comprehensive examinations are given by the
committee during the months of November and
March only. Students should consult the college
calendar in this catalog for examination request
deadlines.
For additional information relative to this program,
students not yet accepted should consult with the
coordinator of the program.
Certificate of Advanced Graduate
Study (CAGS)
Graduate students who hold a master's degree in a field
of education and who are seeking fiirther study in
educational leadership may pursue the Certificate of
Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS) program. This
program is designed to enable the student to:
1. Take educational initiatives by encouraging innova-
tion, planning and implementing strategic change
and having the self-confidence to be a risk-taker.
2. Analyze and prioritize problems by acquiring and
interpreting key information and by resisting
premature judgments.
3. Build and maintain teams for continuous improve-
ment of teaching and learning by communicating
expectations and by developing and empowering
others.
4. Expand learning opportunities for all constituencies
by having and advocating a need to be a life-long
learner.
Program Description
The CAGS in Educational Leadership is a cohort,
weekend program through which students earn 34
credits beyond the master's and may meet state certifi-
cation requirements for educational leaders through a
college-sponsored internship.
In the cohort model, a group of 18-24 students begin
the program together and move through it as a group.
Class sessions are planned for Friday evening and all
day Saturday. Classes are held on six weekends in the
fall and spring semesters and for two full weeks in July
(Summer II).
Students who complete the CAGS program and wish
to pursue a doctoral degree receive an additional
benefit. Bridgewater graduates who apply to and are
accepted into the doctoral program in educational
leadership at UMass-Lowell may apply 24 of the credits
earned toward the 60 credits required as part of the
doctorate degree.
Admission Standards and Criteria
Entrance to the program will be determined based
upon the following:
1 . Master's degree from an accredited college or
university (official transcript required)








2. Three letters of recommendation (one from
immediate supervisor)
3. Completed application form
4. Academic certification through Massachusetts
Department of Education
5. Qualifying score on the Conmiunication and
Literacy Skills portion of the Massachusetts
Educator Certification Test.
Program of Study
The initial courses in this program are designed in part
to start students working on their leadership projects —
Introduction to CAGS, Research Issues for School
Administration, and Systems Planning. The remaining
courses are designed to provide a sound knowledge
base for practitioners and meet state certification
requirements.
1. Content Courses:
SA 661 Effective School Leadership for
Elementary Schools (3 crs.)
SA 662 Effective School Leadership for Middle
Schools (3 crs.)
SA 663 Effective School Leadership for High
Schools (3 crs.)
SA 664 The Personnel Function of PubHc
Schools (3 crs.)
SA 665 Fiscal Aspects of School Administration
(3 crs.)
SA 667 Communication Between and Among
School Stakeholders (3 crs.)
SA 669 Concepts and Cases in School Law
(3 crs.)
SA 670 Certificate ofAdvanced Graduate Study
(CAGS) Seminar (3 crs.)
SA 672 Technology for Administrators (3 crs.)
SA 675 Research Issues in School Administration
(3 crs.)
SA 677 Systems Planning for Educational Leaders
(3 crs.)
SA 678 Curriculum Development and Program
Management (3 crs.)
SA 681 CAGS Extern (3 crs.)
SA 682 CAGS Extern II (1 cr.)
SA 691 The School Superintendency (3 crs.)
2. Practicum or Internship:
SA 603 Directed Study in School Administration
(3 crs.)
SA 680 Practicum in Administration of Special
Education (6 crs.)
SA 683 Practicum in Supervisorship and
Directorship (6 crs.)
SA 684 Practicum in Elementary School
Principalship (6 crs.)
SA 685 Practicum in Middle School
Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 686 Practicum in High School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 687 Practicum in Superintendency and Asst.
Superintendency (6 crs.)
SA 688 Practicum in Directorship of Guidance
(6 crs.)
SA 689 Practicum in Directorship of Pupil
Personnel Services (6 crs.)
SA 690 Internship in Administration of Special
Education (6 crs.)
SA 693 Internship in Supervisorship and
Directorship (6 crs.)
SA 694 Internship in Elementary School
Principalship (6 crs.)
SA 695 Internship in Middle School
Principalship (6 crs.)
SA 696 Internship in High School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 697 Internship in Superintendency and Asst.
Superintendency (6 crs.)
SA 698 Internship in Directorship of Guidance
(6 crs.)
SA 699 Internship in Directorship of Pupil
Personnel Services (6 crs.)
LIBRARY MEDIA GRADUATE
PROGRAM
Program Coordinator: Dr. Mary Shorey
The Library Media Graduate Program offers the degree
of Master of Education in Library Media Studies
simultaneously with Massachusetts certification as a
Library Media SpeciaHst, PreK-12.
Master of Education in Library Media
Studies
This is a minimum forty (40) hour graduate program,
which culminates in the degree of Master of Education
in Library Media Studies. The program of study
includes eleven courses of instruction, three pre-
practicum field experiences of twenty-five clock hours
each, a three credit professional practicum of 1 50 clock
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hours (or a six credit internship of 300 clock hours),
and a three credit chnical experience of 200 clock
hours for those who hold a standard teaching certifi-
cate (or a six credit clinical experience of 400 clock
hours for students who have the minimum provisional
teaching certificate).
Students are required to pass a comprehensive exami-
nation prior to being eligible for the Master of
Education in Library Media Studies.The comprehen-
sive examination includes an oral presentation of the
clinical research.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
During Graduate Program Planning the adviser and
the student map out the student's course work and the
adviser will answer any questions the student may have
relative to his/her program.
Completion of this degree program also meets all of
the requirements and standards for Massachusetts
certification as a School Library Media Specialist
(PreK-12).
It is also possible to enroll as a post-master's or non-
degree candidate for the purpose of obtaining the
school library media specialist certification.
The program goals of the Library Media graduate
degree and certification programs are based on hbrary
media specialist roles and responsibilities as presented in
Information Power (Chicago: AASL and AECT, 1998);
The Massachusetts Regulations for Certification of
Educational Personnel (http://www.doe.mass.edu/
lawsregs/495ctrgregs3.html#media), and the NCATE
Curriculurti Guidelines for the School Library Media





The Library Media Specialist is a professional who
brings people and ideas together through a variety of




Certification Prerequisite: Candidate must possess at
least a "Provisional with Advanced Standing" Teaching
Certificate (Massachusetts Department of Education).
BRIDGEWATER
STATE COLLEGE
Provisional Certification with Advanced
Standing
Required Courses and Practicum Credits
ML 501 Administration of the Library Media Center I
(Pre-Practicum Field Experience #1) 3
ML 510 Reference and Information Resources 3
ML 515 Cataloging and Classification 3
ML 520 Collection Development 3
ML 530 Administration of the Library Media Center
II (Pre-Practicum Field Experience #3) 3
ML 540 Current Technology for Library Media
Centers (Pre-Practicum Field
Experience #2) 3
ML 545 Technology Apphcations in Library
Programming 3
ML 594 Internship (300 clock hours) 6
or
ML 595 Professional Practicum (150 clock hours) .. 3
Standard Certification
Required Courses and Chnical Experience
Credits
ML 525 Online and Optical Information
Retrieval 3
or
ML 566 Automating the School Library Media
Center 3
ML 558 Advanced Studies in Literature for Children
and Young People 3
ED 530 Research Methods 3
ML 590 Seminar on Librarianship (Prerequisite: ML
510 Reference and Information Resources) .. 3
ML 596 Clinical Experience - An extension of the
practicum experience which also requires the
implementation of a practical on-the-job
professional research project. This clinical
research project is begun in the seminar
course and is completed during the Clinical
Experience. The Clinical Experience consists
of 200 clock hours (3 credits) for those who
hold a standard teaching certificate and 400
hours (6 credits) for students who hold the
minimum provisional with advanced standing
teaching certificate 3-6
School ofEducation andAllied Studies
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Students in the program are required to pass a compre-
hensive examination prior to being eHgible for the
Master of Education in Library Media Studies. The
comprehensive examination includes an oral presenta-
tion of the required cUnical research.
The college provides institutional endorsement, which
enables interstate certification transferability for
students who complete the program.
INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
GRADUATE PROGRAM
Program Coordinator: Professor NancyVose
The Instructional Technology Graduate Program offers
the degree of Master of Education in Instructional
Technology simultaneously with Massachusetts
certification as an Instructional Technology Specialist,
PreK-12.
Master of Education in Instructional
Technology
This is a thirty-seven (37) credit program, which
culminates in the degree of Master of Education in
Instructional Technology. The program of study
includes 10 core courses of instruction and an elective
depending on the number of credits needed for the
clinical experience. Students must complete either a
three credit clinical experience of 200 clock hours (for
those who hold a standard teaching certificate) or a six
credit clinical experience of 400 clock hours (for
students who have the minimum provisional teaching
certificate).
A clinical research project is required for the degree,
including an oral presentation.
Each student wiU be required to pass a comprehensive
examination in order to receive the Master of Educa-
tion in Instructional Technology.
All accepted students must enroll under the direction
of their adviser in GP 501 Graduate Program Planning,
which is described under "Graduate Advisers and
Program Planning" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
It is also possible to enroll as a post-master's or non-
degree candidate for the purpose of obtaining the
instructional technology specialist certification.
Certification: Instructional Technology Specialist
(PreK-12)
The instructional technology speciaUst is a professional
who is specially trained in the use of instructional
technology and knows how to integrate technology
into the curriculum of the classroom. The instructional
technology specialist assists others in making the link
between ideas, information, curriculum and technology.
Program Requirements
Certification Prerequisite: Candidate must possess at
least a "Provisional with Advanced Standing" Teaching




GP 501 Program Planning 1
IT 500 Introduction to Instructional
Technology 3
IT 509 Foundations of Instructional Technology . 3
IT 521 Current Applications and Integration 3
ED 530 Research Methods 3
IT 522 Instructional Design 3
IT 523 Information Access and the Internet 3
IT 524 Technology Leadership 3
IT 525 Emergent Technology and Learning
Environments 3
IT 526 Making Connections: Networking 3
IT 590 Seminar in Instructional Technology:
Research and Analysis 3
IT 596 Clinical Experience 3/6
Electives 3 (if needed)
The clinical research project is required for the degree
and certification. The oral presentation is required for
the degree.
Each student will be required to pass a comprehensive
examination prior to being eHgible for the Master of
Education in Instructional Technology.
The college provides institutional endorsement, which
enables interstate certification transferability for students
who complete the program.
Dual Instructional Technology and Library Media
Specialist Certifications
An instructional technology specialist certificate and a
hbrary media specialist certificate can be obtained by
School ofEducation andAllied Studies
taking GP 501, Graduate Program Planning for the
additional Library Media Specialist certification and by
taking the following basic library media courses in
addition to all of the Instructional Technology Specialist
certificate requirements:
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning
ML 501 Administration of the Library Media
Center I
ML 510 Reference and Information Resources
ML 515 Cataloging and Classification
ML 520 Collection Development

















William Murphy, Lidia Silveira,
Lisa Battaglino, Sandra Ciocci
Jeri Katz
Robert MacMillan, Roya Sayadi
Department Telephone Number: (508) 531-1226
Website: ivww. bridgew. edu/depts /speced
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Degree Programs
• BSE in Special Education (Teacher of Students
with Special Needs PreK-9 or 5-12)
• BSE in Special Education (Teacher of Students
with Intensive Special Needs - all levels)
• BSE in Special Education
Concentration: Communication Disorders
• M.Ed., Clinical Master's - Special Education
(Teacher of Students with Special Needs PreK-9,
5-12)
• M.Ed, in Special Education (Teacher of Students
with Special Needs PreK-9, 5-12)
• M.Ed, in Special Education
Post Baccalaureate Certification
Programs
• Special Education (Special Needs PreK-9 or 5-12)






Bachelor of Science in Education
The Department of Special Education and Communi-
cation Disorders offers programs primarily designed to
meet the needs of undergraduates who are interested in
Massachusetts provisional certification with advance
standing as a Teacher of Students with Special Needs
(PreK-9) or (5-12) and in special education. Students
who wish to be special education teachers are required
to select a major in special education and a major in the
liberal arts or sciences. This program has been approved
by the Massachusetts Department of Education and the
Council for Exceptional Children and includes
certification reciprocity with states under the Interstate
Certification Compact. Specific information is available
firom the Department of Special Education and
Communication Disorders.
All students planning to pursue a teacher education
program of study must apply for admission to and be
accepted in the Professional Education Program.
Students seeking certification must consult the section
of this catalog entitled School of Education and Allied
Studies for information and important institutional
deadlines.
Teacher of Students with Special Needs
(PreK-9) or (5-12)
The following courses are required for students
completing certification in Teacher of Students with
Special Needs (PreK-9) or (5-12).
*SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School and
Society
SE 206 Special Education in Diverse Society
SE 207 Technology in Special Education
SE 302 Principles and Application of Behavioral
Management for the Special Needs Learner
SE 303 Principles and Procedures ofAssessment of
Special Needs Learners
SE 402 Children with Reading Disabilities: Diagnosis
and Teaching Strategies
SE 403 Curriculum Development and Implementation
for the Special Needs Learner
SE 404/406 Student Teaching Practicum: Mainstream
Program (PreK-9) or (5-12)
SE 405/407 Student Teaching Practicum: Special
Education Program (PreK-9) or 5-12)
Recommended: SE 229 Field Work in Special Educa-
tion
*To be completed prior to admission to Professional Education
and enrollment in upper level special education courses.
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Cognates (PreK-9)
PY 224 Child Psychology






Methods and Materials in Secondary
Education or an equivalent methods
and materials course that correlates to
the student's liberal arts major or level
of certification (Middle School, High
School, K-12)
or
MS 440 Middle School Strategies
or
an equivalent methods and materials
course that correlates to the student's
liberal arts major or level of certifica-
tion (Middle School, High School,
K-12)
Teacher of Students with Intensive
Special Needs (All levels)
Students seeking certification in Teacher of Students
with Intensive Special Needs must double major in
Special Education and Psychology.
Required courses:
*SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School
and Society
SE 203 Social, Racial and Linguistic Backgrounds of
Special Needs Learners
SE 302 Principles and AppHcation of Behavioral
Management for the Special Needs Learner
SE 303 Principles and Procedures ofAssessment of
Special Needs Learners
SE 410 Instructional and Curricula Strategies for
Learners with Intensive Special Needs I
SE 411 Instructional and Curricula Strategies for
Learners with Intensive Special Needs II
SE 412 Student Teaching Practicum: Educational
Setting, ISN
SE 413 Student Teaching Practicum: Alternative
Setting, ISN
CD 290 Language Acquisition and Development
PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of Indi-
viduals with Disabihties
*To be completed prior to admission to Professional Education










Minor in Special Education
SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School
and Society
SE 203 Social, Racial and Linguistic Backgrounds of
Special Needs Learners
or
SE 206 Special Education in a Diverse Society
Courses fi-om the following to obtain, with the above, a
minimum of 1 8 credits
Technology in Special Education
Principles and Application of Behavioral
Management for the Special Needs Learner
Principles and Procedures ofAssessment of
Special Needs Learners
Children with Reading Disability: Diagnosis
and Teaching Strategies
Curriculum Development and Implementa-
tion for Special Needs Learners
Instructional and Curricula Strategies for
Learners with Intensive Special Needs I
Instructional and Curricula Strategies for
Learners with Intensive Special Needs II
Internship in Special Education
Directed Study in Special Education
Communication Disorders
Concentration
Effective Fall 1996, the concentration in Conmiunica-
tion Disorders has been moved to the Department of
Special Education and Communication Disorders.
Students who have declared a concentration in Com-
munication Disorders prior to Fall 1996 should refer to
the Bridgewater State College Catalog 1995-1996 for
degree requirements. For students who have not
declared a major or concentration, information can be
found in this section of the catalog.
The minimum requirements include:
Social, Racial and Linguistic Backgrounds ot
Special Needs Learners
Introduction to Communication Disorders
Speech Anatomy and Physiology
Speech and Hearing Science
Language Acquisition and Development
Phonetics
Introduction to Audiology
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One elective chosen from:
CD 325 Voice Disorders in Children and Adults
or
CD 393 Aural Rehabilitation
Required Cognates:
PY 227 Development through the Life Cycle
EN 323 Introduction to Linguistics
As soon as a student declares Communication Disor-
ders as a concentration, he or she will be screened for
adequate speech and language patterns to assure
appropriate modeling of speech by therapists. Appropri-
ate recommendations will be made for improvement,
which the student will be required to follow if he or
she wishes to pursue a Practicum Program Sequence.
Minor in Communication Disorders
CD 220 Introduction to Communication Disorders
CD 281 Speech Anatomy and Physiology
CD 282 Speech and Hearing Science
CD 290 Language Acquisition and Development
CD 294 Phonetics
CD 35 1 Introduction to Audiology
GRADUATE PROGRAMS ~
Special Education
Graduate Program Coordinator: Professor Kathleen
McNamara
At the graduate level the Department of Special
Education and Communication Disorders offers several
programs, described below, designed to meet the needs
of graduate students.
For information regarding graduate program applica-
tion procedures and admission standards, students
should consult the Graduate and Continuing Education
section of this catalog.
Students seeking certification should consult the School
of Education and Allied Studies section of this catalog for
information pertaining to professional certification,
admission to and retention in Professional Education, as
weU as institutional deadlines.
Certification Programs in Special
Education
These programs are designed for students interested in
obtaining Massachusetts certification as a Teacher of
Students with Special Needs (PreK-9) or (5-1 2).The
programs have been designed in accordance with
Massachusetts Department of Education standards and
include certification reciprocity with signatory states
under the Interstate Certification Compact.
Students without teacher certification seeking provi-
sional certification with advanced standing as a Teacher
of Students with Special Needs (PreK-9 or 5-12)
should refer to Program A below.
Students without teacher certification who wish to
obtain provisional certification with advanced standing
as a Teacher of Students with Intensive Special Needs
should refer to Program B below.
Students with standard certification in another field
seeking standard certification as a Teacher of Students
with Special Needs (PreK-9 or 5-12), but not a master's
degree, should refer to Program C below.
Students with provisional certification with advanced
standing in special education should refer to Program D
below if seeking standard certification in special
education and a master's degree.
Students with standard certification in another field
should refer to Program E below if seeking standard
certification in special education with a master's degree.
Non-Certification Program in Special
Education
Students interested in a Master of Education in Special
Education degree program which does not lead to
certification should refer to Program F below.
Communication Disorders
Concentration
Program Coordinator: Dr. Sandra Ciocci
The graduate-level concentration in Communication
Disorders is presently inactive. For further information,
contact the Communication Disorders Program
Coordinator.
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Post Baccalaureate Program: Provi-
sional Certification with Advanced
Standing — Teacher of Students with
Special Needs (PreK-9, 5-12)
Students without teacher certification who wish to
obtain provisional certification with advanced standing
as a Teacher of Students with Special Needs (PreK-9)
or (5-12) must complete the following courses, in
addition to GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.).
(Students must have a bachelor's degree with a Uberal
arts or science major or its equivalent).
*SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School and
Society 3 crs.
SE 206 Special Education in a Diverse Society .... 2 crs.
SE 207 Technology in Special Education 1 cr.
SE 302 Principles and Application of Behavioral
Management for the Special Needs
Learner 3 crs.
SE 303 Principles and Procedures ofAssessment of
Special Needs Learners 3 crs.
SE 402 Children with Reading Disabilities: Diagnosis
and Teaching Strategies 3 crs.
SE 403 Curriculum Development and Implementation
for the Special Needs Learner 3 crs.
EE 452 Methods and Materials in Elementary
Education
or
HS 440 Methods and Materials in Secondary
Education 3 crs.
PY 224 Child Psychology
or
PY 226 Adolescent Psychology 3 crs.
SE 404 Student Teaching Practicum: Mainstream
Program PreK-9)
and
SE 405 Student Teaching Practicum: Special Educa-
tion Program (PreK-9) 12 crs.
or
SE 406 Student Teaching Practicum: Mainstream
Program (5-12)
and
SE 407 Student Teaching Practicum: Special
Education Program (5-12) 12 crs.
*To be completed prior to admission to the Professional
Education program which must be completed prior to
enrollment in upper leyel special education courses.
Note: This program does not provide a graduate
degree or guarantee admission or transfer credit
to a graduate program.
Program B
Post Baccalaureate Program: Provi-
sional Certification with Advanced
Standing — Teacher of Students with
Intensive Special Needs
Students without teacher certification who wish to
obtain provisional certification with advanced standing
as a Teacher of Students with Intensive Special Needs
must complete the following courses, in addition to GP
501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.). Students must
have a bachelor's degree with a psychology major or its
equivalent or permission of the graduate program
coordinator.
*SE 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School
and Society 3 crs.
SE 203 Social, Racial, and Linguistic Backgrounds
of Special Needs Learners 3 crs.
SE 302 Principles and Application of Behavioral
Management of Special Needs
Learners 3 crs.
SE 303 Principles and Procedures ofAssessment
of Special Needs Learners 3 crs.
SE 410 Instructional and Curricula Strategies
for Intensive Special Needs Learners I .. 3 crs.
SE 411 Instructional and Curricula Strategies for
Intensive Special Needs Learners II 3 crs.
SE 412 Student Teaching Practicum: Educational
Setting, ISN 6 crs.
SE 413 Student Teaching Practicum: Alternative
Setting, ISN 6 crs.
CD 290 Language Acquisition and Develop-
ment 3 crs.
PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals with Disabilities 3 crs.
* To be completed prior to admission to Professional
Education Program, which must be completed prior to
enrollment in upper level special education courses.
Note: This program does not provide a graduate
degree or guarantee admission or transfer credit
to a graduate program.
Program C
Post Baccalaureate Program: Standard
Certification — Teacher of Students
WITH Special Needs (PreK-9, 5-12)
Students with standard certification in another field
who wish to obtain standard certification as a Teacher
of Students with Special Needs (PreK-9 or 5-12) must





complete the following courses, in addition to GP 501
Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.).
Prerequisite: SE 510 Exceptional Children in the
Schools or equivalent introductory/background course
in special education (undergraduate level acceptable).
SE 504 Applied Curriculum Development for
Learners with Special Needs: PreK-9
or
SE 505 Applied Curriculum Development
for Learners with Special Needs: 5-12 .... 3 crs.
SE 516 Apphed Collaborative Strategies 3 crs.
SE 517 Language Skills for Special Needs
Learners 3 crs.
SE 530 Assessment Procedures in Special
Education 3 crs.
SE 575 Behavior Interventions in Special
Education 3 crs.
SE 591 Practicum in Special Education
(PreK-9) (5-12)
or
SE 592 Internship in Special Education (PreK-9)
(5-12) 6 crs.
Other courses as determined with adviser.
Note: This program does not provide a graduate
degree or guarantee admission or transfer credit to a
graduate program.
Program D
Clinical Master's Program: STA^fDARD
Certification — Teacher of Students
WITH Special Needs (PreK-9, 5-12)
This Master of Education in Special Education clinical
program is designed for students who hold provisional
certification with advanced standing in special educa-
tion and who seek a master's degree and standard
certification as a Teacher of Students with Special
Needs (PreK-9 or 5-12). As part of their program, in
addition to GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.),
students must satisfactorily complete the following
curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods 3 crs.
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience 3 crs.
ED 532 Critical Issues: Educators and Society 3 crs.
ED 533 Effective Practice in Human Development
and Learning 3 crs.
ED 534 Clinical Experience 6 crs.
ED 537 Applied Research Project 2 crs.
Course descriptions for ED 530-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Department Core
SE 504 Applied Curriculum Development for
Learners with Special Needs: PreK-9
or
SE 505 Applied Curriculum Development
for Learners with Special Needs: 5-12.. 3 crs.
SE 516 AppHed Collaborative Strategies 3 crs.
SE 517 Language Skills of Special Needs
Learners 3 crs.
SE 530 Assessment Procedures in Special
Education 3 crs.
SE 537 Applied Research Project 1 cr.
SE 550 Seminar in Special Education 3 crs.
Other courses as determined with adviser.
Total: minimum of 36 graduate credits.
Program E
Master's Degree Program: Standard
Certification — Teacher of Students
WITH Speclal Needs (PreK-9, 5-12)
This Master of Education in Special Education program
is designed for students with standard certification in
another field who wish to be certified as a Teacher of
Students with Special Needs (PreK-9 or 5-12) and who
wish to earn a degree. As part of their program, in
addition to GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.),
students must satisfactorily complete the following
curriculum:
Education Core
ED 530 Research Methods 3 crs.
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience 3 crs.
ED 533 Effective Practice in Human
Development & Learning 3 crs.
ED 537 Applied Research Project 2 crs.
Course descriptions for ED 530.-537 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
, < i 1 i
Department Core •>.'_'
Prerequisite: SE 510 Exceptional Children in the
Schools or equivalent introductory/background course
in special education (undergraduate Jevel acceptable)
.
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SE 504 Applied Curriculum Development for
Learners with Special Needs; PreK-9
or
SE 505 Applied Curriculum Development for
Learners with Special Needs: 5-12 3 crs.
SE 516 Applied Collaborative Strategies 3 crs.
SE 517 Language Skills of Special Needs Learners .. 3 crs.
SE 530 Assessment Procedures in Special
Education 3 crs.
SE 537 Applied Research Project 1 cr.
SE 550 Seminar in Special Education 3 crs.
SE 575 Behavior Interventions in Special
Education 3 crs.
SE 591 Practicum in Special Education (PreK-9 or
5-12) 6 crs.
or
SE 592 Internship in Special Education
(PreK-9 or 5-12) 6 crs.
Other courses as determined with adviser.
Total: minimum of 36 graduate credits.
Program F
Master of Education in Special
Education (Non-certification)
This program is designed for students who wish to
earn a master's degree in special education. This
program does not lead to certification.
As part of their program, in addition to CP 501
Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.), students must
satisfactorily complete the following curriculum:
Required Education Courses
ED 530 Research Methods 3 crs.
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience 3 crs.
ED 533 Effective Practice in Human Development
and Learning 6 crs.
ED 537 Apphed Research Project 2 crs.
Course descriptions for ED 530-533 are provided in
the Course Descriptions section of this catalog.
Required Special Education Courses
Prerequisite: SE 510 Exceptional Children in the
Schools or comparable introductory/background
course in special education (undergraduate level
acceptable).
SE 504 Applied Curriculum Development for
Learners with Special Needs (PreK-9)
or
SE 505 Apphed Curriculum Development for
Learners with Special Needs (5-12) 3 crs.
SE 5 1 6 Applied Collaborative Strategies
or
SE 522 The Inclusion Classroom: Philosophy and
Implementation 3 crs.
SE 530 Assessment Procedures in Special
Education 3 crs.
SE 537 Applied Research Project 1 cr.
SE 550 Seminar in Special Education 3 crs.
SE 555 Field Experience in Special Education
(only for students not holding certification in
special education) 3-6 crs.
Elective courses as determined with adviser.
Total: minimum of 36 graduate credits.
Concentration in Bilingual Special Education
The concentration in Bilingual Special Education is
presently inactive. For further information contact the
Special Education Program Coordinator.
The departmental offerings listed below include
the following courses which may not be taken
for graduate credit:
All courses below the 400 level;
SE 402 Children with Reading DisabiHties: Diagnosis
and Teaching Strategies
SE 403 Curriculum Development and Implementa-
tion for Special Needs Learners
SE 404 Student Teaching Practicum: Mainstreamed
Program (PreK-9)
SE 405 Student Teaching Practicum: Special Educa-
tion Program (PreK-9)
SE 406 Student Teaching Practicum: Mainstreamed
Program 5-12)
SE 407 Student Teaching Practicum: Special Educa-
tion Program 5-12)
SE 410 Instructional and Curricula Strategies for
Learners with Intensive Special Needs I
(3 crs.)
SE 41 1 Instructional and Cairricula Strategies for
Learners with Intensive Special Needs II
(3 crs.)
SE 412 Student Teaching Practicum: School Setting,
ISN (6 crs.)
SE 413 Student Teaching Practicum: Alternative
Setting, ISN (6 crs.)
SE 498 Intorrisliip in Special Education
SE 499 Directed Study in Special F-duc.ition
School ofEducation andAllied Studies
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Professor Carleton Donchess, Chairperson
Aviation Science
Assistant Professor Michael Farley, Chairperson
Economics
Assistant Professor Daniel Lomba, Chairperson
Management
Professor Mercer Fellouris, Chairperson
Website:
www. bridgew. edu /depts/mgmtavsc/
School of Management and Aviation
Science
The School of Management and Aviation Science
offers an array of professional programs embedded in
the liberal arts tradition that is the hallmark of
Bridgewater State College. This and the quaUty of the
programs attract many of the region's top firms, who
actively recruit the school's graduates. Four depart-
ments comprise the school: accounting and finance,
aviation science, economics and management.
The programs in the School of Management and
Aviation Science are internationally accredited by the
International Assembly for CoUegiate Business Educa-
tion (lACBE).A speciaHzed accrediting body, lACBE's
mission is to promote and support quality business
education worldwide through accreditation and
outcomes assessment.
The structured major in accounting and finance offers
curricula that prepare students for the rigorous
examinations needed for professional certification as a
Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Certified Manage-
ment Accountant (CMA), Chartered Financial Analyst
School ofManagement andAviation Science
(CFA), or Certified Financial Planner (CFP).
Bridgewater State College students frequently win
statewide competitions and are often cited by the
Massachusetts Society of CPAs for their excellent
work.
The FAA approved aviation science major is unique
among public 4-year institutions on the eastern
seaboard of the United States and attracts numerous
students from foreign countries. The flight training
concentration takes a student through commercial
Ucensing and flight instructor certification. The
aviation management concentration includes private
pilot licensing and prepares students for careers with
airUnes, airports, airplane companies, government
agencies and other aviation support services.
The bachelor of science program in economics
prepares students to understand and apply the flinda-
mentals of economic theory and analysis in today's
global market economy. The curriculum guides
economics majors in developing creative, analytical,
and critical thinking skills and sound problem-solving
techniques, quaUties that are highly valued in any
professional field. Students in the program have the
opportunity to participate in internships and pursue
careers with banks, corporations, government organiza-
tions, real estate firms and stock brokerages.
The Department of Management offers both a
graduate program and undergraduate programs. It also
offers students the opportunity to enroll in a five-year
Bachelor of Science/Master of Science in Management
program. The undergraduate programs prepare students
for successful careers in business and management.
Graduates of the Master of Science in Management
will be equipped for a variety of leadership positions,
such as pubUc accounting firm managers, corporate
accounting and finance managers, project or product
managers, electronic business systems developers or
managers, or marketing or human resources directors.
The undergraduate management science major
includes concentrations in general management
(human resources or operations), energy and environ-
mental resources management, global management,
information systems management, marketing, and
transportation. Experiential courses and internships
give students the opportunity to work on projects with
local companies and businesses.
The faculty of the school place high priority on
providing a friendly and stimulating learning environ-
ment for their students. Class sizes are relatively small
and the quahty of teaching is among the best of any
coUege or university in the country. Students develop
competency in oral and written communications,
analytical thinking, problem solving and teamwork.
Courses are offered during the daytime and in the
evening.
Qualified students may register for undergraduate and
graduate certificates in such fields as marketing
management, information systems, accounting and
finance, including a CPA Exam Preparation Certificate,
as alternatives to degree programs. The school also
offers minors in each department and collaborates with
other departments in offering interdisciplinary minors
in pubhc relations and health resources management.
Students with interests in research have the opportu-
nity to work on faculty projects that are advancing the
state of knowledge in their disciplines. The themes of
leadership, technology and internationalization serve as
integrating threads that tie together aU of Bridgewater




Bridgewater State College and Clarkson University
(Potsdam, NY) have entered into an agreement
whereby qualified students who earn a Bachelor of
Science or Bachelor ofArts degree from Bridgewater
State can earn a Master of Business Administration
(M.B.A.) or Master of Science in Management
Systems (M.S.) degree firom Clarkson with one
additional year of study.
Students interested in this program, should contact the
office of the Dean of the School of Management and
Aviation Science.
Departmental Course Descriptions










Chairperson: Professor Carleton Donchess
Professors: Saul Auslander, Kathleen Sevigny,
Harold Silverman, Joseph Stanford
Assistant
Professors: Patricia Bancroft, Shannon Donovan
Department Telephone Number: (SOS) 531-1395
Website: www. bridgew. edu /depts /acctfin/
Degree Programs:
• BS in Accounting and Finance
Concentrations: Accounting, Finance
• Master of Science in Management (MSM)




• Accounting and Finance
UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAMS
Bachelor of Science in Accounting and
Finance
Accounting Concentration
The accounting concentration prepares students for a
variety of positions leading to management level
careers in corporate and public accounting, auditing
and taxation. This concentration also assists in prepar-
ing students for the Certified PuHic Accountant (CPA)
exam or the Certified Management Accounting
(CMA) exam.
Note: The Massachusetts Board ofAccountancy is
changing the educational requirements to sit for the
Uniform CPA examination in Massachusetts. These
changes will take affect after July, 2002. Accordingly,
this may result in changes within our accounting
curriculum.
Finance Concentration
The finance concentration prepares students for
positions in banking, investments, financial planning,
cash management and international finance in both
public and private institutions. This concentration also
assists in preparing students for professional certifica-
tions such as the Certified Financial Planner (CFP) or
Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA).
Accounting Concentration
AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 340 Intermediate Accounting I
AF 341 Intermediate Accounting II
AF 385 Managerial Finance
AF 406 Business Law II
AF 430 Cost Accounting I
AF 445 Auditing
AF 460 Advanced Accounting I
AF 466 Federal Income Taxation I
AF 470 Accounting Information Systems
AF 492 Accounting Theory
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 490 Management Seminar
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
MA 318 Quantitative Methods for Management
CS 105 Computers and Their Apphcations:An
Introduction
Finance Concentration
AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 350 Managerial Accounting I
AF 385 Managerial Finance
AF 406 Business Law II
AF 455 International Finance
AF 465 Options and Futures Market
AF 476 Insurance and Risk Management
AF 485 Capital Budgeting
AF 486 Real Estate Investment and Finance
AF 490 Investments
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
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MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 360 Business Data Processing
MG 490 Management Seminar
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
EC 315 Money and Banking
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
MA 318 Quantitative Methods for Management
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications: An
Introduction
Minor in Accounting and Finance
Students from Arts and Sciences, Education, Manage-
ment, or Aviation programs may elect this minor to
broaden their background and expand their potential
in job related areas of their respective disciplines. The
central purpose of this minor is to provide initial
exposure to the basic areas of business and the envi-
ronment of the financial world.
Required Courses:
I. Both of the following courses:
AF 240 Principles ofAccounting I
AF 241 Principles ofAccounting II
II. Any two courses fi-om among the following: (At
least one must be an AF course)
AF 150 Personal Finance
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 340 Intermediate Accounting I
AF 341 Intermediate Accounting II
AF 350 Managerial Accounting
AF 385 Managerial Finance
MG 130 Principles of Management
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications
CS 101 Computer Science
MA 141 Elements of Calculus I
MA 151 Calculus I
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
III Any two courses from among the following:
AF 406 Business Law II
AF 490 Investments
AF 485 Capital Budgeting
AF 455 International Finance
AF 476 Insurance and Risk Management
AF 486 Real Estate Investment and Finance
AF 465 Options and Futures
AF 340 Intermediate Accounting I
AF 341 Intermediate Accounting II
AF 430 Cost Accounting
AF 445 Auditing
AF 460 Advanced Accounting
AF 466 Federal Income Taxation
AF 470 Accounting Information Systems
NOTE: IfAF 340 or AF 341 were used to satisfy
Requirement II, they cannot be used to satisfy
Requirement III.
Transfer of Credit after Admission
In order for undergraduates to receive credit for
courses taken at other accredited institutions, approval
must be obtained in advance.
Apphcation forms are available in the Office of Student
Records and Registration. Applications for approval of
a course firom another institution should be accompa-
nied by the appropriate catalog from that institution.
Transcripts of these approved courses must be submit-
ted to the Office of Student Records and Registration
within six weeks after the completion of the course.
Approval must be obtained prior to registering for class.
It is the student's responsibility to have official tran-
scripts sent directly by the institution to the Office of
Student Records and Registration.
Departmental Honors Program in
Accounting and Finance
The Department ofAccounting and Finance offers a
Departmental Honors Program in Accounting and
Finance. This program provides an opportunity for
weU-qualified accounting and finance majors to
conduct independent research and scholarly study in
accounting and finance. Contact the Department of
Accounting and Finance for further information
concerning eligibihty and application.
GRADUATE PROGRAM
Master of Science in Management
Successful managers in the 2 1 st century must have
specialized knowledge and skills to meet a variety of
changing and growing demands in the ever-expanding
global marketplace. The Master of Science in Manage-
ment (MSM) program prepares students to apply
systems thinking to managerial problems, direct large-
scale projects, and lead people and organizations
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through complex change. The program emphasizes the
role of information technology in the modern firm
and the organizational changes occurring as a result. In
addition, students gain focused instruction in a specific
area of interest through one of five, four-course
concentrations:
• Accounting




Master of Science est Management
For students who hold a Bachelor's degree
The MSM requires 30 credit hours (10 courses) of
graduate course work, including a core of six courses
and a concentration area of four courses. Prerequisite
courses include one undergraduate course each in
accounting, finance, marketing, law, and statistics, in
addition to a working knowledge of computers. The
prerequisites can also be satisfied by taking a three-
course graduate sequence, consisting of AF 505
Accounting and Finance, MG 500 Computational
Statistics, and MG 506 Issues in Management.
Five-year Bachelor of Science/Master of Science
in Management
Undergraduate students who have completed at least
30 credit hours of coursework at Bridgewater State
College, have completed the undergraduate prerequi-
sites, have taken the GMAT examination, and can
complete all requirements for their B.S. or B.A. degree
in 30 additional credits may apply for the five-year BS/
MSM program. Those admitted take a mix of under-
graduate and graduate courses during their fourth and
fifth year, and graduate with both degrees. Admission
to this program is selective and limited.
The Master of Science in Management
Curriculum
Candidates for the MSM must successfiilly complete
each of the following core courses:
MG 501 Systems Research and Problem Solving
MG 526 Project Management
MG 576 Organizational Change and Leadership
MG 581 Information Resources Management
MG 582 Decision Support Systems
MG 583 Business Data Cormnunications
Candidates must successfully complete four courses
firom one of the following concentrations:
Accounting Concentration
AF 545 Auditing
AF 560 Advanced Accounting
AF 595 Accounting Seminar (Capstone)
And one elective course fi-om the following: '
AF 531 Cost Accounting II
AF 567 Advanced Taxation
AF 593 Financial Statement Analysis and
Disclosure
Global Electronic Commerce Concentration
MG 551 Programming for E-Commerce
MG 552 E-Commerce AppUcations I
MG 553 E-Commerce Applications II
MG 554 Issues in global E-Commerce (Capstone)
Marketing Concentration
MG 510 International Marketing
MG 540 Industrial Marketing
MG 541 Issues in Marketing (Capstone)
MG 594 Marketing Management and Strategy
Organizational Development Concentration
MG 571 Organizational Culture and Work Force
Diversity
MG 572 Interpersonal and Group Behavior
MG 577 Power and Influence in Organizations
MG 578 Issues in Modern Organizations (Capstone)
Technology Management Concentration
MG 527 Product Development Processes
MG 528 Quality and Risk Management
MG 561 Environmental Management
MG 562 Strategic Management ofTechnological
Innovation (Capstone)
For applications and additional information contact the
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AVIATION SCIENCE
Faculty
Chairperson: Assistant Professor Michael Farley
Assistant
Professors: Veronica Cote, Michael Sloan
Department Telephone Number: (SOS) 531-1779
Website: wunv. bridgew. edu /depts /aviation/
Degree Program:
• BS in Aviation Science





Bachelor of Science in Aviation Science
The aviation science major offers concentrations in
flight training, aviation management and airport management.
Students interested in positions in industry-related
aviation, especially as pilots or managers, can benefit
from this program. Numerous careers may be realized
fi-om either of these concentrations and other options
provided by the Aviation Science Department, includ-
ing:
Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC)—an
educational program designed to give men and women
the opportunity to become an Air Force officer while
completing a bachelor's degree program. The Air Force
ROTC program prepares students to assume positions
of increasing responsibility and importance in the Air
Force.
In addition, Air Force ROTC fuU and partial scholar-
ships are available to students who qualify. During the
junior and senior years, ROTC cadets are paid monthly
stipends. (See the Financial Aid section of this catalog
for further information.)
Federal Aviation Administration Certification of
Bridgewater State College as a Federal Air Regulation
(FAR) Part 141 ground school allows students to
complete all required ground school courses at the
college as part of the aviation science curriculum and at
no additional tuition. Bridgewater State College is also
designated by the Federal Aviation Administration as an
Aviation Education Resource Center.
The Bridgewater State College aviation science
program incorporates single engine and multi-engine
fhght simulator training into its flight training courses.
For complete information on these programs consult
with the chairperson of the Department ofAviation
Science.
Flight Training Concentration*
AS 101 Primary Fhght I
AS 102 Primary FHght II
AS 103 Primary FHght III
AS 105 Private Pilot Ground School
AS 201 Commercial Flight I
AS 202 Commercial FUght II
AS 203 Instrument Fhght I
AS 204 Instrument FHght II
AS 205 Advanced Commercial and Instrument FHght
AS 211 Commercial Pilot Ground School
AS 212 Instrument Pilot Ground School
AS 217 Air Traffic Control
AS 301 Instructional FHght I
AS 302 Instructional FHght II
AS 303 Flight Instructor Ground School
AS 320 Aviation Regulatory Process
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
PH 181-182 Elements of Physics I-II
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications:
An Introduction
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
Completion of FAA Certified Flight Instructor Training
*Please note thatflight courses involve flight fees.
Aviation Management Concentration*
AS 101 Primary Flight I
AS 102 Primary FHght II
AS 103 Primary Flight III
AS 105 Private Pilot Cmnmd School
AS 305 Introduction to General Aviation Management
AS 307 Air Carrier Operations
AS 402 Insurance and Risk Management in Aviation
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AS 407 Aviation Marketing Management
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 360 Business Data Processing
AF 240-241 Accountmg I-II
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
PH 181-182 Elements of Physics I-II
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications:
An Introduction
EN 201 Technical Writing
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
One environmental science course:
ES 194 Environmental Geology
or
GE 1 96 Environmental Geography
Completion of FAA Private Pilot License Certifications
*Please note thatflight courses involveflightfees.
Airport Management Concentration
The airport management concentration provides an
opportunity for students interested in aviation, but not
interested in, or perhaps qualified for, flying to pursue
preparation for a career in a major aspect of aviation
management. Students interested in airport manage-
ment as a career will benefit from this program in that
they will become knowledgeable of the unique and
challenging aspects of such an endeavor and will be
attractive to the industry with this preparation.
AS 105 Private Pilot Ground School
AS 216 National Airspace System
AS 217 Air Traffic Control
AS 305 Introduction to General Aviation Management
AS 307 Air Carrier Operations
AS 310 Aviation Safety
AS 320 Aviation Regulatory Process
AS 350 Airport Management
AS 402 Insurance and Risk Management in Aviation
AS 430 Airport Operations
AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications:
An Introduction
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141 Elements of Calculus I
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 360 Business Data Processing
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
EN 201 Technical Writing
ES 194 Environmental Geology
or
GE 196 Environmental Geography
GE 419 Geographic Information Systems
PH 181 Elements of Physics I
Aviation Science Minor*
The aviation science minor is divided into two options:
a flight option and an aviation management option.
Flight Option:
AS 101 Primary FHght I
AS 102 Primary Fhght II
AS 103 Primary FUght III
AS 105 Private Pilot Ground School
MG 130 Principles of Management
Plus electives selected from the Ust below. A minor
requires a minimum of 18 credit hours.
Aviation Management Option:
AS 305 Introduction to General Aviation Management
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
Plus electives selected from the list below.A minor
requires a minimum of 18 credit hours.
Electives:
AS 101 Primary Fhght I
AS 102 Primary Fhght II
AS 103 Primary FUght III
AS 105 Private Pilot Ground School
AS 201 Commercial Flight I
AS 202 Commercial Flight II
AS 203 Instrument Fhght I
AS 204 Instrument Fhght II
AS 205 Advanced Commercial and Instrument Flight
AS 211 Commercial Pilot Ground School
AS 212 Instrument Pilot Ground School
AS 301 Instructional Fhght I
AS 302 Instructional Fhght II
AS 303 Fhght Instructor Ground School
AS 305 Introduction to General Aviation Management
AS 307 Air Carrier Operations
AS 402 Insurance and Risk Management in Aviation
AS 407 Aviation Marketing Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
*Please note thatflight courses involveflightfees.
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Flight Training and Ground School
Students enrolled in the aviation science program must
take all flight and flight-related courses through
Bridgewater State College. Flight training is provided
under articulation agreements with Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) approved flight schools, which
operate under Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part
141. A hst of college approved flight schools can be
obtained from the aviation science department.
Ground school courses are conducted by the college
under a FAA approved FAR Part 141 ground school, as
is the flight simulator training, which is required as a
part of commercial and instrument flight training
courses.
Physical Examinations
Students seeking admission to the fhght training
concentration must pass a Class II or better FAA
physical examination; a Class III FAA physical is
required for the aviation management concentration or
any other program involving flight courses.A copy of
the certification for the appropriate flight physical must
be on file with the aviation coordinator BEFORE
FLIGHT TRAINING BEGINS.
Academic Credit for Flight Training
The following procedures for granting academic credit
for flight and flight-related ground school training for
both incoming freshman students and transfer students
are in accord with pertinent college policies and are
designed to ensure academic quality and to maximize
safety for the participants in the aviation science
program. All students requesting academic credit from
Bridgewater State College for flight and flight-related
ground school training are subject to these provisions.
Credit for all other course work wiU be considered as
specified in the college catalog under the sections
concerning "Transfer Admissions" and "Transfer of
Credit after Admission."
Entering Freshmen and Transfer Students:
Freshmen or transfer students entering Bridgewater
State College may request up to eighteen (18) credits
for previous work in flight and flight-related ground
school training under the following provisions:
1. To obtain credit for flight training, the student must:
(a) provide valid documentation* of the flight
training concerned, (b) hold a current, appropriate
flight physical certificate, and (c) pass a flight
proficiency test conducted by an aviation science
approved flight instructor. (Additional flight training
may be required if a student has difficulty passing the
flight proficiency test.) All costs for the flight
proficiency test (and any additional flight training)
win be borne by the applicant.
2. Credit for training in FAA certified ground schools
may be obtained by providing valid documentation*
of the training concerned.
*Vahd documentation includes pertinent log books and
other certificates, licenses and verification of the
training from the school(s) concerned. This verification
must be in the form of a statement, which identifies the
school, describes the curriculum under which the
training was taken and specifies the number of class
hours involved. The statement must be signed by the
chief flight instructor of the school. (The standard ratio
for relating hours to academic credit is 1 8 class hours of
flight training for one academic credit.) Up to full
credit may be granted for courses from flight schools
operating under Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR)
Part 141 and up to half credit for training from schools
operating under FAR Part 61.
Credit authorized by the above procedureforflight andflight-
related ground school courses may be applied as follows:
Students entering the flight training concentration may
apply up to seventeen (17) credits toward the academic
major; any additional authorized fhght training credit
will be designated as free electives. At leastfifty percent
(50%) of the credits in any majorfield (major department)
must be earned at Bridgewater State College.
Students entering the ai^iation management concentration
may apply seven (7) academic credits toward the
required private pilot s hcense; any additional credits
may be used toward free electives only.
Students entering the aviation science minor may apply
nine (9) credits toward the minor; any balance may be
credited toward free electives.
Students who neither major nor minor in aviation science
may be granted up to eighteen (18) academic credits
toward free electives.
Authorized flight training credits specified above for
the major, minor, and free electives may be applied
toward the college graduation requirement of 120
credits (minimum).
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Students Enrolled at Bridgewater State College:
After a student is officially enrolled at Bridgewater
State College, academic credit from other institutions
will be granted only as specified by coUege policy.
Under special conditions where the coUege cannot
provide the required course work, such as students
being out of commuting range of the college during
the summer, a student may apply for permission to
earn credits at other institutions. The procedure which
follows must be completed BEFORE courses are taken
elsewhere. Persons (in any major) who take courses at
other institutions/schools without following this
procedure will not be granted credit at Bridgewater
State College.
Procedure:
1. A form for requesting transfer credits may be
obtained from the Office of Student Records and
Registration.
2 The completed form, together with an identifica-
tion of the proposed school and a description of the
courses involved, must be submitted to the chair-
person of the aviation science department, or a
designee, for departmental approval.The aviation
science program is based on the quaUty specified in
the Federal Aviation Regulation Part 141, and
credit will be accepted only from FAR Part 141
approved schools. Other documentation may be
requested by the aviation chairperson.
3. Upon completion of courses taken at other
institutions, students must satisfy the same condi-
tions as set forth for entering freshmen and trans-
fers, i.e., providing valid certification and passing a
flight proficiency test, as described above.
The student is responsible for insuring that all tran-
scripts, certificates or other documentation are submit-
ted to the Office of Student Records and Registration
of Bridgewater State College, with copies to the
aviation coordinator, within six weeks after the
completion of training. Official transcripts must be sent
from the training institution direcdy to Bridgewater
State CoUege.They must not be transported by the
student.
Please note: For additional detailed information on the
aviation science program call (508) 531-1237 or write
Office ofAdmissions, Bridgewater State College,
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 02325.
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Department Telephone Number: (SOS) 531-1716
Website: www. bridgew. edu/catalog/econom.htm
Degree Programs:
• BA in Economics






The minor in economics offers a basic program, which
enables students to become familiar with some aspects
of the economy and provides them with training in
economic analysis and problem-solving techniques.
Requirements:
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroecononucs
EC 201 Intermediate Microeconomic Theory
and Policy
EC 205 Intermediate Macroeconomic
Theory and Policy
EC 210 Quantitative Analysis for Economics
plus a minimum of two other economics courses at the
300 or 400 level.The two courses, MA 110 Elementary
Statistics and MA 318 Quantitative Methods for
Management, may be substituted for EC 210.
Economics Major
The major in economics is a comprehensive program
which enables students to become familiar with many
aspects of the econoniy and provides them with training
in economic analysis and problem-solving techniques.A
strong background in economic theory will prepare
students for entry into fields such as banking, finance,
business, politics and real estate.
Requirements:
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 1 02 Principles of Macroeconomics
EC 201 Intermediate Microeconomic Theory
and Policy
EC 205 Intermediate Macroeconomic Theory
and Policy
EC 210 Quantitative Analysis for Economics
plus five 300 level or higher economics courses for a
total of 30 credit hours in economics.
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MANAGEMENT
Faculty
Chairperson: Professor Mercer Fellouris
Professors: Jon Bryan, Craig Cowles,
Helene Fine, Sylvia Keyes,
Frederick Sheppard, Frank Sterrett
Associate
Professors: Jeanne Aurelio, Ely Dorsey,
Peter Georgelas, Dorothy Oppenheim
Instructors: Peter Sietins, Robert Wolk
Department Telephone Number: (SOS) 331-1374
Website: www. bridgew. edu /depts/mgmt/
Degree Programs
• BS in Management Science
Concentrations: General, Energy and Environ-
mental Resources, Global Management, Informa-
tion Systems Management, Marketing, Transporta-
tion
• Master of Science in Management (MSM)






Bachelor of Science in Management
Science
The management science concentrations educate
students for successful careers in business and manage-
ment. The program provides general education, other
liberal arts courses and specific management education
for students with career interests in general business,
transportation, energy and environmental resources,
marketing, global management, information systems,
human resources and operations management.
With a curriculum embedded in a strong liberal arts
framework, students learn how business decisions relate
to society-culturally, economically, ethically and
socially-while developing the skills and knowledge that
will enable them to assume management responsibili-
ties.
Students who enroll in the management science
program may gain experience through internships that
provide practical, on-the-job training opportunities.
These valuable learning experiences, coupled with the
college's development as a regional resource for
business and industry, offer students significant contact
with business and management leaders.
General Management Concentration
AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 350 Managerial Accounting I
AF 385 Managerial Finance
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications:
An Introduction
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 360 Business Data Processing
MG 425 Operations Management
MG 490 Management Seminar
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
MA 318 Quantitative Methods for Management
Choose one option:
Operations Option
MG 340 Labor Relations
MG 470 Materials Management
MG 475 Statistical Process Control
Human Resources Option
MG 340 Labor Relations
MG 375 Personnel Development
PY 313 Psychology of Organizations
Energy and Environmental Resources
Management Concentration
AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 350 Managerial Accounting I
AF 385 Managerial Finance
CH 131 General Chemistry I
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CH 132 General Chemistry II
CH 250 Instrumentation
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications:
An Introduction
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
ES 100 Physical Geology
ES 194 Environmental Geology
ES 240 Hydrology
GE 100 Physical Geography
GE 307 Management and Preservation of Natural
Environment
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 360 Business Data Processing
MG 460 Public Policy and Government Regulation in
Global Management
MG 490 Management Seminar
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
MA 318 Quantitative Methods for Management
PH 180 Energy and Its Social Uses
Global Management Concentration
AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 350 Managerial Accounting I
AF 385 Managerial Finance
AF 455 International Finance
CC 365 Introduction to Intercultural Communication
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications:
An Introduction
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
EC 321 International Economics
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 360 Business Data Processing
MG 410 International Marketing and Physical
Distribution
MG 460 Public Policy and Government Regulation in
Global Management
MG 490 Management Seminar
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
MA 318 Quantitative Methods for Management
PO 260 International Relations
four semesters of one foreign language (12 credits)
Information Systems Management
Concentration
AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 350 Managerial Accounting I
AF 385 Managerial Finance
CS 101 Computer Science I
CS 102 Computer Science II
CS 210 COBOL Programming I
CS 211 COBOL Programming II
CS 410 Database AppUcations
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 360 Business Data Processing
MG 445 Information Systems Management
MG 450 Problems in Information Systems
MG 480 Systems Analysis
MG 490 Management Seminar
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II





AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 350 Managerial Accounting I
AF 385 Managerial Finance
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications:
An Introduction
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 360 Business Data Processing
MG 420 Marketing Research
MG 424 Advertising
MG 430 Sales Management
MG 490 Management Seminar
MG 494 Marketing Management and Strategy
MA 141-142 Elements of C:alculus I-II
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 318 Quantitative Methods for Management
And any one ot:
MG 415 Retail Management
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MG 410 International Marketing and Physical
Distribution
MG 440 Industrial Marketing
Transportation Concentration
AF 240 Accounting I
AF 241 Accounting II
AF 305 Business Law I
AF 350 Managerial Accounting I
AF 385 Managerial Finance
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications:
An Introduction
Any one CS programming course
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics
ES 100 Physical Geology
or
GE 100 Physical Geography
GE 216 Cartography
GS 353 Urban Geography
GS 362 Economic Geography
GS 430 Geography ofTransportation
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 360 Business Data Processing
MG 490 Management Seminar
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I
MA 141-142 Elements of Calculus I-II
PO 279 Introduction to Pubhc Administration
PO 376 Urban PoHtics
SO 306 Urban Sociology
Management Science Minor
Students from hberal arts and other programs may elect
this minor to broaden their background and expand
their potential in job related areas of their respective
disciplines. The central purpose of this minor is to
provide initial exposure to the basic areas of business
and the environment of the business world.
Required courses:
AF 240 Accounting I
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 200 Marketing Principles
(prerequisite MG 130 and EC 101 or EC 102 or consent
of department)
Plus three additional electives from any AF or MG
courses for which prerequisites have been completed.
• One economics course (either EC 101 Principles of
Microeconomics or EC 102 Principles of Macroeco-
nomics) may be used toward the completion of these
three required electives.
• Majors in Accounting and Finance and Aviation
Science majors with a concentration in Aviation
Management must take at least two MG courses at the
300 or 400 level, not to include MG 360 or MG 490
to frilfrU the elective requirements.
Transfer of Credit After Admission
In order for undergraduates to receive credit for courses
taken at other accredited institutions, approval must be
obtained in advance.
Application forms are available in the Office of Student
Records and Registration. Apphcations for approval of a
course from another institution should be accompanied
by the appropriate catalog from that institution.
Transcripts of these approved courses must be submitted
to the Office of Student Records and Registration
within six weeks after the completion of the course.
Approval must be obtained prior to registering for class.
It is the student's responsibility to have official tran-
scripts sent directly by the institution to the Office of
Student Records and Registration.
Honors Program
The Department of Management offers a Departmental
Honors Program in Management. This program
provides an opportunity for well-quaHfied management
science majors to conduct independent research and
scholarly study in management. Contact the Depart-
ment of Management for further information concern-
ing eUgibHity and appHcation.
GRADUATE PROGRAM
~
Master of Science in Management
Successful managers in the 21st century must have
speciahzed knowledge and skills to meet a variety of
changing and growing demands in the ever-expanding
global marketplace. The Master of Science in Manage-
ment (MSM) program prepares students to apply
systems thinking to managerial problems, direct large-
scale projects, and lead people and organizations
through complex change. The program emphasizes the
role of information technology in the modern firm and
the organizational changes occurring as a result. In
addition, students gain focused instruction in a specific
202
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area of interest through one of five four-course
concentrations:
• Accounting




Master of Science in Management
For students who hold a Bachelor's degree
The MSM requires 30 credit hours of graduate
coursework. including a core of six courses and a
concentration area of four courses. Prerequisite courses
mclude one undergraduate course each in accounting,
finance, marketing, law, and statistics, in addition to a
workmg knowledge of computers. The prerequisites
can also be satisfied by takmg a three-course graduate
sequence, consisting ofMG 500 Computational
Statistics, AF 505 Accounting and Finance, and MG
506 Issues in Management.
Five-year Bachelor of Science in Management/
Master of Science in Management
Undergraduate students who have completed at least
30 credit hours of coursework at Bndgewater State
College, have completed the undergraduate prerequi-
sites, have taken the GMAT examination, and can
complete all requirements for their B.S. or B.A. degree
in 30 additional credits may apply for the five-year BS/
MSM program. Those admitted take a mix of under-
graduate and graduate courses durmg their fourth and
fifth year, and graduate v,ith both degrees. Admission
to this program is selective and hmited.
The Master of Science in Management
Curriculum
Candidates for the MSM must successfiolly complete
each of the following core courses:
MG 501 Systems Research and Problem Solving
MG 526 Project Management
MG 576 Organizational Change and Leadership
MG 581 Information Resources Management
MG 582 Decision Support Systems
MG 583 Business Dau Communications
Accounting Concentration
AF 545 Auditing
AF 560 Advanced Accounting
AF 595 Accounting Seminar (Capstone)
And one elective course from the following:
AF 531 Cost Accounting II
AF 567 Advanced Taxaaon
AF 593 Financial Statement Analysis and
Disclosure
Global Electronic Commerce Concentration
\1G 551 Programmmg for E-Commerce
MG 552 E-Commerce Apphcanons I
MG 553 E-Commerce AppUcaaons II
MG 554 Issues in Global E-Commerce (Capstone)
Marketing Concentration
MG 510 International .Marketing
MG 540 Industrial Marketmg
MG 541 Issues m Marketing (Capstone)
MG 594 Marketmg Management and Strategy
Organizational Development Concentration
MG 571 Organizational Culture and'^'ork Force
Diversity-
MG 572 Interpersonal and Group Behavnor
MG 577 Power and Influence m Orgamzaaons
MG 578 Issues in Modem Organizations (Capstone)
Technology Management Concentration
MG 527 Product Development Processes
MG 528 Quahry and Risk Management
MG 561 Environmental Management
MG 562 Strategic Management ofTechnological
Innovation (Capstone)
For apphcadons and addidonal informadon contact the







Candidates must successfiilly complete four courses
fiom one of the following concentraQons:





Designed to complement the student's major, this
minor program examines the development ofAmeri-
can society and culture from several perspectives. It
features a study of the United States through a
combination of relevant courses in a variety of
academic areas: history, literature, art and architecture,
philosophy, religion, poUtical science and others.
Through this interdiscipHnary focus, the minor
encourages an integrated and inclusive sense of the
American experience.
The area around Bridgev^ater is rich in hbrary and
museum resources for American studies. In addition to
the holdings of Boston-area colleges and universities,
there are the collections of the Massachusetts Histori-
cal Society, the Pilgrim Museum, PUmouth Plantation,
the Whaling Museum in New Bedford, FuUer Mu-
seum ofArt, the Boston and Providence Athenaeums,
the John Carter Brown Library and the Harris
Collection at Brown University. Bridgewater itself has
the Microbook Library ofAmerican Civilization and
the PCMI humanities collection.
A student wishing to pursue a minor in American
Studies will ordinarily be assigned an adviser from the
American Studies Committee, and will be expected to
take the following sequence of courses in the sopho-
more,junior and senior years:
Required Courses:
ID 220 Introduction to American Studies
ID 420 American Studies Seminar
Elective Courses: In consultation with an American
Studies adviser, the student will choose a group of at
least FOUR (4) additional courses in fields related to
the program. Most likely these courses will be spread
over the junior and senior years. At leastTWO (2) of
these additional courses must be chosen from disci-
plines outside the student's major.
For further information, interested students should
contact the Department of English.
Asian Studies Minor
This multidisciplinary minor in Asian studies gives
interested students the opportunity to learn about Asian
societies and cultures. Students may focus on East Asia
or South Asia or take courses on both regions. The
minor emphasizes the importance of understanding the
history, geography, philosophy, government, sociology
and cultures ofAsia in order to understand these
societies. It will give students greater strength in
academic, career and professional preparation.
Students may pursue a minor in Asian Studies by taking
a combination of 1 8 credit hours or core and elective
credits from the courses listed below. Students interested
in the Asian Studies Minor, should contact Dr. Wing-kai
To in the Department of History.
Required core courses:
Three courses from three of the following areas (limited
to one course from each area):
1
. GS 384 Geography ofAsia
2. HI 151 Asian Civilization
HI 480 History of Imperial China
HI 482 History of Modern Japan
HI 483 South Asia: The Modern Period
3. PL 212 Philosophies of India
PL 213 Philosophies of China and Japan
4. PO 330 Asian Politics
SO 210 Society and Culture of Modern India
SO 217 East Asian Societies: China and Japan
Elective courses:
Three additional courses taken from remaining core
courses above or from the following list:
AH 205 Far Eastern Art
CC 365 Introduction to Intercultural
Communication
CC 462 Patterns of International Communication
CT 222 Asian Theatre
HI 481 China Under Communism
HI 484 War and Revolution in Modern Asia
LC 101 Elementary Chinese I
LC 102 Elementary Chinese II
LJ 101 Elementary Japanese I
LJ 1 02 Elementary Japanese II
LJ 151 Intermediate Japanese I
LJ 172 Business Japanese
PE 345 Sport and Physical Education in East Asian
Culture
PE 346 Sport and Culture of India
FY 200 Non-Western Theories of Personality
SO 221 Rehgion and Society in Modern Asia
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Canadian Studies Minor
The minor has been developed as an area study in
response to faculty, student and regional interest. The
national origins of a large portion of the population of
Southeastern Massachusetts reflect strong Canadian ties
from both the French and Enghsh communities.
The program is designed to supplement and give a
multi-cultural dimension to one's major by an in-depth
study of our northern neighbor. The study is presented
in the following academic areas: history, hterature,
geography, management, music, economics, sociology
and political science.
Students may enter the Canadian Studies minor during
the sophomore or junior year and will be assigned an
adviser in their major field, usually a member of the
College Council for Canadian Studies.
In addition to ID 200,An Introduction to Canadian
Studies, students in the program should select courses
from those hsted below.
A. Three courses with one from each area:
1. Area of Hterature
EN 283 Major Canadian Writers in EngUsh I
EN 284 Major Canadian Writers in English II
2. Area of history
HI 487 Canadian History to Confederation
HI 488 Canadian History since Confederation
3. Area of geography or pohtical science
GS 386 Geography of Canada
PO 386 Canadian Policies
B. Two additional courses selected from the following list:
GS 386 Geography of Canada
HI 487 Canadian History to Confederation
PO 386 Canadian Pohcies
MU 368 Folk Music of Canada
C. One additional course:
HI 489 History of Canadian-American Relations
Total of 18 credit hours.
Students in the minor are encouraged to have some
familiarity with French.
For further details contact Professor Anthony Cicerone
of the Department of Economics.
Chemistry-Geology Major
A major in chemistry-geology is offered jointly by the
Department of Chemical Sciences and the Department
of Earth Sciences and Geography This program is
designed to prepare students for graduate school and
professional employment in geochemistry and geology.
Careers in these fields may involve environmental
consulting, petroleum, mineral and groundwater
exploration or research in geochronology, mineralogy,
crystallography and oceanography. This major is
particularly suited to students interested in chemical or
geological oceanography. The program is flexible in that
It allows the student to speciaUze in a variety of areas by
suitable choice of electives.
Chemistry-geology majors are required to take the
following courses: CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-
II (or CH 131-132 General Chemistry I-II);ES 100
Physical Geology, ES 101 Historical Geology, ES 311
Geochemistry, and ES 372 Mineralogy. In addition to
the above requirements, majors must elect a minimum
of two additional semesters of chemistry, two semesters
of physics and two semesters of mathematics. In
addition to these electives the student must elect a
minimum of six hours of chemistry or earth sciences or
mathematics or physics which have been approved by
the student's adviser.
The chemistry-geology major at Bridgewater State
College IS recognized by the New England Regional
Student Program as an undergraduate four-year degree
opportunity for residents of New England. Students who
are legal residents of Connecficut. Maine, New Hampshire,
Rhode Island or Vermont accepted for study in this major
will pay the in-state tuition rate plus surcharge tuition.
Dance Minor
The dance minor is an interdisciplinary program in the
theatre arts and physical education programs. The
objective is to give a solid liberal arts experience in the
art of dance. The program includes the study of tech-
niques of various styles of dance, dance history and
theory, choreography and production.
Courses include:
CT/PE 255 Creative Dance I
CT/PE 256 Creative Dance II
CT/PE 251 Dance History
CT/PE 155 Dance Practicum (two semesters)
CT/PE 357 Dance Production Theory
CT/PE 358 Dance Production lechniques
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Four credits in the following:
PE 153 Jazz Dance I
PE 166 African Dance
PE 167 Street Dance
PE 258 Modern Dance Technique
PE 259 Dance Repertory
PE 262 Modern Dance II
PE 243 Ballet II
PE 253 Jazz Dance II
Choose one:
PE 161 Folk Dance
PE 164 Square Dance
PE 168 Ballroom Dance
MU 160 Music:A Listening Approach (recommended
but not required)
All activity courses successfully completed in this
minor count toward the minimum 120 degree credits
required for graduation.
Health Resources Management Minor
Students from relevant liberal arts and other related
programs may elect this minor to develop the skills and
background knowledge to gain employment at the
entry level of health care delivery management. This
minor is most appropriate for students in the social
sciences, social work, physical education, communica-
tion studies, management and other human service
oriented professions.
Required Courses:
HE 102 Health Science
HE/SW 403 InterdiscipUnary Approaches to
the Delivery of Health Services
HE 474 Community Health
AF 240 Accounting I
MG 130 Principles of Management
MG 140 Human Resources Management
Electives (choose one):
HE 401 Human SexuaUty
HE 405 Drugs in Society
HE 471 Nutrition
HE 477 Environmental Health
AF 241 Accounting II
MG 200 Marketing Principles
MG 375 Personnel Development
AF 385 Managerial Finance
Oceanography
Courses related to oceanography are offered as a
cooperative effort of the Departments of Biological
Sciences, Chemical Sciences, Earth Sciences and
Geography and Physics. This emphasis is designed to
prepare students for graduate studies in oceanography.
Most graduate schools of oceanography require an
undergraduate major in biology, chemistry, earth
sciences or physics. All students interested in an
oceanography program should major in one of these
disciplines. Graduate schools of oceanography expect
students to include most of the following courses (or
comparable ones) in their undergraduate programs:
Calculus I and II, General Chemistry I and II, Quanti-
tative Analysis, General Physics I and II, Biology I,
Biology II, Marine Biology, Physical Geology, Biologi-
cal Oceanography and Physical Oceanography.
These courses, together with one of the majors
indicated above, provide the basic foundation for
further study in one of the four principal branches of
oceanography: biological oceanography, chemical
oceanography, geological oceanography and physical
oceanography. A student who is interested in oceanog-
raphy should consult both his/her major adviser and
one of the oceanography advisers before registering for
courses in his/her freshman year or as soon as possible
thereafter. Oceanography advisers are: Dr. Jacek
Sulanowski (Earth Sciences); Dr. Frank Gorga (Chemis-
try); Dr. Hardy Moore (Biology).
Pre-Medical, Pre-Dental, Pre-Veteri-
nary AND Other Medically Oriented
Professions
The Department of Biological Sciences can advise any
coUege student interested in most of the medically
oriented professions such as pre-medical, dental,
veterinary, physical therapy, osteopathic, chiropractic,
podiatry and physician's assistant, as to recommended
courses for each area, professional schools' requirements,
how to apply and how to prepare for the MCATs,
DCATs.VCATs and GREs, where applicable. Pertinent
information and guidance is available through the pre-
medical adviser in the Department of Biological
Sciences.
Pre-Engineering
Pre-professional training for students planning to enter
engineering schools is provided by Bridgewater State
College.
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Engineering schools expect prospective students to
have demonstrated competency in areas such as
mathematics, physics, chemistry, and computer science.
Students who are interested in engineering should
consult with the chairperson in the Department of
Physics.
Pre-Law
Advising for students considering entering law school
after graduation is provided by Bridgewater State
College. Law schools are generally seeking students
with strong academic hberal arts backgrounds who have
demonstrated a high degree of competence in the
ability to write with clarity, reason logically and analyze
complex ideas.While law students therefore come from
a variety of majors, it is useful to have a balanced
curriculum with some preparation in history, EngUsh,
government and philosophy. Students interested in a
legal career should consult with Professor Pauhne
Harrington of the Department of PoHtical Science.
Public History Minor
A program of courses offered by the Departments of
History and Sociology and Anthropology to provide
students with education and training for professional
positions in pubUc institutions such as museums,
government offices, historical societies, national parks
and in business. The program is designed to serve the
Southeastern Massachusetts region. Students will
choose courses from those Usted below:
Required courses:
HI 392 History Seminar
HI 492 Historical Museum Management
or
HI 493 Museum Management: A Practicum
HI 498 Internship in History
AN 103 Introduction to Archeology
AN 403 Archeological Field Excavation in Prehistoric
Sites in New England
or
AN 328 Archeology of North America
AN 410 Public Archeology
Suggested Electives:
HI 440 Topics: Public History
HI 441 The Colonial Period
HI 460 The History of American Indians
HI 461 American Immigration and Ethnicity
HI 464 New England Textile Communities: Social and
Economic History
SO 306 Cities and People
SO 315 Ethnic Experience in America
PO 277 American Government: State and Local
Public Relations Minor
This pubUc relations minor is offered as a cooperative
effort of the Departments of Communication Studies
and Theatre Arts, Management and English. It provides
an opportunity for students to acquire knowledge and
skills germane to pubHc relations practice. Students take
courses in management, advertising, pubUc relations,
marketing and business writing or elect presentational
skills courses, for a total of 21 credit hours.
Required Courses:
CC 301 Introduction to Public Relations
CC 391 PubUc Relations Practicum
MG 130 Principles of Management




CC 250 Public Speaking
CC 212 Announcing
CC 330 Business and Professional Communication
Choose one:
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics
EN 202 Business Communication
Interested students should contact the department
chairperson of the Department of Communication
Studies and Theatre Arts.
Radio and Television Operation and
Production Minor
A minor in radio/television operation and production
is offered for those students who have an active interest
in the areas of radio and/or television. Interested
students should contact the department chairperson of
the Department of Communication Studies and
Theatre Arts.
Russian and East European Studies
Minor
A multidisciphnary minor encompassing 1 8 credit
hours to be selected from courses offered in the
Departments of English, Foreign Languages. Earth
Sciences and Geography, History, Political Science and
Economics. The major purpose of this minor is to
Interdisciplinary and Preprofessional Programs
provide students with a deeper understanding of the
Eastern European Area (including Russia) and its
culture.
Each student must achieve proficiency in the Russian
language (up to the intermediate level), but only six
credits can be applied to the area program or any other
Slavic language. Each requirement can be met by
CLEP.
Three credits of each subject taken within the Slavic
area studies can also be applied to student's major.
Students participating in the program are encouraged
to go beyond the minimum requirements and take
additional general education electives in this area.
Additional courses can be taken with the approval of
the Slavic Council at other Massachusetts State
CoUeges.
Each student who completes the program will be
credited with a minor in the area, and in addition will
receive "A Certificate of Completing Area Studies:
Slavic."
The requirements for the minor include:
LR 151-152 Intermediate Russian I-II
HI 436 History of East-Central Europe since 1918
or
HI 434 Modern Russia to 1917
or
HI 435 History of the USSR
GS 380 Geography of Russia/C.I. S.
Select two of the following courses:
EC 320 Comparative Economic Systems
PO 275 Comparative Government
PO 383 Comparative Political Systems
For further details contact the Department of History.
Scientific and Technical Illustration
Students interested in scientific and technical illustra-
tion should major in either art, one of the natural
sciences or mathematics. It is recommended that these
students take the following courses: AR 130Two-
Dimensional Design,AR 125 Drawing I,AR 230
Painting I,AR 240 Sculpture I,AR 225 Drawing II,
AR 499 (1 cr.) Directed Study. Students majoring in
art should minor in one of the natural sciences or
mathematics. It is strongly recommended that all
students take at least one course in each of the natural
sciences and mathematics. In addition to their regular
advisers (majors and minors), students are encouraged
to consult with Dr. Stephen Smalley of the Department
ofArt.
Urban Affairs Minor
The college offers a multidisciplinary minor in urban
affairs under the auspices of the earth sciences and
geography, economics, history, political science,
psychology and sociology and anthropology depart-
ments. The primary purpose of this minor is to provide
students with a broader understanding of and sensitivity
to the complex problems facing the urban environment
through the combined efforts of different disciplines at
the college.The minor, through its internship program,
is designed to provide students with an opportunity for
direct contact and work in fields such as urban plan-
ning, urban government, social welfare, social psychol-
ogy and urban education.
Some examples of internships which are assigned
according to the abilities, interests and background of
the student and the current needs of the cooperating
cormnunities or agencies are:
Department of Earth Sciences and Geography:
City and regional planning; economic development,
land use, environmental protection, transportation
studies, cartography/drafting, business/bank locations
and market studies.
Department of History:
Working with historical affairs commissions, assisting
community organizations in oral history projects and
writing about local history.
School ofArts and Sciences:
Working in human services agencies, survey research in
pubUc institutions, work in community organizations
and voluntary agencies.
Option A
Four out of the following seven courses:
AN 307 Urban Anthropology
EC 350 Urban Economic Problems and PoUcies
HI 463 History of the American City
PY 210 Applied Social Psychology
GS 353 Urban Geography
SO 306 Cities and People: Urban Sociology
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PO 376 Municipal Government
Internship: (6) credits. (Equal to 8 weeks, full time or
16 weeks, half time)
Option B
Four out of the six courses Usted under Option A, plus
two courses from the bst below:
GE 354 Field Methods m Urban Geography
HI 462 American Labor History
PO 277 American Government: State and Local
SO 212 Discrimination and Prejudice
499 Directed Study in individual participating
departments
Courses taken to satisfy requirements of a major may
not be counted in the minor. Students interested in this
program are encouraged to take their general education
electives in the area of minority studies.
Students interested in this program should contact:
1. Professor Glenn Miller, Department of Earth
Sciences and Geography
2 Professor Jean Stonehouse, Department of History
Women's Studies Minor
Women's studies at Bridgewater State College was
estabUshed in 1983, and is part of a rapidly growing
course of study nationwide. Women's studies is an
interdisciplinary minor which combines the analytical
tools of different discipHnes such as anthropology,
psychology, sociology, Uterature, history, philosophy, etc.,
when studying the world.
Women's studies is dedicated to the study of women
and gender. Gender is the idea of difference between
the sexes, and all the assumptions, stereotypes and
expectations that accompany these ideas. The minor
looks at women and gender issues around the world,
but since gender does not give a full understanding to
women's lives, we consider other factors such as race,
class, culture and sexuaUty.The minor combines these
tools and areas of interest into what we call an "integra-
tive analysis." The objective is to introduce students to
analytical tools and basic approaches to the study of
women in a variety of fields.
Students in the women's studies have found that
women's studies enhances their major curriculum by
broadening their lens of inquiry, encouraging them to
ask new and meaningful questions about women and
men, and seeing the world in a more meaningful way.
Students ofwomen's studies go on to graduate school
in women's studies and in other disciplines, become
teachers, hbrarians, attorneys, writers, reporters, labor
organizers, social workers, counselors, ministers,
performers, midwives, doctors and more.
Women's Studies Minor
Students are required to take six women's studies
courses to complete the women's studies minor,
including:
• WS/ID 240 - Critical Perspectives in Women's
Studies
• 15 credits selected from the Hst below of approved
women's studies courses to include:
6 credits in literature, history, philosophy and/or the arts
6 credits in social sciences, behavioral sciences and/or
natural sciences
3 credits of electives
NOTE: No more than two courses from the 15 credits
may be taken in the same department.
Art
AH 308 Women in the Visual Arts
Anthropology
AN 417 She/He "Two Spirits" Gender Cross Culturally
AN 208 Anthropology ofWomen
AN 435 Global Feminism
AN/SO 314 Women in Myth/Lore
English
EN 327 Women Writers to 1900
EN 328 Women Writers Since 1900
* Gender and Writing
Foreign Language
* Gender, Sexuality and PoHtics in Hispanic
Cinema
History
HI 421 European Women's History
HI 466 Women in American History
Interdisciplinary
ID/WS 304 Psychosocial Development ofWomen
*Directed Study in Women's Studies
Photography
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Philosophy
PL 210 Liberation Ethics
PL 332 Philosophy and Feminist Thought
Political Science
PO 476 Women and Pohtics
Sociology
SO 330 Women's Roles
SO 310 Women and Crime
SO 313 Family Violence
* Feminist Theory
Movement Arts
PE/WS 365 Women in Sport
* Women's Health Issues
Social Work
SW 270 Issues of Diversity/Oppression
* NOTE: Certain titles, are offered under
departmental topics courses and may be
applied to the required electives upon ap-
proval of the women's studies coordinator.
For additional information about the Women's Studies
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
The course descriptions include all courses
which are taught for academic credit at the
college. They are arranged in alpha-
numerical sequence by course prefix. At
present, the majority of the 500-600 level
courses are offered in the evening hours.
Students are urged to consult the Course
Schedule each semester to determine
when specific courses are offered.
Course Numbering System
100 - 299 Introductory courses or courses
normally taken during the freshman
and sophomore years.
300 - 399 Courses normally taken in the junior
or senior years.
400 - 499 Courses normally taken by seniors;
open to graduate students if so noted
in course schedule.
500 - 699 Courses open only to graduate
students (with the exception of those
with a "CE" prefix).
General Education Requirement
Notations
Courses designated as satisfying General Educa-
tion Requirements (GERs) are designated as such
in the course description. For a Usting of general
education requirements and the academic catego-
ries under which they fall, please refer to the
Undergraduate Academic Programs section of this
catalog.
Prerequisite Notations
Prerequisites, if any, are indicated in the course
description. Students must have the necessary
prerequisite for each course. Prerequisites are
indicated with the individual course Hsting and are
enforced at the time of registration. Prerequisite
courses taken at institutions other than
Bridgewater State College must be documented
(transcript or grade report, and in some cases
course description) prior to registration.
Students who wish to enroll in a course without
the prerequisite (s) must obtain a Prerequisite
Override form prior to registering for the course.
The form must be signed by the chairperson of
the department through which the course is
offered and, in some cases, the instructor of the
course. Students seeking an override of profes-
sional education prerequisites for courses taught
through the School of Education and AUied
Studies must complete a Request for a Student to
Take an Upper Level Professional Education
Course Without Formal Program Admission form
and obtain the signature of the dean of the School
of Education and AUied Studies.
Semester Notations
In some course descriptions, the list of prerequisites is
followed by a semester designation indicating when the
course can normally be expected to be offered. This
information is provided to assist students and their
advisers in planning their programs. Please note,
however, that all course listings published are subject to
change, and that the coUege reserves the right to cancel
courses or sections with inadequate enrollment.
Former Course Number Notations
Some courses have had a change in their course
number. The former number is noted in the course
description. Credit will not be given for a course
repeated under a different number.
Cross-Listed Courses
In some cases, a course in one discipline may be cross-
listed with another course in a different discipline.
Course descriptions will be listed under each course
prefbc in the appropriate discipline. For example, EC/
PO 340 Law and Economics wiD be listed under EC
(Economics) and PO (Political Science). Students may
enroll in such courses under either discipline, but not
both.
Meeting Times
Courses offered during evening hours normally
meet once a week for a full semester or a quarter.













meet for three SO-minute periods or two 75-
iTunute periods per week for one semester. Most
courses count for three credits. Departures from
this rule, such as laboratory and studio periods
and quarter courses, are indicated in the course
description and in the schedule of courses.
Course Prefix Key
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English EN
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AE 505 The Adult Learner (3 crs.)
This course focuses on the adult learner's physiological,
psychological, sociological, and intellectual characteristics
and how they affect learning. Adult learning theory and
adult development are explored as a means to understand
the adult as a learner.
AE 506 Methods and Materials in Adult Learning
(3 crs.)
This course is a knowledge and skill building course
designed for present and future adult learning/adult
education practitioners. It will examine the teaching-
learning process in a variety of educational/learning
settings. It will explore a variety of instructional methods,
techniques and strategies, which are effective in adult
learning situations. It will also investigate the materials,
devices and tools used in instructional design and evaluation
of adult learning classes, staff development and training
opportunities and related instructional situations.
AE 507 Program Design and Development for Adult
Learning (3 crs.)
This course is a knowledge and skill building course for
present and future adult learning/adult education practitio-
ners. It will examine the concepts and practices relevant to
program design and development in traditional and non-
traditional settings. Considerations in program design and
procedures utilized in effective program development will
be presented and discussed.
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
(AF)
AF 150 Personal Finance (3 crs.)
This course examines a range of alternative investments
with regard to risk and liquidity. It analyzes and compares
such mvestments as real estate, business ownership, securities
and other investment types, considering the effects of
taxation and inflation.
AF 240 Accounting I (3 crs.)
Preparation of accounting statements; cash receivables,
liabilities and inventory valuation; corporate financial
reporting. Does not satisfy GERs. Either semester
AF 241 Accounting II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 240
Investments, fund and cash flow analysis, budgetary control,
and introduction to cost accounting. Does not satisfy GERs.
Either semester
AF 305 Business Law I (3 crs.)
A comprehensive study of law and the judicial process; the
legal relationships among man, society and the business
community; an analysis of the concept and legal conse-
quences of contracts; business torts and crimes; consumer
protection; personal property and bailments recovered. Either
semester
AF 340 Intermediate Accounting I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 241
Basic accounting principles are reviewed. The income and
statement of financial position are reviewed in depth. Cash
and temporary investments, receivables, inventories, long-
term investments, plant and equipment and intangible assets
are studied. Fall semester
AF 341 Intermediate Accounting n (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 340
A continuation ofAF 340. Includes such topics as inventory
cost procedures, special valuation, estimating procedures,
investments (stocks, bonds, land, building and equipment);
the acquisition, use of retirement, depreciation and evaluation
of equipment; current and long-term liabilities; retained
earnings and capital stock. Spring semester
AF 350 Managerial Accounting I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 241 and CS 105 or a working knowledge of
spreadsheets
This course presents the analysis and interpretation of
accounting information: statement of changes in financial
position; cost terms, cost-volume-profit relationships; break-
even computations; product costing using the job order
method; budgeting; responsibility accounting; standard costs;
flexible budgets; and cost-behavior patterns. Either semester
AF 385 Managerial Finance (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 241
Provides understanding of the finance function and the
responsibilities of the financial manager. Develops concepts
and tools for use in effective financial decision making and
problem solving. Covers ratio analysis, funds, flow, forecasting,
current assets management, budgeting, credit services,
formation and cost of capital and impact of operating and
financial leverages. Either semester
AF 399 Special Topics in Accounting/Finance (3 crs.)
Special topics will be offered in accounting, finance and
related subjects.
AF 400-401 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special topics in accounting and finance. Open to All-
College and Departmental Honors students. Three hourly
meetings weekly. AF 400 Fall semester,AF 401 Spring semester
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
AF 402 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental
Honors students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis
director will culminate m an honors thesis. With the consent
of the Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis
director, this course may be extended into a second semester
for three additional credits depending upon the scope of the
project.
AF 406 Business Law 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 305
A study of the basic legal principles encountered by
management in the area of sales, commercial paper, agency,
partnerships, corporations and government regulation of
business. Spring semester
AF 430 Cost Accounting I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 241 and CS 105 or a working knowledge of
spreadsheets
Basic cost concepts and cost procedures for manufacturing
enterprises are studied. Job order product costing is empha-
sized. Topics include manufacturmg cost-flow concepts,
procedure and controls, factory and departmental burden
rates, inventory-costing methods. Spring semester
AF 431 Cost Accounting 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 430
A continuation of Cost Accounting I. Additional study of
process cost systems, in-depth study of variance analysis, in-
dcpth study of performance measurement, transfer pricing,
accounting for by-products and spoilage. The course will also
introduce capital budget concepts.
AF 445 Auditing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 34 1; or may be taken concurrently with AF 341
with consent of the instructor
The quahfications and professional code of conduct of the
auditor arc discussed. Attention is then focused upon auditing
procedures including the preparation of audit working papers
and other steps required in the course of an audit. Spring
semester
AF 460 Advanced Accounting I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 341
A detailed study of partnerships and corporations including
business combinations and segmental reporting of business
entities. Fall semester
AF 465 Options and Futures Markets (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 385,AF 490
This course famiharizes the student with two little known
but potentially titanic markets in the securities industry. Both
options and futures are the wave of things to come. The
course begins with an historical account of the origins of the
two markets and then an examination of the mechanisms of
both markets. Much time is spent on hedging techniques and
on the apphcation of futures contracts to the food industries
and to banking and life insurance. Spring semester
AF 466 Federal Income Taxation I (3 crs.)
Provides background in Federal Income Tax Law and the
regulations of the Treasury Department. Deals primarily with
the basic philosophy of taxation, taxable income, allowable
deductions and gains and losses in sales and exchanges of
property for the individual taxpayer. Serves also as an
introduction to the federal taxation of partnerships and
corporations. Emphasizes preparation of federal income tax
return and the development of the ability to utilize various
references in dealing with tax accounting problems. Discusses
tax planning. Fall semester
AF 467 Advanced Taxation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 466
Examines in greater depth federal income tax law and
regulations applicable to partnerships, corporations and
fiduciaries. Also covers federal gift and estate tax principles,
reorganizations, personal holding companies and the
accumulated earnings tax. Emphasizes tax planning, including
timing of transactions, appropriate form of transactions,
election of methods when alternative methods are made
available under the law and other lawful means to minimize











AF 455 International Finance (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 385
This course surveys the financial management of multina-
tional corporations. After reviewing foreign exchange rate
determinations, it then covers such timely topics as exchange
risks, hedging, interest rate arbitrage, msurance and guarantee
programs and international capital markets. Analysis is made
of multinational capital budgeting techniques, the cost of
capital and working capital management in a multinational
corporate setting, f-'all semester
AF 470 Accounting Information Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 341, CS 105
This course integrates accounting processes and procedures as
they relate to the total information system. Students study the
design and implementation of accounting related information
systems. Topics include internal control, design of flowcharts,
data flow diagrams, computerized financial reporting .ind the
impact of the accounting function on various elements of the
organization. It covers the purchase decision for hardware and
software and related accounting considerations. Exposure to
the latest accounting software packages will be presented.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions. 215
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AF 476 Insurance and Risk Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 385
This course is designed to provide an understanding of the
fundamental concepts of risk management in the areas of
employee benefit programs, property damage and liability
exposures and other business needs for insurance. The course
will also provide an overview of the risk bearing industry, its
function and importance and its relevance in today's business
markets. Emphasis will be on the msurance contracts
themselves and the rating plans available. Fall semester
AF 485 Capital Budgeting (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 385
This course explores the decision processes involved in the
securing of long term physical corporate assets, or in
committed long term intangible assets, including spreadsheet
analysis of cash flows, tax implications, decision making
criteria, risk analysis and the computation of cost of capital.
Spring semester
AF 486 Real Estate Investment and Finance (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 385
This course is designed to provide a comprehensive overview
of the subject of real estate finance, including such topics as
valuation and appraisal, market analysis, mortgages, inflation
effect on real estate markets, taxes and legal considerations.
This course will emphasize the fundamental theories that
lead to current practice in today's market conditions and is
designed for those finance majors interested in pursuing
careers in real estate management, as well as those interested
in broadening their understanding of this investment option.
Fall semester
AF 490 Investments (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 385
Provides an understanding of the methods and techniques
utilized in analyzing various securities for investment
purposes.The importance of the business cycle, econo ny
and regulation is also addressed. Spring semester
AF 492 Accounting Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 341
This course develops an understanding of generally accepted
accounting principles along with the underlying concepts of
the conventions of accounting. Emphasis is placed on current
developments, recent FASB pronouncements and the role of
the Securities Exchange Commission. The course will be
augmented by visiting lecturers.
AF 498 Internship in Accounting (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson;formal
application required
A non-classroom experience designed for a limited number
ofjunior and senior majors to complement their academic
preparation. CJradcd on a satisfactory/ unsatisfactory basis.
Either semester
AF 499 Directed Study in Accounting (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson; formal
application required
Open to junior and senior majors who have demonstrated
critical and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish
to pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfac-
tory basis. Either semester
AF 505 Accounting and Finance (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to graduate study or permission of the
instructor
This course presents the fundamentals of accounting and
finance for graduate students who have not previously
studied these subjects or who need a review of them. Credit
cannot be applied toward a graduate degree program.
AF 510 Accounting for School Business Managers
(3 crs.)
The intent of this course is to deepen the student's
understanding and appreciation for the role that accounting
in not-for-profit/municipal settings plays in the daily
running of school systems and individual schools. Account-
ing principles, basics, and uses in the pubhc school financing
arena will be covered as well as habilities, inventories,
payroll, audits and the state school accounting systems with
its year-end reports.
AF 511 Principles of Finance for School Business
Administration (3 crs.)
The intent of this course is to deepen the student's
understanding and appreciation for the role that effective
financial management in not-for-profit/municipal settings
plays in the daily running of school systems and individual
schools. Principles of managerial finance, including financial
markets, time value of money, business, financial analysis and
planning and the management of current assets will be
covered.
AF 531 Cost Accounting II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 430
A continuation of Cost Accounting I, additional study of
process cost systems, in-depth study of variance analysis, in-
depth study of performance measurement, transfer pricing,
accounting for by-products and spoilage. The course also
introduces capital budgeting concepts.
AF 545 Auditing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 341
The qualifications and professional code of conduct of the
auditor are discussed. Attention is focused upon auditing
procedures including the preparation of audit working
papers and other steps required in the course of an audit.
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AF 560 Advanced Accounting (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 341
This course covers accounting for investments, business
combinations, segmental reporting of business entities, and
not for profit and government accounting.
AF 567 Advanced Taxation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 466
This course examines in greater depth federal income tax
law and regulations, with emphases on topics applicable to
partnerships, corporations, "S" corporations, and fiduciaries.
Also covered are federal gift and estate tax principles,
liquidations, and reorganizations. Tax planning and tax
research are emphasized, including timing of transactions,
appropriate forms of structuring transactions, election of
alternative methods, and other lawful means to minimize the
impact of taxation.
AF 593 Financial Statement Analysis and Disclosure
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 341
This course covers current techniques and applications of
financial statement analysis; exposes students to the contem-
porary financial reporting environment and current
reporting practices of companies; analyzes real-hfe cases to
foster an understanding of the economic and strategic
information conveyed in financial reports and related
disclosure issues.
AF 595 Accounting Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AF 341, and completion of 18 credits ofgraduate
course work
This capstone course develops an integrated understanding
of generally accepted accounting principles along with the
underlying concepts of accounting conventions. Emphasis is
placed on current developments, recent FASB pronounce-
ments, and the role of the Securities Exchange Commission.
Guest speakers augment student presentations and seminar
discussions.
ART (AH, AR)
AH 101 Introduction to Art (3 crs.)
Emphasis on painting, sculpture, and architecture. Topics
include aesthetic principles, artistic styles and their historical
contexts, analysis of media and technical processes. A
museum visit is assigned. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes
of Expression. Either semester
AH 102 Introduction to Architecture (3 crs.)
Domestic, religious, commercial and governmental buildings
throughout history arc studied in terms of elements of style,
systems and materials of architectural construction, and the
symboUc and expressive qualities of buildings. Satisfies the
GER in Artistic Modes of Expression. Either semester
AH 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors Colloquia in Art allow exceptionally able
students to explore a challenging topic in small classes under
close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a week for
fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or artistic project,
which provides the major part of the grade. Open to all-
college honors students and to others at the discretion of the
instructor. Topics vary from semester to semester. AH 135 Fall
semester,AH 136 Spring semester
AH 201 Art Survey: Prehistoric, Ancient and Medieval
(3 crs.)
Major developments in painting, sculpture and architecture
are examined from the prehistoric through the late Gothic
periods in the Mediterranean area and northern Europe.
Emphasis is placed on the evolution of styles and their basis in
the needs and values of each culture. A museum visit is
assigned. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression.
Either semester
AH 202 Art Survey: Renaissance, Baroque and Modern
(3 crs.)
Major developments in painting, sculpture and architecture
are examined from the Renaissance into the modern era in
Europe and the United States. Styhstic analysis is integrated
with an historical approach. A museum visit is assigned.
Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression. Either
semester
AH 203 American Art and Architecture (3 crs.)
Trends in architecture, painting, sculpture and crafts are
surveyed from the first colonial settlements in America to the
achievements of the present day. Included arc vernacular, folk,
and regional styles. A museum visit is assigned. Satisfies the
GER in Artistic Modes of Expression. Offered once every three
semesters
AH 205 Far Eastern Art (3 crs.)
Major achievements in architecture, sculpture, pictorial arts
and decorative arts of India, China, and Japan will be the
focus of this survey, with some attention given to the other
cultures of the Far East. A museum visit is assigned. Satisfies
the CiER in Non-Wcstcrii Civilization.
AH 208 Survey of Islamic Art and Architecture
(3 crs.)
This course examines Islamic art, architecture and urbanism
from its formation in the seventh century to the present in
the east and west Mediterranean and India. The first part of
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the course focuses on the creation and development of
Islamic imperial artistic tradition in the seventh century and
its regionalization through the 14th century. The second half
of the course emphasizes the grand imperial traditions of the
Ottomans, the Safavids and the Mughals and the subsequent
effects of colonialization and Westernization. Satisfies the
GER in Non-Western Civilization.
AH 214 Art History Study Tour (3 or 6 crs.)
A broad range of topics in the history of art is studied in
museums and architectural sites in Europe. Preparatory class
work is conducted on campus prior to travel; assignments
and exams are completed upon return. This course may be
taken twice with different itineraries and course topics for a
maximum of 12 credits; please note that only 3 credits may
be applied to the General Education Requirement. Satisfies
the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression. OfferedJanuary
ititersession, Spring break and Summer
AH 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Sophomore Honors CoUoquia in Art allow exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. CoUoquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or artistic project,
which provides the major part of the grade. Open to all-
college honors students and to others at the discretion of the
instructor. Topics vary from semester to semester. AH 286
Fall semester,AH 287 Spring semester
AH 302 Greek and Roman Art and Architecture
(3 crs.)
Painting, sculpture, architecture and the minor arts. Historical
antecedents and significant cultural influences in art. Offered
once ei'ery three years
AH 303 Medieval Art and Architecture (3 crs.)
A study of painting, architecture, sculpture and minor arts
produced in Europe from the time of early Christianity to
the Renaissance. Special emphasis on stylistic and cultural
influences. Offered once every three years
AH 304 Renaissance Art and Architecture (3 crs.)
The development of the arts of architecture, painting and
sculpture in the early, high and late Renaissance, with special
emphasis on their interrelationships and their relation to the
artistic theories and cultural ideals of the time. Offered once
every three years
AH 305 Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Art and
Architecture (3 crs.)
The spectacular achievements of this rich artistic period are
covered, including Bernini, Rubens, Rembrandt.Vermeer,
Velasquez, Poussin and Fragonard. Featured works of
architecture include St. Peter's Basilica and the Palace of
Versailles. The period encompasses the styles of Baroque,
Classicism and Rococo. Offered once every three years
AH 306 Nineteenth Century Art and Architecture
(3 crs.)
A study of European art and architecture from Neo-
Classicism to Post-Impressionism. Attention given to the
historical and cultural settings in which the art was produced.
Offered once every three years
AH 307 Twentieth Century Art and Architecture
(3 crs.)
A study of major movements in art and architecture of the
20th century. Attention given to the theoretical foundations
for these modern artistic movements as well as their styUstic
distinctions. Offered alternate semesters
AH 308 Women in the Visual Arts (3 crs.)
This course will address the historical and contemporary
perspectives ofwomen artists, their contributions through
traditional and nontraditional art forms, and will examine
critically the extent to which this talent and art has not been
fully recognized nor supported by various cultures and
prevaUing attitudes. Offered once every two years
AH 338/339 Honors Tutorial in Art
(3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the Department Honors Committee
Special topics in art. Open to Ail-College and Departmental
Honors students. Three hourly meetings weekly.
AH 414 Art History Study Tour (Advanced)
(3 or 6 crs.)
A broad range of topics in the history of art is studied in
museums and architectural sites in Europe. Preparatory class
work is conducted on campus prior to travel; assignments and
exams are completed upon return. This course may be taken
twice with different itineraries and course topics. Offered
January intersession, Spring break and Summer
AH 485 Honors Thesis in Art (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AH 338, and consent of the Departmental Honors
Committee
This course is open to All-CoUege and Departmental Honors
students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis director
will culminate in a thesis comprising both art works and a
written corollary. With the consent of the Departmental
Honors Committee and the thesis director, this course may
be extended into a second semester for three additional
credits depending upon the scope of the project. Whether the
final version of the thesis qualifies the student to graduate
with honors will be determined by the Departmental Honors
Committee, who will review the results as presented by the
student.
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AH 490 Art History Studies in Oxford (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Students will twrmally be expected to be in their junior
or senior year.
Select topics in art and architecture will range from studies of
art movements and styles with a unique British character to
luminaries in British art. Connections will be explored with
art and architectural traditions in Europe and beyond.
Primary sources such as the Ashmolean Museum m Oxford
and the National Portrait Gallery m London will be visited.
(This is a special program in England at Oxford University in
July. Additional fees are required).
AH 492 Topics in Art History (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of instructor
This course addresses specific topics of hmited or special
interest in art history. Specific topics will be announced prior
to registration. This course may be repeated for different
topics.
AH 499 Directed Study in Art History (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independendy May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
AH 502 Greek and Roman Art and Architecture
(3 crs.)
Painting, sculpture, architecture and the minor arts. Historical
antecedents and significant cultural influences in art.
AH 503 Medieval Painting Art and Architecture
(3 crs.)
A study of painting, architecture, sculpture and minor arts
produced in Europe from the time of early Christianity to
the Renaissance. Special emphasis on stylistic and cultural
influences.
AH 504 Renaissance Art and Architecture (3 crs.)
The development of the arts of architecture, painting and
sculpture in the early and high Renaissance, with special
emphasis on their interrelationships and their relation to the
artistic theories and cultural ideals of the time.
AH 505 Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Art and
Architecture (3 crs.)
The specucular achievements of this rich artistic period arc
covered, including Bernini, Rubens, Rembrandt,Vermeer,
Velasquez, Poussin and Frangonard. Featured works of
architecture include St. Peter's Basilica and the Palaccc of
Versailles. The period encompasses the styles of Baroque,
Classicism and Rococo.
AH 506 Nineteenth Century Art and Architecture
(3 crs.)
A study of European art and architecture firom Neo-
Classicism to Post-Impressionism. Attention given to the
theoretical foundation for these modern artistic movements
as well as their styhstic distinctions.
AH 507 Twentieth Century Art and Architecture
(3 crs.)
A study of major movements in art and architecture of the
20'*' century. Attention given to the theoretical foundation
for these modern artistic movements as well as their styhstic
distinctions.
AH 508 Women in the Visual Arts (3 crs.)
This course will address the historical and contemporary
perspectives ofwomen artists, their contributions through
traditional and non-traditional art forms, and will examine
critically the extent to which this talent and art had not been
fiilly recognized nor supported by various cultures and
prevailing attitudes.
ANTHROPOLOGY (AN)
AN 100 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
(3 crs.)
This course introduces basic anthropological concepts and
methods of cultural analysis. The problems of ethnocentnciry
and human cultural variabihry in human societies of different
times and places wiU be studied. Satisfies the GER in
Behavioral Sciences. Either semester
AN 101 Introduction to Physical Anthropology
(3 crs.)
This course covers the following areas: divisions of anthro-
pology, theories and principles of evolution, primate and
hominid evolution and behavior, origins of hominid physical
and cultural development and concepts of racial variation.
Satisfies the GER in Behavioral Sciences. Either semester.
AN 103 Introduction to Archaeology (3 crs.)
This course examines research methods, systems of data
recording, and analysis and reconstruction of cultural lifeways
of past cultures. The conceptual bases of the study of the past
are explored through material culture. Satisfies the GER in
Behavioral Sciences. Fall semester
AN/SO 104 Global Human Issues (3 crs.)
This interdisciplmary course treats major world problems
with particular emphasis upon those faced by non-Western
peoples. The interdependence between economically
developed and underdeveloped parts of the world will be
explored according to such themes as collective versus
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individual good, short versus long-term planning and
cooperation versus competition. Satisfies the GER in Non-
Western Civilization. Either semester
AN 110 Introduction to Folklore (3 crs.)
This course explores the meanings and subdivisions of
folklore: myth, folktale, proverb, riddles and folldife. It covers
the analysis of story elements, major folklore areas and the
role of folklore and folldife in society and culture. Satisfies
the GER in Behavioral Sciences. Either semester
AN 111 Myth and Culture (3 crs.)
This course introduces the cross-cultural approach to world
mythology. Myths of our own and other cultures will be
analyzed using several theoretical approaches. Myth will be
examined as a flindamental human function, necessary for
the well-being of cultures. Satisfies the GER in Behavioral
Sciences. Offered alternate years.
AN 206 Native Cultures of North America (3 crs.)
This cross-cultural course studies the tribal cultures of the
United States, Canada and Mexico. Emphasis will be placed
on developing an understanding of Native American cultural
systems in their traditional settings and on the current status
of Native American interaction with government poUcies
and attitudes. Satisfies the GER in Non-Western Civiliza-
tion. Spring semester
AN 208 Anthropology ofWomen (3 crs.)
This course will investigate the relative status ofwomen
cross-culturally in a range of non-western settings, including
hunter-gatherer bands, horticultural societies, peasantry,
nomadic pastoralists and contemporary industrial societies.
Women will be examined as they relate to economic
resources, poUtical power and authority, kin and non-kin and
in religion, myth and lore. Students will analyze conceptually
and through cross-cultural data what is meant by sex roles,
how they vary cross-culturally and how they are negotiated
and maintained. Satisfies the GER in Non-Western Civihza-
tion. Either semester
AN 209 Peoples and Cultures ofAfrica (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100
A survey of the multiplicity of ways in which contemporary
societies, rural and urban, arrange their ways of life in a
rapidly changing Africa. Satisfies GER in Non-Western
Civihzation. Spring semester
AN 213 Latin American Peoples and Cultures (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100, or SO 102, or consent of the instructor
This course will investigate the culture, history and develop-
ment of selected Latin American regions and their contem-
porary relations with the United States. Mexico/Guatemala
and Central and South America will be studied by means of
ethnographic and cross-cultural documents of the past and
present which reveal changing conditions of society, land
ownership, ethnicity and pohtical allegiance. Satisfies the
GER in Non-Western CiviUzation. Either semester
AN 305 Culture Change (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN WO,AN 101,AN 103 or consent of the
instructor
This course focuses on the processes of culture change,
intentioned and unintentioned, internal and external. It will
explore reaction strategies of cultures toward imminent
change. The course concludes with a consideration of how
models can be apphed to producing non-destructive, non-
exploitative culture change. Offered once every three years,
(formerlyAN 205)
AN 307 Anthropology of Religion (3 crs.)
The origins and development of rehgion in society; myth,
ritual, magic and religious speciahsts.AustraUan, African and
American Indian. Offered alternate years, Fall semester
AN 309 Anthropology ofArt (3 crs.)
This course will consider particular art forms in their
cultural contexts. It will begin with forms considered
conventional by Western standards - painting and sculpture —
and examine them in prehistory and in non-Western
contexts. Then the artistic properties of crafts and other types
of production not usuaUy accepted as art will be studied:
masks, pottery, tools, house plans, arrangements of objects
and ritual. The role and philosophy as well as the mystique of
the artist wiU be contrasted in a number of contexts. The
imposition ofWestern art ideology on native cultures, the
creation of syncretic and tourist art will be used to epitomize
the ongoing interests of anthropology of art. Offered once every
three years, Spring semester
AN/SO 314 Women in Myth and Lore (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100, orAN 1 10, orAN 111, or ID 230, or
consent of the instructor
This course will investigate females and the feminine in
mythologies and folklore traditions cross-culturally. Native
indigenous (African, Australian, South Pacific, Native
American); classical (Greek, Egyptian, Roman); and Judeo-
Christian mythologies will be analyzed, compared and
contrasted. Students will explore mythology and story-telling
traditions as they pertain to women and gender cross-
culturally.
AN/SO 315 Ethnic Experience in America (3 crs.)
This course considers the role of ethnic background in
personal and social relationships. The varying interpretations
of ethnic culture-its formation and growth in America-are
examined while each student looks into his or her personal
heritage and the role of tradition in contemporary hfe. Fall
semester
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AN 319 Contemporary Native Americans (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100,AN 206
This course wiU explore the problems faced by native or
indigenous peoples in the United States today. It will focus
on issues of land, tribal recognition, poverty, treatment by
government agencies and multi-national corporations and
ethnic discrimination. It will also address the ongoing
changes in native responses including the American Indian
Movement, the revival of native spiritual life, and the
problem/opportunity of casino gambling. Offered alternate
years.
AN 328 Archaeology of North America (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 103 or consent of the instructor
The development of prehistoric and proto-historic Native
American cultures. Cultural dynamics of hunting-gathering
and maize agriculture. Theories of the peopling of the
continent will be evaluated. Offered alternate years, Fall
semester
AN 330 Medical Anthropology (3 crs.)
The course concentrates on health, illness and healing in
cross- cultural perspective. It will examine ways in which
culture mediates ideas of physical well-being, and wiU be
aimed at dispelling belief in the absolute truth of medical
dogma, teaching students to think outside their own cultural
biases. It begins with a consideration of body image in a
range of different cultures and then proceeds to the varying
rationales for normal function and for dysfunction. The
healing process as ritual and as scientific procedure, includ-
ing the theory and practice of heahng in different cultures,
figures into the course as does the training and outlook of
healers-doctors, priests, shamans, nurses, midwives, and
others. Finally, the medical systems of several cultures,
ancient and modern, industrialized and pre-industrial arc
compared. Offered alternate years
AN 332 Practicum in Field Archaeology (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 103 (to be taken concurrently),AN 403, or
consent of the instructor
Experiential training in the practical skills of field archaeol-
ogy. Direction in site survey, excavation tactics and strategy,
ficldwork supervision, methods of sampling and on-site
analysis. Introduction to laboratory work: cataloguing,
recognizing lithic materials, metric measurement and
flotation of organic samples. Fall semester
AN 340 Mythi and Peoples of the Ancient Near East
(3 cri.)
Prerequisite:AN 100 orAN 1 10 orAN 1 1 1 orAN 307
This course will explore the dimensions of myth as they
relate to the cultural life of the peoples of the Ancient Near
East; the Egyptians, the Suiiicrians, the Habyloniaiis and
Assyrians, the Hittites, the Phoenicians and the Hebrews.
Emphasis will be placed on understanding the context out of
which the myths arose, and the ways in which they both
described and conditioned the cultural realities to which they
related. Offered ei'cry three years
AN 399 Special Topics in Anthropology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One anthropology course or consent of the instructor
Various special topics of current interest in anthropology will
be offered from time to time. Topics will be announced
before pre-registration. May be taken more than once but
only six credits will be counted toward the first 30 hours of
the major.
AN 400 Seminar: Anthropological Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100 andAN 101 orAN 103
This course is a survey of the foundations of cultural and
archaeological theory, including cultural evolutionism,
structuralism, American historical-particularism, British
functionalism and structural-functionalism, French structural-
ism and current directions in American, European and Third
World anthropological thought. Theories of archaeology will
also be examined, including traditional evolutionary perspec-
tives; the New Archaeology, and contemporary critiques,
drawing upon social systems analysis. Offered alternate years
AN 403 Archaeological Field Excavation in
Prehistoric Sites in New England (2-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Intensive training in excavation techniques, field recording,
and primary cataloging and analysis of archaeological
materials. Offered in summer only
AN 404 Seminar: Culture and Consciousness (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100, PY 100 and any one of thefollowing:AN
no, AN 111,AN 307
This course is an experiment in the study ofhow conscious-
ness, and particularly the idea of the unconscious, is construed
and constructed in various cultural contexts. We will work
towards an understanding of consciousness in cultural context
as a means of understanding cultures at their deepest levels,
including our own. An important component of the course
will be class drcamwork sharing sessions.
AN/HI 409 Mesoamerican Societies and Cultures
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100 orAN 213
This course examines some of the major societies and culture
areas in Mesoamerica (Mexico and C'entral America) fmm
ten thousand years before present up ti> and through the early
conquest period (the U>th century). C'ultures to be examined
include the Olmec,Tcotihuacan,Toltccs, Aztecs and Maya.
Issues of daily life, family, gender roles, religion, trade, warfare,
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AN 410 Public Archaeology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 103 or consent of the instructor
An introduction to public archaeology, its history of
development. Emphasis will be placed on the basic knowl-
edge and training necessary for careers in contract archaeol-
ogy and cultural resource management: 1) to introduce
students to the history of the development of public
archaeology; 2) to study the federal, state, and local legislation
protecting archaeological resources; 3) to provide administra-
tive training for doing contract archaeology— contract and
research proposal development, report writing. Environmen-
tal Impact Statement interpretation and to provide a basic
background for cultural resource management careers.
Offered alternate years, Spring semester
AN 417 Seminar: She/He "Two Spirits" Gender
Cross-Culturally (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100 or ID 230
This course introduces students to cross-cultural construc-
tions of gender. Gender and sexuality are differentiated and
students explore how gender is a cultural construct which
varies cross-culturally. Students will explore a range of
gender expressions, including homosexual males, lesbians,
transgendered, bisexuals, and Native American Two Spirits.
Issues of masculinity, femininity and alternate genders will be
examined in Euro-American, Latin American, Asian, Native
American and other cross-cultural settings.
AN 420 Visual Anthropology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100
This course is grounded in interpretive and semiotic theories
and examines the uses of images for cultural documentation,
interpretation, and analysis. Students will examine the roles
of objectivity, ideology, and perspective in the production
and interpretation of visual images in motion and still
photography. Emphasis will be on how visual images
represent the cultural, vis-a-vis gender, social class, ethnicity
and socio-cultural context. Offered alternate years, Spring
semester
AN 425 Seminar: Problems of New England
Archaeology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 103,AN 206, andAN 328
This is an intensive seminar course in local pre-Contact and
post-Contact archaeology. It will explore the cultural and
environmental evidence for settlement patterns in the
northeastern United States and adjacent provinces of Canada.
Important considerations will include how we know what
we think we know, and why we do not currently know more
about the lifeways of the past inhabitants of this area.
Individual research papers will be assigned. This course may
be used in place of any of the cognate courses required for
the public archaeology concentration except for SO 403 and
ES 100. Offered every third year.
AN/SO 426 Seminar: New England Ethnic and
Regional Communities (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100 or SO 102, andAN/SO 315
This course will explore theories of ethnic persistence and
change as they pertain to New England's ethnic and social
communities, such as CapeVerdeans, Asians, African
Americans, Italians,Jews and Homosexuals. Cultural
traditions, social institutions, and changing beliefs ofNew
England's ethnic and regional communities wiU be examined
through critical analyses of relevant cultural materials,
including sociological data, folklore, oral traditions, celebra-
tions and the media. Offered every third year
AN 435 Seminar: Global Feminism (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: one of thefollowing:AN/SO 104,AN 100, SO
102, or ID 230
This course will explore the range and content of women's
activism, agency and feminist consciousness-raising globally
around a range of issues, including education, health care,
sexual politics, political participation, the division of labor
and labor force participation, self-determination and
participation in local feminist movements. Students will
explore women's feminism and activism globally, the
relationship of local cultural practices to women's and
feminist movements, and what women are doing to work as
agents of self-empowerment and self-determination globally.
AN 498 Field Experience in Anthropology (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor;formal application required
The field experience provides an opportunity for students to
apply methods of fieldwork in ongoing societies, to design
field studies, to learn methods for collection and analysis of
empirical data, and to participate in experimental field
projects.
AN 499 Directed Study in Anthropology (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits.
AN 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entided "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
AN 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
* Additionalfee required
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AN 526 Cultural Resource Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 103,AN 333,AN 403,AN 410 or equivalents
For graduate students seeking employment in the field of
conservation archaeology. A detailed survey of the tech-
niques and importance of cultural resource management,
including archival research, field strategies, conservation of
finds, report writing and archaeological legislation. Indi-
vidual research papers will be assigned.
Other Approved Courses:
AN 304 Personality and Culture
AN 306 Urban Anthropology
AN 311 The Emergence of Cities
AN 321 Comparative Social Structures
AN 322 War, Peace and Culture
AN 333 Archaeological Theory
AN 345 Cooperation in Cultures
AN 510 Symbolic Anthropology
AN 520 Ethnographic Film
AN 525 Problems of New England Archaeology
AN 590 Seminar: Community Cultures in Southeastern
Massachusetts
ART (AR,AH)
AR 125 Drawing I (3 crs.)
Basic concepts of perspective, modeUng in light and dark and
contour drawing are explored through various media and
techniques including pencil, pen and ink, ink wash and
charcoal. Subjects may include the nude figure. Six hours per
week.* Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression
(Studio course). Either semester
AR 130 IWo-Dimensional Design (3 crs.)
Fundamental elements and principles of two-dimensional
design, including color, shape, line, texture, balance, space and
the organization of these elements in a work of art are
studied through studio exercises. Six hours per week.*
Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression (Studio
course). Either semester
AR 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors Colloquium in Art allows exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or artistic project,
which provides the major part of the grade. Open to All-
College Honors students and to others at the discretion of
the instructor. Topics vary from semester to semester. AR 135
Fall semester, AR 136 Spring semester
* Additionalfee required
AR 140 Three-Dimensional Design (3 crs.)
Studio projects are concerned with the elements and
composition of form and mass in three-dimensional space,
including aspects of media, surfaces and dynamics of
interacting forms and space. Six hours per week. * Satisfies
the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression (Studio course).
Either semester
AR 216 Basic Photography (3 crs.)
This course examines the historical foundations of photogra-
phy and the fundamentals of photographic techniques such
as lenses, lighting, filters and exposure. Through regular
shooting assignments in black and white, students develop an
abibty to appreciate photographic technology and visual
aesthetics by making and appraising their own photographs.
Students must have access to an adjustable camera. A gallery/
museum visit is assigned. * Satisfies the GER in the Artistic
Modes of Expression (Studio course). Either semester
AR 225 Drawing 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 125 or consent of the instructor
Advanced study of drawing style and technique with
emphasis on the human figure. Six hours per week. * Either
semester
AR 230 Painting I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 125 andAR 130 or consent of the instructor
Basic skills, picture organization, and painting techniques
appUed to assigned problems. Field trips to museums and




AR 235 Watercolor Painting I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 125 orAR 130
Development of transparent watercolor techniques and
pictorial composition. Six hours per week. * Either semester,
offered once each year
AR 240 Sculpture I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 140 or consent of the instructor
Design experimentation with traditional and new problems
in a wide range of media. Six hours per week. * Either
semester
AR 255 Printmaking I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 125 and AR 130 or consent of the instructor
A basic introduction to the fundamentals of the various
printmaking processes, intaglio, lithography, silkscreen and
rehef. Six hours per week. *
AR 260 Introduction to Graphic Design (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 130
Introduction to graphic design concepts and creative
development. The application of design principles to specific
projects dealing with typography, package design, visual
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AR 270 Ceramics I (3 crs.)
Introduction to materials and techniques including hand-
building, wheelwork, decorating and firing. Six hours per
week.* Either semester
AR 273 Glass I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 130 or consent of the instructor
An exploration of the technical, traditional and contempo-
rary, and aesthetic possibilities of glass: copper foil, lead came
work, fusing, slumping and enamels. Six hours per week. *
Either semester
AR 280 Metals I (3 crs.)
Basic design, construction, and forming techniques. Jewelry,
constructed forms, sculpture. Six hours per week. * Either
semester
AR 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Sophomore Honors Colloquium in Art allow exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culminate m a paper or artistic project,
which provides the major part of the grade. Open to All-
College Honors students and to others at the discretion of
the instructor. Topics vary from semester to semester. * AR
286 Fall semester;AR 287 Spring semester
AR 290 Weaving I (3 crs.)
Introduction to traditional and contemporary weaving and
related techniques. Assigned projects stress the aesthetic
combined with the technical considerations of fiberwork. Six
hours per week. * Either semester
AR 315 Drawing/Painting: Coastal Maine Workshop
(3 crs.)
A two-week in-residence workshop in coastal Maine where
shorelines, ocean, woods and local villages interact to provide
an aesthetic unique to the region. Drawing and/or painting
activities will have a particular relationship to the natural
surroundings. May be taken twice for a total of 6 credits. *
Offered summers only
AR 316 Intermediate Photography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 216 or consent of the instructor
This course is for those students who have a basic working
knowledge of black and white photography. The student will
increase visual awareness through regular shooting assign-
ments and critiques. Included are an introduction to the
Zone System, the relationship between exposure, film
development and the prmting process, print toning, control-
ling contrast, print finishing, visual composition and self-
critiquing. The student will need an adjustable camera. A
* Additionalfee required
hand-held light meter, tripod and cable release are suggested.
Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 318 Photography Techniques (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 216 and consent of the instructor
The student will acquire and practice advanced photography
skills. Techniques such as proper print finishing, print toning,
preparation of black and white and color slides, use of the
copy stand and the fundamentals of color printing are
included. This course is recommended for those students
who have taken a basic photography course or its equivalent.
Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 319 Field Experience in Photography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 216 or consent of the instructor
During the semester, the students wiU be taken on a series of
field trips. While on location, the instructor wiU assist
students in determining good composition, solving problems
related to light measurement and determining correct
exposure under a variety of conditions. Emphasis will be
placed on regular shooting assignments in the field and
critiques, which will be held on campus or at a suitable off-
campus location. Students must have access to an adjustable
camera, a tripod, a cable release and a gray card. Although not
necessary, it is desirable for the student to have a hand-held
light meter. * Offered evenings and summers only.
AR 325 Advanced Drawing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 125,AR 225, and consent of the instructor
Advanced projects will be undertaken in chosen media under
direct supervision of a faculty member. This course may be
taken three times. Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 330 Painting II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 230 or consent of the instructor
Advanced projects will be planned according to the
individual's stylistic development. Six hours per week.* Either
semester
AR 331 Color Studio (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 130
Color theories will be explored through practical exercises.
Topics covered in the course include color wheel systems,
the visual properties of color, color mixing in theory and
practice, optical color effects, subjective color, and color
schemes and harmonies, as well as the theories of Seurat,
Kandinsky, Albers and Goethe. Six hours per week. *
AR 335 Watercolor Painting II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 235 or consent of the instructor
Advanced work in transparent watercolor planned according
to the individual's stylistic development. Six hours per
week.* Offered once each year
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AR 338/339 Honors Tutorial in Art
(3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the Departmental Honors Committee
Special topics in art. Open to All-College and Departmental
Honors students. Three hourly meetings weekly. *
AR 340 Sculpture 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 240 or consent of the instructor
Advanced projects in design and media. Six hours per week. *
Either semester
AR 351 Printmaking II: Intaglio (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 225 or consent of the instructor
Techniques and aesthetic considerations of etching, engrav-
ing, aquatint and related media, with emphasis on under-
standing the technical processes of graphic image making. Six
hours per week. * Either semester
AR 352 Printmaking II: Silkscreen (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 225 or consent of the instructor
An introduction to traditional and innovative serigraph
methods: glue, tusche, paper, cut film and photographic
stencil. Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 353 Printmaking II: Lithography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 225 or consent of the instructor
An exploration of the technical and aesthetic possibilities of
hthography in black and white and color. Stone hthography,
metal plates and paper plates will be utihzed. Six hours per
week. * Either semester
AR 354 Printmaking 11: Relief (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 225 or consent of the instructor
Techniques and aesthetic considerations of woodblock, wood
engraving, linocut, and related media, with emphasis on
understanding the technical processes of graphic image
making. Six hours per week. * Fall semester
AR 360 Business Issues for Visual Artists (3 crs.)
The business and professional side of art and the pursuit and
management of a career in art. A study of galleries, museums
and commercial art fields dealing with aspects of exhibiting
and selling work and the development of relevant business
skills. Includes field trips and guest speakers. Six hours per
week. Spring semester
AR 361 Graphic Design II (3 crs.)
l'rcriquisile:AR 260
A more advanced study of graphics, typography, and layout
design. Emphasizing the integration of typography and visual
imagery to specific assignments. Six hours per week. * Offered
once each year
* Additional fee required
AR 362 Graphic Design III (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 361
Advanced study in design. Dealing with the integration of
illustration, design and typography to specific projects the
designer could be expected to work in a studio, agency or in-
house design situation. Two- and three-dimensional areas are
explored. Six hours per week. * Offered once each year
AR 364 Interior Design (3 crs.)
Form and function of contemporary domestic and commer-
cial spaces. Studio and field experiences related to problem
analysis, construction techniques and materials. Six hours per
week. * Offered once every three years
AR 365 Computer Generated Illustration (3 crs.)
Prerequisite AR 260 or consent of the instructor
Working with the Macintosh computer, students will use
both digitized images and paint programs to express their
ideas. Emphasis will be on understanding program capabilities,
technical aspects of computer use as well as personal expres-
sion. Six hours per week. *
AR 366 Desktop Publishing and Typography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite AR 130 or consent of the instructor
The course will offer the student the opportuniry to learn the
capabihties of the Macintosh computer for desktop publishing
as well as training in the creation of new bit mapped and
postscript fonts using Fontographer and Fontastic.The student
will also learn to use such programs as Typestyler and Letra
Studio for the layout and manipulation of type. No prior
computer knowledge is required. *
AR 370 Ceramics II: Advanced Projects & Techniques
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 270




AR 371 Wheel Throwing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 270 or consent of the instructor
Advanced projects and experience on the potter's wheel, and
aesthetics of ceramic design. Six hours per week. * Hither
semester
AR 372 Clay and Glazes (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 270 or consent of the instructor
Advanced work in the chemistry and compounding ot clay
and glaze materials Six iiours per week. * I'.iiher seineslcr
AR 373 Glass II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 273
Projects will be undertaken under direct supervision ot a
faculty member to develop techniques included in CJIass I.
with the addition of slumping, casting and saiul blasting Six
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AR 380 Metal Design II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 280 or consent of the instructor
Advanced problems and techniques. Six hours per week.*
Either semester
AR 381 Advanced Jewelry Design (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 280 or consent of the instructor
Specialized techniques for the design and creation ofjewelry
in precious metals, and experimental construction tech-
niques with these metals. Six hours per week. * Either
semester
AR 390 Weaving H (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 290 or consent of the instructor
Advanced problems and techniques. Six hours per week. *
Either semester
AR 416 Expressive Photography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 216 andAR 316 or consent of the instructor
During the semester, students will thoroughly study
photography as an expressive medium. Topics will include
personal and impersonal expression, photographic styles,
street photography, scenic photography, the nude in
photography, photographic abstraction, symbolism in
photography and photographic sequencing. Students wdll
complete a portfolio of photographs that are related to the
course topics. The student must have access to an adjustable
camera, tripod, cable release, hand-held light meter and a
gray card. Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 417 Alternative Photographic Printing Processes
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 216
An introduction to the history, practice and printing of
photographic negatives using alternative printing methods.
Examples would be Salted Paper,VanDyke Brown,
Cynotype, Kallitype, Platinum and Palladium. *
AR 418 Topics in Photography (3 crs.)
Topics of current or special interest in photography. Special
topics to be announced prior to registration. This course
may be repeated for different topics. Six hours per week. *
Either semester
AR 430 Advanced Painting (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 230,AR 330, and consent of the instructor
Advanced projects will be undertaken in chosen media
under direct supervision of a faculty member. This course
may be taken three times. Six hours per week. * (Prerequisite:
AR 230, AR 330, and consent of the instructor) Either semester
AR 435 Advanced Watercolor Painting (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 235, AR 335, and consent of the instructor
Advanced projects will be undertaken under the direct
* Additional fee required
supervision of a faculty member. This course may be taken
three times. Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 440 Advanced Sculpture (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 240,AR 340, and consent of the instructor
Advanced projects will be undertaken in chosen media under
direct supervision of a faculty member. This course may be
taken three times. Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 450 Advanced Printmaking (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 351,AR 352,AR 353, orAR 354; or consent of
the instructor
Advanced projects will be undertaken in chosen media under
direct supervision of a faculty member. This course may be
taken three times. Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 460 Advanced Graphics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 362
This course examines the application of graphic design and
its visual communication to the current problems and
emphasizes the study and recognition of contemporary
trends in design, color and visual images as viable means to
projects assigned. Two- and three-dimensional areas are
explored, as well as the use of multimedia techniques to
project conceptual ideas. Six hours per week. This course
may be taken three times for credit. * Offered when needed by a
number of students in upper levels
AR 463 Projects in Graphic Design (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 361
This course examines the apphcation of graphic design and
its visual communication to current problems, and empha-
sizes the study and recognition of contemporary trends in
design, color and visual images as visible means. Six hours per
week.*
AR 470 Advanced Ceramics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 270,AR 370, and consent of the instructor
Advanced projects will be undertaken in chosen media under
direct supervision of a faculty member. This course may be
taken three times. Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 473 Advanced Glass (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 373
Advanced projects will be undertaken in chosen techniques
under direct supervision of a faculty member. This course
may be taken three times. Six hours per week. * Offered once
each year
AR 480 Advanced Metals (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 280,AR 380, and consent of the instructor
Advanced projects will be undertaken in chosen media under
direct supervision of a faculty member. This course may be
taken three times. Six hours per week. * Either semester
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AR 485 Honors Thesis in Art (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 338, and consent of the Departmental Honors
Committee
This course is open to All-College and Departmental
Honors students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis
director will culminate in a thesis comprising both art works
and a written corollary. With the consent of the Departmen-
tal Honors Committee and the thesis director, this course
may be extended into a second semester for three additional
credits depending upon the scope of the project. Whether
the final version of the thesis qualifies the student to
graduate with honors will be determined by the Depart-
mental Honors Corrunittee, who will review the results as
presented by the student.
AR 490 Advanced Weaving (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 290, AR 390, and consent of the instructor
Advanced projects will be undertaken in chosen media
under direct supervision of a faculty member. This course
may be taken three times. Six hours per week. * Offered once
each year
AR 491 Art Education Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ED 490 or consent of the instructor
Limited to seniors who will student teach in art. Examina-
tion of various concepts in art education as well as historical
and professional perspectives. Field trips, speakers, and
workshops.
AR 492 Topics in Art (3crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Topics of hmited or special interest in art education or
studio art. Specific topics to be announced prior to
registration. Course may be repeated for diflferent topics.*
Either semester
AR 498 Internship in Art (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson;formal
appUcation required
A non-classroom experience designed for a Hmited number
ofjunior and senior majors to complement their academic
preparation. Either semester
AR 499 Directed Study in Art (1-3 crt.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project indepcndendy. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
AR 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken hy the graduate student in his
* Additionalfee required
field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of this
catalog.
AR 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
AR 514 Art History Study Tour (Advanced) (3-6 crs.)
A broad range of topics in the history of art is studied in
museums and architectural sites in Europe. Preparatory class
work is conducted on campus prior to travel; assignments and
exams are completed upon return. This course may be taken
twice with different itineraries and course topics. Offered
January intersession, Spring break and Summer
AR 515 Drawing/Painting: Coastal Maine Workshop
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A two-week in-residence workshop in coastal Maine where
shorehnes, ocean, woods and local villages interact to provide
an aesthetic unique to the region. Drawing and/or painting
activities will have a particular relationship to the natural
surroundings. This is a graduate level studio course. May be
taken twice for a total of 6 credits. * Offered summers only
AR 518 Photography Techniques (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 216 and consent of the instructor
The student will acquire and practice advanced photography
skills. Techniques such as proper print finishing, print toning,
preparation of black and white and color slides, use of the
copy stand and the fundamentals of color printing are
included. This course is recommended for only those students
who have taken a basic photography course or its equivalent.
Six hours per week. *
AR 519 Field Experience in Photography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 216 and consent of the instructor
During the semester, students will be taken on a series of field
trips. While on location, the instructor will assist students in
determining good composition, solving problems related to
light measurement and determining correct exposure under a
variety of conditions. Emphasis will be placed on regular
shooting assignments in the field and critiques, which will be
held on campus or at a suitable otf-campus location. Students
must have access to an adjustable camera, a tripod, a cable
release and a gray card. Although not necessary, it is desirable
for students to have a hand-held light meter. *
AR 525 Graduate Drawing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in drawini; or consent of instructor
Graduate level course work presumes an established level of
proficiency in depicting the liuiuan figure .is well as a




comprehensive understanding of the full range of drawing
materials and processes, to include mixed media. Course
activities, as they often are combined with Drawing II, may
frequently involve the human form as a starting point for
expanded activity toward the development of a personal
style. Nurturing a unique style that respects both ideational
and/or observational concepts is a primary focus within this
course (repeatable three times). Every effort will be made to
connect to style of drawing, past or present, as well as to
luminaries within each (e.g. field trips, library research and,
whenever possible, studio visits).* Either semester
AR 530 Graduate Painting (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in painting or consent of the instructor
In the classroom environment, students will move toward
individual imagery development including exploration of
new media and techniques as appropriate and supported by
regular critiques by the instructor. Six hours per week.*
Either semester
AR 531 Color Studio (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 130
Color theories will be explored through practical exercises.
Topics covered in the course include color wheel systems,
the visual properties of color, color mixing in theory and
practice, optical color effects, subjective color and color
schemes and harmonies, as well as the theories of Seurat,
Kandinsky, Albers and Goethe. Six hours per week. *
AR 535 Graduate Watercolor Painting (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in watercolor or consent of instructor
Students will explore imagery and watercolor painting
techniques within the context of developing a personal
working process. Six hours per week. * Either semester
AR 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project
which integrates theory and practice utilizing educational
research format and disciphnary knowledge. *
AR 540 Graduate Sculpture (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in sculpture or consent of the instructor
A course designed to challenge the student's grasp of the
function and form and its expressive potential through the
study ot pure form and forms in nature. The materials used
are clay, plaster, wood and metal. Six hours per week. * Either
semester
AR 550 Graduate Printmaking (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in printmaking or consent of the instructor
Printmaking for those with previous experience. Course
objectives and requirements will be planned on the basis of
the individual student's interests and background. Six hours
per week. * Either semester
AR 562 Graphic Design III (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 361
Advanced study in design. Dealing with the integration of
illustration, design and topography to specific projects the
designer could be expected to work in a studio, agency or
in-house design situation. Two and three-dimensional areas
are explored. Six hours per week.*
AR 563 Advanced Graphic Design (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 362
This course examines the application of graphic design and
its visual communication to the current problems, and
emphasizes the study and recognition of contemporary
trends in design, color and visual images as viable means to
projects assigned. Two- and three-dimensional areas are
explored, as well as the use of multimedia techniques to
project conceptual ideas. Six hours per week.*
AR 570 Graduate Ceramics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in ceramics or consent of the instructor
Work in wheel-throwing, hand-building, sculptural ceramics,
clay technology, glaze chemistry or studio management in an
individualized program depending upon the students
previous course work, abilities and interests. Six hours per
week.* Either semester
AR 572 Clay and Glazes (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 270 or consent of the instructor
Advanced work in the chemistry and compounding of clay
and glaze materials. Six hours per week.*
AR 573 Graduate Glass (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 473
A course in glass for those with previous experience.
Advanced projects wiU be undertaken in chosen techniques
under direct supervision of a faculty member. Six hours per
week. * Offered once each year
AR 580 Graduate Metals (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in metal or consent of the instructor
Work in surface embellishment, construction, casting and
forming of non-ferrous metals. Emphasis on experimentation
with new technology, materials and techniques. Six hours per
week.* Either semester
AR 590 Graduate Weaving (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in weaving or consent of the instructor
Advanced work in fiber planned in accordance with the
student's prior course work and experience. Emphasis given
to thorough exploration of color, design and fiber selection
in the execution of technically ambitious projects. Areas of
study may include rug weaving, eight-harness double weaves,
sculptural weaving and tapestry. Six hours per week.*
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Other Approved Courses:
AR 291 Tapestry Weaving
AR 310 Art and the Crafts in Special Education
AR 369 Graphics for Designing Media
AVIATION SCIENCE (AS)
AS 101 Primary Flight I (1 cr.)
Prerequisite or corequisite:AS 105
This course consists of flight instruction and ground tutoring
necessary for the student to accomphsh his or her first solo
flight. Lessons include elements of flight principles, pre-and-
post flight procedures, taxiing and ground handling, use of
flight controls, basic maneuvers, take-off and landings.
Introduction to aircraft systems, radio communications and
air traffic control procedures. One two-hour lecture/
demonstration period weekly for one quarter. Either semester
AS 102 Primary Flight II (1 cr.)
Prerequisite:AS 101
This course is a continuation of Primary Flight I, designed to
prepare the student for solo cross-country flight. Lessons
provide greater proficiency in maneuvers, stalls, take-off and
landings and emergency procedures. Introduction to night
flight, various types of VFR navigation andVOR tracking.
Flight planning, cross-country flying culminating in solo
cross-country. One two-hour lecture/demonstration period
weekly for one quarter. Either semester
AS 103 Primary Flight III (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: AS 102
Continuation of Primary Flight II with emphasis on cross-
country navigation, flying, flight planning and solo practice
to gain proficiency in all basic maneuvers. Lessons include
VFR radio and navigation control of aircraft solely by
reference to instruments. Private pilot qualifications are
completed. One two-hour lecture/demonstration period
weekly for one quarter. Either semester
AS 105 Private Pilot Ground School (6 crs.)
Topics include basic performance and aerodynamics of the
airplane, airplane structure and systems, flight control and
instruments, weight and balance, airports, communications,
air traffic control, meteorology and Federal Aviation
Regulations. Aeronautical charts, airspace, radio navigation
including Vt)R, DME, ADF, radar and transponders A.I.M.
arc considered, as well as use of the flight computer, cross-
country flight planning and medical factors of flight. Students
who meet Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) require-
ments will be qualified to take the FAA vi'ritten examination.
I -ither semester
AS 201 Commercial Flight I (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: lAA prwate pilot (ertifuatioii and AS 211, which way
he taken comurrently
Concentrated instruction and solo practice in precision flight
maneuvers. Introduction to flight in complex aircraft,
experience in night and cross-country flying. Three two-hour
lecture/demonstration periods weekly for one quarter. Either
semester
AS 202 Commercial Flight II (2 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 201
This course is the first in the professional pilot training series.
Lessons include a review of basic flight maneuvers, instruc-
tions and solo proficiency practice in advanced maneuvers,
precision landings, take-off and landing techniques. Introduc-
tion to altitude instrument flying. One two-hour lecture/
demonstration period weekly for one quarter. Either semester
AS 203 Instrument Flight I (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: AS 202 diul AS 212, which may be taken concurrently
Review and practice of basic and advanced flight maneuvers.
Concentrated instrument flight instruction including IFR
navigation, use of VOR, ADF, locahzer, holding patterns, flight
planning, procedures and regulations.Two two-hour lecture/
demonstration periods weekly for one quarter. Either semester
AS 204 Instrument Flight II (2 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 203
Review and practice of precision maneuvers. Continued
instrument flight instruction with emphasis on aircraft
control, IFR flight planning, departure, enroute, holding and
arrival procedures, instrument approaches, IFR procedures
and regulations.Two two-hour lecture/demonstration periods
weekly for one quarter. Either semester
AS 205 Advanced Commercial and Instrument Flight
(1 cr.)
Prerequisite:AS 204
This course is the final stage of the commercial/instrument
scries, consisting of a complete review of all commercial
maneuvers, instrument flying techniques, procedures, and
regulations. Course culminates in recommendation for the
FAA Commercial/Instrument Flight Test. One two-hour
lecture/demonstration period weekly for one quarter. Either
semester
AS 211 Commercial Pilot Ground School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: AS 105 and VAA nquiivimiih
Subject matter involves advanced treatment of the airplane
systems, pertbriiiaiicc and control, the National Airspace
System, Federal Aviation Regulations, meteorology, radio
navigation and the physiology of flight. Students who meet
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requirements will be
i|iialified to take the I'AA written exaiiiiii.itioii. }'all semester
AS 212 Instrument Pilot Ground School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: AS 21 I and lAA requirements
Topics include discussion ot aircraft envirtiiiiiieiital control
systems and commercial flight planning, study i>t instrument
Note: See pages 212-215 (course prefix key) for assistance in Uuatiiig courses descriptions.
flight charts, IFR departure, enroute and approach proce-
dures. FARs, IFR FHght Planning. Students who meet
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) requirements will be
quahfied to take the FAA written examination. Spring semester
AS 215 Single Engine Flight Simulator Instruction
(1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 105 or consent of the instructor
Single engine flight simulated instruction is conducted with
the use of a flight simulator. The course content will be
determined in accordance with the flight experience of the
student.A student must enroll for a minimum of one credit.
The course may be repeated for a maximum of three credits.
(Fifteen hours of instruction are required for one credit.)
Either semester
AS 216 National Airspace System (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 211
An overview of the proposed National Airspace System.
Examination is made of problems encountered in imple-
menting the system, airspace allocation and usage, facihties,
safety considerations, new developments in electronic
navigation and control systems, economic impact, social and
pohtical implications.
AS 217 AirTraflSc Control (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 105 andAS 102, which may be taken concurrently
This course deals with the U.S. air traffic and airway system
as It exists today. Topics of discussion will include: compo-
nents of the system; air route traffic control centers; towers;
flight service stations; navigational aids; and the low/high
altitude Federal airway structure.
AS 301 Instructional Flight I (2 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 205
This course is the first stage of instruction to the Certified
Fhght Instructor Certification. Lessons include analysis of
flight maneuvers, take-off^, landings, stalls, emergencies and
procedures. Practice flight and ground instruction. Two two-
hour lecture/demonstration periods weekly for one quarter.
Either semester
AS 302 Instructional Flight II (1 cr.)
Prerequisite:AS 301 and AS 303, which may be taken concurrently
Continuation of Instructional Fhght I. Lessons include
analysis and practice instruction of advanced maneuvers,
altitude instrument flying, considerations of night flight,
aircraft performance and control, spins, cross-country flight
and navigation. Leads to certification by the FAA. One two-
hour lecture/demonstration period weekly for one quarter.
Either semester
AS 303 Flight Instructor Ground School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 205 and FAA requirements
Provides aviation instructors with easily understood learning
and teaching information and its use in their task of
conveying aeronautical knowledge and skills to students.
Topics include aspects of human behavior, teaching methods
and communication, evaluation and criticism, instructional
planning, instructor characteristics and responsibHities.
Students who meet Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
requirements will be quahfied to take the FAA written
examination. Three lecture periods weekly. Spring semester
AS 305 Introduction to General Aviation Management
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130 andjunior status or consent of the instructor
An in-depth study of Fixed Base Operations (FBO) business
management and operations including financial aspects,
human resources, MIS, flight line, flight operations, market-
ing, maintenance and facilities. Fall semester
AS 307 Air Carrier Operations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130 and junior status or consent of the instructor
An in-depth study of the U.S. air carrier industry, its
structure and its place in the aerospace industry. The history,
economics, management and regulation of the domestic air
carrier industry are examined in detail. Fall semester
AS 310 Aviation Safety (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 102.AS 105
The primary emphasis of this course is to instill safety
consciousness. It encompasses the role of federal organiza-
tions involved with aviation safety and stresses their contribu-
tions to the aerospace industry. The course will explore flight
physiology, utilization of aeronautical services and facilities,
an historical perspective and analyzing documented case
studies.
AS 316 Multi-Engine Flight Simulator Instruction
(1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 413 or consent of the instructor
Multi-engine flight simulated instruction is conducted with
the use of a fhght simulator The course content will be
determined in accordance with the flight experience of the
student. Students must enroll for a minimum of one credit.
The course may be repeated for a maximum of three credits.
(Fifteen hours of instruction are required for one credit)
Either semester
AS 320 Aviation Regulatory Process (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: AS 105, junior status or consent of instructor
A study of the development of the United States aviation
regulatory process, its current structure, the rule making
process, the appeals process, ICAO, etc., as well as an
exposure to current aviation law as it apphes to aviators and
operators in the airspace system.
AS 330 Aircraft Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisites:AS 211, junior status or consent of instructor
An examination of current aircraft systems moving from the
more elementary systems found in smaller general aviation
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
aircraft to the more complex systems found in current
turbine powered transport category aircraft. These systems
will include power plant, electrical, flight control, air
condirionmg and pressurization, ice and rain protection,
oxygen, avionics, and emergency equipment.
AS 350 Airport Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG130 and junior status or consent of the instructor
A study of managerial challenges associated with the
operations of an airport. The course examines the history of
airport development in the U.S., pertinent developments in
legislation, planning, funding, local controlling authorities,
growth management, regulatory aspects and public relations.
AS 399 Special Topics in Aviation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 105
This course will cover timely and important aviation issues
not offered in other courses. Topics will change semester by
semester. Course may be repeated with permission of
department.
AS 402 Insurance and Risk Management in
Aviation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 305
A practical study of U.S. regulations governing aviation. A
survey of appropriate risk management policies of aviation.
The case method is employed to present practical applica-
tions of principles under consideration. Three lectures
weekly. Fall semester
AS 407 Aviation Marketing Management (3 crs.)
Prerequtsite:AS 103, AS 305
Selling and pricing business aviation services and creative
marketing strategy are studied in an analytical approach to
advertising, sales force administration, promotion, distribu-
tion, retailing, logistics, wholesaling, product planning, price
pohcies, market research and consumer behavior. Three
lectures weekly. Spring semester
AS 411 Instrument Flight Instructor Ground School
(2 crs.)
Prerequisite: commercial certificate with instrument rating;AS 303,
which may be taken concurrently
Techniques of teaching instrument flight, analysis of
instrument maneuvers and approaches, enroute operations
and lesson planning. AS 41 1 will prepare students for the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) instrument flight and
ground instructor written examinations.
AS 412 Instrument Flight Instructor Flight Training
(2 crs.)
Prerequisite: AS 411
Teaching analysis of altitude instruments, instrument
approaches, and cnroutc operations. This course will prepare
students for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
practical test.Two two-hour lecture/demonstration periods
weekly for one quarter. Either semester
AS 413 Multi-Engine Rating Ground School (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: commercial certificate with instrument rating
This course prepares the prospective multi-engine pilot for
the flight portion of the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) multi-engine certification, including an in-depth study
of multi-engine aerodynamics, systems, weight and balance,
performance and emergencies.
AS 414 Multi-Engine Flight Training (1 cr.)
Prerequisite:AS 413
This course prepares the prospective multi-engine pilot for
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) multi-engine
flight test. It includes multi-engine maneuvers, systems,
weight and balance and emergencies. One two-hour lecture/
demonstration period weekly for one quarter. Either semester
AS 415 Corporate Aviation Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AS 305
This course provides an in-depth examination of the history
and management practices of commuter airhne and corporate
aviation. Commuter airline certification, aircraft selection and
operations will be analyzed, as well as corporate fhght
department economics and operations.
AS 416 Multi-Engine Instructor Ground School
(2 crs.)
Prerequisite: FAA requirements
This course involves techniques of teaching multi-engine
flight, multi-engine operations and systems, aerodynamics of
multi-engine flight, environmental systems and multi-engine
airplane instruction. One two-hour lecture/demonstration
period weekly.
AS 417 Multi-Engine Instructor Flight Training
(2 crs.)
Prerequisite: commercial certificate with multi-engine laud rating,
instrument rating, and validflight instructor certificate
This course covers the development of aeronautical skill and
experience in multi-engine aircraft as well as acquisition of
teaching proficiency from right seat of multi-cnginc .iirplanc.
One two-hour lecture/demonstration period weekly for one
quarter. Either semester
AS 430 Airport Operations (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: AS 350, junior status or consent of instructor
All iii-dcpth study of the operational aspects of airports
including demand/capacity analysis, pavement management,
throughput of traffic (passenger, cargo, aircraft operations),
noise abatement and initigatton, environmental consider-
ations, etc.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
AS 450 Human Factors in Aviation (3 crs.)
Prerequisites:AS 310, junior status or consent of instructor
A study in the "human aspects" that affect the interaction of
man with machine and technology in the aviation environ-
ment. Topics will include analysis of human/machine
interfaces in the aircraft design environment, in the cockpit
environment and in the air traffic control environment.
AS 460 Aviation Weather (3 crs.)
Prerequisites:AS 212, junior status or consent of instructor
An in-depth study of weather development, analysis, and
reporting as applied to the aviation environment.
AS 470 Economics ofAir Transportation (3 crs.)
Prerequisites:AS 307, junior status or consent of instructor
An examination of the economic factors affecting the air
carrier industry and the services it provides. Emphasis will be
placed on the effects of the 1 978 amendment to the Federal
Aviation Act (known as the Deregulation Act) on air
transportation. Pricing, demand and inventory management
of air transportation services will be studied in depth.
AS 498 Internship in Aviation Science (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson of aviation
science;formal appUcation is required
Instructive endeavor in the aviation industry or an aviation
related business, which complements the academic program.
The student will receive meaningful and practical work
experience conducted at an airline, a Fixed Base Operation
(FBO), the FAA, an aviation consulting firm or other
aviation related firms. Either semester
AS 499 Directed Study in Aviation Science (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
Open to junior and senior majors who have demonstrated
critical and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish
to pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
(BE, BF, BI)
BE 511 Advanced Biological Topics and Techniques
(3 crs.)
Designed for secondary education science teachers, this
course is composed of three one credit "short courses." Short
course topics will vary and will also serve the continuing
needs of teachers for professional development. Possible
topics could include whales of Massachusetts, isolation of
plasmids, fungal genetics, spring migratory birds, freshwater
macroinvertebratcs of local ponds and streams, New England
wetland plants, intertidal invertebrates, New England
wildflowers, etc.
BE 512 Advances in Biological Science (3 crs.)
Designed for secondary education science teachers, this
course will consist of a seminar covering a selected area of
biology related to the curriculum frameworks and teaching
in the schools. The seminar could cover one topic or several
related topics covered in 3-5 week blocks per topic and
could be team-taught. Some topics may be team taught by a
biology faculty member and a K-12 master teacher with
appropriate background and qualifications, such as PALMS
science speciahsts.
BE 513 Advances in Cell/Molecular Biology (3 crs.)
This graduate level course designed for secondary education
science teachers wiU cover subject areas of cell and molecular
biology. Possible subject area components could include
molecular biology, techniques of molecular biology, imcrobi-
ology, embryology, cytology, biological electron microscopy,
the foundations of biology, biology of the fungi, virology,
human genetics, advanced cellular biology and advanced
developmental biology.
BE 514 Advances in Biomedical/Physiological
Biology (3 crs.)
This graduate level course designed for secondary education
science teachers wiU cover subject areas of biomedical and
physiological biology. Possible subject area components
could include embryology, parasitology, neurobiology and
advanced physiology.
BE 515 Advances in Ecological/Environmental
Biology (3 crs.)
Designed for secondary education science teachers, will
cover subject areas in ecological and environmental biology.
BE 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project,
which integrates theory and practice utilizing education
research format and disciplinary knowledge.
BF 501 Characteristics of Organisms (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an undergraduate degree and teacher certification; this
course cannot be used as part of the MAT/Clinical Master's in
Biology
Designed for elementary and middle school teachers.
Coverage is keyed to the life sciences strand in the Massa-
chusetts Science and Technology Curriculum Framework.
Covers the cell and cell structure as the basic unit of life.
Topics to be covered include single celled life forms, multi-
cellular organisms, the five kingdoms of life and their
characteristics, examples of the major taxonomic groups, cell
structure in the five kingdoms, common features and
differences, the process of cellular replication, comparison of
mitosis and meiosis, complex integration of cells that
comprise complex multi-cellular organisms, and major cell
Note: Sec pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
processes including food procurement or manufacture
(photosynthesis and chemosynthesis) and breathmg and
respiration.
BF 502 Diversity and Adaptation of Organisms
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an undergraduate degree and teacher certification; this
course cannot be used as part of the MAT/ Clinical Master's in
Biology
Designed for elementary and middle school teachers.
Coverage is keyed to the hfe sciences strand in the Massa-
chusetts Science and Technology Curriculum Framework.
Provides an understanding of the diversity of living organ-
isms on earth. Topics to be covered include the characteris-
tics of the major groups of organisms, how organisms adapt
to environments, the process of heredity and the nature of
environments, the way in which short term and long term
environmental change affects organisms, how long term
change may result in ehnunation of a population or the
introduction of new populations, the ways in which short
and long term changes in the environment result in
qualitative and quantitative changes in the diversity of life,
and the process of organic evolution from both the short
term and long term perspective. Special attention is placed
on how humans are affecting the global environment and the
impact on the diversity of life.
BF 503 Heredity, Reproduction and Development
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an undergraduate degree and teacher certification; this
course cannot he used as part of the MAT/Clinical Master's in
Biology
Designed for elementary and middle school teachers.
Coverage is keyed to the life sciences strand in the Massa-
chusetts Science and Technology Curriculum Framework.
Explains the importance of reproduction to the survival of
species and examines the processes by which organisms
which have two parents receive genetic instructions. Topics
to be covered include the principles of heredity that
determine the traits exhibited by offspring, how sorting and
rccombining of the genetic material produces variation
among offspring, and the importance of variation in
producing differences among individuals from the same
population or species.
ments. Topics to be covered include flow of energy, cycling of
matter, primary production, hght energy transfer to plants in
photosynthesis, food chains, food webs and energy pyramids
and recycling of matter. Local ecosystems will serve as
examples of these processes.
BF 504 Ecosystems and Organisms (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an undergraduate degree and teacher certification; this
course cannot be used as part of the MA'l'/Clinical Afaster's in
Biology
Designed for elementary and middle school teachers.
Coverage is keyed to the life sciences strand in the Ma.ssa-
chusctts Science and Technology C;urriculum Framework.
Pre.sents the fundamental principles of eci>logy. Examines the
concept of an ecosystem, the structure and function ot an
ecosystem, the ways in which organisms interact with each
other and with the non-living components of their eiiviron-
BF 505 The Biology of Fresh Waters (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an undergraduate degree and teacher certification; this
course cannot he used as part of the MAT/Clinical Master's in
Biology
Designed for elementary and middle school teachers. Topics
covered will be closely tied to River Net and to the
Massachusetts Science and Technology Framework. Provides
content background in biology for understanding watersheds
as ecological and biological systems. Introduction to
investigative techniques used in the analysis of watersheds
and water quality. Emphasis is placed on the use of freshwater
ecology for watershed studies in the school curriculum.
Topics will include principles of watershed ecology, basic
principles of hydrology and river systems, and the use of
macroinverte-brates as water quality indicators. Active/
cooperative investigations will be emphasized as a means of
constructing knowledge.
BF 506 Applied Biology for the Laboratory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an undergraduate degree and teacher certification; this
course cannot he used as part of the MAT/Chnical Master's in
Biology
Designed for elementary and middle school teachers. Topics
covered will be closely tied to CityLab and to the Massachu-
setts Science and Technology Framework. Provides content
background in biology for understanding principles ot cell
and molecular biology as applied to the CityLab project.
Content covered will relate to basic biology, basic chemistry,
basic physics, graph construction and interpretation needed
to teach the material of the CityLab Program. Teachers using
CityLab will acquire sufficient academic depth to field
questions regarding the labs and principles that underlie
them. Teachers will learn to interpret the array of each
experiment's possible experimental outcomes in order to
guide their students to an appreciation and understanding not
only of conclusions, but also the supporting experimental
evidence.
BI 100 General Principles of Biology (3 crs.)
The biological principles at the cellular and organismal levels
are discussed. The topics covered include cell structure,
respiration, photosynthesis, osmosis, enzymes, DNA and
protein synthesis, genetics, ecology and evolution. Two hours
of lecture and one two-hour laboratory period weekly
Satisfies the CiER in Physical and Biological Sciences. Hither
semester
BI 102 Introduction to Zoology (3 crs.)
This course considers the zoological aspects ot biology- with
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basis of life, the structure and physiology of cells, tissues,
organs, and organ-systems, embryonic development, heredity,
evolution and ecology. Two hours of lecture and one two-
hour laboratory period weekly. SatisBes the GER in Physical
and Biological Sciences. Either semester
BI 110 Biology: A Human Approach (3 crs.)
This course examines biological principles as they apply to
human biology and to the role of humans in nature. A study
of different levels of organization leads to analysis of the
structure and function of the major systems of the human
body. Topics will include human heredity, evolution and
ecology. Satisfies the GER in Physical and Biological
Sciences (non-lab course) . Spring semester
BI 111 Human Heredity (3 crs.)
The principles of genetics which are important to an
understanding of the hereditary mechanism in humans.
Individual chfferences in relation to gene-environment
mteraction and the role of heredity in education, governance,
and society. Primarily an elective for non-science majors.
Satisfies the GER in Physical and Biological Sciences (non-
lab course) Spring semester
BI 112 Biology and Human Thought (3 crs.)
The evolutionary development of the brain, its organization
and functions will be discussed. Major emphasis will be
devoted to neuronal cell conduction and transmission and
the cellular basis for movement, sensory activity, emotions,
memory and brain disorders. Satisfies the GER in Physical
and Biological Sciences (non-lab course). Fall semester
BI 113 Fundamentals of Biology (3 crs.)
The conceptual foundations of modern life science are
introduced through a detailed historical study of five core
subjects: cell biology, genetics, development, evolution and
ecology. The current status of knowledge and methodology
will be discussed. Satisfies the GER in Physical and Biologi-
cal Sciences (non-lab course). Either semester
BI 114 Horticulture (3 crs.)
This course examines the interactions among plant structure,
function and environmental factors as they relate to the
growth, propagation and utilization of cultivated plants.
Satisfies the GER in Physical and Biological Sciences (non-
lab course). Fall semester
BI 115 Microbial World and You (3 crs.)
This course studies microorganisms (bacteria, algae, fungi,
protozoa, and viruses) and their interactions with humans.
The principles and apphcations of environmental, industrial
and medical microbiology are discussed. Satisfies the GER in
Physical and Biological Sciences (non-lab course). Either
semester
BI 117 The Biological Environment (3 crs.)
The ecological relationship between humanity and other
forms of life is discussed in biological terms. Topics dealing
with humanity's past, present and future role in the ecosystem
are discussed and might include energy, biogeochemical
cycles, population dynamic, endangered species, chmate
change, and waste management. Satisfies the GER in Physical
and Biological Sciences (non-lab course). Fall semester
BI 118 Evolution (3 crs.)
The theory of evolution with its supporting evidence and
mechanisms of change is presented. Satisfies the GER in
Physical and Biological Sciences (non-lab course). Offered
alternate years
BI 119 The Botanical World (3 crs.)
An introduction to the biology of plants, exploring their
diversity, pecuhar adaptations, associations with animals,
practical uses, and the profound effect they have had on
modern civihzation. Satisfies GER in Physical and Biological
Sciences (non-lab course).
BI 121 General Biology I (4 crs.)
An introduction to the concepts of molecular and cellular
biology, reproduction, metabohsm, genetics, and mechanisms
of evolution. Three hours of lecture and one two-hour
laboratory weekly.
BI 122 General Biology II (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121 or equivalent
A survey of the major groups of organisms, their morphology,
physiology, evolution and ecology.Three hours of lecture and
one two-hour laboratory weekly.
BI 128 The Biology of Human Sexuality (3 crs.)
The Biology of Human Sexuality is designed to introduce
students to the basics of the human reproductive system. The
students will develop a healthy understanding of sexuality, its
role in society and how it applies to our daily life. Three
hours of lecture per week. Satisfies the GER in Physical and
Biological Sciences (non-lab course).
BI 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors CoUoquia in Biology. This course allows
exceptionally able students to explore a challenging topic in
small classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet
once a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-CoUege Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. BI 135 Fall semester, BI 136 Spring semester
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BI 200 Cell Biology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121 or equivalent; CH 131-132 or CH 141-
1 42; or consent of the instructor
This course is an introduction to the basic concepts in cell
structure and cell physiology. Topics will include the
function of cellular organelles, enzymes and cell metabohsm,
the synthesis of macromolecules, and the flow of genetic
information m the cell, including transcription and transla-
tion.Two hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory
period weekly. Spring semester
BI 225 Ecology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121 and BI 122 or their equivalents; CH 131-
132 or their equivalents
Fundamentals of the mteractions of populations, communi-
ties and ecosystems are investigated in lecture. Students will
be acquainted with techniques of data gathering and analysis
in ecology. Laboratory trips will allow students to investigate
ecological commumties in southeastern Massachusetts. One
all day field trip will be required as part of the lab.Two
hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory period
weekly.
BI 240 Plant Morphology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121- 122 equivalent or consent of the instructor
A survey of the plant kingdom from the monera through the
angiosperms with emphasis on evolutionary adaptations
associated with each group and phylogenetic relationships
between the divisions as reflected in present day classifica-
tion systems will be covered. Two hours of lecture and one
two-hour laboratory period weekly. Fall semester
BI 243 Systematic Botany (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: An introductory course in biology
The identification, naming and classification of higher plants.
The laboratory will focus on acquiring skills in plant
identification with an emphases on the flora of Massachusetts.
BI 251 Human Anatomy and Physiology I (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 100 or BI 122, or consent of the instructor
An intensive study of the structure and function of integu-
mentary skeletal, muscular systems, neuronal, peripheral,
central and autonomic nervous systems, and the special
senses. Three hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory
per week.
BI 252 Human Anatomy and Physiology 11 (4 cri.)
Prerequisite: BI 251 or consent of the instructor
An intensive study of the structure and function of the
hormonal, circulatory, lymphatic, respiratory, digestive, and
metabolism and reproductive systems. Three hours of lecture
and one two-hour laboratory per week.
BI 280 Human Physiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 102 or consent of the instructor
General physiological principles and their application to the
human body. Two hours of lecture and one two-hour




BI 284 Invertebrate Zoology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122 equivalent or consent of the instructor
The biology of invertebrates from a phylogenetic standpoint
with emphasis on taxonomy, morphology, physiology,
development, and natural history. Representatives of the
principal classes of each phylum are studied. Two hours of
lecture and one two-hour laboratory period weekly. Spring
semester
BI 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in Biology allow exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or scientific project,
which provides the major part of the grade. Open to All-
College Honors students and to others at the discretion of the
instructor. The minimum enrollment is two and the maxi-
mum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to semester. BI 286
Fall semester, BI 287 Spring semester
BI 320 Biochemistry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 200; CH 131-132; MA 141; or consent of the
instructor, BI 341 or BI 373 recommended
A study of the characteristics and meubolism of biological
molecules. Topics include enzyme structure and fianction;
techniques of enzyme study; anabolic and catabolic pathways
and their regulation; and apphcations of thermodynamics and
kinetics to biological systems. Either semester
BI 321 Genetics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122 or equivalent, BI 240; CH 13 1- 132;
MA 141; or consent of the instructor
Analysis of the basic principles underlying heredity and the
mechanisms involved in the replication, recombination,
mutation, variation and expression of genetic material in
representative plant, animal and microbial systems Two hours
of lecture and one two-hour laboratory period weekly. Fall
semester
BI 325 Ichthyology ( 3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 122 or equivalent, and CH 131- 132. Recom-
mended: Ecology or an equivalent
Lecture presentations in ichthyology will examine the key
aspects of anatomy, sensory systems, organ systems, physiology
and ecology of fishes. Emphasis will he placed on identifica-
tion of New England freshwater and coastal fishes. Field
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fish populations in the Taunton River system. Laboratory
sessions will also include techniques of age and growth
analysis for assessment of local fish populations, and basic
identification of external and internal anatomy of various
teleosts.Two hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory
per week.
BI 326 Marine Biology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 122 or eqiiii'aleiil, or coiiseni of the instructor
An introduction to the marine ecosystems with emphasis on
factors involved in the growth, diversity, and distribution of
populations occupying the marine habitats of the eastern
Atlantic coast. Two hours of lecture and one two-hour
laboratory period weekly. Offered once in three years
BI 327 Wetlands Biology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:An introductory course in biology or consent of the
instructor
A course that considers the values, functions, protection and
recognition of freshwater wetlands. Two lecture/laboratory
meetings weekly, each two hours in length.
BI 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special topics in biology. Open to All-College and Depart-
mental Honors students. Three hourly meetings weekly. BI
338 Fall semester, BI 339 Spring semester
BI 341 Plant Physiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 200; BI 240; CH 131-132 or CH 141-142; or
consent of the instructor
The growth and function of plants including cellular
physiology, water relations, respiration, photosynthesis,
nutrition, growth regulation, and the influence of environ-
ment. Two hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory
period weekly. Fall semester
BI 350 Molecular Biology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 200, BI 321
This course will examine the molecular nature of biological
processes. The structure and function of biological macro-
molecules will be examined along with the research
methodologies and techniques currently utilized in this field.
Emphasis will be placed on the mechanisms, which regulate
the flow of genetic information in both cells and viruses.
(Does not satisfy the department's MA /MAT program)
BI 371 Histology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121- 122; CH 131-132 or consent of the instructor
A study of the microscopic anatomy of mammalian tissues
and organs with emphasis on human materials. The study of
prepared slides in the laboratory will serve as a basis for
discussion of the interdependence of structure and function
in the animal body. Two hours of lecture and one two-hour
laboratory period weekly. Offered alternate years
BI 372 Animal Behavior (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122 or equivalent or consent of the instructor
This introduction to the study of animal behavior from the
biological viewpoint covers such topics as drives and reflexes,
animal communication, biological rhythms and migration.
Emphasis wUl be placed, where apphcable, on the relation-
ships between animal and human behavior. Offered alternate
years (formerly BI 272)
BI 373 Animal Physiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122; CH 131-132 or equimlent; or consent
of the instructor
Physiological principles concerned in irritability, contraction,
circulation, gas exchange, excretion, and hormonal regula-
tion. Two hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory
period weekly. Spring semester
BI 375 Immunology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 321; BI 252 or BI 280 or BI 371 or BI 373
The immune system and its components, including their
structure, function, genetics and ontogeny. Offered alternate
years, Spring semester
BI 376 General Endocrinology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 122
A survey of the morphology, ultrastructure, and physiology of
endocrine glands and their hormones, in animals with special
emphasis on humans, will be presented. The course will
discuss the hormonal action of their control on the cellular
and organ level. Offered alternate years. Fall semester
BI 382 Comparative Chordate Anatomy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122 or equivalent, or consent of the instructor
An ontogenetic and phylogenetic survey of chordate gross
anatomy, supplemented by laboratory dissections of represen-
tative species. Emphasis is placed on ecomorphology and the
changes in chordate structure and biology that comprise
their evolution, with an analysis of the significance of these
changes in light of our modern knowledge of evolution. Two
hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory period weekly.
Spring semester (formerly BI 282)
BI 401 Ecology ofAquatic Insects (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122; BI 225; CH 131-132 or their
equivalents; at least junior level status in biology or permission of the
instructor
Factors affecting the popidation size and distribution of
aquatic insects are explored through lecture, laboratory and
field investigations. Students will learn the major groups of
aquatic insects from field collections made in the local
streams, rivers, lakes and bogs of Southeastern Massachusetts.
Weekly field trips, a collection and a project report are
required. One hour of lecture and one three-hour laboratory
per week.
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BI 408 The Biology of Marine Mammals (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 122 or eqtiimletit or consent of the instructor
An introductory course to the study of marine mammals.
Topics to be covered include the evolution, classification,
distribution, life histories, anatomy, morphology, behavior,
and ecology of marine mammals.We will consider the role
of marine mammals in marine ecosystems and the interac-
tion between marine mammals and humans. (Formerly BI
328)
BI 410 Techniques of Molecular Biology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 200, BI 428 and CH 343-344
This laboratory course will focus on techniques in recombi-
nant DNA technology, as well as introduce students to
procedures utilized in animal cell culture and protein
analysis. One hour of lecture and four hours of laboratory
weekly.
BI 420 Limnology (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121- 122, BI 225, CH 13 1-132, or equivalents;
junior leuel status in your major Recommended: course on computer
applications
Limnology examines the interaction of physical and
chemical processes in freshwater ecosystems and how they
influence populations of freshwater organisms. Laboratory
exercises will focus on a field project requiring sampling and
analysis of water chemistry, bacteria, phytoplankton,
zooplankton, and macroinvertebrates. Students must expect
to spend extra time outside of class on the collection and
analysis of laboratory project data.Two hours of lecture and
one four-hour laboratory sessions per week.
BI 422 Biological Evolution (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 32 1 or consent of the instructor
This course covers the theory of evolution and the operation
of evolutionary forces as related to modern taxonomy, with
emphasis on such topics as mutation, variation, hybridization,
ployploidy, isolation, natural selection and population
genetics. Two lectures weekly Offered alternate years. Spring
semester
BI 423 Biological Invasions (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 125 or consent of instructor
This course will examine the spread of invasive organisms. It
will focus on the biology of organisms that alter ecosystems,
endanger public health, local economies, and traditional
cultures, their vectors of dispersal, and inanagciiicnt. Three
hours of lecture weekly Spring semester
BI 425 Population Ecology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 122 or equiraleni, BI 225, BI 321; or consent of
the instructor
The dynamics and evolution of popuLitions. Topics to be
covered include models in population biology, population
growth, density dependent .ind density independent growth.
population genetics, evolution of life histories, species
interactions, competition, predator-prey interactions, host-
parasitoid interactions, disease and pathogens, and population
growth and regulation.Two hours of lecture and one two-
hour laboratory period weekly. Either semester
BI 426 Biomonitoring and Water Pollution (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 122, BI 225, and CH 131-132 or equivalent;
junior leuel status in your major. Recommended: course on computer
applications
Biomonitoring and Water Pollution examines the current
research papers and the methods used to assess stress in
aquatic communities caused by pollution and habitat
destruction. Lectures are a discussion of current papers on
Biotic Indices used to assess fish and microinvertebrate
communities. The laboratory is a semester-long investigation
of stress indicators in aquatic communities of a local river. A
term research paper and public presentation of research
findings is required. Students must anticipate extra field and
laboratory work outside of the regular class period. Two hours
of lecture and two two-hour laboratory sessions per week.
BI 428 Microbiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: At least junior standing with 15 credits in biology
courses.
An introduction to the structure, metabolism, and genetics of
microorganisms with emphasis on bacteria and fungi.Two
hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory period weekly.
Spring semester
BI 430 Embryology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122 or equivalent; CH 131- 132; or consent of
the instructor
A study of developmental processes at different levels of
organization with emphasis on animal development. Topics
include gametogenesis, fertihzation, early embryonic
development, organogenesis, differentiation, growth and
regeneration.Two hours of lecture and one two-hour
laboratory period weekly Offered alternate years. Spring semester
BI 433 Cytology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 200 or consent of the instructor
Cellular morphology and organization including descriptions
of major intracellular processes and the functional significance
of cellular structures.Two hours of lecture and one two-hour
laboratory period weekly Offered alternate years, hall semester
BI 434 Biological Electron Microscopy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 200 or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the techniques of tissue preparation
including fixation, dehydration and eiiibedmeiit pn>cedurcs,
followed by sectioning and staining, practical use ot the
electron microscope and interpretation of electron photomi-
crographs. Basic principles of tissue preparation and applica-
tions of electron microscopy will be stressed One hour of













BI 436 Mammalian Reproductive Physiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-BI 122; BI 200; physiology course; or consent
of instructor
This course is designed to introduce mammalian reproduc-
tion from a physiological perspective. The goal is to provide a
functional understanding of the physiology bases for
reproductive events in vertebrates, emphasizing mammals.
Two hours lecture and two hours laboratory per week.
BI 444 Biology of the Fungi (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122 or BI 240; CH 131-132 or equivalent;
or consent of the instructor
A study of the fungi with emphasis on morphology,
physiology, and genetics. Either semester (formerly BI 344)
BI 450 Virology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 200 and CH 131-132 or CH 141-142
This course is an introduction to the study of viruses
including bacteriophages, animal and plant viruses. Viral
structure and mechanisms of action are considered at the
molecular level, and emphasis is placed on viral replication
and host cell interactions. Fall semester (formerly BI 323)
BI 472 Human Genetics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 321 or consent of the instructor
The general principles of genetics as appUed to humans.
Emphasis will be placed on the determination of genotypes,
predictions for future offspring, pedigree construction and
analysis, diagnosis and treatment of genetic diseases, gene
mapping, cytogenetics of normal and aberrant genomes and
population genetics. Offered once in three years
BI 480 Tropical Field Ecology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 100 or equivalent and six hours of additional
course work infield systematic study
An intensive two-week course on tropical ecology held in
field locations in the neotropics. Ecosystems to be studied
include tropical rain-forests, mangroves, mangrove islands,
sandy islands and coral reefs. This course is only offered in
the summer.
BI 482 Neurobiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 13 1-132, a physiology course and/or consent of
the instructor
The study of the ultrastructure, chemical and physiological
properties of the invertebrate and vertebrate neuron such as
membrane potentials, synaptic transmission, growth and
aging. Sensory and motor functions of nerves; reflex
mechanisms; autonomic nervous functions; and central
nervous system functions such as the limbic or emotional
brain; learning and memory; regulation of biological clocks
and autonomic functions will be covered.
BI 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental
Honors students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis
director will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent
of the Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis
director, this course may be extended into a second semester
for three additional credits depending upon the scope of the
project. Whether the final version of the thesis quahfies the
student to graduate with honors will be determined by the
Departmental Honors Committee. Either semester
BI 490 Special Topics in Biology (1- 3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122, other prerequisite may be required
A special topics course that will allow speciahzed and one
time offerings in the field. Designed to allow experimental
courses of special interest to biology majors and specialized
one-credit courses offered through the department. Biology
majors may take up to three short courses for a total of three
credits.
BI 497 Undergraduate Biological Research (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:Junior or senior standing and acceptance by the
supervisingfaculty member
Juniors and seniors who are accepted by a faculty member as
a participant in an undergraduate laboratory or field research
project enroll in this course. Projects entail substantial
research in the faculty member's biological subdiscipline and
are pubhcized as student research positions become available.
Students are extensively involved in experimental planning,
execution, analysis and reporting.
BI 498 Internship in Biology (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Internships include research, laboratory or occupational
experience in industrial, allied health, educational, medical,
governmental, recreational, regulatory or other organizations
outside of the coUege. No more than six credits may be used
toward the biology major electives. Graded on a satisfactory/
unsatisfactory basis. Either semester
BI 499 Directed Study in Biology (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfac-
tory basis. Either semester
BI 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
BI 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
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BI 504 Advanced Seminar in Selected Modern
Biological Topics (3 crs.)
A study of signi6cant recent work in a specific area of
biological research. Students will be expected to do
considerable library research, make oral presentations, and
present a satisfactory written summary of their work.
BI 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an apphed research project,
which integrates theory and practice utilizing educational
research format and disciphnary knowledge.
BI 560 Special Topics in Biology Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121-122 or equivalent and graduate standing
A special topics course which will allow specialized and
one- time ofiferings in the field. Designed to allow experi-
mental courses of special interest to teachers or biology
majors interested in the field of education.
BI 561 Special Topics in Biology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 121- 122 or equivalent and graduate standing
A special topics course which will allow specialized and
one- time offerings in the field. Designed to allow experi-
mental courses of special interest to biology majors.
BI 580 Foundations of Biological Education (3 crs.)
An exploration of the historical underpinnings of biological
education and the integration of modern philosophical
foundations of biological education with classroom practice.
Other Approved Courses:
BI 104 Animal Morphology
BI 106 Introductory Plant Science
BI 109 Introduction to Human Disease
BI 1 16 Drugs of Plant Origin
BI 21 1 Landscaping
BI 212 Plant Propagation
HI 241 Plant Anatomy
BI 324 Microscopical Technique
BI 370 Vertebrate Zoology
BI 390 Introduction to Pharmacology
BI 421 Seminar in Biology
BI 435 Problem Solving with the Computer in Biology
BI 475 Parasitology
BI 506 Advanced Cell Biology
BI 507 Mechanisms of Development
BI 508 Advanced Population Biology
BI 509 Advanced Physiology
BI 521 Advanced Cellular & Molecular Technique
BI 523/BI 524 Marine Mammal Science for the Grades 5-8
Teacher
BI 532 Ultrastructurc
BI 538 Intcrtidal Biology
BI 550 Modern Developments in Biology
BI 551 Advanced Mycology
BI 573 Advanced Vertebrate Biology
BI 581 Mammalogy
BI 584 Ethology
BI 585 Advanced Ichthyology
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
(CC)
fNote: From the one-credit co-curricular activities, CC 110, CT
140, CT 155, and CT 185, andfrom any and all co-curricular
activitiesfor which the college grants credit, a student may accumulate
not more than one aedit per semester (two per year) nor more than
six perfour-year degree program. Exception: All one credit co-
curricular and Physical Education activity courses that are required
for students officially enrolled in an approved major, concentration or
minor may be counted towards graduation.
tec 110 Forensics Practicum (1 cr.)
Credit is given for sixty or more hours of intercollegiate
debate and competitive speaking at intercollegiate tourna-
ments. Maximum of 3 credit hours to be used toward a major
or minor in Communication Studies. Graded on a pass/fail
basis. Either semester
CC 130 Human Communication Skills (3 crs.)
This course is designed to foster competence and improve
performance in all areas of communication. Through
participative learning, the student will demonstrate those skills
necessary to communicate effectively in interpersonal, group
and public communication situations. Satisfies the GER in
Speaking. Either semester
CC 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors CoUoquia in Communication Studies
allow exceptionally able students to explore a challenging
topic in small classes under close faculty supervision.
CoUoquia meet once a week for fifty minutes and culminate
in a paper or scientific project, which provides the major p.irt
of the grade. Open to All-College Honors students and to
others at the discretion of the instructor. The minimum
enrollment is two and the maximum is t>A'elve. Topics vary
from semester to semester. CC 1.^5 Fall semester, CC l.i6
Sprittg semester
CC 150 Practicum in Communication Media (1 cr.)
This course provides students with a faculty supervised
applied learning experience in connection with electronic
media on campus A minimum of 60 clock hours of work is
required. This course may be taken no more tlian two times
for credit within the major, (kadcd on a pass/lail basis. Eitlur
semester
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses Jfsiripiions.
CC 210 Voice and Diction (3 crs.)
Analysis of each student's habits of respiration, phonation,
and articulation; exercises designed to correct poor habits.
Physics and physiology of the vocal mechanism. Training in
perception, differentiation and production of the standard
sounds of good American speech. Either semester
CC 212 Announcing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 210
For students interested in broadcasting careers in radio and
television. Key areas include radio and television announc-
ing, interviewing techniques, narration and talk programs,
sports and newscasting. Either semester
CC 214 Radio Production (3 crs.)
Audio theory, programming and production, station
management, and relation of radio to record industry,
working as a member of a production team in writing,
producing and editing on-air production.
CC 215 Television Studio Production (Television
Production I) (3 crs.)
Learn equipment, direct live or live on tape, edit, cue audio
and video. Team production of news, talk shows.
CC 220 Introduction to Mass Communication
(3 crs.)
This course provides a review of the historical development
of mass communication and the current status of the
industry. It includes an examination of the daily operations
of print communication and broadcast communication
industries and a brief consideration of career opportunities.
Either semester
CC 230 Introduction to Communication (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 130 or consent of the instructor
Historical overview of main figures and schools of thought
in communication from classical times to present. Applica-
tion of the traditional concepts to contemporary areas, e.g.
interpersonal, small group and pubUc communication.
Emphasis on the importance of communication to the
development of self, knowing and society. Either semester
CC 250 Public Speaking (3 crs.)
Study, evaluation and analysis of speech preparation with
frequent practice of various speech types. Informative,
persuasive and special occasion topics emphasized. Either
semester
CC 260 Group Communication and Decision
Making (3 crs.)
Extends theoretical knowledge of small group behavior.
Stress will be on implementation of theories in such areas as
leadership, roles of group members, conflict management,
reasoning, argument and problem solving. Either semester
CC 270 Interpersonal Communication (3 crs.)
The description and analysis of interpersonal interaction and
human relationships as they occur in everyday settings. Either
semester
CC 280 Developing Creativity (3 crs.)
The purpose of this course is to increase the degree to
which students recognize and nurture their creative
potential, especially in sensing and meeting problems and
challenges in all aspects of their academic and personal lives.
Either semester
CC 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in Communication Studies
allow exceptionally able students to explore a challenging
topic in small classes under close faculty supervision.
Colloquia meet once a week for fifty minutes and culminate
in a paper or scientific project, which provides the major
part of the grade. Open to All-College Honors students and
to others at the discretion of the instructor. The minimum
enrollment is two and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary
from semester to semester. CC 286 Fall semester, CC 287
Spring semester
CC 290 Beginning Videography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 215
This course is a study of the styles and techniques of video
production. Students work with the different elements of
video production such as camera, sound, editing and script.
Once a year
CC 295 Communications Studies Research (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 130, CC 220, CC 230
This course provides an introduction to communication
research, methods, and writing style.
CC 300 Television, Minorities and Cultural Diversity
(3 crs.)
Roles and images of Blacks and other minorities as
portrayed in radio and television. Also examines economic
and aesthetic participation of minorities in programming
decisions, reflecting ethnic and multicultural dimensions of
programming. Once a year
CC 301 Introduction to Public Relations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 130
This course provides the student with a knowledge of the
history, goals, objectives and skills associated with public
relations. It offers students an opportunity to utilize acquired
communication skills in a specific career area as well as
giving students the opportunity to acquire writing, reason-
ing, listening, speaking and other skills required in pubhc
relations work. Case study analysis and hands-on applications
are primary teaching/learning methodologies. Either semester
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CC 305 Advanced Forensics Laboratory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 110 or consent of the instructor
After advanced individual work in speech composition and
delivery, the student will be required to prepare a variety of
speech types for intercollegiate competition. Fall semester
CC 312 Writing for Public Relations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 301
This course will offer the student writing experience in
various forms of public relations including writing assign-
ments that would be typical in both non-profit and business
organizations. Included are press releases, brochures, newslet-
ters, feature stories and speeches. The computer is the
essential technology for this course. Either semester
CC 320 Mass Communication in Society (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 220 or equiraleiil
This course reviews theory and research in the field of mass
communication. Special attention will be paid to the
evolution of the concept of the mass audience and current
concerns about the effects of media content on individuals
and society. Fall semester
CC 325 Broadcast Newswriting (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EN 280
This course offers instruction in the writing of news and
public affairs copy for radio and television. News gathering
and writing assignments will be given weekly.
CC 330 Business and Professional Communication
(3 crs.)
Increases levels of competence in negotiating, interviewing,
evaluating, leading and presentational skills. This course
stresses abilities needed to attain cooperation and exert
influence in corporate and public sector work environments.
Spring semester
CC 335 News and Politics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 220
Develop an understanding of political, social, cultural events
as they affect print and electronic journalism. Once a ycur
CC 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special topics in speech communication. Open to AU-
CoUcge and Departmental Honors students. Three hourly
meetings weekly CC 33H Fall semester, CC 339 Spring
semester
CC 341 Public Relations Case Studies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: (X: 301
This course addresses crucial diiiKiiMons of str.iugu pl.iniiing
and implementation of public relation programs .md
campaigns. Focus will be on managerial decision-makmg
role, strategics of communication selected, and the evaluation
of the PR campaigns. Cases will be from business, govern-
ment and the non-profit sector. Every other semester
CC 343 Nonverbal Communication (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 130, CC 250, CC 260
This course is designed to provide the student with theoreti-
cal knowledge and practical analytical application of the field
of nonverbal communication and its importance in the field
of communication.
CC 345 Writing for Radio and Television (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EN 280, CC215, CC 325
Course includes sports, documentaries, interviews, commer-
cials, PSAs, and/or comedy. Requires knowledge of produc-
tion elements used in radio and television.
CC 352 Advanced Group Communication and
Leadership (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 130, CC295, CC 260
This course will focus on the issues of group dynamics and
leadership found at all levels of society. It will build on the
fundamentals of group dynamics and leadership, which were
covered in group communication, and provide advanced
work in theory of groups and theory of leadership. Students
will be expected to make significant analysis of all group
dynamics and make recommendations for change. Once a year
CC 360 Argumentation and Advocacy (3 crs.)
The theory and practice of argument in various fields,
including debate, public address, and interpersonal communi-




CC 365 Introduction to Intercultural Communication
(3 crs.)
Introduction to Intercultural Communication is a course
designed to acquaint students with the factors which atVect
interpersonal relationships among people of differing cultural
backgrounds. Foreign as well as native-born persons are
encouraged to take the course. Course objectives are to
enable students to become more sensitive to and tolerant of
values and ideas expressed by others. Spring semester
CC 375 Broadcast Programming (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 220. CC 320
Understanding the interrelationship between programming
and promotion, interdependence of cable and other video
technology on TV pnigrammmg: ditlerentiate between
strategies of radio and TV programming, differentiate between
affiliated stations and net\vork owned and operated stations.
Case studies.
CC 380 Broadcast Station Administration (3 crs)
Teaches students the fundamentals of radio and television
pmgramming and management. Programming for both public
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ment will be covered including regulations, personnel, sales,
economics, program sources, grant writing, ratings and
research. Provides students with comprehensive assessment of
the broadcast management experience.
CC 390 Television Direction I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 215, or CC 290 and CC 345
This course will work with the elements of television:
lighting, composition, use of camera, movement, sound,
working with talent, format and genres. Fall semester
CC 391 Public Relation Practicum (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 301
This course is designed to provide students with the
opportunity to integrate their communication skills through
supervised application of these skills in a pubhc relations
setting. Using a 30 hour required field experience as a focal
point, students will utilize research, organizational thinking,
writing and speaking skills throughout the semester. Either
semester
CC 395 Communication Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 130, CC 230, CC 295
Focus on contemporary perspectives vital to understanding
and critiquing communication, pubhc communication, and
rhetoric. Either semester
CC 396 Mass Communication Theory and Research
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 220, CC 295, CC 320
Historical-critical look at various theories of mass communi-
cation. May include past and present media research theory
and techniques, including focus groups, rating systems, UPC
codes and public opinion polling. Once a year
CC 399 Topical Studies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: dependent on topic
Variable contemporary topics in communication. Either
semester
CC 402 Interpersonal Conflict Resolution (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 270 or consent of the instructor
This course introduces the theory, research and practice
associated with interpersonal conflict resolution. Students
seeking careers in pubhc relations, sales, business, organiza-
tional development and advocacy will benefit from this
analysis of communication processes. Fall semester
CC 415 Advanced TV Production (3crs.)
Prerequisites: CC 215, CC 290 and CC 390
This course will give students television production
experience. Topics will include scripting, budgeting, pre- and
post-production protocols, copyright and legal issues, studio
and field production considerations, aesthetic issues, and
editing. The course will culminate in a 25-30 minute
television project produced and directed by the student for
his/her portfoho.
CC 420 Mass Communication Rules and Regulations
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 220 or the equivalent
This course provides an examination of the rules and
regulations that pertain to the mass communication indus-
tries. The course will review federal agencies such as the FCC
and the FTC and apphcable state and federal laws. Spring
semester
CC 426 Critical Perspectives on Mass
Communication (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 320
This course focuses on theories of mass communication used
for critiquing the major forms of mass media around the
world. The theories include dramatism, semiotics, Marxist
view, popular culture and rhetorical analysis.
CC 450 Persuasion (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 295, CC 395
This course will examine persuasion as a tool for modifying
the behefs, attitudes and behaviors of others. Applications of
persuasion to the fields of communication and mass commu-
nication including advertising, pubhc relations, marketing,
programming, and station management, as well as the social
and pohtical dimensions of democracy. Once a year.
CC 452 Organizational Communication (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 130 or consent of the instructor
Analysis of communication problems in modern complex
organizations, theory and practice. Spring semester
CC 462 Patterns of International Communication
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 130, CC 395, CC 320 or consent of the
instructor
A study of communication systems throughout the world.
Students will focus on media as it functions within a variety
of pohtical systems. Spring semester
CC 472 Communication Training and Development
(3 crs)
Prerequisite: CC 130,and two of thefollowing: CC 250, CC 260,
CC 210
In this course, students will learn the theory of Communica-
tion Training and Development, and learn how to apply that
theory in specific interpersonal, group, pubhc and organiza-
tional contexts. Once a year
CC 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental Honors
students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis director
will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent of the
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis director,
this course may be extended into a second semester for three
additional credits depending upon the scope of the project.
Whether the final version of the thesis qualifies the student
to graduate with honors will be determined by the Depart-
mental Honors Committee. Either semester
CC 495 Communication Studies Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 295, CC 395
This seminar will pursue in depth certain themes and topics
in the area of the communication studies. Either semester
CC 496 Seminar in Mass Communication (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 295, CC 396
This seminar will pursue in depth certain themes and topics
in the area of Mass Communication. Once a year
CC 497 Communication in the Classroom (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation into an education program
This course is designed to provide a student majoring in any
education program with practical skills and knowledge
associated with communication in the classroom, school and
community.
CC 498 Internship in Communication (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department,formal application required
A non-classroom experience designed for a limited number
ofjunior and senior majors to complement their academic
preparation. Graded on a satisfactory/ unsatisfactory basis.
Either semester
CC 499 Directed Study in Communication (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department,formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independendy. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
CC 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph cntided
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
CC 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
CC 504 Communication SkiUi Overview (3 cri.)
Prerequisite: CC 130 or equivalent
This course is designed to provide students an opportunity
to review their basic communication skills at .ill major levels
and, with the assistance of the instructor, to diagnose
particular areas of strength and weakness to be reinforced or
improved upon in subsequent graduate school courses.
CC 505 Communication Theories Overview (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 395 or equivalent
This course is designed to provide students with information
concerning current developments in communication theory
and a basis for the generation of thesis research problems.
Theoretical formulations of general semantics, rhetoric,
interpersonal communication, intercultural commumcation,
group dynamics and persuasion will be included.
CC 506 Communication Research Methods Overview
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 495 or equivalent
This course is designed to provide students with the tools
necessary to create meaningful and competent thesis, research,
and project plans. Quantitative and non-quantitative research
are covered, as well as project creation.
CC 507 Communication Studies Education: Teaching
Human Communication Courses in the
College and University (3 crs.)
This course provides an analysis of current objectives,
problems, and methods of teaching communication at the
college level. Selection and preparation of teaching materials
will be discussed. Evaluation techniques will be introduced
and critiqued. Methods of relating speech to other subject
areas will be explored.
CC 508 Classical and Medieval Rhetoric (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 395 or consent of the instructor
The course examines the traditions of rhetorical theory of
antiquity. Students will analyze the evolution of rhetorical
theory from the Sophists through the Medieval Rhetoricians,
comparing and contrasting their perceptions of rhetorical
principles and practices.
CC 511 Laboratory in Interpersonal Communication
(3 crs.)
This course provides an extensive examination, diagnosis, and
treatment of interpersonal communicative behavior of the
individual. Emphasis is on the development and enrichment
of interpersonal communicative skills and on theoretical
perspectives for analyzing the structure of interpersonal
communication. Interpersonal coininunication structures to
be studied include communication as a ritual, role, game,
personal strategy and a striving for intimacy.
CC 512 Public Communication (3 crs.)
An introduttioii to the methods of rhetorical research and
historical critical inquiry as .ipplied to the study ot social
movements, issues, and speeches.
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CC 513 Laboratory in Small Group Communication
(3 crs.)
Extensive and intensive experience in small group communi-
cation focusing on group participation and leadership.
Emphasis will be placed on the transmission, analysis, and
processing of messages, and on the roles and functions of
group membership.
CC 514 Coaching and Directing Forensics (3 crs.)
A study of the philosophies, problems, and techniques
associated with forensic activities; recent trends and practices
in co-curricular programs; critical evaluation of related
research.
CC 515 Male/Female Communication (3 crs.)
A study of the gender variable in communication in four
areas: 1) interpersonal communication-socialization and self-
concept; 2) interpersonal relations between the sexes; 3)
coimiiunication in structured groups; and 4) public commu-
nication-male and female orators.
CC 516 Seminar in Intercultural Communication
(3 crs.)
Analysis and comparison of communicative styles in different
cultures. Investigation of differences in messages, communi-
cative forms, target persons, defensive styles, and interper-
sonal processes of establishing, developing and terminating
relationships.
CC 520 Group Leadership (3 crs.)
This course focuses on responsibilities, theories and practices
associated with group leadership.
CC 525 Seminar in Mass Communication (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 320 or eqiiimlent
Examination of the audience of mass communication m
terms of the uses and gratification theories.
CC 530 Problems in Organization Communication:
Diagnosis and Treatment (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 452 or equivalent
Analysis and treatment of specific common problems and
communication breakdown and information overload in
organizational structures.
CC 535 Seminar in Communication Theory (3 crs.)
This course explores major communicative theories in
depth.
CC 540 Scholarship and Criticism in Communication
Studies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 505
The study of current scholarship and criticism in communi-
cation and rhetoric. Students will do library research, prepare
written work for criticism and critique the work of others.
Presentations will be written and oral.Work wiU conclude
with a scholarly research paper.
COMMUNICATION
DISORDERS (CD)
CD 220 Introduction to Communication Disorders
(3 crs.)
An introduction to speech, language and hearing disorders in
children and adults. Disorders of functional, structural and
neurological etiologies will be discussed. Either semester
CD 231 Sign Language I (3 crs.)
History and development of manual communication. Focus
on American Sign Language and exact EngUsh through
vocabulary development and beginning conversational skills.
Fall semester
CD 232 Sign Language II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 231
A more advanced course in sign language with an emphasis
on conversational skills and interpretation. Spring semester
CD 281 Speech Anatomy and Physiology (3 crs.)
Introduction to the study of the anatomy and physiology of
systems involved in speech, language, and hearing, and their
relationships to disorders of communication. Fall semester
CD 282 Speech and Hearing Science (3 crs.)
An introductory course as it relates to normal aspects of
speech, hearing, and language. Physiological elements of
speech production, speech acoustics, auditory physiology and
the psychophysics of sound reception. Spring semester
CD 290 Language Acquisition and Development
(3 crs.)
Interrelationships among linguistic, neurophysiological,
physical, intellectual, social, and cultural factors as they affect
language acquisition in the child. Analysis of language
development will be undertaken by students. Either semester
CD 294 Phonetics (3 crs.)
Analysis and transcription of speech sound systems. Spring
semester
CD 312 Language Disorders in Children (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 290, CD 294
Etiology, diagnosis, evaluation and treatment of language-
impaired children. Clinical case material will be discussed
and analyzed. Both habilitative and rehabiUtative procedures
will be covered. Spring semester
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CD 313 Articulation Disorders (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 220, CD 281. CD 294
Study of abnormal and normal phonological development
using approaches such as distinctive feature theory, phono-
logical process analysis, assessment and therapy procedures.
Fall semester
CD 325 Voice Disorders in Children and Adults
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 220, CD 281, CD 282
An introduction to etiology, diagnosis, and remediation of
voice disorders and associated pathological conditions. Spring
semester
CD 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: Consent of the department
Special topics in communication disorders. Open to All-
College and Departmental Honors students. Three hourly
meetings weekly. CD 338 Fall semester, CD 339 Spring
semester
CD 351 Introduction to Audiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 282
Science of hearing; transmission and measurement of sound
to the human ear, anatomy, physiology, and neurology of
hearing mechanism. Related pathological conditions will be
discussed. Fall semester
CD 352 Clinical Audiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 351
Study of the measurement of hearing including basic tests as
well as tests used for differential diagnosis of auditory
disorders.Two lecture periods and one two-hour laboratory
period weekly. Spring semester
CD 393 Aural Rehabilitation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 351 and CD 352
Habilitation and rehabilitation for the hard of hearing
including assessment and therapy procedures related to
auditory training, speech reading, language therapy, and
hearing aid training. Educational management and counsel-
ing strategics will also be addressed. Fall semester
CD 399 Topical Studies (3 crs.)
Variable contemporary tt)pics in communication disorders.
Spring semester
CD 440 Clinical Practicum: Audiology (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 352, a cumulative CPA of 2. 75, a CPA of 2. 75
in communication disorders courses, and consent ofcommunication
disorders faculty
This course provides clinical e.xpcriciKC in audiology
C'linical hours obtained can be credited toward A.S.H.A.
hours. Activities will include hearing screening and diagnos-
tic testing in various settings. The course may be repeated
once. Either semester
CD 451 Clinical Strategies in Communication (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 312, CD 313, CD 325, a cumulative CPA of
2. 75 and a CPA of 2. 75 in major and consent of the communica-
tions disorders area faculty
The objective of this course is to introduce the student to
intervention strategies and skills used in assessment of
children and adults with communication disorders. It will be
taken in the fall semester of the senior year by all students
who elect the practicum track. Other Communication
Disorders students may take it only with consent of the
Communication Disorders faculty. Fall semester
CD 480 Clinical Procedures: An Overview (3 credits)
Professional behavior, responsibilities, and ethics will be
presented followed by an introduction to the clinical process.
The need for consideration of cultural diversity and
treatment throughout the hfespan will be emphasized.
Through completion of 25 observation hours, the students
will have the opportunity to demonstrate integration of
concepts presented throughout the communication disorders
curriculum. Either semester
CD 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-CoUege and Departmental Honors
students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis director
will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent of the
Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis director,
this course may be extended into a second semester for three
additional credits depending upon the scope of the project.
Whether the final version of the thesis quabfies the student
to graduate with honors will be determined by the Depart-
mental Honors Committee. Either semester
CD 490 Clinical Practicum: Speech Pathology
(1-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 312. CD 313. CD 325. a cumulative CPA of
2. 75, a CPA of 2. 75 in communication disorders courses, and
consent of the communication disorders faculty.
This is a clinical experience in speech pathology. Clinical
hours obtained can he credited towards A.S.H.A. hours.
Activities will be determined by student need, experience
and academic preparation. Initially the student will register
for one credit to be taken concurrently with CD 451. May
be repeated once.
CD 499 Directed Study in Communication Disorders
(1-3 crs.)
Pren-quiyilc: consent of the department; format application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
iiiaxitiiiim of six credits. Hither semester
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
CD 502 Researdi (credit to be arranged)
Onginal research undertaken hy the graduate student in his
or her field. For detaib. consult the paragraph entided
"Independent Studi."' in the GraJuate and Continuing
Education secQon of this catalog.
CD 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entided "Independent Stud%"" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
CD 520 Pediatric Aadiology (3 crs.)
Prmquisue: CD 3.'1. CD 3.-2. CD 393
Assessment and clinical management of children with
hearing disorders. Etiological factors; problems of screening
and differential diagnosis, conditioning and electrophw-
ological methods.
CD 540 Advanced Andiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 352. or equn-aletu and consent ofgraduate adinser
After reviewing the fimcnon of the normal and abnormal
auditory s\-steni. emphasis will be placed on current
audiological methods of assessing normal and abnormal
hearing. Imphcations of various r\-pes of hearing loss on
communication abUities will be discussed.
CD 543 Advanced Clinical Strategies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 451
An advanced course covering intervention strategies and
diagnosnc procedures. Emphasis will be placed on
mulDcultural considerations and approaches appropriate to
chents of all ages.
CD 552 Neurogenic Communication Disorders
(3 crs.)
Prerequism: CD 281. CD 290. CD 312. CD 313
Consideration of neuropathologies, assessment and interven-
non for commimicam-e disorders of neurogenic origin.
Includes the d%-sarthnas. apraxia of speech, language of
confusion and generalized mtellectual impairment, and
management of mdrvnduals with traumatic closed head
mjunes.Also includes treatment of d^-^pagia of neurc^enic
origin.
CD 553 Language EHsorders in Older Children
(3 crs.)
Prerequmu: CD 290, CD 312
Emphasis concerns re\-iew of Later stages of language
acquisiDon. descnpnon and management of semantic,
r\-nuctic, and pragnuDc language disorders m the older child.
CD 554 Organic Communication Disorders in
Children (3 crs.)
Prerequisite CD 290, CD 312, CD 313 , CD 325
This course will cover organic bases of communication
disorders in children such as cleft palate and orofacial
anomalies, and other contemporary problems.
CD 557 Fluency Disorders: Theory and Therapy
(3 CTS.)
Prerequisite: CD 220
A sur^-ey ot smttering theories and diagnostic /intervention
techniques.
CD 558 Aphasia in Adults (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 220, CD 281, CD 282, CD 290, CD 312,
CD 313. CD 325
1
Consideration of neuroanatomy, etiologies, characteristic
language speech disorders. psN'chological correlates, classifica-
tion s\-steins, and diagnostic and rehabihudon procedures.
CD 590 Nonverbal and Augmentative
Communication Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 290, CD 313
The course will address theoretical and pragmatic issues in
chent assessment, augmentative s\-stem selection and therapy
procedures for implementation. A vanerv- of nonverbal and
augmentanve commumcanon systems wUl be revie\x-ed
including manual and computer assisted orthographic, word
unit and compound systems.
CD 595 Advanced Assessment and Interpretation of
Communication Disorders (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 455, CD 490
Advanced diagnostic procedures appropriate to neurophysi-
ological, and psNxholc^cally-based disorders of commumca-
non.
CD 596 Graduate Clinical Practicum I: Speech
Pathology (1-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor
Advanced practicum under the direction of college staff. May
be repeated once.
CD 597 Graduate CUnical Practicum 11: Speech
Pathology (1-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: CD 596 or consent of the instructor
K&nnctd pracncum m clinical settings with a focus on
commumcation disorders m children and adults. May be
repeated.
CD 599 Topical Studies in Communicadon Disorders
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Consent ofthe instructor
Variable topics, issues and contemporary research in speech
pathology and audiolc^.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
CHEMICAL SCIENCES (CH)
CH 100 Computer Science in Chemistry (2 or 3 crs.)
Introducaon to computers as used in chemistr\-.The use ot
word-processing, spreadsheets and an introduction to the use
ot BASIC programming for mterfacing v^^th laboratory-
equipment. Computer software used m molecular modelmg
and in the simulation of chemical systems will be explored.
Spring semester
CH 102 Chemistry in Everyday life (3 crs.)
A selecnon of topics from the multitude of chemical and
nuclear reactions encountered in the e^^ryday life of the
modern person \^iU be presented through lectures and
demonstrations. Topics such as the following may be
included: evaluation of enere;>- altemaoves, radioactrvTe
isotopes in diagnosis and treatment of disease, risk-to-benefit
evaluation of food additives and emironmental impact of
chemical v\:aste disposal. Satisfies the GER m Ph^-sical and
Biolc^cal Sciences (non-bb course). Either semester
CH 111 The Art of Chemical Inqoiry (3 crs.)
The underUing pnnaples governmg the mteracnons of
molecules, whether simple or complex, will be de\-eloped
and appbed to the mvesngarion of phenomena such as the
following: air and water pollution, nuclear power generation,
fires and their control. cr\-stal formation and the use of food
additives. Two hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory
period weekly. Satisfies the GER in Ph-v-sical and Biolc^cal
Sciences. Either semester
CH 125 Introductory Chemistry for the Life Sciences I
(4 crs.)
Prerequisite: high uhool chemistry or the equiivlnit
A studv- of the fundamental principles of general, organic
and biolc^cal chemistry and their appbcations to ph^-si-
ological systems. Primarily for students of nursing and the
alhed health professions. Three hours of lecture and one
two-hour laboratory period weekly. Fall semester
CH 131-132 General Chemistry I-II
(3 crs. for each semester)
CH 131 IS prerequisite tc CH 132 CH 131 only satisfies GER
in Physical and Biological Scienees.
The elements and their compounds wnll be studied wnth
emphasis on structure and its relationship to propemes.T«x>
hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratorv' penod
\\-eekly. CH 131 Fall semester. CH 132 Spring setnester
CH 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consetil of the iiiitnictot
Freshman Honors Colloquia in Chemistry allow exception-
ally able students to explore a Challenging topic in small
classes under close faculr.' supcr^-ision. CoUoquia meet once
a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or scientiBc
project, which provides the major part of the grade. Open to
all-college honors student and to others at the discreaon of
the instructor. TTie minimum enrollment is two and the
maximum is twelve. Topics vary horn semester to semester.
CH 135 Fall semester. CH 136 Spmg semester
CH 141-142 Chemical Principles I-D
(4 crs. for each semester)
CH 141 IS prerequisite lo CH 142. CH 141 only satiates the
GER m Physical and Biological Saences.
Theoretical morganic chemistry will be studied with
emphasis on mass-energy relanonships m terms of structure
and ph\-sical Laws. Laboratory work emphasizes quannutrve
techmques. Three hours of lecture and four hours laboratory
v^^ekh". CH 141 Fall semester, CH 1 42 Spring semester
CH 241 Inorganic Quantitative Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequune: CH 132 cr CH 142
The classical and modem methods for the \'olumemc and
gravimetric determinaaon of elements and groups. Twx)
hours of lecture and one four-hour laboratory penod wieekly.
Spring semester
CH 242 Intermediate Inorganic Chemistry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 132 or CH 142
The descriptive chemistry, as well as s>-nthesis and reactions,
of non-transinonal elements and their comp>ounds are studied
systemancalh". CorrelaDons of structure and proptemes are
explamed on the basis ofmodem theories. Fall semester
CH 250 Instrumentation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 132 or consent of the instructor
The ph>-sical cheinistry basic to modem anah-ncal instru-
mentation will be disciissed as the basis for the study of
instrumental anah.-sis.T»T) hours of lecture and one twx>-hour




Prerequisite: a college Irirl course in PH or cemsent of the instruacv
A stud>' of the electrical famihes. components and processes
used to build the compnDnents of microprocessors and
microcomputers. An e.xanunaaon of nming cycles for
different microprocessors with limitanons on the digital
devices used and the wnous means b\- which these comf>o-
nents can be assembled in the construction of the imcivx-om-
puter. Comparison of the \inou^ niv nv iMT'.rutorv .ivailabie
Offered allemaie years. Fall semester
CH 286-287 Sophomore Honors CoUoqiiiom
(1 cr. for each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Sophomore Honors CoUoquia in Chenustr>- allow excep-
tionally able students to e.xplore a challenging topic in small
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for asstsiarur m loealing courses descriptions.
classes under close faculty supervision. CoUoquia meet once
a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. CH 286 Fall semester, CH 287 Spring semester
CH 300 Organic Chemistry for the Life Sciences
(4 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 132 or CH 126
The fundamentals of organic chemistry—structure synthesis
and mechanism—with applications to biological systems.
Designed for students in the life sciences, e.g. nursing,
medical technology, physical therapy and nutrition. Not
recommended for students intending to pursue graduate
study in microbiology, physiology or medicine. This course is
not open to chemistry majors. Three hours of lecture and
one three-hour laboratory period weekly. Offered once in three
years, Fall semester
CH 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special topics in chemistry. Open to All-College and
Departmental Honors students. Three hourly meetings
weekly. CH 338 Fall semester, CH 339 Spring semester
CH 343-344 Organic Chemistry I-II
(4 crs. for each semester)
Prerequisite: CH 132 or CH 142 for CH 343; CH 343for CH
344
A survey of the chemistry of organic compounds organized
in terms of structure, mechanism of organic reactions, and
synthesis. CH 343 is a prerequisite to CH 344. Three hours
of lecture and one four-hour laboratory period weekly. (Tlie
same course may be taken without laboratory under CH 341, 342)
CH 350 Introduction to Laboratory Automation
(2 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 100 or a knowledge of basic programming
The use of microcomputers for data acquisition and analysis.
A study of transistors, amplifiers, op. amps., differential amps,
power supplies, regulators and filters as used in laboratory
instruments. The interfacing of these instruments, especially
using the lEEE-GPIB bus, to microcomputers to receive and
analyze data will be covered. Projects wiU be assigned in
which the student works in the laboratory gathering data
directly on a computer. One hour of lecture and two hours
of laboratory weekly. Offered once in three years, Spring semester
CH 381-382 Physical Chemistry I-II
(4 crs. for each semester)
Prerequisite: CH 132 or CH 142; MA 152
The laws governing the physical and chemical behavior of
compounds. Three hours of lecture and one four-hour
laboratory period weekly. CH 381 Fall semester, CH 382
Spring semester
CH 390 Research Problems in Chemistry
(credits to be arranged)
Prerequisite: CH 344, CH 382 and consent of the department
Special projects for advanced students desiring individual
instruction in the methods of chemical research. Hours
arranged. Either semester
CH 422 Applied Computational Chemistry (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 151-152, or MA 141-142, CH 344, or consent
of the instructor
An introduction to the application of the methods and
techniques of molecular modeling and computational
chemistry to alJ areas of chemistry. The course will include
hands-on-experience with state-of-the-art software. A one
hour lecture and one three-hour laboratory weekly.
CH 440 Advanced Organic Chemistry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 344, CH 382 or consent of the instructor
Selected topics in advanced organic chemistry, such as
physical organic chemistry, alicyclic and heterocyclic
chemistry, natural products, and advanced synthetic methods.
Hours arranged. Offered once in three years. Spring semester
CH 442 Qualitative Organic Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 344, CH 382 or consent of the instructor
The reactions of organic compounds with emphasis on those
of importance for classification and identification and the
elucidation of structure by spectroscopic analysis. Laboratory
work involves the identification of both simple compounds
and mLxtures. One hour of lecture and one six-hour
laboratory period weekly. Spring semester
CH 444 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 344, CH 382
The topics of group theory, stereochemistry, ligand field
theory, molecular orbital theory, synthesis and kinetics of
reactions as applied to transition metal elements wUl be
treated in detail. CH 382 may be taken concurrently. Hours
arranged. Spring semester
CH 450 Instrumental Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 382
Theory and practical application of instrumental methods as
applied to chemical analysis, including pH measurements,
electro-deposition, potentioinetry, crystallography, mass
spectrometry and spectroscopy. CH 382 may be taken
concurrendy. Two hours of lecture and one four-hour
laboratory period weekly. Fall semester
CH 461 General Biochemistry I (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 344 or consent of the instructor
A survey of the chemical components of living matter and
the major processes of cellular metabolism. Three hours of
lecture and one three-hour laboratory period weekly. Fall
semester
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
CH 462 General Biochemistry II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 461
A survey of the chemical components of living matter and
the major processes of cellular metabohsm. Three hours of
lecture weekly. The laboratory portion may be taken
mdependent of the lecture under CH 466 Advanced
Biochemistry Laboratory. Spring semester
CH 466 Advanced Biochemistry Laboratory (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 461
A study of special laboratory techniques used in biochemical
research, such as chromatography, enzymology, radiochemical
techniques, electrophoresis, and metabolic pathways. An
individual project will complete the laboratory. One hour of
laboratory discussion and three hours of laboratory weekly.
Spring semester
CH 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental
Honors students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis
director will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent
of the Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis
director, this course may be extended into a second semester
for three additional credits depending upon the scope of the
project. Whether the final version of the thesis qualifies the
student to graduate with honors wUl be determined by the
Departmental Honors Committee. Either semester
CH 492 Laboratory Techniques (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 344, CH 382
Special techniques used in the research laboratory, such as
glass-blowing, vacuum hnc technique, vacuum distillation,
dry-box operations and advanced synthetic methods. Hours
arranged. Fall semester
CH 498 Internship in Chemical Sciences (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: conserti of the department; formal application required
Laboratory experience in industrial or government
laboratories, regulating agencies or academic laboratories at
other institutions. Graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory
bases. Hither semester
CH 499 Directed Study in Chemistry (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;Jormal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Hither semester
CH S02 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the gr.iduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study" in the C.raduate and ( '.oiilinuitu;
nducalion section of this catalog.
CH 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
CH 510 Chemical Instrumentation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Three major areas of chemical instrumentation will be
covered. Spectroscopy include infrared, ultraviolet and visible,
atomic absorption, nuclear magnetic resonance and mass
spectrometry. Electrochemistry covers pH, voltaic cells and
polarography. Chromatography includes paper, high pressure
and electrophoresis.
CH 512 Microcomputers as Laboratory Instruments
(4 crs.)
Prerequisite: science teaching experience and a one-year introductor,y
course in a physical science or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the use of microcomputers in the
laboratory in the physical sciences. This course is designed for
practicing science teachers with no background in computer
science. Topics to be considered will include the following:
survey of microcomputer electronics; the organization of
microcomputers; survey of available microcomputers,
microcomputer printers and disc drives; available microcom-
puter languages; microcomputer operating systems; available
microcomputer laboratory software in the physical sciences;
laboratory data acquisition; microcomputer interfacing; and
the use of simple microcomputer interfaces in the science
laboratory.
CH 520 Molecular Modeling (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 343-344, CH 381-382. or consent of the
instructor
An introduction to the structure of molecules and the ways
that chemists use computers to calculate and view structures
and electron distributions. The use of computers to aid in the
visual interpretation of geometry, distribution of electrons
and spectra will be di.scussed.The course will include hands-
on experience with state-of-the-art hardware and software
used in molecular modeling.
CH/PH 525 Problem Solving in Chemistry and
Physics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: High School /Middle SchoolTeacher of Mathematics or
Science
Skills needed in the solving of problems in chemistry and
physics will be developed. Emphasis will be on the applica-
tion of mathematics to problem solving. Topics will be
chosen from the sciences to illustrate the application of
algebra, geometry, linear algebr.i and calculus to physics and
chemistry Methods of treating data i>btained in the labora-
tory will be developed.




CH 530 Computer Assisted Instruction Design in the
Physical Sciences (4 crs.)
May be taken for credit more than once up to a maximum of 16
credits.
The design and implementation of CAI software in the
physical sciences. The use of microcomputers to design,
write, test, modify and debug a software package involving
interactive microcomputer graphics. CAI software produced
will be tested in science classes.
CH 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project,
which integrates theory and practice utilizing educational
research format and disciplinary knowledge.
CH 550 Chemistry and the Environment (3 crs.)
A study of the chemicals in the environment responsible for
air, water and soil pollution. Emphasis will be on simple
techniques that can be used to detect these various types of
chemicals. Laboratory work will include field trips to collect
samples and analysis of samples.
CH 561 Recombinant DNA Technology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 343-344, BI 200, or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the structure ofDNA and to the basic
principles of gene manipulation, recombinant DNA
technology and genetic engineering, including medical and
industrial applications.
CH 562 Protein Chemistry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 344
An introduction to protein chemistry. Topics to be covered
will include the structure of proteins, protein isolation and
purification, protein structure determination, molecular
recognition, enzyme kinetics and mechanism, protein
folding. Hands-on-experience with protein molecular
modeling and molecular dynamics will be included.
CH 582 Biochemistry Topics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 462 or consent of the instructor
An in-depth examination of one area in biochemistry.
Included will be a discussion of laboratory techniques used
in separation and purification, chemical structures and the
interactions and functions of the biomolecules appropriate to
the area of study. A critique of original literature wiU also be
included.
CH 585 Atomic and Molecular Structure (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A modern approach to atomic and molecular structure will
be developed and applied to selected cases from inorganic
and organic chemistry. Topics to be covered will include the
following: atomic structure, the molecular orbital approach
to molecular structure, antibonding orbitals, introductory
ligand field theory, geometrical and optical isomerism,
conformational analysis, correlation of structure and reactivity
and the conservation of orbital syimnetry.
CH 591 Advanced Organic Chemistry I: Structure
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 344
Instrumental techniques of organic structure determination
such as infrared, ultraviolet and proton magnetic resonance
spectroscopy and methods of separation and identification.
Classic examples of modern structure proofs will be consid-
ered in detail. Students will conduct a literature search on the
structure of an organic molecule and present a short seminar
on this structure proof. Practical experience with IR, UV,
NMR and gas chromatography of the structure of an
unknown organic molecule.
CH 592 Advanced Organic Chemistry 11: Mechanism
and Synthesis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 344 and CH 591, or consent of the instructor
A one-semester course in advanced organic chemistry
designed for participants who have some background in
elementary organic chemistry. Topics to be considered wiU
include recent developments in the mechanism of organic
reactions and organic synthesis through retro-synthetic
analysis. Special topics may include valence tautomerism,
biogenetic synthesis, photochemistry, cycloaddition reactions
and the Woodward-HofFman rules for the conservation of
orbital symmetry.
CH 594 Special Topics in Inorganic Chemistry
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Major topics of solid state chemistry, theories of bonding
(Ligard and molecular orbital), symmetry and group theory,
atomic and molecular structure will be discussed. Addition-
ally, topics in environmental chemistry, bioinorganic chemis-
try and medicine, color and magnetism and selected indus-
trial chemical processes will be included in this course.




The zeroeth, first and second laws of thermodynamics,
entropy and free energy functions, probabiUty and the
thermodynamic function from a statistical consideration, the
participation function.
CH 598 Advanced Physical Chemistry II: Chemical
Kinetics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 382
A survey of chemical kinetics and recent developments in the
field. Study of zero, first, second and third order reactions,
Arrhenius Equation, consecutive reactions, collision and
theory of absolute reaction rates.
250 Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
Other Approved Courses:
CH 126 Introductory Chemistry for the Life Sciences II
CH 210 Chemistry and Society
CH 252 Recent Developments in Inorganic Chemistry
CH 270 Introduction to Toxicology
CH 280 Physical Chemistry for the Life Sciences
CH 290 Environmental Chemistry
CH 372 Marine Chemistry
CH 389 Introduction to the Chemical Literature
COMPUTER SCIENCE (CP, CS)
CP SIO Computer Software Foundations (3 crs.)
Designed to prepare students who have an undergraduate
degree in a field other than computer science to enter the
M.S. in Computer Science program. Covers essential aspects
of computer software development. Software development
methodology, problem solving and structured programming
in a high-level language. Program style and documentation.
Fundamental data structures, searching, and sorting
algorithms.
CP 520 Computer Systems Foundations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Working knowledge of C or C+ +
Designed to prepare students who have an undergraduate
degree in a field other than computer science to enter the
M.S. in Computer Science program. This course is an
introduction to computer systems, their organization and
low-level interface. It covers number systems,Von Neumann
machines, instruction sets and machine code, data representa-
tion, assemblers and assembly language programming,
compilers and system software, external and internal
processor organization, memory, I/O organization and
devices. It goes into a detailed study of RISC processor
architecture.
CP 530 Computer Theory Foundations (3 crs.)
Designed to prepare students who have an undergraduate
degree in a field other than computer science to enter the
M.S. in Computer Science program. An introduction to the
theory of computer science for students entering the master's
program without an undergraduate degree in computer
science. Beginning with a survey of discrete mathematics
(primarily combinatorics and graph theory), this course will
introduce topics in the theory of computation as well as in
algorithms and conipicxiry theory.
CS 100 Programming in BASIC (3 crs.)
Problem solving Principles of computer progrjiiiming
taught with the aid of the BASIC" language. Topics to include
the LET, INPUT, READ, IF and FOR statements; arrays;
numerical and string functions; other topics as time allows.
CS 101 Computer Science I (3 crs.)
A first course in programming. Introductory concepts of
computer organization. Problem solving methods and
algorithmic development stressing good programming style
and documentation including top down and modular design.
This course emphasizes problem solving with programming
exercises run on the computer. Either semester
CS 102 Computer Science II (3 crs.)
Advanced programming techniques. Introduction to basic
aspects of recursion. In core search and sort methods, simple
data structures, subroutines and parameters and algorithmic
analysis. Techniques of algorithmic development and
programming will be stressed. The emphasis on good
programming style and documentation begun in CS 101 will
be continued. Either semester
CS 105 Computers and Their Applications: An
Introduction (3 crs.)
The goal of this course is to provide a student with no
previous computer experience the opportunity to become
computer literate. The course consists of equal parts of
textbook/lecture learmng and hands on experience with
software such as an operating system, a spreadsheet, a word
processor, presentation graphics and internet services
including electronic mail. The course is especially recom-
mended for the new PC user but does not fialfill any
requirements of the computer science major.
CS 110 Computer Science Foundations (3 crs.)
A pre-programming course, which covers the essential
features of the computing perspective and provides an
introduction to foundational concepts. The goals are to
explore algorithmic and structural abstraction, to familiarize
students with topics, applications, and opportunities in the
disciphne of computer science, and to explore the impact of
computing technology in natural and social sciences. There
will be opportunity for hands-on exploration of computing
concepts. This course does not fulfill computer science major
requirements.
CS 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instrtictor
Freshman Honors Colloquia in Computer Science allow
exceptionally able students to explore a challenging topic m
small classes under close faculty supervision. C^olloquu meet
once a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the m.ijor part of the grade.
Open to All-t'oUege Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. CS 135 l-'all semester, CS 136 Spring semester
Note: See pages 2 1 2-2 1.i (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
CS 200 FORTRAN (3 crs.)
Prcrcquisiie: protlaawy in jf h\isl one pnigTamming language
A problem sohmg course using FORTFLAN language.
Structured prognmuning techniques will be emphasized.
Spring semester
CS 201 Assembly Language Programming (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 102
A basic course in machine-level programming. Number
systems and data representation; arithmetic and logical
instructions, indexing. 1/ 0. subroutines; structure and
modularity' ot programs and data at the machine level. Macro
definition, recursion. This course will emphasize program-
ming in assembly language. Fall sanester
CS 206 Introduction to Computer Organization
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 201
Organization and structure of the major hardw-are compo-
nents of computers. Mechanics of information transfer and
control within a digital computer system. Fundamentals of
logic design. The major emphasis of the course concerns the
hinctions of and communication between the large scale
components of a computer s\-stem. including properties of
10 de\-ices, controllers, and interrupts. Spring semester
CS 210 COBOL I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: knowledge of at least one programming language
The elements of strucmred COBOL programming. Topics
from the following: arithmetic operation statements, report
editing, heading lines, comparisons, complex and nested IF
statements, single and multiple level control break processing
with group indication, one-dimension table processing—
subscript, index, table search.
CS 211 COBOL n (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 210
Continuation of topics of structured COBOL programming.
Topics from the foUowing: multi-level tables, subprograms,
input editing, report wTiter faciht\\ the sort facihrv; sequential
files, indexed sequential files, and relative files. Creation and
file update for sequential and indexed sequential files.
CS 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instmclor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in Computer Science allow
exceptionally able students to explore a challenging topic in
small classes under close faculrv' supervision. Colloquia meet
once a week for fifh' minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which pro\ndes the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enroUment is rvvo
and the maximum is tu'elve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. CS 286 Fall semester, CS 287 Spring semester
CS 330 Data Structures and Algorithms (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 102
Static, semistatic, and dynamic data structures. Techniques for
the analysis and design of efficient algorithms which act on
data structures. Topics will include arrays, records, stacks,
queues, deques, linked lists, trees, graphs, sorting and
searching algorithms, algorithms for insertion and deletion
and the analysis and comparison of algorithms. Spring semester
CS 336 File Processing and Business Applications
(4 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 201 and CS 330
Common business programs and techniques for WTiting these
programs are covered. SEQUENTIAL, ISAM, and RELA-
TIVE file organizations are discussed and used in business-
oriented programs.
CS 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special topics in Computer Science. Open to All-College
and Deparmiental Honors students. Three hourly meetings
weekly. CS 338 Fall semester, CS 339 Spring semester
CS 340 Organization of Programming Languages
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 201, MA 130, CS 330
An introduction to the structure of programming languages.
Formal specification of s\Titax and semantics; structure of
algorithmic. Ust processing, string manipularion, data
description, and simulation languages; basic data types,
operations, statement types, and program structure; run-time
representation of program and data. Particular emphasis
placed on block-structured languages (ALGOL-68. Pascal,
Ada, C) and interpreted languages (APL, LISP SNOBOL).
Progranuning assignments made in several languages. Spring
semester
CS 342 Object-Oriented Programming (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 330
This course covers the foundation ot object-oriented
progranuning including data abstraction, inheritance,
polymorphism, and genericir^'. Modern and classical
languages such a C++,Java or Smalltalk are introduced.
CS 345 Compiler Construction (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 330. CS 340
Compiler structure; lexiysis, syntax analysis, grammars,
description of programmmg language, automatically
constructed recognizers, and error recovery; semantic analysis,
semantic languages, semantic processes, optimization
techniques, and extendible compilers. Smdents will write a
sample compiler.
CS 350 Operating Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 206, CS 330
Discussion of the organization and structure of operating
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
systems for various modes of computer use from simple
batch systems to time-sharing/multiprocessing systems.
Topics include concurrent processing, memory management,
deadlock, file systems, scheduling, etc. Programming
assignments made in a high-level language wth concurrent
processing feature. Fall semester
CS 395 Computer Science Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a minimum of 24 approved hours in computer science
and consent of the department
Interdisciphnary uses of computers. Problems arising
through the increasing use of computers in our societ>'.
Seminar will be project oriented and students will present
their work to the class for discussion and criticism.
CS 399 Topics in Theorerical Computer Science
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Topics to be selected from; artificial intelligence, automata
theory, computational complexity theory, mathematical
hnguistics, programming language theory and other
theoretical computer science topics.
CS 405 Introduction to Database Systems (3 crs.)
Preriquisite: MA 130, CS 330
Physical data organization. The hierarchical, network, and
relational data models. Design theory for relational database;
data dependencies, normal forms and preventing loss of
information. Query optimization. Integrity and security of
data bases. Students implement apphcations on a relational
data base system.
CS 410 Database Applications (3 crs.)
The role of a database in an MIS environment is studied.
Team analysis and implementation of a database project will
be a major course component. This course does not fiilfill
computer science major requirements.
CS 430 Computer Networks (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 330
Introduction to data transmission, digiul multiplexing, and
data switching, characteristics of transmission media,
terminals, modems and communication processes; design of
error control, line control, and information flow control
procedures; study of message and packet switching networks;
protocols and software in packet switching systems; and
modeling techniques for networks.
CS 435 Analysis of Algorithms (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 330
General overview of algorithms. Algorithmic techniques
needed in problem solving. Relative efficiency of algorithms.
Topics will include efficient algurithiiis for data manipula-
tion, graphical analysi.s, rapid evaluation of algebraic
functions and matrix operations, and NlogN bound in
sorting algorithms.
CS 436 Computer Graphics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 330 and either M-{ 120 or .\LA 202
This course includes an introducnon to hardware, algorithms,
and software ot computer graphics. Topics include hne
generators, affine transformations, hne and polygon chpping,
sphnes, interactive techniques, menus, orthographic and
perspecnve projections, sohd modeUng, hidden surface
removal, lightmg modeb and shading.
CS 442 Object-Oriented Software Engineering
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 342
A project course in the development of a large-scale software
system using GO methodologies. The primar\- process
involves discovering classes and objects which model both the
application domain and the solution space. identif\ing the
semantics of these classes and objects and establishing
relationships among them, and implementmg the classes and
objects using appropriate data structures and algorithms. This
primary process is controlled by a well-defined development
framework vvnth the following steps: (1) establishing core
requirements, (2) providing a model of the system's beha\nor,
(3) creating an architecture for the implementaaon. (4)
evolving the implemenution through successive iterations,
and (5) tnaintaining the system.
CS/MA 445 Log^c Programming (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: junior or senior mathematics or computer science major
or equivalent background, and consent of the department
The study of prepositional and first order predicate logic
from an a.viomatic point of \new. Algorithmic methods of
theorem proving wUl be emphasized.
CS/MA 460 Introduction to Robotics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 102 and allier MA 1>2 or MA 142. and .\L4
202 or MA 120
An introduction to the theory of the motion of robot
manipulators. The mathemaacs, programming and control of
manipulators will be emphasized. Also examined will be issues
of sensing and planning.
CS 470 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 24 credits in approved computer science courses tor
computer science niaiors
This course introduces students to the basic concepts and
techniques ot artificial intelligence. Emphasis is given to
representation and the associated data structures. Students will
also be introduced to an Al language such as LISP.
CS 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental Honors
students One-hour wceklv meetings with the thesis director
will (. ulininatc m an honors thesis With the consent of the
Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis director this
course mav be exteiuicd into a second semester tor ihrcc
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
additional credits depending upon the scope of the project.
Whether the final version of the thesis quahfies the student
to graduate with honors will be determined by the Depart-
mental Honors Committee. Either semester
CS 498 Internship in Computer Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a minimum of 24 approved hours in computer science
and consent of the department;formal application required
Students will work for an employer in the computer science
field for a minimum of 10 hours/week during one full
semester. A member of the department will serve as adviser
and evaluator of all work projects. This course can be taken
only once for credit.
CS 499 Directed Study in Computer Science
(1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abUities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits.
CS 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
CS 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
CS 510 Topics in Prograrrmiing Languages (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course mvestigates programming language development
from designer's, user's and implementer's point of view.
Topics include formal syntax and semantics, language system,
extensible languages, and control structures. There is also a
survey of intralanguage features, covering ALGOL-60,
ALGOL-68, Ada, Pascal, LISP, SNOBOL-4 APL, SIMULA-
67, CLU, MODULA, and others.
CS 520 Operating Systems Principles (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course examines design principles such as optimal
scheduling; file systems, system integrity and security, as well
as the mathematical analysis of selected aspects of operating
system design. Includes: queuing theory, disk scheduling,
storage management and the working set model. Design and
implementation of an operating system nucleus is also
studied.
CS 525 Design and Construction of Compilers
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Topics include lexical and syntactic analysis; code generation;
error detection and correction; optimization techniques;
models of code generators; incremental and interactive
compihng. Students design and implement a compiler.
CS 530 Software Engineering (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Topics include construction of reliable software, software
tools, software testing methodologies, structured design,
structured programming, software characteristics and quahty
and formal proofs of program correctness. Chief programmer
teams and structure walk-throughs will be employed.
CS 536 Graphics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course examines typical graphics systems, both hardware
and software. Topics include design of low level software
support for raster and vector displays, three-dimensional
surface and sohds modeling, hidden line and hidden surface
algorithms. Shading, shadowing, reflection, refraction, and
surface texturing.
CS 540 Automata, Computability, and Formal
Languages (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Topics include finite automata and regular languages,
context-free languages, Turing machines and their variants,
partial recursive functions and grammars. Church's thesis,
undecidable problems, complexity of algorithms, and
completeness.
CS 545 Analysis ofAlgorithms (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course deals with techniques in the analysis of algo-
rithms. Topics to be chosen from among the following:
dynamic programming, search and traverse techniques,
backtracking, numerical techniques, NP-hard and NP-
complete problems, approximation algorithms, and other
topics in the analysis and design of algorithms.
CS 550 Topics in Discrete Mathematics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Topics include context-free languages, graph theory,
combinatorics, optimization theory, linear programming,
error correcting codes.
CS 560 Artificial Intelligence (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course is an introduction to LISP or another AI
programming language. Topics are chosen from pattern
recognition, theorem proving, learning, cognitive science,
and vision. It also presents introduction to the basic
techniques ofAI such as: heuristic search, semantic nets,
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
production systems, frames, planning, and other AI topics.
CS 562 Expert Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 560
Architectures currently used in building expert systems are
studied. The main current systems are surveyed along with
expert system envirorunents and tools.
CS 565 Logic Programming (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course is an introduction to first order predicate logic
as a problem-solving tool. Logic programming languages
such as PROLOG are studied along with apphcarions of
logic programnoing to mathematics fields, natural language
processing, and law.
CS 570 Robotics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This is a project-oriented course in robotics. Topics are
chosen from manipulator motion and control, morion
planning, legged-motion, vision, touch sensing, grasping,
programming languages for robots, automated factory
design.
CS 575 Natural Language Processing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 560
This is an historical survey of question-answering systems.
Topics include analysis and computational representation of
syntactic and semantic structures for artificial intelligence
application using Enghsh; current text systems; simulation of
brief systems and other aspects of cognition; use of natural
language systems; generation of text or speech.
CS 580 Database Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Topics mclude relational, hierarchical and network data
models; design theory for relational databases and query
optimization; classification of data models, data languages;
concurrency, integrity, privacy; modchng and measurement
of access strategies; dedicated processors, information
retrieval, real time apphcations.
CS 582 Distributed Database Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CS 580
The problems inherent in distributed data bases on a
network of computer systems arc studied including file
allocation, directory systems, deadlock detection and
prevention, synchronization, query optimization, and fault
tolerance.
CS 590 Computer Architecture (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course is an introduction to the intorn.il structure of
digital computers including design of gates, flip-flops,
registers and memories to perform operations on niiincrical
and other data represented in binary form; computer system
analysis and design; organizational dependence on computa-
tions to be performed; theoretical aspects of parallel and
pipehne computation.
CS 594 Computer Networks (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course is an introduction to data transmission, digital
multiplexing, and data switching. Topics include characteris-
tics of transmission media, terminals, modems, and communi-
cation processes; design of error control, line control, and
information flow control procedures; study of message and
packet switching networks; protocols and software in packet
switching systems; and modehng techniques for networks.
CS 596 Topics in Computer Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Topics are chosen from program verification, formal seman-
tics, formal language theory, concurrent programming,
complexity or algorithms, programming language theory,
graphics, and other computer science topics.
CS 599 Computer Science Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: minimum of 12 credits in 500-level science course work
A project oriented seminar in computer science. Projects will
be individually assigned.
Other Approved Course:
CS 280 Fundamentals of Microprocessors and Microcomputers
THEATRE ARTS (CT)
$Note: From the one-credit co-curricular activities, CC 110, CT
140, CT 155, and CT 185, andfrom any and all co-curricular
activitiesfor which the college grants credit, a student may accumulate
not more than one credit per semester (tu'o per year) nor more than
six perfour-year degree program. Exception: All one credit co-
curricular and Physical Education activity courses that are required
for students officially enrolled in an approved major, ionuulralion or
minor may be counted towards graduation.
CT 110 Theatre Appreciation (3 crs.)
This course introduces the student to the roles of theatre
artists, the special nature of live theatrical performances, the
art of theatre as an expression of human experience and to
the richness and variety of the heritage t>f the theatre. Theatre
attendance is required. This course is suitable for students
from a variety of m.ijors other than theatre seeking a basic
knowledge of theatre. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of
Expression. Either semester
CT 115 Play Production (3 crs.)
This course introduces the student lo the processes involved
in the creation of theatre art. The student develops an
understanding of the aesthetics and conventions of the
theatrical eveni through observation and structured applied
Note: See pages 212-21} (course prefix key) for assislauic in ioniiing tourses desiriptions.
experience in the basic practices involved in planning and
performing. Attendance at a theatre performance is assigned
and additional laboratory time is required. Satisfies the GER
in Artistic Modes of Expression. Either semester
CT 120 Introduction to Acting (3 crs.)
This course is an introduction to and provides practice in the
various components of stage acting, through an exploration
of self-awareness, vocal and physical concerns of the actor,
basic acting theory, characterization, script analysis, as well as
scene and monologue performances. (Not open to Theatre
Arts majors) Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expres-
sion (studio).
:j:CT 140 Theatre Performance Practicum (1 cr.)
Credit is given for 60 or more hours per semester of
rehearsal and performance time in a major production.
Audition is required. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Either
semester
*CT/PE 146 Dance Appreciation (3 crs.)
This course is designed to explore the basic components of
dance and to enable students to appreciate the art of dance as
an informed audience and as participants in its rich variety.
Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression.
t*CT/PE 155 Dance Practicum (1 cr.)
In this class students wiU choreograph and rehearse dances
for a concert performance. Concurrent enrollment in a
dance class is strongly advised. Graded on a pass/fail basis.
Fall semester is open to all; Spring semester is open by audition
only.
*CT/PE 156 Movement and Dance for Actors (3 crs.)
Exercises in developing and communicating a character
through movement. Introduction to theatre movement,
dance, styles and conditioning.
CT 160 Stage Make-up (1 cr.)
Study and practice in the art of straight and character make-
up for the stage. Meets twice weekly for two hours for one
quarter.
iCT 170 Technical Theatre Practicum (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Credit is given for 60 or more hours per semester of
technical work on a major production.Two of the required
four practicum credit hours must be earned in CT 170 or
CT 185. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Either semester
CT 175 Design Techniques for the Stage (3 crs.)
This studio course develops the skills and techniques of
*Offercd for credit for both the Communication Studies and Tlieatre
Arts department and the Movement Arts, Health Promotion and
Leisure Studies department.
visual communication of design ideas and explores period
styles and furnishings. The course focuses on basic drafting,
sketching, and drawing, watercolor rendering and period
research. (Meets four hours weekly.) Offered alternate years
^:CT 185 Theatre Management Practicum (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Credit is given for 60 or more hours per semester of work in
audience development, publicity, box office and house
management activity in connection with departmental
productions. Two of the required four practicum credit hours
must be earned in CT 170 or CT 185. Graded on a pass/fail
basis. Either semester
CT 210 Oral Interpretation (3 crs.)
Analysis and oral reading of prose, poetry and drama;
individual and group forms, theory and practice. Satisfies the
GER in Artistic Modes of Expression.
CT 211 Voice Production for Theatre (3 crs.)
This course provides an analysis of each student s vocal habits
in performance. Exercises which concentrate on good vocal
habits and techniques for the performing artist, training in
physical perception of the sounds of"good American speech"
and manipulation of the variables of speech for stage
interpretation are included. The course provides an introduc-
tion to the vocal performance of Shakespeare. Spring semester
CT 220 Play Analysis for Production (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT llOorCT 115
The objective of the course is to train theatre artists in
methods of play analysis for production, which can be
applied to diverse periods and styles. The works explored
range through early Greek, Elizabethan, Restoration and
Georgian, Neoclassicism, Realism, Expressionism, and
Theatre of the Absurd. Fall semester
CT 222 Asian Theatre (3 crs.)
This course introduces the theatre of several Oriental
cultures and their aesthetic foundations in ritual and myth.
Included are Sanskrit, Chinese,Japanese and other Asiatic
traditions. Satisfies the GER in Non-Western Civilization.
Spring semester
CT 226 Children's Theatre (3 crs.)
Theatre for the child audience: the study of styles and
structures for children's theatre and analysis of representative
theatre pieces for children. Opportunity for performing
selected pieces. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of
Expression.
CT 230 Creative Dramatics (3 crs.)
Development of the child's creative faculties through the use
of dramatic play in laboratory sessions as well as classroom
activity. Offered alternate years
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
CT 236 The American Musical Theatre (3 crs.)
Major trends in the evolution of the American Musical
Theatre from its origin to the contemporary Broadway
musical. Examination of major works of leading composers,
librettists, performers, producers and choreographers. Satisfies
the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression.
CT 241 Improvisational Acting (3 crs.)
Development of the student's capabilities in interpreting
his/her awareness of hfe through concentration, imagination
and observation for role playing.
CT 242 Acting I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 115
Development of appreciation and basic skills in the funda-
mentals of acting. Introduction to estabhshed systems of
acting and to character and script analysis. Spring semester
CT 243 Acting H (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 1 15, CT 242 or consent of the instructor
Advanced problems and projects, with intensive scene
analysis and character analysis. Offered alternate years
CT 247 Performing the Musical (3 crs.)
The course is a laboratory experience in the performance of
musical theatre. The student studies the aspects of movement,
singing, and acting as they are unique to musical theatre
performance. Songs, dances, and scenes will be staged,
directed and critiqued.
*CT/PE 251 Dance History (3 crs.)
Examination of dance as a social and artistic force from
primitive to modern times. Class will include lecture and
film as well as performance of dances in historical styles.
Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression.
CT/PE 255 Creative Dance I (3 crs.)
This course investigates the theory of dance through
participation, composition, lecture, discussion and film.
Students learn about the elements of space, time, force,
movement and style. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of
Expression. Fall semester
CT/PE 256 Creative Dance II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT/PE 255
The use of basic elements of dance to form a set movement
composition. Exercises in choreography and experiences in
setting a dance for performance. Spring semester
*CT/PE 259 Dance Repertory (1 cr.)
Students are taught a major choreographic work and
rehearse it for pertormante. Sprini; semester
*Offerrd for credit (or holh the C.ommuituatum Studies and Ihealrr
Arts department and the Movement Arts, Health Promotion and
Leisure Studies department.
CT 265 Stage Costuming (3 crs.)
This course covers principles and techniques of costuming
for the stage, include design and construction of costumes
and organization of costuming for theatrical production.
Additional laboratory time is required. Offered alternate years
CT 272 Stagecraft (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 115
Theory and production of technical theatre with emphasis
on planning the production. Study and practice in stage
management, set construction, and properties. Additional
laboratory time is required. Spring semester
CT 278 Scene Design (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 1 15
Theory and practice of designing for stage productions.
CT 280 Theatre Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 115
Study of the commercial aspects of theatrical production:
pubhcity, programs, financing, ticket sales and house manage-
ment.
CT 282 Community Theatre (3 crs.)
Trends, organization, and practices of local and regional
theatrical groups.
CT 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special topics in Theatre Arts. Open to All-College and
Departmental Honors students. Three hourly meetings
weekly. CT 338 Fall semester, CT 339 Spring semester
CT 343 Acting for the Camera (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CC 210 or CT 21 1; CC 212 recommended
This course develops speciahzed techniques necessary for
performance as an actor for film or television.
CT 346 Voice and Dialect for the Stage (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CTU5. CT 156, CT 242; CT211 orCC210
This course explores and provides practice in vocal training
techniques, and develops the students skills in dialects tor
performance.
CT 347 Laboratory Theatre Production (3 crs.)
Analysis and practice in selection ot play scripts, acting and
directing techniques in rehearsal, culiiiinating in the
performance of a production. Entrance to the course is by
audition or interview. Junior or senior standing is required.
May be taken twice for credit. Fall semester
CT 348 Acting Shakespeare (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 1 15, CT 242; and either CT211 or CC 210
Exploration anil practice of performing Shakespeare. Theory
analysis ol rhythms, timber, phoiietics and poetic devices tor
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
performance; scenes, monologues and written analysis. Spring
semester
CT 349 Comedy on Stage (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 115, CT 242 or consent of the instructor
Analysis and practice of theatrical comedy, including
techniques appropriate to the interpretation and presentation
of humorous dramatic scenes in the classroom. Offered
alternate years
CT 353 Creative Dance for Children (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One three credit dance course or consent of the
instructor
The study and experience of dance as a creative art activity
for children. For those planning to work with children in
schools, camps, commumty centers or enrichment programs.
CT 356 Advanced Movement for the Actor (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 115, CT 156 and CT 242
Exploration and practice in advanced stage movement
techniques including stage combat, tempo and rhythm work,
physical punctuation and phrasing, mask work, advanced
conditioning for the working actor, kinesthetic awareness,
and movement theatre. Individual and group projects and
performances. Spring semester
*CT/PE 357 Dance Production Theory (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT/PE 255 and CT/PE 256, or consent of the
instructor
This course provides the opportunity to choreograph and
plan the presentation of a major dance work. Lectures and
practical assignments in choreography and stagecraft for
dance result m a plan for a dance piece. Fall semester
*CT/PE 358 Dance Production Techniques (1 cr.)
Provides students the opportunity to set a choreographed
work for dancers and rehearse for presentation. Spring
semester
CT 372 Advanced Stagecraft (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 115, CT 272
This course presents advanced principles and techniques of
employing speciahzed materials and processes in preparing
scenery and properties for the stage. A laboratory is required.
Offered alternate years
CT 376 Stage Lighting (3 crs.)
Materials and techniques fundamental to contemporary stage
hghting; analysis of the prmciples of design as they relate to
contemporary theatre production. Offered alternate years
*Offered for credit for both the Communication Studies and Theatre
Arts department and the Movement Arts, Health Promotion and
Leisure Studies department.
CT 399 Topical Studies (3 crs.)
Variable contemporary topics in theatre. Either semester
CT 421 Theatre History I (3 crs.)
Trends in dramatic and theatrical developments throughout
the western world from ancient Greece to the 17th century.
Not open to fireshmen. Fall semester
CT 422 Theatre History H (3 crs.)
Trends in dramatic and theatrical developments throughout
the western world from the 17th century to the present. Not
open to freshmen. Spring semester
CT 430 Playwriting (3 crs.)
Appreciation of the nature of the play as an art form.
Analysis of plays of various types. Practice in writing.
CT 431 Directing I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 1 15, CT 242 or consent of the instructor
Basic knowledge and techniques for the beginning director.
Play analysis, composition, movement, characterization and
rehearsal. Spring semester
CT 432 Directing n (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 115,CT 242,CT 43
1
This course considers the principles of direction and various
theories of direction with practical experience in directing
scenes for the stage.
CT 442 Acting Styles (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT 115, CT 242, CC210orCT211
Analysis and practice of styles of acting and staging methods
of selected historical periods and modern movements
considered classics in the development of theatre, including
the Greek, Elizabethan, Restoration, Georgian, and neoclas-
sic periods and schools, and the works of such as lonesco,
Brecht, Beckett, and Mohere. Improvisations, scenes,
monologues.
CT 455 Audition Techniques (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT211, CT 115, CT242, and CT 243
This course explores and practices audition theory and
techniques. Audition pieces of various styles and periods are
developed and critiqued. Different formats for auditions are
utilized.
CT 485 Honors Thesis ( 3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental
Honors students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis
director will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent
of the Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis
director, this course may be extended into a second semester
for three additional credits depending upon the scope of the
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
project.Whether the final version of the thesis qualifies the
student to graduate with honors will be determined by the
Departmental Honors Committee. Either semester
EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION (EA)
CT 495 Seminar in Contemporary Theatre (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: senior standing, theatre concentration
This is a required capstone course for students graduatmg
with a concentration in theatre. The course deals \vith issues
in contemporary theatre and practical matters surrounding
careers in theatre. Recital, portfoHo, or thesis is required. Fall
semester
CT 496 Seminar in Theatre, Dance and Speech
Communication (3 crs.)
This course is designed to prepare the teacher of communi-
cation, theatre and dance for certification in communication
and performing arts. It will address the interrelationships
among the three areas as well as current trends and research
in all three specialties. Offered alternate years, Spring semester
CT 497 Advanced Individual Projects (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: junior standing; consent offaculty supervisor; additional
course prerequisites depend on project
The student contracts with faculty to explore learmng
activities of a creative nature beyond the scope of regular
course offerings.
CT 498 Internship in Theatre (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
A non-classroom experience designed for a hmited number
ofjumor and senior majors to complement their academic
preparation. Graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis.
Either semester
CT 499 Directed Study in Theatre (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
CT 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
CT 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entided "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
EA 230 The Basics of Early Childhood Education
(3 crs.)
This foundations course examines early childhood education
(birth through grade 3) fix)m a variety of perspectives
including historical, sociocultural. and developmental. A 40-
hour, field-based experience is attached to this course. This
field-based experience is used to contextuahze topics and
issues including typical and atypical child development,
learning theories, diversity, developmentally-appropnate
practices, teaching models and approaches, professional
teaching standards, and critical issues related to teaching and
child growth and development. This course prepares students
to apply for admission into Bridgewater's teaching certifica-
tion program, (formerly EE 230)
EA 300 Early Childhood Art Methods (.5 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
An introduction to methods and materials in art for the early
childhood teacher. Art projects typical of those done by
children grades PreK-3 are produced. Classroom management,
bulletin board design and lesson introduction techniques are
explored. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Either semester (formerly
EE 300)
EA 311 Science and Social Studies Inquiry for the
Young Child (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
The major concepts and process skills in science and social
studies will be experienced. The emphasis wil\ be on the
learning environment. Students will learn how to help
children move fironi specific information toward general
statements, concepts and generalizations m an inductive
process using convergent and divergent thinking, (formerly EE
311)
EA 313 Teaching Music in PreK and Elementary
School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MV 172, MU 270, and consent of the department and
admission to the /Professional Education Program
Students will learn methods and pedagogical systems in order
to successfully teach music in the elementary classroom.
Includes singing, use of instruments, listening, reading music
and rhythmic activity, (formerly EE 313)
EA 332 Reading Development for the Young Child
(3 crs.)
/Vcrci/i(i>/Vc. ,*Ir/»Mi.v.vii)»i to the I'tofeaional E.diualion Program
Early childhood majors learn how to crc.ite the conditions
that facilitate the acquisition ofliteracvThe roles ot print
processing strategies, guided reading experiences and
voluntary, independent reading arc explored along with the
relationship between reading and writing Prepractu iim
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in healing courses descriptions.
experiences include reading aloud, shared book experiences
and teaching guided reading lessons, (formerfy EE 332)
EA 342 Language Arts for the Young Child (3 crs.)
PTCTeqi4i<tit:Adiiussioti to the Professioiul Educntioti PTOorain
Through the use of an integrated approach of content, the
student will develop strategies for the teaching of language
arts which build on the relation of thought and word and the
changes in that process that develop competencies in
listening, speaking, «Titing and reading as a union of word
and thought. iformeHy EE 342/
EA 352 Developmental Mathematics for the Young
Child (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
Through the use of an integrated approach of content, the
student v^ill develop strategies in math that are concept
oriented in which the primarv- emphasis is on thinking,
reasoning and imderstandmg \\"ith an emphasis on develop-
ing in voung children the abihrs' to investigate how and why
things happen m math. In a prepracticum experience the
student will teach a series of lessons m math at the primar\-
level, (formerly EE 352)
EA 361 Planning and Programming for theYoving
Child (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
The student will become proficient in planning a develop-
mentally appropriate program for children trom mfanc\'
through age 6. mcorporadng classroom management,
effective parent-commumr\- relanonships, evaluanon and
mulcicultural education. Obser\-ation and participation
component mcluded. (formerly EE 361)
EA 400 Creative Techniques for Teaching (3 crs.)
Stor\-teUing. creative dramatics, role pla\nng. puppets and
masks and other speech arts and their practical apphcation in
teaching various subjects. Either semester {formerly EE 400)
EA 475 Seminar in Early Childhood Education
(3 crs.)
Studv' of problems and issues related to the education of
young children. Emphasis will be placed on current research,
learmng theories, curricular and methodological concerns.
Each student will make an extensive study of a significant
issue related to early childhood education. Offered ei-enings
and summers only (formerly EE 475)
EA 493 Internship in Early Childhood Education
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: Consent of the department and admission to the
Professional Education Program
A minimum of 300 clock hours will be required in a PreK-3
grade setting as an early childhood teacher. Internship must
be less than hill time but at least one-fifth time emplo^Tnent
as an early childhood teacher. Request for this course must
be made to the School of Education and AUied Studies office.
(formerly EE 493)
EA 496 Supervised Teaching in Public Schools: Early
Childhood (6 or 12 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into student teaching
This student-teaching practicum is a super\'ised experience
tor one quarter. Candidates are assigned by the School of
Education and AUied Studies to an appropriate primar\'
classroom (grades K-3) where they wHl work to develop and
refine their teaching skills. Candidates v\"ill have the opportu-
nities to obser\-e students and classrooms, design curriculum,
practice effective classroom-management techniques, utilize
contemporars' teaching strategies and differentiate instruction
to meet the needs of all learners. Candidates will be coached
and supervised by a qualified, on-site cooperating practitio-
ner and a faculty- member of the elementar\- and early
childhood department. Candidates are required to attend
periodic seminars on educational topics relevant to the
student teaching experience. A candidate must demonstrate
his/her competencies for initial teaching certification and
complete all departmental requirements. Either semester
(formerly EE 496)
EA 497 Supervised Teaching in an Integrated Pre-
school Setting (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into student teaching
This student-teaching practicum is a supervised experience
for one quarter. Candidates are assigned by the School of
Education and Allied Studies to an appropriate preschool
setting where ihery will work to develop and refine their
teaching skiUs \viih children of diverse backgrounds -
infancy" through age five. Candidates \%tI1 have the opportu-
nities to observe children and various learning environments,
design developmentaUy-appropriate curriculum, practice
effective management techmques. utilize contemporars'
teaching strategies, and differentiate instruction to meet the
needs of all learners. Candidates wdl be coached and
supervised by a quahfied, on-site cooperating practitioner
and a faculty member of the elementar\- and early childhood
department. Candidates are required to attend periodic
seminars on educational topics relevant to the student
teaching experience. A candidate must demonstrate his/her
competencies for initial teaching certification and complete
all departmental requirements. Either semester formerly EE 497)
EA 498 Internship in Early Childhood Education
(3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Off-campus experience in an area related to the major. In-
depth exposure to educational programs, centers and
institutions. This internship does not lead to teacher
certification, (formerly EE 498)
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
£A 559 Special Topics in Early Childhood Education
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: course prerequisite may be speafied depending upon the
nature of the topic
Special topics of current rele%"ance in early childhood
education vi-ill be offered from time to time.TTie topic to be
addressed v^-ill be announced in pre-registration pubhcations.
May be taken more than once with the consent of the
adviser, (formerly EE 559)
EA 561 Current Issues in Early Childhood Education
(3 crs.)
Exploration of issues confronting the early childhood
educator todav. Examination of pubhc pohcs- issues, sex
stereors'ping, mainstreaming. back-to-basics, parent educa-
tion, bilingual and multi-ethmc education and tanuly
structure, (formerly EE 561)
EA 562 Early Childhood Cnrricnlam: Ages 2-5
(3 crs.)
Provides students «nth opportunities to explore all aspects ot
preschool and kinderganen program curricula. Course
focuses on planning and implementing curriculum m
readiness skills, language de\'elopment and commumcanon
arts. Observanon and participation field comfK>nent mduded.
iformeHy EE 562i
EA 563 Early Childhood Curriculum: Ages 5-7
(3 crs.)
For students interested in planning teaching strategies for
pnmar\- grades. Course explores language arts, math, science,
social sciences and classroom management. Observation and
pardcipanon field component included. (formeHy EE 563)
EA 564 Administration of Early Childhood Programs
(3 crs.)
.Attention is given to admmistrabon of various early
childhood settings with emphasis on sute bcensmg regula-
tions, staff de\-elopment. ph\-sical planning, budget matters,
program e^'aluano^ and home-school relationships. Discus-
sions, reading and role-playing are used, (fortneriy EE 564)
EA 570 Special Topics in Early Childhood Education
(1-4 crs.)
Special topics of current relc\'ancc in eariy childhood
education will be offered ftom time to nme. The topic to be
addressed vnW be announced in pre-rcgistranon publicanoiu.
May be ukcn more than once, {formerly EE 570)
EA S75 Graduate Seminar in Early Childhood
Education (3 crs.)
Iherequisite: completion of jII required M.Hd ii'nr.>t j
A studv of problcim and issues related to the educanon ot
young children Emphasis will be placed on current research,
kMriiini: tlit oric^. mrricular and methodological concerns.
Each student will make an extensive study of a significant
issue related to earh- childhood education, (formeiiy EE 5~5i
EA 596 Practicum: Early Childhood Education
(12 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptatue and good standing in teacher preparation
program
This graduate level practicum involves an eig^t or fifteen
week field experience at the K-2 le\-el under the guidance ot
a cooperating teacher and a coUege supervisor. OppKjrtumties
tor participanon in pupd observ-aaon, program planning and
utilization of contemporary teaching strategies. Either semester
(formerly EE 596i
EA 597 Practicum: Preschool (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: dcccpunce and good standino in teacher p§epaiutum
program
This graduate le%'el practicum involves supervised student
teaching experience in a preschool setting with children,
infancs" through age five. Emphasis on development, imple-
mentanon and ev:aluadon of inno%^nve preschool prc^rams.
The student pamcipates m a total pnM;ram. five da>-s a ^^leek
for eight weeks m either day care center, nurser\^ school or
head start program. Either semester (jontteriy EE 597/
EA 598 Internship: Early Childhood Education
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the departrttent
This graduate le\-el mternship in\x>lves a tninimum of 300
clock hours in a PreK-3 grade settmg as an early childhood
teacher Internship must be less than tiill ome but at least
one-fifth time emplo\Tnent as an early childhood teacher.
Request for this course must be made to the School ot
Educanon and AUied Studies Office, (formerly EE 598
1
ECONOMICS (EC)
EC 101 Principles of Microeconomics (3 crs.)
This course tbcuses on the theon.- and apphcanon ot utihrs'
and demand, production, cost and market anal'V'sis. Satisfies the
GER in Social Sciences. Eitha semester
EC 102 Principles of Macroeconomics (3 crs.)
This course focuses on the thcorv and apphcanon of the
following: nanonal income anal\-sis and deieriiunanon. fiscal
pobcy. monetars' theor\- and poUcy and the Federal ReservT
System. Satisfies the GER in Social Sciences. Eiiker semester
EC 201 Intermediate Microeconomic Theory and
Policy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 10], EC t02 or consent of the itulrwior
The theory of consumer beha\ior and demand, producnon
and cost, the firm and market organization arc discussed wnth
emphasis placed on practical applicanons. Fall semester
Sote: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)Jot assistance in locating counts descriptions.
EC 205 Intermediate Macroeconomic Theory and
Policy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101, EC 102 or consent of the instructor
A number of macroeconomic models are developed in this
course, including the Keynesian, monetarist and rational
expectations models. Economic theory is used to explore the
nature and causes of business fluctuations and the desirabibty
of various government pobcies. Spring semester
EC 210 Quantitative Analysis for Economics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: M-i 141, MA 142; EC 101. EC 102; or consent of
the instructor
Quantitative analysis discusses the foUou-ing subjects: data
collection and presentation, measures of central tendency and
dispersion, probabiliry, sampling, hypothesis testing, regression
and correlation analysis.
EC 301 Industrial Organization (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101, EC 102 or consent of the instructor
This course provides an analysis of the structure, conduct and
performance of industries. Topics discussed include causes
and measurement of market concentration, strategic behavior
of firms and the development of pubhc poHcies, such as
antitrust and regulation, that affect business.
EC 302 The Canadian Economy: A Comparative
Approach (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101, EC 102 or consent of the instructor
This course is an undergraduate introduction to the
Canadian economy. It will provide the student with a brief,
comparative overview of the size and structure of the
Canadian and American economies, a close look at how the
Canadian economy evolved from a resource to a modern
industrial economy and a detailed study of the structure and
institutions which make up the Canadian economy.
EC 315 Money and Banking (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101, EC 102 or consent of the instructor
The roles and functions of money and the banking system
are discussed.Various monetary theories and the influence of
monetary pohcy on the state of the economy are examined.
Fall semester
EC 320 Comparative Economic Systems (3 crs.)
The philosophical and structural foundations of capitahsm
and democratic socialism are studied. Emphasis is placed on a
comparison of the American economy to the economies of
other countries. Fall semester
EC 321 International Economics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101, EC 102 or consent of the instructor
Pure trade theory and its appHcation to solving policy
problems are covered in this course. Topics studied include
balance of trade, balance of payments and monetary systems.
EC 325 The Economy of Crime (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101-102 or consent of the instructor
The topics covered by this course include the theoretical and
empirical analysis of the economic causes of criminal
behavior, the social costs of crime and its prevention and the
design of law enforcement policies.
EC/PO 340 Law and Economics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72 or PO 285 and EC 101
This course examines the economic basis for legal decisions.
Microeconomic theory is combined with an analysis of the
law, with particular emphasis on case studies. Topics covered
include the problems of defining property rights and the
economics of tort, contract and criminal law.
EC 350 Urban Economic Problems and Policies
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101 and EC 102, or consent of the instructor
The economic aspects of selected urban problems such as
housing, poverty, transportation, crime and the urban
environment are analyzed. Pubhc pohcies relating to these
problems are discussed.
EC 375 Labor Economics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101, EC 102 or consent of the instructor
This course analyzes the determination of wages and
employment in the labor market. Apphcations of the theory
include unemployment, discrimination, safety in the
workplace and unions. Effects of government policies, such as
comparable worth, affirmative action and health and safety
regulations, are examined.
EC 400 History of Economic Thought (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101, EC 102
An overview of the development of econoinic theory is
presented in an historical context. The ideas of many
important contributors to economic thought will be studied
including those ofAdam Smith, Karl Marx and John
Maynard Keynes.
EC 410 Mathematical Economics I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 141, MA 142, MA 120, EC 101, EC 102 or
consent of the instructor
This course provides training in the use of calculus and other
mathematical tools in comparative static analysis and the
solving of optimization problems in economics.
EC 411 Mathematical Economics 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 410
This course is a continuation of Mathematical Economics I.
Topics will include dynamic analysis using the tools of
integral calculus, difference and differential equations, linear
programming and game theory.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
EC 420 Econometrics I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 141, MA 142, EC 101, EC 102; MA 120 or
EC 410 and EC 411; or consent of the instructor
This coune is an introduction to the methods of economet-
rics, including the two variable hnear model, the generalized
least squares estimator and auto-correlation.
EC 421 Econometrics II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 420
This course is a continuation of Econometrics I. Topics
discussed include stochastic regressors, instrumental variables,
errors in variables, lagged variables and simultaneous
equation methods.
EC 430 Managerial Economics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 205 and EC 210 or consent of the instructor
This course emphasizes the practical apphcations of micro
and macroeconomic skills to real-life problems. Quantiutive
toob and case studies will be used to understand topics
including demand, cost and output and pricing decisions in
various market structures.
EC 498 Internship in Economics (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of department chairperson;formal application
required
A non-classroom experience designed for a limited number
ofjunior and senior majors to complement their academic
preparation. Either semester
EC 499 Directed Study in Economics (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical and
analytical abiUties in their studies may pursue an indepen-
dent project under a faculty members supervision. This
course may be taken twice for a maximum of six credits.
Either semester
EC 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
This course consists of original research undertaken by the
graduate student in his field of interest under the sponsorship
of a faculty adviser. For deuib, consult the paragraph entided
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
EC 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
This course is designed for the graduate student who desires
to study selected topics in a specific field ot interest under
the direction of a faculty adviser. For deuils. consult the
paragraph entidcd "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
EC 510 Graduate Seminar in Domestic Economic
Problems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Individual research and group discussion are combmed m this
seminar on the problems of the American economy.
EC 520 Graduate Seminar in International Economic
Problems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instruaor
Individual research and group discussion are combined in this
seminar on the problems of international economic relations.
EC 531 Economics for Elementary Teachers (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a bachelor's degree and some background in elementary
education
This course focuses on the development of microeconomic
and macroeconomic programs for elementary school students.
Various materials and sources are introduced.
EC 532 Economics for Secondary Teachers (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a bachelor's degree and some background in education
This course focuses on the development of microeconomic
and macroeconomic programs for secondary school students.





ED 530 Research Methods (3 crs.)
This coune is designed to ser\-e as a foundaoon tor conduct-
ing and evaluatmg research in education and rebted disci-
plines. It will stress the development of skills reqmred for the
critical evaluation of current research studies. Library
resources useful in selecting and dehmitmg problems,
appraisal of related hterature and documentation, organizaDon
and format of a research study will be included. The course
will culminate in a comprehensive CN-aluation of a current
research study or a research proposal.
ED 531 The Curriculum Experience (3 crs.)
This course addresses the principles of curriculum design,
development, and evaluation for PreK-12 classrooms. Working
individually or as a member of a team, students will de\-clop
and modify a curriculum, which is retlective ot student-
centered learning. As a final experience, the students vmU
present and defend a curriculum consistent with their
certification areas and the available state, national and
international curriculum frameworks.
ED 532 Critical Issues: Educators and Society (3 crs.)
This course addresses the critical social, economic, political
and multicultural issues challenging educators and society.
This study of the critical issues of educators and society
intends to clearly demonstrate the vntal relationship between
educational theory and practice when applied to the cone
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ED 533Eflfecrive Practice in Human Development
and Learning (3 crs.)
This course will assist students to develop, orgamze and
construct an understanding of the theoretical and research
basis of educational practice. It will explore the development
of the indi\'idual and learning, including cognitive, affective,
intellectual, social and motoric attributes. Contemporary
research in effective practice \\ill be emphasized.
ED 534 Clinical Experience (6 crs.)
A semester long experience (400 hours) in a school focused
on improving teaching in order to meet the regulations for a
standard certificate. Graded on a pass/ fail basis.
ED 537 Applied Research Project (2 cr.)
Students develop an applied research project, which
integrates theory, and practice utilizing educational research
format and disciplinary knowledge.
537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: Completion ofED 53 7
(Course is offered within the department of the discipline
area.) Students complete and present their apphed research
projects to a public audience.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (EE)
EE 200 Introduction to Computers for the
Elementary School Classroom (3 crs.)
Designed as a computer literacy course for K-6 pre-service
teachers, in-service teachers and supervisory personnel. The
course covers the history, capabilities, role and Hteracy in
computer education. Early childhood and elementary school
applications are to be explored in a computer laboratory
setting. No prior knowledge or experience wth computers
is assumed. Either semester
EE 220 Introduction to Elementary Education (3 crs.)
This foundations course examines elementary education
(grade 1 through grade 6) from a variety of perspectives
including historical, sociocultural, and developmental. A 40-
hour, field-based experience is attached to this course. This
field-based experience is used to contextualize topics and
issues including typical and arypical child development,
learning theories, diversity, developmentally-appropriate
practices, teaching models and approaches, professional
teaching standards, and critical issues related to teaching and
child growth and development. This course prepares students
to apply for adimssion into Bndgewater's teaching certifica-
tion program.
EE 300 Elementary Art Methods (.5 cr.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
An introduction to methods and materials in art for the
elementary teacher. Art projects typical of those done by
children in grades K-6 are produced. Classroom manage-
ment, bulletin board design and lesson introduction
techniques are explored. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Either
semester
EE 310 Teaching Science and Social Studies in the
Elementary School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
This course will examine the development of current
curriculum that will influence the teaching of science and
social studies in the 1990s. Emphasis will be placed on the
methodologies of these disciphnes with a strong focus on
cooperative learning, assessment and hands-on science.
EE 330 Teaching Reading in the Elementary School
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
A consideration of the teaching/learning processes involved
in the acquisition of literacy: modehng teacher-child
interactions and independent exploration. Carefiil monitor-
ing of pupil progress and appropriate interventions are
emphasized.
EE 331 Developmental Reading in the Secondary
School (3 crs.)
The techniques used to develop reading skills in the
secondary school, evaluation of the modern reading materials
available, a study of techniques used to analyze students'
reading needs and a survey of administration of reading
programs in the secondary school with imphcations for
teachers as well as administrators. Offered evenings and summers only
EE 333 Strategies ofTeaching Reading in the Middle
School (3 crs.)
The course is designed to teach the instructional models in
reading necessary to aid the middle school child in the
acquisition of vocabulary and skill competence. Processes for
the guiding of the transfer of these skills to silent and oral
reading wiU be taught. Either semester
EE 340 Teaching Language Arts in the Elementary
School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
Strategies in the elementary school to enhance the commu-
nication skills of reading, vt^riting, hstening and speaking
through pupil involvement in purposeful communication
will be stressed. Special emphasis will be given to the
teaching of writing and to the development of thinking skills
through questioning. Either semester
EE 341 Strategies ofTeaching Language Arts in the
Middle School (3 crs.)
Strategies to enhance the communication skills of reading,
writing, hstening, speaking, through pupil involvement in
purposeful communication will be stressed. Special emphasis
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locatittg courses descriptions.
will be given to the teaching of writing and to the develop-
ment of thinking skills through questioning. Either semester
EE 350 Teaching Mathematics in the Elementaiy
School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
Examining the purpose and content of the contemporary
elementary school mathematics curriculum, this course
emphasizes how children learn mathematics, a ^-ide variety
of teaching procedures and instructional materials, evaluation
techmques for use in the classroom and pedagogical
methodologv' for indivnduahTation. Designed also to create
awareness of affective experiences in the teaching/learmng
process of elementary school mathematics. Either semester
EE 351 Improving Mathematical Instruction in the
Elementary School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EE 350
Appraisal of current mathematics programs, evaluation ot
individual pupils within a class, consideration of current
instructional procedures and materials designed to provide
for individual differences. Offered evenings and summers only
EE 353 Strategies ofTeaching Mathematics in the
Middle School (3 crs.)
Designed to present the participant with a view of the
current middle school mathematics curriculum, this course
will emphasize how students learn mathematics, appropriate
pedagogical and methodological techniques, evaluation
procedures for use m the classroom and techmques for
individuahzation to allow for meamngfixl learning of
mathematical skills and concepts. Emphasis is also placed
upon participant awareness of affective, as well as cognitive
experiences in the middle school mathematics process.
Offered evenings and summers only
EE 360 Teaching in a Standards-based, Inclusive
Elementary Classroom (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
This course explores ways to plan, teach and assess in a
standards-based, inclusive classroom. Topics include stan-
dards-based curriculum development, constructivism,
education evaluation, and assessment (including the design of
a professional teaching portfolio). Classroom-based "inclu-
sive" models and teaching strategies, and professional
teaching standards will be examined.
EE 362 Methods and Materials in Elementary Art
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Ihogram
The objecDve of art education, role of the classroom teacher,
developmental sugcs in the creative growth of children;
materials, processes, tools and teaching procedures which will
foster this growth at the various grade levels; corrcianon of
art with other subject fields and evaluation of student
progress. Cfffered evenings and summers only
EE 373 Helping Children to Write Creatively (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a reading or language arts course
Conduaed in a positive atmosphere of suppon. encourage-
ment and fiin, this practical and intensiw course employs a
workshop format and is aimed at helping teachers to prepare
creatively for a classroom emphasizing -wTiting fluency and
skill development- Participants are requested to bring a few
favorite selections of children's literature.When offered as a
one-week, fiiU-time workshop, participants may have until
two weeks after the end of workshop sessions to complete
course requirements. Offered once every three years
EE 390 Field Based Practicum (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100, EE 220, and acceptance and good standing in
tecuher preparation program
Commumtv pubUc schools sen,-e as laboratories in which
students engage in observation and participation in the
teaching/ learmng process. Through actrv^e participation with
the cooperating teacher the student ^^•ill demonstrate an
abiUty to sequence meamngful learmng activities for
mdividuals. small groups and total class instruction. The
student teacher becomes an integral parncipant in the school
commumry by gradually assuming the obhgaDons of the
classroom teacher. Throughout this experience the cooperat-
ing teacher and student teacher engage in a conanuous
evaluative dialogue which is designed to identifs- areas of
strength and weakness so that alternaove strategies might be
employed to enhance the student's professional growth.
Offered only by arrangement with department - (please consult the
department chairperson)
EE 420 Educational Measurement (3 crs.)
Procedures for developmg and evaluating classroom teacher-
made tests and a survey of standardized tesnng pracDces used
vn the K-12 program. Emphasis will be placed on the
student's intended area and/ or level of concentraoon. Either
semester
EE 441 Methods & Materials in Outdoor Education
for the Elementary Teacher (3 crs.)
New trends and practices in eleincntarv- curriculum and
methods in outdoor education vvill be explored in a natural
setting. Analysis of different approaches to curriculum
construction, teaching procedures, integration of material to
classroom and school setting >*-ill be implemented. Offered
evenings and summers only
EE 442 Methods and Materials in Outdoor Education
II (3 crs.)
A two-phase program including two in-house wrckcnd
workshops. The course wdl deal with the process of individu-
ally researching, designing and dcvrloping outdoor education
projects for elcnicniary and high school children. An emphasis
will be on ocean studies and wilderness experiences. Offered
evenings and summers only
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
EE 450 Elementary School Curriculum (3 crs.)
Roles of the administrator, the teacher, the parent and the
child in the development of the changing curriculum in the
elementary school. Use of action research, in-service training,
innovations for curriculum improvement, school organiza-
tions, team teaching, the non-graded school, individuahzed
instruction, the reevaluation of objectives and democratic
values. Offered evenings and summers only
EE 452 Methods and Materials in Elementary
Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
Effective ways of vitahzing the teaching/learning process
through teacher-pupil planning, participation and evaluation.
Emphasis on creative teaching and the individuahzed
approach. Materials and strategies are examined in the light
of current issues. Offered evenings and summers only
EE 454 Seminar in Elementary Education (3 crs.)
A culmination of all professional experiences in preparation
for teaching. Included are review and evaluation of current
elementary school practices, discussion of professional ethics
and school law, professional growth opportunities, procedures
for securing a teaching position and preparation for and the
responsibilities of the first teaching position. Open to all
senior elementary majors or by permission of the chairper-
son. Offered evenings and summers only
EE 455 Drug Education for the Elementary School
Teacher (3 crs.)
Prevention of drug abuse is the chief purpose of the course.
How to acquaint elementary teachers with the causes and
cure of the problem. A review of current methods and
materials in drug education wiU be featured. Offered evenings
and summers only
EE 456 Current Issues in Elementary Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 9 hours in education
This course focuses on influential issues in contemporary
education. Specific emphasis is placed on the following
topics: financial problems; moral and ethical considerations;
interplay of educational techniques; the teacher as a person
and a professional; the role of the school as a change-agent in
society. Offered evenings and summers only
EE 457 Strategies for Managing Classroom Behavior (3 crs.)
This course will assist education students in developing their
skills in classroom management. Consideration will be given
to successful management models and teaching strategies as
they apply to the developmental levels of children. Offered
evenings and summers only
EE 460 Methods and Materials in Elementary Science
(3 crs.)
Goals of elementary school science instruction and the
methods of attaining thcin through "newer" science pro-
grams, problem solving, experimentation and varied instruc-
tional media are examined. Either semester
EE 470 Methods and Materials in Elementary Social
Studies (3 crs.)
Emphasis is placed on current trends including objectives,
curriculum, creative pupil-teacher planning, teaching
techniques involving extensive use of instructional media and
study tours of New England. Either semester
EE 473 Improving Elementary School Social Studies
(3-6 crs.)
The intent of this course is to develop with the student a
series of strategies, affective as well as cognitive, that combine
the best elements of the teaching-learning experience in
elementary school social studies. The newest trends and
practices in social studies curriculum and methodology are
explored in a laboratory context. Offered evenings and summers only
EE 490 Supervised Teaching in the Elementary
Schools: Art (6 or 12 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into student teaching
Supervised experiences in classroom art activities. Experi-
ences gained in teaching techniques, materials, individual
differences, and classroom management. Supervision by the
cooperating teacher and college supervisor. Full time for one
quarter. Either semester
EE 491 Internship in Elementary Education (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: Employment in a host school system; completion of all
School of Education and Allied Studies and Departmental require-
ments; approval by the Department (including site and mentor)
An internship is a supervised experience for one semester (at
least 400 clock hours). To be eligible for an internship a
candidate must be employed by the school system and be in
the role of elementary classroom teacher. During this
internship a candidate wiU gain experience and refine his/her
skills as a classroom teacher. Interns will have a qualified, on-
site mentor and will be supervised by the college. A candidate
must demonstrate his/her competencies for initial teaching
certification and complete documentation requirements.
EE 492 Supervised Teaching in Public Schools:
Elementary (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into student teaching
This student-teaching practicum is a supervised experience
for one semester. Candidates are assigned by the School of
Education and Allied Studies to an appropriate elementary-
school classroom (grades 1 -6) where they will work to
develop and refine their teaching skills. Candidates will have
the opportunities to observe students and classrooms, design
curriculum, practice effective classroom-management
techniques, utilize contemporary teaching strategies and
differentiate instruction to meet the needs of all learners.
Candidates will be coached and supervised by a qualified, on-
site cooperating practitioner and a faculty member of the
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
elementary and early childhood department. Candidates are
required to attend periodic seminars on educational topics
relevant to the student teachmg experience. A candidate
must demonstrate his/her competencies for mitial teaching
certification and complete all departmental requirements.
Either semester
EE 494 Supervised Teaching in the Elementary
School—Music (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into student teaching
Students wiU participate in teaching music in the elementary
classroom with supervision by cooperating teacher and
college supervisor. Includes the culmination of courses
designed to meet all seven common teaching competencies,
and specific practicum in a music teaching situation.
EE 498 Internship in Elementary Education
(3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
OfF-campus experience in an area related to the major. In-
depth exposure to educational programs, centers and
institutions. This internship does not lead to teacher
certification.
EE 499 Directed Study in Elementary Education
(1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
EE 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Origmal research undertaken by the graduate student m his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
EE 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
EE 520 The Changing Context ofTeaching:
Mentoring, Clinical Supervision and Peer
Coaching (3 crs.)
Open to experienced teachers
The purpose of this course is to study the changing context
of teaching in view of mentoring, clinical supervision and
peer coaching. Students will analyze the impact of educa-
tional reform efforts aimed at improving teaching and
learning that highhght mentoring as a key component of the
professional development of teachers. The Principles of
Effective Practice and the Curriculum Frameworks wiU be
the foundation for thinking about effective teaching
strategies. Students will observe peers teaching lessons and
analyze those lessons using the Principles of Effective
Practice and Curriculum Frameworks. Course participants
will learn how to plan and conduct a pre-observation
conference and a post-observation conference. In addition,
students will study the problems and issues related to
mentoring.
EE 530 Enhancing Language Skills in the Classroom
(3 crs.)
The intent of the course will be to: 1.) heighten teacher
perception of conununication potential in the classroom, 2.)
suggest techniques for the use of language skills as the vehicle
in all content areas, 3.) assist the teacher in the design of
materials to fit special needs of the classroom, 4.) aid the
teacher m the classroom implementation of the designed
materials.
EE 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project,
which integrates theory and practice utiUzing education
research format and disciphnary knowledge.
EE 551 Discovering Science: Current Elementary
School Science Programs (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EE 460, EE 462 or consent of the instructor
Provides students with opportunities to explore the philoso-
phy, psychology, materials and methods of implementation of
the inductive programs for elementary science and to
participate in a curriculum development process. Most
resource materials used originate in current elementary
science programs—Elementary Science Study, Science: A
Process Approach, and the Science Curriculum Improvement
Study.
EE 552 Advanced Methods for Teaching Science and
Social Studies: Theory into Practice (3 crs.)
Based on the work of Project PALMS (Partnership Advanc-
ing Learning of Mathematics and Science), this course wiU
focus on improving the way science and social studies are
taught and learned in elementary school classrooms. Modules
wiU include: constructivism; strategies for teaching using
inquiry-based approaches; developing "hands-on" science and
social studies materials; using technology in science and
social studies; new, alternative strategies for assessment;
understanding and using the new curriculum framework and
national standards for both science and social studies
education. Teachers will develop advanced teaching strategies
that encourage students to develop "process skills" including
critical graphing skills and other skills associated with the
scientific inquiry. With these skills, elementary school
students will be able to achieve the goals of scientific hteracy
and responsible citizenship.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
EE 554 Graduate Seminar in Elementary Education
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: completion of all required M.Ed, courses
An integration of formal study, current research and personal
experience. Each student will make an extensive study of a
significant problem in elementary teaching.
EE 556 Curriculum for the Gifted Child in
Elementary Schools (3 crs.)
New trends and practices in curriculum development to
encourage the full development of the gifted are studied.
Local, regional, state and national movements are examined.
Students study curriculum problems and build a curriculum.
EE 560 Special Topics in Elementary Education
(variable credit)
Prerequisite: course prerequisite may he specified depending upon the
nature of the topic
Special topics of current relevance in elementary education
will be offered from time to time. The topic to be addressed
will be announced in pre-registration publications. May be
taken more than once with the consent of the adviser.
EE 566 Technological Applications for Education
(3 crs.)
This course offers the participant the opportunity to become
technologically literate and to be able to create a classroom
environment, which allows new tools to be used for teaching
and learning. An additional goal of the course is to allow the
participant to work with information storage and retrieval
materials linked to the curriculum in non-threatening,
understandable and applicable ways.
EE 567 Contemporary Teaching Techniques for
Mathematics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EE 350
Along with creating a comfortable mathematics environ-
ment, this course considers how to assist the student in
problem-solving processes, appraisal of current mathematical
programs, diagnosing computational error patterns, integrat-
ing the computer into the mathematics curriculum. Other
selected topics arc explored in light of current mathematical
standards and trends.
EE 572 Strategies ofTeaching Reading in the Middle
School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: bachelor's decree and leaching certificate
Designed to teach the instructional models in reading
necessary to aid the middle school child in the acquisition of
vocabulary and skill competence. Processes for the guiding of
the transfer of these skills to content area reading will be
taught.
EE 573 Developing Elementary School Curriculum
(3 crs.)
This course will organize its members into a curriculum
committee and will, by democratic group process, prepare an
elementary curriculum guide for a specific subject or subject
area. Most of the resource materials used in the guide will
originate in various current elementary programs. Each
participant will receive a copy of the finished guide.
EE 580 LOGO for the Microcomputer in the
Elementary Classroom (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EE 468 or consent of the instructor
LOGO is the programming language used by elementary
students; one of its primary functions is to develop problem-
solving skills. This course provides an overview of the history
and philosophy of LOGO, practical application of the
language's fundamental ideas and covers classroom implemen-
tation. Designed for K-6 teachers and supervisory personnel.
EE 590 Advanced Research Topics in Computer
Education for the Elementary School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: completion of or enrollment in last courses of degree
program
Students accepted wiU pursue an individualized program of
advanced study and research on a substantive topic pertaining
to computers in education, eventuating in an acceptable
documented treatise. Students will plan, prepare and imple-
ment a course of personal study as it relates to the dehneated
topic. Included will be a defined period of time to observe
and participate in an educational field or laboratory experi-
ence germane to computers in education. Periodic meetings
will be scheduled with the instructor.
EE 592 Practicum: Elementary Education (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and good standing in teacher preparation
program
This graduate level practicum involves supervised experiences
in classroom activities and experiences gained in teaching
techniques, individual differences and classroom management.
Opportunities available in a variety of instructional environ-
ments. Supervision by the cooperating teacher and college
supervisor. Full time for either one quarter or a full semester.
Either semester
EE 593 Internship: Elementary Education (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
In this graduate level internship, a minimum of 30 clock
hours will be required in grades 1-6 setting as an elementary
teacher. Internship must be less than full time but at least
one-fifth time employment as an elementary school teacher.
Request for this course must be made to the Office of
Professional Education.
Note: .See pages 212-2 1.1 (course prefix hey) for assisliiinr in locating coiir.ses descriptions.
Other Approved Courses:
EE 100 Effective Reading
EE 101 Speed Reading
EE 370 Kindergarten Theory and Methods
EE 37 1 The Preschool
EE 435 Teaching Study Skills and the Uses of Reading
EE 436 Remedial Reading Techniques for Classroom
Teachers
EE 565 Math Anxiety: Theories and Principles for
Elementary School Personnel
EE 568 Systematic Training for Effective Teaching
EE 578 Educational Software Development and Computer
Applications I
EE 579 Educational Software Development and Computer
Applications II
EE 581 LOGO II and Educational Apphcations
EE 584 Educational Software Development: Files
ENGLISH (EN)
Successful completion ofEN 101, EN 102 (or their
equivalent) is a prerequisite to all other Enghsh courses.
EN 101 Writing I (3 crs.)
By intensive practice in composing short expository essays,
the writer explores various techniques for discovering,
developing and organizing ideas. Special attention will be
given to mastering essential skills appropriate to academic
writing. Satisfies the GER in Writing.
EN 102 Writing II (3 crs.)
Continuing to develop essential skills, the writer learns and
practices various techniques of argumentation. Special
attention will be given to learning basic research skiUs and to
integrating the ideas of others into one's own text. Emphasis
is on longer and more substantive essays and a research paper.
Satisfies the GER in Writing.
EN 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors CoUoquia in English allow exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culnunate in a paper or scientific
project, which provides the major part of the grade. Open to
All-College Honors students and to others at the discretion
of the instructor.The minimum enrollment is two and the
maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to semester.
EN 135 Fall semester, EN 136 Spring semester
EN 170 Middle Eastern Islamic Literature (3 crs.)
This course studies the literature of Middle Eastern Islam in
its cultural setting from the writing of the Qur'an Prose,
poetry and drama by such authors as Omar Khayyam, Rumi,
Hafiz, Khalifah and Sa'di are analyzed to illuminate contem-
porary Islamic culture. Comparison is made with Jewish and
Christian literatures.
EN 200 Personal and Public Writing (3 crs.)
This intermediate composition course provides students
with additional instruction in sentence and paragraph
structure. Through reading and writing assignments
involving literacy narratives, interviews, case studies, and
ethnographies, students move from written explorations of
personal experience to academic or professional analysis of
this experience.
EN 201 Technical Writing I (3 crs.)
Emphasis on writing with practical applications, such as
summaries, abstracts, outlines, proposals, interviews, progress
reports and a guided research paper. Subject matter is often
drawn from the students' own disciplines.
EN 202 Business Communication (3 crs.)
The course develops competence in recognition and
production of business summaries and abstracts, memoranda
and letters and reports. Concerns of style, tone, arrangement,
format and information levels are treated in the context of
various exphcit and implicit management structures.
EN 203 Writing About Literature (3 crs.)
This course will help students develop the skills needed for
writing papers in upper-level literature courses. By reading,
discussing and writing about works in various genres,
students will learn what sorts of questions are likely to
generate insight into a work of literature, how to develop
and support such insights in a paper, how to distinguish a
valid from an invalid interpretation, and how to use the
specialized terminology associated with each of the major
genres.
EN 204 Responding to Writing (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Permission of the Director of the Writing Center
This course teaches students to negotiate the demands of
responding to writers and their work face-to-face and one-
on-one, with an emphasis on collaborative learning
techniques, writing processes, interpersonal dynamics and
rhetorical analysis. (This course is repeatable to three credits)
EN 211 Literary Classics ofWestern Civilization to
1600 (3 crs.)
Major works ofWestern literature from ancient times
through the Renaissance are studied. The course encom-
passes diverse literary forms and themes through such works
as the Bible, Homeric epic, Greek drama. The Divine
Comedy and a Shakespearean play. Satisfies the GER in
Literature.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
EN 212 Literary Classics ofWestern Civilization since
1600 (3 crs.)
Major works ofWestern literature from the Renaissance to
modern times will be studied. The course will encompass
diverse literary forms and themes through such works as
Don Quixote, Candida, Madame Bovary and a play by Ibsen.
Satisfies the GER in Literature.
EN 214 The Classical Tradition (3 crs.)
Major Greek and Roman writers in Modern Enghsh
translation are studied. Included will be such figures as
Homer, Sophocles, Plato, Euripides, Cicero andVirgil.
Satisfies the GER in Literature.
EN 221 Major British Writers to 1800 (3 crs.)
Representative works by major British writers from the
Anglo-Saxon period through the 18th century are studied,
including such figures as Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton,
Donne, Pope and Swift. Satisfies the GER in Literature.
EN 222 Major British Writers since 1800 (3 crs.)
Representative works by major British writers of the 19th
and 20th centuries are studied, including such figures as
Wordsworth, Keats, Tennyson, Dickens, Shaw,Yeats, Eliot,
Woolf and Joyce. Satisfies the GER in Literature.
EN 228 Writing Fiction (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of instructor
This course will address problems of invention, form and
style through frequent practice and criticism of professional
and student models and anecdotal evidence of professional
writers.
EN 229 Writing Poetry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of instructor
This course will address problems of invention, form and
style through frequent practice and criticism of professional
and student models and anecdotal evidence of professional
writers.
EN 230 Creative Writing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Problems of invention, composition, form and style solved
through frequent practice and criticism of professional and
student models and anecdotal evidence of professional
writers. May be offered in short fiction, poetry or drama and
repeated once for credit.
EN 231 Major American Writers to 1865 (3 crs.)
Representative works by major American writers from the
17th century through the Civil War are studied. Included are
such figures as Franklin, Poe, Emerson, Hawthorne, Melville
and Whitman. Satisfies the GER in Literature.
EN 232 Major American Writers since 1865 (3 crs.)
Major American writers from the Civil War to the present
are studied including such figures as Twain, Dickinson,James,
Frost, Hemingway and Faulkner. Satisfies the GER in
Literature.
EN 241 Shakespeare (3 crs.)
This general introduction to Shakespeare's plays is set against
the background of his time and includes a detailed study of
representative tragedies, comedies and histories. Satisfies the
GER in Literature.
EN 251 Literary Themes (3 crs.)
Major hterary texts are examined from the perspective of a
common theme. In a given semester the course might
concern itself with love, the family, madness, law, nature (as
examples of particular themes) to illustrate how writers from
diverse cultures and/or historical periods working with
different genres shape imaginative responses to enduring
themes. Satisfies the GER in Literature.
EN 252 Literary Types (3 crs.)
Major literary texts are examined from the perspective of
one genre or type and focus in a given semester on the novel,
drama, poetry, short story and biography. Works from diverse
cultures and/or historical periods will be used to illustrate
how conventions of type or genre shape a writer's discourse.
Satisfies the GER in Literature.
EN 253 Non-Western Literature (3 crs.)
This course introduces the student to the fiction, poetry and
drama of the non-Western world. The works to be studied
are chosen both for their hterary qualities and for insight into
different social contexts and cultural conditions. Satisfies the
GER in Non-Western Civilization.
EN 261 Film Study: Introduction to the Art (3 crs.)
Major American and foreign films and directors from the
silent era to the present are evaluated to develop critical
awareness and esthetic appreciation of film as an art form. In
addition, film viewing, readings in film theory, interpretation
and criticism are required. Does not satisfy literature GER.
EN 262 Film Study: Literature and Film (3 crs.)
Adaptations of hterature into film will be evaluated to
develop an understanding of the narrative demands of both
genres.Viewing and reading works in both media will be
required. Does not satisfy literature GER.
EN 280 Journalism (3 crs.)
Copy, editing and proofreading skills will be developed with
special emphasis devoted to objective news story writing.
Some attention is paid to reviewing and sports writing. Does
not satisfy literature GER.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
EN 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instriKtor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in English allow exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or scientific
project, which provides the major part of the grade. Open to
All-College Honors students and to others at the discretion
of the instructor. The mimmum enrollment is two and the
maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to semester.
EN 286, Fall semester, EN 287 Spring semester
EN 301 Writing and the Teaching ofWriting (3 crs.)
Designed for prospective teachers, the course undertakes an
investigation of current research in creativity and the writing
process with apphcation made to the student s own writing,
school curriculum and good teaching practice.
EN 302 Technical Writing n (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EN 20
1
Writmg in-depth reports requires sophisticated data gather-
ing and analysis. Specific attention is paid to audience analysis
and formatting.
EN 305 History of the English Language (3 crs.)
Origins and development of English. Selected readings in
Old and Middle Enghsh.
EN 309 Early American Literature (3 crs.)
Readings in journals, histories, seminars, autobiographies, and
the beginnings ofAmerican fiction. Emphasis on the
Puriuns.Woolman, Franklin, Irving and Cooper.
EN 310 The African American Novel (3 crs.)
This chronological study of the African-American novel fi-om
1853 to the present devotes particular attention to social,
political, economic and cultural factors. Readings may
include WiUiam Wells Brown, Jean Toomcr, Zora Neale
Hurston, Richard Wright, James Baldwin, Ralph Ellison,Tom
Morrison and Alice Walker.
EN 312 Modern British Fiction (3 crs.)
This course focuses on earlier 2()th-ccntury British novelists
such as Conrad, Forster, Lawrence, Joyce and Woolf
EN 320 Chaucer (3 crt.)
This course provides an introduction to Chaucer's poetry and
Middle English through readings m The C:antcrburv Talcs.
EN 321 The Age of Pope (3 crs.)
The course surveys the literature of the early 18th c entury
with emphasis on the works of Pope, Swift, Gay, Addison and
Steele.
EN 322 The Age ofJohnson (3 crs.)
The course examines the writings of several major 18th
century figures, such as Johnson, Boswell, Fielding,
Richardson, Goldsmith and Bronte.
EN 323 Introduction to Linguistics (3 crs.)
The course focuses on the generative-transformational theory
of syntactic structure as apphed to the English language. It
includes selected readings on various aspects of linguistics.
EN 327 Women Writers: The Female Tradition to 1900
(3 crs.)
This course traces the history and development of a female
hterary tradition among Enghsh-speaking women writers.
The dominant stages, images and themes and genres within
this tradition will be explored through the work of writers
such as Bradstreet, Killigrew, WheatleyWollstonecraft,
Dickinson, Eliot, Browmng, Rossetti, Gilman and Chopin.
EN 328 Women Writers: The Female Tradition since
1900 (3 crs.)
English-speaking women writers in the female hterary
tradition developed a number of dominant themes in a range
of hterary genres.The accomplishment of 20th century
women authors will be shown through such writers as
Lowell, Woolf,Wharton, Porter, Hellman, Brooks, Lessing,
Plath, Oates, Atwood and Morrison.
EN 329 Modern American Fiction (3 crs.)
This course examines modern American fiction, focusing on
such writers as Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner, Gather,
Anderson and Lewis.
EN 330 Recent American Fiction (3 crs.)
This course includes short fiction and the novel since 1943.
and focuses on writers such as Bellow, Didion, Mailer,
McCarthy, Oates, Roth, Tyler, Updike and Walker.
EN 331 U.S. Literature in the Nineteenth Century I
(3 crs.)
This course analyzes selected readings in such writers as
Cooper, Hawthorne Poe, Emerson, Thorcau, Whitman and
Dickinson.
EN 332 U.S. Literature in the Nineteenth Century II
(3 crs.)
This course focuses on the novels and tales of Melville, Twain,
Hawthorne and James.
EN 333 Realism and Naturalism in American
Literature (3 crs.)
This course focuses on the fiction of C'hopin, Oane. Dreiser,
Howells, Norris, Wharton and the 20th-century extensions of
realism in the fiction of Dos P.issos, Stein and Farrell
Note: See pages 212-21. f (loune prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
EN 334 Literature of Maine (3 crs.)
Concentrates on prose and poetry about the culture and
coastline of Maine since its discovery and explores the
literary experience ofAmerica described by Captain John
Smith, Thoreau, Longfellow, Sarah Orne Jewett, Edward
Alington Robmson and Robert Lowell. Comparison to the
art ofAndrew Wyeth (as well as other Maine artists) will be
made, in addition to visits to locales depicted by Wyeth
paintings (e.g., Olson Estate).
EN 335 Elizabethan and Jacobean Drama (3 crs.)
Reading and discussion of a number of plays by such
contemporaries of Shakespeare as Johnson, Marlowe and
Webster with attention to contemporary social develop-
ments as well as to the historical development of the English
play
EN 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
This tutorial involves special topics in English. It is open to
All-College and Departmental Honors students and meets
for three hourly meetings weekly.
EN 340 Literature of the English Renaissance (3 crs.)
This course exanunes the non-dramatic hterature of the Age
of Shakespeare including the works of Sidney, Spenser,
Nashe, Marlowe, and Drayton. Textual analysis is emphasized,
but the historical, social, and cultural background of this
period is also considered.
EN 341 Literature of the Continental Renaissance
(3 crs.)
This course surveys representative works of Petrarch,
Boccaccio, Machiavelh, Erasmus, Castighone, Rabelais,
CeUini, Montaigne, Cervantes, and Ronsard representing
prevaiUng literary themes and techniques.
EN 342 Shakespeare: Histories and Comedies (3 crs.)
This course provides examples of Shakespeare's art in
dominant Renaissance dramatic forms and with some of his
recurring thematic concerns. In addition, study of the
histories and comedies demonstrates Shakespeare's growth in
the dramatic use of language. Plays for study will include
The Comedy of Errors . Two Gentlemen of Verona . Much
Ado About Nothing . As You Like It . Twelfth Night. Richard
HI, Richard II . Henry IV. Parts I and II and HenryV.
EN 343 Shakespeare: Tragedies and Late Plays (3 crs.)
This course offers studies in the various dimensions of the
tragic vision of man. In addition, study of the late plays
provides the student with examples of dramatic works that
proceed beyond the tragic dimension. Selected plays will
include Hamlet
. King Lear . Othello . Macbeth . Antony and
Cleopatra . Measure for Measure . The Winter's Tale and The
Tempest .
EN 346 Southern Literature (3 crs.)
This course focuses on the personal, cultural, and social
dimensions of southern life in works by William Faulkner,
Tennessee WiUiams, Katherine Anne Porter, Flannery
O'Connor, EudoraWelty, William Styron and Peter Taylor.
EN 350 Recent British Fiction (3 crs.)
This course focuses on British fiction since 1945. Writers to
be studied may include Golding, Graves, Lessing, Murdoch,
Greene, Ballard and Powell.
EN 353 Modern European Drama (3 crs.)
Students will study the main forces in Modern European
drama starting with Ibsen.
EN 356 Modern American Drama (3 crs.)
Students wiU read and discuss selected plays of dramatists
from O'Neill to Albee.
EN 360-361 The English Novel I-II
(3 crs. for each semester)
The course traces the development of the Enghsh novel,
including such writers as Defoe, Richardson, Fielding,
Smollett, Sterne, Austen, and Scott in the first semester, and
Dickens, the Brontes, Thackeray, Ehot,Trollope, Conrad and
Hardy in the second semester.
EN 365 Victorian Prose and Poetry (3 crs.)
The major emphasis is placed on the poetry ofTennyson,
Browning and Arnold, but the works of other 19th-century
poets such as Hopkins and Hardy will also be read and
discussed. The essays of Carlyle, Ruskin, Arnold, Newman,
Huxley and others are studied in conjunction with the
poetry.
EN 366 Tennyson, Browning, and Arnold (3 crs.)
These major 19th-century authors are studied in some detail,
with particular reference to the historical, social, and cultural
miheu within which they wrote.
EN 367 English Literature of the Late Victorian and
Edwardian Periods (3 crs.)
The major writers of the late 19th and early 20th centuries
are examined from aesthetic, social and intellectual vantage
points, with readings in such prose writers as Gissing, James,
Wilde, Beerbohm, Carroll, Wells, Hardy, Corvo, Forster and
Conrad, and such poets as Rossetti, Swinburne, Morris,
Hopkins and Yeats.
EN 370 Seventeenth Century Literature (3 crs.)
The course is an introduction to the prose and poetry of the
17th century in England, exclusive of Milton. Such writers as
Donne, Jonson, Bacon, Burton, Browne and Dryden will be
examined, and various persistent elements, such as the
classical influence, will be explored.
272 Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
EN 380 Milton (3 crs.)
The course includes the main works of Milton: Paradise
Lost . Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes . the minor
poetic works, and selected prose.
EN 381 Irish Literature I (3 crs.)
The course is a survey of earlier Irish literature in translation
from the Gaelic and in English. It includes selections from
the epic poem. Tarn Bo Cuailnge : Gaelic lyric poetry (600-
1800 A. D.); the pioneering fiction of Maria Edgeworth and
William Carleton; and the poetry of the 19th-century
balladeers, Thomas Moore, Thomas Davis, James Clarence
Managan and Sir Samuel Ferguson. The accomphshments of
the Irish hterary revival of 1890-1920; fiction by Daniel
Corkery, George Moore, Seamus O'Kelly, and James Joyce;
poetry and plays by William Buder Yeats; and plays by John
M. Synge.
EN 382 Irish Literature n (3 crs.)
This course is a survey of later modern and contemporary
Irish hterature including the later fiction ofJames Joyce and
the later poetry ofWiUiam Buder Yeats; the plays of Sean
O'Casey, Brendan Behan, Samuel Beckett and Brian Friel;
the poetry ofAustm Clarke, Patrick Kavanagh, Thomas
Kinsella,John Monugue, Richard Murphy and Seamus
Heaney;the fiction ofLiam O' Flaherty, Sean O'Faolain,
Frank O'Connor, Flann O'Brien, Mary Lavin.WiUiam
Trevor, Edna O'Brien and others.
EN 386 English Romantic Poets (3 crs.)
The course examines selected poetry and prose of
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley and Keats with the principal
objective of understanding the character and modes of
expression of each poet's imaginative vision. Consideration is
given to historical background and to developments in
philosophy and aesthetic theory, which have a direct bearing
on Romantic poetry.
EN 389 Topics in Writing (3 crs.)
The course explores writing on different subjects from
semester to semester according to interest and demand.
Typical topics may include writing the research paper, the
narrative essay, the personal journal, writing literary
criticism, etc.
EN 390 Theories ofWriting (3 crs.)
The course examines fundamental rhetorical, linguistic,
social and discourse theories as they pertain to the writing
process. Frequent writing will be assigned. The course is
required of all students in the writing concentration.
EN 391 Modern Literary Criticism (3 crs.)
This course examines the major critics and critical move-
ments of the 20th century, particularly in the United States
and England, but with some attention to continental critical
thought. Critics and theorists such asTS. Eliot, I.A. Richards,
John Crowe Ransom, Edmund Wilson, Lionel TriUing,
Northrop Frye, Raymond WiUiams and Roland Barthes are
studied. The principles and methods of several kinds of
criticism - formalist, Marxist, psychoanalytical, structuralist
and post-structuraUst - are examined.
EN 392 Advanced Creative Writing: Poetry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EN 230 or consent of the instructor
This course offers an intensive workshop approach to poetry
writing for students who wish to submit poems for peer
review and develop a poetry portfoho.
EN 393 Modern British Poetry (3 crs.)
The major British poets of the 20th century are studied with
particular emphasis on the works of Hopkins, Hardy,Yeats,
Ehot,Auden and Thomas.
EN 394 Modern American Poetry (3 crs.)
The major American poets of the 20th century are studied
with particular emphasis on the works of Robinson, Frost,
Crane, Auden,Williams and Stevens.
EN 395 Studies in Recent American Poetry (3 crs.)
American poets practicing from 1945 to the present are
surveyed. Among these poets may be Robert Lowell,John
Berryman,Theodore Roethke, Richard Wilbur, Adrienne
Rich, Anne Sexton, Sylvia Plath, James Wright, Richard
Hugo, Randall Jarre 11, Gwendolyn Brooks, Robert Hayden
and Gary Snyder. Others may be included from time to time.
EN 396 Rhetoric and Style (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EN 101 and EN 102 and one upper level writing
course
This course teaches advanced techniques of writing and
provides the student writer with a stronger familiarity with
rhetorical theories and schemes of contemporary and
historical styles. Students are introduced to rhetorical analysis
of their written work, using such tools asToulnun argument,
Burke's pentad, or Aristotle's three proofs.
EN 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental Honors
students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis director
will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent of the
departmental honors committee and the thesis director, this
course may be extended into a second semester lor three
additional credits depending upon the scope of the project.
EN 490 Literary Studies in Oxford (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: students will normally he expected to be in their junior
or senior year
Close readings of several major works emphasizing the
dynamic relationship between literary texts and the cultural
and intellectual onvironiiients in which they were created
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
Anrtint% and periodt sttadied will vary. (This is a yecial
progiam in Fn^and at Qxfonl Uuivemty dmii^JidjL
Addidocial fees are reqmied.)
EN 494 Seminar (3 cts.)
The seminar cceaG sdected tx^ics in language and literature.
EN 493 Seminar in English literatore (3 crs.)
This seminaz, primarily for semois. honois candidates and
graduate students, -will pursue in depth certain themes and
authors in Fngl-kh hteranire.
EN 496 Sardnar in American Literatore (3 crs.)
Thb seminar, primarily for seniors, honors candidates and
graduate stndents, vriD pursue in depth certain themes and
autixxs in American literature.
EN 497 Seminar in World Literature (3 crs.)
Tnis ierrr.rar. pnirunh- for seniors, honors candidates and
graduate students, wiU pursue in depth certain themes and
authois in world hterature.
EN 498 Intemshqi in English (3-15 crs.)
Prempasiu: comenl of the Jepanmatt;formal appbaOum mpani
The internship ptondes c^f-campus work-study experience
in areas rdated to die t-TpanrKng discipline of Enghsh, such
a editing,journalism, media, puUic relations, and techmcal
writing. Internship credits are tKX apphcaUe to the 36 credits
required for the major.
EN 499 EHrected Study in En£^ (1-3 crs.)
Ptrttqiasite: amsaa efthe departmeM;formal appluatum retpdnd
Directed study is open to juniors and seniors who have
demonstrated critical and analytical abihti^ m their studies
and who wish to pursue a project independently. May be
taken twice for a mafimiim of six credits.
EN 500 Introduction to Graduate Study in English
<3 crs.)
This course will examine the backgroimds and techniques of
hteiary scholarship. Some acquaintance widi critical
approaches to hterature. as weD as comprehensnrc experience
in the major geiues and periods of Enghsh and American
hterature, will be assiuned. Required ofMA and MA-T.
candidates in FngKA
EN 302 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken b>' the graduate smdent in his
field. For details, consult the par^raph entided "Independent
Stud^'" in the Ckaduate and Coiuimm^ Edutation section of
tliis catalog.
EN 303 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Directed study is designed for die graduate smdent who
desires to study selected topics in a specific field. For details
consult the paragraph endded '"Independent Smd%-' m the
Gwaiuatr and Continuing Ediuation section of this catalc^.
EN 510 Theory and Discipline of English for Teachers
(3 crs.)
This course v*"ill review major cridcal stances and their
influences on curriculum, examine the canon taught in
schools and anah^ze and e^aluate the prevailing pedagogic
models and definidons of literacv.
EN 515 Studies in Medieval Drama (3 crs.)
This course vnH investigate represenunve rrn.-5ter\-. miracle
and morality plays written in England and Europe during the
medieval period.
EN 320 Studies in Shakespeare and the Renaissance
(3 crs.)
Students will analyze selected plays by Shakespeare with
si>ecial emphasis in each play on the received tradidon and on
the reladonship among the significant aspvects of the language,
the characters, and the structures. In addidon. attennon will
be given to the use of source material and to the philosophi-
cal, social and saentific currents of the age. Finally, smdents
will be examining cradidonal and contemporars" cridcal views
of the plays.
EN 327 Studies in Seventeenth Century English
Literature (3 crs.)
Students will examine selected writings m prose and poetry
fit>m Donne to Dryden for the purpose of understanding the
poedc diemes and styles as weD as the social, philosophical
and scientific currents of the {>eriod. Among the writers to be
considered are Doime,Jonson, Herrick, Herbert, Crashaw,
Lovelace, Suckling, MarvelL Dr%-den and Bacon, Bruton,
Browne, Hobbes, Locke and the character writers, .\ttendon
win be given to the women of the age. such as Jane
Cavendish, Bradstreet, Margaret Cavendish, PhihfK, Behn,
KiDigrew, Barker and Pix. Special attendon will be given to
tracing the shifting emphasis in style and technique concomi-
tant to emerging social, poUdcaL, religious and philosophical
concerns.
EN 331 Studies in Eighteenth Century British
Literature (3 crs.)
This course is an mtensn-e exploradon of the poetry, prose
ficdon, drama and intellectual prose by major and minor
authors from Dryden, Pope, Swift. Defoe and Fielding to
Johnson. Boswell, Burke, Austen and Blake.
EN 535 Studies in British Romanticism (3 crs.)
This course is an in-depth 5tud\- of the poetry and prose of
the Romannc Period, including ^Titers such as Words^^'orth,
Coleridge, B\TOn, Blake, Shelley, Keats, Charlone Smith,
Mary SheDey and Dorotin- Wordsux>rth.
Sate: See pages 212-213 lanme prefix key)for assistante in locating courses descriptions.
EN 537 AppHed Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, snidenc complete an appbed research project,
which integrates theory and practice ucdizing educanooal
research format and disciphnarv' knowledge.
EN 541 Studies in the Novel (3 crs.)
Se^-enl no%-eli5ts chosen from a smgle period will be read
closeK'. Emphasis will be placed on the development of each
no\-elist wnthrn a specific bterari- and historical context. The
p>enod under consideranon will varv from yc2t to yc2x.
EN 542 Studies in Victorian literatore (3 crs.)
Riven b>- mteUectual and social conflict and marked by die
emergence ofnew classes of readers and writers, the
Victorian Period produced a hteiarure ofumque and
enduring value. This course ^-ill examine major works of the
period in a vinet\- of genres
—
pa>mg particular attention to
the impact of science, religion, historv. philosophy, ethnicity.
gender definition and the arts on htenr%- achie\Tement.
EN 551 American Transcendentalism (3 crs.)
Des-elopment and influence of.\mencan Transcendentalism
in the hterature of Emerson.Thoreau and .\lcott ^"ill be
iin.-estigated.
EN 552 Contemporary American Fiction (3 crs.)
Intensi%Te examinanon of rwo or more major figures. 1945 to
the present. Defimng {>oscmodem ficnon. Emphasis on
mno\-ati\-e narrative structures and te.xtures in the v%x)rk of
NabokoN-, Hawkes. Barth. Barthelme. Pynchon. .Momson and
others.
EN 562 Stndies in Modem Drama (3 crs.)
Readmgs and discussion of significant wxsrks fiom among
such ke%- writers as Shavv;Jarr\-, Strmdberg. Chekhov.
Appollonaire, Pirandello. Cocieau. Lad>- Gregorv.Yeats.
Schiczler. Synge. O'Neil. 0'Case%; Odets. Lorca. Same.
Anouilh, Ebon. Brecht. .Miller. Williams. Becken. lonesco.
Pinter. Stoppaid. Nlamct. Carol Churchill and Guare. as wU
as such earber writers as George Buchner (1813-1837)
whose ux>rk remamed unknown until the rwenDeth century.
Also studied may be such contributors to theatre aestheac as
Gordan Craig, Kenneth MacGo»:in and Robert Edmund
Jones. Sheldon Cheney. Julian Beck and Judith Mabiu. and
Robert Wilson.
EN 565 Modem Critical Theory (3 crs.)
This course nntU focus on the major .\inencan and European
schoob of cnncism that ha\T influenced bterarv- studies in
the past (oTW ve-in. Attenoon \*-ill be gi\rn to formalist,
structuralist, phenomenological. post-structural, reader-
response. Marxist. p$>'cho-analytical. hermenueac. feminist
and new historical schoob of cnncisin.
EN 570 Graduate Seminar in American Literatnre
(3 crs.)
A particular author, group of authocs, or dieme in American
hterature wiU be studied in depdi.Topics wiB dunge ham
vear to vear.
EN 580 Graduate Seminar in Fngli<h literatnre
(3 CTS.)
A particular author; groop of antfaots. or dKme in Fng^iA
hterature will be studied in depth. Topics wiD chai^ fiom
year to year.
EN 590 Graduate Seminar in World Literature (3 crs.)
A pamcuLir iuthor. group of authors, or theme m wodd
hterature vinll be studied in depth,lilies wiQ change bom
vear to vear.
Other Approved Courses:
EN 2S3-2S4 .Maior Canadian Writers m Fngh<h I-II
EN 314 .Medie\-al English Literature
EN 39" Film Smdy: The Director's Art
EN 3"^S Fdrn SmiN": Genre*
EARTH SCIENCES (ES)
ES 100 Physical Geology (3 crs.)
This course is an mtroduction to the processes that tormed
and contmue to shape the earth. Lecture topics mclude
contmental dnfi. rock and mineral tbrmmg processes, and the
eflects of agents of erosion such as gjaoers. screams and waves.
The Liboratones develop skiD in nock identificanoa and map
mterpretanon. Tv^-o hours of lecture and one two-hour
laboratory period xKvekly. Satisfies the GER m Pfa>~sical and
Biological Sciences. EiOter somtster
ES 101 Historical Geology (3 crs.)
Prm^isue: ES ICH)
The ongm and ewiunon of the earth and the kt'e upon it.
Two hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory penod
weekh'. Either stwester
ES 102 History of the Earth (3 cn.)
TemfHjral and spaDal aspects of earth m the umwrse. Co-
evoluDon of bt'e and its home. Satisfies the GER in Physical
and Biological Sciences (non-lab). Spmtg setmtsttr
ES 194 Environmental Gcolo^ (3 cn.)
This course mtroduces students to the appbcaoon of geologic
pntKnples in recognizing and controlling the effects of
emironmental problems such as earthquakes, xxJcanoes.
floods, beach erv- -iou* wa-vte disposal i
water quabr\' Sat> . . ..ER m PhN-sical and _ ..
Sciences (non-lab course). Ettker ycmrytcr
S»te: Set p^fga 212-213 (eoMne ptrfix key)for ^sitlmne m hcatii^ CMmtes dtstripliMU.
ES 240 Hydrology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Relations of surface to groundwater. Geologic controls of
flow in ideal mathematical models and imperfect natural
settings. Water supplies as renewable resource. Two hours of
lecture and one two-hour laboratory period weekly. Fall
semester
ES 283 Structural Geology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 100, ES 101
Analysis and origin of rock structures.Two hours of lecture
and two two-hour laboratory period weekly. Spring semester
ES 284 Geomorphology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 100 or consent of the instructor
Relationships between gradational and tectonic forces and
the resulting surface configuration of the earth. Two hours of
lecture and one three-hour laboratory period weekly. Fall
semester
ES 290 Dinosaur Paleobiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
The most recent hypotheses concerning the paleogeography,
functional morphology and paleoecology of the dinosauria
are considered.Various causes advanced to account for their
extinction 65 million years ago are critically appraised.
ES 300 Excursions in Geology (3-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Preliminary lectures on a study area, followed by 1 to 6
weeks of interdisciplinary field study leading to a final report.
Travel and living expenses will be borne by students. Study
area wiO most likely be in the western U.S., although foreign
areas are possible. This course is of interest to archaeology,
biology, and geography majors as well as other students.
ES 301 Solar System Astronomy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 100 or the equivalent
Topics include the sun, planets, satellites, comets, asteroids,
astronomical instruments, time keeping and celestial
coordinates, and the early history of astronomy. Use of the
BSC observatory and instruments and a trip to a planetarium
are required. Spring semester
ES 305 Physical Oceanography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 151 and 152, or MA 141 and MA 142 or
consent of the instructor
Ocean water temperature, circulation, salinity, instruments
and methods of investigation. Fall semester
ES 306 Biological Oceanography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 100 or BI 102 or ES 305, or consent of the
instructor
Survey of marine life forms and of the chemistry of seawater.
Spring semester
ES 310 Geophysics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A study of major earth forces, including discussions of the
interior ot the earth, heat distribution, convection and
continental drift. Offered alternate years. Fall semester
ES 311 Geochemistry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 100, ES 372 and CH 131, CH 132
In this course chemical principles are apphed to geologic
problems to examine the processes that control the chemical
composition of natural waters on and near the surface of the
earth. Topics to be investigated include seawater chemistry,
river water chemistry, groundwater chemistry, and the
chemistry of hot springs and geysers. The chemical interac-
tion between rock and water wiU be a central theme of the
course as this process is an important control on the
chemistry of water in virtually all geologic environments.
Important global geochemical cycles will also be explored
with an emphasis on how these cycles affect environmental
problems such as global warming. Spring semester
ES 315 Computer Applications in Earth Science
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 1 00, ES 101 or consent of the instructor
After a brief introduction to microcomputers, the major
portion of the course is an exposure to a variety of programs
of use in the earth sciences deahng with geophysics,
hydrology, structural geology, mineralogy, petrology, optical
mineralogy, orientation of structural features, analysis of
sediments, paleocurrent analysis, geostatistics, use of plotter,
mapping, etc.
ES 317 Remote Sensing of the Environment (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: written permission of the instructor and introductory
courses in earth science, or biology, or geography, or archeology or
other approved majors
Analysis and interpretation of digital images from satellite
and other platforms. Multispectral and hyperspectral data
collection and digital image processing. Remote sensing of
the atmosphere, vegetation, soils, water, geology, engineering,
land use/cover and other data that can be imaged from
remote platforms. MultidiscipHnary satellite images from
NASA and other space agencies will be utihzed.Two two-
hour lecture/laboratory periods weekly. Fall semester
ES 372 Mineralogy (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 100 and CH 131
Geometrical and X-ray crystallography followed by the
determinative mineralogy of ore and rock-forming minerals.
Two hours of lecture and two 2-hour laboratory periods
weekly. Fall semester
ES 373 Optical Mineralogy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 372
Principles of optical crystallography. Measurement of optical
constants with the polarizing microscope. One hour of
276 Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
lecture and two 2-hour laboratory periods weekly. Offered
alternate years, Fall semester
ES 374 Optical Petrology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 3 73
Systematic study of rocks and rock-fornung minerals with
emphasis upon the use of the polarizing microscope,
mterpretation of mineral assemblages, texture and structures,
problems of pctrogenesis. One hour of lecture and two 2-
hour laboratory periods weekly. Offered alternate years, Spring
semester
ES 380 Coastal Processes (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 141 and MA 142, ES 100 or GE 100
The frequently complex fluid-solid interactions which result
in erosion and deposition in coastal envaronments are
developed in this course. Methods of measurement and
prediction are presented. Offered alternate years. Spring semester
ES 440 Contaminant Hydrogeology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 100. ES 240, CH 131, MA 141, MA 142
The fate and transport of groundwater contaminants in
various hydrogcologic regimes are presented in this course.
Methods for conducting hydrogeologic investigations are
discussed in detail.
ES 463 Petrology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 3 72
Megascopic and microscopic classification of rocks and an
mtroduction to petrogencsis. One hour of lecture and two 2-
hour laboratory pcriocb weekly. Spring semester
ES 464 Economic Geology I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 100
Geochcmical and physical processes that produce economic
mineral deposits.Two hours of lecture and one two-hour
laboratory period weekly. Offered alternate years. Fall semester
ES 475 Paleontology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: liS 100, /;.S" 101 or consent oj the instructor
A survey of the fossil record stressing the most important
mvertebrate phyla and their environmental relationships.Two
hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory period weekly.
hall semester
ES 476 Sedimentology and Stratigraphy (3 cri.)
Prerequisite: ES 100, ES 101 or consent of the instructor
Introduction to modern concepts and principles m sedimen-
tology, palcoccology, and correlation; lithostratigraphic and
biostratigraphic classification and interpretation of deposi-
tional and organic cnvironmcnLs.Two hours of lecture and
one two-hour laboratory period weekly. Spring semester
ES 490 Field Methods in Geology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 100, 101 or consent of the instructor
Collection, processing and interpretation of field data
developed by geologic mapping. Presentation of geologic
reports involving maps, cross-sections and sample data. One
hour of lecture and two 2-hour laboratory periods weekly.
Spring semester
ES 496 Seminar in Geology (1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: senior standing in geology, earth science or geochemistry
This course focuses on the development of thought concern-
ing current global models and/or continuing controversies in
geolog\'. One credit will be earned per semester for a total of
2 credits to be av^'arded at the end of the second semester.
ES 498 Field Experiences in Earth Science (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
Intended to provide an opportunity for senior earth science
majors to gain practical experience in the field. Placements
will be made in appropriate local, state and federal agencies as
well as with private corporations. Either semester
ES 499 Directed Study in Earth Science (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independendy. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
ES 501 Observational Astronomy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 301
The class will be taught evenings over one academic year It
will begin in September with tour 8-1 1 p.m sessions consisting
of classroom work and labs at the college observatory. The
students will be introduced to setting up theodolites and
telescopes and the operation of the observatory. Classes v>'H\
then meet monthly from 8- 1 2 I'M for the rest of the academic
year with the students engaging in a series of extensive
observations which would, for example, involve determining
the periods ofJupiter's satellites, the ecccntricitv' of the
moon's orbit, and determining the lengths of sidereal and
synodic months. Students will make photographic records of
observations for use in their future classes.
ES S02 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study " in the i ',iaduate and (Continuing Education
section of this catalog.
ES 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student wiio desires lo studv
selected topics in a specific field. Tor details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
ES 504 Observational Meteorology (3 crs.)
This course, which will meet five Saturdays — two in the fall,
one in the winter, and two in the spring— from 9am- 5 pm,
will be a combination of classroom and field experience. The
students will observe and interpret local weather. Emphasis
will be on single station forecasting techniques, micro-scale
field studies, and analysis and interpretation of regional
weather maps. The students will be introduced to and use
local sources of real-time weather data from local airfields and
commercial sources. Field trips will be taken to the National
Weather Service Forecast Center at Taunton, Massachusetts
and the state cranberry research station.
ES 506 Coastal Geology and Oceanography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 306
This course will be conducted entirely in the field, meeting
on two Saturdays in the fall, one Saturday in January, and two
Saturdays in the spring from 9am- 5 pm. Each meeting will
involve the student in a series of exercises, which will require
sampling, measuring, observing and classifying fauna as weD as
sediments. A number of environments will be studied and will
include sandy beaches, rocky beaches, salt marshes, estuaries
and lakes. Students will also study tidal cycles, make salinity
and temperature measurements and determine direction of
sediment transport. The environments to be studied will
include Duxbury Beach, New Bedford Harbor and Cape Cod
Bay. The duration of the course, spread over the entire
academic year, will enable observation of seasonal changes in
environmental parameters. Students will develop slide and
video records of the sites for use in their classes as well as
sediment and faunal sample collections where appropriate.
ES 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project,
which integrates theory and practice utilizing educational
research format and disciplinary knowledge.
ES 550 Modern Developments in Earth Science
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: science teaching experience at tiie pre-lyaccalaureate level
and consent of the instructor
An introduction to recent developments in the areas of
continental drift, environmental geology, regional geology,
energy resources and paleontology. Three (3) required
Saturday field trips.
ES 590 Field Studies in Geology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 463 and ES 283
The course will meet for five all-day sessions and will be
offered in cither the spring or fill on Saturdays or as a one-
week intensive course in the summer. The teachers will study
classic geologic localities in Southeastern Massachusetts and
Rhode Island. They will map and sample bedrock localities,
slide and video presentations will be developed for each
locality. Safe access to groups of students will be a primary
consideration in the selection of appropriate localities of study.
Other Approved Courses:
ES 201 Topics in Earth Science for Elementary School
Teachers
ES 230 Engineering Geology
ES 300 Excursions in Geology
ES 302 Stellar and Galactic Astronomy
ES 375 X-Ray Analysis
ES 462 Geology of North America
ES 465 Economic Geology II
ES 466 Glacial Geology
ES 477 Micropaleontology
ES 497 Research in Earth Science
FOREIGN LANGUAGES (FL)
FL 300 Languages of the World (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: student must have satisfied GER in History
An introduction to linguistic approaches of the major
languages of the world. Comparing Enghsh with other
languages, the course demonstrates how any language system
may work. The aim is to provide the students with an
understanding of comparative linguistic structure and
dynamics that will help them acquire new languages through
a rational program of self-study. Satisfies the GER in Non-
Western Civilization
FL 324 Applied Linguistics in the Teaching of
Foreign Languages (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a minimum of 18 credits in theforeign language in
which certification is sought
The course will treat first, second and foreign language
learning in home and educational settings. Emphasis is
placed on differences between linguistic and pedagogical
grammars, strong versus weak contrastive hypotheses, and on
the notion of transitional competence. Research techniques
are analyzed.
FL 498 Internship in Foreign Languages (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: 24 credits in Spanish major
An off-campus experience to expand the cultural and
occupational potential of the student using a foreign
language in a working environment. A maximum of three
credits may be substituted for one course in major with
departmental approval. Graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfac-
tory basis.
FL 499 Directed Study in Foreign Language (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits.
Other Approved Courses:
FL 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
FL 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
FL 310 Comparative Medieval Romance Literatures in
English Translation
FL 31 1 Dante and Medieval Culture in Translation
FL 330 Teaching English as a Second Language
FL 338-339 Honors Tutorial
FL 485 Honors Thesis
FL 502 Research
FL 503 Directed Study
FRESHMAN SKILLS (FS)
FS 100 Introductory College Skills: Intrusive Advising
(1 cr.)
A specialized learning/advising program for freshmen
offered by the Academic Achievement Center conducted in
a small group setting. In this process students are encouraged
to explore their learning styles, possible career interests and
academic goals in terms of the total college environment in a
shared and supportive setting. The credit earned may not be
used to satisfy the GER, nor may it be applied toward the
minimum number of credits required for graduation in any
major. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Either semester
FS 101 Introductory College Skills: Writing (3 crs.)
This course will consist of an intensive review of basic
communication skills, chiefly those of reading and writing. It
does not satisfy the writing GER, nor may the credits be
applied toward the minimum credits required for graduation
by any major. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Either semester
FS 102 Introductory College Skills: Mathematics
(3 crs.)
This course is individualized, self-paced and competency-
based and covers the fundamental principles of arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry including signed numbers, whole
numbers, fractions, decimals, pcrccnts, exponents, equations,
inequalities, rational equations, geometry and problem
solving. This course does not satisfy the mathematics GER,
nor may the credits be applied toward the minimum credits
required for graduation by any major. Graded on a pass/fail
basis. Either semester
COUNSELING (GC)
GC 502 Research (3-6 crs.)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student. For
details, consult the Graduate and CMiliiiuin^ Education section
of this catalog for information on independent study.
GC 503 Directed Study (1-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: completion of 15 approtvd ifraduate credits and
acceptance iti the counseling program
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in the counseling field or engage in fieldwork.
For details, consult the Graduate and Continuing Education
section of this catalog for information on independent study.
GC 504 Research and Evaluation II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ED 530 and GC 5U) and GC 528 and GC 529
The completion of a research project is the main objective of
this course, which is designed to facilitate the academic and
professional development of the advanced graduate student.
This counsehng focused research project must be an original
work.
GC 510 The Counseling Function in School, Agency/
Community and Higher Education Settings
(3 crs.)
This course will provide the student with an overview of the
varied principles and practices of guidance and counseUng.
Through a multicultural perspective, the historical roots of
the profession, counseling theories, techniques and procedures
and developmental issues will be examined. In addition, the
course will review the employment settings of the counseling
profession, various counseling specialties, its ethical and legal
guidelines and both current and future issues facing the
profession. Central to the course, will be an on-going self-
evaluation of the students' attitudes, values, interpersonal skills
and motives for choosing counseling as a potential profession.
Pre-practicum field component included.
GC 522 Measurement of Intelligence: Stanford-Binet
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and one of thefollowing: EE 420, a statistics
course, or GC 533
Training in the administration, scoring and interpretation of
the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale. A test kit is necessary.
GC 523 The School Guidance Counselor: Psycho-
pathology and Developmental Issues (3 crs.)
An examination of child and adolescent psychological
development of psychotherapy encountered in today's school
settings. This course investigates a framework for systematic
observations and clinical interviewing of school and young-
sters, based on a developmental model. This course will
examine: 1) psychological theories of development. 2)
deveU)piuental issues and crises, and 3) the classification
system, symptoms, and treatment of the types ofpsychopa-
thology listed in the Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM-IV)
is used as a bases for understanding childhood and adolescent
disorders.
GC 524 Measurement of Intelligence: WAIS-R,
WISC-R. and WPPSI (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and one of thefollowing: EE 420, a statistics
course, or GC 533
Training in the administration, scoring and interpretation of
the forms of the Wcchsicr Intelligence Scale A lest kit is
necessary.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
GC 525 Measurement of Intelligence: Stanford-Binet
and Wechsler Scales (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and one of the following: EE 420; a statistics
course; or GC 533 and GC 532
Training in the administration, scoring and interpretation of
the Stanford-Binet and Wechsler scales. Access to test kits is
necessary.
GC 526 Projective Assessment Techniques I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 522 and GC 524 or GC 525
A basic training course in the administration, scoring and
interpretation of selected projective instruments including
the Bender Gestalt,TAT, CAT, HTP and MMPI. Projective
aspects of the Wechsler and Stanford-Binet Scales will be
emphasized.
GC 527 Projective Assessment Techniques II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 526
An in-depth experience utilizing a case-study approach in
the implementation of battery testing. Advanced techniques
utilizing the Bender Gestalt and TAT as well as an introduc-
tion to the Rorschach will be included.
GC 528 Counseling and Development (3 crs.)
This course will examine counseling theory and practice in
the context of human development, diversity and culture.
Diversity will be broadly defined and include, but not be
hmited to ethnic, racial and cultural diversity, gender, SES
and sexual orientation. The major counseling theories will
be examined with respect to their underlying value systems
and related compatibility with mainstream and non-
mainstream populations, their perspective on human
development and clinical apphcation. Although primary
course emphasis will be on the individual, secondary focus
will be on ecological/system approaches and prevention
strategies.
GC 529/PY 516 Multicultural Counseling (3 crs..
Prerequisite: GC 510
This skill-based course wiU further develop the students'
working knowledge and basic competency in multicultural
counseling theory and application. To this end, the course
will focus on the counselor on both a professional and
personal level. Additionally, the course will examine salient
and population specific issues related to the life experiences
of the culturally "different" client and how such experiences
impact on the counseling relationship and process. Underly-
ing values and assumptions associated with widely used
traditional counseling interventions and their appropriateness
with non-mainstream populations will be explored.
Traditional and nontraditional culturally consonant-
counseling approaches will also be discussed.
GC 531 Organization and Administration of
Guidance Programs (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510
Administrative skills required in needs assessment, program
design and evaluation of effectiveness will be emphasized.
Current laws and regulations will be reviewed and sources of
funding explained. Students wiU develop research and
communication approaches to respond appropriately to
social, economic and political demands within a school or
agency setting.
GC 532 Psychological Assessment (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528
This course will examine the basic principles and compo-
nents of individual and group psychological assessment. The
student will be introduced to the most commonly used
assessment tools and practices for measuring intelligence,
achievement, aptitude and interest and personality. In this
regard, the student will become acquainted with the critical
issues and procedures related to the adtninistration, scoring
and interpretation of individual and group tests. Test score
interpretation and report writing within counseling, ethical
and multicultural contexts wiU be emphasized. Critical issues
related to the utilization of traditional tools with non-
mainstream populations will also be explored. Pre-practicum
field component included.
GC 534 The Professional Counselor: Standards, Ethics
and Legal Issues (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
This course will examine current trends in the area of ethical
and legal standard for practice that directly affect the
professional counselor, as well as the process of ethical
decision-making. Federal and state legislation dealing with
confidentiality, duty to warn, neglect and abuse, sex discrimi-
nation, family rights and special education will be among the
topics to be studied. Ethical standards of the American
Counsehng Association and the American Psychological
Association will be reviewed and discussed. GuideUnes and
competencies for working with multicultural and other
special populations wiU also be examined.
GC 535 Applied Counseling: Adolescent-Adult
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528
Developmental issues, diagnostic techniques and individual
and group counseling strategies appropriate for use with
adolescents and/or adults wiU be addressed. Report writing,
referral and consultation procedures and current trends wiU
be studied. Pre-practica (5-12) field component included.
GC 536 Applied Counseling: Pre-Adolescent (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528
Developmental issues diagnostic techniques and individual
and group counseling strategies appropriate for use with pre-
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
adolescents will be addressed. Report writing, referral and
consultation procedures and current trends will be studied.
Pre-practica (PreK-9) field component included.
GC 537 The Counseling Process (3 crs.)
Course will focus on the relationship, reorientation and
accomplishment phases of the counseling process. Primary
readings will be utilized. Interventions and techniques to
promote counseling effectiveness will be discussed and
practiced.
GC 538/PY 518 Theory and Process of Group
Interaction (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528
An examination of the theories and processes of group
dynamics and their relationship to counseling philosophy.
Special emphasis will be placed on the synthesis of leader-
ship, membership and purpose, as well as the evaluation of
the appropriateness of various group-counseling applications.
GC 539/PY 517 Career Information and Placement
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
This course will review concepts, issues, and trends in the
field of career education. It is designed to consider the role
of the counselor m the career decision-making process, as
well as current issues in the facihtation of career decisions for
women, men, couples and "minority" persons. Topics wiU
include, but may not be limited to, selected theories of career
life planning and development, techniques designed to bring
about greater awareness of needs, values, interests and
abihties related to career decision making and a range of
techniques counselors may choose to facihtate work with
clients. Prc-practicum field component included.
GC 542/PY 519 The Facilitation of Group Experience
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 538
Group II is an introduction to the concepts and practices of
facilitating various types of group e.xpericnccs. A number of
leadership methods will be presented, and each participant
will experience a leadership role under controlled circum-
stances.
GC 544 Introduction to Reality Therapy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
This course is designed to bring about an awareness and an
understanding of the philosophy and basic concepts of reality
therapy Activities will enhance opportunity to experience
reality therapy as a technique for counseling.
GC 545 Counseling from an Existential-Humanistic
Perspective (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 52V
An examination of the philosophy (<f (•\i'>i<-iiti.i!iMii with
particular emphasis on its relevance to counseling. Topics
include the existential crisis, authenticity, resistance, the role
of the counselor, the self, anxiety and choice.
GC 546 Parent and Family Counseling (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
An introduction to parent and family therapy theory and
technique. Role-playing and viewing videotapes of sessions
will aid participants in mastering the material.
GC 548 Advanced Applied Counseling Pre-Practicum
Experience: Adolescent-Adult (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529 and GC 532
and GC 535 (or GC 536) and GC 539
This didactic seminar is designed to provide the advanced
counsehng student with an opportunity to further examine
and apply counseling practice with adolescents and adults
through an intensive pre-practicum field experience. During
this time, students will actively work with clients in the role
of counselor. Emphasis will be placed upon the application of
counseling techniques to the adolescent/adult population and
the further refinement of a student's personal counseling style
and self-awareness. Maximum use of audio/video tape, role-
play and observation will be made. Moreover, overarching
issues such as multiculturalism, human development,
technology and context (i.e. urban, rural, suburban) will be
integrated throughout the seminar and seminar field
components included.
GC 549 Advanced Applied Counseling Pre-Practicum
Experience: Pre-Adolescent (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529 and GC 532
and GC 535 (or GC 536) and GC 539
This didactic seminar is designed to provide the advanced
counsehng student with an opportunity to further examine
and apply counseling practice with pre-adolescents through
an intensive pre-practicum field experience. During this tune,
students will actively work with clients in the role of
counselor. Emphasis will be placed upon the application of
counsehng techniques to the pre-adolescent population and
the further refinement of a students personal counseling style
and self-awareness. Maximum use of judio/video tape, role-
play and observation will be made. Mi>reover. overarching
issues such as multiculturalism, human development,
technology and context (i.e. urban, rural, suburban) will bo
integrated throughout the seminar and seminar field
components included.
GC 551 Student Personnel Work in Higher Education
(3 crs.)
I'rniqiiisitc: CC 5 10 and GCi 52S and GC 52''
An intensive introduction to the literature ol student
personnel and student development Basic concepts, philoso-
phies and ciirrciil models, practices and issues in the field will
be studied
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)Jot assistance in locating courses descriptions.
GC 553 Seminar in College Admissions (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
An introduction to the matters related to the transition of
students to higher education. Specifically designed to allow
the individual to experience and procure the necessary
background to function as a secondary school or college
admissions counselor.
GC 554 Internship-School Guidance Counselor
(PreK-9) (6 crs.)
GC 555 Internship-School Guidance Counselor (5-12)
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: 30 graduate credits in the counseling program, including
all department core requirements, documentation of three appropriate
pre-practicum field experiences, and a halfpracticum or consent of the
program coordinator
An internship (GC 554 or GC 555) is less than full-time but
at least one-fifth time employment in the role of school
guidance counselor at the level of the certificate desired. An
internship includes a minimum of 300 clock hours at the
practicum site. This internship will no longer fulfill the
requirements for certification by the Department of
Education effective October 1, 1994. Students must
register with the program coordinator by May 1 5 for the fall
semester internship, or by October 1 5 for the spring semester
internship.
GC 556 Practicum-School Guidance Counselor
(PreK-9) (6 crs.)
GC 557 Practicum-School Guidance Counselor (5-12)
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: 30 graduate credits in the counseling program, including
all department core requirements and documentation of three
appropriate pre-practicum field experiences or consent of the program
coordinator
A practicum (GC 556 or GC 557) must be completed in the
role of school guidance counselor, at the level of the
certificate desired. A fiall practicum includes a minimum of 300
hours at the practicum site, and a half practicum includes a
minimum of 150 hours. This practicum will no longer
fulfill the requirements for certification by the
Department of Education eflfective October 1, 1994.
Students must register with the program coordinator by May
15 for the fall semester practicum, or by October 15 for the
spring semester practicum.
GC 558 Practicum-Agency Counselor (6 crs.)
GC 559 Practicum-CoUege Student Personnel (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: 30 graduate credits in the counseling program including
all department requirements, documentation of appropriate field
experience, and afwld experience application approved by the
program coordinator
Candidates must complete a minimum of a 1 50 clock hour
practicum within one calendar year in a role and at a site
approved by the coordinator of the counseling program.
Students must register with the program coordinator by April
1 5 for the fall semester practicum and by October 1 5 for the
spring semester practicum.
GC 560 Special Topics in Counseling (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
Special topics of current relevance in counsehng will be
offered from time to time. The topic to be addressed will be
announced in pre-registration publications. May be taken
more than once with the consent of the adviser.
GC 561 Death/Dying/Bereavement Counseling
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
Introduction to the theory and application of grief work
principles as they apply to adults, children and families, as
well as others who are indirectly impacted. Emphasis will be
on grief counsehng, rather than grief therapy and will focus
primarily on the "bereaved". The course wUl stress the
importance of counselor self-awareness around this loaded
area and counselor impact on the therapeutic process. At the
core of all course will be a respect for the "chent" and the
larger world from which he or she comes, a recognition of
the importance of culture and other critical intervening
factors on the counseling and grief process, and the mainte-
nance of high ethical standards.
GC 562 Contemporary Psychosocial Issues in
Counseling Assessment and Strategies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
This course will focus on contemporary issues confronting
the professional counselor in educational, agency and
community settings. Such cutting edge issues may include,
but not be limited to, substance abuse, AIDS/HIV, childhood,
adolescent and adult trauma such as sexual and physical
abuse, domestic violence and PTSD, teen pregnancy/
parenthood and human sexuality. The advanced counsehng
student will become acquainted with the current research on
each area and will be actively encouraged to explore his own
feelings about the issues and the predominate populations
served. Traditional and nontraditional intervention strategies
will also be explored.
GC 563 Psychopharmacology for Nonmedical
Professionals (3 crs.)
This course examines modern drug treatment tor mental
disorders, including schizophrenia, mania, depression and
anxiety.The types of drugs-antipsychotic, antidepressants,
antianxiety and sedative-hypnotics are discussed in conjunc-
tion with diagnostic factors, effectiveness, side effects, risk,
and biological actions. Psychotherapeutic and ethical
concerns are considered.
GC 564 Theories of Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
This course will contrast and compare the major models of
development: cognitive-structural, psychoanalytic, and
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
behaviorist, with special emphasis on their prior assumptions
and research strategies.Works of Piaget, Werner, Freud,
Erikson, Skinner, Spence and others will be exatmned.
GC 565 Cognitive Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
The development of the cognitive processes, including
perception, language, intelligence and memory. Throughout
the life cycle the major focus will be on the growth of basic
systems and strategies for representing information symboli-
cally. The work of cognitive theories such as Berlyne, Bruner
and Piaget will be considered.
GC 566 Childhood Psychopathology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 5U) and GC 528 and GC 529
The nature, etiology, consequences and prevention of the
major emotional disorders of children, considered from a
developmental viewpoint. Areas include emotional problems
of normal children as well as serious psychopathology.
Primary emphasis is on psychological factors responsible for
deviance.
GC 567 Marital and Family Therapy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
This course is an examination of the treatment strategies for
marital and family systems. Attention will be given to; 1)
history and development of marital family therapy; 2) current
schools of therapy; 3) strategies of intervention; 4) the role of
the therapist in marital and family work; 5) professional
standards for marital and family therapy.
GC 568 Psychopathology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculated in counseling program and GC 510 and
GC 528 and GC 529
An examination of the classification, symptoms, and
treatment of the types of psychopathology listed in the DSM
III-R or its revisions. Special focus will be given to differen-
tial diagnosis issues and intervention strategics.
GC 569 Internship-School Guidance Counselor
(PreK-9) (9 crs.)
GC 570 Internship-School Guidance Counselor (5-12)
(9 crs.)
Prerequisite: 36 graduate credits in the counseling program, including
till department course requirements, documentation of 75 prepractica
hours, prior to beginning their internship experience, a halfpracticum
or consent of the program coordinator, and a field experience
application approved by the program coordinator
An internship (CjC; 569 or 570) is less than full tune but
at least one-fifth time ciiipioyinent in the role of school
guidance counselor at the level of the certificate desired. An
internship includes a mimmuni of 450 clock hours at the
practicum site. Students must register with the program
coordinator in May for the fall semester internship or by
October for the spring semester mterii\liip This course
fulfills the revised Department of Education internship
requirements for school guidance counselor certifica-
tion eflfective October 1994.
GC 571 Practicum - School Guidance Counselor
(PreK-9) (9 crs.)
GC 572 Practicum - School Guidance Counselor
(5-12) (9 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 548 or GC 549
A practicum (GC 556 or GC 557) must be completed in the
role of school guidance counselor, at the level of the
certificate desired and at a site approved by the coordinator of
the counseling program. A practicum includes a minimum of
450 clock hours at the practicum site; 50 hours will be
subtracted for each year employed in the role of certification
up to a total of 150 hours. The student must have completed
75 prepractica hours, prior to beginning their practicum
experience. Students must register with the program
coordinator in April for the fall semester practicum or by
October for the spring semester practicum. This course
fulfills the revised Department of Education
practicum requirements for school guidance and
counselor certification effective October 1994.
GC 573 Internship: Mental Health Counselor (9 crs.)
Prerequisite: 36 graduate credits in the counseling program, including
all department course requirements, GC 576, and a field experience
application approved by the program coordinator
Candidates must complete a minimum of a 450 clock hour
internship in a role and at a site approved by the coordinator
of the counsehng program. Students must register with the
coordinator in May for the fall semester internship and in
October for the spring semester internship. Students
seeking licensure must have 100 practicum (pre-
internship) hours of counseling prior to beginning
their internship and the internship must also be 600
clock hours in length while meeting all current
licensing requirements for internship (CMR 262).
GC 575 Practicum - School Social Worker/School
Adjustment Counselor (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 36 graduate credits in the counseling program and a
field experience application approved by the program coordinator
Students must complete a 900 hour supervised field experi-
ence in the role of, and supervised by, a school social worker/
school adjustment counselor Each student must demonstrate
understanding and application of the competencies tor the
certificate as shown in the student's clinical skills displayed
during the field experience. Each field experience must
include interaction with the juvenile justice system. Students
must register with the program coordinator by April for the
(all semester and October for the spring semester.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
GC 576 Advanced Applied Counseling: Practicum
Experience (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529 and GC 564
and GC 532 and GC 535 (or GC 536) and GC 568 and GC
539 and GC 534
This didactic seminar is designed to provide the advanced
counsehng student with an opportunity to further examine
and apply counsehng practice with children, adolescents, and
adults through an intensive practicum field experience.
Students will actively work with clients in the role of
counselor. Emphasis will be placed upon the application of
counseling techniques and the further refinement of a
student's personal counseling style and self-awareness.
Maximum use of audio/videotape, role-play, and observation
will be made. Moreover, overarching issues such as
multiculturalism, human development, technology and
context (i.e. urban, rural, suburban) will be integrated
throughout the seminar and seminar field components
included. Students must adhere to all current licensing
requirements for practica (CMR 262). Students interested in
eligibility for certification as a school adjustment counselor
must complete 100 hours at least half of which must occur
in a school setting under the supervision of a certified school
social worker/school adjustment counselor including
interaction with the juvenile justice system.
GC 580 Post-Master's Clinical Experience: School
Guidance Counselor (PreK-9) (9 crs.)
GC 581 Post-Master's Clinical Experience: School
Guidance Counselor (5-12) (9 crs.)
Prerequisite: a field experience application approved Ity the program
coordinator
This course is a 600 hour field experience for professional
counselors who have been provisionally certified by the
Massachusetts Department of Education for at least one year
(with advanced standing) as a school guidance counselor and
are seeking standard certification. Building upon completed
course work and field experience each student will have the
opportunity to further master and demonstrate advanced
counseling skills in the role of a professional school guidance
counselor. Emphasis will be placed upon the theory and
application of advanced counseling techniques to a variety of
chents based upon competencies as identified in Standards 1-
V. Moreover, issues such as multiculturalism, human
development, technology and context (i.e. urban, rural,
suburban) will be integrated throughout this seminar.
GC 582 Principles and Methods of Community
Counseling and Consultations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
This course will explore the wide variety of factors in
society and the community that effect the well-being of the
client in school, agency/community, and higher education
settings. Emphasis will be on addressing human problems
through community counseling and consultation within a
framework of professional standards and equity. Topics
include: consultation, referral, program development,
intervention strategies, general systems theory, coirununity
counsehng, person/environment "fit" and action/evaluation
research.
GC 590 Internship I: Mental Health Counselor
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 576
This internship is for students interested in a license as a
mental health counselor. Students must complete at least 300
(of a total of 600) hours at a site approved by the coordinator
of the counseling program. All internship sites must conform
to current licensing law including having an approved on-site
supervisor as defined by the Board of Registration for a
licensed mental health counselor (see 262 CMR). Students
interested in eligibility for certification as an adjustment
counselor must complete 400 hours (of a total of 900) hours
at least half of which must occur in a school setting under
the supervision of a certified school social worker/school
adjustment counselor including interaction with the juvenile
justice system. Students must register with the coordinator in
April tor the fall semester internship and in October for the
spring semester internship. The internship must be approved
by a faculty adviser before it is submitted to the graduate
coordinator. This course is followed by GC 591 to complete
the 600-900 clock hours in length while meeting all current
licensing requirements for internship (CMR 262)
GC 591 Internship II: Mental Health Counselor
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 590
This internship is for students interested in a license as a
mental health counselor and continuing from a site approved
in GC 590. Students must complete a second block of at
least 300 hours to complete a 600-900 hour internship at a
site already approved. Again, this course is only available for
students who have completed GC 590.
GC 592 Internship in Higher Education/Student
Affairs (9 crs.)
Prerequisite: ED 530 and GC 510 and GC 528 and GC 529
and GC 532 and GC 535 and GC 538 and GC 539 and GC
551 and GC 560
This internship is for students enrolled in the higher
education track of the counseling program. Students must
complete at least 450 hours at a site approved by student's
academic adviser and the coordinator of the counseling
program. Students must register with the coordinator in
April for the fall semester internship and in October for the
spring semester internship. The internship must be approved
by a faculty adviser before it is submitted to the graduate
coordinator.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
GEOGRAPHY (PHYSICAL) (GE)
GE 100 Physical Geography (3 crs.)
This course is an introduction to physical geography
phenomena (landforms, chmate, oceans, soils) in which
human-land relationships are central. The focus is on
understanding the processes at work in the environment and
on their interrelationships. Two hours of lecture and one
two-hour laboratory period weekly. Satisfies the GER in
Physical and Biological Sciences. Either semester. Cannot be
taken if GE 120 is takenfor credit
GE 120 The Physical World (3 crs.)
This course studies the formation and distribution of
landforms, climates, soils and vegetation. Emphasis is placed
on the interrelationships among these components of the
environment and their significance to life on earth. Satisfies
the GER in Physical and Biological Sciences (non-lab
course). Either semester Cannot he taken if GE 100 is taken for
credit.
GE 196 Environmental Geography (3 crs.)
The spatial aspects of the interaction between humans and
their physical environment are examined through the
analysis of selected problem.s from resource capacity to
pollution. The perceptions of environmental hazards of
human settlements are exanuned to illuminate environmen-
tal decision-making. Satisfies the GER in Physical and
Biological Sciences (non-lab course). Either semester
GE 203 Meteorology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GE 100 or GE 120 and consent of the instructor
Study of the basic atmospheric processes that result in
weather, regional weather systems. Basic instrumentation and
practice in observing, data presentation and interpretation of
weather maps. Two hours of lecture and one rwo-hour
laboratory period weekly. Fall semester
GE 204 Climatology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GE 100 or GE 120 or consent of the instructor
Study of the elements and controls of climate emphasizing
their effect on man and the environment, and man's response
to and modification of climate. The world distribution of
climatic regions. Instrumentation .ind practice in observing,
data presentation and analysis. Spring senusii r
GE 216 Cartography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GE 100 or G/; 120 or /:\ 101) or lOfi'nit ihe
instructor
Theory and practice in the design .uui ili.iliinj; oi iiups,
graphs and charts for the gr.iphic presentation of gc»)graphi-
cal and statistical inf<)riiutu>n. One hour of lecture and four
one-hour laboratory periods weekly. Addition.d laborator)'
time may be required. Spring semester
GE 307 Management and Preservation of Natural
Environment (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: junior standing and consent of the instructor
This course is devoted to a detailed examination of the
occurrence, exploitation and conservation of natural
resources, including minerals, soils, water, forest, grassland,
fisheries, wildlife, recreation areas and scenery. Emphasis is
placed on conservation in the United States. Offered alternate
years, Fall semester
GE 317 Air Photo Interpretation — Remote Sensing
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GE 100 or GE 120 or ES 100
Theory and practice in extracting information about the
earth's physical and cultural features from aerial photographs.
Acquaint students with the detection, identification, and
analysis of the earth's features through remote sensing. The
application of computerized digital image processing to
satelhte environmental data. Fall semester
GE 318 Computer Cartography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GF. 2 1
6
This course is concerned with the theory and application of
computer processing as related to cartographic design and
production. It will emphasize the use of large mainframe
computers and peripheral devices (i.e. line printer, pen
plotter, digitizer and graphics terminal) in the production of
maps and other graphic output. No knowledge of computer
programming is required for the course. Offered alternate years,
Fall semester
GE 354 Field Methods in Urban Geography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GS .h'>.i
A geography analysis of local urban areas and their problems,
and the apphcation of concepts learned in GS 353. Hours
arranged.
GE 361 Geography of Environmental Problems
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ES 100, GE 100 or GE 120
Environmental problems are considered in this course from
the geographer's point of view — problems such as popula-
tion density and distribution; balanced land use and its
philosophic, aesthetic, and scientific basts; the circulation of
goods and people; and a comparison of levels of develop-
ment. Offered alternate years, Spring semester
GE 417 Satellite Image Processing Applications to the
Environment (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: any GS or Gli course, familiarity with lOinputers
recommended
The acquisition ol information tor mtensive environmental
iiionitoring is increasingly done thriiugh remote sensing,
which permits a rapid, efiicient manner for analysis and
decision making by environmental researchers and resource
managers, riiis Kuirse will explore techmques to analyze
Note: See pages 212-21 i (course prefix key} for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
remotely sensed data using a variety of image analysis
systems. Principles of acquisition and interpretation of data
collected by imaging sensor such as radar, thermal, and multi-
spectral scanners are discussed. Digital image processing
techniques such as rectification and restoration (processing),
image enhancement, image classification and data merging
covered. The course is taught as a combination of lectures
and computer laboratory time with hands-on use of one of
the remote sensing software. Offered alternate years, Fall semester
G£ 419 Geographic Information Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: at least junior standing, open to all majors or consent of
the instructor
This course explores the use of computers in handling
geographic information. Students will learn the conceptual
modehng methods and principles necessary for the design
and assessment of geographic information systems. Applica-
tion of several geo-processing tools to accomplish the
horizontal and vertical integration of spatial data are
considered. Vector, raster, and relational data structures are
examined. No knowledge of computer programming is
required for this course.Two hours of lecture and three one-
hour laboratory periods weekly. Additional laboratory and
field time may be required. Spring semester
GE 474 Quantitative Geography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 1 10 or consent of the instructor
The use of statistical techniques, and computer and model
building methodology to analyze various spatial phenomena.
GE/GS 498 Internship in Geography or Planning
(3-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
Student internships in local planning department or agency.
The purpose of this internship is to provide a student with
experience in various aspects of his planning interest. Either
semester
GE 500 Planning and Urban Environment (3 crs.)
Philosophy and problems of urban and regional planning.
GE 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
GE 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
Other Approved Courses
GE 520 Improving the Teaching of Earth Sciences,
Geography, and Energy I
GE 521 Improving the Teaching of Earth Sciences,
Geography, and Energy II
GRADUATE PROGRAM
PLANNING (GP)
GP 501 Graduate Program Planning (1 cr.)
The planning and development of a coherent program of
graduate study appropriate to the student's academic and
professional background and objectives. Graduate students
who have been accepted into a master's degree or CAGS
program should enroll under the direction of their adviser(s)
immediately after acceptance by the Graduate School and
prior to enrolling in any additional courses. Graded on a
pass/ fail basis.
GEOGRAPHY AS A SOCIAL
SCIENCE (GS)
GS 110 Human Geography (3 crs.)
An inquiry into the theoretical and empirical approaches to
the study of human spatial analysis is presented. The major
topics covered include population, race, language, religion,
politics, urbanization and economics. Satisfies the GER in
Social Sciences. Each semester
GS 160 Geography of Non-Western Cultures (3 crs.)
This course in human geography introduces the geographical
study of the current cultural and social systems in the non-
western world (in Africa, Asia and Latin America). Emphasis is
placed on the diversity of cultural frameworks and their
strategies for dealing with problems. Satisfies the GER in
Non-Western Civihzation. Fall semester
GS 170 Regional Geography: The Developed World
(3 crs.)
The study of regional geography of the developed world
(including Anglo-America, Europe and the Soviet Union, Australia
andJapan) investigates how humans have used the resources
available to them to obtain a high standard of living in
different physical and cultural miheux.This high standard of
living is reflected in land use patterns that are similar in their
broad outhnes but different in detail. Satisfies the GER in
Social Sciences. Spring semester
GS 320 Geography Materials and Methods (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Any GS or GE course
This course is focused on the maps, globes, and other
geographic learning material that are used in developing and
extending geographic knowledge and insight. Current
techniques and alternative frameworks in the field of
geographic education are emphasized. The course details an
examination of the strategies, texts, materials and media that
can be used to enhance the teaching and learning of
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
geography within our schools. It closely integrates geo-
graphic content and teaching methods so that a truly
geographic view of the world can be developed in the
classroom. Offered alternate years, Spring semester
GS 353 Urban Geography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Any GS course or consent of the instructor
The geographic aspects of the city including location,
function, land use patterns and interaction. Fieldwork focuses
on current problems facing urban life. Fall semester
GS 358 Geography of Latin America (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GE 100 or GE 120 or GS 110
Physical and cultural patterns of selected countries of South
America. Emphasis on current economic and political
problems.
GS 362 Economic Geography ( 3 crs.)
Prerequisite: any GS or EC course or consent of the instructor
The geographical analysis of the distribution of economic
activities such as production, exchange and consumption is
presented in this course. Here we examine the principles
underlying spatial variations in land use and economic
development at the local, national and international levels.
Fall stmester
GS 363 Locational Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EC 101 or GS 362 or consent of the instructor
The spatial approach is utihzed to analyze retail, industrial,
and public utility location. Topics covered include demo-
graphic analysis, retail structure, location factors, and
economic development.
GS 378 Geography ofAnglo-America (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GE 100 or 120 or consent of the instructor
A description and analysis of the relationships between
relevant physical and cultural features of regions in the
United States and Canada. Fall semester
GS 380 Geography of Russia/C.I.S. (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Any 100 level GE or GS course
The geography of environment, resources and population is
studied in relation to history and the present economic and
social system of the Russia/C.I.S. Offered alternate years, Fall
semester
GS 384 Geography of Asia (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Any 100 level GE or GS course
The physical and cultural patterns of selected countries of
Asia. Offered once in three years
GS 386 Geography of Canada (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GE 100 or GE 120 or consent of the instructor
The geography of environment, resources and population is
examined in relation to history, economic, and regional land
patterns of Canada. Offered alternate years, Spring semester
GS 388 Geography ofAfrica (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:Any 100 level GE or GS course
The physical and cultural features of the African continent
vsrith special reference to the emerged pohtical and regional
patterns. Spring semester
GS 420 Principles of Urban and Regional Planning
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GS 353 or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the process of planning which deals with
the interrelationships of resources, facilities, activities, and
people over time and space. Offered alternate years, Spring
semester
GS 430 Geography ofTransportarion (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:Any GS course or consent of the instructor
This course will provide a spatial understanding of the role of
transportation and interaction. It will provide an analysis of
the importance of location relative to economic activities,
development of distribution systems, flow analysis, effective-
ness of distribution systems and the impact of transport
systems on economic development.
GS 473 Political Geography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Any GS or PO course
The course examines the variation of pohtically organized
areas and their relationships to each other. The focus is on the
interaction of geographical factors (distance, location and
distribution) and political process. Emphasis is on both state
and non-state agents in the pohtical arrangement of space.
Fall semester
GS 490 Seminar in Geography (3 crs.)
The historical development of methods and techniques used
in geographic research. Preparation of a research paper on a
problem selected from one of the subdivisions of geography.
For senior geography majors.
GS/GE 498 Internship in Geography or Planning
(3-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent oj the dcpartim nl
; formal application required
Student internship in a local planning department or agency.
The purpose of this internship is to provide a student with
experience in various aspects of his planning interests. Either
semester
GS 499 Directed Study in Geography (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department, lorwal appluation required
Open tojumors and senior\ who h.ive dcnioiistr.iieJ cntual
and analytic.ll .ibilitics in tlu-ir studios and wlu> wish to pursue
a project mdcpcndently. May be taken twice for a inaxiiiiuin
of SIX credits. Either semester




GS 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
GS 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an appUed research project,
which integrates theory and practice utihzing educational
research format and disciplinary knowledge.
GS 550 Contemporary Issues in Geography (3 crs.)
Geographic issues from the classical period through the
modern era will be examined with an emphasis on contem-
porary geographical problems and developments in both the
western and the non-western world. The course explores
paradigmatic shifts in the field of geography and their
significance for present-day geographic thought and research.
GS 555 Field Methods in Geographic Inquiry (3 crs.)
The basis for this course is the contention that the principal
training of the geographer should come from doing field-
work. The skills of observing and recording of data are
emphasized in real world settings where students are led to
recognize spatial patterns, to develop hypothesis, and to
evaluate their findings. The course involves numerous field
trips within the local area as cultural and physical topics are
examined with an emphasis on the interaction between these
realms.
GS 560 Seminar in Geographic Education (3 crs.)
This seminar discusses international perspectives on the
essential nature of spatial analysis and its relation to primary,
secondary and tertiary education. The aims, content and
evaluation of geography programs are examined in order to
develop a coherent framework for analyzmg the practice of
the field in these educational settings. The course also
explores the intellectual ingredients essential for a geographer
and especially required of a geographer educator.
GS 565 Geotechnology (3 crs.)
This course provides an understanding and exposure to
selected fields of geotechnology including cartography,
computer cartography, airphoto interpretation, remote
sensing, geodesy and geographic information systems (GIS).
Learn to distinguish the principles behind the chosen fields
and develop the ability to integrate them, for example,
remote sensing and GIS. Apply and test mapping-related
software on different computer platforms using wide variety
of software programs with practical applications. (Additional
laboratory and field time may be required).
GS 570 Planning and Economic Development (3 crs.)
An examination of the concepts and approaches to urban and
regional planning and economic development, with an
emphasis on design, land use, urban renewal and zoning. The
course explores the rationales and outcomes of public and
private facility location. Local field trips and attendance at
public hearings will be required.
GS 575 Environmental Issues: Problems and Solutions
(3 crs.)
The course will examine the earth as transformed by human
action at the global, regional, and local scales. Detailed study
of selected pressing issues will be pursued from historical,
contemporary, and predictive viewpoints. Factors influencing
possible resolutions of these issues will be closely examined.
GS 580 The Regional Method in Geographic Analysis
(3 crs.)
This course examines the nature of regionalism as a heuristic
device. The purposes and problems of regionalization are
explored in a variety of contexts where human and physical
phenomena interact. Regions are analyzed and changing
social constructs essential for the spatial analysis so central to
geographic inquiry. The course examines changing definitions
of regionalism from the French compage to the fluid
functional regions of contemporary life.
Other Approved Courses:
GS 382 Geography of Europe
HEALTH (HE)
HE 102 Health Science and Wellness (3 crs.)
Attitudes and practices as they influence effective living:
common adult health problems; community health standards
and services; special problems of community health.
HE 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors CoUoquia in Health aUow exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. CoUoquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or scientific project,
which provides the major part of the grade. Open to All-
College Honors students and to others at the discretion of the
instructor. The minimum enrollment is two and the maxi-
mum IS twelve. Topics vary from semester to semester. HE
135 Fall semester, HE 136 Spring semester
288 Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
HE 200 Principles and Practices of Health Education
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HE 102 and admission to the Professional Education
Program
Selection of content for health courses with emphasis on
current trends; analysis of the learning and teaching process
as applied to health education. Fall semester
HE 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in Health allow exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or scientific
project, which provides the major part of the grade. Open to
All-College Honors students and to others at the discretion
of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two and the
maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to semester.
HE 286 Fall semester, HE 287 Spring semester
HE 300 Current Issues in Health (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HE 102
Designed to acquaint the students with current health issues
and trends related to the school and community. Spring
semester
HE 302 American Red Cross Standard First Aid
(1 cr.)
The purpose of the American Red Cross Standard First Aid
course is to train students to help people in emergencies.
This course teaches the standard first aid skills a person needs
to act as the first hnk in the emergency medical service
system.
HE 401 Human Sexuality (3 crs.)
This course deals with issues of sexual response, including
dysfunction and reproduction. Also included are discussions
of sexual styles and expressions as they impact upon the
biosocial and pohtical climate of the times. Topics of in-depth
analysis may focus upon IVF issues, fertility control and
sexually transmitted diseases.
HE/SW 403 Interdisciplinary Approaches to the
Delivery of Health Services (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in health and social work or health-related
areas
A wide range of interdisciplinary health team approaches will
be analyzed. The field component is observational and will
provide insight into the pragniatic realities of .i health team.
This course will be a first exposure to the theoretical and
experiential dynamics of interdisciplinary approaches to
delivery of health services. Disciplines involved include social
work, health, psychology, nursing and medicine. Spring
semester - alternate years
HE 405 Drugs in Society (3 crs.)
Study of the impact of the environmental and cultural values
affecting the drug using population.Views on subculture and
alternative hfe styles and the forces that shape them. Under-
standing trends of modern treatment facilities and rehabilita-
tion procedures. Emphasis on alternatives to drug use.
HE 407 Stress Management (3 crs.)
This course is designed to provide students with an overview
of the phenomenon of stress, and its relationship to specific
illness, diseases and dysfunctions. The course also provides
students with opportunities to practice, apply and demonstrate
stress intervention and management techniques.
HE 420 Women's Health Issues (3 crs.)
This course is designed to provide students with an overview
of contemporary women's health topics. Students will explore
the various dimensions of women's health - examining the
contributing social, cultural, epidemiological, psychological,
political and economic influences.
HE 430 Principles and Practice of Epidemiology
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: junior standing or consent of the instructor
This course is designed to acquaint students with the
principles, methods, and approaches to the study of patterns of
disease and the health conditions, which might influence
disease in human populations. It also includes factors that
influence occurrence and the applications of epidemiological
methods for prevention and control. Fall semester
HE 450 Health Promotion Strategies (3 crs.)
Current strategies and techniques for transmitting information
will be analyzed. Students will develop and evaluate strategies
and techniques for promoting health information and wellness
behaviors in a variety of settings. Spring semester
HE 455 Promoting Health in the Workplace (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HE 450
This course will prepare students to develop, plan, implement
and evaluate health education programs and policies in the
work setting. In addition to learning "how to techniques",
students will be exposed to theory related to adult learning,
motivation, learning/teaching process as well as the factors
that facilitate and/or impede becoming healthy in the
workplace. Alternate years
HE 471 Nutrition (3 crs.)
Nutrition and its relation to cultural patterns, dental health,
total health and fitness, weight control and purchasing and
preparation of food.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
HE 474 Community Health (3 crs.)
The history' and development of pubUc health programs, the
relationships of health departments—local, state and
federal
—
public and private agencies, and the school health
program. Problems and principles of the community health
programs based on local needs. Designed for classroom
teachers, health specialists and others interested in commu-
nity' health. Fall semester
HE 477 Environmental Health (3 crs.)
Study of selected environmental influences, and how they
affect health. Proposal and action-oriented suggestions for
bringing about change. Understanding pressure tactics,
pohtical influences, resistive forces and strategies for dealing
with them. Exploration of legal structure, geographical
difficulties, priority establishment and safety tolerances.
Alternate years
HE 478 Consumer Health (3 crs.)
Course designed to help people make informed decisions
regarding their best use of health products and services.
Topics to be covered include health insurance, hfe insurance,
credit buying, quacks, patent medicines, fad diets, food
buying, criteria for selecting health service, identifying
subtleties in advertising and understanding the misconcep-
tions concerning health. Spring semester
HE 482 Health Education in the Elementary Schools
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
Study of the identification and appraisal of physical, emo-
tional and social health problems of elementary school
children. Focus on teachers' approaches toward health
education and the creation of an emotionally, socially and
inteUectually healthy classroom enviromiient. Fall semester
HE 483 Nutrition and Cardiovascular Health (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: one course in nutrition or a scientifically based course
that includes topics of nutrition
This course will deal with the selection of nutritional foods
throughout the life cycle with specific emphasis on how
cardiovascular health may be maintained and/or improved by
proper nutritional practices. Spring semester
HE 484 Death and Dying Education (3 crs.)
A study of the health issues (physical, emotional and social)
related to terminal illness and death. Fall semester
HE 485 Medical and Scientific Aspects of Human
Sexuality (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HE 401 or consent of the instructor
The purpose of this course is to update the advanced
sexuality student on medical research as it relates to human
sexuality. Course content may consider such issues as fertility
medications, sexual dysfiinction, as well as research on
variations in sexual styles. Alternate years
HE 491 Field Based Pre-Practicum—Health
Education (5-12) (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
This course is designed to provide the student with an
introduction to teaching health education in an off-campus
setting.
HE 492 Practicum in Student Teaching—Health
(12 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and good standing in teacher preparation
program and satisfactorily completed department teacher preparation
program courses and admission to the Professional Education
Program
Full-time teaching for one semester with supervision
provided by members of the department.
HE 495 Field Based Pre-Practicum—Health
Education (PreK-9) (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
This course is designed to provide the student with an
introduction to teaching health education in an off-campus
setting.
HE 496 Practicum in Student Teaching — Health
(PreK-9) (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and good standing in teacher preparation
program and satisfactorily completed department teacher preparation
program courses and admission to the Professional Education
Program
Full-time teaching for one semester with supervision
provided by members of the department.
HE 498 Field Experience in Health (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
A field experience offers quahfied students the opportunity
to gain practical off-campus experience in health. Place-
ments are made in both pubhc and private agencies and are
designed to complement a student's concentration or minor
in health.
HE 499 Directed Study in Health (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits.
HE 501 Health Promotion Project (3 crs.)
Individual health promotion project is planned, implemented
and evaluated under the direct supervision of a faculty
mentor.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
HE 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Indepen-
dent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section
of this catalog.
HE 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entided "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
HE 504 Seminar in Health Promotion Theory and
Literature (3 crs.)
This course is designed to orient the graduate student to the
process of a formal Uterature review and the subsequent
theory that ensues. The student will be required to complete
a comprehensive hterature review and dehver a formal
seminar report.
HE 508 Health Crisis Intervention (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: six credits in health
Dealing with mental, emotional and social health problems
of the individual, the family and society. Exploration of
suicide education, death education and psychosomatic
illness. Investigation and practice of techmques of aiding the
potential suicide; the tripping drug user; the chronic
alcohoUc; the obese, neurotic, and promiscuous; geriatric
problems; and health care availabihty. Course will consider
agency roles in these areas. Offered alternate yean
HE 509 Occupational Health and Safety (3 crs.)
Study of the potential health and safety hazards in different
occupational environments and intervention measures to
reduce or eliminate exposures.
HE 510 Advanced Nutrition Concepts (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HE 471 or a nutrition course
An advanced course in nutrition with emphasis on current
nutritional concepts and a critical analysis of major nutri-
tional issues.
HE 511 Research and Evaluation Methods in Health
Promotion (3 crs.)
This course will develop competencies needed to both
produce and consume research in health promotion and
allied areas.Via the development of a research proposal,
students will gain an undcrsunding of such research
techniques as problem formulation, literature review,
sampling, hypothesis construction, research design, instru-
mentation and daU analysis. Fall semester
HE 513 International Health (3 crs.)
An overview of health status, health programs and trends in
health care dehvery systems in various countries in the
world. Consideration of socio-cultural influences on health
and disease of various ethnic groups in the United States •will
be explored. Major emphasis is placed on culture and
environment as they relate to health practices of various
subcultures in the U.S. and developmg nations. The course is
particularly beneficial for those mterested in working in
international health settings.
HE 514 Selected Topics in Environmental Health
(3 crs.)
An in-depth study of important environmental health issues.
The topics discussed will provide the information needed to
make inteUigent decisions regardmg critical environmental
health problems.
HE 515 Organization and Administration of
Comprehensive School Health Programs
(3 crs.)
The four major areas of comprehensive school health
organization (foundations, environment, services and
instruction) will be examined. The interrelationship between
school health and pubhc health programs will be discussed
while emphasizing the plarming, implementation and
evaluation of the comprehensive school health program.
HE 516 Family Life and Sex Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: at least one course in human sexuality and consent of
the instructor
Curriculum development and implementation strategies for
comprehensive school-community based sexuality education
The course deals with a variety of sexuality issues including
STDs, fertihty and contemporary social issues of sexism and
aggression. Offered alternate yean
HE 518 Quantitative Methods in Health Promotion/
Epidemiology (3 crs.)
This is an introductory course in quantitative methods
in epidemiology and health promotion. The course
includes inferential and descriptive techniques as well as
hfe table construction and epidemiological rates, ratios and
proportions.
HE 519 Scientific and Philosophical Foundations of
Health Promotion (3 crs.)
The focus of this course is on surveying and providing the
historical/philosophical foundations of health promotion and
provide a scientific basis for the development of health
promotion programs.
HE 520 Designing and Administering Health
Promotion Programs (3 crs.)
Analysis and skill development in admimsiralion of health
promotion pn>grams in a variety of settings with emphasis
on administrative issues, staff development and consultation
Note: See pages 212-213 (coune prefix key)for assistance in locating counes descriptions.
HE 535 Comprehensive Elementary School Health
Program (1.5 cr.)
Aspects of the comprehensive school health program related
to the role of the K-6 classroom teacher will be examined.
Spring semester
HE 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project,
which integrates theory and practice utilizing education
research format and disciplinary knowledge.
HE 581 Special Topics in Health Education (1-3 crs.)
Special topics in health education are presented with special
emphasis on application in the field. Topics are given in
modules of 1-3 credits each.
HE 594 Educational Approaches to Changing Drug
Use Behavior (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: at least one course pertaining to drugs and consent of
the instructor
The focus of this course is drug abuse problems in youthful
populations. The importance of teachers developing their
own self-awareness and using early intervention strategies is
emphasized. Teachers at the elementary and secondary levels
will experience a variety of methodologies intended to equip
them with strategies for changing student behaviors in
respect to present or intended drug use. All course partici-
pants will develop skills in assessing student needs, planning
and implementing drug education programs and evaluating
their effectiveness in changing attitudes, beliefs, values and
behaviors related to drug use. Offered alternate years
HE 595 Internship in Health Promotion (1-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: 15 graduate credits must be completed or consent of the
instructor
An internship offers qualified students the opportunity to
gain practical experience within their major area of interest.
Placements arc designed to complement a student's program
focus.
Other Approved Courses:
HE 48 1 Selected Health Issues
HISTORY (HI)
HI 111 Western Civilization to 1715 (3 crs.)
The course surveys the major developments from the genesis
ofWcstern civilization to the estabhshment of absolute
monarchy. These developments include the Near Eastern, the
Graecc-Roman, and the Judeo-Christian traditions of our
civilization. Satisfies the GER in History. Either semester
HI 112 Western Civilization since 1715 (3 crs.)
The course surveys the major developments in Western
civilization from the establishment of absolute monarchy to
the present. These developments include the evolution of
poUtical, economic, social and intellectual aspects of the
modern world. Satisfies the GER in History. Either semester
HI 121 The Ancient World (3 crs.)
This course presents a global view of ancient history with
emphasis on Western civilization. It covers prehistoric
humans and the various ancient civilizations to the decline of
the Roman Empire in the West. Satisfies the GER in History.
Either semester
HI 131 World History to 1500 (3 crs.)
This course will survey major issues in the politics, society,
culture and economy of human societies around the world,
from human evolution to 1500. Satisfies the GER in History.
HI 132 World History since 1500 (3 crs.)
This course will survey major issues, events and processes in
the politics, society and economy across societies from the
world's major regions, from 1500 to present. Satisfies the
GER in History.
HI 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors CoUoquia in History allow exceptionally
able students to explore a challenging topic in small classes
under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a week
for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or scientific
project, which provides the major part of the grade. Open to
All-College Honors students and to others at the discretion
of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two and the
maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to semester.
HI 135 Fall semester, HI 136 Spring semester
HI 151 Asian Civilization (3 crs.)
An introductory survey of the major Asian civilizations
including those of China, Japan, and India. This course
presents a historical view ofAsian traditions and their
modern transformation in the context of East-West interac-
tions. Satisfies GER in Non-Western Civilization.
HI 221 United States History and Constitutions to
1865 (3 crs.)
This course examines the development of the nation from
the age of exploration to the end of the Civil War. It
emphasizes the economic, political, intellectual and social
maturing of the United States. Satisfies the GER in History.
Either semester
HI 222 United States History and Constitutions since
1865 (3 crs.)
This course continues the study begun in HI 221 down to
the present. It emphasizes the growth ofAmerica as an
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
industrial and world power and the increasing role of
government in American life. Satisfies the GER in History.
Either semester
HI 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 or. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Sophomore Honors CoUoquia in History allow exception-
ally able students to explore a challenging topic in small
classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once
a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary fi-om semester to
semester. HI 286 Fall semester, HI 287 Spring semester
300 and 400-level courses in history are designed
primarily for juniors and seniors. As a minimum
preparation, those taking upper-level courses in
European, Asian, African, and Latin American history
must have completed 3 credits in either Western
Civilization or World History. Those taking upper-
level courses in U.S. or Canadian history must have
completed either HI 221 or HI 222. Exceptions to
these requirements must be approved by the depart-
ment.
HI 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special topics in history. Open to All-CoUege and depart-
mental honors students. Three hourly meetings weekly. HI
338 Fall semester, HI 339 Spring semester
HI 365 American Economic History (3 crs.)
Overview from colonial era to present, addressing the role of
innovation, technology and the law as well as changes in
economic organization and labor relations, focusmg on the
industrial revolution and post-industrial America.
HI 391 Historiography (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson and the
instructor
Writings of major historians, evaluation through professional
journals and book reviews. Enrollment limited to fifteen.
Students are expected to elect HI 393. (formerly HI 491)
HI 392 History Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson and the
instructor
A research paper is required. The number of students in each
seminar is limited, (formerly HI 492)
HI 393 Study and Writing of History (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
The techniques of historical research and preparation of
papers requiring such techniques, analysis and evaluation of
source materials, (formerly HI 493)
HI 400 The Ancient World: Near East (3 crs.)
From prehistoric times through the Persian Empire, (formerly
HI 300)
HI 403 Ancient Greece and the Hellenistic Age
(3 crs.)
An historical survey ofAncient Greece and a comprehensive
study of the cultural contributions of the Greeks to western
civihzation. (formerly HI 303)
HI 404 The Ancient World: Rome (3 crs.)
From its beginnings to the barbarian invasions, (formerly HI
310)
HI 406 Rise of Early Christianity (3 crs.)
This course traces the development of Christian beginnings
fi-om the birth of Christ to the Council of Nicaea in A.D.
325. It intends to examine the cultural, social, intellectual,
political and religious climate in the Roman Empire out of
which Christianity sprang, the problems the early Christians
encountered, and the Christian reaction to these problems.
(formerly HI 312)
HI 407 Mystery Religions (3 crs.)
The course will examine the survival of Greek religion in the
empire ofAlexander the Great and his successors, and the
interaction of the Greek religion with the religions of the
Ancient Near East under the new conditions and circum-
stances created by Alexander's conquests, (formerly HI 403)
HI/AN 409 Mesoamerican Societies and Cultures
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI III. HI 1 12, HI 222, HI
131, HI 132
This course examines some of the major societies and culture
areas in Mesoamerica (Mexico and Central America) from
ten thousand years ago through the early conquest period
(the 16th century). Cultures to be examined include the
Olmec, Teotihuacan.Toltec, Aztec and Maya. Issues of daily
life, family, gender roles, religion, trade, warfare, politics
culture, and reactions to conquest will be considered.
HI 415 Europe in the Middle Ages (3 crs.)
From the fall of Rome to tlic Renaissance. Offered once in
three years (formerly HI 315)
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
HI 418 Renaissance Europe (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 111, HI 112, HI 131 or HI
132
This course will begin with an examination of the imphca-
tions of the commercial revolution in Western Europe and
with the rise of the Italian communes and then explore the
demographic, social, pohtical, military, cultural, and economic
history of western and central Europe during the Renais-
sance.
HI 419 The Reformation and Wars of Religion (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 111, HI 112, HI 131 or HI
132
This course will examine the causes, conditions, and results
including domestic and international warfare of the Protes-
tant Reformation and Catholic Reform movement in
Europe and its colonies to ca. 1648.
HI 420 Early Modern Europe: Society and Culture
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 111, HI 1 12, HI 131 or HI
132
This course wiU explore the history of European social and
economic hfe, thought, and culture of ehtes and common
folk from the 16th through the 18th centuries.
HI 421 European Women's History: Medieval
Renaissance and Reformation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HI 111 or 112 or consent of the instructor
An examination of the prescriptive notions of"woman" as
well as the varieties of actual historical experiences of women
in western European society from the early Middle Ages
through the Renaissance and Reformation periods (ca. 500-
1650) Offered alternate years (formerly HI 417)
HI 422 Slavery and Race in the Atlantic World (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 111, HI 112, HI 121, HI
221, HI 222, HI 131 or HI 132
This course examines comparatively some of the major issues
of slavery and race relations across societies in Latin America,
the Caribbean and West Africa between the 15th and the
20th centuries. Themes will include theories of slavery and
race, family, community, work culture, abohtion and race
issues in post-emancipation societies.
HI 423 Portuguese Seaborne Empire (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 111, HI 1 12, HI 121, HI
131 or HI 132
This course examines the rise, expansion, decline, and legacy
of the Portuguese Empire in Africa, Asia, and the Americas
between the 15th and 20th centuries. Topics to be explored
include overseas exploration, cross-cultural contact, gender
relationships, slavery, relations among different ethnic groups,
relations between overseas communities and Lisbon, trade,
administration, religious and cultural issues.
HI 425 British History since 1603 (3 crs.)
England and its empire to 1815 with stress on parallel
developments in American history, including economic and
social factors, (formerly HI 321)
HI 426 British Empire and Commonwealth since
1815 (3 crs.)
Pohtical development to the present with emphasis on the
rise and fall of the second empire, (formerly HI 324)
HI 429 The French Revolution and the Napoleonic
Era (3 crs.)
France from the old Regime to the end of the First Empire.
formerly HI 426)
HI 430 Nineteenth Century Europe (3 crs.)
From the Napoleonic era to the eve of the First World War.
(formerly HI 328)
HI 431 Twentieth Century Europe (3 crs.)
Particular focus on backgrounds, development, and effects of
the two world wars, formerly HI 329)
HI 432 Intellectual History of Modern Europe (3 crs.)
From the Renaissance to the present. Offered once in three
years (formerly HI 423)
HI 433 Modern European Imperialism (3 crs.)
Africa and Asia considered as contrasting phases of European
expansion m the 19th and 20th centuries, (formerly HI 424)
HI 434 Modern Russia to 1917 (3 crs.)
Political, social, and economic factors in the history of Russia
from the end of the 15th century to the Revolution, (formerly
HI 334)
HI 435 History of the U.S.S.R. (3 crs.)
The pohtical, social, intellectual, and diplomatic history of
the Soviet Union, (formerly HI 439)
HI 436 History of East-Central Europe since 1918
(3 crs.)
The political, social, economic, cultural, and intellectual
history ofAustria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Poland
during the interwar period, and that of the Socialist Repub-
hcs (Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and East Germany)
from the Second World War to the present. Offered once in
three years formerly HI 330)
HI 437 European National Histories (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 111, HI 1 12, HI 131 or HI
132
This course wiU treat an individual nation in the context of
Modern European History. The country to be studied will be
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
announced in the Course Schedule in advance. The course may
focus, for example, on France, Germany, Italy, Poland,
Portugal, or Spain.
HI 439 Topics in Non-United States History (3 crs.)
Varied topics such as the Crusades, Latin American revolu-
tions. Either semester (formerly HI 400)
HI 440 Topics in United States History (3 crs.)
Varied topics such as the French m New England, History of
Boston, American assassinations, the Vietnam War and
Abraham Lincoln. Either semester
HI 441 United States History: The Colonial Period
1607-1763 (3 crs.)
The setdenient and growth of the Enghsh colonies of
America; England's colonial policies; economic and institu-
tional development in the provincial period; the wars with
the Indians, and the rivalry with the French in America.
Offered alternate years (formerly HI 341)
HI 442 United States History: The American
Revolution 1763-1787 (3 crs.)
Background and causes of the American Revolution; the
mibtary, social, pohtical, and diplomatic aspects of the
Revolution. The government under the Articles of Confed-
eration and the problems engendered by the attainment of
political independence. Offered alternate years (formerly HI 343)
HI 443 United States History: The Early National
Period (3 crs.)
United States History from the estabhshment of the Republic
to the election ofAndrew Jackson, (formerly HI 345)
HI 444 Jacksonian Democracy and the Coming of the
Civil War (3 crs.)
The election ofAndrew Jackson and the "rise of the common
man," the Whig-Democrat rivalry, the Texas question.
Manifest Destiny, the rise of abolitionism, the events leading
to the outbreak of the Civil War. (formerly HI 347)
HI 445 United States History: The Civil War (3 crs.)
Background and causes of the Civil War, the military and
naval aspects. Civil War music, art, and literature; diplomacy of
the Civil War; the home front in the war; the plans for
reconstruction; and military reconstruction. Fall semester
(formerly HI 349)
HI 446 United States History: 1865-1900 (3 crs.)
The emphasis is on Reconstruction, Populism and Bryan,
Gilded Age and Cleveland, Imperialism and McKinley.
(formerly HI 351)
HI 447 The American South (3 crs.)
Sectionalism, its causes and consequences; factors which made
the South distinctive; emphasis on race relations, the Civil
War and Reconstruction, agrarianism, and industrialization.
Spring semester (formerly HI 352)
HI 448 United States Foreign Relations to 1900
(3 crs.)
From the American Revolution to 1900. Fall semester (formerly
HI 353)
HI 449 United States Foreign Relations since 1900
(3 crs.)
From 1900 to present. Spring semester (formerly HI 354)
HI 450 Social and Intellectual History of the U.S. to
1870 (3 crs.)
Economic, social, and cultural development to the end of the
Civil War. Offered alternate years (formerly HI 356)
HI 451 Social and Intellectual History of the United
States 1870-1914 (3 crs.)
The economic, social, and cultural development from 1870 to
the eve of the First World War, with emphasis on the
transformation from an agricultural to an industrial society.
Offered alternate years (formerly HI 357)
HI 452 Social and Intellectual History of the U.S.
since 1914 (3 crs.)
Economic, social, and cultural developments from 1914, with
emphasis on the transformation ofAmerican life through
such forces as technology, population trends, and the mass-
production and mass-consumption economy. Offered alternate
years (formerly HI 358)
HI 453 United States History: Progressive Era (3 crs.)
The rise of the Progressive movement in American history to
the early 1920s as reflected in pohtics, government and the
social and intellectual life of the era. Offered alternate years
(formerly HI 359)
HI 456 World War H (3 crs.)
A study of the global conflict with emphasis on military,
diplomatic, and political events. Fall semester (formerly HI 435)
HI 457 America since World War II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HI 221, HI 222
The political, social, cultural and diplomatic development of
America since World War II with emphasis on the Cold War,
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HI 460 History ofAmerican Indians (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HI 221, HI 222
The history ofAmerican Indians to the 20th century,
emphasizing the role of economics, pohtics, miHtary conflict
with the people and government of the United States.
HI 461 American Immigration and Ethnicity (3 crs.)
Patterns of migration to the United States with particular
emphasis on the 19th and 20th centuries. Fall semester
(formerly HI 443)
HI 462 American Labor History (3 crs.)
The pre-mdustry and industrial periods. Emphasis on
reciprocal relations of workers, immigrants, urbanization, and
industriahzation. Either semester (formerly HI 445)
HI 463 History of the American City (3 crs.)
Political, architectural, econoinic, social, cultural, and
population factors in the growth and development of
American cities since colonial times. Offered alternate years
(formerly HI 447)
HI 464 New England Textile Communities: Social and
Economic History (3 crs.)
Social history emphasizing economic, ethnic, labor, political
and religious factors during a period when the New England
region achieved ascendancy as the nation's foremost cotton
textile area. Offered alternate years (formerly HI 455)
HI 465 African-American History (3 crs.)
From the colonial period through the present, (formerly HI
449)
HI 466 Women in American History (3 crs.)
A history ofAmerican women from the colonial period to
the present time. Offered alternate years (formerly HI 451)
HI 467 American Environmental History (3 crs.)
Man's attitude toward, interaction with, and adaptations to
the physical environment of the United States, (formerly
HI 457)
HI 468 History ofAmerican "West (3 crs.)
The Trans-Mississippi west from 1800, taking a multi-cultural
approach and emphasizing those cultural, environmental,
political and economic aspects which explain its importance
and regional distinctiveness, (formerly HI 453)
HI 469 American Political History (3 crs.)
American history in political perspective: special emphasis on
parties, primaries, campaigns, elections; the Presidency;
personality in politics; machine politics; political institutions;
corruption from U. S. Grant to the present, (formerly HI 463)
HI 471 Sport in American Life (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HI 221 or HI 222
The rise of sport in American society, stressing its cultural,
economic, and social impact since the Civil War. Spring
semester (formerly HI 459)
HI 472 History of Massachusetts (3 crs.)
From the days of the Pilgrims and Puritans to the present. In
the modern period, emphasis is on social, economic and
constitutional history. Offered once in three years (formerly HI
461)
HI 475 History of the Middle East (3 crs.)
From Mohammed to the present: the Arab Empire, the
Ottoman Empire and the roots of the Arab-Israeli dilemma.
(formerly HI 331)
HI 476 The Arab-Israeli Conflict (3 crs.)
Zionism and Arab nationahsm from the 19th century to the
present with emphasis on the root causes of the present
conflict, (formerly HI 352)
HI 477 Latin America: The Colonial Period (3 crs.)
Indigenous peoples of the area, exploration and conquest,
institutional development of the empire to the revolts against
Spain, (formerly HI 380)
HI 478 Latin America: The National Period (3 crs.)
From the revolutions against Spain to the present, (formerly
HI 381)
HI 480 History of Imperial China (3 crs.)
This course wiU provide an overview of Chinese civilization
and society, with an emphasis on the history of late imperial
China firom the 11th through the 19th centuries.
HI 481 China under Communism (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 111, HI 1 12, HI 121, HI
131, HI 132, HI 151, HI 221, HI 222
The social, political, and economic transformation of China
from an agrarian empire to a revolutionary, socialist nation.
HI 482 History of Modern Japan (3 crs.)
This course wiU provide an overview ofJapan's transforma-
tion from a feudal regime to a modern nation, with an
emphasis on the period from 1600 to the present.
HI 483 South Asia: The Modern Period (3 crs.)
Emphasis on colonialism and nationalism in the Indian
subcontinent and Vietnam. Fall semester (formerly HI 386)
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
HI 484 War and Revolution in Modern Asia (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 1 11, Hn21, HI131, HI
132, HI 151, HI 221, HI 222
This course will examine the revolutionary movements and
mibtary conflicts in Asia m the 20th century, with an
emphasis on China and Japan.
HI 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental
Honors students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis
director will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent
of the Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis
director, this course may be extended into a second semester
for three additional credits depending upon the scope of the
project. Whether the final version of the thesis quahfies the
student to graduate with honors will be determined by the
Departmental Honors Committee. Either semester
HI 487 Canadian History to Confederation (3 crs.)
The land, the native peoples, exploration, patterns of
setdement of the French through the Conquest to the
development of English institutions, (formerly HI 375)
HI 488 Canadian History since Confederation (3 crs.)
The evolution of an independent Canada from the time of
the Confederation, (formerly HI 376)
HI 489 History of Canadian-American Relations
(3 crs.)
An analysis of the Canadian efforts to remain friendly with
the giant to the south while protecting its political, eco-
nomic and cultural integrity. Offered once in three years
(formerly HI 475)
HI 490 Historical Studies at Oxford (3 crs.)
Study of selected topics in European History. (This is a
special program in England at Oxford University during July.
Additional fees arc required.) Open to juniors and seniors
only.
HI 491 Medicine and Society in the North Atlantic
World (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing: HI 1 11 , HI 1 1 2, HI 1 2 1 , HI
131, HI 132, HI 221, HI 222 or consent of the instructor
This course explores themes in the social history of health,
medicine and gender in the English-speaking North Atlantic
world, from the beginning of the 18th century to 1920. The
course compares how western societies have conceived of
"health" for men and women and examines how the
delivery of medical care in these societies changed over time.
Specific topics will include changing conceptions of the
body, popular healing, and medical professionalization.Thc
course includes both lectures and seminars.
HI 492 Historical Museum Management (3 crs.)
Critically assesses the role and effectiveness of museums in the
public's awareness ofAmerican history, (formerly HI 497)
HI 493 Museum Management: A Practicum (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HI 221, HI 222
Students will be introduced to all facets of museum work in a
small museum environment.
HI 494 Quebec and Canada since 1867 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One of thefollowing; HI 111, HI 1 12, HI 121, HI
131, HI 132, HI 221, HI 222 or consent of the instructor
This course examines the love-hate relationship that emerged
between French Canada and EngUsh Canada in the years
between Confederation and the 1995 referendum on
separatism in Quebec. How did francophones and
anglophones negotiate coexistence within Canada in these
years? What are the main sources of separatist feeling in
French Quebec? Themes that will be exaimned include the
economic dominance of English Canada over French Canada,
the transformation of Quebecois nationahstn, and the
importance of language protection to French-Canadian
culture.
HI 495 Undergraduate History Colloquium (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:Tivo of the following: HI 11 1 , HI 1 12, HI 121 . HI
131, HI 132; and HI 221 and HI 222
The undergraduate history colloquium is a text and discus-
sion-based, writing-intensive course that focuses on a specific
historical topic and relevant historiographical issues, and
required development of research skills.
HI 496 Undergraduate History Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:Two of the following: HI 111, HI 1 12, HI 121, HI
131, HI 132; and HI 221, HI 222 or consent of instructor
The undergraduate history seminar is an intensive course in
which students will write a major research paper involving
original research. Students will present and critique papers on
specific historical topics and relevant historiographical
hterature.This course does not carry graduate credit.
HI 498 Internship in History (3-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department ;formal application required
Intended to expose student participants to historical artifacts
and primary source materials. Host agencies may include
museums and public and private historical organizations.
Graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis. Hither semester
HI 499 Directed Study in History (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department ;jormal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits or with an internship program
—
combined credit maximum, six. Hither semester
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
HI 501 Seminar in Historical Methodology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance in a Master's degree program at Bridgewater
State College
The basic methods of historical research and historical
writing and the proper use of primary and secondary sources,
bibliography, documentation, and annotation.
HI 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
HI 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
HI 521 Pilgrim Heritage Seminar (3 crs.)
The Pilgrims in their economic, social and religious setting.
Admission only with the consent of the instructor.
HI 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project,
which integrates theory and practice utUizing educational
research format and disciphnary knowledge.
HI 540 Topical Seminar: U.S. (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course will stress reading and research in a limited field.
Topics wUl vary each time the course is given and will be
announced in the Course Schedule. Limited enrollment.
HI 545 Topical Seminar: Canada (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course will stress reading and research in a limited field.
Topics will vary each time the course is given and will be
announced in the Course Schedule.
HI 550 Topical Seminar: Europe (3 crs.)
Prcrequisite:Two appropriate European history courses and
permission of the instructor
This course will stress reading and research in a limited field.
Topics will vary each time the course is given and wiU be
announced in the Course Schedule. Limited enrollment.
HI 560 Topical Seminar: Latin America (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HI 333 and HI 434 or equiualents
This course will stress reading and research in a limited field.
Topics will vary each time the course is given and will be
announced in the Course Schedule. Limited enrollment.
HI 570 Topical Seminar: Africa (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HI 431 or equivalent
This course will stress reading and research in a limited field.
Topics will vary each time the course is given and will be
announced in the Course Schedule. Limited enrollment.
HI 580 Topical Seminar: Asia (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course will stress reading and research in a hmited field.
Topics wlU vary each time the course is given and will be
announced in the Course Schedule. Limited enrollment.
Other Approved Courses:
HI 122 World Civilization II: Medieval
HI 123 World Civilization III: Early Modern
HI 364 Topics in Recent American History
HI 366 Constitutional History of the United States
HI 408 Jews and Christians in the Ancient Roman World
HI 428 Louis XIV and the Age ofAbsolutism
HI 470 Contemporary Affairs
HI 486 Africa since 1800
HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION
(HS)
HS 220 Teaching in the High School (3 crs.)
Introduction to teaching in a contemporary high school.
Developing competencies in effective, understandable and
appropriate modes of communication in teaching is stressed
through micro-teaching and other simulations. Emphasis is
also placed on understanding the contemporary high school,
e.g. various organizational structures, curricula, teacher roles,
etc. Students gain attendant, meaningful experiences through
observing, tutoring or assisting teachers in area high schools.
Either semester
HS 230 Educational Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
Designed to assist prospective teachers to better conceptual-
ize education from a psychological point of view, the course
examines two complementary thrusts in psychology as they
relate to the teaching-learning enterprise: 1) developmental
psychology and 2) the psychology of individual differences.
Emphasis is placed upon understanding the intellectual,
emotional, social and moral stages that all learners go
through. Stress upon the psychology of individual differences
(e.g., different cognitive learning styles, personality differ-
ences) promotes more awareness as to how individual
learners vary from one another. Either semester
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
HS 240 Classroom Management in the High School
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
Study of different approaches to classroom management in
the high school. Developing competencies in various
approaches to classroom management, including the
maintenance of a sense of order, relating to students as
individuals and as members of groups, and creating a positive
atmosphere, is stressed. Students gain attendant, meaningful
experiences through field work in area high schools. Either
semester
HS 440 Methods and Materials in Secondary
Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HS 230 and admission to the Professional Education
Program
Emphasis is on the analysis of teaching in the modern
secondary school. Topics wiU include; the learning process;
establishing objectives; classroom organization and manage-
ment; meeting individual differences; evaluation; correlation
between subject matter fields; and recent developments in





HS 360 Aims and Philosophy of High School
Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
The aims of high school education, its curriculum, structure,
and teaching strategies are examined using the concepts and
methodologies of philosophy. Developing competencies in
thinking clearly and rationally in identifying goals and
objectives, designing curricula and selecting materials, media
and techniques are stressed. Emphasis is also placed on
understanding the philosophical issues embedded in the
rational determination of the above, especially as these relate
to education in a multi-cultural society. (This course may not
be taken for credit by students who have satisfactorily
completed ED 480) Either semester
HS 370 Evaluating Teaching and Learning in the
High School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HS 230 and admission to the Professional Education
Program
Developing competencies in the design and use of evaluative
instruments appropriate to the high school. Emphasis is
placed on using the results of evaluation to improve instruc-
tion, problems of interpretation, and correcting for bias.
Either semester
HS 412-430 Strategies for Teaching in the High
School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: HS 230, HS 360, HS 370, FL 324 for HS 424
and admission to the Professional Education Program
Strategies, including methods, materials and media for
teaching particular disciplines are studied. Developing
competency and versatiUty is stressed through simulations
and guided teaching in area high schools. A student registers
for the course appropriate to his major according to the
following schedule:
HS 412 Social Studies/History
HS 413 Music
HS 414 Enghsh
HS 415 Behavioral Sciences
HS 416 Earth Sciences
HS 417 Geography
HS 419 Physical Science




HS 424 Foreign Language
HS 425 Art
HS 426 Speech and Theatre
HS 430 Drama
HS 460 Topics in Secondary Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
This course is designed for students who desire to study
selected topics in this field; it will allow for timely and
relevant information to be explored. Topic changes each
semester. Either semester
HS 490 Student Teaching Practicum-High School
(6 or 12 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into student teaching
Students are assigned appropriate student teaching stations
where they work in an approved situation under an experi-
enced supervising teacher. This is a practical experience for
one semester in a public school where student teachers are
fiinctioning as professional teachers. A college supervisor
visits to assist the student teacher. Seminars may be held to
exchange experiences. Students are expected to carry a
minimum responsible teaching load equal to 50% of the
regular teacher's assignment. FuU time for one semester. Either
semester
HS 491 Internship in High School Education (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: completion of all HS courses and consent of the
department
A minimum of 300 clock hours wiU be required in a 9- 1
2
grade setting as a high school teacher. Internship must be less
than fuU time but at least one-fifth time employment in the
role for which certification wiU be sought. Request for this
course must be made to the professional education office.
HS 495 High School Practicum (12 crs.)
Prerequisites: MS 200, MS 300, MS 400 and MS 440
Student teaching is the culminating experience in the high
school program. Students demonstrate their abiliry to be an
effective teacher in this semester long practicum.
HS 499 Directed Study in High School Education
(1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Consent of the department
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independendy. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
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HS 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and Cotitiiiuiiig
Education section of this catalog.
HS 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
HS 545 Curriculum Development for the
Academically Talented Student in the
Secondary School (3 crs.)
Survey of current curricula status and problems that face the
academically talented student. A study of techniques for
modifying curricula to meet school, commumty and
individual needs. An examination of means of evaluation of
curriculum's effectiveness. Search for local and regional
resources to satisfy the academic needs of the talented.
HS 546 The Internet for Educators (3 crs.)
The course will provide an introduction to telecommunica-
tions and the Internet/WWW for educators. Some of the
topics to be covered include e-mail, hstserves, telnet, ftp,
Netscape, Explorer and various information search tools,
such as gophers,Veronica, the myriad of search engines,
WebWhacker and CUCME. In addition to hands-on
practice in using the Internet, ethical issues related to
responsible use of the Internet and a wide variety of
curriculum connections will be explored. As a result of
taking this course, students will learn why they should be
using the Internet in their schools and classrooms, how to
use it, and have a strong beginning sense of where to access
information and programs to benefit the teaching and
learning process in their schools.
HS 550 Special Topics in Teaching Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: science teaching experience at the pre-baccalaureate level
and consent of the instructor
The course will stress topics of general interest in science
education such as computers in science education, laboratory
safety, field experiences in science and math anxiety. A series
of presentations by guest lecturers will emphasize recent
developments in methods and materials used in science and
their implementation into the junior high science curricula
and will discuss career opportunities. Lectures will be
followed by small group discussions.
HS 560 Special Topics (variable credit)
Prerequisite: course prerequisites may be specified depending on the
nature of the topic
Special topics of current relevance in education will be
offered from time to time. The topic to be addressed will be
announced in pre-registration publications. May take more
than once with consent of the adviser.
HS 590 Practicum-High School (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and good standing in teacher preparation
program, HS 412-430 or HS 440
Graduate students are assigned appropriate student teaching
stations where they work in an approved situation under an
experienced supervising teacher. This is a practical experience
for one semester in a pubhc school where student teachers are
functioning professional teachers. A college supervisor visits
to assist the student teacher. Seminars may be held to
exchange experiences. Students are expected to carry a
minimum responsible teaching load equal to 50% of the
regular teacher's assignment. Full time for one semester. Either
semester
HS 591 Internship in High School Education (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
A minimum of 300 clock hours will be required in a 9-12
grade setting as a high school teacher. Internship must be less
than flxll time but at least one-fifth time employment in the
role for which certification will be sought. Request for this




ID 101 Freshman Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: students must be matriculated and must qualify for EN
101
Through a study of the decision-making process in relation-
ship to such pertinent topics as independence and self-
actualization, interdependence and community, wellness,
cultural diversity and career/Ufe skiUs, the student will
increase his/her potential for academic and personal success.
Course work will be structured using a variety of texts firom
classical hterature to current video presentations with an
emphasis on class discussion and written analysis. Either
semester
ID 200 Introduction to Canadian Studies (3 crs.)
An interdisciphnary course, which acts as, the initial course
for the general student and for those wishing to pursue a
track in Canadian Studies. The following areas are included:
anthropology, art, economics, education, Enghsh, French,
geography, government, history, music, religion, sociology and
theatre. Satisfies the GER in Social Sciences. Spring semester
ID 211 History and Literature ofWestern Civilization
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: enrollment in All-Coliege Honors and consent of the
instructors
A study of selected historical and Uterary documents, which
300 Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
shaped and in turn were formed by the civilization of the
West. The course will focus on the classical, medieval and
early renaissance periods and will be taught by two instruc-
tors, one from the Department of History and one from the
Department of Enghsh. Satisfies the GER in History or
Literature.
ID 220 Introduction to American Studies (3 crs.)
Sophomores should enroll in this interdisciphnary course
which is the initial course for the minor in American Studies.
The course aims to examine from several perspectives one
problem or period in the American experience. The topic, to
be announced before registration, changes from year to year.
DiscipUnes involved include: English, history, art, philosophy,
pohtical science and others.
ID/WS 230 Introduction to Women's Studies (3 crs.)
An interdisciplinary approach to communicating the
experience of being a woman. Through the study of such
topics as language, gesture and movement, images, role
models, sex roles, gender, biological and cultural condition-
ing, stereotyping and discrimination, the course wiU explore
the nature, accomplishment and promise of women — as
they have been seen and as they see themselves. Fall semester
ID/WS 240 Critical Perspectives in Women's Studies
(3 crs.)
This course introduces students to the historical background
and theoretical frameworks of women's studies. Central to
the course is an analysis of the range of feminist scholarship,
and the intersections of gender, race, class and sexuality.
Students wiU examine contemporary issues in women's
studies and the implications of feminist thought for society
and the individual. Spring semester
ID 250 Introduction to Multimedia (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: a Jamiliarity with either Windows or the Macintosh
system
The components of multimedia, text, graphics, sound,
animation and video, will be studied as parts of a cohesive
whole, integrated through the computer. Attention will be
given to aspects of effective screen design and navigation
structures. Various types of multimedia applications will be
examined.
ID 270 The Internet and the Web (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a familiarity with either Windows or the Macintosh
system
This course will provide an introduction to some of the basic
tools needed to navigate the Internet and to retrieve
information from Internet sites. Tools covered include e-mail,
telnet, ftp, gopher, listserve and the World Wide Web. The
course will also include a look at the history of the Internet.
In addition, students will learn HTML, the language of the
World Wide Web, in order to create effective web pages.
Aspects of page design and navigational design will be
included.
ID 304 The Psychosocial Development ofWomen
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of instructor
This course wlU provide an introduction to "women's reaUty"
in terms of current research on women's values and needs.
The course will cover such topics as power and conflict,
sexuahty and intimacy, creativity, ethnicity and the effects of
oppression as well as the emotional problems which appear to
affect women, e.g. depression, eating disorders, etc.
ID/WS 330 Issues and Perspectives in Women's
Studies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ID/WS 230
The purpose of the course is to explore -in depth a subject
incidentally treated in a department or traditional course. The
subject will vary depending on the instructor but may be one
of the following: women and health; managerial women;
women in art; women and work; women in politics; biological
determinism and cultural conditioning: race, sex, and gender;
aesthetics and feminism; feminism and Christianity; women in
science; women's roles in primitive cultures; women in Latin
America; images ofwomen in media. May be taken twice.
Spring semester
ID 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisites: completion of three Honors Colloquia and attainment
of an overall GPA of at least 3.3
Special topics of an interdisciplinary nature. Open to All-
CoUege Honors students at the junior and senior levels. Three
hourly meetings weekly. ID 338 Fall semester, ID 339 Spring
semester
ID 350 Soil Identification and Interpretation for
Land Use (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: GE 100 Physical Geography, ES 100 Physical
Geology, or the written consent of the instructor
Soils are a recent record of what has been happening both
physically and chemically beneath the ground surface. Being
able to interpret the different soil characteristics is essential to
understanding the suitability and environmental concerns of a
site for agricultural use, residential and urban development,
on-site sewage disposal, presence of wetland (hydric) soils,
sources of sand and gravel, etc. This course stresses hands-on
field techniques.
ID 420 American Studies Seminar (3 crs.)
Interdisciplinary topics, which change from year to year, will
be developed in a small group, seminar setting. Juniors and
seniors in the program will enroll in this seminar twice,
studying two different topics. Total off) hours.
ID 427 Ireland in Literature and History, 1798-1922
(3 crs.)
Focusing on both Risings, the Famine, Parncll and the
background to the Civil War, this course will include primary
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
and secondary sources, with emphasis on works by Maria
Edgeworth, William Carleton, Thomas Moore and Douglas
Hyde.
ID/WS 430 Seminar: Research Theory and Methods
in Women's Studies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ID/WS 230
To inquire into what it means to be a woman or a man, one
must understand the various contexts in which to formulate
definitions and make analyses. The seminar will present
research techniques and theories of inquiry, examining
assumptions in research, methods and conduct of inquiry,
interpretation of data, pubhcation and critical evaluation of
research. Students will conduct their own research project
having examined the current state of research in their
disciphnes. Fall semester
ID 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: completion of three Honors Colloquia and attainment
of an overall GPA of at least 3.3
Open to All-CoUege Honors students. One-hour weekly
meetings with the thesis director, normally a member of the
student's major department, will culminate m an honors
thesis. Whether the final version of the thesis quaUfies the
student to graduate with All-CoUege Honors will be
determined by the student's Ad Hoc All-CoUege Honors
Thesis Committee. May be repeated. Either semester
NS 300 Science and the Impact ofTechnology (3 crs.)
A study of the interplay of science and technology, the
environmental, social, and economic consequences of
technology, the effect of technical change on society, the
management and control of technology and the nature of the
technological decision-making process.
NS 400 Senior Interdisciplinary Seminar in
Environmental Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an introductory course in environmental science or
consent of the instructor
Current environmental issues will be discussed and analyzed
in detail from an interdisciplinary viewpoint. The importance
of thorough analysis and planning in developing long-term
solutions to environmental problems will be emphasized.
Faculty with appropriate interdisciplinary backgrounds will
participate.
NS 411 Introduction to Medicine for the
Non-physician (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 102 (or equivalent) and a semester of a college-level
course in chemistry or physics, or consent of the instructor
A survey of human medicine. Topics selected from anatomy,
physiology, medical embryology, radiology, diagnosis,
laboratory medicine, pathology, treatment of disease and
disease prevention.
NS 511 Watersheds I: Principles of Hydrology and
Remote Sensing for Investigating Land Use
Impacts on Water Resources (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: BI 225 and at least one course in either CH 131 or
CH 132, Earth Science or Geography; a course on computer
applications; or consent of instructor
This is an interdisciphnary course on hydrology and land use
assessment for professional development of watershed
educators working on projects in local watersheds. The
RiverNet Watershed Access Lab will be used to advance local
community watershed initiatives that improve water quahty
and protect watershed resources. Workshops and projects will
emphasize hands-on training in hydrology, determining
watershed area, stream flow profiles and assessment of land
use through color I.R. photos and sateUite image analysis.
The project goal wdl be to evaluate land use impacts on
water quality in the local community of each team and is
designed as a preparatory course for NS 521: Watersheds II.
Summer Session I
NS 514 Scientific Telecommunications (2-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 512 or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the uses of personal computer based
electronic telecommunication techniques and the appUcation
of these techniques to the sciences. The following topics wiU
be considered: microcomputers, serial interfaces, modems,
communications software, bulletin board software, communi-
cation protocols, message transfer, file transfer, text editing,
microcomputer to mainframe and scientific calculations. If
the course is taken for more than two credits, a project will
be required.
NS 521 Watersheds 11: Stream Ecology, Water Quality
Investigation and Land Use Impacts on Water
Resources (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 225 and at least one course in either CH 13 1 or
CH 132, Earth Science or Geography; a course on computer
applications; or consent of instructor; Recommended: NS 511 Part I,
Summer Session II, 4 crs. Part II, Fall semester, 2 credits
This is an interdisciplinary course for teacher professional
development in water quahty and land use impacts in local
watersheds. The RiverNet Watershed Access lab will be used
to advance local community watershed initiatives that
improve water quality and protect watershed resources.
Workshops and projects will emphasize hands-on training in
stream ecology, water quahty assessments and the use of GIS
(Geographic Information Systems). The project goal will be
to evaluate land use impacts on water quality in the local
community of each team. A local watershed initiative
project/curriculum will be developed by each participant and
presented the following spring at a Watershed Access Lab
one-day conference.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
NS 525 Mathematical Applications to the Natural
Sciences (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: high school /ntiddle school teacher of mathematics or
sciences
A series of lessons will be offered in which the application of
mathematics to various areas of science will be oflFered. Guest
speakers will present material from their area of expertise.




IT 500 Introduction to Instructional Technology
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Working knowledge ofWindows and Macintosh
platforms
This course is designed to help students explore how
instructional technology can be used for teaching and
learning. This course has two primary goals: 1) to provoke
ideas about ways computers can be used in school and non-
school settings to enhance teaching and learning and 2) to
gain experience with software and technology as teaching
tools, (formerly IT 510)
IT 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study" m the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
IT 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
IT 509 Foundations of Instructional Technology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: IT 500 or adviser's permission through demonstrated
equivalent skills, permission of the instructor
The history, current practices, and future directions of the
Instructional Technology field provide a framework for
student-creation of teaching and learning tools. Presentation,
collaboration, and multi-media become vehicles for learning
as students probe the role of technology within the K-12
environment.
IT 521 Current Applications and Integration (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: IT 509 or consent of instructor
Students will explore the application and integration of
electronic tools in instructional settings. Collaborative
environments, electronic assessment tools, and authoring
systems will be applied to foster the further development of
K-12 teaching and learning. Emphasis will be placed on the
integration of technology into the curriculum, {formerly IT
511)
IT 522 Instructional Design (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: IT 521 or consent of instructor
Using a systematic approach, students will design, develop,
evaluate and revise instruction to meet defined goals and
objectives. Contemporary theories of learning become the
framework and catalyst for the design process, (formerly IT
512)
IT 523 Information Access and the Internet (3 crs.)
This course provides continued development in the use of
telecommunications and the Internet. Advanced hands-on
practice in using the Internet, ethical and legal issues related
to responsible classroom use of the Internet and a wide
variety of curriculum connections will be explored, (formerly
IT 514)
IT 524 Technology Leadership (3 crs.)
Procedures for the establishment or continued development
of K-12 instructional technology programs will be the focus
of this course. Students will learn roles and responsibilities
for the technology leader: vision, strategic planning, budget
development, equity, purchasing, staff development, technol-
ogy policies and program evaluation, (formerly IT 515)
IT 525 Emergent Technology and Learning
Environments (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: IT 524 or consent of instructor
Students will explore new and emerging technologies and
construct the philosophical framework for how these
technologies can be integrated into K-12 education.
Planning, diffusion of innovation, and the educational
change process will be discussed. Currently, the technologies
that will be studied include those related to virtual reality,
decentralized systems, intelligent agents, and distance
education, (formerly IT 513)
IT 526 Making Connections: Networking (3 crs.)
Application of networking concepts related to the manage-
ment of local area networks. Includes topics related to repair,
setup, management, and maintenance of local area networks
in the K-12 environment.
IT 551 Home Pages for Educators (3 crs.)
This course will provide students with a thorough look at
important Web sites for educational use; in-depth skills in
effectively utilizing search engine strategies for students; the
tools and methodology necessary to create a content-rich
Web site for school; effective ways to link the vast resources
of the Internet to curriculum content; a multulisciplinary
model for Internet curriculum integration; the information
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
and tools needed to critically evaluate a Web page; (students
will evaluate the critical elements which must be present to
give credibility to a page); strategies for utilizing the Internet
and Web page use, construction, and curriculum develop-
ment as an integral part of curriculum design; the implica-
tions of utilizing the Internet and a school's Web page to
publish student work; and the background in the moral, legal
and ethical considerations of Internet use and Web page
development in the schools and how to translate this
knowledge into effective school policy.
IT 552 Multimedia for Educators (3 crs.)
The course will provide an mtroduction to multimedia. The
power of multimedia allows the teacher to be a developer of
software or to facilitate student development of software.
The focus will be on good multimedia design, the user, and
evaluation. Incorporation of media such as video, sound and
graphics will also be included.
IT 560 Topics in Instructional Technology (1-3 crs.)
Special topics of current relevance in instructional technol-
ogy education will be offered from time to time. The topic
to be addressed wiU be announced in pre-registration
publications. May be taken more than once with the consent
of the student's adviser.
IT 562 Empowering Educators with Technology
(3 crs.)
Empowering Educators with Technology, IT 562, is a
graduate level course that provides an intensive, week-long
encounter with educational technology. Online technolo-
gies, state-frameworks alignment, and student learning will
be explored.
IT 590 Seminar in Instructional Technology: Research
and Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ED 530 and a minimum of 21 credit hours in
instructional technohi^y
This course will build on the knowledge obtained in ED
530 Research Methods and all other courses taken toward
the degree. Students wiU examine major issues and problems
within the instructional technology field including, but not
limited to, achievement, motivation, access, and equity. In
this course, students will develop and in IT 596 implement a
research project pertaining to the implementation or
integration of instructional technology into the teaching and
learning process in K-12 education.
IT 596 Clinical Experience (3 or 6 crs.)
Prerequisite: seminar and acceptance and retention in the Profes-
sional Education Program, satisfactory completion ofprogram
requirements, and consent of the instructional technology coordinator
During the clinical experience, the student is employed in
the role of an Instructional Technology Specialist in a PreK-
12 school setting under appropriate school and college
supervision. The clinical experience consists of 200 clock
hours (3 credits) for those who hold a standard teaching
certificate, and 400 hours (6 credits) for students who hold
the minimum provisional with advanced standing teaching
certificate. If the student is not employed, he/she will be
placed full-time in an appropriate school setting under the
direction of a qualified practitioner and college supervisor.
ARABIC (LA)
LA 101 Elementary Arabic I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and paralinguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
LA 102 Elementary Arabic H (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LA 101; or see GER Departmental Foreign
Language Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and paralinguistic structure is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
Other Approved Courses:
LA 151 Intermediate Arabic
LA 172 Business Arabic
LA 211 Arabic Literature in Translation
CHINESE (LC)
LC 101 Elementary Chinese I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and paralinguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
LC 102 Elementary Chinese II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LC 101; or see GER Departmental Foreign
Language Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
ENGLISH AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE (LE)
L£ 101 English as a Second Language I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
LE 102 English as a Second Language II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LE 101; or see GER Departmental Foreign
Language Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
FRENCH (LF)
LF 101 Elementary French I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and paralinguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
LF 102 Elementary French II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LF 101; or sec GER Departmental Foreign
Language Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and paralinguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts discussed. Relevant comparison and
f
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
Other Approved Courses:
LF 251 Intermediate French
LF 252 Reading in French
LF 271 Patterns of the French Language
LF 272 Advanced French Composition
GERMAN (LG)
LG 101 Elementary German I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and paralinguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with native language is treated. Functional commu-
nication in the second language in a controlled environment
is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies the GER in
Foreign Language (first-semester level)
.
LG 102 Elementary German 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LG 101; or see GER Departmental Foreign
Language Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and paralinguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
Other Approved Courses:
LG 151 Intermediate German I
LG 181-182 Advanced German I-II
LG 191-192 Scientific German I-II
LG 201-202 Survey of German Literature I-II
LG 252 Reading in German
LG 262 German Life and Literature under Hitler in English
LG 272 Aspects of German Culture and Civilization in
English
LG 282 Cierman Conversation and C'lvilization
LG 301 Modern German Literature
LG 310 The Modern German Novel in English Translation
LG 320 Contemporary Cierman Drama in Etiglish
Translation
LG 330 Major German Writers in English Translation
LG 340 The German Novella in English Translation
LG 351 German Romanticism
LG 460 Seminar in German Literature
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
JAPANESE (LJ)
LJ 101 Elementary Japanese I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
commumcarion in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
LJ 102 Elementary Japanese 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LJ 101; or see GER Departmental Foreign Language
Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structure is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
Other Approved Courses:
LJ 151 Intermediate Japanese
LJ 172 Business Japanese
PORTUGUESE (LP)
LP 101 Elementary Portuguese I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
emnronment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
LP 102 Elementary Portuguese 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LP 101 ; or see GER Departmental Foreign Language
Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
Other Approved Courses:
LP 151 Intermediate Portuguese I
LP 252 Reading in Portuguese
RUSSIAN (LR)
LR 101 Elementary Russian I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
LR 102 Elementary Russian II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LR. 101; or see GER Departmental Foreign
Language Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
Other Approved Courses:
LR 151-152 Intermediate Russian I-II
LR 181-182 Advanced Russian I-II
LR 252 Reading in Russian
SPANISH (LS)
LS 101 Elementary Spanish I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
conununication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
LS 102 Elementary Spanish U (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 101; or see GER Departmental Foreign Language
Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
LS 151 Intermediate Spanish (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 102
A review of Spanish grammar •with, emphasis given to
readmg, writing, listening and speaking; systematic laboratory
practice; an introduction to aspects of Hispanic culture.
Conducted in Spanish.
LS 210 Latin American Poetry in Translation (3 crs.)
The course offers readings and discussions of poetry fi-om
the colonial period through modern times -with, primary
focus on authors of the 1 9th and 20th century. The class will
consider thematic issues within their cultural/historical
settings and will compare European and non-European
poetry. The course includes such poets as Sor Juana Ines de la
Cruz,Jose Maria Heredia, Ruben Dario, Gabriela Mistral,
Pablo Neruda and Octavio Paz. Satisfies the GER in Non-
Western Civilization.
LS 220 The Contemporary Latin American Novel in
English Translation (3 crs.)
This course introduces the student to the primary works of
Latin American writers such as Cortazar, Carpentier, Garcia,
Marquez,Vargas Llosa and Donoso.The class will study
Magic Realism, the Boom and Post-Boom hterary currents
and compare them with European literary trends. Satisfies
the GER in Non-Western Civilization.
LS 230 Contemporary Latin American Short Story in
Translation (3 crs.)
The course offers readings and discussion of the 20th
century short stories with primary focus on major hterary
trends and representative male/female authors. The course
considers the thematic issues and narrative features that
characterize works belonging to Fantastic Literature, Magical
Reahsm, the Boom and Post-Boom and places them within
an historical/cultural context. The study includes such
authors as Jorge Luis Borges,Juan Rulfo, Garcia Marquez,
Rosario Ferre and Isabel Allende. Satisfies the GER in Non-
Western Civilization.
LS 252 Reading in Spanish (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 151 or consent of the instructor
The student is introduced to the reading, analysis, and
discussion of semi-edited modern literary and cultural texts
from Spain, Latin America and the Caribbean. The emphasis
is on the development of reading comprehension skills and
vocabulary. Conducted in Spanish.
LS 271 Patterns of the Spanish Language (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 252 or consent of the instructor
Consideration given to writing patterns and to oral patterns
with emphasis on lexicon and phonetics; systematic labora-
tory practice. Conducted in Spanish.
LS 272 Spanish Composition (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 271 or consent of the instructor
The student develops writing skills utUizing sources from the
Spanish-speaking world. Different writing skills and styles are
introduced and practiced. Systematic review is conducted
with emphasis on more advanced language patterns. Con-
ducted in Spanish.
LS 281 Spanish Conversation and Phonetics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 271 or consent of the instructor
Fluent expression in formal and informal speech is stressed.
Oral proficiency is improved by the systematic study of the
sound system and lexicon. Conducted in Spanish.
LS 371 Advanced Spanish Conversation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 281
Emphasis is placed in the development of advanced oral
discourse skills. Fluency in Spanish is enhanced through
interactive role-plays and improvised situations using
contemporary idioms. Regional and dialectical speech
patterns are introduced. Systematic audio and video tape
practice. Conducted in Spanish.
LS 391 Spanish CiviUzation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 281 or consent of the instructor
Readings and discussion of topics related to Spanish civiliza-
tion through the centuries are treated. Conducted in Spanish.
LS 392 Spanish-American CiviUzation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 281 or consent of the instructor
Readings and discussions of topics related to South American
and Caribbean civilizations from pre-Columbian to modern
times are treated. Conducted in Spanish.
LS 400 Survey of Spanish Literature (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 391 or consent of the instructor
The course introduces the student to the principal literary
movements from the Middle Ages to the present. Representa-
tive authors such as Ruiz, Cervantes, Lope deVega, Moratin,
Espronceda, Perez Galdos, Unamuno, Baroja, Garcia Lorca
and Cela are treated. Conducted in Spanish.
LS 401 Topics in Spanish Literature (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 400 or LS 402, or consent of the instructor
Topics will focus on a particular genre, such as the short story
or the theatre, with intensive study of selected works from
modern writers. Conducted in Spanish.
LS 402 Survey of Spanish-American Literature
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 392 or consent of the instructor
Principal literary movements from the colonial times to the
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in healing courses descriptions.
present will be introduced. Discussion wLU include represen-
tative works of El Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, Sor Juana Ines de
la Cruz, Dario, Rulfo, Garcia Marquez, and Fuentes.
Conducted in Spanish.
LS 403 Topics in Spanish-American Literature (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 400 or LS 402 or consent of the instructor
Topics will focus on a particular genre, such as the short story
or the theatre, with intensive study of selected works from
modern writers. Conducted in Spanish.
LT 102 Elementary Italian II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LT 101; or see GER Departmental Foreign
Language Policy in the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
The further study of elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (second-semester level).
LS 490 Seminar in Hispanic Literature (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: LS 400 or LS 403 or consent of the instructor
Topics will be drawn from theme, genre, author, and period.
This course may be repeated for credit. Conducted in
Spanish.
LS 495 Seminar American Literature (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Consent of the Department
This seminar is limited to seniors of honor standing. It will
pursue in depth selected topics and authors of the specific
literature. To be offered as required to qualified students.
Other Approved Courses:
LS 110 Conversational Spanish for Medical Personnel
LS 301 The Golden Age of Spanish Literature
LS 310 Contemporary Latin American Short Story
LS 320 Latin American Poetry
LS 351 Cervantes
LS 381 The Middle Ages
LS 404 Nineteenth Century Spanish Literature
LS 410 Latin American Novel: Early 20th Century
LS 420 The Contemporary Latin American Novel
LS 451 Twentieth Century Spanish Literature
LS 507 Advanced Composition and Stylistics for Graduate
Students
LS 511-512 Masterpieces of Spanish-American Literature
I-II
LS 520 Topics in Spanish-American Civilization
LS 521 Topics in Spanish Civilization
LS 525 Masterpieces of Spanish Literature I
LS 526 Masterpieces of Spanish Literature 11
ITALIAN (LT)
LT 101 Elementary Italian I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: See GER Departmental Foreign Language Policy in
the Foreign Languages section of this catalog
An introduction to elementary syntactic, semantic, phonetic
and parahnguistic structures is offered. Pertinent everyday
cultural concepts are discussed. Relevant comparison and
contrast with the native language is treated. Functional
communication in the second language in a controlled
environment is the principal objective of the course. Satisfies
the GER in Foreign Language (first-semester level).
Other Approved Courses:
LT 151 Intermediate Italian I
LT 181-182 Advanced Italian I-ll
LT 252 Reading in Italian
MATHEMATICS (MA)
** The prerequisite for MA 100, MA 105, MA 1 10, MA 120
and MA 1 30 is a mathematics placement test score of level 1
.
***The prerequisite for MA 141 and MA 151 is MA 100 or
a mathematics placement test score of level 2.
MA 100 Precalculus Mathematics** (3 crs.)
This course provides a review of algebraic fundamentals
(exponents, logarithms, linear and quadratic equations) and a
study of functions of various types (polynomial, rational,
transcendental). Either semester
MA 105 Selected Topics in Mathematics** (3 crs.)
The nature and process of mathematical thinking (inductive,
deductive, and algorithmic), as well as applications and results,
are the underlying components of this course. Possible topics
to be explored include sets, logic, number theory, geometry,
graph theory and probability. A selection of three or more
such topics will be offered each semester. Satisfies the GER
in Mathematics. Either semester
MA 107 College Mathematics for Elementary
Majors I (3 crs.)
Theory of sets, relations and their properties, systems of
numeration, axiomatic approach to the real number system
through a study of the integers and rational numbers,
elementary number theory, nonmetric and analytic geometry,
groups, linear equations and inequahties, probability. Either
semester
MA 110 Elementary Statistics I** (3 crs.)
Measure of central tendency and variability; elementary
probability; binomial, normal and t distributions; hypothesis
testing and confidence intervals. Either semester
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MA 111 Elementary Statistics II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 1 10
The continuation of topics in MA 1 10. Additional work
with regression and correlation. Additional work with chi-
squared analysis of variance, nonparametric statistics.
MA 120 Introduction to Linear Algebra** (3 crs.)
This course will consider linear congruencies, groups,
matrices and hnear systems. Fall semester
MA 130 Discrete Mathematics I** (3 crs.)
This course provides some of the mathematical background
necessary for computer science. Topics include combinations
and discrete probability, discrete functions and graph theory.
Spring semester
MA 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors Colloquia in Mathematics allow excep-
tionally able students to explore a challenging topic in small
classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once
a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. MA 135 Fall semester, MA 136 Spring semester
MA 141 Elements of Calculus I*** (3 crs.)
This course introduces the student to the main concepts,
methods, and techniques of differential calculus. Emphasis is
on how these arise from problems in several areas, rather
than from a rigorous development of the theory. A principal
objective of this course is to illustrate how mathematics is
used to model physical reality and how such a mathematical
model facilitates the solution of problems. This course does
not satisfy mathematics major requirement. Satisfies the GER
in Mathematics. Either semester
MA 142 Elements of Calculus II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 141
The topics include the integral and its apphcations as well as
tnultivariable calculus. Additional topics are selected from:
differential equations, Taylor series and probability distribu-
tions. This course does not satisfy mathematics major
requirements. Either semester
MA 151 Calculus I*** (3 crs.)
This course introduces the student to a rigorous develop-
ment of the differential calculus. Emphasis is on the
development of the concepts of calculus as typical of a
cohesive mathematical theory. Satisfies the GER in Math-
ematics. Fall semester
MA 152 Calculus H (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 151
This course is an intensive study of the integral and its
apphcations, transcendental functions, conic sections, and




MA 160 Math at Bridgewater (0 crs.)
Prerequisite: must be taken in conjunction with a calculus course—
either MA 141, MA 142, MA 151 or MA 152
Students work in small groups under the gjuidance of faculty
and advanced undergraduates to work on challenging
problems which parallel the material in the calculus courses.
Goals include enhanced performance in calculus and
increased confidence in one's ability to succeed in mathemat-
ics. (This course carries no graduation credit and may be
repeated.) Graded on a pass/ fail basis.
MA 200 Probability and Statistics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 142 or MA 152
Permutations and combinations; types of events, conditional
probability, elementary probability distributions, elementary
cumulative distributions, mathematical expectation, measures
of central tendency, variance and standard deviation, normal
distributions. Additional statistics topics as time allows.
MA 202 Linear Algebra (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: one year of calculus or consent of the department
Vector spaces, hnear transformations, matrices, systems of
linear equations, and deternunants. Spring semester
MA 214 Introduction to Modern Algebra (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 105 or MA 100 or MA 107 or consent of the
department
Linear congruencies, groups, matrices, and linear systems.
Offered alternate years, Fall semester
MA 251 Calculus DI (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 152
This course covers infinite sequences and series and multi-
variable calculus including partial ditTerentiation, directional
derivatives, max/min theory, and multiple integration. Fall
semester
MA 252 Calculus IV (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 25
1
This course covers with an emphasis on techniques the
topics: vector differentiation and integration, line integrals
and Green's theorem. This course also includes j rigorous
reexamination of the multivariable calculus topics of limits,
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MA 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in Mathematics allow
exceptionally able students to explore a challenging topic in
small classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet
once a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. MA 286 Fall semester, MA 287 Spring semester
MA 301 Abstract Algebra I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Study of relations, functions, and binary operations. Intro-
duction to the theory of rings, integral domains and fields
through a study of integers, rational numbers, real numbers,
complex numbers and polynomials, elementary group theory.
Fall semester
business and economic problems as an aid to decision-
making in management. Models and apphcations related to
decision theory, linear programming, inventory, queuing,
forecasting and other standard qualitative concepts. Either
semester
MA 321 Introduction to Probability (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 105 or MA 100 or MA 108 or consent of the
department
Permutations and combinations, sample spaces, types of
events, conditional probability, Chebyshev's Theorem, Bayes'
Theorem, the six (classic) discrete probability distributions,
mathematical expectation, the normal distribution.
MA 325 Foundations of Geometry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 301 or consent of the department
An in-depth study of Euclid's, Hilbert's, etc., axioms for
Euclidean geometry, its undefined relations (incidence,
congruence, betweenness and parallelism) and functions
(measurement).
MA 302 Abstract Algebra II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 301
Group theory, linear groups, rings and ideals, extensions of
rings and fields.
MA 303 Number Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Development of the number system, the Euchdean Algo-
rithm and its consequences, theory of congruencies,
number-theoretic functions, Diophantine equations,
quadratic residues.
MA 326 Projective Geometry (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 120 or consent of the department
A synthetic and analytic study of the axioms and properties
of the projective plane; the projective group of transforma-
tions, its subgeometries and their invariant properties.
MA 330 Discrete Mathematics II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 130, CS 102
Course topics will include formal logic, automata and formal
languages, and an introduction to the analysis of algorithms.
Either semester
MA 304 Introduction to Topology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
This course is an introduction to point set topology,
beginning with metric spaces and proceeding to general
topological spaces. Topics include compactness, separation,
connectedness, continuity, and associated function spaces.
MA 316 Differential Equations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 25
1
Ordinary differential equations of first and second order,
linear differential equations with constant coefficients, the
Laplace transformation, applications.
MA 317 Sequences and Series (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 251
Elementary point-set theory, Heine-Borel theorem, Cauchy
sequences, convergence tests for infinite series, absolute
convergence, power series, Taylor series and Fourier series.
MA 318 Quantitative Methods for Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 142 and MA 1 10 or equivalent
Selected mathematical tools and techniques for analysis of
MA 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: Consent of the department
Special topics in mathematics. Open to All-College and
Departmental Honors students. Three hourly meetings
weekly. MA 338 Fall semester, MA 339 Spring semester
MA 382 Switching Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 301, CS 101
Boolean algebra and functions. Combinational and sequential
logic nets, threshold logic, minimization theory, and
completeness theorems. Introduction to automata theory.
MA 399 Topics in Advanced Mathematics (3 crs.)
Special topics selected from the general areas of algebra,
analysis, and apphed mathematics.
MA 401 Introduction to Analysis I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 251
Logic and proof techniques are followed by basic theorems
on the topology of real numbers, compactness, limits,
sequences, continuity and differentiabiliry. Spring semester
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MA 403 Probability Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 251
All elementary probability topics: permutations and combi-
nations, types of events, conditional probability, Bayes'
Theorem and so on. A calculus approach to probability
distribution and cumulative distributions, moment and
moment generating functions.
MA 408 History of Mathematics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
The development of elementary mathematics from ancient
to modern time.
MA 412 Mathematical Statistics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 403 or cortsent of the department
A calculus based approach to statistical topics: hypothesis
testing, estimations, correlation and regression, analysis of
variance, the gamma distribution, the t distribution, the chi-
squared distribution, the F distribution and so on.
MA 415 Numerical Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 25 i
Solution of algebraic and transcendental equations, general
iteration method, Newton-Raphson method. Approximation
of functions and curve fitting, Lagrange interpolation
formula, Newton's forward difference method, method of
least squares, orthogonality. Numerical integration, Euler-
Cauchy technique.
MA 416 Applied Mathematics (3 crs.)
Fourier analysis, solutions of partial differential equations,
special functions, and line and surface integrals.
MA 417 Introduction to Complex Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
This course is an introduction to functions of one complex
variable. Topics include complex numbers, stereographic
projection, analytic and harmonic functions, conformal
mapping and Cauchy's Theorem.
MA/CS 445 Logic Programming (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: funior or senior Mathematics or Computer Science
major or equivalent background, and consent of the department
The study of prepositional and first order predicate logic
from an axiomatic point of view. Algorithmic methods of
theorem proving will be emphasized.
MA/CS 460 Introduction to Robotics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 152 or MA 142 and either MA 202 or MA
120 and CS 102
An introduction to the theory of the motion of robot
manipulators. The mathematics, programming and control of
manipulators will be emphasized. Also examined will be
issues of sensing and planning.
MA 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental Honors
students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis director
will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent of the
Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis director, this
course may be extended into a second semester for three
additional credits depending upon the scope of the project.
Whether the final version of the thesis qualifies the student to
graduate with honors will be determined by the Departmen-
tal Honors Committee. Either semester
MA 490 Mathematics Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 251, MA 202 and MA 301 or consent of the
department
Topics to be selected from algebra, geometry and analysis.
May be offered as a quarter or semester course.
MA 499 Directed Study in Mathematics (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal appUcation required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
MA 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
MA 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
MA 507 Topology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 251 and MA 301 or equivalent
Elements of point set topology, closed sets and open sets in
metric spaces, continuous mappings, connection, separation
theorems, and compactness.
MA 508 History of Mathematics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
The development of elementary mathematics from ancient to
modern time.
MA 510 Group Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 301 or equivalent
Groups, subgroups, homomorphisins, normal subgroups and
quotient groups, generators, normal structure and thejordan-
Holden Theorem, direct products of groups.
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MA 511 Ring Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 301 or equivalent
Examples of rings, ideals and homomorphisms, the Jacobson
radical, direct sums. Boolean rings, rings with chain conditions.
MA 518 Topics in Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 401 or consent of the department
Complete ordered fields, approximation theory, including
Weierstrass and Bernstein's theorems, continuous, non-
difFerentiable functions, and various topics from complex
analysis, time permitting.
MA 520 Real Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 401
Sets and functions, sequences and series, metric spaces,
Weierstrass Approximation Theorem, Riemann and Lebesgue
Integrals, Fourier Series.
MA 522 Complex Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MA 401
Analytic functions of a complex variable, differentiation and
integration in the complex plane. Cauchy's theorems, infinite
series, Laurent expansions, theory of residues.
MA 525 Mathematics in Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: high school /middle school teacher of mathematics or science
This course, contains the mathematical background necessary
for a variety of science applications. Topics include linear
algebra, statistics, discrete mathematics, geometry, calculus and
numerical analysis as well as computer software to enhance
their application to problem solving in science.
MA 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project,
which integrates theory and practice utilizing educational
research format and disciplinary knowledge.
Other Approved Courses:
MA 108 College Mathematics for Elementary Majors II
MA 216 Analytic Geometry
MA 220 Introduction to Calculus
MA 230 Business Mathematics
MA 349 Foundations of Mathematics
MA 354 Introduction to Modern Geometry
MA 402 Introduction to Analysis II
MA 406 Theory of Sets and Elementary Logic
MA 450 Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers
pictures, shdes, filmstrips, recording, radio, television and
other media. This course is highly recommended for those
people involved with training programs in business, industry,
and/or education. Either semester
ME 315 Media Presentation Skills for Business and
Management Training (3 crs.)
This course will help students develop basic media tech-
niques. Instruction will center around the mastery of media
presentation skills for those in business, management and
related fields. Offered once in three years
ME 320 Sound-Slide Production Techniques (3 crs.)
This course provides an opportunity to learn basic techniques
for producing slide-tape productions. Skills include planning
presentation, scripting, storyboarding, photographic tech-
niques and sound recording. These skills are valuable for
people in fields such as education, business, advertising, and/
or public relations where training or presentation of messages
is important. Offered evenings and summers only
ME 412 Communication Theory (3 crs.)
Apphes basic concepts of communication to problems related
to training and instruction. Modern techniques and appUca-
tions will be thoroughly discussed and practiced. Offered
evenings and summers only
ME 425 Microcomputers in Libraries and Media
Centers (3 crs.)
An introduction to the use of microcomputers in media
centers and small libraries. This course is designed for those
who have httle or no background with computers. It is
appropriate for media specialists, librarians, students enrolled
in the Media Certificate program and others who wish to
become computer hterate for application to and management
of school and business media centers and small hbraries.
Topics will include the historical development and introduc-
tion to the use of programs in BASIC language and an
investigation of the required hardware for setting up a
computer system. Fall semester
ME 440 Advanced Techniques in Instructional Media
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AR 216,AR 310,AR 456, AR 460 or consent of the
instructor
Directed study course. Development of a multimedia package
of materials to be used in a training or instructional setting.
Materials are produced by the student under the guidance of
the instructor.
MEDIA (ME)
ME 310 Introduction to Instructional Media (3 crs.)
Introduction to instructional media and technology incorpo-
rating selection, production, evaluation and utilization of
instructional materials. Instruction in application of still
ME 454 Script Writing for Radio, Television, and/or
other Media (3 crs.)
This course explores the many techniques necessary for the
design of scripts for actual studio production. Offered alternate
years. Fall semester
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ME 456 Radio and TV Production I (3 crs.)
The student will learn all of the technical operations
necessary to direct radio and TV programs. Students will
work on actual productions. Fall semester
ME 458 Radio and TV Production II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ME 456 or consent of the instructor
Designed to make the students proficient in the production
of radio and TV programming, with stress upon being able to
make, obtain, and set up necessary props, background, trick
camera shots, and sound effects. Spring semester
ME 464 Management of Instructional Media (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
The following functions are discussed: personnel, budgeting,
purchasing, analysis of materials and equipment, in-service
training, curriculum support, and classification and cataloging
of instructional materials. Offered evenings and summers only
ME 466 Cinematography I (3 crs.)
Basic film production techmques and their appUcations are
taught. Topics such as scripting, the motion picture camera,
lighting, shooting, sphcing and editing are included. Students
will work with super 8mm and/or 16mm equipment and
materials. Either semester
ME 498 Internship in Media and/or Librarianship
(3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Offered to advanced undergraduate students who wish to
acquire a supervised practical experience within their field of
study. (See information in this catalog under "Acadeimc
Programs" for a more complete description). Either semester
ME 499 Directed Study in Non-Print Media (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abihties in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
ME 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field (i.e. non-print instructional media). For details,
consult the paragraph entided "Independent Study" in the
Graduate and Continuing Education section of this catalog.
ME 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field (i.e. non-print in.structional
media). For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Indepen-
dent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section
of this catalog.
ME 524 Seminar in Instructional Media (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: EE 420 or consent of the instructor
This course is designed to carry out a systematic review and
critique of media research literature and to bring about the
ability to design and execute a research study pertinent to the
field. Selected research and hterature will be reviewed and
analyzed.
ME 553 School Public Relations (3 crs.)
The necessity for a well-informed public to foster good
school pubhc relations. All necessary media will be discussed:
radio, television, newspapers, magazines, school publications,
teacher-parent and administrator-teacher-parent relation-
ships. Emphasis will be placed on communication theory.
ME 556 Operation and Control of a Radio Station
and a Television Studio (3 crs.)
This course is intended for graduate students who are
planning to be media specialists. It is designed to give the
student an operational knowledge of the skills necessary to
operate a radio station and a television studio. Production
skills are also included.
ME 558 Radio and Television Production (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ME 566 or consent of the instructor
This course is intended for graduate students who are
planning to be media specialists. It provides for the student
with basic background in radio station and television studio
operation opportunities to practice production and program-
ming.
ME 560 Graphics for Media Specialists (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course is designed for graduate students. It is a course in
intermediate graphic skills necessary for producing instruc-
tional materials and/or graphics for television. It is particu-
larly intended for the person who is planning to be a media
speciahst. Course includes instruction in the use of simple
mechanical lettering devices; mounting and laminating
techniques; diazo and color-hft transparency production;
composition and related skills.
ME 566 Cinematography II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ME 466 or consent of the instructor
Advanced techniques of film production in all of its technical
phases, including production, design, editing, and sound
synchronization.
ME 584 Administration of Media Programs (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course is designed for graduate students. It covers the
principles and practices of the administration of media
programs, particularly from the unified media approach. Areas
of study include planning, equipping, servicing and opera-
tion.
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ME 595 Professional Practicum and Internship
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: completion of, or enrollment in, all other courses of the
program
Involves observation and participation in all important
aspects of administration, including selection and organiza-
tion of materials, reference and bibliographic services, and
techniques of teaching media use. This course must be
pursued at a media center approved by the secondary
education and professional programs department at
Bridgewater and may only be waived, in the case of non-
certification students, if the student has had considerable
experience as a media specialist in a situation acceptable to
the department.
Other Approved Courses:
ME 459 Advanced Radio and Television Production
MANAGEMENT (MG)
MG 130 Principles of Management (3 crs.)
The principles and techniques underlying the successftil
organization and management of business activities. This
course combines the traditional analysis of management
principles with the behavioral approach to case studies. The
study includes the management fiinctions of planning,
organization, leadership, staffing control and the decision-
making process. Three lectures weekly. Either semester
MG 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors CoUoquia in Management Science allow
exceptionally able students to explore a challenging topic in
small classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet
once a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. MG 135 Fall semester, MG 136 Spring semester
MG 140 Human Resources Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130
A study of the staffing, compensation systems, individual and
group behavior, employee development and human resource
management systems. Three lectures weekly. Either semester
MG 200 Marketing Principles (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130, and EC 101 or EC 102 or consent of the
department
Develops students' understanding of the marketing function
of an organization through: a survey of the history of
marketing from its inception as distribution through the
modern marketing concept; in-depth study of the elements
of the marketing mix (product, price, place and promotion);
impact of external legal, political, sociological and techno-
logical forces upon the marketing manager; and the structure
and placement of the marketing organization presented
through lecture, case study and projects. Either semester
MG 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the irutructor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in Management Science allow
exceptionally able students to explore a challenging topic in
small classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet
once a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor.The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. MG 286 Fall semester, MG 287 Spring semester
MG 325 Marketing and Sales Promotion: Industrial
and Service Sector (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 200, CC 130
This upper-level elective course is for students who wish to
develop promotional skills in a variety of specialized areas.
Actual organizational case problems wiU be addressed.
Projects will provide experience in all aspects of promotion
with exposure to campaign proposals, incentives, trade show
preparation and implementation, personal seUing of services,
media choice and related preparation. Students will have the
opportunity for hands-on experience with trade shows,
professional journal advertising, community relation's work
and media personnel.
MG 340 Labor Relations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 140
The course examines the background, philosophy and
structure of collective bargaining. Emphasis is placed upon
the processes of negotiations and administration of labor
agreements. Case analysis dealing with problems involving
unions, employers and governments are reviewed and
analyzed. Either semester
MG 360 Business Data Processing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130 and CS 105 or CS 101
An introduction to data processing from manual systems to
computers, recent developments in the field, the equipment
involved, how the equipment is used, how it operates and the
appHcation of data processing systems will be covered. The
course will aid students in applying the capabilities of the
computer to their fields of study. Either semester
MG 375 Personnel Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 140
The course introduces the student to the concepts of
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industrial and service training and will focus on the skills
needed to perform the four roles of the training and
development fiinction: admimstrator, consultant, designer of
learning experiences and instructor. Either semester
MG 380 Decision Support Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 360
An analysis of the highest level of information support
systems, which serve the manager user. Theoretical concepts
will be apphed to real-world applications.
MG 399 Special Topics in Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130
Special topics will be offered in business, management and
allied subjects.
MG 410 International Marketing and Physical
Distribution (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 200
An examination of the concepts and practices of marketing
management in the international and multinational settings,
including all aspects of product distribution and control.
Spring semester
MG 415 Retail Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 200
An analysis of retail principles with emphasis on organization,
consumer demand, store layout, buying merchandise, control
and turnover of stock and retail sales promotion. The case
method is utiUzed. Spring semester
MG 420 Marketing Research (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 200, MA UO
An examination of the market research process used in
approaching contemporary marketing problems. Emphasis is
placed on the current status of research techniques and their
apphcations. Spring semester
MG 424 Advertising (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 200
A comprehensive survey of advertising and its applications in
business and society. Among the topics considered are an
historical survey of advertising, regulation of advertising,
buyer behavior, advertising agencies, advertising media, copy
and campaign management. Fall semester
MG 425 Operations Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130 and MA 318 or consent of the instructor
This course acquaints the student with the basic principles
and methods of production management and control as well
as the qualitative and quantitative approaches to problem
solving in the production management area. Either semester
MG 430 Sales Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 200
Sales programs must be formulated and then implemented. In
this age of accelerating product complexity, this course will
deal with the sales manager who must understand the
importance of these major responsibihties. Fall semester
MG 435 Small Business Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130 andAF 240
This course provides the student with an understanding of
the unique characteristics required of the successful small
business entrepreneur and the specifics relative to the start-
up, financing and management of a small business.
MG 440 Industrial Marketing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 200
A study of contemporary market strategy techniques in
industrial companies. Emphasis is placed on the case
approach where students are provided an opportunity to
develop strategies in response to given market opportunities
and competitive behavior. Fall semester
MG 445 Information Systems Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 360
A course designed to equip students as ftiture users of
information systems. It deals with systems issues and manage-
ment of the computer resource. It assumes only minimal
technical background and prepares the student to make
decisions on the acquisition of equipment, system analysis and
related topics. "Management Problems" are used to relate
course material to managerially oriented decisions. Fall semester
MG 450 Problems in Information Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130 and consent of the department
The content of this course varies. It is intended to introduce
the student to significant topics, which are not normally
offered as separate courses. Spring semester
MG 460 Public Policy and Government Regulation in
Global Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 130, MG 140, AF 305
The increasing globahzation of business raises new concerns
for corporate management. To operate successfully in this
new environment, management needs to have a thorough
understanding of the public policy, government regulations
and ethical considerations that apply throughout the





MG 470 Materials Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 425 or consent of the instructor
All aspects of materials management, including procurement,
material requirements planning, capacity, requirements
planning, forecasting and inventory management, as applied in
both manufacturing and iion-manufactunng business environ-
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MG 475 Statistical Process Control (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 425
The application of statistical methods to the control of
product quality and process efficiency is increasingly
important in both product manufacturing and in the service
industries. Statistical lot sampHng plans, statistical process
control limits and the collection and evaluation of process
performance data are presented in this course. Fall semester
MG 480 Systems Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 360, MG 445
Studies systems analysis and the use of quantitative models
and the computer in solvmg managerial problems in a variety
of functional areas. The course introduces systems and models
and the stages of a systems-analysis approach and provides an
overview of systems applications at functional areas and
computer techniques for systems, implementation in finance,
operations and marketing. Fall semester
MG 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-CoUege and Departmental Honors
students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis director
will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent of the
departmental honors committee and the thesis director, this
course may be extended into a second semester for three
additional credits depending upon the scope of the project.
MG 490 Management Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:open to all management science seniors in the Jinal
semester of the program
Reading and discussion of important research and Hterature
in student's particular field of interest, culminating in a major
written paper. Either semester
MG 494 Marketing Management and Strategy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: open to alt management science seniors in thefinal
semester of the program, MG 200 plus two other marketing courses
Teaches the principles of formulating a marketing program.
The course demonstrates how and why marketing programs
are affected by the marketing forces that bear on the firm
while remaining consistent with the needs of the target
market segment. Spring semester
MG 498 Internship in Management (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson;formal
application required
A non-classroom experience designed for a limited number
ofjunior and senior majors to complement their academic
preparation. Graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis.
Either semester
MG 499 Directed Study in Management (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson;formal
application required
Open to junior and senior majors who have demonstrated
critical and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish
to pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
MG 500 Computational Statistics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to graduate study or consent of the instructor
This course provides an advanced overview of statistical
modeling from the perspective of computer implementation.
Students explore problems in probability, risk, sampling,
correlation, hypothesis testing, and variance as they apply to
managerial decision making. The use of statistical software
packages reinforces knowledge of the computational aspects
of statistical analysis. Credit cannot be applied toward a
graduate degree program.
MG 501 Systems Research and Problem Solving
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a course in statistics
This course explores both quantitative and qualitative
methods for conducting systems research and solving systems
problems. Systems thinking offers an approach to formulating
complex managerial problems and implementing solutions,
particularly problems with both technological and social
elements. Students conduct projects, developing skills in
proposal preparation, report writing, and oral presentation of
results.
MG 506 Issues in Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to graduate study or consent of the instructor
Through an exploration of current issues in management, this
course reinforces the concepts and vocabulary of manage-
ment. Students research issues in such areas as business ethics,
international management, entrepreneurship, employment law,
intellectual property, and marketing trends. Credit cannot be
applied toward a graduate degree program.
MG 510 International Marketing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: one course in marketing
This course examines the concepts and practices of marketing
in international and multinational settings, including aU
aspects of product distribution and control. The impact of the
Internet and electronic business provides a special focus.
Students conduct research projects.
MG 526 Project Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: one course each in accounting, finance, and law
This course presents a unified framework for managing
mulri-discipUnary and cross-functional project teams. Students
learn about systems for contract and cost management, and
for controlling project schedules, budgets, and quality. The
management of people as sources of knowledge and creativity
provides a special emphasis. Students work in teams to
prepare complete project plans.
MG 527 Product Development Processes (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: one course each in finance and marketing
This course examines the entire life cycle of a new product
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or service. Students study concepts, tools, and systems for
supporting the concurrent management of new business
prospects, including the financing, engineering, marketing,
producing, distributing, staffing, and other aspects of
managing necessary to bring an idea to market. A project,
culminating in a business plan, reinforces the importance of
process and systems thinking.
MG 528 Quality and Risk Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: one course each in statistics, law andfinance
This course evaluates various approaches, both technical and
behavioral, for managing quahty and risk. Students study the
tools of quahty and risk management in the context of the
organizational systems in which they get embedded. Case
studies and in-class exercises demonstrate the advantages and
disadvantages of these approaches.
MG 540 Industrial Marketing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: one course in marketing
Students study contemporary market strategy techniques in
industrial companies. Case studies provide students with an
opportunity to develop strategies in response to given
market opportunities and competitive behaviors.
MG 541 Issues in Marketing (Capstone — 3 crs.)
Prerequisites: two graduate marketing courses and completion of 18
credits ofgraduate course work
This course prepares students to research current topics in
marketing including marketing ethics,World Wide Web,
consumer behavior, advertising strategies, and government
regulation. Guest speakers augment student presentations and
discussions.
MG 551 Programming for £-Commerce (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: some computer programming experience
Through a semester-long business planning project, this
course focuses on the application of a Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) and of dynamic Web pages with Java applets
to the entrepreneurial development of an electronic business.
Programming exercises reinforce the technical issues involved.
MG 552 £-Commerce Applications I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite or Corequisite: MG 551
This course provides a hands-on exploration of E-Com-
merce platforms for the Internet environment. Students use
Web-ready electronic business solutions to explore flexibility,
scalability, robustness, extensibility, and global readiness.
MG 553 E-Commerce Applications II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MG 552
A continuation ofMG 552, this course offers additional
study of planning, management, and security issues sur-
rounding e-business solution implementations.
MG 554 Issues in Global E-Commerce (Capstone - 3 crs.)
Prerequisites: MG 552 and completion of 18 aedits ofgraduate course work
This capstone course explores how the Internet affects
product and service costs, customer response times, and
quahty across a variety of industries. Students research
modern e-business models in relation to both business
strategy and the broader societal impacts of these new
organizational forms.
MG 561 Environmental Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: one course in law
This course covers environmental laws and regulations as
they apply to industrial organizations. Students explore the
relationships between technology, community development,
and the long-term sustainabihty of natural resources. Special
topics include ISO 14000 standards, the role of private
industry in developing new technology, and the responsibUi-
ties of both business and government in a global economy.
MG 562 Strategic Management ofTechnological
Innovation (Capstone - 3 crs.)
Prerequisites: MG 527 and completion of 18 credits of graduate
course work
This capstone course employs extensive case analyses to
explore alternative strategies for the management of new
technology. Students develop a systems and process perspec-
tive through research on emerging approaches to strategic
management, including business process reengineering,
organizational learning, sustainabihty, concurrent engineer-
ing, supply chain management, self-directed teams, among
others.
MG 571 Organizational Culture and Work Force
Diversity (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: one course in law
This course uses knowledge about different cultures, across
organizational types, industries, and nations, to develop an
understanding of how diverse members of an organization
can work together toward shared values, while still maintain-
ing their individual identities. Students study a variety of
culture-dependent approaches to tunc, space, language, and
workplace practices. The management of work force diversity
as a valuable resource for organizational creativity and
knowledge-building provides a special emphases.
MG 572 Interpersonal and Group Behavior (3 crs.)
Prerequisite or Corequisite: MG 526
This course prepares students to participate as effective group
members and to act as successful group leaders in workplace
project teams. Students study the set of skills that profession-
als and managers need to meet the challenges posed by trends
toward organizational decentralization, functional integration,
use of cross-functional project teams, and work force
diversity. Theories of interpersonal and group behavior offer
students the opportunity to assess individual skills and to
experiiucnt with new skills.
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MG 576 Organizational Change and Leadership
(3 crs.)
STATE COLLEGE Prercquisites one course each in law and marketing
This course examines the impact of leadership on the
organizational change process within a variety of work
settings. New leadership styles and practices emerging in the
context of cross-fiinctional structures, joint ventures, and
project-based organizations provide a special emphasis.
Through both in-class exercises and group projects, students
learn about approaches to change management and develop
awareness of their leadership attributes.
MG 577 Power and Influence in Organizations (3 crs.)
JUUJI^
Prerequisite or Corequisite: MG 576
• fB^ This course explores the nature, practice, and effects of power
and influence in work organizations. Students study classical
and contemporary ideas on leadership to understand how the
concepts and practices of power and influence are changing.
Cases and simulations demonstrate methods for the effective
and ethical exercise of power and influence in organizational
units, on project teams, and within the organizational culture
as a whole.
computer interaction, graphical interfaces, and systems analysis
and design.
MG 583 Business Data Communications (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: one course each in statistics and law, and a working
knowledge of computers
This course introduces the fundamental concepts of data
communications and networking. Students learn about the
technical aspects of data transmission, including communica-
tions hardware, transmission standards and protocols, and
network architectures, with a focus on their implications for
management.
MG 594 Marketing Management and Strategy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: two graduate marketing courses, and completion of 18
credits ofgraduate course work
This course integrates the formulation of a marketing
program with an organization's overall business strategy.
Students learn how and why social, economic, and political
forces affect the selection and success of a marketing program,
and ways in which a business firm can continue to meet the
needs of its market segments in the context of these forces.
MG 578 Issues in Modern Organizations
(Capstone - 3 crs.)
Prerequisites:MG 576, one additional graduate course in organizational
development, and completion of 18 credits ofgraduate course work
This capstone course explores current topics in organiza-
tional development and change, including the practical and
ethical issues arising in the context of multinational organiza-
tions and the conduct or international business. Guest
speakers augment student presentations and seminar discus-
sions.
LIBRARY MEDIA STUDIES (ML)
ML 102 Introduction to Information Resources (1 cr.)
This course introduces the use of information resources,
especially at the Maxwell Library, in order to attain an ability
to work with the research tools and to know the services
which are available. Satisfies the GER in Locating and
Processing Information; must be taken within the first 30
credits at Bridgewater State College. Either semester
MG 581 Information Resources Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: one course each in accounting, statistics, and marketing,
and a working knowledge of computers
Students study the technology, systems, and processes that
allow organizations to manage information and knowledge as
valuable resources. Topics include the conceptualization of
data, including data structures, data modeling, and data
administration, and the selection of a database environment.
The role of information systems in both the routine conduct
of business and long-term strategic planning provide a special
emphasis.
MG 582 Decision Support Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: one course in statistics, finance, and marketing, and a
working knowledge of computers
Students learn how to evaluate and use systems designed to
support managerial decision making. The course looks at the
relationships between knowledge and decision making and
examines how current and fiiture information technology
can facilitate the management of integrated systems and
complex organizations. Topics include techniques for
processing quantitative and quahtative information, human-
ML 410 Children's Literature (3 crs.)
This course introduces students to the world of literature for
children in various media by means of the required text and other
readings, lectures, discussions (small group and class), presentations,
simulations and extensive reading of children's books.
ML 420 Literature for Young Adults (3 crs.)
Survey of literature and audiovisual materials for adolescents.
Includes applicable principles of adolescent psychology, a brief
history of the development of this hterature, criteria and aids
for selection, techniques in motivation and reading guidance
and skills in reading, listening and viewing. Designed for
teachers, librarians and media specialists working with junior
and senior high school students.
ML 453 Sharing Literature with Children (3 crs.)
Traditional and contemporary storytelling, reading aloud,
response-centered activities, book talks, book-related film
programs based on the concept of sharing as an integral part
of a hterature program; emphasis on selection, planning,
techniques of presentation, e.g., puppets, flannel board, hook-
and-loop and evaluation.
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ML 501 Administration of the Library Media Center I
(3 cr.)
An introduction to the philosophy and role of the hbrary
media program and of the library media specialist. The
content deals with the underlying "why?" of school library
media programs. ("How?" is developed in other courses.) The
purpose of the course is to provide an understanding of
school library media programs and to enable the student to
have a clear understanding of the role of the library media
specialist and of the library media center in promoting
teaching and learning.
ML 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and Cotitinuing
Education section of this catalog.
ML 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
ML 505 Integrating Literature Across the Curriculum
(1-3 crs.)
The use of trade books and related forms to support specific
grade levels and/or curriculum and/or issues in education.
The student will have individual choice of specific issues to
be studied including whole language, multicultural and
gender. Students will also choose to study resource support
for specific subject and grade level areas such as elementary
science, middle school math, high school history, health
education for all grades, etc.
ML 510 Reference and Information Resources (3 crs.)
Introduction to the basic reference books in all subject
disciplines. Bibliographic search assignments give practical
application of techniques using all the resources of the library
media center. The use of electronic searching will be
introduced especially as the selected databases correlate to
assigned print reference tools.
ML 513 Special Topics (variable credit)
Prerequisite: course prerequisites may he specified depending on the
nature of the topic
Special topics of current relevance in library media studies
will be offered from time to time. The topic to be addressed
will be announced in pre-registration publications. May be
taken more than once with consent of the adviser.
ML 515 Cataloging and Classification (3 crs.)
Includes an analysis of the theory of classification and
information systems. Presentation of techniques for print and
non-print cataloging with emphasis on Dewey Decimal,
Library of Congress, Sears and Anglo-American Rules.
Practical apphcation utilizing automated resources.
ML 520 Collection Development (3 crs.)
Criteria and poHcies in selection of print and non-print
material for reader interest and curriculum enrichment, with
emphasis on practical applications and appraisal of biblio-
graphic aids and current review practices.
ML 525 Online and Optical Information Retrieval
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ML 510, or consent of instructor or adviser
An introduction to the origin and scope of online services
and databases with emphasis on hardware, search techniques
and strategy. Some attention is given to managing the service
and training staff and patrons in the school library media
center.
ML 530 Administration of the Library Media Center 11
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ML 501 or consent of the instructor or adviser
Library/media centers and their governing agencies, scientific
management principles, organization and operation of the
hbrary media center department, personnel problems and
procedures, budget preparation, statistics, quarters and
planning.
ML 540 Current Technology for Library Media
Centers (3 crs.)
Provides background in the new and emerging technologies
stressing the carriers and media necessary to store and
circulate information. Some attention wiU be given to tools
and techniques of special interest to school library media
services.
ML 545 Technology Applications in Library
Programming (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ML 540 or consent of instructor or adviser
Practical apphcation including program production, of the
current technology in school Hbrary media fiinctions that
reach out to students and teachers. Attention will be given to
technical processing and management functions as well as
patron services.
ML 546 The Internet for School Library Media
Specialists I (3 crs.)
This course will provide an introduction to telecommunica-
tions and the Internet for school library media specialists.
Some of the topics to be covered include e-mail, listservs,
telnet, ftp, the World Wide Web and various information
search tools, such as gopher and Veronica. Search engines used
to access the World Wide Wob will also be included. In
addition to hands-on practice using the Internet, ethical
issues related to responsible use of the Internet and a wide
variety of curriculum connections will be explored. As a
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result of taking this course, students will learn why they
should be using the Internet in their school library media
center, how to use it and have a strong beginning sense of
where to access information and programs to benefit the
teaching and learning process in their schools.
ML 548 Advanced Cataloging and Classification
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ML 515 or consent of instructor or adviser
Theoretical discussion and practical application of techniques
in detailed cataloging with emphasis on Library of Congress
classification and subject headings. Includes non-book
cataloging.
ML 549 Multimedia for School Library Media
Specialists (3 crs.)
This course will provide an introduction to multimedia for
the school library media specialist. The power of multimedia
allows the librarian to be a developer of software or to
facilitate students to develop. Focus will be on good
multimedia design, the user and evaluation. Two packages
will be featured: HyperCard and HyperStudio. Incorporation
of media such as video, sound and graphics will also be
covered.
ML 553 Foundations of Library and Information
Science (3 crs.)
Form and function of classical, medieval and scholarly
hbraries; the pubUc library as the people's university;
development of information centers, libraries and media
centers, and their role in contemporary society.
ML 558 Advanced Studies in Literature for Children
and Young People (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ML 410 or 420 or ML 505 or consent of the
instructor or adviser
A seminar format which offers the student an opportunity to
explore recent artistic, literary and social developments in
books and media for the young or for study of particular
genres or themes.
ML 559 Advanced Reference I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ML 510 or consent of the instructor or adviser
Research methods using specialized reference sources,
professional journals and audio-visual materials, intended for
retrospective studies in history, literature, music, philosophy,
religion and the arts.
ML 560 Advanced Reference II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ML 510 or consent of the instructor or adviser
Research methods using specialized reference sources,
professional journals, government documents, microforms
and audio-visual materials, intended for the study of the
social and behavioral sciences and services and pure and
applied science and technology, focusing on contemporary
materials and topics.
ML 566 Automating the School Library Media
Center (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a basic knowledge of computers
Survey of developments in information retrieval and other
library applications of modern procedures in acquisition,
circulation, management and periodical control.
ML 569 The Book Arts (3 crs.)
Traces the development of the written word from the earliest
alphabet to today's computerized publishing. The history, art
and science of the book include field study of book
production; manuscripts, rare books and bindings; and award-
winning books.
ML 576 Research Problems in Library Literature
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the program coordinator
Designed for special projects for advanced students desiring
individual instruction in the methods of Ubrary research.
ML 590 Seminar on Librarianship (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a minimum of 12 credit hours in library science,
including ML 510 and ED 530, and consent of the adviser
Intended as a culminating exercise in administrative
librarianship. It will include study and analysis of current
problems and issues in Ubrary administration. Students will
seek solutions to these through reading and research.
ML 594 Internship (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and retention in the professional education
program, completion of, or enrollment in, all other courses in the
provisional with advanced standing level program and consent of
department
This graduate level internship involves a minimum of 300
clock hours in a school library media center working as a
school library media specialist under appropriate school and
college supervision during one semester, either spring or fall.
ML 595 Professional Practicum (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and retention in the professional education
program, completion of or enrollment in, all other courses in the
provisional with advanced standing level program, and consent of
department
This graduate practicum involves observation and participa-
tion in all important aspects of school library administration,
including selection and organization of materials; references
and bibliographic services; curriculum development; and
techniques of teaching library media use. This course must be
pursued at an approved media center under the supervision
of a certified or unified media specialist and a college
supervisor. Full time for 150 clock hours.
ML 596 Clinical Experience (3-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and retention in the professional education
program, completion of or enrollment in, all other courses in the
standard level program, and consent of department
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Three credits, 200 clock hours. Project to be a practical "on-
the-job" professional activity in the hbrary media center that
will demonstrate, analyze, perfect, provide data, apply
principle to the research effort in the seminar course. This
activity should assist in the development of the final thesis
paper and presentation. Students should submit copies of the
following: 1) Clinical Experience Proposal, 2) Research
paper from ML 590, and 3) Final Report - Clinical Experi-
ence. NOTE: a six credit, 400 clock hour clinical experience
is required by state regulation for those possessing the
minimum provisional with advanced standing teaching
certificate.
MIDDLE SCHOOL (MS)
MS 200 Introduction to Middle School (3 crs.)
Students will study the nature and needs of the early
adolescent and develop a rationale for the middle level as a
distinct level of education. Through class discussions, readings,
field study and microteaching, students reflect on their
commitment to middle level education and their potential as
teachers in grades 5-9. (20 hours field study minimum)
MS 300 Middle School Preparation I (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: MS 200 and admission to the Professional Education
Program
Students will analyze and begin to translate theory into
effective practice, which reflects an understanding of the
nature and development of the early adolescent. Class work,
self-study and field study will focus on literacy, early
adolescent psychology and curriculum and instruction. (20
hours field study ininimum)
MS 400 Middle School Preparation II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MS 200 and MS 300 and admission to the
Professional Education Program
Students will continue to analyze and develop effective
strategies, which reflect an understanding of the nature and
development of the early adolescent. Teams will plan and
teach an interdisciplinary unit in a middle level school. (20
hours of field study minimum)
MS 440 Middle School Strategies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MS 200, MS 300, and MS 400 and admission to the
Professional Education Program
Through a study of curriculum (including Curriculum
Frameworks) students will learn effective methodology for
each discipline. As part of a team, students will develop and
teach an integrated, thematic unit in a middle level school.
(20 hours field study ininimum)
MS 450-459, 461 Strategies ofTeaching in the Middle
School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Admission to the Professional Education Program
Strategies, including methods, materials and media, for
teaching particular disciplines are studied. Developing
competency and versatiUty is stressed through simulations and
guided teaching in area schools. A student registers for the
course appropriate to his major according to the following
schedule:
MS 450 Social Studies/ History MS 458 Foreign Language
MS 45 1 English MS 459 Art
MS 456 Mathematics MS 461 Science
MS 460 Topics in Middle School Education (1-3 crs.)
Specific topics of current relevance in middle school
education will be offered from time to time. The topic to be
addressed will be announced in pre-registration pubhcations.
This course may be taken more than once with the adviser's
permission.
MS 491 Internship in Middle School Education
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of department and admission to the Professional
Education Program
MS 491 requires a minimum of 300 clock hours in a 5-9
grade setting as a middle school teacher. This internship must
be less than fuU time but at least one fifth the time employed
in the role for which certification will be sought.A request
for this course must be made to the department and the
School of Education and Allied Studies.
MS 495 Middle School Practicum (6 or 12 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
Student teaching is the culminating experience in the middle
school program. Students demonstrate their ability to be an
effective teacher in this semester long practicum.
MS 499 Directed Study in Middle School Education
(1-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
This course is open to juniors, seniors and post-baccalaureate
students who have demonstrated critical and analytical
abilities in their studies and who wish to pursue a project
independently. It may be taken twice for a maximum of si.x
credits. The adviser's permission is required.
MS 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entided
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and C.ontinning
Education section of this catalog.
MS 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student wiio desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
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MS 541 Improving Middle School Instruction (3 crs.)
Classroom teachers analyze the nature of the early adolescent
(ages 10-14) learner, identify effective middle school
practices, and design instruction suited to the unique needs
of middle/junior high school students.
MS 542 Current Issues in Middle School Education
(3 crs.)
This course will focus on current issues in middle grade
education to include: grouping, teaming, diversity, inclusion,
technology, articulation with elementary and secondary
programs and other curriculum and instruction programs.
Effective practices and programs in area schools will be
featured.
MS 560 Topics in Middle School Education -
Graduate (1-3 crs.)
Special topics of current relevance in middle school educa-
tion will be offered from time to time. The topic to be
addressed will be announced in pre-registration pubhcations.
May be taken more than once with the consent of the
student's adviser.
MUSIC (MU)
} From MU 1 11 , 112, 1 13, 115, 118, 1 19 and 183, andfrom any and
all co-curricular actwities in which a student might wish to participate and
far which the college grants or may decide to grant credit in thefuture, a
student may accumulate not more than one (1) credit per semester, nor more
than two (2) per year, nor more than six (6) per college career
Exception: All one credit co-curricular and physical education activity courses
that are requiredfor students officially enrolled in an approved major,
concentration or minor may be counted towards graduation.
tMU 111 Marching Band (1 cr.)
The marching band is open to all students. The band presents
exciting contemporary music at home football games and
other selected events. Band camp meets a week before classes
to learn driUs, distribute uniforms, and administer other
musical and organizational matters. Band rehearses two days
per week during fall semester.
tMU 112 Wind Ensemble (1 cr.)
The wind ensemble is open to any student who plays a
woodwind, brass, or percussion instrument. The wind
ensemble performs significant literature, which is selected to
stimulate both the musicians and the audience. The course
may be repeated for credit. Either semester
tMU 113 Jazz Band (1 cr.)
The jazz band is open by audition on the first Thursday of
the fall semester and limited to twenty musicians who wish
to perform in the big band style. Performances provide the
student with an opportunity to apply musical skills acquired
through practice and rehearsal. The course may be repeated
for credit. Either semester
^MIJ 115 Instrumental Ensemble (1 cr.)
A mixed group of instrumentalists that studies and performs
appropriate works. Ensembles formed as interest indicates.
Course may be repeated for credit. Either semester
tMU 118 Chorale (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A group of mixed voices which studies and performs
compositions representative of various styles, periods, and
cultures. Performances presented throughout the academic
year often include major works with orchestral accompani-
ment. The course may be repeated for credit. Graded on a
pass/fail basis. Either semester
tMU 119 Vocal Ensemble (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A select group of mixed voices which studies and performs
chamber vocal music representative of various styles, periods
and cultures. This a cappella ensemble represents the college
both in the United States and abroad. The course may be
repeated for credit. Graded on a pass/fail basis. Either semester
MU 120 Class Guitar I (Classical Guitar) (3 crs.)
This course is an introduction to the fundamentals of classical
guitar playing for those with or without prior experience.
Through the performance of classical music, folk songs,
American spirituals and pop melodies, the beginning guitar
student will learn to read music, grasp basic theory, under-
stand terminology and identify the difierent styhstic periods
in music. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression,
(studio course). Either semester
MU 121, 221, 321, 421 Performance Studies I, H, HI, IV
(Private Lessons - Brass) (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor; placement level determined by
the instructor
The sequence provides private instruction for those students
who wish to improve their proficiency in playing brass
instruments. The material is selected according to the abihty
of the student. The lessons are for a one hour period per
week. The course may be repeated for credit. Additional fee
required. Either semester
MU 122, 222, 322, 422 Performance Studies I, H, HI, FV
(Private Lessons - Percussion)
(1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor; placement level determined by
the instructor
The sequence provides private instruction for those students
who wish to improve their proficiency in playing percussion
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instruments. The material is selected according to the abihty
of the student. The lessons are for a one hour period per
week. The course may be repeated for credit. Additional fee
required. Either semester
MU 123, 223, 323, 423 Performance Studies I, H, m, IV
(Private Lessons - Violin,Viola)
(1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consertt of the instructor; placement level determined by
the instructor
The sequence provides private instruction for those students
who wish to improve their proficiency in playing upper
string instruments. The material is selected according to the
ability of the student. The lessons are for a one hour period
per week. The course may be repeated for credit. Additional
fee required. Either semester
MU 124, 224, 324, 424 Performance Studies I, H, m, IV
(Private Lessons - Woodviands)
(1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor; placement level determined by
the instructor
The sequence provides private instruction for those students
who wish to improve their proficiency in playing woodwind
instruments. The material is selected according to the abihty
of the student. The lessons are for a one hour period per
week. The course may be repeated for credit. Additional fee
required. Either semester
MU 125, 225, 325, 425 Performance Studies I, EE, m, IV
(Private Lessons - Classical
Guitar) (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor; placement level determined by
instructor
The sequence provides private instruction for those students
who wish to improve their proficiency in playing the
instrument. The material is selected according to the ability
of the student. The lessons are for a one hour period per
week. The course may be repeated for credit. Additional fee
required. Either semester
MU 126, 226, 326, 426 Performance Studies I, H, HI, IV
(Private Lessons - Cello, Bass)
(1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor; placement level determined by
the instructor
The sequence provides private instruction for those students
who wish to improve their proficiency in playing lower string
instruments. The material is selected according to the ability
of the student. The lessons are for a one hour period per
week. The course may be repeated for credit. Additional fee
required . Either semester
MU 130 Voice Class I (3 crs.)
Through the performance of songs of different nationalities,
the student gains knowledge of basic vocal technique, general
musicianship and terminology. Satisfies the GER in Artistic
Modes of Expression (studio course). Either semester
MU 131, 231, 331, 431 Performance Studies I, H, m, IV
(Private Lessons - Voice -
Singing) (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor; placement level determined by
the instructor
The sequence provides private instruction for those students
who wish to improve their ability in singing. The material is
selected according to the ability of the student. The lessons
are for a one hour period per week. The course may be
repeated for credit. Additional fee required . Either semester
MU 140 Class Piano I (3 crs.)
Through the performance of compositions by master
composers and arrangements of symphonic literature, folk
songs, spirituals, seasonal and patriotic songs, the beginning
piano student learns basic piano technique, elementary theory,
general musicianship, terminology and the different stylistic
periods in music. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of
Expression (studio course). Either semester
MU 141, 241, 341, 441 Performance Studies I, H, EH, IV
(Private Lessons - Piano) (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor; placement level determined by
the instructor
The sequence provides private instruction for those students
who wish to improve their ability at the keyboard. The
material is selected according to the abihty of the student.
The lessons are for a one hour period per week. The course
may be repeated for credit. Additional fee required . Either
semester
MU 150 Classroom Music (3 crs.)
An integrated approach to the use of music in the elementary
school which serves to enhance the student's knowledge and
ability to use music in the classroom. Either semester
MU 160 Music: A Listening Approach (3 crs.)
This course, designed for students with no previous musical
training, explores art music of the Western world and gives
the beginner the knowledge and skills necessary for more
informed listening. Music surveyed may include symphonies,
concerti, songs, operas, and other works, from various
historical periods. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of
Expression. Either semester
MU 162 Music in African Culture (3 crs.)
This course surveys the musical traditions of Africa with
respect to its historical, social and cultural backgrounds.
Musical organizations, instrumental and vocal techniques and




important aspects of style are treated. Satisfies the GER in
Non-Western Civilization. Either semester
MU 163 Music of the Non-Western World (3 crs.)
This course is an introductory survey of selected Non-
Western musical traditions including those ofAsia, Latin
America, Oceania and the Middle East. Topics include song
and dance styles, musical instruments, social context and
function of performance genres, musical structures, tradi-
tional vs. modern styles and aesthetic principles. Satisfies the
GER in Non-Western Civilization.
MU 165 Introduction to Women Composers (3 crs.)
This course sur\'eys the contributions of women composers
to the Western art music tradition, from the medieval period
through the 20th century, with attention to historical and
sociological context as well as fundamental concepts in art
music. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression.
MU 166 Survey ofAmerican Jazz (3 crs.)
This course traces the development ofjazz from 1890 to the
present, noting its origins, its place in mainstream American
music and its influence on other American and European
musical styles. Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of
Expression. Either semester
MU 167 The Music of Black Americans (3 crs.)
This course surveys the history of black American music. The
contribution of the African-American style to the European-
based music tradition will be stressed. Satisfies the GER in
Artistic Modes of Expression. Fall semester
MU 170 Music Fundamentals (3 crs.)
A course designed for beginners who wish to develop music
literacy. Pitch, rhythm, chords, and major and minor scales are
among the topics studied. Evaluations are based on both
written work and musical performance. Satisfies the GER in
Artistic Modes of Expression. Either serriester
MU 171 Music Theory I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 140 or MU 1 70, or consent of the instructor
Beginning harmony and counterpoint: writing in small
forms and chorale harmonization, written exercises, ear
training and keyboard work. Either semester
MU 172 Music Theory n (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 171 or consent of the instructor
A continuing technical course in the study of 18th and 19th
century harmony. Topics studied include seventh chords
through chords of the augmented sixth, figured bass, analysis,
harmonization of melody, and counterpoint. Either semester
tMU 183 String Ensemble (1 cr.)
The string ensemble is open by audition to all students of the
college. The group performs standard and contemporary
chamber music selected to showcase the strengths of the
ensemble. The course may be repeated for credit. Either
semester
MU 230 Voice Class II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 130 or consent of the instructor
The continuation of Voice Class 1, dealing with further
development of singing technique and including class
performances of different vocal styles represented by
hterature fi'om various periods. Spring semester
MU 232 Diction for Singers (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 130 or consent of the instructor
This course instructs singers to produce clear, intelligible
diction while maintaining a molodic hne and correct
intonation in standard English, Italian/Latin, French, and
German vocal repertory. The foreign language being used by
the choral or chamber singers may be included as an area of
study.
MU 240 Class Piano II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 140 or consent of the instructor
The continuation of Class Piano I presents a detailed study
of works from the Baroque to the Contemporary periods.
The student gains facility in the art of phrasing, use of
dynamics and attention to tempos. Satisfies the GER in
Artistic Modes of Expression (studio course).
MU 251 Conducting (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 1 70 or consent of the instructor
Designed for the beginning choral or instrumental conduc-
tor, this course includes basic conducting patterns, score
reading and analysis, baton and rehearsal techniques.
MU 255 Music Materials for Elementary Teachers
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 150, MU 170, or consent of the instructor
For those who wish to become more actively involved with
music in the classroom. Includes singing, use of instruments,
listening, reading music, and rhythmic activity. Either semester
MU 261 Music History I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 171 or consent of the instructor
An historical and technical survey of music of the Middle
Ages through the Baroque period, with emphasis on the
changing musical language, the various social and cultural
roles of composition and performance, and the history of
musical styles. Fall semester
MU 262 Music History II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 171 or consent of the instructor
An historical and technical survey of music of the Classical
Era through the present day. Continues Music History I,
with emphasis on the changing musical language, the various
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social and cultural roles of composition and performance, and
the history of musical styles. Spring semester
MU 270 Sight-Singing and Ear-Training I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 140 or 1 70 or consent of the instructor
This course raises the level of competency in music reading,
dictation of musical examples and singing music at first sight
through graded solfege and ear-training exercises. Fall semester
MU 274 Creating Music (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 170 or consent of the instructor
An exploration and organization of the many sounds around
us to create music. Skills in performance and knowledge of
music ftindamentals are utilized and continually developed.
All creative endeavors are performed, discussed and evaluated
m class. Spring semester
MU 355 Creative Activities in Elementary School
Music (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 150, MU 170, or consent of the instructor
Practical experience offered in fi-ee and directed rhythmic
responses, use of melody, percussion and chording instru-
ments, use of the piano, and singing activities.
MU 363 Music of Bach, Handel, and Vivaldi (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 261
This in-depth study of music by Bach, Handel andVivaldi
focuses on representative works fi-om several genres, including
cantata, oratorio, concerto, suite, and sonata.
MU 364 Music of the Classical and Romantic Periods
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 262
An in-depth study of music of the Classical and Romantic
eras, focusmg on the history and styles of the symphony,
sonata, song, string quartet, opera, and other genres.
MU 366 American Music of the IWentieth Century
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 262 or consent of the instructor
This course examines music by 20th century American
composers, taking an historical and analytical approach to
genres such as symphony, chamber music, song, opera, musical
theatre and jazz. Works by Ives, Copland, Gershwin, Bernstein
and others will be studied. Spring semester
MU 367 Music by Women Composers (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 261 or MU 262
This course surveys Western art music composed by women,
with attention to sociological and cultural issues as well as
analysis of music from several periods and genres.
MU 370 Sight-singing and Ear-training 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 270 or consent of the instructor
The continuation ofMU 270. Students achieve a high level
of fluency by reading graded advanced unison, two-, three-.
and four-part studies, as well as combined rh^Tihmic and
melodic dictation, and one- and rvvo-part rhythmic exercises
for aural proficiency.
MU 371 Counterpoint (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 1 72
An analytical and practical exploration of melodic and
contrapuntal techniques, rehang upon extensive student
exercises in composition and singing; emphasis on styles of
the 16th through the 18th centuries.
MU 372 Form and Analysis of Music (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 1 72
Advanced analysis of the harmony, rhythm, melody, texture,
and structure of selected works of music.
MU 373, 374, 473, 474 Composition I, H, HI, IV
(3 crs. each)
Prerequisite: MU 1 72
A technical and practical exploration of the materials and
methods of musical composition centered around the
students' own creative exercises.
MU 375 Orchestration and Arranging (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 1 72, MU 262
Students will learn principles of score mechanics, vocal and
instrumental ranges and capabilities, and apply that knowl-
edge in musical assignments for a variety of ensembles.
MU 388 Instrumental Techniques (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 25 1 or consent of the instructor
Students will learn assembly, maintenance, performance and
pedagogy for the four main families of orchestral instruments
(woodwinds, brass, percussion and strings).
MU 399 Special Topics in Music (3 crs.)
A topic of special interest to faculty and/or students will be
explored; emphasis may be on history, theory, or performance.
This course may be taken more than once.
MU 440 Advanced Keyboard Skills (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 240
This course teaches advanced keyboard musicianship skills
that lead to facility in the harmonization of melodies,
transposition, score reading, figured bass realization and lead
sheet chord symbols interpretation.
MU 453 Music for Early Childhood (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent oj the instructor
Designed for elementary education students, teachers and
those interested in primary grades. The study of music as it
relates to the developmental process of children of nursery,
kindergarten and primary grades. Program planning, activities
and materials, which help promote musical growth in
children and music skills for the teacher. Special attention is
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MU 456 Methods in Music Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 355
This course will examine the instructional approaches of
Ermle Jaques-Dalcroze, Zoltan Kodaly, Carl Orff, and
Shinichi Suzuki and the use of each in school music settings.
Emphasis wUl be placed upon the instructional use of each
with respect to singing, moving, instrument playing, Ustening
and creative experiences.
MU 457 School Music Programming (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 251
Students will learn principles of managing, organizing and
administering a school music program. Course topics range
from recruiting to cooperating with parent's organizations.
Students will network with local school directors and learn
evaluation and assessment procedures.
MU 458 Introduction to OrflF Schulwerk (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 171 and MU 172 or consent of instructor
This is a two-week intensive workshop introducing basic
principles and practices of the Orff Schulwerk approach to
teaching music. Taught by a certified OrfF instructor, this
course incorporates interactive participation in music and
movement and develops and applies basic skills in movement,
speech, singing, and playing instruments. Especially valuable
for elementary and middle school teachers.
MU 459 Foundations of Music Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 355
This course will examine the fundamental philosophical,
historical, sociological, and psychological issues affecting the
teaching and learning of music in school settings. Emphasis
will be placed upon the purposes and functions of music in
American schools in relation to efficient and effective
planning of curriculum and instruction. Through the
consideration of musical, educational, historical, psychological
and other issues, this course wiE integrate the student's
musical studies with his general education coursework.
MU 483 Choral Techniques (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 251 and MU 440 or consent of the instructor
This course will fulfill one of the subject matter knowledge
areas necessary for provisional/full certification. Subjects will
include advanced conducting and rehearsal techniques, a
study of style and interpretation, and the development of the
choral sound. Planning, organizing and evaluating the choral
program and its participants will also be part of the curricu-
lum.
MU 499 Directed Study in Music (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
MU 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
MU 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
MU 552 Seminar in Music Education Problems
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 251 or consent of the instructor
After current problems in the music education field have
been recognized and analyzed, an attempt wiU be made to
arrive at reasonable solutions which are educationally and
musically sound.
MU 554 Research in Music Education (3 crs.)
Sources, methods and types of research used in scholarly
inquiry, including techniques used in planning and conduct-
ing a survey.
MU 558 OrflF Schulwerk Teacher Training: Level I
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 171 and MU 1 72 or consent of instructor
This is a two-week intensive workshop introducing basic
principles and practices of the Orff Schulwerk approach to
teaching music. Taught by a certified Orfi" instructor, this
course incorporates interactive participation in music and
movement and develops and apphes basic skills in movement,
speech, singing and playing instruments. The course follows
the guidelines estabHshed by American Orff Schulwerk
Association (AOSA) for Level I certification. Offered in
summer only
MU 559 OrflF Schulwerk Teacher Training: Level II
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: MU 558
This is a two-week intensive workshop extending basic
principles and practices of the Orff Schulwerk approach and
providing more advanced training in composition as well as
pedagogical practice. Taught by a certified Orff instructor, this
course continues apphcation of basic skills in movement,
speech, singing and playing instruments and develops further
understanding of diatonic composition and practice and use
of complex and mixed meter. The course follows the
guidelines established by American Orff Schulwerk Associa-
tion (AOSA) for Level II certification. Offered in summer only
Other Approved Courses:
MU 117 Women's Glee Club
MU 320 Class Recorder
MU 368 Folk Music of Canada
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
MU 413 Advanced Choral Conducting
MU 5 1 1 Advanced Choral Literature
MU 512 Contemporary Trends in Choral Literature
MU 561 Music and Communication
NATURAL SCIENCES (NS)
NS 300 Science and the Impact ofTechnology (3 crs.)
A study of the interplay of science and technology, the
environmental, social, and economic consequences of
technology, the effect of technical change on society, the
management and control of technology and the nature of the
technological decision-making process.
NS 400 Senior Interdisciplinary Seminar in
Environmental Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an introductory course in environmental science or
consent of the instructor
Current environmental issues will be discussed and analyzed
in detail from an interdisciplinary viewpoint. The importance
of thorough analysis and planning in developing long-term
solutions to environmental problems wiU be emphasized.
Faculty with appropriate interdisciplinary backgrounds will
participate.
NS 411 Introduction to Medicine for the
Non-physician (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 102 (or equivalent) and a semester of a college-level
course in chemistry or physics, or consent of the instructor
A survey of human medicine. Topics selected from anatomy,
physiology, medical embryology, radiology, diagnosis,
laboratory medicine, pathology, treatment of disease and
disease prevention.
NS 511 Watersheds I: Principles of Hydrology and
Remote Sensing for Investigating Land Use
Impacts on Water Resources (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: BI 225 and at least one course in either CH 131 or
CH 132, Earth Science or Geography; a course on computer
applications; or consent of instructor
This is an interdisciplinary course on hydrology and land use
assessment for professional development of watershed
educators working on projects in local watersheds. The
RiverNet Watershed Access Lab will be used to advance local
community watershed initiatives that improve water quality
and protect watershed resources. Workshops and projects will
emphasize hands-on training in hydrology, determining
watershed area, stream flow profiles and assessment of land
use through color I.R. photos and satellite image analysis.
The project goal will be to evaluate land use impacts on
water quality in the local community of each team and is
designed as a preparatory course for NS 521 : Watersheds II.
Summer Session I
NS 514 Scientific Telecommunications (2-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: CH 512 or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the uses of personal computer based
electronic telecommunication techniques and the application
of these techniques to the sciences. The following topics will
be considered; microcomputers, serial interfaces, modems,
communications software, bulletin board software, communi-
cation protocols, message transfer, file transfer, text editing,
microcomputer to mainframe and scientific calculations. If the
course is taken for more than 2.0 credits, a project will be
required.
NS 521 Watersheds 11: Stream Ecology, Water Quality
Investigation and Land Use Impacts on Water
Resources (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 225 and at least one course in either CH 131 or
CH 132, Earth Science or Geography; a course on computer
applications; or consent of instructor; Recommended: NS 511 Part I,
Summer Session II, 4 crs. Part II, Fall semester, 2 credits
This is an interdisciplinary course for teacher professional
development in water quality and land use impacts in local
watersheds. The BjverNet Watershed Access lab will be used
to advance local community watershed initiatives that
improve water quality and protect watershed resources.
Workshops and projects will emphasize hands-on training in
stream ecology, water quality assessments and the use of GIS
(Geographic Information Systems). The project goal wiU be to
evaluate land use impacts on water quality in the local
community of each team. A local watershed initiative project/
curriculum will be developed by each participant and
presented the following spring at a Watershed Access Lab one-
day conference.
NS 525 Mathematical Applications to the Natural
Sciences (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: high school/middle school teacher ofmathematia or sciences
A series of lessons will be offered in which the application of
mathematics to various areas of science will be offered. Guest
speakers will present material from their area of expertise.
Demonstrations of classroom presentation of the material will
be given.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PE)
Physical Education Activity Courses
Physical Education activity courses are offered on a quarter or
semester basis for the following credit: 1.0 credit for a three-
hour quarter course; 2.0 credits for a three-hour semester
course. A maximum of six credit hours in physical education
activity courses may be used toward graduation (this docs not
apply to physical education majors, dance minors and students
enrolled in the theatre, dance and speech coiniiuinication
concentration in the communication arts and sciences major).
PE 100 Applied Musculoskeletal Anatomy (3 crs.)
Includes a fundamental study of the human body and its parts,
with special emphasis on bones, muscle joints and tissues
involved in basic movement patterns.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
BRIDGEWATER
STATE COLX£GE
PE 117 Historical and Philosophical Foundations of
Sport and Physical Education (3 crs.)
An historical and philosophical study of sport and physical
education, including an overview of the biological and
normative/humanities areas constituting the discipHne of
sport studies.
PE 131VoUeybaU I-Beginner (1 cr.)
Concepts and fundamental skills of volleyball, team play, rules
and game strategy.
PE 132 Field Hockey I (1 cr.)
Development of basic skills, concepts and strategies for
playing the game with understanding and apphcation of
rules. Fall semester
PE 133 Basketball-Beginner (1 cr.)
Fundamental skills of basketball, elementary offense and
defense strategies.
PE 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Freshman Honors CoUoquia in Physical Education allow
exceptionally able students to explore a challenging topic in
small classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet
once a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor.The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. PE 135 Fall semester, PE 136 Spring semester
PE 140 Women's Lacrosse (1 cr.)
Fundamental skills, strategies, rules and knowledge for
playing the women's game. Spring semester
PE 141 Soccer (1 cr.)
Fundamental skills of soccer including: kicking techniques,
trapping, heading, offensive and defensive strategy and rules
of the game.
PE 145 Flag Football (1 cr.)
Concepts and fundamental skUls of the game including rules
and strategy of play.
PE/CT 146 Dance Appreciation (3 crs.)
This course explores the basic components of dance and
enables students to appreciate the art of dance as an informed
audience and as participants in its rich variety. Offered for credit
in both the Movement Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure Studies
and the Communication Studies and Tlieatre Arts Departments.
Satisfies the GER in Artistic Modes of Expression.
PE 150 Beginner Swimming (1 cr.)
Basic aquatic orientation. Emphasis on developing basic
swimming strokes, sui-vival floating for the shallow water
swimmer.
PE 152 Lifeguard Training (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: intermediate swimming or comparable proficiency level,
successful completion of a swimming proficiency test
Emphasis is on philosophy, requirements, duties and responsi-
bihties of Ufeguarding. Successful completion of course
requirements will earn Red Cross Certification in CPR for
the Professional Rescuer, Community First Aid and Lifeguard
Training, Waterfront Lifeguarding Module may be included.
PE 153 Jazz Dance (1 cr.)
This course provides experiences with a variety ofjazz styles,
including lyric and percussive. Emphasis is on performance of
choreographed routines and mastery of isolations and
syncopations.
PE 154 Ballet (2 crs.)
This semester course is aimed at the mastery of basic ballet
technique including work at the barre, center adagio and
allegro and across the floor combinations.
PE/CT 155 Dance Practicum (1 cr.)
In this class students will choreograph and rehearse dances for
a concert performance. Concurrent enrollment in a dance
class is strongly advised. Offeredfor credit in both the Movement
Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure Studies and the Communica-
tion Studies and Theatre Arts Departments. Fall semester is open to
all; spring semester is open by audition only. Graded on a pass/fail
basis.
PE/CT 156 Movement and Dance for Actors (3 crs.)
Exercises in developing and communicating a character
through movement. Introduction to theatre movement,
including dance, styles and conditioning. Offeredfor credit in
both the Movement Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure Studies and
the Communication Studies and Tlieatre Arts Departments.
PE 157 Movement and Relaxation I (1 cr.)
Theories and techniques of yoga and relaxation and basic
movement related to daily activities.
PE 161 Folk Dance (1 cr.)
Folk dance terminology, formations and dance steps. Course
will include insight into the background and customs of the
people in the countries where the dances originated.
PE 162 Creative Modern Dance I (1 cr.)
This course is an introduction to the creative and technical
elements of modern dance. There wiU be explorations of
body movements in time through space with force.
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PE 163 Aerobics (1 cr.)
A series of easy to learn dances that combine the health and
figure benefits ofjogging with the fun and vigor of dancing.
It is recommended that participants should be in good
physical condition and anyone over 35 years have a physical
examination prior to enrolling in the class.
PE 164 Square Dance (1 cr.)
An introduction to the contemporary square dance.
PE 165 Tap Dance I (1 cr.)
This course will explore the basic skills of tap dance using
physical practice analysis, film critiques and performance.
Basic tap vocabulary will be mastered.
PE 166 African Dance (1 cr.)
This course will mtroduce students to the dance styles of
Africa and the Caribbean using the Dunham techniques as
its technical base. There will be discussion of the cultural
history ofAfrican and Caribbean styles and their effect on
American dance.
PE 167 Street Dance (1 cr.)
This course will deal with the basic technique of street dance
from electric boogie to hip-hop and electric slide. Students
will be encouraged to share from their own dance back-
ground.
PE 168 Ballroom Dance (1 cr.)
This course will introduce students to the basic steps,
rhythms and timing and performance. Dances covered will
include the waltz, fox trot, swing, polka and a sampler of
Latin dances.
PE 170 Bowling I - Beginner (1 cr.)
Concepts and fundamentals of bowhng: approach, delivery,
follow through and strategy of play. $4.50 per week fee,
approximately.
PE 173 Archery I - Beginner (1 cr.)
Concepts and fundamental skills of archery including
methods of aiming, scoring and introduction to novelty
events.
PE 174 Tennis I - Beginner (1 cr.)
Concepts and fundamental skills of tennis including
forehand, backhand, serve, rules and strategy of singles and
doubles play.
PE 175 Golf I - Beginner (1 cr.)
Concepts and fundamental skills of the game including rules
and scoring. A minimal fee of approximately $3.00 for use of
facilities will be charged.
PE 176 Badminton I - Beginner (1 cr.)
Fundamental skiUs, rules and game concepts in order to
prepare students for satisfying play experiences.
PE 180 Coaching Basics (1 cr.)
This course provides a "Level 1 " coach by the American
Coaching Effectiveness Program.
PE 186 Track and Field (1 cr.)
Skills of track and field including running,jumping, throwing
events and their progressions.
PE 188 Jogging and Road Running (1 cr.)
An introduction to jogging and road running. Emphasis on
knowledge and apphcation of training technique and running
mechanics, as they apply to the spectrum of running, from
jogging to road racing and marathomng.
PE 190 Conditioning (1 cr.)
Concepts, exercises and activities related to the development
of physical fitness, including isometrics, weights and running.
PE 193 Weight Training (1 cr.)
Emphasis will be on concepts and development of physical
fitness through individualized weight training programs.
PE 194 Wrestling (1 cr.)
Fundamentals of college wrestling with emphasis on mat
skills, rules, scoring and strategy.
PE 196 Fencing I — Beginner (1 cr.)
Concepts and fundamental skills of fencing including defense,
feints, lunges, parries, ripostes and disengages.
PE 200 Fitness for Life (3 crs.)
This course is concerned with aiding the student to achieve a
lifetime of physical vigor, good health and sense of well
being. Its emphasis is on the biological basis, planning and
implementing of an ongoing program of self care through
physical activity and proper nutrition.
PE 201 Apprenticeship in Exercise Science and Health
Fitness (1 cr.)
The course is an introductory fieldwork experience in the
design and conduct of preventive and rehabilitative exercise
programs. In addition to the class work, the student will
observe and assist in the operation and supervision of an
established program.
PE 202 Orienteering (1 cr.)
ncvclopmciu of skills in the use of maps and compass as
related to the sport of orienteering.




PE 203 Basic Rock Climbing (1 cr.)
Development of fundamental skills and techniques used in
rock climbing with special attention to belaying and safety
considerations.
PE 205 Introduction to Teaching Physical Education
in the Public Schools (2 cr.)
This course is designed to give students information about
teaching physical education as a profession. Through
discussion and direct observation of the teaching-learning
environment, students will be able to study and observe the
characteristics of learners of different age and grade levels as
well as the philosophy, goals and objectives of programs for
various certification levels. Fall semester
PE 210 Developmental Kinesiology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE WO
This course uses a developmental approach to introduce the
student to fundamental motor patterns. The anthropometrics,
a basic biomechanics that affect each motor pattern, are
highhghted. Emphasis is placed on typical development as
presented throughout the Ufa span.
PE 217 Principles of Motor Learning (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 100
Introduces the student to the concepts and principles
concerned with learning and performance of movement
skills.
PE 220 Biomechanics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 100, PE 210 and a math GER
Introduces the student to the concepts and principles of
biomechanics as they relate to sport and recreational skills.
PE 225 Observation and Analysis of Movement for
Children (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 205
An introduction to the movement approach to games, dance,
and gymnastics with emphasis on program content and
progression using the thematic approach. Spring semester
PE 231 Volleyball 11 - Intermediate (1 or.)
Prerequisite: PE 131 or comparable experience
A follow-up of Volleyball I with emphasis on increased
proficiency of performance and game strategy.
PE 233 Basketball II - Intermediate (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 133 or comparable experience
A foUow-up of Basketball I with emphasis on advanced
strategy and game play.
PE 235 Rhythmic Activities: Programming For All
Ages (1 cr.)
Designed to provide a basic understanding of rhythmical
movements and their apphcation for programming for all age
groups. The course will include a variety of expressive
locomotion, non-locomotor and manipulative movements.
PE 240 Introduction into Athletic Training (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 100
Introduces the physical education major into the field of
athletic training including the role of the coach and athletic
trainer in providing sports injury management, taping and use
of immobihzation devices, basic injury evaluation and
rehabihtation principles. Two-hour lecture and two hours
laboratory.
PE 241 Apprenticeship in Athletic Training (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the coordinator of the athletic training
concentration
Introduces the athletic training student mto the chnical
aspect of the athletic training profession. Clinical hours
working with the intercollegiate teams will be supplemented
by bi-monthly seminars on issues and skills associated with
the professional development of the athletic trainer.
PE 243 BaUet H (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 154 or previous experience in ballet
This course is a continuation ofwork begun in Ballet 1.
Ballet technique will be learned at the barre, in center adagio
and allegro combinations and in travehng across the floor.
PE 244 SoftbaU (1 cr.)
Concepts and fundamental skills of the games including rules
and strategy of play. Spring semester
PE 250 Intermediate Swimming (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 150 or comparable experience
Continued emphasis on developing basic swimming skills,
strokes, diving, and survival techniques. This course is for the
deep-water swimmer.
PE/CT 251 Dance History (3 crs.)
This course wiU offer an examination of dance as a social and
artistic force from primitive to modern times. Class wiU
include lecture and film, as well as performance of dances in
historical styles. Offeredfor credit in both the Movement Arts,
Health Promotion and Leisure Studies and the Communication
Studies and Theatre Arts Departments. Satisfies the GER in
Artistic Modes of Expression.
PE 252 Water Safety Instructor (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Red Cross Level VI of the Learn to Swim program or
comparable skill level ofproficiency as determined by a pre-course
swimming and written screening test
Instruction in pedagogy and methodology for teaching Red
Cross progressive swimming classes and Community Water
Safety. Successful completion of course requirements will
earn Red Cross Certification in Instructor Candidate
Training and Water Safety Instructor.
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PE 253 Jazz Dance 11 (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 153 or previous jazz dance experience
The class is a second level ofjazz dance, which takes the
basics and expands on them through dance combinations and
locomotor patterns.
PE 254 Water Polo (1 cr.)
Includes basic movements, skills and maneuvers of the sport
of water polo with emphasis on offensive and defensive
fundamentals and strategies, practical drills, rules and
regulations. Offered once per year
PE/CT 255 Creative Dance I (3 crs.)
This course will investigate the theory of dance through
participation, composition, lecture, discussion and film.
Students will learn about the elements of space, time, force,
movement and style. Offeredfor credit in both the Movement Arts,
Health Promotion and Leisure Studies and the Communication
Studies and Theatre Arts Departments-Sitisdes the GER in
Artistic Modes of Expression. Fall semester
PE/CT 256 Creative Dance H (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: CT/PE 255
The use of basic elements of dance to form a set movement
composition. Exercises in choreography and experiences in
setting a dance for performance. Offeredfor credit in both the
Movement Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure Studies and the
Communication Studies and Theatre Arts Departments. Spring
semester
PE 257 Movement and Relaxation - Theory, Practice
and Performance (1 cr.)
This course will introduce students to the theory, practice
and performance of yoga, relaxation procedures and basic
movements related to daily activities.
PE 258 Modern Dance Technique (1 cr.)
The course will deal with the performance of modern dance
technique through the study of styles of various modern
dance artists.
PE/CT 259 Dance Repertory (1 cr.)
Students will be taught a major choreographic work by
faculty and/or guest artists. Offeredfor credit in both the
Movement Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure Studies and the
Communication Studies and Theatre Arts Departments.
Spring semester
PE 262 Modern Dance II (1 cr.)
The course is a continuation of the creative and technical
performance of modern dance. Greater emphasis will be
placed on individual and group compositions and improvisa-
tions.
PE 265 Tap Dance II (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 165 or consent of the instructor
This course will build on the basic skills learned in Tap
Dance I to enable the student to learn more complex skills
and combinations. New skills will be learned through
practice and performance, analysis and critique of masters of
tap.
PE 268 Ballroom Dance II - Theory, Practice and
Performance (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 1 68 or consent of the instructor
This course will be a continuation of the theory, practice and
performance of ballroom dance. Intermediate theory, practice
and performance of the swing, tango, cha cha, waltz, fox trot
and selected Latin dances will be covered.
PE 270 Bowling II - Intermediate (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 1 70 or comparable experience
A follow-up ofBowhng I with emphasis on increased skill
and consistency. $2.50 per class meeting, approximately.
PE 274 Tennis II - Intermediate (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 1 74 or comparable experience
A foUow-up of Tennis I with emphasis on volley, lob, smash,
and game strategy.
PE 276 Badminton II - Intermediate (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 1 76 or comparable experience
A foUow-up of Badminton I with emphasis on advanced
skills, singles and doubles play, and game strategy.
PE 278 Bicycle Touring (1 cr.)
An understanding and appreciation for the sport of cycling
through the appHcation of body mechanics, cycling tech-
niques, knowledge of multigeared bikes and the many aspects
of touring. Students must have a 10-speed bike.
PE 280 New Games (1 cr.)
This course is designed to introduce the philosophy of new
games and develop a repertoire of non-competitive, coopera-
tive and collaborative games suitable for a variety of age
groups. The students will experience the psychomotor and
affective components embodied in the new games concept.
PE 285 Gymnastics (2 crs.)
Concepts and fundamental skills of vaulting, balance beam,
parallel bars, uneven parallel bars, high bar, side horse, rings
and free exercise.
PE 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: Consetil of the instructor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in Physical Education allow
exceptionally able students to explore a challenging topic in
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
small classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet
once a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project, which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to All-College Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two
and the maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to
semester. PE 286 Fall semester, PE 287 Spring semester
PE 312 Strategies and Analysis in Teaching Physical
Activities (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 205 and admission to the Professional Education Program
Designed to prepare the student with an understanding of
the learning and development of skill performance. Major
emphasis wiU be placed on basic motor skills including
learning progression, skill analysis, error correction, organiza-
tional patterns, teaching strategies and performance evalua-
tion. Spring semester
PE 315 Teaching Team and Individual Sports (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 312 and admission to the Professional Education
Program
Methodologies, teaching strategies, materials and media for
introducing, developing and evaluating skills and knowledge
of selected team and individual sports. Fall semester
PE 318 Socio-Cultural Foundations of Sport (3 crs.)
This course provides an introduction to the study of sport as
a social institution and an element of culture. Major topics
include the roles of sport in society, the relationship of sport
to other social institutions and variations in sport across
cultures.
PE 324 Physical and Motor Development of
Individuals with Disabilities (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE217
This course addresses the etiology, treatment, developmental
sequence and functional abilities of disabled and handicapped
populations. The course also emphasizes concepts of physical
fitness, motor and physical skill development, concepts
related to competitive and cooperative social interaction as
well as the constructive use of leisure. Topics presented will
include the visually impaired, blind, mentally retarded,
cerebral palsy, spina bifida, muscular dystrophy and postural
disorders. The diagnostic prescriptive process will be stressed
along with the latest screening and assessment instruments
and techniques.
PE 325 Methods and Techniques in Coaching
Individual Sports (1 cr.)
A brief theoretical study of individual sports, offensive and
defensive fundamentals and strategies and responsibilities
regarding administration of practice and performance.
PE 326 Teaching Physical Education to Children
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 205, PE 225 and admission to the Professional
Education Program
A study of the movement approach to teaching physical
education to children with emphasis on developing content
and methodology. Students will engage in pre-practicum
experience with children in an on-campus setting focusing
on: developing, analyzing and improving teaching behavior
and developing teaching materials. Fall semester
PE 327 Methods and Techniques in Coaching Team
Sports (1 cr.)
A brief theoretical study of team sports, offensive and
defensive fijndamentals and strategies and responsibihties
regarding administration of practice and performance.
PE 329 Teaching and Curriculum Development in
the Middle and Junior High School (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 225 or PE 217; PE 220 and admission to the
Professional Education Program
This course will focus on teaching and curriculum develop-
ment for physical education in the middle and junior high
school. Emphasis will be placed on important trends in our
society and an understanding of what physical education can
and should mean to the education of transadolescents.
Teaching concepts as well as equity issues, comprehensive
curriculum planning and evaluation wiU be studied. Fall
semester
PE 340 Sports Injury Management - Lower Extremity
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 241 or consent of the instructor
Application ofjoint and musculoskeletal anatomy in the
prevention, recognition, and management of athletic injuries
to the lower extremity. Two-hour lecture and two-hour
laboratory. Fall semester only
PE 341 Sports Injury Management - Upper Extremity
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 240
Application ofjoint and musculoskeletal anatomy in the
prevention recognition and management of athletic injuries
to the upper extremity, head and neck. Two-hour lecture and
two-hour laboratory. Spring semester only
PE 342 Clinical Application of Basic Athletic Training
Skills (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 241
Chnical application of the skills and techniques used in the
athletic training profession. The clinical experience will be
enhanced with regular seminars on issues and topics pertinent
to the professional.
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PE 343 Clinical Application of Intermediate Athletic
Training Skills (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 342
Clinical application of the skills and techniques used in the
athletic training profession. The clinical experience will be
enhanced with regular seminars on issues and topics pertinent
to the professional.
PE 345 Sport and Physical Education in East Asian
Cultures (3 crs.)
This course investigates and contrasts the role of sport and
physical education in various East Asian cultures. History,
attitudes and practices, cultural influences and current trends
form the basis for study and discussion. The relationship to
Western practices will be discussed. Satisfies the GER in
Non-Western Civilization.
PE 346 Sport and Culture in India (3 crs.)
This course studies the culture of India and the role of sport
within this culture. History, attitudes and practices, cultural
influences and current trends form the basis for study and
discussion. Relationships to western culture and practices will
be discussed. Satisfies the GER in Non-Western Civilization.
PE 350 Advanced Swimming (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: PE 250 or comparable experience
Emphasis on developing a high level of aquatic skill through
instruction in advanced strokes. Springboard diving, swim-
ming turns and survival techniques. Specialized aquatic
activities may be offered.
PE 354 Scuba Diving (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: intermediate swimming or comparable skill proficiency,
successful completion of a swimming proficiency screening test
The fundamentals of skin and scuba diving. Emphasis on
safety using the self contained underwater breathing
apparatus. Offered spring semester only
PE 356 Canoeing I (1 cr.)
Instruction in fundamental skills of canoeing and small craft
safety techniques.
PE/CT 357 Dance Production Theory (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE/CT 255 and PE/CT 256, or consent of the
instructor
This course provides the opportunity to choreograph and plan
the presentation of a major dance work. Lectures and practical
assignments in choreography and stagecraft for dance will
result in a plan for a dance piece. Offered for credit in both the
Movement Arts, Health Promotion and Leisure Studies and the
Communication Studies and Tlteatre Arts Departments. Fall semester
PE/CT 358 Dance Production Techniques (1 cr.)
This course is an extension of PE/CT 357 Dance Production
Theory and provides an opportunity for students to set a
choreographed work for dancers and to rehearse it for
presentation. Offeredfor credit in both the Movement Arts, Health
Promotion and Leisure Studies and the Communication Studies and
Tlieatre Arts Departments. Spring semester
PE 361 Officiating Individual Sports (1 cr.)
A study of the rules, techniques and mechanics in sports
officiating. (Tennis, track and field, wrestling)
PE 362 Officiating Team Sports (1 cr.)
A study of the rules, techniques and mechanic in sports
officiating. (Football, basketball, softball/baseball, field hockey,
lacrosse, volleyball, soccer)
PE/WS 365 Women in Sports (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Three GER credits in Behavioral Science
This course investigates the sport-women relationship from a
physiological, historical and socio-cultural perspective. In
doing so, it examines images, attitudes and structures that
affect the involvement of women in sport and exercise and
restrict/enhance their personal and professional potential.
PE 380 The Psychology of Sport and Physical
Performance (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100, PE 217 or consent of the instructor
An overview of how psychological factors affect sport and
physical performance.
PE 400 Physiology and Techniques of Strength Fitness
(3 crs.)
To provide students with a knowledge of the effects of heavy
resistance exercise training protocols on musculoskeletal
integrity, metabolic capacity and various specific tissue
characteristics in the human body. Thus, the course necessarily
considers micro-anatomical and physiological variations
associated with general strength conditioning programs, body
building, Olympic lifting, power lifting, circuit training,
variable resistance, isotonic, isokinetic and isometric resistance
training. Fall semester
PE 401 Physiology of Exercise (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Bl 100 or BI 102, or equivalent
Includes the study of systems, their interrelationships and
adjustments during exercise and as a result of training.
Emphasis is on current research findings and what reiiiaiiis to
be discovered in man as a moving being. Two hours of lecture
and one two-hour laboratory period weekly.
PE 402 Exercise Metabolism (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401 or equivalent
An in-depth study of human physiological principles as
applied to exercise, sport activity and research. Special
emphasis is on neurological control, exercise in relation to
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PE 403 Cardiovascular Function, Analysis and
Evaluation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401 or equivalent
Includes cardiovascular dynamics as studied through anatomy,
electrophysiology, and the pathology of the cardiovascular
system. Specific emphasis will be placed on the analysis of the
cardiovascular system through non-invasive methods of
evaluation. Offered alternate semesters
PE 404 Exercise Prescription and Cardiac
Rehabilitation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401 or equivalent
This course focuses on the development of individualized
prescriptive exercise programming with regard to stress test
evaluations and individual contraindications. Environmental
conditions along with intensity, duration and frequency of
physical activity will be studied in order to develop programs.
Special attention will be given to high-risk populations and
post-cardiac patients. Offered alternate semesters
PE 405 Exercise Circulation: Mechanisms and
Morphology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401
This course provides students with a knowledge and
understanding of the acute and chronic effects of exercise on
the peripheral and central circulatory systems. It deals with
exercise related cardiovascular dynamics, effects of firequendy
used medications and growth responses induced by regular
exercise as well as abnormal physiological responses to
PE 406 Personal Fitness Training (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401
The application of exercise science for safe, effective and
profitable personable training. Exercise, fitness and weight
management analyzed from the perspectives of the subdisci-
plines and exercise science; individuahzed exercise prescrip-
tion. Busmess and legal aspects.
PE 409 Planning, Implementing and Evaluating
Fitness Programs (3 crs.)
This course provides students with skills needed to develop,
implement and evaluate programs in fitness and rehabditative
exercise centers. Emphasis will be placed on program
development, on providing instruction to individuals and
groups and on administrative tasks expected of the entry-
level fitness professional.
PE 412 Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation in
Teaching Physical Education (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 315 orPE 326
Designed to develop teaching competencies related to the
planning, implementation and evaluation aspects of instruc-
tional programs in physical education. Course will include
current research on effective teaching, peer teaching and
videotape analysis of teacher and student behavior. Spring
semester
PE 414 Coaching (3 crs.)
The apphcation of teaching and learning principles as related
to the player, team, coach and the athletic program. Areas to
be included will be psychology and philosophy of coaching,
organization and administration of the program, coaching
techniques, conditioning and evaluative procedures. Once a
year
PE 442 Therapeutic Exercise (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: must he accepted in curriculum program or by consent of
program director
Comprehensive analysis of therapeutic exercise in a sports
medicine environment. Topics discussed include the heahng
process and pathophysiology of a musculoskeletal injury,
goals of rehabihtation, flexibdity and strength training
methods and protocol, aquatic therapy, pharmacological
considerations, psychological considerations and specific
rehabihtation techniques for the various body segments.
Course includes a two-hour lecture and a two-hour
laboratory session.
PE 450 Therapeutic Modalities (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 240
This course will introduce the athletic training student to
therapeutic modahties used in sports medicine. A one-hour
lecture and two-hour laboratory will provide practical
application of cUnical skills including indications, contraindi-
cation and record keeping associated with patient care.
PE 451 Prosthetics and Orthotics (3 crs.)
This course presents principles and techniques of using
ambulatory aids, prosthetics, orthotics and wheelchairs for
mobility, motor development, leisure activity and sport.
Emphasis will be on skill adaptations and program planning
for individuals with neuromuscular disease, spinal cord injury
and amputation. Course includes chnical observation and
laboratory experiences.
PE 454 Clinical Application ofAdvanced Athletic
Training Skills (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 343
Chnical application of the skills and techniques used in the
athletic training profession. The chnical experience will be
enhanced with regular seminars on issues and topics
pertinent to the professional.
PE 455 Professional Preparation in Athletic Training
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 454
Clinical application of the skills and techniques used in the
athletic training profession. The clinical experience will be
enhanced with regular seminars on issues and topics
pertinent to the professional.
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PE 465 Theory and Development of Play (3 crs.)
Provides theoretical foundations for play based on classical
and modern theories and on research findings.
PE 470 Sociology of Sport (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: three credits in Sociology
Analysis of the types of forces at work in American society
and how they relate to sports. Among the topics to be
included are the influences of our cultural heritage, philoso-
phy of education, politics, rehgion, economy, ethics, mass
media and mternationahsm. Lectures, readings, class discus-
sions and written assignments will be directed toward
enhancing the individual's understanding of the values of
sport in our society.
PE 481 Organization and Administration of School
Athletics (3 crs.)
Athletic poHcies and regulations on the local and state levels,
administrative plans, contest management, the purchase and
care of equipment, athletic awards, finance and budget,
athletic facihties, scheduling, public relations, the intramural
program and trends in interscholastic athletics.
PE 484 Physical Education for Children and Youth
with Disabilities (3 crs.)
The planning and development of physical education
programs considered appropriate to the needs, interests and
abilities of exceptional children and youth. Emphasis will be
placed on the contribution that physical education can make
to the education and well being of the physically, mentally
and emotionally handicapped.
PE 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
This course is open to All-College and Departmental
Honors students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis
director wLU culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent
of the Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis
director, this course may be extended into a second semester
for three additional credits depending upon the scope of the
project. Whether the final version of the thesis qualifies the
student to graduate with honors will be determined by the
Departmental Honors Committee. Either semester
PE 490 Administration of Athletic Training (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 240 or equivalent
Study of various administrative topics confronting an athletic
trainer in the management of a sports medicine facility
including program management, human resource manage-
ment, financial management, facility design and planning,
informational management, insurance and legal consider-
ations in sports medicine. Offered alternate years
PE 491 Field Based Pre-Practicum (5-12) - Physical
Education (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 329, PE412, PE315
Designed to provide the student with field based teaching
experiences in selected settings. Students may register for PE
491-2 while concurrendy registered in PE 412. One quarter
either semester
PE 492 Practicum in Student Teaching (5-12) -
Physical Education (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
FuU-time teaching for one semester with supervision
provided by members of the department faculty. Either semester
PE 494 Advanced Study of Motor Programs for
Individuals v«ath Chronic Health Conditions
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: undergraduate: PE 217 and PE 324; graduate: PE
484 and PE 508 or consent of the instructor
Included is the study of nutritional disturbances, emotionally
disturbed, socially maladjusted, disadvantaged, and chronic
medical problems. A culmination of professional experiences
to include a study of perceptual motor programs, behavior
modification, advanced techniques of motor assessment and
grantsmanship. The role of the adapted physical educator as a
resource and itinerant teacher will be presented. Offered Fall
semester
PE 495 Field Based Pre-Practicum (PreK-9) -
Physical Education (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 329, PE 412, PE 315 or PE 326
Designed to provide the student with field based teaching
experiences in selected settings. One quarter either semester
PE 496 Practicum in Student Teaching (PreK-9) -
Physical Education (12 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
Full-time teaching for one semester with supervision
provided by members of the department faculty. Either semester
PE 497 Seminar in the Children's Physical
Development Clinic (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: a minimum of one year experience in the Children's
Physical Deuelopmental Clinic and consent of the instructor
The Children's Physical Developmental Clinic (CPDC) is an
interdisciplinary community service program designed to
enhance the physical, motor and social development of
disabled children and adults 18 months through 21 years. This
course affords veteran student clinicians the challenge of
assisting with program development, administration and
evaluation of the CPDC as well as the training and supervi-
sion of less experienced clinicians. The course is open to all
majors and may be repeated once for credit with the consent
of the instructor.
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PE 498 Field Experience in Physical Education
(3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
A field experience offers qualified students the opportunity
to gain practical experience in their major. Placements are
made in both public and private agencies and are designed to
complement a student's concentration in their major.
PE 499 Directed Study in Physical Education
(1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
Open to aU juniors and seniors who have demonstrated
critical and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish
to pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits.
PE 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
or her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled
"Independent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
PE 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entided "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
PE 504 Nutrition for Sports, Exercise and Weight
Control (3 crs.)
This course will provide a thorough review of nutritional
principles and practices essential for exercise and optimal
performance in sports. Also stressed are principles and
strategies for maintaining, gaining or losing weight.
PE 505 Principles and Techniques of Supervising
Student Teachers in Physical Education
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: public school teaching
A course designed to provide physical education teachers
with knowledge of supervision, the role of the cooperating
teachers and their impact on student teachers, methods for
observing and recording teaching behaviors and suggestions
for helping student teachers implement instructional
strategies. Theoretical and practical experience will be
provided.
PE 506 Philosophy and Principles of Physical
Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in physical education
Philosophical inquiry into the discipline of physical educa-
tion including a study of trends and forces in education as
they affect the field.
PE 507 Children and Their Movement Behaviors
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 12 credits in physical education or consent of the
instructor
Current concepts and trends related to movement experi-
ences of children with emphasis on developmental movement,
and learmng.
PE 508 Motor Learning (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 3 credits in psychology
Integration of biological and psychological concepts in the
acquisition ot motor skills including environmental condi-
tions, developmental factors and learning theories.
PE 509 Drugs in Sports (3 crs.)
This course is designed for coaches and others who are
interested in the study of ergogenic aids and "recreational"
drugs in sport. Information will be presented to correct
widespread misconceptions about the use of ergogenic aids
and other drugs to maximize athletic performance. Emphasis
wiU be on the physiological, psychological and pharmacologi-
cal effects of ergogenic aids and on developing skills to
identify and help athletes who display addictive behaviors.
PE 510 Concepts of Curriculum Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 9 credits in physical education or consent of the
instructor
Current educational trends, theories relative to physical
education and the development of curricular models, with a
focus on the needs of today's society.
PE 511 Research Methods in Physical Education
(3 crs.)
This course will develop competencies needed to both
produce and consume research in physical education and
aUied areas. In the development of a research proposal,
students will gain an understanding of such research tech-
niques as problem formulation, Uterature review, samphng,
hypothesis construction, research design, instrumentation and
data analysis.
PE 512 Administration of Physical Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 12 credits in physical education or consent of the
instructor
Application of administrative principles to the physical
education program.
PE 513 Educational Games for Elementary and
Middle School Level (3 crs.)
A comprehensive study of the movement approach to
educational games with emphasis on analysis of games.
Progression utilizing thematic approach and curriculum
development will also be presented.
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PE 514 Improving Teaching EfFecriveness in Physical
Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 412 or equiualetit
The course will focus on research pertaining to teacher and
school effectiveness and imphcations for teaching physical
education. Formats through which teachers can gather data
for use in self-analysis and improvement of instruction will be
examined. Equiry issues and the need of a multicultural
society will also be discussed.
PE 515 Advances in Exercise Circulation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401
This course provides students with a knowledge and under-
standing of current theories explaining the responses of the
circulation to acute and chronic exercise. It considers
translocations of fluids and fluid constituents within the
vascular systems and among various body compartments. It
also considers potential growth responses and abnormal
responses. Alternate years
PE 516 Exercise Electrocardiography (3 crs.)
This course focuses on the basic electrophysiology of the
heart and the intricate electrical responses of the hearts of
healthy and unhealthy individuals to exercise. Its fundamental
emphases are thus e.xact descriptions of ECG variations,
mechanisms underlying these variations and factors influenc-
ing cardiac electrophysiology.
PE 517 Experimental Processes in Physical Education
(3 crs.)
This course will develop quantitative competencies required
to conduct and understand experimental research typically
occurring in physical education. It thus concerns basic
measurement theory, probability, description and inference.
Alternate years
PE 518 Advances in Exercise Metabolism (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401 or consent of the instructor
Students will study advanced topics concerned with bioener-
getics during exercise. It will focus on acute and chronic
responses to exercise from various perspectives. Among topics
covered will be: cardiovascular/ventilatory coupling,
chemomcchanical coupling, anaerobic threshold, substrate
utilization, electrolyte imbalance, oxygen use and hormonal
controls of metabohsnis. Alternate years
PE 519 Advances in Exercise Prescription (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401 or consent of the instructor
This course is concerned with special circumstances, which
dictate that one must adjust either the exercise testing or
prescription for an individual. It is thus focused on descrip-
tions of special situations, testing and prescription for those
situations. Other special cases considered will be: gender,
children, aging, environment, arthritis, diabetes, obesity, heart
disease, low fitness, high fitness, respiratory disorders and
hypertension. Summer only
PE 520 Health Fitness Program Planning and
Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: at least one course in exercise physiology or consent of
the instructor
Designed to address strategies essential to the development ot
successfiil exercise and health fitness programs. Emphasis will
be placed on program development, motivational techniques
and administrative considerations.
PE 526 Sport Law (3 crs.)
This course will give the sports professional an understanding
of the legal system as a whole and the unique legal problems
and responsibUity faced in managing a sports activity. The
sports professional will be educated to identify potential legal
habUitv', to avoid unnecessary legal risks and to minimize
legal loss exposure.
PE 527 Effective Coaching of Sports Skills (3 crs.)
This course is designed to improve the coach in his or her
role as a teacher of sports skills. It emphasizes the theoretical
and practical aspects of planning, dehvering and evaluating a
season of skill instruction.
PE 528 Classroom Management for Student
Achievement in Physical Education (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 412 or equivalent
Proactive approaches for creating efl'ective learning in
movement environments in a multicultural society will be
discussed. Topics will include the pygmalion effect, the
components of a systematic approach to classroom manage-
ment, planning classroom rules and procedures, and tech-
niques for implementing and maintaining a management
system.Various management models, techniques and
strategies practiced by distinctive teachers will be highlighted
along with behavior management and social competency
skills appropriate for a movement-oriented learning
emnronment.
PE 529 Movement Skill Development (2 crs.)
This course addresses motor development as a continuous
developmental process. Emphasis will be placed on compe-
tencies that include the abilir\' to formulate a developmental
perspective; knowledge of changing motor behaviors;
assessment; knowledge of factors affecting motor develop-
ment, including physical growth and physiological change,
and inter\'entions; and the ability to apply motor develop-
ment knowledge.
PE 530 The Motor Domain: Implications for Chronic
Disabilities (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE }24 or equivalent
An Ill-depth study of etiologies, classifications and functional
motor abilities of chronic medical conditions will be
presented. Topics will include asthma, cystic fibrosis, epilepsy,
cancer, obesity, diabetes, arthritis, multiple sclerosis and
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muscular dystrophy. The course will also emphasize unique
physiological, psychological and biochemical characteristics
pertaining to motor development, sport and leisure.
PE 53 1 Motor Performance Adaptations for Moderate
and Severe Disabilities (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 560
This course addresses the etiologies, prevalence, characteris-
tics and functional motor abihties of moderate and severe
disabilities. Attention is given to an overview of moderate
and severe populations, spinal cord injured and amputees. The
course wLU also address such related topics as bloodborn
pathogens, screening and assessment methods, related
professional services, leisure placement strategies, due process,
advocacy and legal considerations.
PE 532 Applied Kinesiology in Sport and Dance
(2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 220 or equivalent
In-depth analysis of sport skills and dance movements with
anatomical and mechanical principles for improvement of
performance, including the analyzation from rudimentary
skill level to the advanced level in selected areas.
PE 533 Applications of Exercise Physiology (2 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 401
Emphasis will be placed on the strategies utUized to develop
physiological capacities, underlying motor skills, as well as the
physiological variations induced by these stimuli. The course
will necessarily concern cardiovascular endurance, strength,
muscular endurance, flexibility and body composition from
the perspective of physiology.
PE 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an appUed research project,
which integrates theory and practice utilizing education
research format and disciplinary knowledge.
PE 540 Management of Lower Extremity Conditions
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into the Athletic Training Program
The course will focus on a critical analysis of sport-related
injuries and conditions that may affect the lower extremity in
physically active individuals. The apphcation ofjoint and
musculosketal anatomy will be utilized to assess the various
joints and body regions of the lower extremity to determine
the appropriate management of these sport-related condi-
tions.Two hours of lecture, two hours of laboratory.
PE 541 Management of Upper Extremity and Torso
Conditions (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 540
The course will focus on a critical analysis of sport-related
injuries and conditions that may affect the upper extremity
and torso in physically active individuals. The apphcation of
joint and musculoskeletal anatomy will be utilized to assess
the various joints and body regiona of the upper extremity
and torso to determine the appropriate management of these
sport-related conditions. Two hours of lecture, two hours of
laboratory.
PE 542 Therapeutic Exercise (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into the Athletic Training Program
Comprehensive analysis of therapeutic exercise in a sports
medicine environment. Topics discussed include the healing
process and pathophysiology of a musculoskeletal injury, goals
of rehabihtation, flexibility and strength training methods and
protocol, aquatic therapy, pharmacological considerations
during rehabilitation, psychological considerations, and
specific rehabihtation techniques for the various body
segments.Two hour lecture and two hour laboratory.
PE 544 Applied Laboratory Techniques in Exercise
Science (3 crs.)
Students will utilize a number of laboratory techniques to
assess fitness capabilities and health status of normal subjects.
Focus will be on standardization of procedures and collection
of rehable and vahd data. An additional concern will be clear
representation and interpretation of classical techniques used
to routinely assess physical fitness in the laboratory. Summer
only
PE 545 Physical Conditioning and Training in Sports
and Exercise (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: introductory course in exercise physiology or consent of
the instructor
This course is designed to provide the sport practitioner, i.e.,
the coach, athlete, team trainer, and physical educator, with a
basic understanding of the physiologic principles underlying
the physical conditioning process. Methods of planning,
implementing and evaluating training programs vwU be the
main focus of attention.
PE 546 Biomechanics of Sport (3 crs.)
This course provides students with a knowledge and
understanding of the mechanical concepts underlying
performance of motor skills. Focus is on analytic techniques,
which allow students to analyze skills and eflfectively consume
complex skill analyses conducted by others. Eall semester
alternate years
PE 550 Therapeutic Modalities (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into the Athletic Training Program
This course will focus on the relationship of the electromag-
netic and acoustic spectra, the principles of electricity, and
non-mechanical modalities in the treatment of sports-related
injuries and conditions. A two-hour lecture and two hour
laboratory session will provide an opportunity for students to
learn the indications, contraindications, apphcation protocols,
and record keeping associated with patient care.
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PE 561 Level I Clinical Experience in Athleric
Training (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Acceptance into the Athletic Training Program
Clinical application of the basic skills and techniques used in
the athletic training profession. Students will be assigned a
chnical rotation working with athletic teams in an intercolle-
giate setting under the direction of a certified athletic trainer.
Clinical hours may be accumulated to meet the criteria for
NATA certification. The chnical experience will be en-
hanced with regular seminars on issues and topics pertinent
to the entry-level professional.
PE 562 Level IT Clinical Experience in Athletic
Training (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 561
Clinical application of intermediate skills and techniques
used in the athletic training profession. Students will be
assigned a chnical rotation working with athletic teams in an
intercollegiate setting under the direction of a certified
athletic trainer. Clinical hours may be accumulated to meet
the criteria for NATA certification. The chnical experience
will be enhanced with regular seminars on issues and topics
pertinent to the entry-level professional.
PE 563 Level III Clinical Experience in Athletic
Training (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 562
Clinical application of advanced skills and techniques used in
the athletic training profession. Students will be assigned a
chnical rotation working with athletic teams in a intercolle-
giate setting under the direction of a certified athletic trainer.
Clinical hours may be accumulated to meet the criteria for
NATA certification. The chnical experience will be en-
hanced with regular seminars on issues and topics pertinent
to the entry-level professional.
PE 564 Level IV Clinical Experience in Athletic
Training (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PE 563
This course prepares the athletic training student for entering
into the profession. The student will have the option of
taking the NATA certification exanunations, and will
progress through an entire interview process and learn how
to negotiate a contract. In conjunction with the Counseling
Center and Counseling Program, students will practice
intervention strategies for abuse situations in the physically
active population introduced in the PE 563 class. Accessing
the Internet, word processing, and injury simulations via the
computer will compliment the student's final semester of the
clinical experience.
be offered from time to time. The topic to be addressed will
be announced in pre-registration publications. May take
more than once with consent of adviser.
PE 590 Administration in Athletic Training (3 crs.)
Study of various topics involved in the management of an
athletic training facility including program management,
human resource management, financial management, facihty
design and planning, informational management, pubhc
relations, insurance, and legal considerarions in athletic
training. Standards and practices of the athletic training
professional will also be discussed. These experiences are
developed through lectures, demonstrations, and discussionas
with professionals in the field including athleric trainers,
physicians, physician assistants, and lawyers.
PE 595 Internship in Physical Education (3-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: 12 graduate credits ofphysical education and consent of
adviser
An internship offers quaUfied students the opportunity to
gain substantial practical experience within their major.
Placements are designed to complement a student's program
concentration.
Other Approved Courses:
PE 134 Self Defense
PE 182 Ski Touring
PE/CT 321 Creative Dance for Children
PE 439 Analysis and Apphcation of Teacher Behavior
PE 440 Scientific Basis of Coaching
PE 471 Psycho/Social Aspects of Sports






PE 581 Selected Topics in Physical Education
(1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: course prerequisite may he specified depending on the
nature of the topic
Special topics of current relevance in physical education will
PH 100 Physics in the Natural World (3 crs.)
This course considers the key scientific concepts underlying
physics and how they relate to the environment. Among the
topics to be considered are mechanics, heat, electricity,
magnetism, optics and sound, modern physics and an
historical overview of the physical sciences. This course is
suitable for majors other than those in the Physical and
Biological Sciences seeking basic knowledge of physics.Two
hours of lecture and one two-hour laboratory period weekly.
Satisfies the CiER in Physical and Biological Sciences. Either
semester
PH 102 Modern Physics for the Humanist (3 crs.)
The principal theme of this course is 20th century attempts
to understand the basic laws of nature and their relationship
to us. Among the topics to be considered arc classical physics,
the theory of relativity, atomic structure and quantum theory










Satisfies the GER in Physical and Biological Sciences (non-
lab course). Either semester
PH 107 Exploring the Universe (3 crs.)
This course wiU explore the sun. stars, their hie cycles, and
the galaxies. Theories of the composition and origin of the
solar SN-stem, the universe and hie will be studied. Students
obser\-e celestial objects including the moon. sun. planets star,
nebulae, and galaxies usmg the colleges obser\"aton.: Two
hours of lecture, one rwo-hour laboraton.- and several
\-ievs-ing sessions. Satisfies the GER m Physical and Biologi-
cal Sciences. Fall semester
PH 180 Energy and its Social Uses (3 crs.)
The basic ph'j'sical laws of energy are presented. Environ-
mental consequences of solar, fossil, hydro and nuclear
energy- generation are analyzed. Satisfies the GER in Physical
and Biological Sciences (non-lab course). Either semester
PH 181 Elements of Physics I (3 crs.)
The language and methods of physics as illustrated in
mechamcs. heat and sound are studied, .^pphcations of
hmdamental principles of ph\-sics to all branches of physical
science are examined. Two hours of lecture and one two-
hour laboratorv- period weekly. Satisfies the GER m Phwcal
and Biological Sciences. Fall semester
PH 182 Elements of Physics 11 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 181
Principles of electricirs; magnetism, optics and modem
phs^sics are studied.Two hours of lecture and one two-hour
laborator\- period weekly. Spring semester
PH 243 General Physics I (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: ^L-i 151 or equwalent
This is a calculus-based beginning course in physics which
emphasizes the study of kinematics, dynamics and heat. Three
hours of lecture and one three-hour laboratorv" weekly.
Satisfies the GER in Physical and Biological Sciences. Either
semester
PH 244 General Physics 11 (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 243
This course is a calculus-based study of electricity, magne-
tism and hght. Three hours of lecture and one three-hour
laboratory- period weekly. Either semester
PH/CH 260 Microprocessors - Microcomputer
Technology- (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: a college-lei'el course iti PH or consent of the instructor
A study of the electrical famihes, components and processes
used to build the components of microprocessors and
microcomputers. An examination of timing cs'cles for
microprocessors \^ith hmitations on the digital devices used
and the various means in which these components can be
assembled in the construction of a microcomputer. Compari-
son ot the -^Tuious microcomputers a\-ailable. Fall semester
PH 401 Modern Physics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 244
Theory of relativity: atomic structure; quantum theor\"
nuclear ph\'sics and elementar\- particles. Fall semester (formerly
PH 387)
PH 402 Quantum Mechanics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 403
Wave nature of matter; the Schrodinger equation; apphcation
of the Schrodinger equation to the electron, the hydrogen
atom, multi-electron atoms and radiation. Offered alternate
years, Spring semester
PH 403 Mathematical Physics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 244, MA 251
Vector analysis; matrices, linear differential equations; Sturm-
Liou\"ille theors-; Fourier series; orthogonal functions; Laplace
transform. Spring semester
PH 405 Nuclear Physics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 401
Nuclear forces, nuclear modek, nuclear reactions and
radioactivirj', and elementary particles. Offered alternate years
PH 409 Theor>- of Relativity (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 401
The Lorentz Transformation and apphcation to mechanics and
electrod\-namics; the general Theory of Relativity and
apphcation to astrophysics. Offered alternate years
PH 414 Experimental Physics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 244, PH 401 previous or current
An introduction to advanced experimental techniques of
physics. Students ^^ill perform historically ground-breaking
experiments using modern equipment. There will be one
lecture and two two-hour laboratory sessions per week. Spring
semester
PH 422 Computer Simulation in Physical Science
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 243 and PH 244 or PH 181 and PH 182, or
consent of instructor
The course introduces methods of computer simulation and
Its diverse apphcations.The course is project-oriented.
Projects may include planetary- motion, chaotic systems, firactal
phenomena, random systems, and thermal systems. Methods
include the numerical solution of differential equations and
Monte Carlo techniques. The course emphasizes structured
prograimning and is recommended for science majors as an
introduction to programming.Two hours of lecture, and one
rsvo-hour laboratory' period weekly. No background in
computer programming is required.
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PH 432 Hectronic Circuits (4 crs.)
Prerequisice: PH 182 or PH 244 or consent of the department
Circuit anal'V'sis: \latnx methods, transform methods,
amplifiers, feedback theory, operational amplifiers, mtegrated
circuits, analog computers. Three hours of lecture and one
three-hour laborator\- weekly. Offered alternate years. Fall
semester (formeHy PH 3 76)
PH 433 Thermal Physics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 244
Thermodynamics; kinetic theory; and statistical mechamcs.
Offered alternate years. Fall semester (formerly PH 381)
PH 435 Optics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 244
Study of geometrical and physical optics. Offered alternate
years. Fall semester (formerly PH 385)
PH 438 Electricity and Magnetism (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 244
The theory and appbcations of the fimdamental equations of
electromagnetism. Three hours of lecture and one three-hour
Laboratory period weekly. Offered alternate years. Fall semester
(formerly PH 388)
PH 439 Mechanics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 243
Vector treatment of forces, torques: dynamics of particles and
rigid bodies; work and energy; momentum; small oscillation
theory; Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulation of
dynamics. Offered alternate years. Fall semester (formerly PH 389)
PH 442 Digital Electronics I (4 crs.)
Prerequisite: college-level course in physics or consent of the
instruftor
Elements of digital electronics: Boolean algebra of switching
circuits, binary logic circuits, digital computer logic circuits.
Three hours ot lecture and one three-hour Laboratory period
weekly. Fall semester (formerly PH 392)
PH 458 Advanced Electricity and Magnetism (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 438
A continuation of PH 438, Ma.vwell s equanons and their
connection to special relativity is explored. The propagation
of electromagnetic radiation predicted bv' Ma.\well. the
transfer of energy detertmned by Poyntmg's theorem, and
the relamnstic generalization of the Larmor formula for the
radiation by accelerated charges will be studied. Offered
alternate Spring semesters
PH 459 Advanced Mechanics (3 crs.)
Prerequisitr. PH 439
A more in-depth study of mechanics than PH 439 This
course prepares the student for graduate work. Offered
alternate Spring semesters
PH 460 Advanced Quantum Mechanics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 402
A more in-depth study of quannim mechamcs than PH 402.
This course prepares students for graduate work. Offered
alternate Fall semesters
PH 498 Internship in Physics (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of department;formal ap^kation required
Laboratory experience in industrial or government laborato-
ries, or academic laboratories at other institutions. Either
semester
PH 499 Directed Study in Physics (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department, formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abUities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. .May be taken twice for a
maTimiim ofsix credits. Either semester
PH 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate smdent in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entided "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
PH 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For derails, consult the
paragraph entided "^Independent Study" m the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
PH/CH 525 Problem Solving in Chemistry- and
Physics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: high school/middle school teacher cfmathematia or
science
SkQls needed in the solving of problems in chemistry and
physics win be developed. Emphasis will be on the appLca-
tion of mathematics to problem sohmg. Topics will b>e
chosen firom the sciences to illustrate the apphcation of
algebra, geometry, linear algebra and calculus to physics and
chemiscry. Methods of treating data obtained m the labora-
tory will be developed.
PH 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project,
which mtegrates theory and pracace utilmng educaaonal
research format and disciplinary knowledge.
PH 550 Physics for Teachers-A Modem Review
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: saence teaching experience at the pre-baaalauKate level
and consent of instruaor
A modem review of topics in physics for the jumor high
teacher Among the topics to be covnered are Newion s Lj-w-s.
generation and apphcaDon of energy, electnciry and
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magnetism, optics, sound, relativity, physics of the electron
and nucleus. Emphasis will be placed on recent develop-
ments.
PH 581 The Physics of the Environment (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
The generation and utilization of energy and their environ-
mental impact. Energy sources included are solar, wind,
hydroelectric, nuclear, geothermal, fusion.
PH 583 Physics of the Atom (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A study of the atomic view of matter and radiation. Topics
included are the kinetic theory of gases, theory of the
electron, Bohr's theory of the atom, many electron atoms,
theory of molecules and spectra, and the theory of relativity.
PH 584 Physics of the Nucleus and Elementary
Particles (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A study of the nucleus and relationship of elementary
particles. The topics included are nuclear structure, radioac-
tivity, nuclear reactions, nuclear accelerators, conservation
laws, symmetry and invariance principles, unified view of the
elementary particles and cosmic rays.
PH 585 Physics of the Solid State (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A unified treatment of the basic models used to describe
sohd state phenomena. Topics included are crystal structure;
electrical, magnetic, and thermal properties of matter;
transport properties of metals and semi-conductors; band
theory; super conductivity.
PH 587 Radiation Physics I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Wave propagation and the electromagnetic spectrum,
interference, polarization, coherence theory, electromagnetic
theory.
PH 588 Radiation Physics U (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Blackbody radiation, photo-electric efiect, the Bohr Model
of the Atom and Atomic Spectra, the Schrodinger equation
and apphcations to radiation problems.
PH 589 Physics of the Solar System (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Physical properties and motion of the members of the solar
system and interplanetary medium.
PH 591 Special Topics in Modern Physics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PH 401
Topics to be selected from the areas of the Theory of
Relativity, Quantum Mechanics, Solid State and Nuclear
Physics.
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PH 592 Research Problems in Physics
(credit to be arranged)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special projects for advanced students desiring individual
instruction in the methods of research in physics.
PH 593 Special Topics in Secondary School Science
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
An introduction to the environmental and energy-related
physical science topics presented in the secondary school
science curricula. Special emphasis will be placed upon the
science content found in these curricula materials. Lectures,
seminars, laboratory work, workshops and model classes will
be included in this course.
PH 594 Special Topics in Junior High Science I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
An introduction to junior high science programs. Special
emphasis will be placed upon the science content found in
these curricula materials. Lectures, seminars, laboratory work
and model classes will be included in this course.
PH 595 Special Topics in Junior High Science II
(3 crs.)
A continuation of the course PH 594, in which the science
content ofjunior high science programs is studied and
evaluated.
PH 597 Special Topics in Elementary Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
An introduction to elementary school science materials.
Special emphasis wiU be placed upon the study of the science
content included in these materials. Lectures, laboratory work,
seminars, workshops, and model classes wiU be included in
this course.
Other Approved Courses:
PH 104 Physical Science for the Elementary School 1-
Physical Aspects
PH 1 10 Physics for Nurses
PH 191 Engineering Physics I
PH 192 Engineering Physics II
PH 193 Engineering Physics III
PH 200 Survey of Physics
PH 270 Transportation for the Future-Physical Imphcations
PH 291 Engineering Mechanics I
PH 292 Engineering Mechanics II
PH 301 Physics of Sports
PH 372 Biophysics, Microscopic Aspects
PH 375 Wave Theory
PH 391 Sohd State Physics
PH 404 Methods of Mathematical Physics
PH 406 Sohd State Electronics
PH 408 Astrophysics
for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
PH 410 Electrodynamics
PH 411 Procedures in Experimental Physics I
PH 412 Procedures in Experimental Physics II
PH 430 Computer Technology
PH 436 Optical Electromcs
PH 444 Digital Electronics II
PHILOSOPHY (PL)
Only one course &om the following may be taken for
credit:
PL 101 Reasoning andValue
PL 102 Reasoning and Human Nature
PL 103 Reasoning and Pohtics
PL 1 04 Reasoning and Rehgion
PL 105 Reasoning and Science
PL 101 Reasoning and Value (3 crs.)
This course mtroduces the skills of critical reasoning by
developing a general understanding of argumentation and by
examimng key philosophical issues concerning morality, such
as:What is morahty? Are there any universal values or
principles which all persons should recognize? Axe there any
rational ways to resolve moral disagreements? Satisfies the
GER in Philosophy. Either semester
PL 102 Reasoning and Human Nature (3 crs.)
This course introduces the skills of critical reasoning by
developing a general understanding of argumentation and by
examining key philosophical issues concerning human nature,
such as:What is a person? Is there a human nature? Are
human acts free or determined? Satisfies the GER in
Philosophy. Either semester
PL 103 Reasoning and Politics (3 crs.)
This course introduces the skills of critical reasoning by
developing a general understanding of argumentation and by
examining key philosophical issues concerning pohtics, such
as: What, if anything, is the legitimate purpose of govern-
ment? What is the best form of government? To what extent,
if any, are we obligated to obey the law? What are rights and
how do we get them? Satisfies the GER in Philosophy. Either
semester
PL 104 Reasoning and Religion (3 crs.)
This course mtroduces the skills of critical reasoning by
developing a general understanding of argumentation and by
examining key philosophical issues concernmg religion, such
as: Can God's existence be proven or disproven? Can the
existence of evil be an obstacle to rehgious behef? Is there
evidence for immortality? Can an atheist be moral? Satisfies
the GER in Philosophy. Either semester
PL 105 Reasoning and Science (3 crs.)
This course introduces the skills of critical reasoning by
developing a general understanding of argumentation and by
examimng key philosophical issues concerning science, such
as: Is there a scientific method? Are science and faith
mutually exclusive? Is there "a scientific view" of persons? Is
science value-free? Satisfies the GER in Philosophy. Either
semester
PL 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: Consetit of the instructor
Freshman Honors Colloquia in Philosophy allow exception-
ally able students to explore a challenging topic in small
classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once
a week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or scientific
project which provides the major part of the grade. Open to
All-College Honors students and to others at the discretion
of the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two and the
maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to semester.
PL 135 Fall semester, PL 136 Spring semester
All philosophy courses above the 100 level will normally have
a prerequisite of one 100 level course in philosophy.
PL 201 Rational Thinking (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
This course develops skills of rational thinking, including a
working understanding of meaning, ambiguity and vagueness;
the nature of argument; deductive and probabiUstic reasoning;
and fallacies. Offered alternate years
PL 203 Happiness and the Meaning of Life (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
This course provides a framework for thinking about
happiness and hfe's meaning by considering such questions as:
What is happiness and how can it be attained? Is happiness
the main, or only, goal in living a good life? Does life have a
meaning? Is hving morally a condition of having a good life?
How are happiness and hfe's meaning affected by emotion,
desire, reason, pleasure, suffering and death? Offered alternate
years
PL 204 Sex and Personal Relations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 lei'el course in Philosophy
This course examines central topics in the philosophy of sex
including questions such as:What is the philosophical
significance of sex? Can we justify the distinction between
good and bad sex? Moral and immoral sex? Normal and
perverted sex? Is the language of sex se.xist? What is love and
how IS It related to reason and emotion? Can friendship be
distinguished ftx>m love? Does prostitution or pornography
degrade persons? Offered alternate years




PL 205 Medical Ethics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
This course explores issues of bfe and death including
questions such as: Is abortion ever justified? Is euthanasia
ever justified? Does the patient ever have the right to refiise
life-sa\'ing treatment? Does a doctor have the right to
withhold information ft-om patients? Do the parents or
socien,' have the right to determine what is the best
treatment, if any, for a child? Is suicide ever justifiable? On
what basis should limited medical resources be allocated?
Offered alternate years
PL 207 Philosophy of Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
This course examines central philosophical issues associated
with education in multicultural societv' along with different
contemporarv' views concerning such questions as:What
should the goals of education be? Are certain ways of
knowing central to educational processes? What are the
school's obUgations concerning variations attributable to
cultural background and gender? What criteria should be
employed in making curricular decisions? How can we
determine whether certain teaching strategies are better than
others? Can education be value-firee? This course may not be
used to satisfy any requirementfor teacher certification. Offered once
every two years.
PL 210 Liberation Ethics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
This course considers the ethics of Uberation as it relates
primarily to ""third-world" peoples, dra\\ing upon such
thinkers as Gandhi, Mao, Weil, Fanon, King and Mandela.
Emphasis will be placed on such issues as the meaning of
"third-world," the legitimacy of revolution, rebeUion, civil
disobedience or reparation, and the status of disenfi-anchised
groups, including women and African-Americans. Satisfies
the GER in Non-Western Civdization. Offered alternate years
PL 212 Philosophies of India (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 1 00 level course in Philosophy
This course examines some of the central ideas and issues
found in past and contemporary Vedanta,Yoga, and Bud-
dhism, especially as they illuminate Asian/Western misunder-
standing and relationships. Emphasis will be placed on
concepts of moral value, human nature, salvation, harmony
and pluralism. Satisfies the GER in Non-Western Civiliza-
tion. Offered alternate years
PL 215 Environmental Ethics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: three credits in Philosophy
What is the basis of distinctions between human and animal,
culture and nature, domestic and wild, civQized and primitive,
the ethical and the natural? This course will examine these
issues by pursuing questions such as: Does the value of nature
consist entirely in how it can be used by humans? Do animals
exert a moral claim on humans? Does wilderness have value
in itself? Is there an obligation to use natural resources for
human welfare? Are famine, population growth and pollution
merely economic issues of resource distribution? Offered
alternate years
PL 216 "Values and Technology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
The development and application of modern technology have
influenced human choices, self-understanding, and social
organization. This course will examine the value imphcations
of controversies such as reproductive technologies and choice,
censorship and privacy on the Internet, DNA research and its
applications, advertising in the classroom, and monopoly
control ot commumcation technologies. Offered alternate years
PL 229 Explaining the Paranormal (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
An apphcation of ideas about personal experience, problem-
solving, evidence, observation, testimony, theory-acceptance,
and proof to claims about paranormal phenomena including
ESP, near-death experiences, UFO abductions, psychic
forecasting, miracle cures, and reincarnation. The course will
consider the extent and hmits of our abihfy to explain such
phenomena as well as the arguments of those who are
skeptical about the paranormal. Offered alternate years
PL 286-287 Sophomore Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy and consent of the
instructor
Sophomore Honors Colloquia in Philosophy allow excep-
tionally able students to explore a challenging topic in small
classes under close faculty supervision. Colloquia meet once a
week for fifty minutes and culminate in a paper or scientific
project which provides the major part of the grade. Open to
All-College Honors students and to others at the discretion of
the instructor. The minimum enrollment is two and the
maximum is twelve. Topics vary from semester to semester. PL
286 Fall semester, PL 287 Spring semester
PL 213 Philosophies of China and Japan (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
This course examines some of the central ideas and issues
found in past and contemporary Confucianism, Taoism,
Buddhism and Shintoism, especially as they illuminate Asian/
Western misunderstandings and relationships. Emphasis wiU
be placed on concepts of moral value, human nature,
salvation, harmony and pluralism. Satisfies the GER in Non-
Western Civilization. Offered alternate years
PL 301 Plato and Aristotle (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course in Philosophy
This course examines selected works of Plato and Aristotle on
such issues as the nature of philosophy, the method of inquiry,
the ground and possibility of knowledge, the rcaUty of form
and psyche, deliberation and human good and the ideal
society. Offered alternate years
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PL 305 American Philosophy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Otte 100 leirl course in Philosophy
This course wtJI undertake a critical examination of the
context and arguments of major American philosophers such
as Emerson, Thoreau. Peirce,James. Dewes; and Quine. It \\-ill
explore questions like the following: Is American philosophy
unique in its approach and \Tsion? Is there a particular
contribution ot American philosophy to understandmg the
relation ot truth and action? What roles did Puritanism, the
Enhghtenment, Transcendentalism, and Pragmatism pby m
the emergence ofAmerican philosophy? What roles did the
sociaL economic, and pohrical structures play in shaping
American philosophy ' Offered jltenute years
PL 310 Symbolic Logic (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 larl course in Philosophy
This course explores the ideas and techniques of symboUc
logic chat are ot use in understanding, developing and
appraising natural deductive ailments. Offered alternate years
PL 320 Topics in Philosophy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 1 00 level course in Philosophy
This course offers \-arious topics of special interest to
philosophers, including topics m the history, problems, and
methods of philosophy The course will be offered bom time
to time and may be taken for credit more than once vnth
change of topic.
PL 322 Philosophy of Law (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 leirl course in Philosophy
This course examines law and justice, the structure of legal
reasoning, the nature and justification of the adversary- system,
lawyers" roles and ethics and questions such as: Should
confidentiahry, zealous ad\x>cacy. plea bargaining or the
insanin- defense be abolished? Is punishment morallv
defensible? What is the basis for legal interference with
indi\'idual hberty? Do lawyers haw an obUgation to defend
chents they find repulsive? Offered alternate years
PL 325 Philosophy ofArt (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 leirl course in Philosophy
This course examines philosophical questions arising in
connection with the identification, interpretation and
e\*aluanon ot art and its creation and quesDons such as:^Tiat
IS art? Is there a \-ahd way to distinguish an fiom non-art and
good art from bad art? Are there ways to estabhsh the
meanmg ot a vmrk of art, or is all interpretation subjective?
Do artists have moral responsibilities as artists? Should the
government subsidize art? Offered alternate years
PL 328 Philosophy of Religion (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 10() hivl coiine m Phtlosopby
This course critically cxaimnes the nature and justitication of
religious claims, including discussion of: What are the grounds
for beUef or cUsbehef in God's existence? Is rcUgious discourse
meaningflil? Do faith and reason conflict? Is bdiefin
immortahry inteUigible and. or defensible? Is tehgious
knowledge possible? Are revelation and religious experience
reliable sources of truth? Is it rational to beheve in miracles?
Is atheism a religion? Offered altemMe yejrs
PL 330 Amoralism, Egoism, and Altruism (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 level course m Philosophy
This course discusses amoralism, egoism, and altruism as
altematrve life plans, raising such questions as:\C'hat is selt-
interest? Is being an egoist compatible with bonds of trust,
fiiendship and love? Can we ever be true altruists? b morahty
more rational than immoraUry? Are our ultimate life plans
and commitments defensible? Why be moral? Offered altemaU
years
PL 332 Philosophy and Feminist Thought (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 lei-el course m Philosophy
This course examines issues m contemporaiy feminist
thought as the\" have emerged fix>m Western philosophv. such
as: Are then? distmcnvely feminist accounts ofhuman nature,
sociers' and persons? Do interpretations of rationahr%; thought
and experience reflect gender experiences? Do positions on
moral issues reflect gender differences? Do feminist theories
of gender, culture and power ha\-e social and pohtical
applications? Is feminism anti-male? OtfereJ alternate years
PL 334 Free Will, Determinism and Responsibility
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 1 00 leivl course m Philosophy
This course examines main topics and problems m the
philosophy of action and agency, including:What is tiee wiU
and do we have it? Are our motives, desires, and intentions
detemuned? '^Tien. if at all. are wt responsible for what we
do? What implications does free wiU (or its absence) ha\-e for
autonomy and legal liabiht\-. as m the insamn.- defense? Offered
alternate years
PL 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special Topics in Philosophy Open to .\ll-College and
Departmental Honors students. Three hourh- meeongs
weekly. PL 338 Fall semester, PL 339 Spnng semester
PL 402 Knowledge and Truth (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: One 100 leirl course m Piiilosophy
This course e.xamines both historical and recent discussions
ot problems and arguments concerning knowledge, belief,
skepticism, justificaDon, objecmntv; relati\nsin and truth.
Questions mclude: Can we have knowledge? Does knowl-
edge entail certamty? Are there sources of knowledge that
transcend the senses? Are we justified in belie\nng that there
is an external world? Is there one objective realits- or nunv
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PL 403 Ethics and Action (3 crs.)
Pierefmsite: One 100 la^ cotase in PkUasopky
This coarse examines both historical and recent discussions
<^problems and argaments concerning moral reasons,
kitotded^ chancier, motivation^justification,juc^ements.
and action. Qoestioiis include: Can have nxHal knovrl-
ed^r If so. in what does it consist? Are moral disagreements
capable ot rational resolution? What does it mean to be
moral? Are there moralh- preferable ideak. quaHties of
chanctcE. and ways o£h£s: Are there moral Ucts or truths
independent ofhuman desires, pieteiences. and agreements?
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PL 485 Honors Thesis (3 crs.)
PmequisUt: One 100 lati comse m PMesopky
This coarse is open to AD-Cofle^ and EXepaitmeiital Honors
students. One-hour we^ly meetings with the thesis director
win culminate in an hcmocs thesis.With the ccHisent of the
Departmental Honors Committee and ihe thesis director, this
course may be extended into a second semester tor three
addidoaal credits depending upcm the scope ofAe project.
Whether the final wsiou crt'the thesis qualifies the student
ro graduate with honors will be determined by the Depart-
menta] Honors Committee. Either semesur
PL 499 Directed Study in Philosophy (1-3 crs.)
Prrrcjuis-.ie. :<->Ksr-:: dtT'SKtric::. icw^ upph:^-:cr. rejuired
This course is or cr. :c- .ir.iorv and seniors who have
demonstrated cnncal and analytical abilities in their studies
and who wi^ id porsae a project independendy. May be
taken twice for a mamiitmm ofSIX cicdus. EiAu soncsier
PL 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Or:ir.r_i. rc^£ir:>. LLr^ierXikt- b%" the sraduire srudeni m his field.
F:-r je^iiL-. ,-cir..s-.ii: the paragraph ennded "Independent Study"
m the Graiatte ohJ CamtMmoBg FWnrafMW seciiaa of this catalog.
PL 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graiu^te >r.-den: who desires to study
selected topics in a spenf.: neli For deuds. consult the
paragraph ennded "Irjiependeni Stud\-~ in the Gradttait and
Ctmtimimg Fdufotum sectic»i <^~this catalog.
POLITICAL SCEEXCE (PQ)
PO 100 Politics in Contemporary Society (3 crs.)
This course introduces the wiorid of pohncs with emphasis
on basic concepts of pohtical organizations, structures and
theory balanced with current pohtical a&irs. Satisfies the
GER in Social Sciences. Either semester
PO 135-136 Freshman Honors Colloquium
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: cmsa: .-':r.e :'L-:n<,T.~f
Freshman Honors CollcvqiLu m Polincal Science aDcw
excepnoEuDv able snidents to explore i challenging topic in
small classes under close faculr\- supervision. CoUoquia meet
once a week for fifty minutes and ailminate in a paper or
scientific project which provides the major part of the grade.
Open to .Ml-Coflege Honors students and to others at the
discretion of the instructor.The minimum enioUment is two
and the mj-rimnm enrollment is rwTelve. Topics vary fit>m
semester to semester. PO 135 Fall semester, PO 136 Spring
semester
PO 172 Introduction to American Government
(3 crs.)
The purpose of the course is to mtroduce students to the
range of research on .American political msntutions and
processes.We will examine the constitutional underpinnings
of.\mencan govemitjent, the role of p>ohtical parties, interest
groups and the media in the system.We wiU also explore the
changing character ofpohtical institutions: the presidencv.
Congress, and the courts. Satisfies the GER in Social
Scioices.
PO 260 International Relations (3 crs.)
This course introduces modem world politics, with emphasis
on change and continuity in the structure and processes
governing relations within the international community.
Emphasis will be placed on the nation-state, dilemmas facing
the global communitv. Satisfies the GER in Social Sciences.
Either semester
PO 273 United States and Massachusetts
Constitutions (1 cr.)
Structure of government and rights and responsibihties
according to federal and commonwealth constitutions. Eidier
semester
PO 274 Western Political Thought - Plato to the
Present (3 crs.)
This course covers the prmcipal ideas and philosophies of
politics articulated by philosophers and fxjhtical thinkers
since anaent times. The student will be introduced to many
of the age-old and puzzhng questions ofhow people can best
govern themselves usmg legaL mstimoonal and behavioral
approaches. Satisfies the GER in Social Sciences. Fall semester
S0te: See pages 212-213 (anme piefix heyi for assistance tM locatirig amuses descriptions.
PO 275 Comparative Govenunent (3 cn.)
Prmqui-iU: PO 1 '2
Political behavior and government svstems in Great Britain,
France, Russia, etc. Fall semester
PO 277 American Government: State and Local
(3 cr».)
Prerequisite: PO 172 or amsera cfthe instnulor
State government and politics with emphasis on Masncim-
seto afiaus. Either semester
PO 279 Introduction to PnbKc Administration (3 cr».)
Prerequisite PO 1~2
The relationship of the adnumstranve branch o: gc-.-ernme'
:
to other branches Ln the making and implementanon of
pubbc poHcv-; dieories of government organization fx
efficient adminitration; probletns ofbudgeting, personnel,
ment systems, type of agency orgamzadcm, popular control
over die bureaucracy. Either semester
PO 285 Introduction to Law (3 cn.)
A non-cechnical discussion c^legal topics, indnding the
relaaonship of law to social and humamtanan proUems.
(Open to m^TS and non-majors.)
PO 286-287 Sophomore Honors CoQoqniom
(1 cr. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the instrucu.^
Freshman Honors CoOoquu m Pohncal Science allow
excepQonalh- able students to explore a rkalipnging topic in
small classes under close faculty supervision. Odioqnia meet
once a week for 66\ rmnutes and culminate in a paper or
scientific project which provides the major part of the grade.
0{>en to AQ-CoOege Honors studeno and to others at the
discretion of the instructor. The mimTTiiim enroDment is two
and the maximum enrollment is twelve. Topics vary fiom
semester to semester. PO 286 FaB semester, PO 287 Spring
semester
PO 300 Model United Nations Practicum (1 cr.)
Prerequuiie: ctmsent of the tnstru<toT
This course, which is open to all undergraduates, is designed
to prepare students for participation m the various Model
Umted Nanons programs offered m the Umted States.
Students enrolled m the course will be required to become
famiiur with the issue positions of the country they represent
and develop the skiOs necessary to become active membeis of
their delegation.
PO 301 Model Senate Practicum (1 cr.)
PrerequisiU PO 1 "2
This course which is open to undergraduates is designed to
expose students to process of the United States Senate.
Students enrolled in the course wiU take on the loie of a
United States Senatoc and will be required to become
familiar with the issne positioos of fads or her senator or has
taken while in the Senate.
PO 330 Asian Politics (3 cn.)
PmKfosite: PO 215
This coarse will inoodnce students to the pobtics and «jduue
of China,Japan, and Korea. The coarse wiH look at botfa
domestic and foceign pobcy of thosemtioiis that make
the Paci6c Rim as ndl as the iii iplii Jiions for U.S pohcy:
PO 338/339 Honon Tutorial in Political Science
(3 crs.)
E>epartmental Honocs smdenn
PO/EC 340 Law and Economics (3 cn.)
PwK^dsiu: PO 1~2 cr PO 2?: -nJ EC 1 1
This course examines the economic basis for legal decisioiis.
Microecooomic theory is coodnned with an analysts of the
law, with particnls emf^iasis on case smdies Topics covered
inclndf the proUom ofdefimng piupaiy i^jhc and the
economics of tort, contiact and «ifmiiMl law.
PO 350 Research Methods in Political Science (3 cn.)
Prerefosiu: ome rmaii GER
This coarse provides students with a foondaooo for tfailing
and asspwiiig the qoality ofpnHishfd research in the social
sciences, with particiilar emphasis on the research tei Imiimes
common in political science and pabBc adnmnstzation. it
intrcxfaices the concepc ofllieacy dcwlupment, faypodiesB
testing and statisdcal sigllifi^^a^lce, and prorides smdmft with
the m<lniM'utaiy skiBs, finm fateraone review searches
through data analysis, necessary to conduct their own
research.Wntmg is emphasized.
PO 361 International Political Economy (3 cn.)
Prerajuisite: PO 260
This course examines the reciprocal mtetactioa between
states and markets, with a particular ^-im^hjw npon the ways
in which national and i iifrf iutional politics stmctme
international ecoaomic relatioas.The coarse reviews in depdi
the devrlopment and evohitioa ofthe postwar economic
regimes in money and trade.The coarse will also ^nmin^ the
rtJe md efiects ofmakiaaiiooal cotpocatioas. the issue of
d<.wEkj|wuenc and akeiuauw dewtlopuieni modch, the debt
crisis, and iutnujtional straggle for the control ofod. Fmalht
some iuycKUut iaoes and debates withm the 6eki ot'
inCffiMtiooal political economy wiQ be consadered.
PO 365 International Politics of the Envirotunent
(3 crs.)
PrerequisiU PO 260
This course tbcuses on sooie of the m^or issocs of global
envuDomental politics - diose environmental p— wUdi




transcend state boundaries and whose resolution requires state
cooperation and the efforts of states to negotiate environ-
mental agreements. Cases will include, among others, the
control of ozone depletion, the Umitation of global warming,
and the preservation of forests and bio-diversity.
PO 370 Canadian Foreign Policy: Actors and Issues
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 260 or consent of the instructor
The objective of the course is to develop a comprehensive
understanding of Canadian foreign pohcy. As such, the course
will focus on 1) Canada's foreign relations with several
important actors (the United States, Europe, the Common-
wealth, Latin America, Africa, countries of the North Pacific,
and the United Nations) in the international political system;
and 2) the conduct of Canadian foreign policy in select issue
areas, including the international poHtical economy, the
environment, arms control and disarmament, peacekeeping,
developmental assistance, and refugees.
PO 372 Legislative Process and Procedure (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 12
An examination of the United States Congress. Emphasis on
internal structure and operations, congressional rules and
procedures, party leadership, committee system and seniority,
external influences on Congress, incentives for congressional
behavior, and constitutional Umitations.
PO 374 Modern Political Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72
The ideas of major poUtical thinkers in the era of the modern
nation-state. Spring semester
PO 375 American Political Parties and Interest
Groups (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72
An examination ofAmerican pohtical party organizations,
pohtical leadership, finance, campaign techniques, the
historical development of the American party system, party
identification, legal controls over parties, the functions and
methods of pressure groups and their interaction with policy
makers, the role of surrogate organizations such as the media
and political consultants, the significance of political parties
and pressure groups for democratic ideology, and the
problems of political leadership in a democracy.
PO 376 Urban Politics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 172, PO 277
Emphasizes both the formal and informal pohtical institutions
and processes in American cities and suburbs, including
governmental structures, pohtical parties, interest groups, and
service dehvery systems. Special attention is given to the
multiethnic and multicultural context within which urban
pohtics in the United States takes place.
PO 377 Canadian-American Political Relations
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 260 or consent of the instructor
The course will specifically examine the Canadian-American
pohtical relationship through the review of prominent
bilateral security, economic, environmental and jurisdictional
issues. Principal emphasis wiU be placed on analyzing
bargaining between Ottawa and Washington over a wide
range of select case studies.
PO 378 The Causes and Prevention of War in the
International Political System (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 260 or consent of the instructor
The purpose of this course is to comprehensively examine 1)
the various causes of war in the international pohtical system;
and 2) the methods available, and prospects for, controlling,
preventing, and potentially eliminating war. The comparative
strengths and weaknesses of theoretical explanations will be
reviewed through an analysis of case studies on war drawn
firom the 19th and 20th centuries. Offered alternate semesters
PO 379 Voters, Elections and Campaigns (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72
An examination of how citizens make electoral decisions,
including the decision to participate in elections. The course
compares models of voter behavior and probes the influence
of such factors as party identification, opinions on issues,
ideological orientations, and candidate evaluations; the social
and economic context of voting is also examined, as is the
importance of elections for pohcy-making and the fiinction-
ing of the pohtical system. In addition, the politics of
candidate nominations is explored— mass media coverage
and opinion poUing; the citizen's involvement in campaign
pohtics; voter attitudes toward parties, candidates, and issues;
and the interpretation of electoral outcomes.
PO 380 Public Opinion and Mass Political Behavior
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72
An examination of the nature of contemporary public
opinion in the United States, the way in which pohtical
attitudes and beliefs find expression in electoral behavior and
the conditions under which public sentiment is translated
into pubhc poUcy and government action. The goal is to
understand political conflict and debate in the U.S. and the
ways in which the pubhc influences that debate. Major topics
in pubhc opinion include political tolerance and trust,
attitudes toward women and minorities, the role of mass
media and the impact of pohtical values and ideology on
pohtical campaigns and elections.
PO 381 United States-Latin American Relations
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72, PO 260
The evolution and current status of the political, economic
and strategic relationship between the United States and the
Latin American nations. Offered aUcrnate years
348 Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
PO 382 Latin American Government and Politics
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72 and PO 275
A survey of the current governing structures and the general
poUtical conditions in the major Latin American nations.
Satisfies the GER in Non-Western Civilization. Offered
alternate years
PO 383 Comparative Political Systems (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 172, PO 275
An advanced investigation and comparison of the primary
political institutions and processes found in a number of
contemporary national systems. Special emphasis will be
placed on the role and status of constitutions, interest groups,
pohrical parties, pohcy-making bodies and other areas. Offered
alternate years
PO 384 United States Foreign Policy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: junior status and consent of the instructor
The study of the national interests and policy instruments
that have formed and guided the foreign relations of the
United States in the post 1945 period. Offered alternate years,
Spring semester
PO 385 Government and Politics in the Middle East
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 172 and PO 275 or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the structures and processes of Middle
Eastern government and pohtics, focusing on the evolution
of contemporary Middle East since the end of World War I
and on economic growth, social change, and political
development in the region and in specific countries. Satisfies
the GER in Non-Western Civihzadon. Offered alternate years.
Spring semester
PO 386 Canadian Politics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 172, and PO 275 or consent of the instructor
An intensive study of the Canadian political system, with
particular emphasis on Canada's constitutional turmoil,
pohtical institutions and electoral behavior. Offered alternate
years
PO 387 Government and Politics of Africa (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO I 72 and PO 275, or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the organization and processes ofAfrican
politics centering on the political evolution of contemporary
Africa in general but with specific attention to selected
nations as appropriate. Satisfies the GER m Non-Western
Civilization. Offered alternate years, Spring semester
PO 388 The Government and Politics of Eastern
Europe (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 275
This course will introduce students to the govcrnnu-ntal
structures and political processes of Eastern EutDpean
countries, including Russia. Included in the course will be
study of national goals, policies and relations with other
countries and the ideological framework that makes up these
societies.
PO 389 Racial Politics in the United States (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72
This course explores racial politics in the United States. It
examines classic and contemporary scholarship on the
following topics: social movements; collective action; voting
and turnout; key provisions of the Voting Rights Act; social
science perspectives on the Voting Rights Act; the concept of
voting rights and democratic theory; the relationships between
race; representation and political institutions; party politics and
racial reorientation; the magnitude and structure of intoler-
ance and its implications for democracy; and the causes and
consequences of political socialization.
PO 390 Public Finance (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 279 or consent of the instructor
The role of government in a market economy; the role of
taxation in a market economy; principles of taxation; problems
of budgeting, government expenditure and debt; and eco-
nomic growth. Spring semester
PO 391 The American Presidency (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72
The purpose of the course is to explore the institution of the
American presidency. It examines the constitutional preroga-
tives and organizational structure of the presidency, how
presidential power developed historically, presidential selection
and the nomination process, and decision-making. In addition,
the course explores the relationship between the presidency
and other institutions, both political and nonpohtical: the
Congress, the bureaucracy, the courts and the media.
PO 398 The United States Federal Courts (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72
An examination ofjudicial decision-making focusing in
particular on the role of the federal courts system within the
political and governmental process; its relation with Congress,
the presidency, state and local governments, courts and interest
groups.
PO 399 Collective Bargaining in the Public Sector
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 279 or consent of the instructor
An in-depth analysis of the issues behind collective bargaining,
the ramifications of contract negotiations and the techniques
and tactics which are used by both labor and management.
Emphasis on analysis of contracts, legislation and use of




PO 400 Special Topics in Political Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Sine I'h tralii^ in Political Science or consent of the
instructor
A topic of special iiiinvst to faculty and/or students will be
explored. May be taken more that once.








PO 440 The Politics of Quebec (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 386 or consent of the instructor
This course seeks to comprehensively review the political
development of Quebec, particularly since 1960. The political
forces behind Quebec's quest for pohtical independence will
be the focal point of examination.
PO 455 Totalitarian Political Systems: Dictators and
the Reign ofTerror (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 275 or consent of the instructor
This is a course in totahtarianism as a form of political
organization. The goal is to review, explain and understand
the foUowing 1) the pohtical, social, ideological and eco-
nomic forces that give rise to this extremist form of polity; 2)
the various mechanisms through which totahtarian rule
manifests itself and is exercised; and 3) the role and influence
of key pohtical decision makers in totahtarian states.
PO 460 International Crisis: Bargaining, Decision
Making, and Outcomes (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 260
International crises are pivotal periods that steer the interna-
tional pohtical system toward the outbreak of war or result in
the resurrection of order. This course will examine the most
prominent crises of the 19th and 20th centuries, with
particular emphasis on July 1914 (World War I), October 1962
(Cuban Missile Crisis), and July 1990 (Persian Gulf War).
PO 461 Contemporary International Relations
(2 or 3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 260 or consent of the instructor
Apphcation of the techniques of analysis, simulation and
forecasting to international relations situations, problems and
current issues. Offered once in three years
PO 472 American Constitutional Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 1 72
Principles and concepts of the U.S. Constitution, as revealed
in leading court decisions. Judicial review, federalism,
separation of powers, imphed powers, due process of law,
equal protection, the contract clause, etc.
PO 473 International Organization (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
The purpose of this course is to develop a thorough under-
standing of the central concepts and theoretical issues involved
in the study of international organizations. It will focus on
both governmental and non-governmental international
organizations, including the areas of trade, finance, security,
economic development and human rights. Fall semester
PO 474 Civil Liberties and Civil Rights (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 172
A systematic treatment of leading Supreme Court decisions
in such areas as freedom of speech, the press, rehgion; the
rights of criminal defendants; voting rights; the right to
privacy; and discrimination on grounds of race, sex, poverty,
illegitimacy and ahenage.
PO 475 Senior Seminar in Political Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission is subject to the consent of the department
chairperson and the instructor
The undertaking of independent study and a research project
presented in oral and written form. Either semester
PO 476 Women and Politics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 172 or consent of the instructor
Analysis of the role ofwomen in current American politics.
The focus is on changing trends in women's electoral
participation, pohtical interest and ofEce seeking over the last
several decades, and recent gender differences in pohtical
involvement, candidate support, support for women's issues
and support for other pubhc pohcies.
PO 479 Public Policy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 172 and PO 277
A systematic study of theory and practice in the making and
the execution of pubhc pohcy including the factors of pubhc
demand on the political system; decision making in the
pubhc sector; tools and techniques for implementation and
evaluation; and the import for fiiture planning.
PO 485 Honors Thesis in Political Science (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
This course is open to All-College and Departmental Honors
students. One-hour weekly meetings with the thesis director
will culminate in an honors thesis. With the consent of the
Departmental Honors Committee and the thesis director,
this course may be extended into a second semester for three
additional credits depending upon the scope of the project.
Whether the final version of the thesis quahfies the student
to graduate with Honors will be determined by the
Departmental Honors Committee. Either semester
PO 488 Politics and Development in the Third World
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 260 and PO 275 or consent of the instructor
A survey of the pohtical dynamics of development in the
Third World with special emphasis on the dominant theories
of development, current critical issues in the Third World,
internal and external forces aflfecting Third World countries,
and the pohcy directions taken by developing nations. Offered
alternate years
PO 490 Political Science Studies in Oxford (3 crs.)
Study of selected topics in political science including
comparative politics. European government and law and legal
systems. Open to Juniors and seniors only.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
PO 495 Administrative Law and Regulation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 279 or consent of the instructor
The legal and regvilatory systems of federal, state and local
governments will be analyzed as to their relationship to
policy implementation and administration. Emphasis will be
placed on charters, ordinances, legislative power, and
administrative control in areas such as finance, personnel,
labor, land use, licensing and education. Offered alternate years
(formerly PO 395)
PO 498 Internship in Political Science (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson;formal
application required
A non-classroom experience intended to complement the
academic preparation of a Umited number ofjuniors and
seniors majormg in political science. Placements are in areas
such as federal, state, city and town governments and private
interest groups. Either semester
PO 499 Directed Study in Political Science (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department chairperson; formal
application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abihties in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
PO 501 Introduction to Public Institutions and
Administration (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: an undergraduate course in American government or
permission of the instructor
This course is designed to provide students with an under-
standing of the institutional, political, and normative context
of public administration. The course will introduce students
to the central issues, values, and dilemmas facing the
contemporary public service professional. By the end of the
course, the successful student should have a better apprecia-
tion and understandmg of the political nature and dynamics
of public service in a democratic society. It is to be taken
among the first four courses in the program.
PO 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entided "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
PO 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entided "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
PO 505 Public Management (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
This course gives students broad exposure to the job of the
public manager including an introduction to the specific
management areas. The course emphasizes both traditional
and cutting edge principles of management. The topics
include planning for public agencies, organizational structure
and development, staffing, training, and motivating employ-
ees, leadership development, financing and budgeting for
pubhc programs, designing and implementing programs,
management decision-making, evaluating and monitoring
programs and ethical considerations for public managers.
PO 506 Public Administration Module (1 cr.)
Prerequisite: consent ofMPA program adviser
As part of the 15 credit hours of elective courses, each MPA
student must take three credit hours of PA Training Modules.
These modules earn one credit each, will be offered on a
rotational basis, and are scheduled for either two Saturday
sessions during the semester or for weekend "intensive"
classes meeting for 15 hours. Students are expected to put in
appropriate out-of-class time and must successfiiUy pass any
three of six modules covering ethics in pubhc service,
managerial communication, conflict resolution, diversity in
pubhc administration, constitutional rights and privacy in
pubhc administration, and current issues for pubhc managers.
Graded on a pass/fail basis.
PO 510 Introduction to Research in PubUc
Administration (3 crs.)
This course is an examination of basic research methods and
their use in pubhc administration both from the standpoint
of public policy and public management. Topics covered
include the scientific method, experimental and quasi-
experimental research designs, samphng, and methods of data
collection such as interviewing and questionnaire construc-
tion. The course provides students with practical experience
using computer software for data analysis.
PO 511 Program Evaluation and Policy Analysis
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PO 5W
The primary objective of this course is to familiarize
students with program evaluation theory and practice. It is
designed to give students an understanding of the role of
evaluation in the policy-making process, an ability to analyze
evaluation designs and methods critically, and an ability to
collect and analyze data to test the effects of governmental or
organizational interventions. Emphasis is placed on both
qualitative and quantitative analysis.
PO 521 PubUc Finance (3 crs.)
This course covers the principal aspects of public financial
management including accountmg, budgeting, capital
budgeting, revenue forecasting, risk management, pension
management and auditing.










PO 531 Public Personnel (3 crs.)
This course focuses on selected topics in the study and
practice of public personnel administration. It is designed as
an in-depth analysis of the literature, problems and directions
of pubhc personnel issues. Students will develop an apprecia-
tion for the dynamic poHtical environment as it mfluences
human resources managers and the statutory and constitu-
tional restrictions that distinguish pubhc personnel manage-
ment from its counterpart in the private sector.
PO 532 Organizational Theory and Behavior for
Public and Nonprofit Institutions (3 crs.)
This course focuses on the types and levels of management
which must be integrated in the pursuit of pubhc sector
excellence. These levels involve the behavior of individuals;
pairs of individuals; supervisor/subordinate relationships;
client/administrator relationships; and small groups acting
under political, legal and ethical constraints. Institutional and
psychological factors will be analyzed.
PO 551 Managing Economic and Community
Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
This course introduces students to the many dimensions of
economic development at the local and state level, focusing
on aspects of how local governments are engaging themselves
in this competitive arena. The course explores the following
fundamental questions:Who is involved in local economic
development? What policies and programs are being pursued
and how are they being implemented? What is the impact of
local economic development programs? How does local
pohtics influence economic development actions? In
addition, the course covers how the external environments
(federal policy and national/regional economic cycles, for
example) shape the scope and method of economic develop-
ment at the local level.
PO 571 Introduction to Nonprofit Theory and
Management (3 crs.)
This course addresses the historical and philosophical roots of
what is alternatively called the third, voluntary or nonprofit
sector. It also addresses the structure of the sector and current
and future trends which influence it. Its purpose is to provide
an overview of the issues and trends within the sector, in
order to lay a strong foundation of knowledge for those who
arc pursuing career in nonprofit organizations and/or work
in fields which intersect with nonprofit organizations.
PO 591 Capstone Seminar in Public Management
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: completion of thirty hours of course work
This course will integrate the various fields of knowledge
which the student has acquired over the period ofMPA
study. Full-time MPA faculty will be responsible for teaching
it and the design will not be prescribed; some may choose to
teach it as an applied case-study seminar, while others may
develop the course thematicaUy, as an in-depth study of a
particular area of public administration hterature.
PO 592 Special Topics in Public Administration
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: course prerequisite may he specified depending upon the
nature of the topic
Special topics of current relevance in public administration
will be offered from time to time. The topic to be addressed
will be announced in pre-registration publications. May be
taken more than once with the consent of the adviser.
PO 598 Internship: Public Administration (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in MPA program
One of the key elements for pre-career students in the
Bridgewater State College MPA program is the internship
experience. An internship provides an opportunity to apply
and test what has been learned in the classroom and allows
the student to develop professional skills. The general
internship framework is designed to conform to the
NASPAA internship guidelines.
PSYCHOLOGY (PY)
PY 100 Introductory Psychology (3 crs.)
This is a survey of the different processes such as perception,
sensation, learning, emotion, with a discussion of the
underlying physiological processes as well as an introduction
to the more complex areas such as personality development,
psychopathology, social influences, and testing. Methods of
investigation and research will be integrated with the above
topics. Satisfies the GER in Behavioral Sciences. Either
semester
PY 200 Non-Western Theories of Personality (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
This course examines conceptions of personality as they have
appeared in non-Western traditions. Differences in focus,
methodology and views of the nature of the self are investi-
gated as they relate to cultural world views such as Yoga, Zen
Buddhism and Sufism. Satisfies the GER in Non-Western
Civilization. Every semester
PY 201 Quantitative Methods in the Behavioral
Sciences (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 3 credits required - MA 105 or above-acceptable by the
Psychology and Social Work Departments in lieu ofMA 110
The fundamentals of behavioral science research, with
application of the scientific method to the particular problems
and issues faced by psychologists, anthropologists and
sociologists. Includes hypothesis formulation, research design,
data collection analysis and interpretation and research report.
Every semester
352 Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
PY 210 Applied Social Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY WO
Effective communication and better understanding of oneself
— listening, persuasion, conflict resolution, goals, expecta-
tions and self-confidence. Contemporary problems such as
dissent and minority problems. Guest speakers when possible.
Offered alternate semesters
PY 224 ChUd Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
An investigation of the growth and development of the child
from conception to pre-adolescence will include both the
influence of heredity and other biological factors as well as
the social influences of child-rearing practices, family value
systems, and peer culture effects. Topics wiU include the
development of verbal abihty, conscience and moral judg-
ment, personahty and self concept. Current theories and
research findings will be discussed in relation to the above
topics. Either semester
PY 226 Adolescent Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
An investigation of the growth and development of the pre-
adolescent and adolescent including both physical as well as
psychological changes relating to intellectual, moral,
emotional, personahty and social aspects. Current theories
and research findings wall be discussed in relation to the
above topics. Alternate semesters
PY 227 Development Through the Life Cycle (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
This course offers a survey of the hfe cycle and an integrated
approach to understanding the individual and developmental
processes.The developmental tasks of infancy, childhood,
adolescence, adulthood are viewed from a life-span perspec-
tive, with emphasis on continuity and change. Offered alternate
years, Spring semester
PY 240 Sensation and Perception (3 crs.)
This course explores the relationship between the nature of
the environment and perceptual experience, including the
sensory processes. Perceptual processes examined include
spatial, pattern, and color perception, as well as our percep-
tion of time, depth and the perception of action and events.
The relationship between perception, memory, cognition and
behavior is investigated, with imphcations for our under-
standing of cultural differences, how we perceive personality
and emotion and psychotherapeutic change.
PY 252 Psychology of Learning (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
The shaping of behavior, laboratory conditioning, reinforce-
ment, approach and avoidance of a goal, discrimination and
generalization of physical cues, animal learning experiments.
Experimental approaches to the study of human behavior.
Either semester
PY 280 Consumer Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
An investigation of the psychological techniques being used
in advertising and merchandising. Emphasis will be on the
psychological aspects of consumer purchasing practice with
respect to motivation, attitudes, learning, and perception.
Either semester
PY 303 Survey of Psychological Testing (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and MA 110 or PY 201
An introduction to the theory of psychological measurement
and test development including item indices, speediness,
rehabihty, and vahdity with a survey of various psychological
instruments used in assessment, personnel selection, and
psychological research. Fall semester
PY 305 Psychology of Personnel Selection (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
The psychology of interviewing, testing and data analysis as it
is employed for the effective placement of personnel in
business, industry, and other organizations. Includes the
following: criterion selection, job analysis, outcome predic-
tion and validation, and a psychological perspective ofjobs
and job function. Fall semester
PY 310 Social Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
The individual in social situations: attitude formation and
change, culture and society, language and communication,
leadership and group dynamics, personality characteristics and
interpersonal relationships, small group behavior Either semester
PY 313 Psychology of Organizations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
Theories and research, organizational objectives, systems
analyses and efficiency planning, quantity and quality of
productivity, morale, leadership, personnel selection, career
development, committee effectiveness, evaluation research
and use of other feedback techniques to improve functioning.
Term project: analysis of an existing organization, with
recommendations. Spring semester
PY 319 History of Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: At least 12 hours of psychology or consent of the
instructor
A study of the early recognition and historical trends in the
study of psychology from the early Greeks through the
Renaissance to the 1 9th and early 20th century schools of
thought. Eminent psychologists and their contributions will
be integrated with the historical perspective. Fall semester
PY 320 Experimental Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and PY 201 or MA 1 10
This course will focus on research methods in psychology.
Students will learn how to conduct, comprehend and
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
critically evaluate research methods used in a diversity of
psychological research including, for example, physiological
psychology, child psychology, social issues, sensation and
perception, and learning and motivation. Students will
evaluate how real studies test theories and hypotheses and
determine how to resolve the conflicting findings of previous
research. Proper psychological experimental design and
writing format will be emphasized.
PY 321 Psychology of Human Differences (3 crs.)
The relative contributions of genes and environment to
individual and group differences will be examined. Topics will
include the description of human variability; gene/environ-
ment interactions; the heritability of cognitive abihties,
personality, and psychopathology; and sex and age differences.
PY 327 Psychology of Exceptional Children (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 224 or PY 226 or consent of the instructor
This course will deal with the identification and understand-
ing of children with special needs. Special techniques
appropriate to helping these children wiU be treated.
Emphasis will be placed on the psychological problems of the
learning disabled; mentally, emotionally and physically
handicapped children as well as those of the academically
gifted or creative child. Spring semester
PY 328 Psychology of Mental Retardation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 224 or consent of the instructor
Origins (genetic, organic, sensory, maternal and cultural
deprivation), manifestations, diagnostic aids, therapeutic and
remedial techniques. Fall semester
PY 329 Psychology ofAging (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
A study of the sensory, cognitive and social changes resulting
from old age, including changes in learning, personality and
pathology. Problems of adjustment wiU be discussed and
integrated with research findings in gerontology. Offered
alternate years, Spring semester
PY 337 Cognitive Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: at least 12 hours in psychology or consent of the
instructor
The psychology of thinking, including historical and
philosophical issues, process models, information theory,
cybernetic, general systems and field theory approaches, visual
and auditory cognition, psycholinguistics, memory and
attention, problem solving and concept formation, with
implications for mental retardation and learning disabiUties.
Offered alternate years, Spring semester (formerly PY 339)
PY 338-339 Honors Tutorial (3 crs. each semester)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Special topics in psychology. Open to All-CoUege and
Departmental Honors students. Three hourly meetings
weekly. PY 338 Fall semester, PY 339 Spring semester
PY 342 Physiological Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: BI 102 or equivalent and PY 100
A general survey of the neural bases of behavior and current
issues of physiological psychology. Topics include instinctive
behavior, biopsychological investigation of learning and
motivation. Offered alternate years, Fall semester
PY 344 Drugs and Human Behavior (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
An exploration of psychoactive drugs and the way in which
they are used in psychology today. Each drug will be studied
in terms of the psychological, psychophysiological and
behavioral theories of drug effects. Offered alternate years, Fall
semester
PY 350 Special Topics in Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: at least nine hours in psychology or consent of the
instructor
Various and special topics of current interest in psychology
will be offered from time to time. Topics will be announced
before pre-registration. May be taken more than once but
only three credits wiU be counted towards the first 33 hours
in the psychology major. Either semester
PY 355 Behavior Modification (3 crs.)
This course systematically presents the principles that are
necessary to analyze everyday human behavior. These
principles are then applied to the treatment and prevention of
a wide variety of behavior problems in education, chnical
settings and the workplace. An emphasis is placed on the
research methods used to assess the effectiveness of each
procedure used to change behavior.
PY 360 Psychology of Personality (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
Basic concepts in the field of personahty, organized around
such topics as motivation, personahty structure and dynamics,
personahty development, assessment and therapy. Problems
and styles of adjustments vvdll be considered. Either semester
PY 365 Medical Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: minimum of nine hours in psychology or consent of the
instructor
An examination of the psychological and behavioral
dimensions of physical LUness and health care. Based on
contemporary research, including psychoneuroimmunology,
imagery and biofeedback, a hohstic perspective for working
with mind-body interactions is developed. Applications of
these issues and methods as they relate to our understanding
and experience of health and illness are addressed. Fall
semester
PY 369 Psychology of Criminal Behavior (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
Definition of criminal behavior and the psycho-dynamics
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involved in its causality such as child rearing practices,
personality development, attitude formation, etc. The
psychological aspects of punitive vs. rehabilitative incarcera-
tion, and psychological intervention techniques including
behavior modification, psychotherapy and psychodrama will
also be covered. An integration of theory with research
findings will be maintained. Fall semester
PY 370 Abnormal Psychology (3 crs.)
The primary purpose of this course is to define and classify
the many different types of abnormal behavior. The genetic,
biochemical and environmental causes for each category of
behavior are presented. To a lesser degree, the most effective
treatments and the degree to which the treatments are
successfiil is evaluated.
PY 385 Environmental Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
Examines the interplay between the psychological aspects of
man and his physical environment. Topics will include
privacy, personal space, territorial behavior, crowding, urban
hving, as well as the interactions between the physical
environment and a variety of social, cognitive, and perceptual
behaviors. Offered alternate years
PY 404 Attitude and Personality Measurement (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 360, PY310, and MA 110 or PY 201
Principles of construction of attitude scales and personality
assessment techniques, including both projective and
mventory-type techniques. Issues and controversies in
psychological measurement. Offered alternate years, Spring
semester
PY 470 Clinical Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 360 and PY 370
Survey of diagnostic and treatment procedures and resources
m chnical work with children and adults; professional skills
and responsibilities of the clinical psychologist. Fall semester
PY 474 Forensic Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 360, PY 370
A study of basic underlying assumptions of personality
theory such as intentionahty, nature/nurture and the
knowabihty of man as these issues pertain to motive and bias
as they manifest themselves in a judicial system. Offered once
in three years
PY 475 Psychology of Group Behavior (3 crs.)
Group theory, theories of group psychotherapy, leadership
and facilitation, group process. Laboratory experience in
interpersonal relations designed to develop skills useful in
human services applications. Open only to senior psychology
majors with consent of the department. Offered alternate years,
Spring semester
PY 485 Honors Thesis (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
This course is open to All-College and Departmental Honors
students. Two two-hour weekly meetings with the thesis
director will culminate in an honors thesis. The honors
student will normally enroll in this course during the fall
semester of the senior year and complete the course during
the spring semester of the senior year, earning a total of six
credits. Whether the final version of the thesis qualifies the
student to graduate with honors will be determined by the
Department Honors Committee.
PY 486 Honors Thesis II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 485
This course is open to All-College and Departmental Honors
students who have completed PY 485.Two rwo-hour weekly
meetings with the thesis director will culminate in an honors
thesis. The honor student wiU normally enroll in this course
during the spring semester of the semor year. Whether the
final version of the thesis qualifies the student to graduate
with honors wiU be determined by the Department Honors
Committee.
PY 490 Senior Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 18 hours in psychology or consent of the instructor
Topical areas of psychology will be offered to allow seniors
an opportunity to make individual presentations and critique
each other through discussion. Topics will be announced in
advance. May be taken twice, but only three credits will be
credited toward the first 33 hours for psychology majors.
Spring semester
PY 492 Seminar: Clinical Methods in Medical
Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 365 or consent of the instructor
A critical examination of practical issues and problems in
psychological, behavioral, and holistic approaches to health
and illness. A variety of methods for working with mind-
body interventions wLU be demonstrated and discussed.
Spring semester
PY 495 Practicum: Medical Psychology (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Provides first-hand experience in the application of psycho-
logical, behavioral, and holistic principles to health and illness
related issues and problems. Graded on a satisfactory/
unsatisfactory basis. Spring semester
PY 496 Personnel Practicum (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Direct application of psychological principles to actual
personnel issues and problems in an organization such as
business, industry, government, etc. Open only to seniors
who wish to gain first-hand experience. Graded on a
satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis. Hither semester
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PY 497 Research* (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Individual or group research project. Primarily for senior
majors in psychology; others by special arrangement. May be
taken twice for maximum of six credits. Either semester
*No more than six hours of any combination PY 497, PY 498, or
PY 499 may be counted toward thefirst 33 hours in the psychology
requirementsfor a major.
PY 498 Clinical Practicum* (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Open to seniors who wish to have the opportunity to gain
first-hand experience in applying psychology in a clinical
setting. Graded on a satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis. Either
semester
*No more than six hours of any combination PY 497, PY 498, or
PY 499 may be counted toward the first 33 hours in the psychology
requirementsfor a major
PY 499 Directed Study in Psychology* (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
*No more than six hours of any combination PY 497, PY 498, or
PY 499 may be counted toward thefirst 33 hours in the psychology
requirementsfor a major
PY 500 Developmental Human Psychology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in graduate program in psychology,
counseling or consent of the instructor
This course provides a comprehensive foundation for the
study of human psychology from a developmental perspec-
tive. The scope and current thinking in each of the five
cognate areas will be examined, mcluding cognition/
perception, neuropsychology, psychopathology, learning and
social psychology. Current research, theory, application and
conceptual structure within each area will be reviewed.
Considerable attention will be placed on the interface
between theory and practice.
PY 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
PY 504 Research (1- 4 crs.)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in a
specific field. Students mitiaUy enroll in PY 504 for four
credits, and subsequently enroll for one credit each term
thesis work continues. For details, consult the paragraph
entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing
Education section of this catalog.
PY 505-506 Research Methods and Design I-II
(3 crs. for each semester)
Prerequisite: admission to M.A. in psychology program or consent of
the department
This course includes two semesters of integrated statistical
procedures and research design skills. Special emphasis will be
placed on methodological issues that are likely to confront
the graduate in apphed settings. In addition to covering
traditional statistical and design concepts, special apphed
research tools such as survey methodology, program evalua-
tion "small-N"designs, nonparametric and multivariate
models will be presented. The course will be very closely tied
to the use of commonly available statistical packages such as
SPSS, BMD, ALICE and STPThe course will reflect a strong
experiential component including data collection, analysis
and interpretation.
PY 508 Advanced Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to M.A. in psychology program or consent of
the department
Various and special topics of current relevance in psychology,
to be dealt with in depth, wiU be offered from time to time.
Topics wiU be announced before pre-registration. May be
taken more than once but only three credits will be counted
towards the graduate program.
PY 509 Foundations of Clinical Practice (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in graduate program in psychology, or
counseling or consent of the instructor
This course will prepare the clinician for practicum/
internship training by considering the following: 1) historical
overview of the profession; 2) multidimensional identity and
roles of the mental health professional; 3) practice issues and
issues related to federal and state legislation dealing with, for
example, duty to warn, confidentiahty and mandated
reporting: 4) the variety of chnical settings and mental health
dehvery systems, including principles, theories and tech-
niques of evaluation and management; 5) ethical and legal
standards of psychological professional organizations: 6)
experimental learning and the use of supervision; 7) report
writing and note keeping for chnicians; 8) self-evaluation.
PY 511 Theories of Psychotherapy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to M.A. in psychology program or consent of
the department
The major counsehng theories are explored in an academic
and experiential format. Role playing and videotaping of the
theories are common modalities. A samphng of the theories
discussed are: Reahty Therapy, Behavior Therapy, Rational
Emotive Therapy, Gestalt Therapy, Transactional Analysis,
Client Centered Therapy and the Psychoanalytic Model.
(formerly PY 570)
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PY 512 Evaluation Techniques (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to M.A. in psychology program or consent of
the department
The course will begin with traditional components of
psychological testing, including test construction, test
development, test administration and test interpretation.
Specific training will be placed on firequently administered
chnical tests (e.g., MMPI.WAIS, and WISC). Beyond
traditional test theory, students will be exposed to contempo-
rary evaluation devices including behavioral assessment,
mterview data and naturalistic observation, (formerly PY 573)
PY 513/GC 563 Psychopharmacology for
Nonmedical Professionals (3 crs.)
This course examines modern drug treatment for mental
disorders, including schizophrenia, mania, depression and
anxiety.The types of drugs — antipsychotics, antidepressants,
antianxiety, and sedative-hypnotics - are discussed in
conjunction with diagnostic factors, effectiveness, side effects,
risk, and biological actions. Psychotherapeutic and ethical
concerns are considered.
PY 516/GC 529 Multicultural Counseling (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to M.A. in psychology program or consent of
the instructor
This skill-based course will further develop the students'
working knowledge and basic competency in multicultural
counseUng theory and application. To this end, the course
wUl focus on the counselor on both a professional and
personal level. Additionally, the course will examine sahent
and population specific issues related to the life experiences
of the culturally "different" client and how such experiences
impact on the counseUng relationship and process. Underly-
ing values and assumptions associated with widely used
traditional counseling interventions and their appropriateness
with non-mainstream populations will be explored. Tradi-
tional and nontraditional culturally consonant counseling
approaches will also be discussed.
PY 517/GC 539 Career Information and Placement
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to M.A. in psychology program or consent of
the instructor
This course will review concepts, issues, and trends in the
field of career education. It is designed to consider the role of
the counselor in the career decision making process, as well
as current issues in the facihtation of career decisions for
women, men, couples and "minority" persons. Topics will
include, but may not be limited to, selected theories of career
life planning and development; techniques designed to bring
about greater awareness of needs, values, interests and abilities
related to career decision-making; and a range of techniques
counselors may choose to facilitate work with clients. Pre-
practicum field component included.
PY 518/GC 538 Theory and Process of Group
Interaction (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: admission to M.A. in psychology program or consent of
the instructor
An examination of the theories and processes of group
dynamics and their relationship to counsehng philosophy.
Special emphasis will be placed on the synthesis of leadership,
membership, and purpose, as well as the evaluation of the
appropriateness of various group counseling applications.
PY 519/ GC 542 The Facilitation of Group
Experience (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: GC 538 or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the concepts and practices of facihtating
various types of group experiences. A number of leadership
methods will be presented, and each participant will experi-
ence a leadership role under controlled circumstances.
PY 520/GC 564 Theories of Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 224, PY 360 or equivalent; consent of the
instructor
This course will contrast and compare the major models of
development: cognitive-structural, psychoanalytic, and
behaviorist, with special emphasis on their a priori assump-
tions and research strategies. Works of Piaget, Werner, Freud,
Erikson, Skinner, Spence and others wiU be examined.
PY 525/GC 565 Cognitive Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 224 or equivalent; consent of the instructor
The development of the cognitive processes, including
perception, language, inteUigence and memory. Throughout
the life cycle, the major focus will be on the growth of basic
systems and strategies for representing information symboli-
cally. The work of cognitive theories such as Berlyne, Bruner
and Piaget will be considered.
PY 526/GC 566 Childhood Psychopathology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 224, PY 327 or equivalents
The nature, etiology, consequences and prevention of the
major emotional disorders of children, con.sidered from a
developmental viewpoint. Areas include emotional problems
of normal children as well as serious psychopathology.
Primary emphasis is on psychological factors responsible for




PY 541 Psychotherapy: Theory and Practice I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in M.A. program in psychology or consent
of the instructor
An examination of short term/focused psychotherapy usually
practiced in a managed care environment. Attention is given
to treatment planning, strategies of intervention for symptom
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PY 542 Psychotherapy: Theory and Practice II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in M.A. program in psychology or
consent of the instructor
An examination of cognitive therapy for the treatment of
psychological disorders. The theory base of Beck, EUis, and
others is utilized to focus on the role of cognition in the
development and maintenance of such states as depression,
anxiety, and personality disorders. Strategies for intervention
and treatment are included.
PY 543/GC 567 Marital and Family Therapy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in M.A. program in psychology or
consent of the instructor
This course is an examination of the treatment strategies for
marital and family systems. Attention wiU be given to
1) history and development of marital and family therapy,
2) current schools of therapy;
3) strategies of intervention,
4) the role of the therapist in marital and family work,
5) professional standards for marital and family therapy.
PY 575/GC 568 Psychopathology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in psychology M.A. program or consent
of the instructor
An examination of the classification, symptoms and treat-
ment of the types of psychopathology hsted in the DSM III-
R or its revisions. Special focus wiU be given to differential
diagnosis issues and intervention strategies.
PY 591 Clinical Practicum (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in Al.A. program in psychology or
consent of the instructor
The Clinical Practicum will prepare students to work in
mental health settings, providing opportunities to observe
and assist under supervision. 100 hours required, including a
minimum of 40 hours direct service work; 10 hours of
individual supervision; and 20 hours of group supervision. 1
cr/sem: complete in two semesters, 50 hrs/sem, working 3.5
hrs/wk. 2 crs: complete in one semester, for 100 hours,
working 7 hrs/wk. May be taken more than once but must
total minimum of 100 hours (2 crs).
PY 592 Internship (3-12 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in M.A. program in psychology or
consent of the instructor
The internship will allow students to apply the skills
acquired through classroom and practicum work. Students
will be placed in mental health settings or organizational/
personnel settings and wiU receive extensive supervision.
Clinical students: 600 hours required, including minimum of
240 hours direct service work; 15 hours of individual
supervision; and 30 hours of group supervision. Complete in
one semester (12 crs.) with 600 hours, working full-time (40
hrs/wk); complete in two semesters (6 crs/sem) for 300 hrs/
sem, working 20 hrs/wk; complete in three semester (4 crs/
sem) for 200 hrs/sem, working 14 hrs/wk; complete in four
semesters (3 crs/sem) for 150 hrs/sem, working 10 hrs/wk.
May be taken more than once, but must total minimum of
600 hours (12 crs.) Industrial/Personnel students: 300 hours
required, including minimum of 1 5 hours group supervision
and 15 hours of individual supervision. Complete in one
semester (6 crs.) with 300 hours, working 20 hrs/wk;
complete in two semesters (3 crs/sem) for 150 hrs/sem,
working 10 hrs/wk. May be taken more than once, but must
total minimum of 300 hrs (6 crs.).
PY 593 Advanced Applied Clinical Seminar (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: matriculation in graduate program in psychology,
concurrent registration in PY 592 or consent of the instructor
Students registering for PY 592 Internship must register
concurrently for PY 593. This course will provide students
with a forum for discussion and in-depth analysis of issues
related to their internship experience. Students will have the
opportunity to further examine and apply psychotherapeutic
techniques. During this time, students will be actively
working with clients as part of their internship. Emphasis will
be placed upon fxirther refinement of a student's personal
style and self-awareness. Use wiU be made of audio and
videotape, as weU as of role playing observation. Broader
issues, including multiculturalism, human development,
technology and context (i.e., urban, rural, suburban) will be
integrated throughout the seminar.
Other Approved Course:
PY 351 Psychology ofArt
PY 514 Attitude Change Research
PY 515 Controversies in Social Psychology
PY 528 Seminar in Chnical Child Psychology
PY 540 Cognitive-Perceptual Psychology
PY 55 1 Advanced Seminar in Personnel
PY 552 Employee Evaluation Techniques
PY 553 Theories and Research in the Psychology of
Motivation
PY 572 Community Psychology and Mental Health
PY 576 Transpersonal Psychology
RECREATION (RC)
RC 230 Introduction to Recreation (3 crs.)
The history of recreation from primitive man to the present.
Philosophies of recreation, leisure, work and play are
presented. Recreation services and career opportunities are
discussed. Professional organizations and literature are
reviewed. Fall semester
RC 330 Theory and Principles of Leisure (3 crs.)
A course designed to provide the student an opportunity to
explore the impact of leisure on society and the individual.
Economic, educational, social and psychological phenomena
and the force each has on leisure are examined. Offered
alternate years
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
RC 331 Outdoor Recreation Resources (3 crs.)
Study of the design, effective use, management and programs
of outdoor recreation and conservation areas. Offered alternate
years
RC 332 Leadership and the Group Process (3 crs.)
This course provides theory and experiences necessary to
develop an understanding of leadership, group dynamics and
effective group skills. Fall semester
RC 333 Camp Leadership and Organized Camping
(3 crs.)
A study of organized camps and camping programs with
particular emphasis on program planning, selection and
training of staff and administrative details in organized
camping. Offered alternate years
RC 461 Organization and Administration in
Recreation (3 crs.)
Organization and administration of recreation at pubhc,
private and commercial agencies are examined. Planning,
organizing, directing, controlling and evaluating leisure
services is included. Spring semester
RC 462 Programming for Recreation and Leisure
(3 crs.)
The opportunity to plan, conduct, evaluate and observe a
wide variety of both on-campus and community-based
programs and activities. Spring semester
RC 463 Field Problems in Recreation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
A study of selected problems in various areas of recreation
through guided individual and group field experience. Offered
alternate years
RC 475 Games Leadership Workshop (3 crs.)
This workshop is designed for people interested in building
relationships through play in games. The games emphasis will
move away from the familiar competitive play experience to
the non-competitive, supportive and cooperative play
experience. Participants will develop a repertoire of games
suitable for all ages. Leadership competence will provide
participants with the tools to take games to others in schools,
business, community groups and the family. O/J^ercii alternate
years
RC 498 Field Experience in Recreation (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department,formal application required
A field experience offers qualified students the opportunity
to gain practical experience in their field of study. Placements
arc made in both public and private agencies and are
designed to complement the student's theoretical study.
RC 499 Directed Study in Recreation (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Open to all juniors and seniors who have demonstrated
critical and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a




RD 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
RD 549 Reading in the Content Areas (3 crs.)
Designed in a workshop format to have students use their
own textbooks to develop exercises, which aid children in
processing content print. Direct and indirect strategies for
teaching vocabulary, reading processes, skill acquisition lessons,
study guides and levels of questioning are analyzed and
utilized as they apply to the different content material.
RD 550 Improving Literacy Instruction (3 crs.)
Teachers are introduced to the subject matter, that constitutes
effective literacy instruction (all levels). They examine
classroom practices that are consistent with the socio-
psychohnguiste theories of learning and develop a knowledge
base of Uteracy instruction, that benefits students' comprehen-
sion of text. Includes 25 hours of fieldwork. May not be
audited.
RD 551 Case Studies in Literacy Acquisition and
Development (3 crs.)
Through case studies, teachers develop their understanding of
language hteracy and learning. Knowledge of the reading and
writing processes provides the foundation for instruction and
assessment. Includes 25 hours fieldwork. May not be audited.
RD 552 Literacy Assessment Principles and Techniques
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: RD 551 and program matriculation or consent of
program coordinator.
Teachers use formal and informal diagnostic procedures to
measure, monitor and report literacy processes and behaviors:
elements of letter knowledge, word knowledge, syntactic
knowledge, schematic knowledge and studying and thinking
strategies. With an understanding of these principles and
techniques, teachers engage students through diagnostic
instruction and careful monitoring for individual gams and
(when appropriate) remediation. Includes 25 hours fieldwork.
May not be audited.
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RD 553 Issues in Literacy Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: RD 550 and program matriculation or consent of
program coordinator
Teachers prepare for their role as hteracy specialists and
consultants through extensive reading, writing, research,
discussion and debate. They advance their thinking in a range
of complex pohtical and educational issues which impact our
local, national and global communities. Includes 25 hours
fieldwork. May not be audited.
RD 555 Supervision and Administration of Literacy
Programs (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: RD 550, RD 552 and program matriculation or
consent ofprogram coordinator
Teachers research, examine, and appraise components of
effective hteracy programs (all levels) . They develop strategies
for creating a hterate environment, organizing and planning
for effective instruction, and communicating information
about language and learning. Includes 25 hours fieldwork.
May not be audited.
RD 556 Literacy Curriculum Development and
Implementation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: RD 555 and program matriculation or consent of the
adviser or instructor
Teachers apply the prevaihng knowledge base in hteracy to
issues of curriculum development and implementation, with
particular emphasis on bringing local instruction in hne with
state and national curriculum frameworks and standards.
Includes 25 hours fieldwork. May not be audited.
RD 558 Practicum Experience for the Consulting
Teacher of Reading I (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: ED 530, RD 552, RD 553, RD 556 and
application approved by adviser, field placement supervisor, program
coordinator, and S.E.A.S. dean. Candidates who do not hold
standard certification must provide documentation of a passing score
on the Reading test of the Massachusetts Educator Certification
Test.)
Master's candidates assume the role of coordinator or
consulting teacher of reading in working with students and
teachers in a supervised 200-hour field experience. In this
role, candidates must consistently demonstrate and document
the knowledge a reading professional should have and the
actions a reading professional should take. RD 558 and RD
559, fall and spring respectively comprise a yearlong
practicum or internship that upon graduation leads to
college endorsement for certification as Teacher of Reading
(all levels) with the Massachusetts State Department of
Education. Includes 200 hours fieldwork.
RD 559 Clinical Experience for a Consulting Teacher
of Reading II (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: RD 558 and application approved by adviser,field
placement supervisor, program coordinator, and S.E.A.S. dean.
Master's candidates expand the role of coordinator or
consulting teacher of reading through leadership in their
schools and communities in a supervised 200-hour field
experience. In this role, candidates must consistently
demonstrate and document the knowledge a reading
professional should have and the actions a reading profes-
sional should take. RD 558 and RD 559, fall and spring
respectively comprise a yearlong practicum or internship that
upon graduation leads to college endorsement for certifica-
tion as Teacher of Reading (all levels) with the Massachusetts
State Department of Education. Includes 200 hours field-
work. May not be audited.
RD 560 Literacy Research Seminar I (1 cr.)
RD 561 Literacy Research Seminar II (2 crs.)
Prerequisites: ED 530, RD 552, RD 553, RD 556
Candidates for the Master's degree in reading examine,
review, analyze, and reflect upon their academic and
professional experiences as they relate to hteracy education
and continued professional development. They conduct and
report on an in-depth systematic investigation of hteracy
programs and practices. RD 560 and RD 561 should be
taken concurrently with RD 558 and RD 559. May not be
audited.
RD 570 Special Topics in Literacy Education
(1-4 crs.)
Special topics of current relevance in hteracy education will
be offered. The topic to be addressed will be announced in
pre-registration pubhcations. May be taken more than once.
RD 650 Research in Literacy Curriculum and
Instruction (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
As curriculum and instructional leaders, educators enhance
their knowledge of educational research and refine strategies
for using pubhshed research to support the development and
implementation of changes in curriculum and instruction to
reflect current socio-psycholinguistic theories and models of
reading and hteracy. Includes 25 hours fieldwork. (Course
restricted to cohort members)
RD 651 Socio-psycholinguistics and Critical Literacy
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Educators review the history of reading instruction in the
United States to understand the learning theories that have
influenced methods and materials for classroom practice. This
historical perspective provides a foundation for interaction
among researchers, teachers, and curriculum developers in
response to our changing knowledge about complex
cognitive processes in a world of rapidly changing materials,
media forms, and technologies. Educators research theoretical
processes and models of reading and writing to develop an
in-depth understanding of socio-psychohnguistic theories of
language, literacy, and learning. Includes 25 hours fieldwork.
(Course restricted to cohort members)
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RD 652 Cultural Foundations of Literacy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Educators develop a cognitive framework for literacy
acquisition and development and create a synthesis of their
professional knowledge oi the cultural and linguistic
foundations of hteracy, the reading process, and the strategies
that enable readers to use the cuing systems of written
language. The learning experience centers on experimental
research using a single-subject design in a readers' workshop
setting. Includes 25 hours fieldwork. (Course restricted to
cohort members)
RD 653 Diagnosis, Assessment, and Evaluation
of Student Performance and Program
EflFectiveness (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Educators learn and practice a diagnostic, decision-making
model for individual and group hteracy instruction. They
gain competence and confidence in conducting, analyzing,
manipulating, and reporting ongoing, varied, and multiple
measures of students' progress. A clear understanding of the
fundamentals of descriptive statistics and efficient diagnostic
practices explicates the interpretive processes for understand-
ing and improving the literacy behaviors of all students in
district-wide planning. Includes 25 hours fieldwork. (Course
restricted to cohort members)
RD 654 Principles and Programs in Professional
Development (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Educators examine their role as professional leaders and
agents of change in their schools and educational communi-
ties through the supervision and administration of reading
and literacy programs. Guided by a thorough knowledge of
social-constructivist approaches and of the demand for
raising professional standards, they cultivate leadership
through coUegial partnerships and relationships that result in
a more effective learning and teaching practices. Includes 25
hours fieldwork. (Course restricted to cohort members)
RD 655 Case Studies in N-12 Literacy Curriculum
and Instruction (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the instructor
Educators act a consultants in authentic case studies of
district-wide literacy programs and practices. They use a
variety of techniques to assess and evaluate the effectiveness
of the existing language arts curriculum. They develop a
well-documented report of curriculum strengths and
weaknesses, and make specific recommendations for more
effective literacy curriculum content, implementation,
instruction, and assessment. Includes 25 hours fieldwork.
(Course restricted to cohort members)
RD 670 Seminar (3 crs.)
This course serves as a foundation for curriculum leadership
in Uteracy education. Students will examine and explore
educational trends, values, and vision to develop a personal
statement of behefs for hteracy education at all levels. This will
serve as the foundation for exploring issues in critical
pedagogy for multiple hteracies, as essential to today's
educational planning. Students will identify an area of
instructional practice for additional research. (Course
restricted to cohort members)
RD 681 C.A.G.S. Literacy Practicum (3 crs.)
Prerequisites: RD 650, RD651, RD 652, RD 653, RD 654,
PJD 655, RD 670 and application approved by adviser,field
placemertt supervisor, program coordinator and S.E.A.S. dean.
In this culminating experience, candidates for the C.A.G.S. in
Reading provide leadership through the administration and
supervision of reading/hteracy programs. They use these
experiences to design and implement a project in exemplary
practices. This project, a 200-hour field-based investigation,
establishes the candidate as a competent, confident hteracy
coordinator and consultant (IRA role 5). The implementation
of the project, the documentation of exemplary practices, and
the resulting multimedia exhibit combine evidence of a
successful capstone experience. Participants working under the
guidance of the instructor/supervisor complete their program
and projects and defend them in oral comprehensive examina-
tions. (Course restricted to cohort members)
RD 682 C.A.G.S. Literacy Practicum II (1 cr.)
A continuation ofRD 681, this course is required only of
candidates who do not complete and/or successfully defend their
project and exhibit in the academic year. Such candidates will
register for RD 682 each semester thereafter (fall and spring) until
the project is completed. (Course restricted to cohort members)
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
(SA)
SA 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Original research undertaken by the graduate student in his or
her field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Indepen-
dent Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section
of this catalog.
SA 503 Directed Study (3 crs.)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
SA 510 Seminar on Educational Leadership for the
Future (3 crs.)
This course is the first course in the M.Ed, program in
Educational Leadership. To be admitted to the program,
students must have completed this course or be concurrently
enrolled. As an introductory course, one of the primary goals
is to introduce students to major concepts and program





strands that are developed in depth in subsequent courses.
These include leadership theory apphed to the educational
setting, the nature of organizations, and key leadership skills
such as decision-making, team building, empowering others,
and fostering collaboration. Students will also begin their
study of the change process, the dynainics of effective group
process and ethical issues of school leadership. Finally, students
will be introduced to the M.Ed, program itself and encour-
aged to reflect on whether being an educational leader is
something they really want to do. As part of the process,
students wUl develop personal vision statements. Graded on a
pass/fail basis.
SA 511 Educational Leadership and Managerial
Effectiveness (3 crs.)
This course is designed to introduce prospective school
leaders to the theory and practice of systems thinking as it is
apphed to organizational planning and development issues.
School leaders need to know how to assess needs, establish
priorities, set goals, allocate resources and develop and
implement strategic plans in order to facihtate effective
educational programs and practices. As importantly, they need
to develop the ability to involve others in the development,
planning and implementation phases of school improvement
efforts. Major topics include systems thinking (concepts and
strategies) and the principles of total quaUty management
(T.Q.M) apphed to the educational setting. The course also
examines recent research on key topics.
SA 513 Special Topics in Educational Administration
(1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: at least nine hours in educational administration or
consent of the instructor Additional prerequisites may he specified
depending upon the nature of the topic.
Selected and timely topics in the various fields of emphasis
pertaining to educational administration. The topics to be
addressed will be announced in pre-registration pubHcations.
May be taken more than once with the consent of the adviser.
SA 530 Research Applications for School Leaders
(3 crs.)
Future school leaders need to develop a solid foundation of
understanding of the role of research in guiding and inform-
ing administrative practice and the habits of mind that foster
inquiry and the active pursuit of school improvement. In this
course students wiU study the major concepts and strands of
research methodology and their applications in the school
setting. They will also learn to become skilled consumers of
educational research by reviewing and critiquing current
research reports involving school organizational and leader-
ship issues. Finally, each student will develop a research
proposal in a formal paper.
SA 540 Educational Leadership Clinical Experience:
Administrator of Special Education (6 crs.)
SA 542 Educational Leadership Clinical Experience:
School Business Administrator (6 crs.)
SA 543 Educational Leadership Clinical Experience:
Supervisor/Director (6 crs.)
SA 544 Educational Leadership Clinical Experience:
Elementary School Principal (6 crs.)
SA 545 Educational Leadership Clinical Experience:
Middle School Principal (6 crs.)
SA 546 Educational Leadership Clinical Experience:
High School Principal (6 crs.)
The clinical experience provides an opportunity for standard
certification candidates to integrate content area knowledge,
pedagogical theory and practical experience. The chnical
experience wiU be a minimum of 400 clock hours and
include site visits and seminars on campus. The completion of
the clinical experience is required for a successful candidate
to become certified at the standard level.
SA 561 Elementary School Administration (3 crs.)
SA 562 High School Administration (3 crs.)
SA 563 Middle School Administration (3 crs.)
The application of general principles of school administration
to the specific problems of the elementary, middle or high
school. Emphasis is on curriculum development and program
evaluation; personnel supervision and evaluation; goal setting,
estabhshing priorities, allocating resources, facihtating the
educational process in response to the needs of learners,
teachers and the community; school law; budgeting; plant
management; community education; human concerns
including dealing in an equitable, sensitive and responsive
manner with students, teachers, parents and the community.
SA 564 Selection and Development of Educational
Personnel (3 crs.)
Staff selection and development will be studied including
theories and techniques of supervision, evaluative procedures
to assess the effectiveness of programs and personnel,
organizational characteristics of schools and strategies for
institutional change, in-service education and personnel and
program planning.
SA 565 School Finance and Business Administration
(3 crs.)
A study of the financial support for pubhc schools from local,
state and federal governments. Fiscal planning, budgeting, plant
management, state and municipal financing, accounting and
purchasing procedures, distribution of supplies and services,
transportation and food service will receive attention.
SA 567 Human Concerns in the Schools (3 crs.)
A study of theory, research and practice in the area of human
relations in the school including pubhc relations; clear and
appropriate communication; and equitable, sensitive and
responsive relations wdth students, teachers, parents and the
community.
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SA 568 Seminar in School Administration (3 crs.)
Study and analysis of current problems and issues in school
administration.
SA 569 Legal Aspects of School Administration
(3 crs.)
Legal rights, duties and liabilities of school personnel in
general relationship to the school committee in Massachu-
setts will be studied. Intended for administrators, prospective
administrators and classroom teachers interested in the legal
aspects of school committees, school property, teaching
contracts, labor relations and collective bargaining, tenure,
prevention of injury and accidents to students, relationships
with parents and a general survey of educational law cases at
the local, state and national levels.
SA 572 Technology for School Administrators (3 crs.)
New administrative software will be reviewed as each student
becomes proficient in the use of a microcomputer. Students
will also become familiar with educational uses of interactive
television, videodisk and hypercard. Distance learning and
cooperative projects wiU also be addressed.
SA 578 Curriculum Improvement (3 crs.)
Contemporary theories of curriculum design and evaluation
are explored. Students are expected to develop an eclectic
approach to curriculum improvement based upon those
theories and upon contemporary organizational factors,
including leadership and management. Material is presented
relating to developing community education programs and
to personnel and program planning.
SA 579 Diversity Issues for School Leaders (3 crs.)
This course is designed to assist in the focusing of school
administrators and leaders on issues of diversity and assessing
how these issues will impact the total school community.
SA 580 Practicum in Administration of Special
Education (6 crs.)
SA 582 Practicum in School Business
Administration (6 crs.)
SA 583 Practicum in Supervisorship/Directorship
(6 crs.)
SA 584 Practicum in Elementary School
Principalship (6 crs.)
SA 585 Practicum in Middle School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 586 Practicum in High School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 587 Practicum in Superintendency/Assistant
Superintendency (6 crs.)
A practicum consists of 400 hours of fieldwork meeting the








The practicum is jointly supervised by a coUege supervisor
and a cooperating administrator.
SA 591 Seminar in School Administration: The
Superintendency (3 crs.)
Examination of major issues and problems confronting
school superintendents. Students will be expected to study
the relevant hterature pertaining to school administration and
prepare scholarly papers for class presentation.
Internship (6 crs.)
School Business Administrator Internship
(6 crs.)
Supervisor/Director Internship (6 crs.)
Elementary School Principal Internship
(6 crs.)
Middle School Principal Internship (6 crs.)
High School Principal Internship (6 crs.)
Superintendent/Assistant Superintendent
Internship (6 crs.)
An internship consists of 400 hours of paid or unpaid work
in the role and at the level of the certificate sought. The
intern is required to meet the national competencies
distributed at the orientation meeting and is supervised by a
coUege supervisor and a cooperating administrator.
SA 603 Directed Study in School Administration
(3 crs.)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
SA 661 Effective School Leadership for Elementary
Schools (3 crs.)
SA 662 Effective School Leadership for Middle
Schools (3 crs.)
SA 663 ElQfective School Leadership for High Schools
(3 crs.)
These courses address principles of effective leadership and
management for elementary, middle or high schools.
Emphasis is on the role of the principal as an instructional
leader and manager of change. Specific topics include goal
setting, site based management, and team leadership as well as
operational issues involving plant management, scheduling
and fiscal administration. (Course restricted to cohort
members)
SA 664 The Personnel Function of Public Schools (3 crs.)
Staff selection and development will be studied in the
context of the personnel function of public schools as well as
techniques of clinical supervision. In addition, strategics such
as peer coaching and microteaching, designed to enable the
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practitioner to promote effective teaching, will be examined.
Students will assess the effectiveness of personnel and staff
development program approaches as integral to long range
organizational development. (Course restricted to cohort
members)
SA 665 Fiscal Aspects of School Administration
(3 crs.)
This course deals with all aspects of the financing of public
schools in Massachusetts and the miplementation of
Proposition 2 '/j and the Educational Reform Act of 1993.
Major topics include fiscal planning for technology, capital
improvements and programs and services. Plant management,
accounting, purchasing, transportation, food service and
revolving accounts are covered in detail. (Course restricted to
cohort members)
SA 667 Communication Between and Among School
Stakeholders (3 crs.)
Written and oral communication and interpersonal skiUs are
studied and practiced in detail. Topics include sensitivity to all
aspects of the audience, targeting the message, identifying
power structures and opinion leaders and dealing with
conflict and stress. The course addresses the articulation of
the vision and mission of schools through the development
of a communications plan. A range of community relations
issues including working with the media, business partner-
ships, school councils and parental interactions are covered.
(Course restricted to cohort members)
SA 669 Concepts and Cases in School Law (3 crs.)
Constitutional, statutory, regulatory and contractual aspects of
public schools are studied. The procedures and strategies for
their development and the political implications of their
implementation are discussed and analyzed through case
studies. Massachusetts Reform Law and the development and
implementation, monitoring and revision of school commit-
tee policies and procedures are main foci of this course.
(Course restricted to cohort members)
SA 670 Certificate ofAdvanced Graduate Study
(CAGS) Seminar (3 crs.)
This course is the first course of the program. A major
objective of this course is to challenge each student to
exaiTiine his/her core values and to articulate a vision of
public education for the future. The introduction of major
concepts of leadership theory is a second major objective.
Students study the changing nature of modern organizations
and critical leadership skills, including decision-making, team
building and the fostering of collaboration in schools. In
addition, each student will identify an area of"concern" in
his/her district that can become the topic for the required
leadership project. Graded on a pass/fail basis. (Course
restricted to cohort members)
SA 672 Technology for Administrators (3 crs.)
This course wiU examine the many uses of technology in a
school administrative setting. Attention will be given to using
several computer software management programs, examining
state and federal initiatives and guidelines concerning
technology in K- 1 2 education, creating administrative
multimedia presentations and assessing personal strengths and
weaknesses in the use of technology in school administrative
roles. Discussions concerning the ethical use of technology in
an educational setting will help clarify the role of school
administrators as leaders in promoting student and faculty
awareness of the proper use of information mediums. (Course
restricted to cohort members)
SA 675 Research Issues in School Administration
(3 crs.)
School leaders have a responsibihty to be reflective practitio-
ners and to develop and instill in others; the habits of mind
that foster inquiry and the active pursuit of school improve-
ment. This course has three primary purposes: 1) to foster
skillful and discriminating consumers of educational research;
2) to help participants understand the implications of research
for school leaders; and 3) to enable each participant to
complete first drafts of the background and significance and
Uterature review of his/her leadership project. In the process,
research methodologies and their apphcations in the school
setting will be reviewed. (Course restricted to cohort
members)
SA 677 Systems Planning for Educational Leaders
(3 crs.)
Successful educational plinning and managerial strategies to
assess and define needs, establish priorities, set goals, allocate
resources, implement plans and facihtate the instructional
process in response to the needs of learners, teachers and the
community are explored. Major topics include systems
thinking and planning and the principles of total quality
management apphed to the educational setting. Additionally,
this course examines recent research on planning and
organizational development in education. (Course restricted
to cohort members)
SA 678 Curriculum Development and Program
Management (3 crs.)
This course focuses on the analysis of factors influencing
curriculum design, research and reform, including the
frameworks in Massachusetts, assessment and evaluation.
Trends in curriculum theory and leadership role of adminis-
trators in curriculum alignment, instrumental planning, and
program assessment are major topics. (Course restricted to
cohort members)
SA 681 CAGS Extern (3 crs.)
All CAGS students must complete a leadership project that
combines theory and practice and contributes to the
knowledge base of educational practitioners. This course
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focuses on the implementation, documentation and reportmg
of the student leadership project. Participants, working under
the guidance of the instructor, complete their projects and
defend them in oral comprehensive examinations. Graded on
a pass/fail basis. (Course restricted to cohort members)
SA 682 CAGS Extern 11 (1 cr.)
Prerequisite SA 68
1
A continuation of SA 681. Students who do not complete
their leadership project in SA 681 in an academic year will
be required to register for SA 682 each semester thereafter
(fall and spring) until the project is completed. Graded on a
pass/fail basis. (Course restricted to cohort members)
SA 691 The School Superintendency (3 crs.)
This course explores topics related to the school superinten-
dency, including the nature of the role itself, the skills and
competencies needed to prosper in it, critical issues facing
superintendents and schools and the dynamics of organiza-
tions and perspectives for understanding them.
SA 680 Practicum in Administration of Special
Education (6 crs.)
SA 683 Practicum in Supervisorship/Directorship
(6 crs.)
SA 684 Practicum in Elementary School
Principalship (6 crs.)
SA 685 Practicum in Middle School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 686 Practicum in High School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 687 Practicum in Superintendency/Asst.
Superintendency (6 crs.)
SA 688 Practicum in Directorship of Guidance
(6 crs.)
SA 689 Practicum in Directorship of Pupil Personnel
Services (6 crs.)
A practicum consists of 400 hours of fieldwork meeting the
national competencies distributed at an orientation meeting.
The practicum is jointly supervised by a college supervisor
and a cooperating administrator.
SA 690 Internship in Administration of Special
Education (6 crs.)
SA 693 Internship in Supervisorship/Directorship
(6 crs.)
SA 694 Internship in Elementary School
Principalship (6 crs.)
SA 695 Internship in Middle School Principalship
(6 crs.)
SA 696 Internship in High School Principalship
(6 crs.)










SA 698 Internship in Directorship of Guidance
(6 crs.)
SA 699 Internship in Directorship of Pupil Personnel
Services (6 crs.)
An internship consists of 400 hours of paid or unpaid work
in the role and at the level of the certificate sought. The
intern is required to meet the national competencies
distributed at the orientation meeting and is supervised by a
college supervisor and a cooperating administrator.
Other approved courses:
Contract Administration for Educational Leaders
Administration of Community Education Program
The American Public School Today
School Plant Planning and Admimstration
Contemporary Issues in School Administration
Introduction to Theory and Understanding of
Group Interaction




S£ 202 The Learner with Special Needs in School
and Society (3 crs.)
This orientation course focuses on various aspects of
education for special needs learners. Emphasis will be on
definitions, terminology, legal aspects, developmental
characteristics, curriculum, and inclusive environment
programs related to special needs learners. Prepracticum
monitored field based experiences required at the level of
certification sought: PreK-9, 5-12.
SE 203 Social, Racial and Linguistic Backgrounds of
Special Needs Learners (3 crs.)
This course will investigate theories of typical and atypical
growth and development. It wiU sensitize the student to the
cultural, social and linguistic viewpoints of minority and
bilingual learners and stress the ability to communicate with
parents and participate on interdisciplinary teams.
Prepracticum monitored field based e.xperience required at
the level of certificate sought: PreK-9, 5-12.
SE 206 Special Education in a Diverse Society (2 crs.)
This course will provide students with a forum for the study,
discussion and practical application and inclusion of
multicultural education principles into the curriculum.
Students will explore educational approaches for learners
from diverse cultural, linguistic and socioeconomic-class
backgrounds.
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SE 207 Technology in Special Education (1 cr.)
This course will provide students information enabling them
to identify ways in which technology can assist with
managing the learning environments for students with special
needs. In addition they will become famiUar with sources of
speciahzed materials equipment and assistive technology.
Students will develop skills in the use of technology,
including word processing, test scoring and CAI.
SE 217 Including Special Needs Learner (3 crs.)
This course wiU enable the student to identify appropriate
strategies to effectively educate special needs learners in
regular classroom settings. It will provide the bridge between
the principles of mainstreaming and its educational imple-
mentation by highlighting instructional strategies and
curriculum adaptations that are possible within the regular
classroom. A field experience is involved.
SE 229 Field Work in Special Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 202 and SE 206 or SE 203 only
The practical aspects of special education wiU be brought
into focus through the use of appropriate facUities. In
cooperation with area programs, specific teaching and related
activities will be undertaken for use in both special needs and
mainstream programs.
SE 302 Principles and Application of Behavioral
Management for the Special Needs Learner
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 202, and admission to the Professional Education
Program
This course will focus on basic prmciples, models and
techniques for effective individual and classroom manage-
ment in various educational environments. Prepracticum
monitored field based experiences required at the level of
certificate sought: PreK-9, 5-12.
SE 303 Principles and Procedures ofAssessment of
Special Needs Learners (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 202, and admission to the Professional Education
Program
This course will provide students with the ability to assess
educational needs of special learners. Emphasis on consider-
ation of non-discriminatory procedures appropriate to social,
racial and hnguistic differences. Strategies for modifying
teaching based on evaluation results. Prepracticum monitored
field based experiences required at the level of certificate
sought: PreK-9, 5-12.
SE 400 The Culturally Different Child with Special
Needs (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY iOO and SE 202 or SE 510 or consent of the
instructor
This course will enable the student to develop the necessary
competencies for teaching special needs children who are
culturally and/or hnguistically different. The course will
combine psychological, linguistic, anthropological and
educational findings with practical guideUnes and strategies for
instruction.
SE 402 Children with Reading Disability: Diagnosis
and Teaching Strategies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 202, and admission to the Professional Education
Program
This course will investigate the etiology of reading disabUities:
physical, cultural and environmental. Early literacy, diverse
modes of instruction and correlation to whole language
programs will be analyzed. Specific teaching programs and
strategies will be emphasized. Prepracticum monitored field
based experiences required at the level of certificate sought:
PreK-9, 5-12.
SE 403 Curriculum Development and Implementa-
tion for Special Needs Learners (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 202, and admission to the Professional Education
Program
This course enables the student to design and implement
appropriate Individual Educational Plans (lEP) under existing
federal and state laws. Emphasis is placed on strategies and
techniques which promote the academic, social, emotional,
vocational and cultural needs of the special needs learner
within a variety of instructional environments. Pre-practicum
monitored field based experiences required at the level of
certificate sought: PreK-9, 5-12.
SE 404 Student Teaching Practicum: Mainstream
Program (PreK-9) (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
Practicum involves a minimum of one hundred and fifty (150)
hours of observation, assisting and full time teaching, with a
minimum of one hundred and thirty-five (135) hours in direct
instructional responsibihties in a regular classroom in which
special needs students are integrated. This practicum is done at
the PreK-9 level under a quaUfied cooperating practitioner
and a college supervisor.
SE 405 Student Teaching Practicum: Special
Education Program (PreK-9) (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
Program involves a minimum of one hundred and fifty (150)
hours of observation, assisting and fuU time teaching, with a
minimum of one hundred and thirty-five (135) hours in direct
instructional responsibihties in programs for moderate special
needs students. This practicum is done at the PreK-9 level
under a qualified cooperating teacher and college supervisor.
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
SE 406 Student Teaching Practicum: Mainstreamed
Program (5-12) (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
Practicum involves a minimum of one hundred and 6fty
(150) hours of observation, assisting and full time teaching,
with a minimum of one hundred and thirty-five (135) hours
in direct instructional responsibihties in a regular classroom
in which special needs students are integrated. This practicum
is done at the 5-12 level, under a quahfied cooperating
teacher and college supervisor.
SE 407 Student Teaching Practicum: Special
Education Program (5-12) (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
Practicum involves a minimum of one hundred and fifty
(150) hours of observation, assisting, and fiall time teaching,
with a minimum of one hundred and thirty-five (135) hours
in direct instructional responsibihties in a program for
moderate special needs students. This practicum is done at
the 5-12 level, under a quahfied cooperating teacher and
college supervisor.
SE 410 Instructional and Curricula Strategies for
Learners with Intensive Special Needs I
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 202 and SE 203, SE 303 and admission to the
Professional Education Program
This course is designed to provide knowledge relating to the
curricula and instructional needs of learners with intensive
special needs. Fundamental concepts of the lEP process,
apphcable technologies that facilitate communication,
mobibty, parental support, support systems, and collaborative
aspects will be addressed. Prepracticum monitored field based
experiences required.
SE 411 Instructional and Curricula Strategies for
Learners with Intensive Special Needs II
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 410 and admission to the Professional Education
Program
This course provides further development of issues addressed
in SE 410. Additionally, the course provides knowledge
concerning advanced instructional and management
strategies that can enhance the quality of life of mdividuals
with intensive special needs. Fundamental concepts/strategies
relating to social interactions, employability, constructive use
of leisure time, managing behavior, communication interven-
tions, and medication management are addressed. Pre-
practium monitored field based experiences are required.
SE 412 Student Teaching Practicum: School Setting,
ISN (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
Practicum involves a minimum of 150 hours of observation,
assisting, and fiill-time teaching in an educational program for
individuals with intensive special needs. The practicum is
done at the 3-21 level, under the supervision of a cooperating
practitioner and college supervisor.
SE 413 Student Teaching Practicum: Alternative
Setting, ISN (6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance into student teaching
Practicum involves a minumum of 150 hours of observation,
assisting, and full-time responsibihties in an alternative
program for individuals with intensive special needs. This
practicum is done at the 3-21 level, under the supervision of
a cooperating practitioner.
SE 415 Methods and Materials for the Academically
Talented (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100
Emphasis is placed on the identification and placement of
gifted pupils in our schools and the related program,
enrichment activities, creative development, method and
materials, modified curriculum, administration, motivation
and treatment of underachievement.
SE 435 Behavior Interventions in Special Education
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and SE 202 or SE 510 or consent of the
instructor
This course will focus on the background, basic principles
and techniques necessary for effective development of
behavior with special needs students. Emphasis will be placed
on behavioral procedures that have been found effective for
individual and classroom use, including the abUity to
systematically observe and record student behavior. Other
interventions and their applications to special education
settings will also be considered.
SE 436 Consulting Skills for Special Educators
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and SE 202 or SE 510 or consent of the
instructor
This course emphasizes the development of consulting and
training skills of the special educator. This will include a
survey of the origins and dynamics of consulting techniques
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SE 438 Career Education for Special Needs Learners
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and SE 202 or SE 510 or consent of the
instructor
This course will assist in preparing special educators to
understand career educational needs of special needs learners.
Students will develop skills in appropriate objective writing
and curriculum design in the area of career education for
special needs learners.
SE 460 Topics in Special Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 202 or SE 510 or consent of the instructor
This course is designed for students who desire to study
selected topics in this field; it wiU allow for timely and
relevant information to be explored. Topic changes each
semester.
SE 498 Internship in Special Education (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
and admission to the Professional Education Program
OfF-campus experiences in areas related to expanding the
student's background in special education. In-depth exposure
to such areas as rehabilitation programs, sheltered workshops,
day care centers, hospital and institutional programs.
SE 499 Directed Study in Special Education (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department; formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits.
SE 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
Origmal research undertaken by the graduate student in his
field. For details, consult the paragraph entitled "Independent
Study" in the Graduate and Continuing Education section of
this catalog.
SE 503 Directed Study (credit to be arranged)
Designed for the graduate student who desires to study
selected topics in a specific field. For details, consult the
paragraph entitled "Independent Study" in the Graduate and
Continuing Education section of this catalog.
SE 504 Applied Curriculum Development for
Learners with Special Needs: PreK-9 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent
This course will cover alternative strategies, techniques and
materials to promote successful learning of the learner with
special needs at the PrcK-9 level. Emphasis will be on the
areas of reading, mathematics and language arts; otiier areas
will be considered. Field experiences will be mcludcd.
SE 505 Applied Curriculum Development for
Learners with Special Needs: 5-12 (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent
This course will cover alternative strategies, techniques and
materials to promote successful learning of the learner with
special needs at the 5-12 level. Emphasis will be on the areas
of reading, mathematics and language arts; other areas will be
considered. Field experiences wiU be included.
SE 508 Strategies for Diversity (3 crs.)
This course wiU provide students with a forum for the study,
discussion, and practical inclusion of multicultural principles
and strategies into the curriculum. It will investigate the
many levels of culture defined within the macroculture of
U.S. society. Students wiU gain knowledge and information of
effective methods, resources, and materials in order to
develop and adapt techniques and strategies to implement in
the contemporary multicultural classroom.
SE 510 Exceptional Children in the Schools (3 crs.)
An orientation to all aspects of education pertaining to
special needs children. Emphasis wiU be on educational
characteristics of each area of exceptionality and the new role
of special education in the schools. Chapter 766 and P.L. 94-
142 will be included.
SE 512 Organization and Administration of Special
Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent or consent of the instructor
A comprehensive study of the psychological diagnosis, the
personnel, the curriculum, the faciUties, and the pupil services
in an effective special education program.
SE 514 New Education Policies for Children with
Special Needs (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent or consent of the instructor
The legal basis for the education of children with special
needs to help them become accepted, productive and social
members of our society. Integration, assessment,
delabelization, and involvement declare the real responsibihty
of all parents/guardians, of all educators, and of all the
American pubhc.
SE 515 Teacher Orientation to Learning Disabilities
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent
Acquaint in-service teachers with current statistics concern-
ing children with moderate special needs and encourage
appreciation of the wide spectrum of difficulties these
children have. Diagnosis and evaluation wiU be studied in
conjunction with the fields of perceptual handicaps, physiol-
ogy, neurology, and psychology.
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SE 516 Applied Collaborarive Strategies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent
This course will build on the knowledge of individual and
different learning styles and thinking skills. Curriculum
planning and instructional techniques will be discussed and
developed. Strategies for maximizing consulting and
collaborative team efforts will be covered through discussion,
research, role playing and interviews. Field experience will
be included.
SE 517 Language Skills for Special Needs Learners
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent
This course will cover classroom approaches and strategies
for the diagnosis and analysis of language and related
learning dysfunctions. Emphasis wiU be on the development
of a total language curriculum appropriate for utihzation
within special education and mainstream programs.
SE 520 Special Topics in Special Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: course prerequisites may he specified depending upon
the nature of the topic
Special topics of current relevance m special education will
be offered from time to time. The topic to be addressed will
be announced in pre-registration publications. May be taken
more than once with the consent of the adviser.
SE 522 The Inclusion Classroom: Philosophy and
Implementation (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent
This course wUl enable the student to identify and apply
appropriate strategies, techniques and curriculum adapta-
tions to promote success for learners with special need in
the regular classroom. Consideration wUl be given to the
philosophical and legal considerations for inclusion/
mainstrearmng. Field experiences will be required.
SE 530 Assessment Procedures in Special Education
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent
This course wiU focus on the administration, analysis and
interpretation of standardized and other assessment data,
with consideration of cultural and linguistic applications.
Emphasis will be on the developing of mstructional
programs from the data and the providing of information to
professionals and parents. Field experiences wiU be included.
SE 535 Exceptional Learner in the Classroom
(1.5 crs.)
An orientation to all aspects of education pertaining to the
learner with special needs. Emphasis wUl be on educational
characteristics of each area of exceptionality. SkUls wUl be
developed for developing appropriate institutional strategies,
techniques, and curriculum adaptations to promote
successful learning of the learner with special needs. Offered
Spring Semester
SE 537 Applied Research Project (1 cr.)
In this course, students complete an applied research project
which integrates theory and practice utilizing education
research format and discipUnary knowledge.
SE 540 Contemporary Issues and Mandates in
Bilingual and Special Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 equivalent or consent of the instructor
SkUls wUl be developed for identifying "special needs" relative
to educating chUdren from minority groups using a case study
approach. Emphasis wiE be on the laws (Chapter 766, P.L. 94-
142): Law GuideUnes, Chapter 71 A, Section 636, Section 504
of P.L. 93-112 and their implications for programming.
SE 542 Behavior Interventions in Bilingual Special
Education (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent or consent of the instructor
SkiUs wiU be developed for understanding how cultural
differences affect behavior. The models of behavioral manage-
ment wUl include positive peer culture, tribal orientation,
cultural symbols, social relations in the classroom, and
multicultural techniques in addition to the theories of
Erikson, Maslow, and Skinner, and other psychological and
cognitive models.
SE 544 Language Development and Bilingualism
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent or consent of the instructor
SkiUs wiU be developed for identifying dominance and
language proficiency, understanding theories of first and
second language learning, relating methods and theories on
reading to ESL materials and identifying biases and deficien-
cies in existing curriculum for linguistic and cultural minority
students. Emphasis wiU be on the effect of culture and
language differences on speech and language development.
SE 546 Strategies and Techniques for Adapting
Bilingual Resources and Materials for the
Special Needs Learner (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent or consent of the instructor
SkUls wiU be developed for organizing, planning, teaching and
evaluating materials and programs for cultural/racial/linguistic
biases and stereotyping, but with an additional focus on
sensitivity to bilingualism and biculturalism. Emphasis wiU be
on developing appropriate materials and strategies for meeting
the needs of bUingual children in the classroom, the resource
room, or least restrictive environment.
SE 547 Multiple Roles for Bilingual Teachers of
Moderate Special Needs Children (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent or consent of the instructor
SkUls wiU be developed for the many roles a change agent
might function in, such as educators, consultants, advocates,
liaisons, counselors, advisers and trainers. Emphasis wiU be on
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the major role of the bilingual special educator as a change
agent in the school and communirs' to reduce racial discrimi-
nation in regular and special education.
SE 550 Seminar in Special Education (3 crs.)
(to replace SE 513)
Prerequisite: completion of24 semester hours in the M.Ed, in
Special Education program or consent of the instructor
An advanced study of major theoretical and contemporary
issues influencing special education. Emphasis wiU be on
curriculum, methodology, educational theory and research
aspects with classroom apphcation. Each participant wiU
undertake an extensive study of a significant issue in special
education.
SE 555 Field Experience in Special Education
(3-6 crs.)
Prerequisite: completion of24 credits in the M.Ed, in Special
Education program or consent of the adviser
A field experience that offers quaUfied students the opportu-
nity to gain practical off-campus experience in special
education. Placements are in pubhc and private agencies and
are designed to complement the student's study in special
education; a mimmum of 10 clock hours per credit is
required in the field.
SE 575 Behavior Interventions in Special Education
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 and SE 202 or SE 510 or consent of
instructor
This course will focus on the background, basic principles
and techniques necessary for efiective development of
beha\aor with special needs students. Emphasis will be placed
on behavioral procedures that have been found effective for
individual and classroom use, including the abiHty to
systematically observe and record student behavior. Other
interventions and their apphcations to special education
settings v^ill also be considered.
SE 582 Computers and the Special Needs Child
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 510 or equivalent or consent of the instructor
This course demonstrates the unique impact computers can
have on the education of students with a wide spectrum of
special needs. Students review psychological perspectives on
special education and computer techniques as tools to aid
that education. Moderate and low-incidence severe handicaps
are considered along with milder school disabihties.
SE 590 Teaching the Gifted Child (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SE 415 or consent of the instructor
Meeting the special needs of gifted children with a three-
stage teacher training model allowing students to design
curriculum which will develop critical and creative thought.
Working in small groups, students will shape their ideas to
address the special needs of the gifted in both mainstream and
separate program settings.
SE 591 Practicum - Special Education (PreK-9, 5-12)
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and retention in the Professional Education
Program, satisfactory completion ofprogram requirements and consent
of the department
Full-time teaching in the role and at the level of certification
sought under a quahfied practitioner and college supervisor
for a minimum of 150 clock hours.
SE 592 Internship - Special Education (PreK-9, 5-12)
(6 crs.)
Prerequisite: acceptance and retention in the Professional Education
Program, satisfactory completion ofprogram requirements and consent
of the department
Employment less than fiiU-rime, but at least one-fifth time, in
the role and at the level of certification sought under
appropriate school and college supervisors for a minimum of
300 clock hours within one school year.
Other Approved Courses:
SE 418 Etiology, Dynamics and Treatment of Children
with Behavioral Needs
SE 422 Teaching Strategies for Severe Special Needs
SE 428 Rehabihtation and Special Education
SE 430 Workshop in Adult Special Education
SE 439 Diagnostic Techniques for Special Educators
SE 440 Identification, Assessment & Development of
lndi\'iduaHzed Educational Programs (I.E. P.) For
Vocational Education
SE 441 Strategies and Methods for Special Needs Students in
Vocational Education
SE 502 Research (credit to be arranged)
SE 536 Development ofAuditory andVisual Perceptual Skills
inYoung Children
SE 541 Non-Discriminatory Assessment I
SE 543 Non-Discriminatory Assessment II
SE 545 Individual Education Planning in Bilingual Program
Development and Instructional Alternatives
SE 548 Special Education Practicum (Working with
Bihngual Children)
SE 549 Special Education Internship (Working with
BUingual Children)
SOCIOLOGY (SO)
SO 102 Introduction to Sociology (3 crs.)
This course covers such areas as social structure, basic human
institutions, analysis of social processes and major social forces.
Satisfies the GER in Behavioral Sciences. Either semester
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
so 103 Social Problems (3 crs.)
Contemporary social problems which are reflected in the
behavior of mdividuals, but whose origins and causes he
outside of individuals. Topics treated will mclude drug abuse,
crime, juvenile dehnquency, divorce and other family
problems, mental illness and other health problems, social
class, and selected social issues. SatisBes the GER in Behav-
ioral Sciences. Either semester
SO/AN 104 Global Human Issues (3 crs.)
This interdisciplinary' course treats major world problems
with particular emphasis upon those faced by non-Western
peoples. The mterdependence between economically
developed and underdeveloped parts of the world will be
explored according to such themes as collective versus
individual good, short versus long-term planmng and
cooperation versus competition. Satisfies the GER in Non-
Western Civihzation. Either semester
SO 212 Discrimination and Prejudice (3 crs.)
This course is a study of the relationship between majority
and minority groups in America, with attention to the
domination of categories of people on the basis of their race,
sex, age, ethnicity and/or religion. Theories and data will be
presented concerning the development, maintenance and
operation of discrimination and prejudice and the relation-
ship between them. Fall semester
SO 214 Middle Eastern Societies (3 crs.)
This course introduces the cultures and social structures of
Middle Eastern Societies, with a focus on social change in
the region. Topics covered include the role of Islam, patterns
of leadership, the distribution of wealth and power, family
patterns, the position ofwomen and the nature of work.
Satisfies the GER in Non-Western Civilization. Ewry
semester
SO 217 East Asian Societies: China and Japan (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102 orAi\' 100
This course examines the cultural and social structure of
traditional and modern China and Japan. The course will
focus on topics such as work and economy, rural-urban
contrasts, family and kinship, the position of women and the
relationships between state and society. The course will
conclude with an assessment of the positions of these two
societies in the contemporary world. Satisfies the GER in
Non-Western Civilization
SO 219 Population and Society (3 crs.)
This course describes the mutual influence of demography
and social structure. Trends in population growth and their
effect on industnahzation and urbanization will be covered
in the context of developed and Third World nations. Satisfies
the GER in Behavioral Sciences. Alleriialc years
SO 220 Third World Societies (3 crs.)
This course introduces the sociological aspects ot develop-
ment in the Third World and the role of the West in that
process. Industriahzation, urbanization, education, the "Green
Revolution," population growth, class structure, pohtical
structure, etc., are related to development. Satisfies the GER in
Non-Western Civihzation. Fall semester
SO 303 The Family (3 crs.)
The family as a social institution in terms of its historical and
cultural development. Analysis of psychological and social
factors in contemporary family hfe. Either semester
SO 304 Social Stratification: Class, Status and Power
in America (3 crs.)
Historical and contemporary examples of the range of
stratification systems. Problems of class and caste conflicts.
Trends in class system and social mobility, with special
attention given to similarities and differences of modern
industrial societies. Every semester
SO 305 Sociology of Education (3 crs.)
This course examines schools as social organizations, the
culture of schools, the relationships between education and
social stratification and the sociology of educational reform.
All levels of education are considered, fi-om kindergarten
through higher education. Fall semester
SO 306 Cities and People: Urban Sociology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102) Offered alternate years, Spring semester
This course examines cities and urbanization in comparative
perspective. It will also focus on changing urban social
structures, the nature of city hfe, urban planning and grassroots
participation in urban change.
SO 307 Medical Sociology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102 or consent of the instructor
Concepts of health, illness, disease, and health care analyzed
ft-om the perspectives of patient (client), practitioner and
relevant third parties. Medicine will be analyzed as a social
system, with attention to factors in the physical and sociocul-
tural environment and case materials will be drawn from non-
Western as well as Western societies. Offered alternate years, Fall
semester
SO 310 Women and Crime (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102
This course e.xamines women and crime from sociological
and criminological perspectives. The course will cover a wide
variety ot topics related to women and crime, including
crimes against women, crimes perpetrated by women, women
in prison and women as criminal justice system officials. The
course will closely examine violent crimes against women
including rape, murder and battering. It will also tocus on
battered women who kill their attackers. Other important
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
topics include feminist criticisms of mainstream crmiinology
and the emergence of feminist theories in criminology. Fall
semester
SO 313 Family Violence (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102
This course examines violence in the family from sociologi-
cal and criminological perspectives. It also examines the
response of the criminal justice system to family violence.
The course examines the extent, types and causes of violence
in families and domestic units and v^ill also analyze the
reasons why most family violence is directed against women
and children. The course considers recommendations for
family intervention and pohcies for the prevention of family
violence, as well as the social and legal implications of those
recommendations. Alternate Spring semesters
SO/AN 314 Women in Myth and Lore (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100, orA\ 110, orAN 111, or ID 230, or
consent of the instructor
This course wiU investigate females and the feminine in
mvthologies and folklore traditions cross-culturally. Native
indigenous (African, Austrahan, South Pacific, Native
American); classical (Greek, Egyptian, Roman); and Judeo-
Christian mythologies will be analyzed, compared and
contrasted. Students will explore mythology and story-teUing
traditions as they pertain to women and gender cross-
culturally.
SO/AN 315 Ethnic Experience in America (3 crs.)
This course considers the role of ethnic background in
personal and social relationships. The varying interpretations
of ethnic culture—its formation and growth in America—are
examined while each student looks into his or her personal
heritage and the role of tradition in contemporary Ufe. Fall
semester
SO 326 Social Gerontology - Sociology ofAging
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102
This course w.'ill focus on aging in America as a social
problem. Topics covered will include reasons for the view of
aging as a problem, the impact of aging on individuals and
society, sociological theories of aging and proposed ways of
alleviating or elinunating aging as a problem. Spring semester
SO 327 Deviance and Social Control (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102, or consent of the instructor
This course examines deviant acts with an eye toward
understanding social order and change. Topics covered
include the types and causes of deviance, the social condi-
tions and elements of deviant acts, and the efiects of deviance
and mechanisms for prevention, punishing and rehabihtating
deviant individuals and groups. Every semester
SO 328 Criminology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102, or consent of the instructor
This course v^oU be concerned with theories of crime
causation, and perspectives on administration, treatment,
prevention and prediction. Consideration will be given to the
influence of social class and other factors in criminal behavior.
Every semester
SO 329 Public Opinion and Mass Media (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102, or consent of the instructor
Principles of mass communication and public opinion will be
discussed from the point of view of the source of a message,
the message itself, the audience, the channel through which
the message proceeds and the effect of the message. Offered
once every three years
SO 330 Woman's Roles: Sociology of Sex and Gender
(3 crs.)
An analytical study of the relation of sex to power and
influence in society. Differentiation in sex roles as affected by
the economy and reinforced by other institutions. New
alternatives for women. Spring semester
SO 332 Sociology of Organizations (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102, or consent of the instructor
Analysis of the emergence, structure, fiinction, culture and
social significance of complex organizations. Emphasis will be
placed upon the results of research in hospitals, schools,
prisons and mUitary and industrial organizations. Attention
will be given to informal associations and organizational
change. Spring semester
SO 333 Resolving Conflict (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102, or consent of the instructor
An introduction to the sociology of alternate conflict
resolution. The course studies the structure and process of
social conflict and analyzes alternate dispute resolution
processes, including negotiation, mediation and the ombuds-
man. Will examine the role of the mediator in depth. Offered
alternate years.
SO 334 White Collar Crime (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102
Broadening the definition of crime, this course will study the
beha\'ioral systems involved in the commission of white coUar
crimes in complex structures, such as government bureaucra-
cies, multi-national corporations, and underground systems.
The modern institutional factors—poUrical and social-
permitting or restricting the commission of such crimes will
be investigated. Specifically, the performance of the criminal
justice system will be examined. Spring semester
SO 340 Sociology of Politics (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102, or consent of the instructor
A study of the state, political practices, power and theories in
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the field. The emphasis is on the sociological conditions
under which the above phenomena evolve. Offered alternate
years, Spring semester
SO 350 Sociology ofWork (3 crs.)
An analysis of the occupational system as affected by the
"non- economic" institutional factors. Changes in the
occupational structure and the class structure; employers and
trade unions; managers and workers; work situation and the
Ufe situation; professionahzation and "white coUar unionism."
Spring semester
SO 354 Sociology of Correcrions (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 328
Analysis of the social structures and processes involved in
deahng with individuals who have been designated as
offenders of criminal law. Probation, prison, parole, programs
of prevention and rehabilitation. Fall semester
SO 355 Juvenile Delinquency (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102
Analysis of the nature and types ofjuvenile behavior that
violates law; the mechanisms of defimng such behavior as
deUnquent; and the relationship between delinquency and
the social situations ofjuvenile offenders. Fall semester
SO 360 Feminist Theory in Sociology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102 or consent of the instructor
This course introduces students to feminist theory in
sociology and social science. It also covers the history of
women in social theory as well as historical and contempo-
rary contributions by women theorists. Feminist theories of
human behavior and social life will be analyzed and
compared to other theories. Offered alternate years, Fall semester
SO 384 Criminal and Delinquent Behavioral Systems
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 328
A study of behavioral systems in the commission of crime
and delinquency. Such systems include institutional as well as
more informal social structures and patterns of behaviors,
including the normative rationalizations that support and
legitimize criminal and delinquent behaviors in society.
Offered every three years
SO 399 Special Topics in Sociology (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102
Various special topics of current interest in sociology will be
offered from time to time. Topics will be announced before
registration. May be taken more than once but only three (3)
credits will be counted toward the first 30 hours in the
sociology major.
SO 400 Seminar: Social Theory (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102 and three additional sociology courses
The history of social theory and selected topics in modern
social theories, analysis of alternative conceptual approaches
and their methodological requirements. For majors in
sociology or behavioral sciences. Either semester
SO 402 Seminar: Research Methods in Sociology
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102 and three additional sociology courses
Apphcation of scientific methods to the analysis of social
phenomena, methodological orientation in sociology, types
of research procedures, nature of sociological variables. For
majors in sociology or behavioral sciences. Either semester
SO 403 Seminar: Social Data Analysis (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: Either SO 102 and SO 402 orA\' 100 and AS'
103
This course introduces students to computer-based, quantita-
tive data analysis.The course focuses on the major statistical
techniques used in sociology and anthropology and will
emphasize data analysis in the context of substantive research
problems. Topics covered include microcomputer-based data
analysis packages, choosing appropriate statistics, interpreting
statistical results and presenting research findings. Either
semester
SO 405 Seminar: The Police (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 328 and SO 402
This seminar allows participants to explore and investigate
current issues and themes relating to the pohce. As a means
of enhancing sensitivity and levels of awareness, a compara-
tive approach is utilized. The seminar format provides a
forum for the discussion of those issues and themes while at
the same time allowing the responsible student to actively
participate in and be involved in the educational process. This
will be accomplished by significant and active student input
in exploring selected police issues. Offered alternate years, Fall
semester
SO 425 Comparative Crime and Deviance (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SO 102, three additional sociology courses, or consent
of the instructor
This course examines crime, law and deviance in compara-
tive perspective. Among the topics covered will be the logic
of comparative research, problems of cross-national data,
violent crime, economic and pohtical crime, transnational
corporate crime, underdevelopment and crime, social control
and conflict resolution, and criminal justice and penal
policies. The course also focuses on crime in relation to age,
gender, race and class. The comparative materials are used to
reflect on problems of crime and the criminal justice system
in the United States. Alternate Spring semesters
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key)for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
SO/AN 426 Seminar: New England Ethnic and
Regional Communiries (3 crs.)
Prerequisite:AN 100 or SO 102, andAN/SO 315
This course will explore theories of ethnic persistence and
change as they pertain to New England's ethnic and social
communities, such as CapeVerdeans, Asians, African
Ainericans, Italians, Jews and Homosexuals. Cultural
traditions, social institutions, and changing behefs of New
England's ethnic and regional communities will be examined
through critical analyses of relevant cultural materials,
including sociological data, folklore, oral traditions, celebra-
tions and the media. Offered every third year
SO 498 Field Experience in Sociology* (3-15 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
The field experience provides an academic experience in
which the student contributes to the ongoing organizational
process while learning to apply sociological theories to
observations of structure, flinction and process in a particular
institution. Either semester
SO 499 Directed Study in Sociology* (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
* No more than six hours ofany combination ofSO 498 and
SO 499 may be counted toward thefirst 30 hours of the
sociology requirementsfor a major.
SO 510 Urban Community Analysis (3 crs.)
The changing structure and dynamics of urban social
organization in the context of modernization and urbaniza-
tion. Emphasis upon cities and metropohtan areas in
America. (Prerequisite: a minimum of three sociology courses
acceptable to the department or consent of the instructor.) Offered
every third year.
Other Approved Courses:
SO 108 Sociology of Religion
SO 210 Society and Culture in Modern India
SO 221 Rehgion and Society in Modern Asia
SO 325 Sociology of Small Groups
SO 335 Social Change
SO 385 Victimology: Sociology ofVictims
SO 401 Contemporary Sociological Theory
SO 497 Research
SO 501 Graduate Seminar in Sociological Theory
SO 502 Research
SO 503 Directed Study
SO 504 Graduate Seminar in Sociological Research
Methodology
SO 506 Theories of Race and Ethnic Relations
SO 508 Social Stratification in Comparative Perspectives
SO 514 Theories of Social Deviance
SO 516 Sociology of Sex and Gender
SO 518 Sociology ofAging
SO 520 Sociological Analysis of Small Groups
SO 528 Seminar: Sociology of Education
SO 530 Seminar in Society, Culture, and Personality
SO 580 Special Topics in Social Research Techniques
SO 585 Special Topics in Sociological Theory
SOCIALWORK (SW)
None of these courses may be used to satisfy general education
requirements but may serve as elective credit.
SW 150 Introduction to Social Work (3 crs.)
This course is designed to provide non-majors with an
introduction to the activities, responsibUities and roles which
are characteristic in the field of social work. In the classroom,
learners will have an opportunity to meet a number of
experienced practitioners who wiU serve as guest lecturers
and who will provide information on a broad variety of
contemporary social work modahties. In addition, field visits
to social service facOities, both public and private, will be
included in the course plan. Students will become famiUar
with the chent population and the range of chent needs
currently prevalent in southeastern Massachusetts, and they
will make first-hand observation of the ways in which human
services are being dehvered to meet those needs. Either
semester
SW 250 Introduction to Social Welfare (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: PY 100 or SO 102
This course includes the analysis of the conceptions of social
welfare, the historical development and fianction of social
welfare and the value systems underlying the pohtical,
economic and social response to human needs. It offers an
overview of the roles of the social worker and the varied
settings in which interventions are employed. Either semester
SW 270 Social Work Issues of Diversity and
Oppression (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: may be taken concurrently mth SIV 250
This course introduces students to the concepts of diversity
and oppression from a social work perspective. It provides the
opportunity to define (and deconstruct), discuss and examine
critically the phenomena of race, ethnicity, gender, culture,
difference, power, plurahsm, oppression, multiculturalism,
social justice, empowerment, assimilation and social identity. It
looks at various ethnic, racial, cultural and sociological
populations from the perspectives of their history, identity,
status, strengths, challenges, needs, power and context.
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SW 305 Child Welfare (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW 250 or consent of the instructor
A comprehensive study of the principle child welfare services.
The course will concentrate on the human service
practitioner's role as a helping agent in the delivery of
services. The impact of child welfare on the areas of educa-
tion, sociology, psychology, health and mental health will
include aspects of these disciphnes as they relate to enhancmg
the welfare of the child. Learners will make site visits to child
welfare agencies and interview professionals providing
services to children. Either semester
SW 320 Human Behavior and Social Environment I
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW 250 and a biology course; may be taken concur-
rently with SW 270; must be completed before SW 498
This sequence examines the effects of biological, psychologi-
cal and socio-cultural factors upon human behavior through-
out the hfe span. Using an ecological perspective and social
systems approach, this sequence chronologically explores
normal human development. Human diversity, the various
issues which may impel persons to maladaptive behavior and
the ways in which individuals shape and are shaped by their
interactions with one another and within social institutions
are all areas of focus in the sequence. Either semester
SW 321 Human Behavior and Social Environment 11
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW 250, SW 270, SW 320
This course is a continuation ofSW 320 and examines
human development from adolescence through old age. Either
semester
SW 328 Women and Social Services (3 crs.)
This course will focus on women in social services, both the
clients and the workers. It will deal with issues and services
particularly pertinent to women, including shelters for
battered women, rape crisis centers, women's health centers
and the influence of women's studies on social welfare theory.
This course is an elective course in the Women's Studies
minor. Either semester
SW 330 Generalist Practice I (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW 270; may be taken concurrently with SW 320
This course initiates the study of entry-level generahst social
work practice with all client systems and with particular
attention to human diversity and oppressed populations. The
following topics are covered; social work knowledge and
values, agency role and function, the helping relationship, the
problem-solving process through the phases of initial
assessment and special skills, e.g. communication management
and interviewing. Approved for certification for Ma.ssachusctts
school adjustment counselor. Either semester
SW 333 Social Work with the Aged and Their
Families (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in Behavioral Sciences or Health
The course affords the student an understanding ofwhat it
means — socially, psychologically and physically - to be aging
in our society. Theories and methods of problem-solving with
the elderly are examined. The elderly 's income, health, housing,
social service and other needs are identified and analyzed as are
the pohcies and programs to address these needs. Once annually
SW 334 Intervention with Family Systems (3 crs.)
Students will learn to conceptuahze personal and interpersonal
phenomena from a family systems perspective, to think in
terms of circular rather than linear causality and to recognize
patterns and sequences. Major theoretical family systems
approaches will be presented, as well as basic intervention
techniques. Once annually
SW 350 Social Welfare Policy (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW 250, SW 270 or consent of the instructor
This course follows the development of social welfare
institutions and the societal response to human service needs.
There is discussion of poverty and its effects on oppressed
groups with special emphasis on African-Americans, Latino-
speaking, women and the aged. Students are helped to analyze
social pohcy. Either semester
SW 376 Social Work with Adolescents and Young
Adults (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 9 hours in Behavioral Sciences
This course aids students in developing a beginning framework
for assessing and working with adolescents. This framework is
broadly integrative, addressing biological, psychological, social
and cultural variables. The course considers the complex
transactions between individuals and their environments,
especially the social welfare system. It also addresses the impact
of trauma on adolescent development and the specific needs of
emotionally traumatized adolescents. Offered once annually
SW 398 Junior Year Fieldwork Practice (3 crs.)
The Junior Fieldwork practicum complements the student's
acadenuc work through a minimum of 90 hours of practical
experience in a social work agency under professional
supervision. The student is introduced to social work tasks
while applying theory to actual social work situations. This
experience is reinforced through a weekly seminar where
theory and practice are integrated and student field experi-
ences are shared. The department requires that SW 320 and
SW 330 be taken prior to or concurrently with this practicum.
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SW 399 Special Topics in Social Work (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 9 hours in Behavioral Sciences
Various topics in social work will be offered from time to
time. Topics will be announced prior to registration. May be
taken more than once. Either semester
SW 400 Social Services in the Health Care Field
(3 crs.)
Prerequisite, at least 6 hours at 300,400 level Behavioral Sciences
or Health. Open to declared majors in Behavioral Sciences or
Health
The course will provide an historical overview of medical
social work with emphasis upon the psychological and social
aspect of medical care. A variety of health care settings will
be analyzed in terms of social work role, treatment ap-
proaches, resource finding and interdisciplinary work.
Students will be given an understanding ofhow both acute
and chronic illness affect the patient, family and community
with emphasis upon such variables as age, sex, ethnicity and
duration and nature of condition. Fall semester
SW/HE 403 Interdisciplinary Approaches to the
Delivery of Health Services (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 6 credits in Health and Social Work or health-related
areas
A wide range of interdisciplinary health team approaches
will be analyzed. The field component is observational and
will provide insight into the pragmatic realities of a health
team. This course wUl be a first exposure to the theoretical
and experiential dynamics of interdisciphnary approaches to
delivery of health services. Disciplines involved include social
work, health, psychology, nursing and medicine. Offered
alternate years in Spring
SW 410 Social Work in Correctional Settings (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 9 hours in Behavioral Sciences
This course offers students an understanding of the criminal
justice system and of the roles that social workers play in that
system. It introduces the student to a bio-psychosocial
perspective on criminal behavior.
SW 415 Social Services in Alcohol and Substance
Abuse (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SIV 250 and SW 270
The course provides an overview of the problem of
alcoholism, and the various programs that deal with the
problem. It has been designed primarily for students who
have an interest in the area of alcoholism and substance abuse
and either may be considering a career in treatment for
alcoholism or may merely wish to expand their area of
competence. The course focuses on the central issues of
causation, resources, management and treatment from a social
work perspective. Students need to understand how the
various programs and human service systems are planned,
organized and evaluated. Students are introduced to theory
and practice in relation to the flmctions that form the basis of
various programs and services. Agency visits will be made.
Either semester
SW 431 Generalist Practice II (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW321, 514^330
This course will integrate knowledge of assessment skills and
intervention approaches that wiU enable client systems to
adapt more effectively with both internal social and poUtical
pressures in their hfe situations. Strategies will be drawn from
generalist practice with particular emphasis upon women,
minorities and other underserved populations. Either semester
SW 432 Generalist Practice HI (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW 330 which may be taken concurrently with SW
321
This course deepens and expands generic social work skills
and appUes them to macro-level analysis and intervention in
organizations and communities. Either semester
SW 435 School Social Work-History, Theory and
Issues (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW 250 and SW 330for social work majors; SW
250 and instructor's consentfor non-majors
The course will begin by examining the school as an
ecological unit created to educate and sociaUze children. The
evolution of school social work within this system will be
traced from its inception in 1906 to the present. The three
traditional models of school social work will be explored:
home/school hnkage, direct service provider and team
member. Issues of confidentiahty, team building, and
assessment and referral will be discussed. The student will
acquire an understanding of the application of the social
work methods of casework, group work and community
organization as practiced in the school with well children in
crisis and with special populations and problems. Approved
for certification for Massachusetts school adjustment
counselor. Either semester
SW 437 Social Work with Multicultural and
Multiethnic Families (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: 9 hours in Behavioral Sciences
This course examines social work practice with culturally and
racially diverse famiUes through study of relevant theory, case
studies and the identification of personal issues and values.
This course also examines contemporary issues as they affect
social service delivery to famihes made vulnerable because of
ethnic, cultural or racial biases.
SW 440 Research Methods in Social Work (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: SW 250, SW 270 and 9 hours in Behavioral Sciences
This course is designed to help social work students develop
an understanding of social research methods and to equip
them with the tools to measure the effectiveness of their
practice and the quality of the services provided by human
service agencies. The ethics, pohtics and utihty of social
Note: See pages 212-213 (course prefix key) for assistance in locating courses descriptions.
research methods in all aspects of social work practice are
explored. Particular emphasis is placed on research methods
and applications unique to social work such as single-subject
design studies, human services program evaluation and
advocacy research.
SW 446 Social Work Practice with Groups (3 crs.)
This course is designed to introduce students to the
fundamentals of generahst practice social work with groups.
The roles of group members, the functions and responsibih-
ties of the leader, and the ethical principles for the conduct
of group work are examined. Through the use of small
group experiences, attention is given to problem-solving and
the development of skills in observing, developing, and
evaluating the small group construct and process. Students
are oriented to the development of culturally sensitive,
professional skills that maximize group functioning and
goals. Once annually
SW 498 Field Experience in Social Work
(5 crs. for each semester)
Prerequisite: social work majors only and SW 398
The field experience provides opportunities for students to
learn how to apply knowledge and to develop skills in direct
services to chents under the direction of a quaUfied agency
field instructor. A minimum of 400 hours is spent in a wide
variety of commumty agencies fi-om September-May of the
senior year. This experience continues to build upon the
practical sequence ofSW 330, SW 431, and SW 432. A
weekly seminar throughout the year allows students to
integrate social work theory and practice into a unified
whole as part of their development as beginning professional
practitioners. Either semester
SW 499 Directed Study in Social Work (1-3 crs.)
Prerequisite: consent of the department;formal application required
Open to juniors and seniors who have demonstrated critical
and analytical abilities in their studies and who wish to
pursue a project independently. May be taken twice for a
maximum of six credits. Either semester
WOMEN'S STUDIES (WS/ID)
WS/ID 230 Introduction to Women's Studies (3 crs.)
An interdiscipUnary approach to communicating the
experience of being a woman. Through the study of such
topics as language, gesture and movement, images, role
models, sex roles, gender, biological and cultural condition-
ing, stereotyping and discrimination, the course will explore
the nature, accomplishment and promise of women-as they
have been seen and as they see themselves. Fall semester
WS/ID 240 Critical Perspectives in Women's Studies
(3 crs.)
This course introduces students to the historical background
and theoretical frameworks of women's studies. Central to the
course is an analysis of the range of fermnist scholarship, and
the intersections of gender, race, class and sexuahry. Students
will examine contemporary issues in women's studies and the
imphcations of feminist thought for society and the indi-
vidual. Spring semester
WS/ID 330 Issues and Perspectives in Women's
Studies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ID/WS 230
The purpose of the course is to explore in depth a subject
incidentally treated in a department or traditional course. The
subject will vary depending on the instructor but may be one
of the following: women and health; managerial women;
women in art; women and work; women in pohtics; biologi-
cal determinism and cultural conditioning: race, sex, and
gender; aesthetics and feminism; feminism and Christianity;
women in science; women's roles in primitive cultures;
women in Latin America; images ofwomen m media. May be
taken twice. Spring semester
WS/ID 430 Seminar: Research Theory and Methods
in Women's Studies (3 crs.)
Prerequisite: ID/WS 230
To inquire into what it means to be a woman or a man, one
must understand the various contexts in which to formulate
definitions and make analyses. The seminar will present
research techniques and theories of inquiry, examining
assumptions in research, methods and conduct of inquiry,
interpretation of data, pubhcation and critical evaluation of
research. Students will conduct their own research project
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B.A., M A., Ph.D. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst)
* Mrmbcr of Gridujlc Fjculry
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I Anthony Cicerone*
I Professor of Economics
I
B.A. (Acadia University); M.A., Ph.D. (Northeastern University)
Sandra Ciocci*
Professor of Communication Disorders and Coordinator of the Communica-
tion Disorders Program
B.S., Ph.D. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst); M.Ed.
(Northeastern University)
Sandra L. Clark
Associate Professor of Geography




B.A., M.A. (University of Notre Dame); Ph.D. (Southern Illinois
University)
Veronica Cote
Assistant Professor ofAviation Science
B.S. (Bridgewater Sute College); M.A.S. (Embry-Riddle Aeronauti-
cal Universit> ) ATP, CF II
Craig S. Cowles*
Professor ofManagement




Professor of Physical Education




A.B. (Colgate University); M.A., Ph.D. (Boston University)
Thomas Michael Curley*
Professor of English
A.B. (Boston CoUege); M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard University)
Kevin D. Curry*
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
B. A. (Central College); M.S. (University ofArizona); Ph.D. (Purdue
University)
Judith Ann Deckers*
Associate Professor of Education
B.S. (Worcester State College); M.Ed. (Boston University)
Harold Francis DeLisle*
Professor of English
B S (Bridgewater Sute College); M A (Boston CoUege); Ph.D. (Tufts
University)
Cielito M. DeRamos-King
Assistant Professor of Chemistry









Associate Professor of Political Science
B.A. (Washington College); M.A., Ph.D. (The American University)
Edward F. Deveney
Assistant Professor of Physics
B.S., Ph.D. (The University of Connecticut)
Arthur L. Dirks*
Professor ofTlieatre Arts
B.A. (Fort Hays State College); M.A. (University of Kansas); M.F.A.
(Illinois State University)
Shannon Donovan
Assistant Professor of Finance
B.A. , M.S.F (Boston College)
Vernon Domingo*f
Professor of Geography
B.A. (University of the Western Cape, S.A.); M.A., Ph.D. (Clark
University)
Carleton M. Donchess*
Professor ofAccounting and Finance and Chairperson of the Department of
Accounting and Finance




B.A. (City College of New York); Ph.D. (Old Dominion University)
Anne E. Doyle*
Assistant Professor of English
B.A. (Emmanuel College); M.A. (Boston College); Ph.D. (University
of Illinois at Chicago)
John Jones Droege*^
Professor ofArt
B.S., M.A., M.A.T., M.FA. (University of Notre Dame)
Paul E. Dubois*!
Professor of Physical Education
B.S. (Springfield College); M.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Stanford University)
Roger T. Dunn*
Professor ofArt and Chairperson of the Department ofArt
B.A., B.FA. (Pennsylvania State University); M.FA. (Pratt Institute);
Ph.D. (Northwestern University)
Mahmoud El-Hashash
Assistant Professor of Mathemalia
B.Sc, M.Sc. (Alexandria University, Egypt); Ph.D. (Northeastern
University)
Elizabeth Englander*
Associate Professor of Psychology
B.A. (University of California at Berkley); M.A., Ph.D. (University
of Southern California)
* Member ol'Cirjdujtc Fjtulty
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Richard L.C. Enright
Professor of Geology
B.A., M.S., Ph.D. (Rutgers University)
Sandra Faiman-Silva*
Professor ofAnthropology
B.A. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst); M.A. (University of
Minnesota); Ph.D. (Boston University)
Paul James Fairbanks*
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
B.A. (Bridgewater State College); M.S. (Southern lUinois University);
D.A. (University of N. Colorado)
Patricia Fanning
Assistant Professor of Sociology
B.A. (Wheaton CoUege); M.A., Ph.D. (Boston College)
Michael F. Farley
Assistant Professor ofAviation Science and Chairperson of the Department
ofAviation Science
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); M.P.A. (San Diego State Univer-
sity)
Ruth D. Farrar*t
Associate Professor of Education
B.A. (Eastern Nazarene College); M.S., Ed.D (Hofstra University)
Mercer Fellouris*
Professor of Management and Chairperson of the Department of Manage-
ment




A.B. (University of Chicago); M.Ed. (Chicago Consortium of
Colleges and Universities with Concordia College); M.S. (University
of Chicago); Ph.D. (Northwestern University)
Robert Edward Fitzgibbons
Professor of Philosophy
A. B. (Tufts University); Ed.M. (Temple University); Ph.D. (Boston
University)
Lucille M. Fortunato DeLisle*
Associate Professor of History
B. A., M.A. (Bridgewater State College); Ph.D. (Boston College)
Diana J. Fox
Assistant Professor ofAnthropology
B.A. (Oberhn College); M.A. (University ofArizona); Ph.D.
(University of Massachusetts at Amherst)
Robert E. Frederick*
Professor of Physical Education
B.S., M.Ed. (Slippery Rock State College); Ed.D. (BrighamYoung
University)
David M. Garcia*
Associate Professor of Music and Chairperson of the Department of Music




Assistant Professor oj English
B.A. (Tulane University); M.A., PhD. (University of North Carohna
at Chapel HiU)
Peter J. Georgelas
Associate Professor of Management
B.S., M B A. (Salem State CoUege); M.Sci. (Bentley College); Sc.D.
(University of New Haven)
Arnold R. Girdharry*
Professor of English
B.A. (Atlantic Union College)
Walter Joseph Gleason
Professor of Mathematics
B.S. (Boston State College); M.A. (Boston College)
Frank R. Gorga*
Associate Professor of Chemistry and Chairperson of the Department of
Chemical Scierues
B.S. (Adelphi University); Ph.D. Partmouth College)
Louise Graham*
Assistant Professor of Education




B.A., M Ed. (Northeastern University); Ed.D. (University of
Massachusetts at Amherst)
Stanley Hamilton
Professor of Foreign Languages and Acting Chairperson of the Department
of Foreign Languages
B.A. (DePauw University); M.S. (Indiana State University); Ph.D.
(University of Michigan)
Ruth Therese Hannon*t
Professor of Psychology and Chairperson of the Department of Psychology
B.S (Wayne State University); Ph.D. (Catholic University of
America)
Andrew T. Harris*
Assistant Professor of History
B.A
,
(Pomona College); M A. (Stanford University)
Janice Reimer Harris
Professor of Physical Education





B.S. (West Chester State College); M.S. (West Virginia University);
Ph.D. (University of Maryland)
• Member ot'C*radu4lr Fjiulty
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Robert W. Haslam*
Professor of Health and Physical Education
B.S. (Northeastern University); M.A., Ph.D. (University of Maryland)
Joan W. Hausrath*
Professor ofArt
B.S., M.F.A. (Bowling Green State University); M.A. (Ohio State
University)
James Hayes-Bohanan
Assistant Professor of Geography
B.S. (University of Maryland/Baltimore County); M.A. (Miami
University); Ph.D. (University ofArizona)
Ward A. Heilman
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B.A., B.S. (State University ofNew York at New Paltz); M.A.
(Pennsylvania State University); Ph.D. (Northeastern University)
Robert A. Hellstrdm
Assistant Professor of Geography
B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (The Ohio State University)
Richard A. Henry
Associate Professor of Sociology
B.A. (Ohio University); M.A. (University of Massachusetts at
Amherst); Ph.D. (State University of New York at Buffalo)
Leonid Heretz*
Assistant Professor of History
A3. (Harvard CoUege); A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard University)
David HiU
Assistant Professor of Political Science
B.A. (Stetson University); M.A., Ph.D. (University of Florida)
Anne Hird*
Assistant Professor of Education
B.A. (Brown University); M.S. (Simmons CoUege); Ph.D. (University
of Rhode Island)
Cheryl Hitchings*
Associate Professor of Physical Education




B.A. (Brandeis University); Ph.D. (Yale University)
Andrew C. Holman*
Assistant Professor of History
B.A. (McGiU University); M.A. (McMaster University); Ph.D. (York
University)
Jonathan B. Holmes
Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.A. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst); M.A., Ph.D. (State
University of New York at Stony Brook)
Susan Holton*
Professor of Speech Communication










Professor oj Health and Physical Education
B.S. (West Chester State College); M.A. (University of Maryland);
Ph.D. (Ohio State University)
J. Michael Hurley
Associate Professor of English
B.S. (North Dakota State University); M.A. (Indiana University);
M.A.T. (Bridgewater State College)
Michael lerardi
Assistant Professor of History
B.A. (Yale University); M.A., Ph.D. (University of California at
Berkeley)
John Curtis Jahoda*
Professor of Biological Sciences
B.A. (University of Connecticut); Ph.D. (Oklahoma State Univer-
sity)
Edward Warren James
Professor of Philosophy and Chairperson of the Departrment of Philosophy
B.A. (Tufts University); Ph.D. (University of Southern California)
Margaret Munson Johnson*
Professor of Psychology
B.A. (Macalester College); M.A., Ph.D. (Boston University)
John William Jones*
Assistant Professor of Education
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College); M.S. (Syracuse University)
Martha Drinkwater Jones
Assistant Professor of Education and Associate Dean, Student Affairs
B.S. (Bridgewater State College), M.Ed. (Tufts University)
Jeri Katz*
Associate Professor of Special Education
B.S. (University of Rhode Island); M.Ed. (Bridgewater State
College); D.Ed. (Boston College)
William Lowell Kendall*
Professor ofArt
B.S. (University of Minnesota); M.S., M.EA. (University of
Wisconsin)
Audra L. Kennedy
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences
B.S. (Boston College); Ph.D. (University ofVermont)
Sylvia Poster Keyes
Professor of Management
B.S.,C.A.S. (Northeastern University); M.B.A. (Babson College)
John R. Kilbourne*tt
Associate Professor of Physical Education
B.A. (California State University at Long Beach); M.A. (University
of California at Los Angeles); Ph.D. (The Ohio State University)
* Member ot'CJrjduatc Fjcult^-
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Garland Kimmer
Assistant Professor of English
B.S. (Wake Forest University), M.S. (Emory University); M.A., Ph.D.
(University of North Carohna at Chapel Hill)
Lucinda King-Frode*
Associate Professor of Social Work
B.A. (Wheaton College); M.S.W. (Simmons College); M.B.A.
(Boston College); PhD. (Brandeis University)
Christopher J. Kirkey*
Associate Professor of Political Science/Canadian Studies
B.A., M.A. (Queen's University); Ph.D. (Brandeis University)
Jean Louise Kreiling
Professor of Music
B.A. (College ofWilliam and Mary); M.A. (University ofVirginia);
B.A. (University of North Carolina at Greensboro); M.A. , Ph.D.
(University of North Carohna at Chapel Hill)
Michael John Kryzanek*
Professor of Political Science and Chairperson of the Department of Political
Science
B.A. (Marquette University); M.A., Ph.D. (University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst)
Dennis Kuhl
Assistant Professor of Physics
B.A. (College ofWooster): M.S., Ph.D. (Michigan State University)
Francis James Lambiase
Associate Professor of Mathematics
A. B. (StonehiU College); M.S. (Clarkson College ofTechnology)
Margaret Landman*
Professor of Economics
B. A., M. A., Ph.D. (Brown University)
Kathleen M. Laquale*
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
B.S., Ph.D. (University of Rhode Island); M.S. (Indiana State
University)
Rebecca Sonnabend Leavitt*
Professor of Social Work
B.A. (Butler University); M.S.S.S. (Boston University School of
Social Work); Ph.D. (Simmons College School of Social Work)
Leora Lev
Assistant Professor of Spanish
B.A. (Brandeis University); M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard University)
William Charles Levin
Professor of Sociology
B.S., M.S. (Boston University); Ph.D. (Northeastern University)
Stephen Mark Levine
Professor ofTheatre Arts
B.A. (Moravian College); M.A., Ph.D. (University of Denver)
Joel Peter Litvin*
Professor of Speech Communication
B.A., M.A. (San Francisco State College); Ph.D. (University of
Denver)
Arthur £. Lizie, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Speech Communication
B.A. (University of New Hampshire); M.A. (University of
Massachusetts at Amherst); Ph.D. (Temple University)
Daniel M. Lomba, Jr.f
Assistant Professor of Economics and Chairperson of the Department of
Economics
B.S. Ph.D. (Northeastern University)
Howard B. London*
Professor of Sociology and Dean of the School ofArts and Sciences
B.A. (Bowdoin College); M.A., Ph.D. (Boston College)
Rob Lorenson
Assistant Professor ofArt
B.F.A. (University of Northern Iowa); M.F.A. (Northern Illinois
University)
Torben Steen Lorenzen
Assistant Professor of Computer Science
B.A. (Bates College); M.S. (University of Connecticut); M.S.
(University of North CaroUna at Chapel Hill)
Margaret A. Lowe*
Assistant Professor of History
B.A. (University ofVermont); M.A., Ph.D. (University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst)
Beverly B. Lovett*
Assistant Professor of Social Work
B.S. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst); M.S.W. (Simmons
College School of Social Work); D.S.W. (Tulane University)
Kathryn J. Lusteg*
Associate Professor of Education and Chairperson of the Department of
Secondary Education and Professional Programs and Coordinator of the
Clinical Master's Program
B.S. (Sute University College at Geneseo); M.A. (C.W. Post
College); Ph.D. (New York University)
Kim Maclnnis^:
Associate Professor of Sociology
B.A. (St. Francis Xavier University); M.S. (Dalhousie University);
Ph.D. (Northeastern University)
Robert MacMillan
Assistant Professor of Special Education
B S., M.Ed. (Frostburg State College); M.A. (West Virginia
University); Ed.D. (University ofAlabama)
Michael Makokian
Associate Ihofessor of Mathematics and Computer Science
B.A (Rhode Island College); M A (Rutgers University)
Vahe Mardiros Marganian*
Professor of Chemistry
B.S. (San Francisco State College); M.S., Ph.D. (CMcmson University)
• Member of Ciridujic Faculty
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Anna Martin-Jearld*
Associate Professor of Social Work and Chairperson of the Department of
Social Work
B.A. (Ohio Dominican College); M.S.W., Ph.D. (University of
Pittsburgh)
John Marvelle*
Professor of Education and Chairperson of the Department of Elementary
and Early Childhood Education
B.A., M.Ed. (Bndgewater State College); Ed.D. (University of
Massachusetts at Amherst)
Thomas J. Mickey*
Professor of Speech Communication




B.S., M.A. (West Chester State College); Ph.D. (University of
Cincinnati)
Susan Jane Miskelly
Associate Professor of Speech Communication
B.A. (Towson State College); M.A. (Bowling Green State University)
Maureen B. Moir*
Professor of Education
A. B. (Emmanuel College); M.S., Ph.D. (Boston College)
F. Hardy Moore*
Professor of Biological Sciences and Chairperson of the Department of
Biological Sciences
B. A. (Denison University); Ph.D. (University ofWisconsin)
Thomas Eugene Moore*
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
A. B. (Stonchill College); M.S. (University of Notre Dame)
Nancy Moses*
Professor of Datue and Chairperson of the Department of Communication
Studies and Tlieatre Arts
B. S., M.S. (Iowa State University); Ed.D. (Boston University)
Shaheen MozafFar*
Associate Professor of Political Science
B.A.. M.A. (Bowling Green State University); Ph.D. (Miami
University)
Atandra Mukhopadhyay
Associate Professor of foreign Languages
B.A., M.A. (Jadavpur University); B.A. (Jawaharlal Nehru University);
M.A. (Indiana State University); Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity)
William J. Murphy*
Professor of Special Education
U.S. (Bndgewater State College); M.S.Ed., Ed.D. (Indiana University)
Michael Murtagh
Assistant Professor of Psychology















Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.S. (Wright State University); M.A., Ph.D. (Vanderbilt University)
John R. Nee
Associate Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
B.A., M.A. (Northeastern University); M A. (Boston University)
Gregory D. Nelson
Assistant Professor of Education
B.A. (Rice University); M.A., Ph.D. (University ofWashington)
Joanne P. Newcombe*^:
Associate Professor of Education and Coordinator of Educational Leadership
B.A. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst); M.Ed. (University of
Massachusetts at Lowell); Ed.D. (Northeastern University)
Jeffrey P. Nicholas
Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.S. (Salem State College); M.S., Ph.D. (Purdue University)
Carol Nicholeris
Associate Professor of Music




A. B. (Harvard College); B.Litt., D. Phil. (Oxford University)
Chifuru Noda
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
B.Sc, M.Sc. (Kobe University); Ph.D. (Stanford University)
Mercedes Nunez*
Associate Professor ofArt
B.F.A., M.F.A. (University of Miami)
Amos O. Nwosu*
Professor of Health
B.S. (University of Nigeria); M.S. (University of South CaroHna);
Ph.D. (Texas Woman's University)
Orlando Olivares*
Assistant Professor of Psychology
B.S. (Regis University); M.S. (New Mexico Highlands University);
Ph.D. (Texas A & M University)
Dorothy Oppenheim
Associate Professor oj Management and Acting Associate Dean of the School
ofManagement and Aviation Science
B.A. (Boston University); M B A. (Boston College); Ph.D. (North-
eastern University)
Nancy Owens
Associate Professor of Speech Communication
B.S. (Emerson College); M.A., Ph.D. (Indiana University)
* Member of Gradujte Faculty
X Fall leave
t Spring leave
Fall and Spring leave
Donald Padgett
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences
B.S. (Susquehanna University); M.S. Ph.D. (University ofNew
Hampshire)
Glenn Pavlicek*
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Scierue
Sc.B. (Brown University); M.S., Ph.D. (Northeastern University)
Nancy Paxcia-Bibbins
Assistant Professor of Music
B.S. (Indiana University of Pennsylvania); M.A. (University of Iowa);
DA. (Ball State University)
Carolyn Petrosino
Associate Professor of Sociology
B.A. (Howard University); M.S.W., Ph.D. (Rutgers University)
Evelyn L. Pezzulich*
Professor of English and Chairperson of the Department of English
B.A., M.A., D A. (The Catholic University)
Sara L. Pheeney
Professor of Education
B.S. (Simmons College); M.Ed. (Northeastern University)
Wayne Richard Phillips*$
Professor of Education




A.B. (Emmanuel College); M.A., Ph.D. (Indiana University)
Gail Price*
Associate Professor of Computer Science and Chairperson of the Department
of Mathematics and Computer Science
B. S. (Bridgewater State College); M.S. (West Virginia University)
Dorothy May Pulsifer*
Associate Professor ofArt
B.S., M.Ed. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst)
Francine Quagliof
Professor of Philosophy
B.A. (Douglass College, Rutgers University); Ph.D. (Drew Univer-
sity)
Richard Wayne Quindley*
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
A.B., M.S. (Northeastern University)
James W. Quinn
Associate Professor ofTlteatre Arts
B.EA. (Boston University School of Fine Arts); M.F.A. (Yale
University School of Drama)
Suzanne Ramczyk*
Professor ofTheatre Arts
B.A. (San Jose University); M.A., Ph.D. (University of Oregon)
394
Madhusudana N. Rao*
Associate Professor of Geography
B.Com. (Andhra University); M.Phil., M.A. 0awaharlal Nehru
University); Ph.D. (Kent State University)
Maxine L. Rawlins*
Associate Professor of Education
B.S. (Tufts University); Ph.D., Ed.M. (University of Rochester)
David Bruce Richards*!
Professor of Psychology
B.A. (University of Missouri); M.A., Ph.D. (Clark University)
Laurence D. Richards
Professor of Management and Dean of the School ofManagement and
Aviation Science, and Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs
B.S. (University of Maine); M.S. (University ofWest Florida);




B.A. (King's College); M.S. (University of Bridgeport); Ed.D (East
Texas State University)
Ellyn M. Robinson
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
B.S., M.S. (Bridgewater State College); D.P.E. (Springfield College)
Pamela J. Russell*
Assistant Professor and Coordinator of Physical Education
B.S. (University of New Hampshire); M.S. (Washington State
University); Ph.D. (University of Maryland at College Park)
Peter J. Saccocia
Assistant Professor of Geology and Chairperson of the Department of Earth
Sciences and Geography
B.A. (Colby College); M.S., Ph.D. (University of Minnesota)
Salil Sachdev
Assistant Professor of Music
B.A. (Delhi University); M.A. (Northwestern University); M M.
(Ohio University); DM. A. (University of Miami)
Steven Matthew Sanders
Professor of Philosophy
A. B.,M.A. (University of Miami); Ph.D. (University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Abdul Sattar*
Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
M.S. (University of Karachi, Pakistan); M.A. (University of
Massachusetts at Boston); M.A. (Northeastern University)
Roya Sayadi
Assistant Professor of Communication Disorders
B. Sc. (Iran University of Medical Sciences); M.A. (Eastern Michigan
University); Ph.D. (Michigan State University)
* Member of Ciradujte Fjculty
t Fill leave
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Ignatius Philip Scalisi*
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
B.S., M.S. (Northeastern University)
Louis Schippers*
Professor of Psychology
B.A. (Phillips University); M.Div. (Texas Christian University); Ph.D.
(Boston University)
George Serra*
Associate Professor of Political Science
B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (State University of New York at Stony Brook)
George Costas Sethares*
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
B.Mus. (Boston University); M.A. (University of Massachusetts at
Amherst); Ph.D. (Harvard University)
Kathleen M. Sevigny*
Professor ofAccounting
B.A. (Bates College); M.B.A. (Babson College); M.S.A. (Bentley
College)
Henry Shaffer
Assistant Professor ofTheatre Arts
B.A. (Georgetown University); M.EA. (Carnegie-Mellon University)
Uma Shama*
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
B.S., M.S. (Bangalore University); M.S., Ph.D. (University of
Connecticut)
Doraiswami Shanmugasundaram
Associate Professor of Biological Sciences
B.S. (Madras University); M.S., Ph.D. (University of Rhode Island)
Frederick N. Sheppard
Professor ofManagement
B.B.A. (Clark University); M.B.A. (Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania)
Kristin E. Shoaf
Assistant Professor of Spanish
B.A. (Mary Washington College); M.A., Ph.D. (The University of
Georgia)
Mary E. Shorey*
Assistant Professor of Education and Coordinator of the Library Media
Program
B.S. (University of Maine); M.Ed. (Utah State University); Ph.D.
(The Ohio State University)
Lidia Silveira*
Professor of Special Education














Philip Thomas Silvia, Jr.*
Professor of History
B.A. (Providence College); M.A., Ph.D. (Fordham University)
Michael C. Sloan*
Assistant Professor ofAviation Science




B.S. (Massachusetts College ofArt); M.Ed. (Boston State College);
D.Ed. (Pennsylvania State University)
Jadwiga S. Smith*
Professor of English




B.S., M.A. (Appalacian State University); Ph.D. (Duquesne
University)
Margaret L. Snook
Professor of Foreign Languages
B.S. (Southern Connecticut State University); M.A., Ph.D.
(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Julia Stakhnevich
Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages
M.A. (Lenin Moscow Teaching Training University); Ph.D. (The
University of Mississippi)
Joseph V. Stanford*
Professor ofAccounting and Finance
A. B. (Boston College); L.L.B. (Boston College Law School);
M B A. (Anna Maria College)
Donna Stanton
Assistant Professor ofArt
B. A. (Daemen College); M.B.A. (Canisius College); M.F.A. (State
University of New York at Buffalo)
Judith McNutt Stanton
Professor of Englisli
B.A., M.A. (University of Maine); Ph.D. (Boston College)
Frank Sterrett*!
Professor of Management
B.S. (Moravian College); M.B.A. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute);
D B A. (Boston University)
Jean Frances Stonehouse*
Professor of History and Chairperson of the Department of History
B.A. (Bridgewater State College); M.A. (Boston University)
* Member ()t'Gr.Kiu.Ht* F.u utty
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Nancy Lynch Street*
Professor of Speech Communication




B.Sc, M.Sc. (Wayne State University); Ph.D. (University of Chicago)
Robert Francis Sutherland*
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
A. B. (StonehiU College); M.S. (University of Missouri at Kansas City)
Philip D.Tabakow*
Associate Professor of English
B. A., M.A. (University of Cincinnati); Ph.D. (University of Denver)
Abraham Vazhayil Thomas
Professor of Sociology
B.A., M.A. (University of Madras, India); S.T.M. (Union
Theological Seminary);Th.D. (Boston University)
Gerald Joseph Thornell*
Professor of Education
B.A. (Curry College); M.S. (Central Connecticut College); D.Ed.
(Boston College)
Frederick J. Tirrell
Associate Professor of Education
B.S., D.Ed. (Boston College); M.Ed. (Boston State College)
Wing-kai To*
Assistant Professor of History
B.A., M.Phil. (Chinese University of Hong Kong); Ph.D. (University
of California at Davis)
Susan Ann Todd*
Professor of Psychology
B.A., Ph.D. (Vanderbilt University)
Lee C.Torda
Assistant Professor of English
B.A. (Ohio University); M.A. (University of Maine); Ph.D. (Univer-
sity of North Carolina at Greensboro)
Thomas Reed Turner*
Professor of History
A. B., A.M., Ph.D. (Boston University)
Joy J. Turpie
Assistant Professor of Education




B.A. (Hunter College); Ph.D. (Brown University)
Ranjit Vohra:j:-j-
Professor of Economics





B.S. (Bridgewater State College); Ed.M. (Boston University); Ph.D.
(Boston College)
Sandra A. Whelan*
Professor of Biological Sciences
B.S. (University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth); Ph.D. (University
of Connecticut)
Linda M.Wilkens*
Associate Professor of Computer Science
B.A. (Framingham State College); M.S. (Northeastern University);
M.S., Sc.D. (University of Massachusetts at Lowell)
Jeflfrey J. Williams
Associate Professor of Physics and Chairperson of the Department of
Physics
B.Sc. (Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts); Ph.D. (Clark
University)
Nancy L.Witherell*
Associate Professor of Education
B.A. (University of Massachusetts Dartmouth); M.Ed. (University
of Maryland); Ed.D (University of Massachusetts at Lowell)
Alfred Young Wolff, Jr.*
Professor of History








B.S. (Bridgewater State College); M.A.T. (Brown University); Ed.D.
(Harvard University)
Lynne R.Yeamans
Assistant Professor of Education
B S. (Bridgewater State CoUege); M.S.P.E. (Smith College); Ed.D.
(Harvard University)
Joseph Anthony Yeskewicz
Assistant Professor of Health and Physical Education
B.S. (Springfield College); M.Ed. (University of Massachusetts at
Amherst)
Steven G.Young
Assistant Professor of Music
B. Mus. (Barrington College); M.Mus. (New England Conservatory
of Music); DM. A. (Boston University School of Arts)
Mary Frances Zilonis*
Professor of Education
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College); Ed.D. (Boston University)
Matilde Zimmermann
Assistant Professor of History
A.B. (Radcliffe College); M A. (University ofWisconsin at Madison);
Ph.D. (University of Pittsburgh)
Raymond John ZuWallack*
Professor of Education
B. A. (University of Connecticut); M.S. (Southern Connecticut State
College); Ed.D. (Clark University)
• Member ol' Ctrjdiijlr Faculty
f Spring leave







Director of Library Seruices/Administration
S. Mabell Bates
Associate Librarian /Archivist/Special Collections
Christine Brown























Professor of Political Science, 1972-1985
B.A., M A. in Ed. (New York University); M.A., Ph.D. (Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy)
Marcia Jane Anderson
Professor ofEnglish, 1968-2001
B.A. (University of Rochester); M.A., Ph.D. (Brandeis University)
Robert Charles Arruda
Professor of Foreign Languages, 1963-1997
A. B. (Brown University); B.S. (Georgetown University); M.A.T.
(Brown University); M.A., D.M.L. (Middlebury College)
Maxine Marie Asselin
Professor of Music, 1973-2000
B. M. (Eastman School of Music); M.M. (Manhattan School of
Music); Ph.D. (University of C'onnecticut)
Robert Jackson Barnett
Professor of Speech Communication and Tlieatre Arts, 1957-1984
A. B. (Juniata College); M A. (Pennsylvania State University)
Marilyn White Barry
Professor of Special Education and Dean of the Graduate School, 1974-
1998
B. S. (Bridgewater State College); M.Ed., Ed.D. (Boston University)
Robert Joseph Bent
Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science, 1963-1996
B S. (Boston College); M.Ed. (Boston State College); M.A. (San
Dicgo State College)
Robert Francis Boutilier
Professor of Geology. 1965-2000
A.B
, M A., Ph.D. (Boston University)
Milton Lorimer Boyle, Jr.
Professor of Philosophy and Religious Studies, 1971-1991
A. B. (Harvard University); M.Div. (Andover Newton Theological
School); Ph.D. (Boston University)
James Robert Brennan
l^ofessor of Botany, 1961-1998
B. S., M.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute); Ph.D. (University of
Maryland)
Robert Allen Briggs
Associate Professor of Foreign Languages, 1962- 1998
B.A., M.A. (Boston University)
Sandra L. Briggs
Professor of Communication Disorders /Clinical Supervisor, 1983-2000
B.S. (Lewis and Clark College); M.S. (C^regon College of Educa-
tion); Ph.D. (University of Kansas Medical Center)
Aida Maria Bruns
Assoiiatc Professor of Social H'ork, 1 985- 1 992
B.A (Hunter College); M S W (Smith College)
Richard Frank Calusdian
Professor of Physics, 1966-1 999
B.A. (Harvard College); M.S. (University of New Hampshire); Ph.D.
(Boston University)
Edgar T. Canty
Assistant Professor of Information Systems Management, 1984-1997
B.S. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst); M.S. (Purdue
University)
David Ross Cheney
Professor of Philosophy. 1970-2001
B.A. (Arizona State University); Ph.D. (University of Miami)
Joseph Biggi Chiccarelli
Professor of Mathematics, 1964-1967; Director of Continuing Studies,
1 967- 1 970; Dean, Administrative Services, 1970-1971; Dean,
Administration, 1972-1 978;Vice-President, Administration and Finance,
1978-1991
B.S., M.A. (Boston College)
Wilmon Blackmar Chipman
Professor of Chemistry, 1965-1997
B.A. (Harvard University); A.M. (Dartmouth College); Ph.D.
(University of Illinois)
Elizabeth Cirino
Professor of Zoology, 1952-1980
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); A.M.. Ph.D. (Boston University)
Guy Chandler Clifford
Professor of Political Science, 1967-1996
B.S. (Tufts College); M.A., Ph.D. (University of Massachusetts at
Amherst)
Ann Oldham Coakley
Assistant Professor of Physical Education, 1959-1989
B.S. (Boston University, Sargent College); M.Ed. (University of
North Carolina)
William Cole
Professor of History, 1959-1991
A.B. (University of Massachusetts); M.A., Ph.D. (Boston University)
Catherine Evelyn Comeau
Professor of Physical Education, 1952-1962; 1970-1984
B. S. (Boston University, Sargent College); M.A. (Columbia
University); Ed.D. (Boston University)
Maureen Connelly
Associate Professor of English, 1983-2000
B.A. (Regis College); M.A. (Boston College)
Anthony Charles Cotugno
Associate Professor of Spanish, 1966-1991
B.S (Northeastern University); M.Ed. (Boston State College); M.A.
(Boston College)
399
Henry Owen Daley, Jr.
Professor of Chemistry, 1964-1 999
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); Ph.D. (Boston College)
Robert Alphonse Daniel
Professor of Education, 1 959- 1 989
A.B. (Howard University); M.A. (University of Iowa); Ed.D.
(Pennsylvania State University)
John Peter Deasy
Professor of Education, 1963-1 993
A.B. (Providence College); Ed.M., Ed.D. (Boston University)
David Paul Deep
Instructor of Health and Physical Education and Vice President, Student
Sermces, 1963-1989
B. S. (University of Bridgeport); M.S. (Springfield College);
C.A.G.S. (Northeastern University)
Joseph DeRocco
Professor of English, 1958-1992
A.B. (Columbia College); M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia University)
Vincent James DiNardo
Professor of Education and Executive Vice President, 1957-1983
B. S. (Bridgewater State College); Ed.M., Ed.D. (Boston University)
Gerald Joseph Doiron
Professor of History, 1 959- 1 997




A.B. (College of the Holy Names); M.S. (California State College);
D. Ed. (Boston University)
Lee Anne Dunne
Professor ofTlieatre Arts, 1967-1 995
B. S. (Northwestern University); M.A. (Hunter College)
Charles England
Assistant Professor ofManagement, 1984-1992
B.B.A. (Northeastern University); M.B.A. (Hunter College)
Warren David Englund
Associate Professor of Education, 1963-1997
B.A. (Simpson College); M.S. (Drake University)
Henry Joseph Fanning, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Education 1963-1998, Director ofAdmissions
1968-1978, Acting Director, Division of Continuing Education 1975-
1978, Dean ofAcademic Division (Continuing Ed.), 1978-1990, Dean
ofAcademic Administration 1 990- 1 998
B. S. (Boston College); M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College);
C. A.G.S. (Boston University); Ed.D. (Clark University)
Dorothy Rose Ferry
Associate Professor of Music, 1958-1990
B.Mus., M.Mus.Ed. (Boston University)
Genevieve A. Fitzpatrick, R.N.
Professor ofHealth, 1981-1996
B.S. (Boston College School of Nursing); M.S. (Boston College
Graduate School ofArts and Sciences); R.N. (Diploma: Massachu-
setts General Hospital School of Nursing); Ph.D. (Boston
University); A.R.N. P. (Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner)
Ruth Fitzpatrick
Associate Professor of Education, 1 982- 1 998
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College)
Ira Ellsworth Furlong
Professor of Geology, 1960-1996
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Boston University)
Marilyn Hayden Furlong
Assistant Professor of Geography, 1962-1996
B. S. (Bridgewater State College); M.A. (Clark University)
Vincent Harold Gannon
Associate Professor of Music, 1959-1989
B.S. (Boston University); A.M.T. (Harvard University)
Olive Lee Gates
Instructor of Library Science, 1960-1974
A.B. (RadclifFe College); B.S. in L.S. (University of North
Carolina)
Lydia Gerhardt
Professor of Education, Martha M. Burnell School, 1987-1997
B. S. (Pennsylvania State University); M.S. (University ofWiscon-
sin);Ed.D. (NewYork University)
Joseph Matthew Giannini
Associate Professor of Foreign Languages, 1963-1989
A.B.,A.M. (Boston University)
Burton David Goldman
Associate Professor of Education, 1970-1989
B. S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College); Ed.D. (Boston University)
Herbert Jerome Greenwald
Professor of Psychology 1969-1 998
B.S., B.A., M.A. (Columbia University); M.S. (Long Island
University); Ph.D (Columbia University)
Ray Grant Harper
Professor of Education, 1973-1996
B.S.Ed. (Drake University); M.A., Ph.D. (University of Iowa)
Pauline Harrington
Professor of Polotical Science, 1980-2001
B.A. (Wellesley College); M.P.A. (Northeastern University);
J.D. (Suffolk University)
Maijorie Elizabeth Hayward
Associate Professor of Music, 1956-1972
B.Mus. (New England Conservatory of Music); M.Ed.
(Bridgewater State College)
Grace Healy
Professor of Physics, 1983-1997
B.A. (Regis College); M.A. (Cathohc University ofAmerica); Ed.D.
(Boston University)
Jane Herrick
Professor of History, 1957-1987
A.B. (College of St. Teresa); M.A., Ph.D. (The Catholic University
ofAmerica)
Walter Milton Hewitson
Professor of Botany. 1969-1999
A. B. (Miami University); M.S. (Cornell University); Ph.D. (State
University of New York at Buffalo)
Frank Joseph Hilferty
Professor of Botany, 1954-1963; Commonwealth Professor of Botany,
1963-1981 ; Director of the Division of Natural Sciences and Mathemat-
ics. 1964-1978; Dean of the Graduate School, 1965-1981
B. S. (Bridgewater State College); Ph.D. (Cornell University)
Virginia Lee Hogg
Professor ofHealth, 1968-1997
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College); Ed.D (Boston University)
Elizabeth Mollis
Associate Professor of Psychology, 1944-1979
B.S. (Boston University); M.A. (Columbia University)
Dorothy Esther Howard
Professor of Social Work, 1978-1 993
B.L.S. (Boston University Metropohtan College); M.S.W. (Boston
University School of Social Work); Ph.D. (Boston University)
Kenneth Jesse Howe
Professor of Botany, 1957-1988; Dean /Head, Division of Natural
Sciences and Mathematics, 1978-1981; Director, Cooperative Programs,
1978-1987; Coordinator, Aviation Science Program, 1983-1987
B.A., M.S. (University of Rochester); Ph.D. (Cornell University)
Helen Louise Hulsman
Associate Professor of Education, Martha M. Burnell School. 1948-1967
B.S. (Bridgewater Sute College); Ed.M. (Boston University)
Stephanie Olga Husek
Professor of History, 1 956- 1974
A. B. (Seton Hall College); Ph.D. (Charles University, Prague)
Ian Haviland Johnstone
Professor of Music, 1 972- 1998
B.Mus. (Mount Allison University); Mus.M. (University of
Redlands); A.Mus.Doc. (University of Oregon)
Margaret Therese Joyce
Assistant Professor of Education, 1 965- 1 998
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College)
Wayne Maurice Judah-Tschudi





Professor of History, 1978-1 999
M.A. (University of Chicago); Ph.D. (Loyola University)
Donald Lundeen Keay
Professor of History, 1963-1993
B. S. (Bridgewater State College); M A T. (Harvard University);
Ph.D. (Boston University)
Ulysses Grant Keener
Professor of English, 1970-1 996




Associate Professor of Education, 1 964- 1 990
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College)
David Kemple
Associate Professor of Social Work, 1985-2000
B.S. (University of Scranton); M.S.W. (Florida State University);
M.S., Ph.D. (University of Pittsburgh)
Thomas AUan Knudson
Professor of Physical Education, 1966-1998




B.S., M.S. (Western Connecticut State College); Ed.D. (Boston
University)
Shirley Jane Krasinski
Professor of Physical Education, 1964-1996
B.S. (University of Connecticut), M.S. (University of Massachusetts
at Amherst)
William C. Kvaraceus
Professor of Education, 1977-1979
B.S. (Boston College); Ed.M., Ed.D. (Harvard University)
Alan Lander
Professor of Instructional Media, 1972-1992
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College); Ed.D. (Boston University)
Thomas S. Lee
Assistant Professor of Instructional Media, 1 965- 1973, 1 982- 1 997
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); M.Ed. (Syracuse University)
Harry August Lehmann
Associate Professor of Physical Education. 1957-1987
B.S., M.Ed. (Springfield College)
Robert Elwood Lemos
Associate Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science, 1963-1988
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); Ed.M. (Harvard University)
John H. Lerch
Professor of Speech Communication, 1982-1984
B.A. (Stanford University); M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State University)
Jacob Liberies
Professor of Music, 1967-1997
B.S. (Lowell State College); M.A. (Bennington College); D M A.
(Boston University)
Joseph John Liggera
Professor of English. 1972-1 998
















Professor of Geography, 1963-1985
A.B., M.E.S. (City CoUege of NewYork), Ph.D. (New York
University); Ph.D. (Clark University)
Henry Myron Mailloux
Associate Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science, 1956-1987
B. S. (Fordham University); M.A. (Columbia University)
Betty Reid Mandell
Professor of Social Work, 1981-1994
B.S. (Colorado State University); M.A. (Columbia University);
M.S.W. (Columbia University School of Social Work)
Carolyn Markuson
Assistant Professor of Education, 1 996- 1 998
B.S. (Ohio State); M.L.S, (Rutgers University); Ed.D. (Boston
University)
Peter Mazzaferro
Associate Professor of Education, 1966-2000
B.A. (Centre College); M.Ed. (Springfield College)
Leo Joseph McGuirk
Associate Professor of Education, 1971-1998
B.A. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst); M.Ed.
(Bridgewater State College); Ph.D. (Boston CoUege)
Nancy L. Meymand
Professor of Sociology, 1982-1997
B.A., M.A. (Boston University); Ph.D. (Boston College)
Cora A. Miller
Assistant Professor ofTheatre Arts (Dance), 1971-1984
A.B., M.S. (University ofWest Virginia)
Lawrence Bronislaw Mish
Professor of Botany, 1959-1985
A. B. (University of Connecticut); A.M., Ph.D. (Harvard
University)
Robert Leon Mogilnicki
Professor of Education, 1973-1995
B.Mus. (New England Conservatory of Music); M. Mus, Ed.D.
(Boston University)
Walter Arthur Morin
Professor of Zoology, 1961-1998
A. B. (Merrimack College); M.S. (Boston College); Ph.D. (Clark
University)
Florian A. Muckenthaler
Professor of Zoology, 1971-2000
B. S. (Spring Hill College); Ph.D. (The Catholic University of
America)
Francis E. Murphy
Assistant Professor of Instructional Media, 1980-1984
B.S., M.S., Ed.D. (Boston University)
John Fordyce Myers
Professor of History, 1 968- 1 994
A.B. (Bates College); A.M. (Boston University)
Marian Emma Nelson
Associate Professor of Education, 1 962- 1 996
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College)
Richard Arthur Neubauer
Assistant Professor of Library Science, 1970-1996
B.S. (Clarion State College); M.L.S. (State University of New York
at Geneseo)
Mary Noel
Associate Professor of History, 1964-1973
A.B. (Radcliffe College); M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia University)
Chester Nowak
Professor of History 1973-1995
A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Boston University)
Adeline Dupuy Oakley
Associate Professor of Library Science, 1967-1982
B. S. (Bridgewater State College); M.L.S. (Simmons College); Ed.D.
(Boston University)
Lucille O'Connell
Professor of History 1969-1998
B.A. (Brooklyn College); Ph.D. (New York University)
Arthur Carlisle Oien
Associate Professor of History, 1 963- 1 99
1
B.A. (Carthage College); M.S.Ed. (Old Dominion University)
Joseph Michael Pagano
Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 1959-1997
B.S. (Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology); M.S. (Boston College)
Patricia Ann Phillips
Professor of Health and Physical Education, 1958-1991
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); M.Ed., Ed.D. (Boston University)
Barbara Freeman Poe'Sepp
Assistant Professor of Education, Martha M. Burnell School, 1947-1983
B.S., M.Ed, (Bridgewater State College)
Jean M. Prendergast
Professor of Mathematics, 1983-1997
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); M.A. (Boston College); Ph.D.
(Boston University)
Paul Willis Prescott
Professor of Special Education, 1971-1980; 1991-1998
B. S. (University of Maine, Gorham); M.Ed. (Boston University);
C.A.G.S.,Ed.D. (Boston College)
Christiana PoUak Reordan
Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages, 1 968- 1 985
B.S. (University of Munich); M.A. (Fordham University)
Adrian Rondileau
President Emeritus, 1962-1989
A. B.(Thc City University of New York); M.A., I'h.D. (C;olumbu
University); Honorary L,H 1> (Yankton College)
Maurice J. Rotstein
Professor of History 1 964- 1 976
B. S. (C;ity College of New York); MA. I'll H. (New York
University)
Ellen B. Rucker
Instructor of Education, Martha M. Burnell School, 1958-1975
B.S. (Hyannis State Teachers College); M.Ed. (Bridgewater State
College)
Marjorie Atwood Rugen
Instructor of Physical Education, 1965-1985
B.S. (Boston University, Sargent College); M.A. (NewYork
University)
Henry Joseph Santos
Professor of Music, 1971-1999
B.Mus., M.Mus. (Boston University)
James Rudolph Scroggs
Professor of Psychology, 1967-1997
A.B. (Northeastern University); B.D. (Harvard Divinity School);
Ph.D. (Boston University)
Donald Clayton Simpson
Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science, 1967-1998
B. Ed. (Keene State College); M.S. (Clarkson College ofTechnology);
M.A. (Rutgers State University)
Johanne Marie Smith
Professor of Physical Education, 1966-1991
B.S. (East Stroudsburg State College); M.S. (University of Illinois)
Margaret Borden Souza
Professor of Chemistry, 1960-1998
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); M.S. (Boston College)
Benjamin Arthur Spence
Professor of History, 1962-1996
B.S. (Bridgewater State College); M.S., Ph.D. (University of
Wisconsin)
Doris Margaret Sprague
Associate Professor of Education and Principal, Martha M. Burnell School,
1946-1973
B.S.,M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College)
Reed Francis Stewart
Professor ofAnthropology and Geography and Chairperson of
the Department of Earth Sciences and Geography, 1970-1998
B.A. (Amherst College); M.A., Ph.D. (Clark University)
David L. Sudhalter
Professor of Political Science, 1986-1998
B.A. (University of Massachusetts at Amherst); M. A., Ph.D. (Boston
University)
Edward Carl Swenson
Associate Professor of Physical Education and Director of Athletics, 1949-
1977
B.S. (Boston College); M.Ed. (Boston University)
Louis J. Taris
Professor of Education, Martha M. Burnell School, 1983-1993
A.B., A.M., Ed.M., Ed.D (Boston University)
Marjorie Teitelbaum
Assistant Professor of Education, Martha M. Burnell School, 1970-1993
A.B. (Wellesley College); M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College)
Mary Lou Thornburg
Professor of Health and Physical Education, 1964-1997; Acting Dean of
the School of Education and Allied Studies, 1997-1999
B.S. (University ofWisconsin at LaCrosse); M.S. (University of
North Carolina at Greensboro); Ph.D. (University of Iowa)
Paula Marion Vadeboncoeur
Professor of English , 1970-1994
A.B. (Merrimack College); M.A. (Boston College); Ph.D. (Univer-
sity ofWisconsin - Madison)
Barbara HeidelaufWard
Professor of Foreign Languages, 1964-2000
A.B. (Oberhn College); M.Ed. (Rutgers University); Ph.D. (Boston
College)
Richard Jonathan Warye
Professor of Tlieatre Arts, 1968-1994
B. S., M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State University)
Eugenia Gladys Watson
Assistant Professor of Education, Martha M. Burnell School, 1968-1985
B.S. in Ed. (A&T Technical College of North Carolina); M.Ed.
(Bridgewater State College)
George Alexander Weygand
Professor of Physics, 1958-1999
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College), Ed.D. (Harvard University)
Charles Thomas Wolpert
Assistant Professor of Education, 1971-1 999
B.S. (Mount Union College); Ed.M. (University of New Hamp-
shire)
Dorothy Ellsworth Wood
Associate Professor of Elementary Education, 1950-1978
B.S., M.Ed. (Bridgewater State College)
Joanne Wuschke
Assistant Professor of Communication Disorders, 1970-1996
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New England Association of Schools and Colleges, Inc.
Bridgewater State College is accredited by the New England Association of Schools and Colleges, Inc., through its
commission on Institutions of Higher Education.
Accreditation of an institution of higher education by the New England Association indicates that it meets or exceeds
criteria for the assessment of institutional quality periodically applied through a peer review process. An accredited
college or university is one which has available the necessary resources to achieve its stated purposes through appropriate
educational programs, is substantially doing so, and gives reasonable evidence that it wiU continue to do so in the
foreseeable future. Institutional integrity is also addressed through accreditation.
Accreditation by the New England Association is not partial but applies to the institution as a whole. As such, it is not a
guarantee of every course or program offered, or the competence of individual graduates. Rather it provides reasonable
assurance about the quality of opportunities available to students who attend the institution.
Inquiries regarding the accreditation status by the New England Association should be directed to the administrative staff
of the institution. Individuals may also contact:
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education





Other Accreditations and Certifications
American Chemical Society
Commission on the Accreditation ofAllied Health Education Programs
Council on Social Work Education
Federal Aviation Administration
International Assembly for Collegiate Business Education
Interstate Certification Compact
National Council for the Accreditation ofTeacher Education

